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THE LETTER SIN 537

The Letter Sin.

•'310, (306).

I. O breeze! if by the bank of the river Araxes, thou pass,

Upon the dust of that valley, a kiss express
;
and thy breath (from the perfumed

dust)* musky—make.

Salma’s dwelling—to whom, momently, from us, a hundred salutations be,—
Full of the clamour of the camel-drivers

;
and of the crash of the great bell,

thou seest. •

The beloved's litter, kiss :
.then, with soft emotion, the request present.

Saying:—“O kind one! from separation from thee, I^consume. Help!”

I who used to call the counsel of the counsellors (love-forbidding), the empty

sound of the stringed instrument,

(Now, since) I have experienced the ear-rubbing (torment) of separation,

enough for me (is) this counsel.

5. Night-taking, make pleasure without fear. For, in love’s city,

*

With the chief of the patrol, the night-prowler (the holy traveller) hath friendship.

• A

O heart! not the work of playing is love-playing. Play, thy head (life) :

If not, with the chaugan of passion, one cannot strike the ball of (pure) love.

'•
nSr‘ fte Eophrstes and th. Tigris.-th. Araxes .r Abaras.

**

^'then^erf a lovely Arabian .roman. See Ode 360.

s. Shabegir (night-taking) signifies •— , . ,

(d.) the night, the morning-time, and the end of mgh .

'

(6 Journfying at night,-before the morning and after midnight.

(u) A bird, that after midnight, nttereth a

(?) „ man, who at the end of night riseth for devotion.

Ili^^roSftSrfTand here means i-Those that in prayer to Godj keep awake at night, or

'holy Travellers. -z
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311, (307).

I. 0 soul ! wIjo spake to Uiec, saying:—“The circumstances of us (lovers) .

ask not

:

“ Unknown, wander; the talc (of health) of any friend aSk hot ?"

• w

(0 true Beloved !) on that account that comprehending is Thy compassion; and

merciful, Thy nature,
•

’
.

A sin not done, pardon ;
and the past circumstance, ask not.

J.urninous (clear) to thee, thou wishest that the state (of mystery) of love’s con-

suming may be ?

Of the candle (entangled in love), the talc (of love), ask: of the morning-breeze

(love unlaslcd),:
'

Ot the dan lsli-world, no knowledge was liis,

That one, who with thee spake, sayings—"The darvish,

t 0( the raggcd-elad one of the cloister (the sOB, the hypocrite) the cash of search

(of thrstale ot men of God :
ot divine knowledge ;

of truths) seek net:

TItat is,-of the indigent, the matter ef alchemy, . ask not.

ask not.”

Not read have we the tale of Sikandar and Data

:

Save the t-ilc of love and of fidelity, of us a tale, ask not.

“ Ask not." See Ode 312, c. i.

tiJi (ff- (sin not done) signifios;—

''(a) a sin, whereof the desire is in the heart.

(6) „ which will happen.

. (e) ..
is the least possible.

(sin) is of two kinds

^‘’^^hK^^fierdtob^ience of that ordered by God, and established by the shara’.

(b\ ,thc sin of prohibitions.
^

This sig'nifies'thc perpetration of
sin that is going to.pass,” it is no pardon ; it

Ifa merciful one say to his slave. .

. «.sJdrr— emke..— (eu. ef d» Pereiun, ef the Sikundur Nkme..-

Ni^amle 322
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312, (308).
•

I. Of Hip black tress (the world), complaint I have to such a degree——
that ask not ^

For, on account of it, without means and resource, I am become in such a way— ,
that ask not.

In the hope of its fidelity, let none abandon heart and soul (the being a loyer)

;

For, of this done, I am penitent to such a degree— that ask not.

For 4thc sake of) one draught (of wine) wherein is the injury of none.

From the ignorant man, such torment I suffer— .that ask not.
%

4

Ziihid 1 from us in peace depart I for this ruby wine

Takcth from th* hand, heart and faith in that way— that ask not.

5'. Corner (of retirement) -faking' and safety were my desire. But,

That maddening narcissus practiseth a way— that ask not.

In this Path, the talk is that life melteth:

Every one—the contention of this one ( is )
“ that look not of that one,—

•

“that ask not."

1. The phr.ise “ask not" signifies 5
—

{a) there is no room for asking.

\b) it is not worthy of .asking.

(c) no asking, hath the tongue.

I’j-. uiJj (the black tress of the true Beloved) signifies
j r 1 j l- 1.

(a) the world, whose dwelling is in the darkness of vicissitudes and of calamities j and which

^
is the hindcrer of manifestations of the Beloved's grace to holy travellers.

(6) the attractions of divine grace.

.If meaning (6) be used, the second line will be^s-
^ ^

For from (the tress), I have become

2. The explanations arc t-'

(of the worldl, let noneabandon heart and soul and become

• -f “Vor rf and th. companion "t th. traitor.

onhSne, m. mnch I rqnmt that room for naWng ia non. , so mnch blnm. I take, that

m In thThop^rfcooSi^i
th. tmsa, dWo. gr^). IM non. abandon heart and aoni aa

1 did ,°and, therdty,» pantoc. bronght my form
_

^pcnitimt™! toMkn^o,^
moat landablej an oatabliahed mrantain; and 6rm
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I said " From the ball of the sky, I ask the present state :

”

It said "In the curve of the chaugan, that I endure—— that ask not.”
«

To Him (the true Beloved), I said :
— "By whose malice, dishevelledest Thou

Thy tress?” He said:—

"Hafiz ! long is .this tale ;
by the Kuran (I conjure thee) • that ask not.”

8. tJJ; (tress) signifies :

—

the world (as in couplet x)»

ubJj (to dishevel the tress) signifies

to adorn and to arrange the tress.

At the time of conciliating, I asked the true Beloved, saying :

—

For what didst Thou arrange this world, the abundance of existing things, with such condi-

tions and arts ? For what ruin, didst Thou prepare it ? Wherefore is inclination to it

unlawful
, ,

•

The true Beloved answered saying :

—

Hafiz ! long is this tale. By the Imuran I conjure thee ask not ; abstruse is the mystery, but

not concealed from the Lords of knowledge and of vision.”

O seeker ! desist not from verifying what is said.

Honoured in a special way, is the talk of the special ones with God. But, since carelessness hath

overpowered us, and made us blind and deaf, we have left off talking with God ; and, on the

dry land, stranded our bark.

Sec Ode 325, couplets 6, 7.
*
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313, (309).

» Love s pattii / have endured fo such a degree^"
‘

Separation’s poison, I have tasted in such a way———
that ask not

.

thaf ask not.

la the world I have wandered; (and Its good and bad; its heat and cold experi-
• cnccd) and at the end of work,

A hcart-ravishcr (the true Beloved), I have chosen so peerless that ask not.

In the dc.'^jrc of the dust of His door, In that way,

Gocth the water (tears) of my eye--— that ask not.

Last night, from His mouth, with my car,

Words, I heard such that ask not.

Tow.irds me, wherefore bItest thou thy lip, saying

“

Speak not)

A ruby lip, I have bitten (kissed) such——

n

that ask not.

In the hut of my own beggar}', without Thee,

Sorrow!?, I have endured such— that ask not.

In the path of love, like Hafiz the stranger,

At a stage (of trouble), I have arrived such that ask not.

I. “That asU not.” See Ode 312, c. i.

6. Although e.i5e and repose arc in my dwelling, yet, even there, without Thee, is no repose.

7.
(poor) taken wtK

’
(i)

(n) I hs^vc arrived/

I ikS the path of love, stranger I have arrived at such a stage * *

such a strange stage

«|5
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314, {31
0.'

.1 . 0 heart! the companion of thy journey, fortune, well-wishing, (is)—

—

for thee enougli

:

The footman of the path, the breeze of the garden of Shiraz (is), .

for thee enough.

O Darvish 1 from the true Beloved’s abode, again journey not;

For, the spiritual walk and the cloister-corner (are)-;— for thee enough.

The desire for the accustomed dwelling (this world) and the covenant of the

ancient Friend (God),

With way-experienced way-farers, asking pardon (on account of thy refraining -

from the journey)
.

for thee enough.

On the tavern-settle, sit
;
the cup, drink

:

For, of the world, this degree of acquisition of wealth and of rank (is)—
for thee enough.

5 . If from thy heart’s corner, a great grief make ambush,

The fold of the court of the Pir of the Magians protection (is)

for thee enough.

Excess, seek not
;
easy to thyself, make work

; .

‘
•

For the flagon of ruby wine; and, an idol, (beauteous) as the moon, (are)— ' —
foV thee enough.

To the ignorant man, the sky giveth the rein of desire

:

A man of excellence and of knowledge, thou art.- This very sin (is)

for thee enough.

To the favour (and kindness) of others, accustom not thyself. For, in both
worlds.

The will of. God, and the ‘favour of the king (are) - — for thee enough.

Hafiz 1 of any other task, no need is thine

:

The midhight-prayer
;
and the morning-exercise (are) — ‘ for thee enough.

2. jir** (the spiritual walk) signifies

(fl) the discovery of truths and of divine knowledge

;

(&) proceeding in the stages of the Path, and of di^dne knowledge*
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315, (312).

1 . From the world’s rose-ga rden one rose of cheek (is) for us enough
:

'

From this sward, the shade of that moving cypress (the true Beloved is) -

for us enough.

I and the fellow-companionship of people of hypocrisy—from us be far

!

Of the weighty things of the world, th? weighty ritl <is) for us enough.

In return for (good) deeds, the palace of paradise, they give

;

We, who are profligate and indigent, the cloister of the Magians (the stage of
divine knowledge and of love) is for us.enough.

On the marge of the (passing) stream, sit
;
and the passing of life, behold

:

For this example of the passing world (is)- for us enough.

5. The cash of the world's market, and the world’s pain, behold

:

If this profit (is not) for you enough
;
this loss,—— for us enough.

With us, is the (true) Beloved. That more we should desire, what need?

The fortune of the society of that dear Friend of the soul,—— for us enough.

For God’s sake, from Thy door, send me not to paradise

;

For of existence and abode, the head of Thy street, for us enough.

In the head, not a desire is ours save union with Thee :

This traflac of the goods of two worlds,—— for us enough.

Hafiz ! void of justice, is the complaint of the watering place of fate (the world)

:

The nature (pure) like water, and the moving ghazals (eloquent and .sweet

for us enough. .

2. Rill (I quart). See Ode 315. c. 2.
, ..

9, At a watering place, no one stayeth long. He dnnkethfrom the well, and passeth on.

Even so, in this world, it is.
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The Letter Shin.

316, (313).

t. If thou be the compassionate friend, true of covenant,— bg
The companion of the closet (in grief)

; and of the hot bath and of the rose-gar
den (in ease) .

To the power of wine, the curl of thy dishevelled tress give not (so that its per-
fume may not agitate lovers)

:

Speak not saying

“

Say> lovers' hearts agitated— be.”

If thine be desire to be (in exaltation) fellow-sitter with lOiizr,.

Hidden from Sikandar’s eye, like the water of life,— be.

Not the work of every bird is the power of love-playing

Come ; and of the bulbul, ghazal singing (Hafiz), the new rose (beloved)—— be.-

5. The path of service, and the usage of attendance-making

For God’s sake, let go to us
;
and Sultan—— be.

On the prey (the lovers of God) of the sacred fold, again draw not forth the

sword. Take care

!

0 f what thou hast done with our heart, penitent,— be

(0 true Beloved !) the candle of the assembly Thou art
;
one of tongue, one of

heart, be

The fancy of the moth’s effort (in sparing not its own life), behold
; and laugh-

ing (consuming like the candle)-— be.

In glance-playing, is the perfection ' of heart-ravishingness and beauty (of

beloved ones)

Of (the crowd of) the rare ones of the age, in the art of viewing (and compre-

hending others)—— be. .•

2. Speak not saying

Though lovers’ hearts be agitated, this thing, I will do.

3, All worldly attachments,abandon j from people of fortune be far j from their sight, concealed be.

"
See Translation (out of the Persian) by Wilberforce Clarke of the Sikandar Nama,i.NizamI, canto

6g. 4 A 2
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Hafiz ! silence ;
and of the Beloved's violence, bewail not

:

Who spake to thee saying " At the lovely face (of the Beloved) astonied

be?’^

9. For that done by thyself, is no remedy.
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317, (335)-

i. 0 (true Beloved)! the form, all of Thine is beautiful
;
and the place all

of Thine, happy

:

My heart from the grace of the ruby lip sugar-eating—“ of Thine, happy.

Gracious is Thy existence like a fresh rose-leaf

:

Like the cypress of paradise, head to foot— of Thine, happy.

Sweet, the way of Thy grace ;
beautiful Thy line (of down) and mole

:

The eye and the eye-brow of Thine, adorned ;
the stature and form—

•

•' of Thine, happy.

Both, my fancy— the rose-garden full of decoration and adornment^ of Thine

:

Also, my heart,—by the lily-exhaling tress of Thine, happy.

5- (0 true Beloved !)
before Thy eye, I die. For, in that sickness.

Pain maketh me, through the adorned cheek of Thine, happy.

In love’s path, where, from calamity’s torrent is no passing.

My own heart, I make by the sight (of the form) of Thine happy.

In the desert of search, although from every side is danger,

Hafiz, heart-bereft, goeth in love-
of Thine happy.

4. (JJj (tress) signifies

(fl) the attraction of God’s grace.

(b) ,,
hidden divine essence.

. (g) „ upsprihging of the world.

According to (0)—
nf glories full of decoration from the fancying of Thee

;

According to (b)— , became full of decoration with fancies of varied

. Both the rose-garden of "y P
_ , J heart, through the upsprinpng of the world,

hue from the fancying of 1 nee , anu ,

became happy by Thee.

Another explanation is rose-garden of my fancy is full of decoration by

By the decoration of Thy face, 1

WhSi i. desW from co«inS »» the -orM. » - •‘""S'- »'

Friend.

See Ode 29S. 3-
. . b one according to his capacity. The outward join the out-

P^o^lSndingils beauv. '«
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318, (328).

I. The thought of the bulbul (the holy traveller) all is that, that the rose (the true

Beloved), his beloved may be

:

The rose, in thought hotr, in her vrork, grace she may display.

Not all heart-ravishingness is that that slayeth the lover

:

Khwaja is he, whose attendant is grief.

That is a place where into the mby^s heart the wave dasbeth blood,

With this loss thatits (the rub/s) market-value, the sherd shattereth.

From the bounty of the rose (the true Beloved), the bulbul (the hoh^ traveller)

learned speech ; and if not, there had not been

In his beak, all this (sweet) speech and song.

I. (grace) signiSes :—
Tnat grace, fescaadon, and gait of the Beloved, whereby the Io\-ers heart is ra\ished.

(nightingale) sigrdSes :

—

Holy travelers and lovers (of Cod) who like the bulbul, by the decree

—

\M30 knoweth C5od, long is h:s tongue.'*

At the beginning of the mysdc states through love’s woe and power, make long tfceh tongner

and, at the end of the mystic state;, by the decree—
“ Who knoweth CJod is dumb.”
dumb become.

Through lo^^e’s woe. HaSz, whose was all the spirit of the distraught fever, speaketh to the
Eterral saying :

—

“Since I have become joined to the splendour cf the tnze Bdloved's besnly, the dower of
my purpose will blossom.”

The true Bdoved thus considereth ':

—

For pro\':ng strangers, so that the jewel cf truth and his patience in trial may appear, in what
way is it proper to pro^-e him?

God’s decree provideth in such a way that, for the sake of proof and trial with varied afiucrion.

He subdu^ them so that the stranger may be known from the reladoa; and so that the
tongues cf slanderers Oorg in respect of man) may be severed.

At the rime cf concuiation (isdm^at), this occurrelh.

A poet salth

\\’hate\‘er the lovely ones do cometh well

:

“ From non^ is objection St.”

Ccuplets JL and 8 are by the rose in reply to the bulbul. #
AI! Icr.g tslfcng, Fs-eetctsring, singing, that, at the fee cf love’s T^-oe and masterv

the baTool hath is frera the Kmnty of God.
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. 5. That travelled one (the Beloved), whose fellow-traveller is a hundred Kafilas of
the heart,

O God ! wherever he be, him, in safety (from the peril of travel), keep.

*

O thou that passest in the street of our Beloved,
Full of caution, be

;
for the head^ his wall shattereth.

O heart ! although health’s company happily falleth to thee,

Precious, is love's quarter : it, abandon not.

If from the temptation of lust and of desire (of thy own sensual nature’: and
from the world’s attachments, joined to lust) thou go. far, •

Without a doubt, the path to the fold of its sight thou takest.

Merry of head (intoxicated), the SQfi placed his cap aslant.

With two cups (of wine) more, disordered may be his turban,

10. The heart of Hafiz that had become accustomed to the sight of Thee

Is cherished with union. Its (the heart’s) torment, seek not.

•Othenvise, before love, the bulbul was as a wretched sparrow, fn whose beafc- s^vect speech is

none.

If, by love’s hindrances, thou pass thyself, thou mayst know thyself to be of the number of those

.joined with God.

.

S. In the second line, the word “its’’ refers to the rose (in couplet 4) which signifies the true

Beloved (God).

The second line will then be

Without a doubt, thou takest the path to the fold of the sight of the true Beloved ; and with

Him, gainest union.

9. “ Cap aslant.’’ See Ode 463, c. 3 ; 464, c. 2.
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319, (315)-

(0 Murshid !)
come back

;
and of my straitened heart, the soul's sincere friend

be

:

Of this consumed one (with love)', the reposer of hidden mysteries—— be.

Of that wine which in the wine-house (the stage) of love, they sell,

Me, two or three cups give
;
and say Ramazan, it • be !"

0 Arif, holy traveller ! when to the ^irka (of hypocrisy), thou settest fire.

An effort, make ;
and of the circle of profligates (outwardly bad, inwardly good)

of the world, chief' — be.

That (true) Beloved who said :
—" For thee, looker and expecter is My heart”

Say :
—“ In safety, behold I arrive ! expecter— be.

”

1. This may be addressed to the true Beloved.

2. (cup) signifies ;

—

Something-wherein hidden glories they make revealed. * *

The wine is the delight that, from the holy traveller’s heart, issueth ; and causeth him to pass

happy times.

In the Ramazan, forbidden is wine, but not the wine of love. Here, Ramazan signifies the

state of being sober.

See Ode 113.

3. (khirka) signifies :

—

the existence of the holy traveller.

See Ode 124.

(fire) signifies ;

—

The tumult of love and of witnessing, which is the cause of the revealing of existence,

(profligates) signifies

perfect ]^rifs and lovers joined with God.

The explanations are :

—

(fl) When thou kindlest love’s fire, strive and display all spirit; and enter the circle of per-
. feet jS.rifs and lovers united with God.

(6) When from the abyss of outward worship thou leapedest ; and from its bond escapedest,
strive and enter the circle of those joined with God.

For, in the state of holy travelling, to be centered in manifes tations is mean-spiritedness 5 and to
be a piWar in revelations, low-naturedness.

The first line means i

—

When hypocrisy and outward worship thou abandonest.

4, signifies :

—

a seer and expecter.
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5; In envy of that ruby lip, life-giving (of the true Beloved),.my heart’became

blood, ‘

^

•

• With that yery seal and mark, the casket of love (the beloved’s mouth)—— be 1

. • . .
•

.

'
•

So that on His (the true Beloved’s) heart through grief, a particle of ‘dust may
'

‘not sit, :
•

. .

‘

O .torrent of tears ! following, my. letter, flowing—— •
.

.
• be !

Hafiz, who maketh his desire the cup, world'displaying (the perfect murshid),—

(To’him) say:—" In sight of Asaf of Jamshid, (his exalted) place—' be.”
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.

‘ 320,(319)-

I. In the (spring)* season of the tulip (the murshid), the cup take
;
and void of

hypocrisy—^ •

With the perfume of the red rose (of 'Irak), a moment concordant with the ^

breeze (the murshid) — tie.

.

I say not to thee All tKe year practise wine-worshipping :
”

•
.
(Nay) ;

three (spring) months, wine drink; and nine months; austere and Abid

(in the world's occupations)— , be.

If the Pir, the holy traveller, charge thee with the wine oflove

Drink
;
and expecter of God’s mercy, . • be.

I. J/ (rose) sipiifies:

—

• the red rose of ’Irak that from Muhammad’s sweat, fell into this world.

Muhammad is called— *
.

- .

Mustaf? the chosen one I Mujtaba, .the chosen one. • -

Ahmad, „ praised. ’

1
Shafi’ „

' intercessor.

In the time of the murshid, the cup of love take; this counsel, wth soul and heart, accept

5

• • happ3" of time, be ; from the heart’s page, hypocrisy efface; in hope of revelations ofmysterie^

and of the smelling of the perfume of the rose (spiritual mysteries)^ associate with the wind

be; in thy heart, naught scratch ; the requisites of the murshid’s society, choose; firm of

foot on his order be ; with the word of this .or of that, thy heart scratch not—that to thee

the doors of manifestations may be opened.

3. 1 say not—prostrate in austerity and effort; and thy head, laid in submission in the murshid's

service, ever be.

For, on account .of man’s nature, that is difficult and impossible ; and our trouble intolerably

which is the cause of ruin. • .

*

Then, for a while (three months, yearly), in the mursWd’s serrice enter upon austerity and effort;

for the rest of life, enter upon ease (in the world’s occupations), and the ladder of glories,

ascend.^

See Ode 4,* c. 4. .
*

* . -

In the shari’at and the tarikat, renowned murshids and perfect holy travellers place, at the be-

ginning of the mystic state, their seekers in restraint in the closet for the three months,—rajab,

sha’ban, and ramazan. See p. g6. .

[A Persian friend of mine says that the three months are

—

Mulyirram ; ?M-ka’dat-ul-haram ; and ?i-l Hijjat-ul-haram.]

So that from them, neither the jama’ (prayer) nor the jama’at (ordinary prayer) may fall (into

desuetude).

This is a pillar of the customs of Islam : by abandoning it, the holy traveller hath reproach.

The prc5er\’ation of degrees is the condidon of this Path : whoever abandoneth it not is a slave
o! the court.

In ihi*; period of three months, thcy,'in austerity and effort, all are. By the murshid’s direction
they engage in jikr va fikr (repetition of God’s^name and contemplation thereoO ; and from the
heart’s tablet, the pxturc ** other than God,” efface.

*
*

*

For n:r,c months, they enter upon the work of their own necessary emplQ3Tnents.
To er.ch or.e sn this cEort, according to his capadty, they open the doors of manifestaUons (of

Go-I).
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H tWnc be desire Hiat, like J«'imslild.(the perfect murshid), thou mayst attain to
the mystery of the hidden,

Come
; and, the confidant of this cup, world-displaying (the perfect murshid)

'
• ' be.

5- Though like the (closed up) rose-bud, the world^s-work is a (closed' up) knot,

1-ikc the spring-breeze, ‘thou, the knot (bud-) opener—;— ’

be.

rrom none, seek fidelity
; and, if, my s{5eech, thou hear not,

.

In foolishness,- seeker of the slmurgli and of alchemy—— ' be.

t *
* V *

Hnfiz I of devotion of strangers, the disciple be not

:

But, of pure profligates, the friend—— '
. be.

Wl'.cn the holy traveller rcachclh this fortune, cheerful arid happy, he becomethj.and.to him,
‘

from his own necessary employments, injury rcachclh not.

For his work is such tijat, in work, is his hand; and for the Beloved, his heart; and save of

necessity, in the presence of the Beloved,* ih work he engageth not.

Thus, the seed of happiness, he sowclh ; by bis own spirit, these precepts, practiseth ; and him-

rclf into effort, by degrees drawelli.

4- The cup, world-displa)’5ng, m.ny signify ;

—

the heart of the holy traveller. • . •
>

0. To seek fidelity from .my one is like seeking for the faCulous simurgh; or for the alchemy

(whereby stones bccoihc gold)*

To the second Vine, add

And, in seeking the impossible, thyself distressed, keep, ,
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. .
. 321,(316)-

*

1 . The gardener (the holy traveller) if, for a space of five days, (a life-time), the

society of the rose (the true Beloved) is necessary for him,

Against the tyranny of.the thorn of separation, the patience of the (patient) bulbul

is.necessary for him.

ft

0 heart! in the bond pf His tress (the world), regarding" perturbation, bewail

not, • ’

. .

'

When, into the bond, the wise bird falleth, fortitude——^ is necessary for it.

-With tress and face like.lhis of His (the true Beloved), unlawful be glance-play-

ing (of love),
. .

•
-

^

To that one, (if) the jasmine-face, ana.the hyacinth-curl is necessary for him.

To tKe profligate, world-consuming (who hath abandoned the -world^s attach^

ments) what business with counsel-considering?

The land’s work is (such) that deliberation and reflection——

-is necessary for it.

.

*

5. In tarikat, reliance on piety and knowledge .is infidelity:

If a hundred kinds* of skill, the way-farer have, trust in God-;—

^

is n'ecessary for him.

1.

(gardener) signifies :—
• .

the holy traVcllcr, who, in this Path, is the gardener of his own existence,

jU. (thorn) signifies :— , ,
’

’

,

•

separation Ifrom God) in this world, The period of life in this world is the time of guidance to

God. '

^
,

In the antumn, whtfn no leaf remaineth in the garden (the holy traveller*s existence), the bulbul on
cxQty bough, whereon he sitteth, expericnceth naught save the torment .of the thorn; and
against its tyranny practiseth patience in the hope of the blossofning of the rose.

2.

The reckoning of the holy traveller's life is from the discovery of the manifestations of glories.*

Possibly, God may give patience. If not, from wailing and weeping, naught cemeth save that
which makclh itself agitated.

'
. . . . . .

3.

Thai one, who, nolwiihslanding the tress and'thc face of the Beloved, hath desire for the jasmine
and ihc hyacinth, to him/unlawful be (ovc-playing.

Properly, the recend line should be :

—

To c\i‘ry' one, to whom the jasmine-face and the hyaciftth-curl is necessary^
Prcjvriy the second line should

1 Kw Li^.d s v.c.k is that, for which deliberation and reflection arc necessary.
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*

* •

The (disdainful) airs of'tliat intoxicated narcissus, it is necessary to endure, •

O distraught heart ! since that tress and fore-lock r Is necessary for it.

«
*

O SalcU in the cup's circulation, delay. h9tv long?
’

* •

, When with lovers, the (cupis) circulation chanceth, succession (continuity)——

is necessary 'for it.

Who is .since, without the harp’s sound) he drinketh n’ot the cup ?

The wretched lover
!
patience like this, why-^ .

.
is necessary for him ?

]
. . .

; I

•

In.ihc second line" it ’’.refers :

—

(j) to the land’s work, c. 4

;

{?;) „ narcissus, c. 6;

(rj ti cup’s circulation, c. 7.
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1. 0 bappy ! Shiraz, and its peerless site

:

0 Lord ! it from declinej preserve.

For oar Ruknabad, a hundred praises,
,

WT.ose limpid v.-ater Hfe to Khizr gave.

Between Ja'farabad and Musalla,

.Ambergris-mixing, cx)meth‘its (cool) north wind.

To Shiraz, come
;
and the bounty of the holy spirit Qibra.il),

For it, from the man endowed with perfection (Hafiz), ask.

5. Here (in Shiraz), who mentioneth Egyptian candy ?

For the sweet ones (the lovely ones, the beloved ones, the.utterers of sweet

words, of Shiraz) have not given (imputed to) it shame.

O breeze ! of that lovely, wholly intoxicated wanton,

News, what hast thou ? Her state is what ?

For God’s sake, from this dream, awake me not,

For, in its image, a sweet pleasure I have.

r. Cc'zzlc\s 2 nr.d 3 fcm a kha^oar.d shoiiid be written :

—

It *;gr.:f-C3

' tni.-ir. vr. kh’-jhis'h \'a ttur.ana afrin.

Khi;r. S-.e Ode So-

3. i . e cn-.-.cr ct Ja'frrab.id has ceased to exist- Its pc-si'don wasto the east, opaosite to the f.eld^
. : rd to the ruLr.cd m-'-sJid cf Mnsa!;>.

the tv.c.d_ci~ctc. mns the hig-hwny Shiraz to Isfahan, trarersine, at a ntile’s distance fror'
Si’-ae, the cr.sr of Al’.an'e .Akbar.

^
•

IV„V-:b:.d. See Ode S.

3. h-. r c: these o-ts, no sr.eetr.ecs hath value compared with the stveetress of Shi-ar
i t r l: -r.rr t : cf tr.::^r>TCt.:r.e£S cf.Sh:rX:.

. >7 r rr r r Ti *1 * r.

-

1ei f: r t r tr! r d ::r c: ."ir.d s :r.g:r.g,

1
’.'

.. , T c: rr::>d*^5ty; a uar.tcn.
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*

' • *

If thnl sweet one spill.my blood,

0 heart ! it, like mother’s milk, lawful hold.

. ^ •

Hafiz 1 when of separation, thou art affrighted, why
Offcrcdcsl not thou thanks for the time of union with the beloved ?

(10 I^old l.’nviu!) signifies ;

—

t.> ivirdon.
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I. From me, tranquillity, power, and sense took,

The idol of stony ^eart^ of silvern lobe (of ear).

, A picture, a beauty, an amorously playful one, Pari-like,

A subtle one, a moon -like one, a bold one, kaba-wearer (gaily arrayed) .

From the torment of the fire of. love’s phrenzy for her,

Ever, tumult, I express like Ihe (seething) caldron.

Tranquil of heart, like the (close-fitting) ^rment I should be

If, her into my embrace, like the kaba, I take.

5. At her tyranny, I grieve not. For, without the tliorn, .

.The rose, none obtaineth ; without 'tlie sUng, the honey.

If rotten.become my bone '(skeleton),

Forgotten becometh not, from my soul, the love for her.

hly heart and faith ! my heart and faith 1 have ravished

Her breast and shoulder, her breast and shoulder, her breast and shoulder
, * • *

Hafiz ! Thy remedy, thy remedy* is

—

Her sweet lip, her sweet lip, her sweet lip

!

2. (^5) sgmfies:—
A long tunic, open in front.

5. From Resht, on tKe Caspian, has been introduced a thornless, monthly, rose called ;

—

Rosa cendfolip
» guI-i-rashS.
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.

.
•

.

r. Affrighted; became my heart; and careless, I, the. darvish, am,
As to what hath happened, to that (great) bewildered prey (my heart).

• For the head of my own faith, I trembled Hke'tbe willow :

For, in the hand of one of bo.w eye-brow, Kafir in religion, is my heart.

(From much weeping) the fancy of the spirit of the (mighty) sea, I (a mere drop]
mature. . Alas !

*
^

^

. In the head of this drop^ absurd of thought (Hafiz), are what (crude fancies)

!

Of that eye-lash,' bold, rest-slayer,—I boast

.On the.tip of whose point, the wave of the sweet water (of life) dasheth.

5. From the sleeve of a thousand physicians, trickleth blood,

. If, for examination,- a hand on my' wounded heart, (drowned in blood, head to
foot) they place]

. ,

'

«

«

In the street of the wine-house (the murshid’s threshold),- weeping and head
‘ cast down, I go r

Because, of my (empty, vain) produce, ever cometh shame to me.

Remaineth neither the (prolonged) age.of Kfeizr, nor the (great) dominion of

Sikandar ;
'

.

.
Darvish 1 upon the head of the mean world, strife make not.

. 3.
(the drop thinking the impossible) signifies

'(a) The existence of HSfiz.

(J) „ heart

(c) . „ drop of tear. . .

If be read forj-« jo we have in the second line

Over the head of this drop, absurd of thought (HSfi.?’s existence j Hafiz’s heart} the tear-

drop), are whatfancies.

4. Fromthepoint.of a thing. man becometh destroyed} but, from the 'tip of the Beloved’s eye-

lash, man becometh living. ... t. , jt '
1 t.

,
This is due to the water of life, whose wave dasheth upon the Beloved s eye-lash.
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0 Friend.! slave, thou art ; of friends, complain not

:

For, love’s condition is n ot the complaint of less or of more.

Hafiz I to that girdle (of the true Beloved) reacheth not every beggar’s hand :

The treasury greater than Karun’s treasure, to hand bring.

8. Whatever cometh from friends is good.

9. To the secondline, add :

—

If desirous, of the true Beloved’s girdle, thou be.
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. 325, (336J.

I. Last night, to me, a mystery-knower, keen of sense, secretly spake,
Saying: “Concealed from thee, one cannot hold the mystery of the wine,

seller;'*

He said :
“ To thyself, action easy take. For, from nature’s way,

*' On men hard-striving, hard the world seizeth.”
’

*

Then, me, he gave a cup, from whose splendour on the heavens.

To dancing came Zuhra
;

and the lute-striker (player) kept sayin?
“JDrink!”

r .. . r / s

" O son 1 counsel, hear, grief for the world^s sake, suffer not :
•

“ To thee, a tale, I utter (lustrous) as a pearl
;
if thou canst, hear.**

5^ With the bloody (wounded) heart, bring forth (display) the laughing lip like the

cup (laughing with wine's sparkle) : .
'

. .

“ If, thee, a (cleaving) wound reach, like the (shrieking) reed, into clamour (of

grief), come thou not.

“ So long as, with this screen (of mystery), thou becomest not acquainted,

—

a hint thou hearest not :

“ Not the place for Jibra,il’s message, is the ear of the unprivileged.

“.In love’s fold, of talking and of hearing one cannot boast

:

“ For, there, eye and ear, must be all thy. limbs.

“ On the carpet (stage) of subtlety-knowers, is the condition, no self-selling

(boasting) :
, _

•

“ O man of wisdom 1 either words known (understood and weighed) utter ; or

silent be."

O Saki ,
wine, give. For Hafiz’s profligacies, understood,

Asaf the Lord of conjunction, fault-forgiving, defect-concealing.

By Asaf is meant

'

H5ii ^^ivamu-d.Din, Vazir to Shah Shuja>. See Ode 3, c. 9.

.• 4C2
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1.

In theageof theking,iault.forgiving, crime-covering, '
. .

’

Flagon-drinker, became Hafiz ;
and cup-drinker, the mufti.

Forth from the cloister-corner, the Sufi sate (drinking) at the wine-jar’s foot.

Since he beheld the muhtasib a wine-pitcher,on his shoulder bear.

The state of the shai^, and of the kazi and oftheir jew (secret)-drinking,

I asked, in the morning,’ of the Pir, the wine-seller.

He said :—“ Unfit to be uttered is the matter though thou art a confidant c

“ (From slander) thy tongue indraw ; the screen (of high and of low), preserve ;

and wine (of love), drink. .

5. SaWr spring arriveth; and means of wine (-drinking) is none;

*(On getting means), a thought make. For, from grief (of want of means of

wine-drinking), into tumult hath come my heart’s blood.

I- The King is Shah Shuja*, (rf. 1384) one of the seven princes of Ihe Miizaffar dynasty reigning in

Persia in Hanz’s time.

This -king \s*as addicted to wine; and consequently the penalties regarding its use were re-

laxed.

signifies :

—

A larg^ t\s'o-handled, glass flagon wherein to refine, wine remaineth forty da\'s-

2. Muhtasib signifies :

—

The police-officer, the censor of morals, whose duty it was to stop wine-drinking.

3. From fear of the muslims, the Jews drank wne secretly. See Ode 467, c. 3. ^

Hence the phrase shurbu-l-Yahud. •
*

Couplets 3 and 4 form a kita’band.

(shaikh) signifies :

—

a sitter on the prayer-mat. ‘

(kazi) signifies :

—

the magistrate of the firm shara’.

(Yahud, Jew) signifies :— -

‘

(c) a people that have exceeding greed for wine-drinking.
{h) gr^ for the unlaxv-ful and the forbidden,—

^

i- compensation for openings.
U. the taking of bribes from the oppressor, and advantage over the oppressed.

Both these are iniquitous.

The circumstance of the shaijjh (on the prayer-mat) and of'lhe kazi (on the seat of the
shara

) who do disgraceful deeds I asked of love’s murshid when he was in the explana-
ticn o* truths, and to me inclining c

He- said This matter is unfit to be.”
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Love and.poverty

, and youth, and the new spring,— (all this) is

.

y excuse. It, accept; and, in mercy’s trail, the crime conceal,

Like^ the (burning) candle, tongue extending (in clamour) how long makest thou ?O friend 1 the moth of thy desire hath arrived. Silei^ce 1

O King, in form and in truth ! like thee, ,
•

'

No eye hath seen
; no ear hath heard. .

.

• *

Remain, until the^^irka of hypocrisy, accepteth ' ’ •

Thy youthful fortune from the old,.tattered garment-wearing sky.
«

,
10 . Haiizl from this inconstant sphere, I sought my.purpose

:

It said*:— To the wine-house, go ; and the cup of wine, drink.”

Last night, from the hidden, to the ear of iny heart, reached a voice :

—

! less grief suffer thou
:
(tranquil) sit; wine, drink.”

7. The candle^s wick is its tongue/which is ever uplifted or extended :—
* ,

(a) in laughter, or clamour, when burning. ..
•

‘ *

‘ (b) in silence when not burning.

8.

* The first line may be * *
’ *

’

.
* O king in form and in truth I like whom;

9. ixy (zhand) signifies:— .

'

A patched garment pleasing to darv.ishes# • - •
;

Kings of the Ab^seya dynasty had a custom of putting on the blue l^irka, and then silting on

thethronfe. »

’

When they reached old age, they gave the khirka to their successor ; and putting on the*zhand

. chose retirement, t

The explanations are

*

- .
. ^

(a) Remain until thy youthful fortune accepteth thekfairka of hypocrisy from (the old, tatter-

ed garment-wearing, (star-bescattered), sky.
. I

In the blue surface (robe) of the sky, the stars are as holes. Hence, the blue robe of the sky

, may be said to be tittered.
^ ^ r

(b) Remain until the sky, blue-wearing may make thee its heir; and arrange for thee its

own sway. , ; j 41. 4

(c) Remain until happiness and unhappiness of the sky may come under the sway; and that

act in respect to the good and ill of the people of the world may end;

jjhirka. .See Ode 124.
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327, (326).

I. At morn, from the invisible messenger, to my ear reached the glad tidings

“Tis the age of Shah Shuja’ (the soul) ; wine (love’s tumult), boldly drink !”

Gone hath that time when people of vision went aside (fearing all)

:

In the mouth, a thousand forms of speech
;
and (from fear of the enemy) silent

the lip.

%

To the twang of the harp, those tales (that we have kept concealed) shall we

utter

:

For, from the concealing of them, seetheth the caldron of the heart.

In fear of the muhtasib, the house (secret)-wine having drunk

:

(Now, in Shah Shuja’s time) to the beloved’s face, let us drink; and .(express)

the shout :—“ Drink, drink again !”

5. Last night, from the street of the wine-house, on their back, they carried him,

The revered Imam, who, on his back, the praj'er-mat bore.

O heart ! on the path of salvation, thee, good gnidance, I make :

In iniquity, glory not
;
of austerity .boast not.

I. Shfih Shuja’, see Ode 326, c. i.

To my ear, came a voice, sajing :

—

“ Wine, boldly drink

!

*• Haring reached the stage of the soul j and become a river of purity, thee no injury" doeth
cither purity or impurity.

“ Then, upon lo\-e’s intoxication enter ; and naught, regard.
" The subtleties the observance of which (at first) were obligatory, thou hast passed ; in

God’s protection, thon art seated.
“ Net left to thyself, art thou now, since the steed of resolution, thou hast urged.”

See this Ode. c. a. 3 ; and 332, c. i.

^cur.ets 2 and 3 relate to the existence of non-existence.

vL- (koase-wine) signifies;—

me ’.-hxh, from fear of the muhtasib, they secretly drink in the house,
o. \Vh.v.tv..r theu doKt, of it boast nets -
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The king’*s luminous opinion is the place of the.lightof splendour ;

When propinguity to him, thou desirest^ in purity of intedtion strive.

Save the praise of hi& grandeur, aught make not the exercise of the mind;

For the confidant of Surush (Jibra.il) is the ear of his heart.

^lysteries of the counsel of the empire, kings know:

Hafiz ! a beggar, a corner-sitter, thou ! clamour not.

7. (the place of light of splendour) signifies

3y place of splendour of light.
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328 , (327)- •
. .

1. Bitter (strong) wine, whose power is man-overthrowing, I desire :

Perchance, a moment, froip the world and its iniquity and clamour, I may rest. .

(0 heart!) wine (of love), bring. For safe (without it) from the deceit of the

sky (the traitor), one cannot go: .

(Deceit caused) by the sport of Venus, its harper; and of Mars, its blood-

thirsty one. .

•

• •

No time of base, hath time’s table cherishing the mean : .

0 heart; from its bitter and salted victuals, wash the palate of greed and of

avarice.
, .

•
.

• •

The Bahram hunting, noose" (lust's desires) let go
;
the cup (of love) of Jamshid,

• uptake

:

For, this .desert (the world), .we have traversed..
,
(Visible) is neither Bahram

(sensual desire), nor his wild ass.
^

« *

. .5? To glance at darvishes is not against greatness : •

\7ith all his pomp, Sulaiman,—his (mercy-) glance was with the (feeble) ant

2. Zuhra (Venus) is in the third heaven ; from its eff^ts are song and singing. ‘

Murlkb (Mars) is in the fifth heaven ; from its effects are.tyranny.

To man, it (the sky) like a child giveth the sweetmeat of ease. Then at its tyranny,. man •

weepeth.
.

•
.

^

Thus ever is its work; on this is its goal. Save by love’s superiority, one' cannot be safe from-

the sky’s deceit. Where love planteth its standard, there no power is the sky’s.

4. To the second line, add :— • ' •

'

Save the lover (of God) and the true Beloved naught found permanency in this world; who
was slain, found everlasting permanency.

Bahram Gor (Varahran V of Roman History, A.D. 420) was one of the best moharchs who ever
ruled Persia.

In a vaTe between Shiraz and Isfahan (the vale of horses, from having been from the earliest
times the hunting ground of the nobles of Persia! Bahram while pursuing the wild ass (Gor)
leaped with his horse into a pool, and was never-seen again.

In 1810, encamped near the springs of Ihe valley. Sir J. Malcolm lost a trooper of the i6th
Hussars, a-good swimmer, in the spring supposed to be that in which Bahram was lost.

Bahram shooting at a lion that had made a wild ass its prey, the arrow passed through the back
of the lion and of the ass, and entered the earth.

He was afterwards called Bahram Gor.
®

5. Sulaman^accepted a grass blade (some say the roasted leg of a locust) hospitably offered .him,by

See the Kuran, xxvii.
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Come
;
so that| m pure wine, time's mystery, we may show

:

On the condition that, to those crooked of disposition and blind of heart, thou
show it not.

From the cup of emerald hue, I drink ruby wine

;

For, the zahid is a serpent of the age, whom blind with this I will make.

From Hafiz, turneth not its head the bow of the eye-brow of the (true)

Beloved

:

But, at this His arm full of force, (to Hafiz) laughter cometh.

7. On beholding the emerald, the serpent becometh blind.

. 8. The bow of the (true) Beloved’s eye-brow is intent upon striking its arrow upon Hafiz. But, at

the .Beloved’s arm full of force, laughter cometh.

For with all this powerfulness (of arm) intent on striking him, the true Beloved’s arm is weak.

That is :

—

With all this powerfulness, the true Beloved shooteth the arrow sluggishly, so that, with a

single arrow. He accomplisheth not the work of slaying HSfiz.
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329, (328).

I. Sufi! a beautiful rose pluck ;.and to the thorn the patched religious garment,

s^ve

For pleasant tasting wine, this thy dry austerity,--' give*

In the path of the harp’s melody, put aside idle talk and fraud

For wine and wine-drinking, the rosary and the darvish-mantle—— give.

Excessive austerity that the lovely one and the zahid purchase not.

In the sward’s ring (time), to spring’s fragrant breeze, give.

0 chief of lovers ! my path, ruby wine attacked

:

In the pit of the beloved’s chin, my blood give.

5 . O Lord ! in the rose-season, pardon the slave’s sin

:

To the cypress of the bank of the stream, this tale—

—

0 thou that hast travelled to the drinldng place of thy desire I

From this sea (of desire), me dusty, a drop

In thanks that the form of idols thy eye beheld not,

To us, by the pardon and the favour of the Lord, work-

Said 1 when the ^waja drinketh the wine of the morning cup.
Tell (him)—“To Hafiz, night alive keeping, the cup of gold

give.

give.

give.

give.

2- oWJo (idle talk) signifies

boasting words, that Zahids, in respect of themsel\’es, utter.

(dar\’ish-mantle) signifies:—
() head dress, or a mantle worn by darvishes.

() fuia a sash, which Idiatlban /preachers) and krabs cast on the shoulder.
Rosary, See Odes 132, 178.

3 * “ Be not righteous overmuch.”
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330, (330).

1. The watcr-bank, and the willow-root and the poetic nature and a friend,

A companion, the sweet heart-ravisher, and the Sakl, rose of cheek, -happy.

Ho ! O fortune of destiny ! that knoweth not the worth of time,
To thee, be this pleasure pleasant

; for a time, thou hast ’

hapDv.

To whose heart is friendship through the* love of a heart-rayisher,

. Say On the lire, put rue (to dispel the evil eye)
;
for a business, thou hast

'

' happy.”

For the bride of nature, with generosity, I bind thought’s jewel

:

It may be, from time’s picture, on my hand may fall an idol happy.

5. .Plunder, reckon the night of the Beloved’s society
; and do

heartedness,

For, heart-kindling, is the moon-beam
;
and stream-bank——

justice to happy-
»

happy.

In God's name ! in the cup of the Saki's eye, is wine

Tliat giveth intoxication with reason
;
and bringeth about a wine-sickness,

happy ?

Hafiz ! in carelessness, went thy life : with us, to the wine-house (the stage of

love and of divine knowledge), come

:

So that the intoxicated lovely ones (perfect Arifs, and the excellent murshid)

will teach thee, a work, happy.

5. See Ode 352, c. 4, 5.

Lit*

Take justice of happy-heartedness ; take thy fill of it.

7, ixla. ^ (wine-house) signifies :

—

(/i)'a place of the profligates of the world, wherein they become inflamed with wine,

(6) love, whose source is love.

JJli (sway) signifies

hair twist on twist, the requisites of lovely ones.

JjSxi (intoxicated lovely ones) signifies

Murshids.

The soul addresseth lust j or the heart, the soul

,

, , , r

« In carelessness; life passed : and to thy perfume-place ascended not the perfume of truth.

« Higher than outward worshipping thou hast ascended; with us, come to love's stage that

perfect murshids may teach thee love’s business.”
^ ^
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331, (332)-

I. The collection of beauteousness and of gracefulness is his cheek (resplendent)

like the moon.

But, lore is not his, nor constancy. O God I (love and constancy) give him.

My heart-ra^dsher is the beloved and is a child : in sport, one day,

He will cruelly slay me ; and, in the shara’, no sin is his.

Verily, best that from him, I guard well my heart

:

For, bad and good, he hath not seen ; and, of them, no knowledge hath (what

he wisheth, he doeth).

Active and sweet, fourteen years of age, an idol, I have

:

VTiose slave with soul is the (resplendent full) moon of fourteen days.

5 . From his lip like sugar, cometh a perfume of milk betokening early child-

hood) :

Though frcm the glance of his black eye trickleth blood (betokening the

slayer).

0 Lord 5 in pursuit of that rose, newly sprung, our heart

Went where ? For, in this (place), some time, it, we have not seen.

If my beloved, the heart-possessor, in this way shattereth my heart (army).

Quickly, for his own life-guarding, him, the Idng will take.

Thankfully, I sacrifice my life if that peerless pearl,—
Its place of rest become the shell (the socket) of the eye of Hafiz.

2. Against children, the decree of the shsra’ pssseth not,

i. By “ slat'e,'’ is rendered the expresson—"ring-in-the-ear ” (fae-ringed one).

7. *-7^ signiRes ;

—

(a) the heart.

(5) the heart (centre of an army).
(c) the army.

1 he king will take h:m faecanse he is army-shatterer.
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332, (331 ).

. In this city, tny fortune, I have tried

:

From this whirlpool, my chattels 'tis necessary to draw.

Since (many a time) I gnaw the hand (of regret) and heave the sigh (from my
chest),

To my body, piecemeal torn, like the rose (leaf-shedding), I set fire.

Last night from a bulbul that sang, how sweetly it came (to me in a place

where).

From the branch of its (rose-) tree, the rose made wide its ear,

Saying 0 heart
!
joyful be thou. For that beloved, ill of nature,

'* Long sittetli refractorily on account of his (ill) fortune.

.
** Tlie world, cruel (in words) and slow (in covenant-keeping), to pass by thee

thou wishest

:

“ Thy own slow covenant and cruel words——’ • abandon.

” If, upon the lofty sky, vicissitudes (Shaitan’s temptations) wave-mounting,

strike their head,

“ (Yet) his chattels and fortune, wet (soiled with Shaitan's snare), the Arif maketh

not.”

0 Hafiz 1 if union had been attainable, .ever.

Far (severed) from bis throne, Jamshid would not have remained.
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333, (334)-

I. Last night from the corner of the wine-house, an invisible messenger

Spake “ Sin, they pardon : wine, drink !”

Its own work, doeth divine pardon :

The glad tidings of mercy, Surush causeth to arrive.

Greater than our sin, is God’s grace :

(’Tis) a subtlety head closed. What sayest thou ? Silence

!

To the wine-house, take this crude wisdom :

So that to tumult, the ruby wine its blood may bring.

5. Although, not by effort union with Him, they give,

O heart ! that much that thou canst, strive.

•

(Together are)—my ear and the curl of the true Beloved’s tress

;

(Together are)—my face, and the dust of the door of the wine-seller.

The Ruler of faith, Shah Shuja’,

He who, slave to his order, made the holy spirit (Jibra,il).

His desire, give, 0 angel of the ninth heaven (God’s throne)

!

Him, from the evil eye, keep.

The profligacy of Hafiz is not a hard perv'erse sin .

In the estimation of mercy of the King, defect-concealing (God).
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334. (335).

I. 0 Lord ! that fresh laughing- rose whom to me, Thou entrastedest,
To Thee, on account of the envious ones of the sward, I entrust.

%

(0 beloved
!) with him, my heart is fellow-traveller. In every place where he

goeth, be

The blessing of people of liberality the guide of his soul and body.

Although, far to a hundred stages, from the stage of fidelity he hath wandered,
From his soul and body, far be the calamity of the moon's revolution.

O morning breeze I if to the head of the dwelling of Salm^ thou reache'st,

A salutation to her from me, I have hope that thou wilt convey.

• 5 . From that black tress, courteously scatter mifek

:

(For the tress) is the abode of clear hearts ; together heap it not (or our heart

will be ruined),

Say

"

To thy down and mole, my heart hath the right of fidelity.*'

In that tress, ambergris of coil, it (my henrt), sacred keep.

In the stage where, to his lip, they drink wine,—

—

Mean that intoxicated (unconscious) one to whom is consciousness of himself.

From the door of the wine-house, not proper is it to gathet goods add thattels,

Into the sea, cast the chattels of him who, this water, drinketh.
\

Not true is the love of him, who (in love) feareth distress

:

(Together, be)—out head and his foot; or our lip and his mouth.

Hafiz's verse,~the couplet of the ghazal. all is divine knowledge :

On his heart-alluring soul and grace of verse, Afarin !

4. Salm? was a lovely Arabian woman.

8. signifies when read j—

goods.

*irz, reputation.

9. Either my head beneath his foot mil go to the wind of destracSon ; or, Jip mU gain the kiss of his

niouth.
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335, (3^0 -

I. When His (the true Beloved ^s) tress, ambergris-dilfusing, the breeze (fate and

destiny) dishevelled,

Every shattered one, with whom it (the breeze) joined, his life fresh became*

A fellow^breather is where so that (to him) explanation of my grief, I may give

From the time of separation from Him, what (torments) my heart endureth.

The letter of fidelity which the messenger of the morning took to the (true)

Beloved,

Of the blood of our eye was the seal of its inscription.

Of the leaves of the rose (the limbs of man), time made a token of Thy face (O

true Beloved
!)

^

But (on looking well), through shame of Thee, concealed i.t (man) in the rose-

bud (the closed tomb).

5. Thou asleep
; and no limit appeared

Thanks be to God for this Path (of love) that hath ho end !

(tress) signifies :

—

() the world, by reason of its vidssitudes, oppressions, and varied kinds of affliction.

() the hidden divine essence.

(c) the world of evidence, which iS this world, the prohibitor to holy travellers of manifesta-

tions of the Lord God.

In non-existenc^ is the manifestation of God, which (in non-existence) admitteth not the veil of

the hidden ; and (in existence) opened, from the hidden, the screen of the divine essence,

(shattered) signifies

One, grief-stricken ; friendless ; without fellow-breath, companion, or associate.
When I entered the limit of non-existence, to go from non-existence to existence was the inclina-

tion of none.
Fate and destiny, having adorned the world, displayed it to existing things ; so that from its good-

every one gained freshness ; and hasted to it with perfect inclination.
, to grace and wealth ; a crowd, to the stages of worship ; some, to excellences and per-

lections
; some, to the manifestations of glories.

Thp!li^
eternity without beginning,to the offspring of Adam, they gave splendour.

^ to a place (the world), where these things shall be necessary to

See Notes to Ode i.
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Perchance, the beauty of the Ka’ba (the true Beloved) desireth excuse (for want
of union) of the way-farer (to the Ka’ba);

For, in its desert, consumed the soul of those alive of heart (lovers of God).

My heart that, from all save Thee kept secret love for Thee,

Behold, how (from much weeping) before its (weeping) lovers, my eye revealeth

(my love for Thee).

«

To this- shattered house of sorrow (the lover’s body), who bringeth.

From the pit of the (true Beloved’s) chin trace of the Yusuf of the heart ?

That tresS'tip (the world of evidence, or this world), T take; and it to the

khwaja’s hand, I give.

That, perchance, my justice from its hands he may take (and, holding me ex-

cused, may not drive me away).

lo. In the morning, by the border of the sward, from the bulbul I heard

His melody of Hafiz, sweet of voice, sweet of song.

6. The second line is the cause of the first.
^ ,, , , . # r

The beauty of the true Beloved perchance desireth an excuse for His own travellers of the path (of

love) ; for, in that desert worn out is the soul of the heart-wounded ones,

g. "Tress-tip ” may signify

the attraction of love.
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330| (320)*

t. Ruined (undone), I am through grief for my own Beloved of the tavern :

(For) on the wounded heart, His glance dasheth the arrow-point of grief.

If a cross, His tress-tip display,

Many the Musultnan that, for that one of Kafir-faith, distraught becometh*

. Then on the knee, sit not
;
and grief, suffer not

:

For from thy grief-suffering, neither less nor more becometh thy daily portion.

Since that this useless effort hath no profit.

Then O far-seer \ with grief, vex not thy heart.

5 . (0 King of beauty 1) for God’s sake make inquiry of the state of those wounded

of heart

:

Wonderful on the King’s part, it is not if he cherish the dar\Msh.

2. bit*, (a cross) signifies s—
(a) the religious cord, zunnar.

(i) the world of natures.

(Musultnan) signifies

People of Islam, who, in respect of God,

say one.

know a,

seek „

We have

muslim (man),

muslima (woman).

(plural of muslim, muslims).

(calamity) signifies) :

—

the distraught lover comehp out from the first* and the last, world.

(that one of Kafir religion) signifies

the tress. On account of its covering, they liken, to the Kafir, the appearance of the
Beloved.

Before the eye of His seekers, having decorated the world, He maketh it His veil ; and
spreadeth it, before His face, like the tress.

Many the seekers of God, who have turned from Him ; left Him ; and, from worshipping Him,
desisted. Again, they become His seeker •, and to natures, show love.

But, His own protection. He maketh the comprehender of their state; and, despicable in their
eye, casteth the world.

° in this wmld of effacement ; and. day and night, art in thought of liveli-
hood, put forth from thyself this foolish thought that is wholly profitless.
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* With Thee, I have joined ; and, from aught save Thee, have severed the heart :

No desire for the stranger or for the relation, hath Thy lover.

In grace, bestow a glance. For, on the part of me heart-go’ne,

Without the aid of Thy grace, not a work advanceth.

0 King of the realm of (darkish) beauty ! in the end, what profit.

If, on the wounded heart (of Thy lover), a little salt (whereby the pain of the

wound is increased). Thy ruby lip should pour ?

To the wind, the harvest of patience of me heart-consumed, gave

Thy intoxicated eye that, from before and from behind, ambush made.

!0. From Thy ruby lip Hafiz took not a single desire.

That, on his wounded heart, dashed not many a thousand sting-points.

From out of that box of sweetness, put a plaister on Hafiz’s heart

:

For blood hath become the liver from that glance like the (cutting) lancet and

the (burning) sting.

6. ^ signifies

() what profit occurreth.

() f, loss ,,

Meaning (a) is the usual and proper meaning.
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337, (322)-

I. WTien Thy ruby cup (ruddy lip), I drink, sense remaineth where ?

When Thy intoxicated eye, I see, my ear (of listening) hath -who?

(0 true Beloved !) Thy slave, I am ;
though free of me. Thou art

:

Me to the goglet-seller of the wine-house, sell.

In the hope that, in the wine-house, a goglet (of wine) I may obtain,

I go
;
and the pitcher of the tavem-baunters, on my shoulder, I bear.

From desire of Thy rub}^ lip, the water-bearer of the street of wine-drinkers

With eye-water (tears) dasheth (sprinkleth) the mne-seller’s threshhold.

5. To me, speak not saying Silent be; indraw thy breath

For, to the bird in the sward, one cannot say '‘Silence V’

If Thy trace, I seek, patience is where ;
and rest, (where) ?

If Thy tale, I utter—(to hear it) the patience and sense hath who ?

To the souls of those heart withered, matured wine give not

:

For a fierce fire is wine; and in tumult (of love, are) the matured ones.

The delights of paradise reach not to that (exceeding) delight,

. That (is when) the true Beloved drinketb vrine
; and thou sayest :—“Drink !"

When me, the ^ilht of the Sultan of love they gave,

They shouted a shout saying :—“ Hafiz
!
(the ^ilht) put on

; silent be
!”

1 . In the pUce of the eye, the ear wish^h to s=t that it may behold Thy intoxicated eve.
Hence, it hath departed j and where it is, I know not.

2. (on account of that that) signifies

(c) although.

(1) j] by the way of that that.
Though Thou art free of me ; art void of solicitude regarding me

;

c The is a robe of honour.

and hast no need of me.
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The Letter Sad.

338j (339).

I. From the noose of Thy tress-tip^ to none is freedom,
The wretched lover, Thou slayest

; and retribution, fearest not.

So long as, to the desert of effacement, the lover of consumed heart,
Goeth not, in the fold of the heart, the special of the special ones (of the true

Beloved}, he becometh not.

Overpowereth (mighty) Rustam, the power of Thy glance ;

Taketh the bet from Wikas (the bow-bender and arrow-caster), the chamber-
lain of Thy bow eye-brow.

ft

In the way of truth, like the (consuming) candle, I placed my life in the midst :

In the way of sincerity, I made dispersion of my own body.

5. In desirousness and in love for (the true Beloved), like the moth from longing

desire,

So long as thou consumest not, freedom from love's grief (and danger), thou

obtainest not.

Into the heart of our moth, such a fire Thou castedest.

Though ever, in desire of Thee, a dancer we were.

2. Until that time when the lover of consumed heart becometh effaced, he entereth not the fold of the

heart ; and becometh not the special of the special ones.

In effacement is love’s perfection.

3. Sa’d bin abi Wikas belonged to the society of good news-bearers of the companions endowed

with attachment In bow-bending and arrow-casting, he tvas chief of the time.

S- In some copies

In love for the true beloved, so long as, like the moth, thou effacest not thyself and consum-

est not,—free from love’s grief {and danger;, thou becomest not
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Our dusty body, the alchemy of love's grief for Thee

Maketh pure gold, though like (worthless) tin it is.

The value of the precious pearl, what know the people ?

0 Hafiz 1 save to the noble, the precious pearl, give not.
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339, (338).

I. Release from Thy watcher, my heart obtained not: «
“ As the story-teller, the story-teller loveth not/’

The muhtasib broke the Jar (of wine)
;
and the slave, his (the muhtasib’s) head

Tooth (the muhtasib’s head) for tooth (the jar); and of wounds, the requital
(wounds).

Like (the life-giving) ’Isa, is the cup of wine, that ever

By its nature, maketh the dead alive.

0 my Ministrel ! a path (of melody) strike that, on the sphere,

A dancer like Zuhra (Venus), Jupiter may be.

5 . From the sea, the jewel (the pearl), how bringeth forth,

The diver, so long as abandoning of life he maketh not ?

t

From love, cash seek,-—not from reason :

That pure, like pure gold, thou mayst become.

From the book of the Friend’s face (the KurSn), with heart, Hafiz

Readeth AI Hamd and the Suratu-1-I]^las.

I. Whoever is in a business, loveth not other sharer (rival) in the business.

A lover hateth a rival lover ; a*story-teller, a rival story-teller.

7. Of the IKuran, chapter—

I is called Al Hand (praise), or Fatiha (the opening),

1 12 „ „ ,> Tauhid (the unity), or lithlas (constancy).
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The Letter Zad.
«

340, (341 )-

I. The whole world, length and breadth, Thy beauty topic :

Ashamed of the lovely face of earth’s moon (the beloved), the (resplendent) sun
became.

Necessary to all creation is the beholding of Thy beauty and beauteousness,

Nay, an enjoined duty to all angels is the viewing of Thy face.

I’hc sun from the fourth heaven is the light-borrower from Thy face,

Like the seventh earth left beneath the load of death.

Ever remained dead, the soul that a sacrifice for Him became not :

Cutting and shearing is worthy of the body that, captive to Him, became not.

5. If a piece of rose-conserve (a kiss), Thy lip, soul-cherishing, give me not,

When, from this sickness (of love for Thee), escapeth my sorrowful body ?

On the dust of His foot, thy kiss appeareth where ?

0 Hafiz! to representation (to the true Beloved), the wind conveyeth thy tale

of desire.
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341, (340)-

Come : for, the perfume of my soul, I perceive from that cheek.

For, the trace of my owm heart, I gained from—- that cheek.

The spirituality (and goodness) of the Hur which they explain,

The explanation, thou mayst ask of the beauty and grace from.— that cheek.

In the clay (of astonishment) left, the stature of the dainty cypress by that

stature (of my true Beloved)

:

.-^shamed Qs) left, the rose of the rose-garden b)’ tliat cheek.

In shame (is) left, the (delicate) body of the jessamine at these (pure and tender)

limbs (of the true Beloved) :

In blood (of envy) seated, the heart of the rudd}* Arghavanat- that cheek.

The perfume of musk, the musk-pod of Chin took from that tress

:

Perfume of the (true) Beloved, rose-water found from that cheek.

Immersed in the sweat (of en^y) became the (resplendent) sun at the sun of Thy
face

:

Slender and Avan, remained the (effulgent) moon of the sky at— - that cheek.

Trickled the water of life from that heart-alluring verse of Hafiz:
Even as the sweat of souls went trickling from that cheek.
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The Letter Ta.

342, (342).

i.*Smce, around the (true) Beloved’s cheek, time wrote the line (of down).
Truly, by His face, fell the moon of the sky into error.

«

From desire of His lip, which, more pleasant than the water of life, is,—
Went flowing from my eye a fountain of water, like the (mighty) Euphrates.

On that cheek of silver hue, behold the dark mole,

Verily, this dot of musk, left on the moon’s face, (is) that (mole).

(0 true Beloved !) hair loosed ; and sweat (through passion’s'heat) expressed,

since Thou hast come to the sward :

(Yellow) h"ke saifron (through shame of Thy resplendent face) became the face

of the (red) rose ; and musk (through shame of Thy dark, muskj- tress), and
rose-water (through shame of Thy perfumed sweat)—fell asunder and as

naught became.

5, In desire of Thee, sometimes I give, like the (contemptible) dust, my soul and

heart:

Sometimes, like the (amorous) duck, with water (of tears), I quench the fire of

love.

If me, as a slave of his, the King accept.

Ever as a welcome, I, the slave, the bond for his ser\'ice, g^ve.

0 Hafiz! ashamed of thy (lustrous) verse hath become the gleaming) water of

‘life:*’

In desire of His love, in this way, (thrilling) verse bath uttered none.

I. On seeing the beauty of His face, the moon fell into error; and thought

** Perchance this also is a moon 1

This ta (Is) is called which signifies the sister of ?a (£)

5. ^ (duck) signifies

a \rater«bird whose ardour in love is great.
^ , T ,

Like the (amorous) duck that quenches its own fire of love by shimming in tns stream. I u

$0 much that^ in the -water of tears, I sura.
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The Letter Za.

343, (343)*
#

I. From the evil eye, for thy good face God, (be) Hafiz!
For unto us, all goodness, it (thy face) hath done 0 Hafiz I

Come. For of peace, of friendship, and of fidelity, ’tis the time

:

For, vrith thee, mine no quarrel is, nor dispute—— ' O Hafiz!

Though, thy heart’s blood, my ruby (lip) hath drunk,—take (to thy heart’s desire)

From my lip, in lieu of it (thy heart’s blood), the kiss, (as) the blood-price,

OHafizI

Thou, whence ? Hope of union with Him, whence ?

To this skirt, reacheth not the hand of every beggar— 0 Hafiz 1

5. From union with that (illusory) beloved, gained my heart what delight?

Mine is the gift, life-giving, 0 gri§f-stricken Hafiz

!

To the tress, or to the mole, of idols, (beloved ones), again attach not thy heart

:

If, from this snare and from this calamity, thou escape——

Zahid ! the darvish garment of juggling, thou hast put on
:
go

!

The dregs of pain, thou hast drunk
;
come

At the time of mom, with heart and soul, bewail like profligates

;

That moment, one single prayer for my work, make

Come « sina: the giazal beautiful, delightful, full of burning-(passion)

Frfoy-^ig is% ver«, a.d life-mcreasmg— 0 HSfe I

0 Hafiz

!

0 Hafiz!

0 Hafiz!

.* In the first. line HSfi.? means guardian.
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. The Letter 'Afn.

344, (344).

I. By the pomp of glory and of dignity of Shah Shuja’ I' swear,
That, for the sake of wealth and of rank, strife is mine with none.

On lovers, cast a glance in thanks for this favour,

That of thee, the obeyed king, an obedient slave I am.

Thirsty for the bounty of the draught of the cup, we are. But,

Boldness, we display not (of ourselves we take not the cup)
; thee (through our

vexing) pain of head,, we give not.

My house (secret) wine, enough ; the magian wine, bring not :
‘

0 companion ! arrived hath the companion of the cup : to repentance (of wine)—— . farewell

!

5 . For God’s sake
;
with wine, cleansing and cleansing of the khirka, make ye :

For, from this way (of J^irka-wearing), the perfume of good, I perceive not.

To the harp’s twang, behold how dancing goeth,

—

That one, who for the hearing of sama’, permission gave not.

O God 1 separate make not the brow and the face of Hafiz

From the dust of the court of grandeur of Shah Shuja’.

I '1 he second'line of couplets i, 2, and 4 are similar to the second line of couplets 1, 4, and 5, of

Ode 345.

5. gliirka. See Ode 124.

6.

- Sama’. » » 4^, c. 6.

7. Shah Shuja’. „ „ 326, c. i.
>9
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345, (345).

1. By the pomp of the world-kindling fortune of Shau ouuja
,

I.swear that, for the sake of wealth and of* rank, strife was mine with none.

Bring wine. For, when the (resplendent) sun enkindleth his torch.

Even to the (lowly) hut of the darvish, reacheth the bounty of its (the wine’s

splendour-) rays.

Of (all of) the world, a flagon (of wine) is enough for me, and a lovely com-

panion
;

For, without these, the cause of perturbation and pain of head, all is.

Ad\nser
!
go

;
for a cup (of wine), change this condoling,

For I am the obeying slave ;
the obeyed king, not.

5. Me, from the masjid to the tavern, love sendeth :

O friend
)
arrived hath the companion of the cup: to repentance (of wine)

farewell 1

• *

No skill, purchaseth time. Save this, mine is naught

:

With these goods (of .skill), dull of market, for traffic, go I —where ?

With Haflz’s austerity and his idle talk, vexed I am

:

The stringed instrument, play
; with song and sama’, the love-song sing.

I. The second line o£ couplets i, 4, and 5 are si milar to the second line of couplets 1 • 2, and 4.of
Ode 344.

’

5. See Ode 179, c. 6.
'

7. oUlhfidle talk) signifies :

—

[a) The confused circumstances, and words, baseless and perturbed, that, for the sake of
the briskness of their own market, Sufis utter.

(0) The idle boast and vaunt of Sufis in ‘respect of their manifestations, Wlations, and'
mirades.

the word is

in Arabic ^mmat.
in Persian tamat.

Sama. See Ode 46, c. 6.
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346, (346).

t. In the dawn, when, from the private chamber of the palace of wonders,

On all sides, the candle of the east (the sun) casteth splendour-rays
;

(When) from the ‘pocket of the horizon, the juggler (or the dancer) draiweth

forth the mirror

;

(And), in a thousand ways, displayeth the world^s face.

In the recesses of the joy-house of the Jamshid of the sky.

The organ, to the melody of sama’, Zuhra tuneth.

Into .twang, cometh the harp, saying The denier (of love) is where ?”

Into juggling (laughing) cometh the cup, saying "The forbidder (of wine)

is where ?
"

5, The way of revofution (of the sphere), behold; pleasure’s goblet, take (with

- God’s lot, be content)

:

For, in every state, the best of ways is this.

All snare and deceit, is the tress of the mistress of the^world :

As to the end -of this thread, no strife (of opinion) do Arifs seek.

The king's (long) life, seek, if the world’s profit thou seek :

For, it is an existence, gift-giver and a generous one, favour-conferring.

The place of evidence of the grace of eternity without beginning, the lumi-

The°suiS!nation^oVs%nce and action, (and) the world’s soul, (are) Shah Shuja’.

n Mflfiz 1 with the usage of the slave, dweller at his door, be :

Fofhe^Shah Shuja’) is an obedient king, and Shahinshah of those who are.

obeyed (all other kings).

3. Sama

.

See O'*®
passeth not with one colour; the cup of

5. Time’s apportionment be content : in what issueth from thy hand, no

SSx nS/eltdt/s '.S, •» “"O' »'

• w^ys. •
,

• •

*

8. Shah Shujai. See Ode 326, c. i.

40
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347, (347)-

In constancy of love for Thee, renowned of thp lovely ones I am——

«

like the -candle ;

Night-sitter in the street of head (life-) players and of profligates, I am
* like the candle.

Day and night, to my eye, grief-worshipping, sleep cometh not : *
^

Since, in sickness of separation from Thee, weeping, I am
like the candle.

With the shears of grief for Thee, severed became the thread of my patiente ;

So, in fire’s separation from Thee, laughing (consuming) 1 am •

like the candle.

In separation's night, me a letter of union, send :

If not, in grief for Thee, a great world I will cause to consume^

like the candle.

If hot moving (impetuous) had not been the steed -of my rose-hued (bloody) tear,

In the world, when would my hidden mystery (love for Thee) have become-

luminous- like the candle.

In the midst of water and of fire, even so ardent of desire for Thee is

This my heart, poor, feeble, tear-raining (guttering)—— like the candle.

From the power of grief for Thee, soft like wax became the mountain of my
patience.

Since, in the water and the fire of love for Th.ee, melting I am
like the candle.

Night is my day. without Thy beauty world-adorning
;

•

With the perfection of love for Thee, in the very essence of loss, (consuming) I

am, ^ candle.-

• c?i^‘*Tr*^(nighl-sUtcr) signifies :

—

(rt) lo^sit nights in the assembly ( ).

(2») n s;ller*up at night ; nights, to be awake.
Love'y ones.’* Oodc 209, c, 5. ,

» the c.indlc.” „ 445, c. 7.

Ir they ir.eU the \v.-.x c.-indlc, so thtit the dross scparatclh
v.atcr failtih

j N%hilc, on the surface, the pure wax floateth.

and to thc.boltom of
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O neck-extender (ip grandeur) ! head-exalting make me, one night, by union

with Thee

:

That, by the sight of Thee, luminous may become my ball like the candle?

Like the morning, without a sight of Thee, is left (only) a breath of life

;

O heart-ravisher ! Thy face, display
;
so that, on Thee, my life I may scatter (in

love’s consuming) .
.
like the candle*

Wonderful ! in his head, Hafiz canght love’s 6re for Thee :

With the water (tear) of the eye/ how may I quench the heart’s fire—

—

like the candle.
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The Letter Gharn,

* 348| (34®)*

I. In the morning for the perfume of the rose, I kept- going into the rose-garden;
So that, like the bulbul heart-bereft, remedy for my- brain, I might make.

At the face of a rose, red of hue, I gazed.

That, in the night of darkness, shone with a luminosity like the lamp;

Of her beauty and youth, so proud,

1 hat, from the heart of the bulbul of a thousand notes, repose she kept ;

Jn envy, the beautiful narcissus let loose water (night-dew) from her eye:

In passion, the tulip planted a hundred streaks (stains) in her soul and heart:

5. In reproof, the lily extended her tongue like a sword ;

Like the man of two women, the anemone' opened her mouth.

Sometimes, like the wine-worshipper, in the hand, a goblet:

Sometimes, like the SaM of the intoxicated, taken in the hand, a glass.

The joy of youthful pleasure, plunder like the rose, reckon :

For, 0 Hafiz I to the envoy is naught save what is brought (the message).

5. signifies

.

(a) two women connected with one man.

„ M », »>

any woman connected with a man, who has more than one wife.

7. Thee, 1 have counseUed " Enjoy thyself.”

Delivered is my message; ended my business.
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The. Letter Fa.

349, (349).

1, If fortune give aid, to my hand I will bring His skirt:

If (the skirt) I draw—0 great the joy ! If, me, He slay 0 great the honour

!

How more derived this heart full of hope the advantage of mercy

;

Though to every 'quarter, the talk of the day kept taking my tale.

Awhile, the love of idols, stone of heart, I cherish
;

No recollection of the father make these unfavoured sons.

^linc became no.opening from the curve of Thy eye-brovv

:

Alas'! in this crooked fancy, became the destruction of dear life.

. J.ii5u. ly’Jj (idols/ stone of heart ;,and wicked sons not hei'rs) signifies

(a) illusory beloved ones, whose way is void of solicitude and vqid of dependence.

(i) lust and desire, that, in man’s body, obtain nurture.

Accordinglto (a)

—

Hafiz called them sons- ( )
since the manifestation of. the loveliness of lovely ones, and

of the briskness of their market of beauty is through the number of their lovers.

Thus, the crowd of lovers is the Lord of their loveliness.

Some love for illusory lovely ones, I will cherish ; and, in their net, place myself. After that,

cutting off hope of these degenerate ones, I will incline my heart to the true Beloved

;

and, in my heart, sow for Him the seed of love.

Sec Ode 349, c. i.

According to (6)"” *
, i -.l

To itself, in the kate of knowledge and of divine favour, the soul saith :

« Lust and desire (who, by God’s decree, had entered man) have become a garden.”

Now that divine victory hath become the associate of my state, and, into my heart, the fear

of consequences hath gone, how long shall I cherish them, and 'put aside the fear of the

For^these degenerate sons and these unworthy followers recollect neither their own father nor

their guide ; and, from their iniquitous conduct, depart not.
, .

They know not that, from their iniquities, calamity is m my nature; and'that their conduct is

• the calamity of soul and of body.

<Jd:kU signifies :

—

ifl) an unfavoured son.

(b) a wicked son, disinherited for disobedience.

»
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5. Leader of me, miserable, \Yhen becometh the Friend’s eye-bro\v’ ?

From this bow, none hath struck the arrow of desire on the target.

In the fancy of being a zahid, corner-sitting (I became); and strange (it is)

that,

From every side, me, with. the (sound of the) harp and the drum, the young

magian proclaimeth.
%

Void of knowledge are the zahids
;
the ‘charm, utter; and speak not

:

Intoxicated is the muhtasib
;
the cup, drink

; and fear not.

Behold the city-Sufi, how’ a doubtful morsel, he eateth

!

Long be his crupper,—this animal of good fodder

!

10. Hafiz! if, in the path of lovers household, thou plant thy foot:

The guide of thy path shall be the blessing of the watchman of Najaf (Ali).

S. A morsel of doubtful legality.

The couplet means
May the zealot, who eateth food of doubtful l^ality, become more and more like a beast.

to. At Najaf Ashraf in Kufa, Ali (first of the twelve Imams) is buried. He died in 66r A.D.
In this, as in Ode 311, showeth his s>-mpathy with the ShFas (the followers of Ali).
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The letter Kaf.

350,(352). -

r. The abode of peace, unalloyed wine, and the kind companion,
If ever attainable these be to thee, 0 excellent the grace of God

!

The world and the world's work, all naught in naught is

:

The verifying of this matter, a thousand times, I have made.*

To a place of safety, go ; opportunity, reckon the plunder of time ;

For, in the ambuscades of life, are the highwaymen of the Path.

R«(grct and sorrow that, up to this time, I knew not.

That the alchemy of happiness is——the Friend, the Friend

!

5. (0 Saha !) come. For penitence- for the ruby lip (of the true Beloved), and for

the laughter (the sparkling} of the. cup,

Is an imagination, verification whereof reason maketh not.

That (darkish) beauty that is in the chin-pit of thine,

To its (profound) depth, reach not many a thought profound.

One of heart (and an Arif) to guide (me) to good (the true Beloved), is where ?

Fori to the Friend, in no way have We taken the path.

Although, to one contemptible like me, the (slender) hair of thy (small) waist

reacheth not,

From the thought of this subtle matter, happy is my heart. •

A thousand lives, the ransom for the Said’s glance that moment,

When, with (ruddy) wine like (red) cornelian, the ruby-lip, he moisteneth.

4H
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10. If, with the colour of red cornelian, my tear bfe,—what wonder?

For like (red) cornelian, is the seal of the seal-ring of my eye.

With laughter, he (the Sa^) spake, saying :
—“ Hafiz ! the servant of thy nature,

lam:”
Behold to what degree, me a fool, he (the Saki) maketh.

10. (the seal of the seal-ring) signifies :

—

the red eye of the Beloved, the fancy whereof in the lover^s eye becometh like the seal of the

seal-ring.
^

•

They call the eye a seal-ring
(
jJU.) ; because, within it, is concealed a head. .

ITie eye-lashes resemble the ring ; and the eye resembleth the seal-stone.

As the seal-ring hath honour, so hath the seal-stone of the eye.

As, in the seal-ring, they depict great names
; so, in the lover’s eye, they image the beloved.
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35Jj (350)’ •
» ^

I. The reed’s tongue hath no desire for the explanation

—

^ of separation :

.
If not, to thee, I give the explanation of the tale of separatioft.

(0 true Beloved
!) comrades of the troop of Thy fancy

;
and fellow-riders with

patience, are we (lovers of Thee),

The associate of labour, and of distress
; and the companion

• of separation.

Alas ! lifers span, in hope of union;

Hath reached to ^.n end
;
and to an end, hath not conie the time—

-

of separation.

That head that, in glory, I rubbed on the head of the sphere,

(I swear) by the true ones that I (compelled by Fate and Destiny) placed it on
the threshold of separation.

\ •

5. In desire of union, how may I unfold the wing,

For its feathers, the bird of my heart hath shed on the nest—— of separation.

Union with Thee, how may I claim ? By my soul (I swear) that hath become,

—

My heart, the secretary of fate; and my body, the pledge of separation.

Roast-flesh became my heart from the burning of desire ; and far (in separa-

tion) from the. (true) Beloved,

Ever, the blood of the liver, I drink from the tray— of separation.

Now, what remedy, when, into the great whirlpool of grief’s ocean.

The bark of my patience hath fallen on account of the sail of separation.

Not much it wanted that "the bark of my hfe should be over^vhelmed,

With love's wave from the limitless ocean—* of separation.

ro When, captive to love’s circle, the sky beheld my head,

The neck of my patience, itbound with the cord of separation.

4 H 2
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O Lord [ into the world, who brought disjunction and separation :

*

Dark be the day of disjunction, and the house of separation.

Hafiz ! if, with the foot of desire, this Path (of love) to the end thou hadst

gone, .

To the hand of disjunction, none would have given the rein-——, of separation.
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352, (351).

T, Like me shattered, be none afflicted with
For my life, all, hath passed in the calamity

separation i

of separation.

The stranger, and the lover, and the heart-bereft fakir, and
revolveth,

—

(All) have endured the trouble of time
; and the pains

he whose head

of separation.

If into my hand he fall, I will slay separation

W'ith water (tears) of my eye, 1 will give the blood-price—- of separation.

I go where? I do what? The state of my heart, 1 utter to whom ?

Who taketh justice for me ? Who giveth the requital—— of separation ?

5. From the pain of separation and of absence, not a moment of freedom is mine,

(0 Beloved
!)

for God’s sake, take justice and give the requital—^

—

of separation.

By separation from thee, afflicted I make separation ;

Even so, I will cause blood to drop from the eyes——
^

J

of separation.

i, whence ? separation, whence ? grief, whence ?

Ferchance, me, my mother brought forth for the sake—

J

of separation.

Hence, night and day, with love’s stain, like Hafiz, ^

To the bulbul of the morning, I utter the lament—

•

of separation.

3, Ijj (blood-price) signifies

what in exchange for blood they take from the slayer.

4, 5. “ Take my justice” signifies

** give me justice.”

See Ode 330, c. 5.
, . ,

Give the requital to separation (for his wrong done to me),

•

•
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The Letter Kaf.

353| {354)'

t. 0 {hclovct}) ! salt rijjhls with lliy lip, hath my wounded heart

;

Tt'.c (salt) ri."ht, prcscn-c ; for I depart, and thee to God entrust.

{0 true Hclovcd !) that pure jewel Tliou art that, in the holy Avorld,

Thr mention of TIjcc for good is the outcome of the angel’s praise.

(0 l.eloved
!) if as to my sincerity doubt be thine, trial make

;

Like the touch-stone, none rccogniscth the proof of pure gold.

(O true Dtlovcd!) Thou spakest saying:—“Intoxicated,! become; and will

,
give thcc two kisses

Beyond limit, passed the covenant; but neither two (kisses), nor one (kiss),

have wc seen.

5. Thy (smallj laughing pisLichio (mouth), open, sugar-scattering (speech), make :

,ln doubt of Tljy (having a) mouth, cast not the people.

The .sphere, I will dash together (and destroy) ; tyiless to my desire it come :

Kot that one am I, to endure contempt from the sky’s sphere. •

j aJ t-iTu (the pure jewel) signifies
*

^tlic jewel (pearl) tli.it cometh forth alone (not with others) from the (oyster) shell.

3. In .“.SI truth, I .im thy lover.
m

4. (kiss) signifies

a spcvi.il delight.

To the litcrail, Hafiz sailh

•* At the time of Sending us to this world Thou saidest,—•' I will meet the lover twice j once in

the house of this world, and lastly in the house of the last (next) world.’ *

" beyond limit, h.ith passed the covenant ; life’s time hath ended.

*' Neither twice nor once, have we beheld Thee ; and in excess, desire hath ended.”

5. From its exceeding smallness, thy mouth is not evident; and, from thy talking, the idea cometh

to men that thou hast no mouth.

<5. The second line—

Not that one am I, that from the sky’s sphere, I will endure contempt.
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Since, access to Hafiz thou allowest him not,

O watcher (Shaitan) ! from him, one or two paces farther (go
;
and his society,

abandon).

*' Msm ” refers to the true Beloved (God).

O I hh*: ! since thou allowest not the true Beloved (God) to pass to Hafiz ; and, ever, by philo-

‘oph\ .md by trick, bringest a barrier in His path,—thou thyself hast not found the path to

God ; and further from H im, hast hastened.
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354, (353)»

, fO murshid !) if wine thou drink, pour a draught on the dust (the sons of dusty
‘

Adam):

The sin, wherein an advantage to the stranger reacheth,—— : what fear.

Now, on the sky^s summit, dash love's door-curtain

:

For, thee to the dark pit (of the grave), death itself suddenly taketh.

With whatever thou hast, go ;
drink ;

and regret, suffer not.

For (on thy head), the sword of destruction time pitilessly striketh.

O graceful cypress, my cherisher! by the dust of Thy ^oot,

(I conjure Thee) on the day of events (the day of death), take not off Thy foot

from the head of my dust.

c. What dweller of hell, what dweller of paradise, what roan, what angel,

In the religion of all, infidelity to the path (tarikat) is-baseness.

The path of the house of six sides (this world), the geometrician of the sky

EstrtSd .o'that, beneath the snare otthe pit (this worU), is no path (of

flight from it). *

•

~~
,, . chance to thee, thou shouldest give a taste

O murshid I when manifestations of the
shouldest instruct them that they may

thereof to thy disciples and the
become the traveller of the path-

acquire this degree ; and may, wj g union with, and is verily separation from,

although, in the training of the
the of Srib U the soorce of

God for the Srif to be engaged m instruction, an

loss and of disaster.

'S' S’oht reached another. -fhat barf For Utisdeed b the feneuingof

Atth^ghtrl^ou of dbdpfee. th»e is Uog».r in the ntauifestadeu. the true

BeiLd).
. u„j,jgance of ethers end b theto of Mnhatnmad. there., no fear.

YeL^ince instruction is the gumanc

Nav. it is the cause of dignity.

"'S: 1
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The path of reason, the deceit of the daughter of the vine wonderfull)-

attacketh

:

Till the judgment-day, ruined be not the vine-trellis

!

a
«

Hafiz I by the path of .the wine-house, happily thou wentest,

The prayer of one of heart, the consoler of thy pure heart be ! :

.

iJlxjc (the snare of the pit) signifies

The world whose wershippers have the lofty head.

O Seeker! Be not deceived by reason’s talk ; desist not from thy search-

Reason saith

Thou art the captive of six ^es ; and th^ pure Lord is'outside of the six sides.

Then thy finding Him is beyond the" circle of possibilitj’i and outside the limit of excess.
'

The second line means
In the last breath (the agonies of death), appear to me; and cause me to taste the wine of*

. seeing Thee^which wine is the source of lasting life; and by drinking which, I will break

my fast. My life, which is a deposit, I will d^osit with the Depositor (God).
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355,' (356).

1. If design for my destruction, thousands of ehemies (Shaitans, intent- upoii lead-
ing one astray) make,

If .thou (0 perfect murshid !) be my friend (and aider),—of enemies, I have no
fear.

(

Me, hope of union with Thee keepeth alive :
•

‘

If not, from separation from Thee a hundred ways, fear of destruction is mine.

Breath (by) breath, if, from the breeze, Thy perfume, I perceive'nOt,"-
' '

’
•

Time (after) time, rent like the rose my collar 'Tmake.

On account of Thy image, go to sleep my two eyes—never !
•••'-

In separation from Thee, patient was my heart, -God forbid.!

5 . If a wound. Thou strike, ('tis) better than the plaister of another:

If poison Thou give, better than the antidote of another. •

My slaughter, by the blow of Thy sword is everlasting life:.^..

For, verily happy is my soul in tlus that it is a sacrifice for Thee.

• The rein, turn hot. For if me. Thou strike with the sword,

My head, the shield I make ; from the saddle-strap (to bind me as game),' Thy

hand I keep not back.

Thee, as Thou art, how may every vision see ?

To the extent of his vision, every one understandeth.

The couplet is a negative interrogation. Never went to sleep my two eyes ; God forbid that my

heart was ever patient in separation from thee.

Otherwise— ,
-

If a wound. Thou strike, well. For another feiveth) the plaister

:

If poison. Thou give, well. For another (giveth; the antidote.
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356, (357)*

I. If, to Thy street, the power of arriving be mine,

By the fortune of union with Thee, to foundation arriveth my work.

From me, took rest,—those two beauteous hyacinth tresses

:

From me, took tranquillity,—-those two narcissi (eyes) tricked with kulil.

Since from the jewel of Thy love, a great polish hath m}* heart,—

Verily, from the rust of \*icissitude, polished it was.

Battered with ill-fortune, life, I obtain

At that moment when, with the sword of grief for Thee, slain I become.

5. O soul and heart (the true Beloved) ! in Thy presence, what sin have commit”
ted.

That, accepted, becometh not the devotion of me, heart-bereft?

When, at Thy door, without resource, without gold or force, I

Have, ,in no way, the path of egress or of ingress.

I go—where? Ido—^what? lam—^how? Remed}*, I make—what?
For, from grief of time’s violence, sorely vexed I am become.

Worse than my heart, grief for Thee found no place,

When, in my straitened heart, it made its place of alighting.

Hafiz I' with love’s pain, be content
; and be silent

:

Love's mysteries, reveal not before people of reason.
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357, (360).
#

t. (Even as) in the rose-season- (the time of manifestations
; of glories of mysteries)

of repentance of wine (love), I became ashamed,

’(So) of un-upright conduct (abandoning wine-drinking), let none be—
ashamed.

My counsel (the circulation of the cup) is all the snare of the Path : and, of the

argument.

On account of the lovely one, or of the Saki, in.no way am I— ashamed.

Of the blood, that, last night, went (flowing) from the pavilion of the eye.

In the sight of the night-prowlers of sleep (that come upon the path of the eye)

we were— ashamed.

Than the (resplendent) sun, more beauteous of face, thou art. Thanks to God

!

That, in the sun’s face, of thee (0 murshid) I am not ashamed.

5. It may be that,- through His compassionate nature, the (true) Beloved asketh

not my sin
; 1. j

For, of question I am vexed
;
and of answer,— ashamed.

From thy presence, ’tis a life-time since I turned not away my face

:

By the aid of God’s grace, of this threshold, I am not ashamed.

flirouffh the inurshid’s guidance, I reached to the ’manifestation of glories, in the time of

*’

’tSw and chastity ^hich was fixed by love), of that way. I suffered^ shame say-

austerity

T Sncrease of love ? That time, why spent I in vanities ?

TS^uchJSerrea^hed tny shame that, of his un-upright conduct, so ashamed as I.

becometh.

none

3. To the second line add

« For, we have rumed ftewpat
•

j; (the eye-lashes) flowed ; and, to sleep, ga\-e

Fn.m thfe Sio a. 5gh. alightrf. a-aa ashaa,^.

no adHiittance

answe^iisS^^
Thus, doth the smner feel.
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% ^

Beneath the lip, poison-laughter, why expresseth the cup,

If, of Thy ruby lip, the (ruddy) wine became not ashamed ?

Lawful it is, if the intoxicated narcissus cast down its head ;

For, of that (Beldved's) eye full of wrafh, it became—— ashamed.

*

Its face in the veil of the shell, it (the pure pearl) concealed on Ihat account.

That, of the pearls of my (lustrous) verse, the pearl of pure water became
• ashamed.

10. The veil of the Zulmat (darkness), the (gleaming) water (of life) of Khfzr,

established for the reason'that it became.

Of the (pure) nature of Hafiz and of this (his) poetry (lustrous) like water,—
' ashamed.

7. Zuhr.kljanda (poison-laughter) signifies ;

—

The laugh of wrath, of anger, of shame.

10. Zulmat. See Ode 35.

IChuif. „ „ 89.
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I. 0 Thou, whose face (is) like paradise, and ruby lip (like) the limpid water of

paradise

!

Soul and heart, Thy translucent water hath endowed.

Around Thy lip, Thy fresh-wearing (black) down.

Is like the (collection of black) ants around the limpid water (Thy resplendent,

face).

0 Lord ! this fire (of separation) that within my soul is.

Make cool (to give me escape from separation ;
and to cause me to attain

union with Thee) in that way .that to Khalil Thou didst.

O friends I power (of union with Him), I gain not,

For the reason that exceedingly beauteous beauty. He. hath,

c Lame is our foot; and (far distant, is) the stap like Paradise

:

Short, is bur hand ;
and on the (lofty inaccessible) date-tree, the date.

In every corner, the arrow of Thy eye

Hath a hundred slain ones, (lovers) fallen like me.

Independent of explanation, is the beauty

Argument respecting the sun s splendou ,

Afan-n 1 on the reed of s.a -

To the virgin of meaning, such

In the midst ^ ^
^

• u a H Savce, pp. SS-62 ; the Bible, Genwis, x*

8..S,

,
Difficult is
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This verse (either) a miracle, or lawful magic, is ;

This verse, (either) the invisible messenger, or Jibra,il, brought.

lo. To the King of the -world,—permanency and grandeur

;

' And eYer)*thing of this sort that he desireth be

!

g. (lawful magic) signifies

lustrous verse.

Spiritual magic is of two kinds

(c) 'ulvi (kigh) ; rahmani (diN-ine).

(h) sifli Oo'v) ; shaitani (satanic).

Divine magic.

Perfection consists in the knowledge of "the most great name” of God—al ism^ul-aVam. which

is imparted only to Heaven’s favourites.

* By virtue of this name;,
" (a) Sulaiman and his Varir, Asaf, derived their power (Kuran, xx\4i. 40).

(6) a man may raise the dead.

Uttered, or written, are efncadous :

—

(c) other names of God.
(d) the name of Muhammad.
(c) 5, names of good jinn.

W-ritten charms are composed of

if) names c, d, e,

(g) passages from the Kuran.
{h) mysterious combination of numbers.
(t) p^liar diagrams and figures.

Satanic magic.
This magic depends on the agency of Shaitan ^and of e\il jinn; and is condemned by Muhammad

and by all good muslims-
This ma^c is taught hy Harut and Marut"{Ode 14).

(as sihr) enchantment is a branch of satanic magic ; but as it Has been studied and prac^
tised, with good intentions, b\* the aid of good jinn, there is a science of good enchantment
(which may be regarded as a branch of divine, or lawful, magic).

Metamorphoses are effected by spells, or invocations, to the jinn,—.with the sprinkling of dust or
of water on the object to be transformed.

The effect of enchantment on the enchanted one is :—

‘

p) to deprive of life.

(ii) toparal5'se.

pii) to affect with irresistible passion.
(iv) to render demoniacal.
(v) to transform into a brute, a bird . . .

Talisman (tilism, tilsam, talsamj is a term applied lo mystical characters (astrolosical cr othe
wise magical) ; aud to seals, or to images, whereon such characters are inscribKi.
preserveth fromIt preserveth from

enchantment. \ evil.

n I ^he despoiling of treasure.

The dinner obtains the services of Shaitan
(a) by magic art.

C^J „ invoked names.
(0 „ the burning of perfumes.
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In this fashion a verse how to utter, none (other) knoweth
;A pearl (verse) of this sort, none (other) can pierce (utter).

From the grasp of the love for the idol, Hafiz,
Like the (feeble) ant, at the foot of the (great) elephant, hath fallen.

Before the nii?s:on of Multimmad, the shayatln used to ascend to heaven ; and to hear words by
stealth.

AH muslims believe that the evil jinn ascend to the lowest heaven; hear the angels; and so
arsslst magicians.

The forms arc

?^rb-ul*mandah the inscribing of the cnchanter^s circle.

fy -ur-ramh the moring of sand.

*ilm -un-najun, the science of stars.

ar rijr, augury from the motions of birds, or of beasts.

In every lunar month, arc seven c\nl days :

—

the 3rd whereon Kabil (Cain) slew Hilbil (Abel).

5th

13th

x6th

2l£t

24th

25th

God cast Adam down from Paradise; afflicted the people of Yunas

(Jonah); and whereon Yusuf (Joseph) was cast into the pit.

God look away wealth from AiyOb (Job) ; and the kingdom from Sulaiman

;

and whereon the Jews killed the pipphets,

God exterminated the people of Lut (Lot) ; transformed 300 Christians into

swnc, and Jews into apes; and whereon the Jews sawed asunder

Zakariyya (Zachariah).

Firiaun (Pharaoh) was drowned; and his nation afflicted with plagues.

Nimrud slew 70 women; and cast A1 Khalil (Ibrahim) into the fire; and

whereon was slaughtered the camel of Salih.

God sent the suffocating wind upon the people of Hud.

See
Mishkat-ul-Mas5bil, ii. 374» 3841 388.

Mir iit-u2-zaman i. i.

Couplet 9 (first line) occurs in Ode 591, c. 4.
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359, (363).

I. To the war-farer {the holj’^ traveller), sufBcient guide (to tari^t and to

ma'rifat) is, love;

In His (the true Beloved’s) path (of union and of love), my tears i prepared (to

shed).

Into account, when bringeth the wave of our tear,

That one, who, over the blood of the slain, urgeth his bark?

Not my choice is my ilUfame :

Me, road-lost in love, He (God) made who guided.

On thyself, dash not the fire of the face of idols

;

Or, over the fire, happily pass like Khalil (Ibrahim).

5. On thyself, either establish (the treading of the path of love, and of dinne
knowledge) so that thou mayst lose thy desire (and become road-lost)

:

Or, without the guide (the holy shara^ ; or the murshid), in this path, plant not
thy foot (for thou wilt not attain thy object).

I. In the second line, the path may be the path—
(a) of the true Beloved.

m murshid.

W » love.

, 3* The guide signifies :

—

{a) God Most High.
{h) the beloved.

(0 murshid.
uTienfte murshid—who taught me the ordinances of outward worshiojing; and kindled in mv

path the lamp of gmdance-recognised me to be worthy of lov^ he cast me into love's
path ; and with ]o%’e*s fire made luminous xny heart.

road-lost in error ; in mine, the perfection of knowledge.
'

*

isee Ode 179, c. 6; 359, c. 3 j 371, c. 1 ; 374, c. 5.

‘

thJohS^^' fnendlessness, thou shculdst lose

the Path ; such a one thinketh not of the acdirfty or the declh-Itv. In this

thou nl-r«».
•

V.
nearc—-rirst tne t-nend, then the Path”—

In lovers natT, ^ ™ speaking and doing, the following of predecessors thou abandonest ret.S th^r
f°steace to hea-rf bring not; with the ear of sense, this sub‘Jetv

th^ iSe no‘
^ the prohTnhor}.

^ azxrs oreadth ct tr

Ode '>os'c.'
the source of disaster,

c, 3; _09, c. 2 • 302, c. 10; 303, c. 6.

of iniquity, and o'f

IOimp

error. See
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Years, 1 was in thought of that couplet that uttered

An elephant-driver on the bank of the river Nil :

—

•

*' Kilher remember the customs of an elephant-driver (a lover of God),

"Or, to HindQslan (the holy traveller’s heart), go not with the thought of the

elephant (love for God).

'* Either draw not on the face the dark line of being a lover

;

“ Or, to the river Nil (of mourning), take down thy garment of piety.

*' Kither friendship with elephant-drivers (lovers of God), make not

:

" Or, fit for the elephant (love for God), establish the house,^’
^

:r

7. Hirtirjo.rm sipnifics

(j) the Mlivc-lind of the eleph.nnt.

(fc) „ hulv traveller’s hc.irt, whence love springeth. Then, on his body, it falleth j and, on

.Ml its parts, pourelh out its mysteries.

A poet r-aith

„

A hidden stibllc thing it is whence love anseth.’

If thou practise love, the customs .and' habits of lovers (of God) remember ; the path of lovers,

take • with it, all thy spirit reckon ; to it, thyself consign ; of danger have no /ear.

Oth^visc, .about love-play, wander not; and to thy heart the idea of being a lover, bring not.

Wlicn the elephant gocth to sleep, in sleep he secth his native land. In wakefulness, madness

for his native land) selzcth him so that he dieth.
,

N„ a momcnl, oleptant.».aa«. .aircte of iho clophant , thoy do not alta h,m to .loop at

his desire.

If lie go to sleep, quickly, they app y a y*
.

^ g,{;gt0nce, thy.pace extendedest—not

Whcnaccess to I’LVsfthoup^st love; and
^ J _

a moment be circlcss of lo\c ,
for 1 , . P

, .
. immature heart) become possessed

God forbid-lovc remembering its native land, should (in thy imma

of discernment.

Lx 0« » or obondon out«rd pioty. One of these «. ehoose.

F.vco-«drk.b»ttooh»s^b»F^^^^^^^^ tag fiUed noth Fbbte. Thns,

'''°

ifiXebt to kill a tnnn by trampling on hint.

. vn Militairo des elephants depnis les temps les pins reenlfe par le Chev. P.

,
Xanddaneicn Woml^JArtnenejAj;^^ Clarke, R.E. (dated the

(i) Olhoial "ot« (tM
»j; December .8,9) '•hich may be seen 1-

1 .
Uie Go«rnme„t of India for Railnnys,

Sntion of CMl Engineers.nu

iv.
4. K 2
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lo. Without wine and the minstrel, to paradise call me not,

In the cup of wine (of love and of divine knowledge) is my ease, not in the

limpid water (of paradise).

O Hafiz 1 if thou have the meaning (of mystery),—it, bring;

If not, naught is the claim save question and answer.

Elephants are said to have been used in battle for the first time ;

—

(®) 55S B.C. by Derbices in his war against Cjtus the Great.

(^) 331 f> ti Darius at the battle of Arbela.

Probably, the latter date is the correct date.
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360, (361).

I. 0 (cool) breeze of the north! the breeze of good news, thou art,

That, us, at union’s time, reacheth.

O messenger of the bird>place ! God protect thee :

^^^clcome ! welcome ! Come 1 come 1

Salma is where ? In Zq Salam, is who?

Our neighbours are where ? Their state is how ?

Void remaineth the space of the banquet-hall ;

Of the companions, and of the brimful ritl.

5. After safety (from calamity), invisible became the dwelling (of Salma)

:

Of its former state, the ruins ask.

Now, hath the night of absence cast its shade

;

Let us see, what (pastime) the night-prowlers (the dreams) of fancy— play.

2. signifies;—

a protected bird-place, a cote,

signifies;—
'

t ^ r well, thou hast come ;
welcome.

^ ^.1.1,..

to h»t com., and .0 apaton^s, amivad . after labour, m .a« to has,

O^gerotlhabW-placeortnendsl 0 neas-bringer 1 to may Godpreser.etromcal..

Wdto 1 parity,to has. brooght. too I '

Place

' ^akka and luroinons Madina.

'^(S“r>toy*^S*i.'ta a.e abode of Salmi, and mitb B.e bark whermd they tan

leather.

(b) 3 kind of vegetation.
^

^hat state doth Time bring ? In that

•

’^’S.tng
to SMaml, to Is the dnleller , and to leymb the con

0«r°'neSS>U

4. Ritl (. qnnftl- =“°tSe'toling was Inbablmd, and to it, calamity and adtoty

c After that time when
^ ^* eo,erednot,-tbetoe.

o 2^tolJ^^k,cttc«aK0fto
From its vestiges that are icK
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Love's tale,—no break is it’s

:

Here, speech’s tongue is broken.

At none, looketh our saucy one

:

Alas this pride, haughtiness, and disdain !

In thy beauty of perfection, thou acquiredest hope

Far from thee, God keep the eye-wound (of calamity) f

0 Hafiz ! love and patience, how long ?

Sweet, is the wail of lovers. Bewail

!

9* JUi* ^
(the essence of the eye ; and the essence of perfection) signifies

Eye-wound. For save to that which is perfect, the eye-wound cometh not.

In beaut3" of perfection, I beheld thee'r at my desire, I arrived.
,

God Most High may cause to turn the eye of perfection (the eye-wound, and the source of dis-

aster).

That is

—

To whatever attaineth perfection, the eye-wound (disaster) cometh ; and draweth it to decline.

. Thee, from the e5"e-wound, in His onm safetj-, God will keep ; and thus us, to the Nil of (de-

sire) will bring.
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361, (358).

I . O TIjou that hast ravished my heart with this Thy form and grace

!

(Thine) solicitude, for none; to Thee, inclined (in love) a whole world

!

O soul (0 Hclovcd, in separation from Thee) ! from ray heart, sometimes I heave

the sigh
;
and, sometimes draw out the arrow :

Before Thcc(thal hast no solicitude for me), how shall I say what things through

my heart I endure ? .

To the watchers, how shall I utter the description of Thy ruby lip

!

To the ignorant, good is not the coloured (vivid) meaning.

When, ever)' day Thy beauty is greater than (Thy beauty of) the other (preced-

ing) day,

To Thy glorious face, one cannot compare (even) the (effulgent) moon.

5. My heart, Thou hast ravished ;
my soul, I give Thee. Grief, why sendest thou ?

Since wholly grieved we are, of the (tax-) collector what need?

Hafiz when in love’s fold, thou plantedest thy foot,
„ ^

On His (the true Beloved’s) skirt, fix thy hand ;
and of all (attachments to the

world, thy hand) let go.

2.^ (I draw) signifies

'
I heave ; I draw out j I endure.

3. chs'-=^ (ignorant) signifies

1 wo'ldly one, not occupied with spintual matters.
/.u • ,

. ThlmL is somcUmos waning (in

s!
Mhsnpp»»i.»bna(n.«-)«.Ue«»n See Ode 4n6,

n. 8.
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362, (366).

I. By the magic of the doll (pupil) of thy eye, O one of happy qualities

!

By the mystery of thy down, 0 verse of happy omen !

By the (sweet) draught of thy ruby (lip), O water of my life

!

By thy colour and perfume, O fresh spring of beauty and of grace

!

By the dust of thy path, that is hope’s canopy ;

By the dust of thy foot, that is the envy of limpid water

:

By thy cypress (stature) of moon-appearance
;
by the lofty sun ;

By*thy exalted threshold ;
by the sky of glory :

5. By thy graceful gait, like the ways of strutting of the partridge :

By thy glances like the ways of the eye of the gazelle

:

By thy sweet nature
;
and (by thy) breath, the morning’s perfumed pastile

;

By the perfume of thy tress
;
and (by the) odour of the gently breathing (cool)

north wind :

'

By that red cornelian that, for us, is the seal of the eye’s seal ring

;

By that jewel (the pearl of eloquence) that, for you, is the door of the casket of

speech

:

By that page (surface) of thy cheek that became the rose-bed of the eye

:

By that enclosed garden (the eye) of vision that became the place of fancy,

(I swear) that, in contentment with Thee, if (him) Thou will regard, Hafiz
Will not remain (even) with life. What room (to say that) goods and property

(will not remain).

4. The cj-press. See Odes 108, i+s*

7 - (the seal of the eye’s seal-ring). See Ode 350, c. 9.

9. The first line may be :

—

(“) “(I swear), O Ha&z, if thou look at thy pleasure,
" Thou will not remain with life * * >»

This is an instance of sun’at-i-iltifat (change of person)

,

(fc) "(I swear) that if Hafiz, not satisfied with thee, regard (another).
He will not remain with life * "

In this case—

is read for jO

n ^
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364, (367)-

1 . The breeze of love's perfume, I perceived ; and, expectant of the flashing of the

lightning of union, became :

0 (cool) breeze of the north ! come : for, for the perfume of thy body, I die

!

O song-uttering driver of the camels of the Beloved ! stand, and alight

:

For, in desire of the Beloved's beauty, no patience is mine.

0 heart ! the complaint of the night of separation, let go

:

In thanks that the day of union hath up-cast the screen (of the night of separa-

tion).

When the Beloved is in desire of peace; and excuse asketh,

In every state, one can pass by (and pardon) the violence of the watcher.

5 . (0 Friend
!) come. For the seven-fold-rose (-tear)-shedding screen of the eye,

On the writing of the workshop of (Thy tender) fancy, I have drawn.

1 , JU>^ (the lightning of union) signifies :

—

the manifestations of glories : and the beholding face to face.

jUi jjuJ (the breeze of the north) signifies :

—

(ff) the perfect murshid.

(6) the cool breeze that, from the land of the Beloved-

The explanations are

,

(n) the sweet fragrance of the true Beloved, Ip-" y
' '

overpowered became,

O north breeze I O perfect mnrrbldl comej ^
and searcher, 1 am— *tr

(6) the sweet fragrance of the Ir;

By the lightnings of union,

nation, the marks of u:
•

of glories made their j

O north breeze I

The first lines of couplets 1, 2 r v

(Guide) signifies :

—

tl:e rong-uttcrer, who, by the s:

O driver of the camels of the Bclc

and alight

:

Ftr ^

. I yc V-r.lh reven rcrccns, called

< 0 the natural •scrc-ca

U' the trcmbrare-5:.

O the latticed screen.

of aid.

I pcrc'j,-

Icnth

X

lightnings of union,

^
dicu Thy seeker

void of df

anifesta^
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In my straitened heart, is naught save the fancy of Thy (small) mouth

:

Like me, in pursuit of vain fanc}-, be none

!

\ exation wth a piece of counsel from the Beloved (who is as my soul), I show not

;

I* or ^cxation witli his own soul, (even) with effort, none sheweth.

Trodden by the foot of grief, perturbed, is my heart i

Even as acquainted with its state is none.

Slain by love for Thee, became the stranger, Haiiz, but.

By our dust, pass
;
for lawful to Thee is our blood.

(“ ) ^he spidered screen. It is very thin and delicate, springeth hard from mois-

lure, like the spider's thread.

(t) the grape-screen. This hathtw 5l:ins(foIds}b1ack in colour, in the centre a hole

like the hole at the extremity of the grapes wherefrom momently light falleth on the eye.

the homed screen. Its advantage is that it covereth the hardened moisture so

‘that it may do its w-ork ; and keepeth off outward dangers. It is so named because^

like the tusk of the boar, it is a horn outwardly black, inwardly resplendently white like

the sun. Whatc\’cr is placed beneath it, appeareth through it.

(^) themeat (flesh), or the rose-shedding screen. It springeth from the back ofthe

brain ; and. Joined to the other parts of the eye, to them giveth fleshness and coherence,

whereby the eye opencth its feathers and wings.

It is cillcd rose-shedding; because, from it, the eye's light cometh into manifestation; and be-

cause it is fit for tcar-shcdding if, in partnership for tear-shedding, all the laj'ers are.

The explanations arc:—
, ^

-

(a) O friend! come; for the losc-shedding screen (which is one of the sev’en screens of the

cve), I ha\e drawn on the writing of the workshop of fancy ; and, ever, (until thee I have

swn). into imagination thy fancy I take.
, . , , , j

lb) Come ! for on the face of the workshop of (thy tender) fancy, I hsM drawn the rose-shed-

ding screen, so that, from the eye or from its tears, injurj" befall thee not
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365, (364)-.

1. In praise of those good qualities (of the Beloved^ or of the murshid), every, sub-

tlety that I uttered",' ‘
^

Every one who heard, said ;—•** The sayer of this, what an escellent speaker is

.her -
.

I spake saying -“The powerless soul, Thou pitiest when 7
’^

He said:—“ At that time when, between (the lover and the Beloved) life is not

the intervener.’

At first (on the day of Alast), easy appeared the acquisition of love and of

profligacy

:

In the end, in (attempting) the acquisition of these excellences, the soul con-

sumed.

On the head of the gibbet, this subtlety, sweetly singeth Hallaj ^lansur :

—

“Questions (of love) like these, of the Shafi’i (order), ask ye not/’

5. I have given my heart to a Friend, bold, decorated, arrayed,

Agreeable of nature, laudable of disposition.

Like Thy intoxicated (obliquely-looking) eye, I was at the time of corner-tak-

ing (retiring to solitude) :

Now, like Thy (inclined) eye-brow, I became an incliner to the intoxicated.

2. At that time when, passing out from th3'own soul, wnth the true Beloved thou mixest; aught save

Him,forgcltcst; and for Him not existent becomest.

4. Hallaj. See Odes 66, 123, 138, 139.

Ask j‘e not questions :

—

(fl) of love,

—

" I am God ; holj' and great is my state ” which are words of shakrij'a (partnership)

and of wujudiya (existence).

(6) of dragging to the ^bbet.
Because, he who is a man of the outward (a hj'pocrite) hath no knowledge of inward questions ;

and if he hath knowledge, no permission is his to reveal them.
The Shah*! (order) is mentioned

(a) because, by the order of the mufti of the Shafi’i order, they dragged to the gibbet Mansur
Hallaj.

is not lord of the inward (and of the outward),
„i.im .....In i wasbom at Ghaza (in Palestine), 767} and died in Egj'pt 820 A.D.
T};e steend hre is in Arabic.
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From my tears, a hundrcd-fold Nuh’s deluge, I beheld ;

Yet, from the heart’s tablet, Thy picture ever declined not.

O grief that me, no entrance at His door, the Heart-ravisher gave:

Notwithstanding that from (all) sides, mediators, I evoked.

0 Beloved 1 Hafiz’s hand is the amulet of (against) the (evil) eye-wound

:

O Lord ! (grant) that suspended to (circled around) thy neck, it (the hand) I
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r
The Letter Mfm.

366, (442).

t. If, from my hand, there arise (the chance) that with my heart-possessor I may
sHj

From the cup of fortune (of His face), I drink wine
;
and, from the garden of union

(with Him), pluck the rose (of profit),

Kot my foundation (of life), will the bitter (strong) wine (real love) sSfi-con-

suming take

;

0 SaW (perfect murshid) ! on my lip, thy lip, place
;
and my sweet life, take.

(In this vain desire) perchance, distraught I shall become. For, from love of

thee, night to day,
'

To Uic moon, (like one distraught) I utter speech ; in sleep, the Pari, I see.

To the intoxicated, thy (sweet) lip gave sugar ; and to the wine-drinkers, thy (in-

toxicated) eye, wine

:

Through exceeding disappointment, neither am I with that (the sugar) ; nor

am I with this (the wine). (Such a one) am I

!

5. (On) the night of departure, I go from the couch to the palace of the h«ru-I-'In

(the bur with large black eyes),

If, at the time of life-surrendering, thou be the candle at my pillow.

Since every particle of dust that the wind brought was a bounty from Thy grace,

Thy slave’s state remember,* for an old servant am I.

5. Sec the Kuran, Hi. 20.

Sing. 03,- plur.

„ ^
(Arabic).

Sec Ode 23. c* 2 , 45 475, c. 8.
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Not pleasing appeared the writing of every one, who a versified picture, ex-

pressed :

A rare partridge (lustrous verse), I take ;
for swift is my royal falcon (the poet s

high genius).

m

If belief thou have not, go ; Ssk the painter of .Chin (Mani) ;

For, the usage (of word-painting even), the (illustrious painter) Man! desireth

from the nib of my reed.

Sabahu-l-Mr ! shouted the bulbul. O SaM ! where art thou ? arise I

For, in my bead, tumult maketh the twanging clamour of the harp of last night.

10. Not every one's work is fidelit)’' and truth-speaking,

The slave, I am, of the Asaf of the age,—Jalalu-l-Hakk va-d-Din.

From me, not from Hafiz, hear the mysteries of love and of intoxication ;

For, with the cup and the goblet, every night, the companion of the moon and

of the Pleiades, am I.

7. Otherwise

—

Not pleasing appeared his writing—every one who expressed a versified picture.

(good morning) signifies

(o) the salutation that the companions utter, at the rising of the sun, to the SaK when, from

him, they seek the morning cup,

(&) the wailing of love,

(the twanging clamour of the harp of last night) signifies :

—

The covenant of alast; for, the faithful dut\" to that covenant, all are bound.

From the distraught lover (of God), love’s wailing struck up ; struck in, from within ra^ the

covenant of alast.

O mursbid of the time ! where art thou ? Arise; and into my cup, pour the rosy wine.

For, before my rision the talk of counsel, the slumber of carelessness, and wine-drinking arose

and the covenant (w»hich, on the day of misak I had made with God) adorned the tumult.

This couplet occurs in Ode 372, c. 6.

10. The true name is

—

Jalalu-d-Din.

Because he was faithful and truthful, the Poet adds—*
jalalu-l-Hakk..

It. This couplet occurs in Ode 372, c. S.
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367, (376)-

I. Permit us to pass b)' the highway of the tavern
;

For, for a draught, in need of this (tavern-) door, we are all.

On the first day (of eternity without beginning) when, of profligacy and of love,
we boasted.

Its condition was that, (no path) save the Path of this way (of love), we tread.

The place (this world) where the masnad of Sulaiman goeth to the wind (of

destruction).

Pleasant, it is not if we suffer grief. Best, that we drink wine.

Let us see, it may be that, in his girdle, one's hand one can fix;

Seated in the heart’s blood, like the jed ruby, are we.

5, Admonishcr
!
(to us) make not the counsel of the distraught. For we,

With (possessing) the (glorious) dust of the Friend's street, look not at Paradise.

Since (by sama’), the Sufis are in the mystic state of the dance,

We also by the sorcery (of love-play), a hand uplift (in rapture).

From thy draught (-sprinkling), earth gained the rank of the (mighty) ruby

:

Before Thee, less than the dust are we helpless (lovers ; because, to us Thou

inclincst not).

Before that dear life passeth,^

Permit us to pass before Thy’ face.

Hafiz ! when there is no path to the turret of the palace of union,'

Our iiead, with the dust of the threshold of this door, let us take.

c. In my opinion to have the dust of the Beloved's street is better than to go to paradise.

^ Then counselling is profitless ; for, of love's path, never mil I repent.

Cu Sama\ See Ode 45.

t Ste o”i?dS™£lb“«“t
that ahoald a»t lam from our pmpouo.

Who sought, found.”
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368 .

I. Hath not the time arrived—for friends to pity
;

For covenant-breakers, to repent?

To them, hath no news arrived of him who was left behind,

With the fire of grief in his chest ?

Had the tribe known what passed

On the wounded one, him they would have drawn near to !
and pitied.

Arrived hath the season of Nau-ruz
;
green have become the sand-hills ;

What of the young minstrels that they sing not ?

5. What of me, the heart concealed, the tears revealed.

How wonderful it is—the dumb speaking

!

These are the months in which, by the wind’s blowing, objects (the blossoming of

flowers) are gained

;

Unlawful to us, is spring’s pleasure.

1. This Ode fall in Arabic), Hafiz wrote at the beginning of the mystic state before he had arrived

at the stage of decoration.
‘

The brothers (c. 7) and the friends (c. 9) signify

• Holy travellers and S.rifs, at whose stage Hafiz had arrived; and in search of whom, he was

like one distraught. From every traveller, aid he sought.

To defective ones and covenant-breakers, is not the time arrived that they should be penitent

of covenant-breaking ?
•

2. To them hath no news arrived of that one who broke the covenant; and broke the pledge, not-

withstanding that, in his chest, the fire of grief and of penitence flameth up.

To them, from the Kuran and the Hadis, hath not the tale of covenant-breakers come?

3. Of what hath passed from them on this wounded one, void of oppression,—would that.my tribe

knew I

Aftw knowing the extent of their tyranny, this wounded one pardoneth them, and forgiveth what
is fit to be forgiven.

4* The spring-season hath come
5
green, the highland hath become ; and distilled and pure, isr the

wine
; full and abundant, are the grapes ; and friends of fellow-cup sing

;

5. My tear revealed my mysteries; and though my limbs had held the mysteries concealed, my
tear became the informer.

0 ^\onderful deed 1 if silence uttereth speech ; and seeketh the mystery of his master (the body)*

6. For these arc months, by the effects whereof, the heart demandeth joy, independence, and power-
lulncss,—the result whereof is pleasure,

o us, poor, centreless, resourceless, the pleasure of spring is unlawful. Our heart is at the foot
01 the snare.
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Sons of our unci© ! to us with a draught extend your generosity

:

For generosity and greatness are means whereby known is the generous one.

O thou that hast acquired sway over all kings

!

Pity. God recompense thee : Fortune are deeds of charity. •

For ever)' one of the friends (of Hafiz) are a store {of victuals) and the hope
(of wealth)

;

But for wretched Hafiz, are indigence and exigence.

7. O unde born (cousin) ! practise liberality and pity us notwithstanding that greatness hath causes

whereby c.xccllence may be seen and riches marked out,

O brethren, Lords of excellence! exercise liberality towards fakirs; and enter upon pity. For
excellence is the mark of liberality, not the collecting of dirams and dinars.

S. Thou that, in the w.ay of attacking, hast become powerful over all the Sultans of the human
race ! Pity, that God may give thee recompense. In respect of friends, goodness is oppor-

tune.

Olhcni’isc

—

Thou that, in the way of dominion, hast become lofty of all Sultans I

9. Every one of the friends hath treasure, which, at the time of distress, is of use; and the power of

gidng alms (khairiit va sadkat) which, in the next world, increase joy.

To wretched Hafiz, poverty (fakr) is the cause of perturbation.

That is—
It is the poverty of perturbation ; not the poverty of choice.

The poverty of choice hath delights ; and is the cause of thank-offering ; the poverty of per

turbation is altogether a mulct, and the cause of contempt.
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369, {374)-

In the morning, with the desire of repentance (to my heart), I -said :
“ I seek

the counsel of God,"
^

Spring, repentance-shatterer, arriveth : what remed}’^ may— I make

.

True speech, I ufter:—I cannot see (that this state is very difficult);

For the companions drink wine ; .and lookiug on—

—

By the cup’s circulation, remedy ye my brain

:

If, from the midst of the banquet of joy, retirement . I make.

If, one night, to my tongue, passeth the tale of Thee,

From want of purity, it (the tongue) with wine, rinsing, — I make.

. On the throne of the rose, I place a (beauteous) idol like a Sultan :

With the hyacinth, and the lily, the glory of collar and of bracelet— I make.

Through the Friend’s face, blossomed my purpose like the rose

:

To the hard stone, consignment of the enemy's head (that separation recur

not) •
. .

I make.

The tavern-beggar am I ; but (at) the time of intoxication, behold

Against the (lofty) sky, loftiness; and against the (ordering) star, ordet,*

I make?

Not mine, is the way and usage of morsel-absteuning. For,

The reprobation of the profligate, the wine-drinker, why do- --— I make ?.

To the memory of the King's assembly, like the rose-bud with laughing lip,

Tlie cup, 1 take : and, through desire, my raiment, rent—— I make.

10. If, from the ruby lip of the Beloved, a kiss I take,
oung again, I become

; and life, twice I make.

4. On o! its want of purity, with wine, it (the tongue) I rinse,

thror.e of the rose) signifies

IM
they inakc the niarriage of brides and adom them with garlands of noses*

l i u ..eart of the holy traveller, the place ofblossoming of roses*
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Not the kafei, nor the mudarris, nor the muhtasifa, nor the fakih ard we :

Mine, what profit that forbidding of the wine-drinker I should make.

Through wine-drinking, distressed became Hafiz;

Willi the sound of the harp and with wine, his mystery.(of distress),.evident ^

I make.

II. Kari the judge.

Slud.irns ,, school master.

Muhtastb „ city censor (of morals).

F.nljih .. theologian.
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370, (379)-

I. (O murshid !) come ; so that the rose (of ease and of pleasure) we may scatter,

and, into the cup (of existence ;
or of the heart), the wine (of love and of

divine knowledge)
^

(By our inward strength) the roof of the sky we rend
;
and (to the height of

another heaven) a new way,- • cast.

If an army, that sheddeth the blood of lovers, grief raise—

Content together are I and the SaW ;
and up its foundation, we

Into the cup of ruddy wine, rose-water, I pour ;

Into the censer of the wind, 'itr-revolving, sugar, I—

^

Minstrel ! since in thy hand is a sweet instrument} a sweet song sing:

So that, hand-waving, "we may sing the love-song, and dancing, our head down

may—— cast,

5. O breeze ! to that lofty quarter of the Beloved, the dust of our existence cast

;

It may be that on the spectacle-place of that king of lovely ones (’arifs), our

glance, we may—— cast.

Of reason, one boasteth ; another idle talk weaveth

:

Come : before the just Ruler (God) these disputes, let us— cast.

If the paradise of Adn, thou desire, come with us to the tavern (of love and of

profligacy)

;

So that, from the foot of the wine-jar (the murshid of love), thee, at once into

the pool of Kausar, we may- cast.

I. This may be addressed :

—

(o) to the beloved.

(*) „ holy tra\'el!er.

3- ItUo bitter, strong wine (of real love) rose water is poured to reduce its strength,

t’-*** signifies ;

—

^ condition of sama’-i-sami’ ( ^1— ) the hearing of the hearer,

5. Oo«ly ones). Sec Ode 209, c. 5.
7. “ The par.ndiv.- of J\dn ’*

signifies
(•’) p.nr.idjrc.

* ”'-'*->fcstaiions of God Most High,bu Oac 407, c. 4,.
**
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O (true) Beloved ! with Thy face, illumine our assembly,

That, before Tliee, the love-song I may chaunt; and at Thy feet, my head, may
cast.

In .Shiraz, the understanding of verse, and the speaking well, they practise

not:

Hafiz ! come ;
that, into another land, ourselves we may-— cast
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371, (370).

I. Times I have said ;
arid again I say,—

That, heart bereft, not of myself, have I gone this Path (of love).

Behind the (pure) mirror (of the holy traveller’s heart) me, they have kept like

the parrot

;

What the Teacher of eternity without beginning said :
—“ Say I say.

Whether I be the thorn, or whether the rose, there is a sward-adorner (God),

By whose hand, as (it) cherished me, I grew.

0 friends ! me, heart-bereft, astonied, censure not

:

A great jewel I have ;
and the master of vision (the jeweller God), I seek.

5. Although to (the wearer of) the patched (darvish) garment, (the drinking of) wine,

rose of hue, is a sin,

—

Me, censure not; for with it.(fromoff the darvish garment), the colour* of hy-

pocrisy, I wash.

X.

2.

See Ode 179, c. 6.
^ ^

Before a mirror, they place a parrot ; and behind the mirror, the teacher. '

The parrot, seeing his ovm reflection in the mirror, maketh chachchaha 5” and thinking that the

parrot behind the mirror maketh speech, entereth on speech-

Whalever he hcareth, cometh from his tongue.

From behind the mirror, the teacher saith

Allah ! God, the Merciful, the Merciful I”

or whatever he wisheth to teach. Thus, quickly, by this sorcery, doth the parrot learn : and be-

come a speaker and an orator.

Here the parrot is behind the mirror. The explanations are

(a) That the j* ( ) is not maful bih (nominative) but mafulun lahu (the accusative).

Behind the mirror they have kept for me one paxrot-Iike.

(&) That in place of should read (contracted from for verse—sake).

Before the mirror, they have kept me parrot-like.

(c) Tliai in place of one should read^
On the bosom of the mirror, the\* have kept me parrot-likc.

This couple:, Haflz (who was a murshid) wote in praise of himself.
In the opinion of disciples, the murshid’s praise of his oum soul is laudable ; for such praise is the

source of firmness of good faith, and the rcpellcr of tumult.
^^^a-l^cver I say, I say from the Teacher (God) ; His nature, I seek.
Of naught I sny. WTiatever the master of eternity without beginning saith, and to mi

licr.r: rcvcalcth, that 1 say.
doth he (Miilxammad) speak of his own will. It is no other than a revelation, what unn

h;m V.v.h Ivcen The Kuritn, liii. 3, 4^

Vi
' my<:cr;ous nttcrers, do 1 speak. \Vhalc\*er they say, the}- say through lust an{

- distraught from the producing of their own imagination, stri\e to reveal the;

- ? •* 3*

3. SfrOw' 4 '.:,c. 4 ,
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641

From another place (cause), is the laughing and the weeping of lovers (of

God)

:

In the night (through union with the Beloved), I sing; in the morning-time

(through separation), I moan.

To me, Hafiz spake saying:—“The dust of the tavern-door smell not

Say ;—“ Censure not
;
for the (fragrant) musk of Khutan. I smell.“
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372, (378).

I. A thousand breaches in my faith, with Thy dark eye-lashes, Thou hast made:

Come, so that, out (of my heart) on account of Thy sick (languishing) eye, a

thousand pains, (of mine) I may pluck.

Ho, 0 fellow-sitter, of my heart (the true Beloved !) from Whose memorj^

friends (who, in this world of non-existence are Thy companions ;
and slum-

ber in Thy unity) have passed :

Not a day be mine, the moment when, void of recollection of Thee, I sit.

I. (eye-lashes) signifies

(fl) the darkness of sins that, in matter, have become established.

(6) illusory love.

jUiJ
1
*^ (the sick eye) signifies

(a) the seeing God and His manifestations.

For varied are the circumstances of holy travellers, whose goal is God. When heattain-

eth perfection, to him, this quality appeareth evident.

(S) real love. Love, whether real or illusorj^ dependeth on Godi to whom everj' one in-

, clineth. •
•

,

The explanations are

{According io c)^
(i) 0 Lord 1 for those sins that firom me have issued, hath arrived Thy order formy destruction.

Come : for, in respect of those sins, is a breach in .my faith through the beholding of

Thee.
^

From my path, I up-pluck the thorn of sorrow ; from it, withdraw my inclination ; and
from the foot out-pluck the thorn.

(ii) O my.slave ! through sins in moments, thou hast made in thy faith, thousands df breaches

;

and to Me hast not shown obedience.

Come; repent; upon the true path, go straight ; say—
I am penitent for those (evil) deeds.’*

So that, on account of thy sick eye (deficient vision, that became a thousand sins) I may
pardon thee

!

Since, by lust’s inwtation, thou committest sins, imperfect (not far-seeing) vision thou hast.

Those sins that thou hast intentionally committed, I will, after thy repenting and weeping,

pardon; and, their rust from thy heart’s mirror, wipe.
pH) {According to b)

—

O true Beloved I with Thy dark eyelashes (illusory love). Thou broughtest thousands of
* breaches in my way and faith ; and (through illusorj’* love) Thou rentest the garment

of faith that was on my body

:

Come, so that, through true love for Thee, I may choose numberless pains ; and, from
the stage of the illusorj' to the stage df hakikat, take the Path.

In the Fawa,id-ul-Fawaid, is the following tale
Once upon a time, was a Barhaman, possessed of wealth and goods and of all worldly effects.
Him, with a fault, the king of that time charged ; into his own grasp, all his wealth took; and»

expelled him from the land—though he deser\’ed no punishment.
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Old and foundationless, is the world: of this Farhad-slayer,-rrT-:justicel

Me, vexed with sweet life, its craft and sorcery made.

The world, transitory and permanent, a ransom for the trug Beloved and the

Saki (I make)

:

For, the world’s sovereignty, love’s humble companionj^ I deem.

5. If, in my place, the Friend (God) choose a stranger, He is judge

;

If, in place of the Friend, I choose my life, it, unlawful be 1
,

Sabahu-l-khair! shouted the bulbul. 0 Saki (murshid) 1 where- art thou?

Arise (bring wine)
: r • 1 / 1.

For, in my head, tumult maketh the intoxication of the wine of last night (the
.

day of Alast).

Drowned in sweat like the rose, I became through the. torment of thefireofsepa-

0 b^c°e", night-Kuing (the perfect murshid) I a breese, from the s^eat-seiser

of mine (the true Beloved), bring.

Seldrghi5ta«tothedcsert,he™sthis»ay.
On the«a,,afri.f.dm«.himi.ndinhio»iship-s ,

'“vLu.1S?Sbihe cause rf such smrm, t
” ’

A,.Hm.gh.heym.h,r.„.

See the ICuran, ix. 5 ; x'»- 7; »v. 30; viii. 29-

jb \1 hSrcjrf (went from Thy memory)—
^ «ef in this place, it is allowable.

Although the imputation of forgetfulness

| descend to the mansion of forget-

Oulythroughlhe^^^o'^^"^^^^

0 .
PS and is .ere My eapirfeed.

Jf (rose) s^iM =-
^ 3, „„ termed of .e sweat rf Muhammad. From him,

'
rto takeU, sweat is acceptabie

Ob (the night;Uldjy g,. „„i„g of fragraut odoars , aad the bias-

fa) The morning breeze wn

soming of flowers.

fb) The tnurshid.

^ ?mmS.
“VTSSwP‘.^°”*W •

"Tre. im limbs i by the use of the adf <5̂ -. itis relieved.
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From me, not from the admonisher, hear the mysteries of love and of intoxica-

tion :

For, with the cup and the goblet every night, the companion of the moon and

of the Pleiades, I am.

•

The tale of longing that, in this volume, is become verified,

Verily is void of error; for me, the dictation Hafiz gave.

From the heat of the fire of separation and disjunction drowned in sweat like the rose ; and the

withered leaf I am become.

O murshid of tarikat ! O guide of hakikat ! From that true Beloved, a fragrant breeze bring

;

and from this whirl-pool, this sweat-drowned one bring forth.

That is—
Display virtues and truths, and' the path of manifestations.

Possibly this couplet is in reply to couplet 2.

8. This couplet occurs in Ode 366, c. il.

*'the moon ” may signify :

—

the Beloved.

(cup) signifies

• wine; the moon.

^ (goblet) signifies

wine-drops, the Pleiades.
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373, (375).

I, Hcyond limit—this that from my hand, went religion and knowledge
Come, say—what joy from love for Thee, I established ?

*
•

Although grief for Thee gave to the wind the harvest of my life,

(Falling) in the dust of Thy precious foot, (I displayed fidelity)
; for the

covenant (that I had made), I broke not.

Contemptible like the atom though I am. Love’s wealth, behold

!

How, in desire of Thy face, joined to love I am.

Bring wine
;
for ’tis a life-time, since, through desire of safety, I

Sate, in the corner of safety for the sake of ease.

5. 0 counsel-utterer ! if of (the crowd of) men of sense, thou be.

To the dust, cast not thy speech (of counsel) ; for (counsel is useless), intoxi-

cated I am.

Before the Friend (God), my head forth from shanie how may I bring.

When, from my hand, a worthy service issueth not ?

Hafiz consumed ;
and that Beloved, heart-cherishing, spake not.

Saying

“

When his heart, I wounded, a plaister, I sent.”

3. The second line may be

_

By the dust of Thy precious foot (I swear) that the covenant I broke not.
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374* (371)-

1. 0 SaM (true Beloved) ! come back; for of Thy service, desirous l am:

Of Thv service, and of prayer-uttering for Thy fortune, desirous I am.

(0 perfect murshid !)
from that place, rrhere' is the (common) bounty of the

cup of happiness of iiy splendour,

Trom the zulmat of‘astonishment, me the path of going out, shovr.

Drowned in the sea of sin from a hundred sides, though I be

;

Since I became love’s friend, of the people of mercy am I.

0 Faiah 5 me, for proSigacy or for ill-fame, censure not

:

For, from the Court of Fate, pre-ordained was this.

5. Drink wine. For, neither by acquisition, nor by choice, is the being a lover :

Me, this gift reached from the heritage of ^eation.

I, who, in my life, chose not travelling from my native land,

In the love of seeing Thee, desirous of travelling am.

Far from the door of fortune of Thy shelter, apparently am I

:

But, vrith soul and heart, of the (crowd of) dwellers of Thy presence, am I-

In (love’s) path, the (mighty) river and the (lofty) mountain,; and I, shattered

and battered

—

O Khizr, auspicious of foot ! by thy prayer, aid give me.

If thou boast of the musky (dark fragrant) tress of that idol,

O breeze 1 of the revenge of my jealousy, bethink thee

!

10. In Thy eye-brow (bow), vision’s arrow up to the ear of sense
(Is) brought and drawn ; for an opportunity (for Thee to shoot an arrow), delay-

ing. I am.

Be!ore Thy eye, Hafiz will sacrifice bis life:

In ihis lanc}*, 1 am, if respite me life will give.
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376» (373)'

1. Glad tidings! to (the abode, of) Zu-Salam, suddenly descended safety (from

calamity)

:

To God praise, (the praise-oQ the cdnfessdf of the greatest blessing!

Tliat bringcr of happy news, who brought the glad' tilings of victory, is where?

So that' (in joy), my soul (which is dearer than gold and silver) I may scatter on

his foot like gold and silver.

Verily shattered of heart becometh the covenant-breaker

:

In the opinion of the Lords of wisdom, sacred chafges afe co'venanfis.

From the King’s turning back, what a rare picture established

His enemy’s resolution in the mansion of non-existence 1
•

c From hope’s cloudlet, he sought a blessing. But,

To his seeing eye, it gave naught save moisture.

Into the (dark) Nil of grief, he (the covenant-breaker) fell; to him, in reproach

repentance, ttou

gainest not.”

IS a

Favoer. tor deOTnding ot safel, on the abode, and, tor that

Thf*n. with sincerity 01 ^

abode; secketh an increase favour^

2. Who bringeth
Zve^sor^, theLenant verily is the Lord of respect and of honour (.s

3. ‘In the opinion of the wra

Wh^^hoth acoveaantiwcomelh Who^for

'"7Sn1?SSed“a”^»n,»es«e,,hebeca.e,
and,fr». fehen^etco
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I

Said! come, for it is the season of the rose, and the time of pleasure:

The cup, bring
;
and suffer no grief, more or less.

From the cup of wine, hear. For this old woman, newly married (the world)

Many a husband, like Kay Kubad and Jamshid, slew.

0 heart ! seek not thou the kingdom of Jamshid ;
seek the cup of wine :

For this was the song of the bulbul, garden-singer, of Jamshid.

10. When, like the (red) flagon, the enemy’s (red) blood, thou spillfedest.

With friends, in ease and joy, take the cup of Jamshid.

In the tavern-corner, hath Hafiz his place of ease.

Like the bird in the garden ;
and like the lion in the forest.

9. In the time of joy, the cup of wine is better than the kingdom of Jamshid.
Jamshid. See Odes 144, 176, 199.

In Arabic, are :—
Couplet I j and the second lines of couplets 3, 6, and ii.
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376, (j8o).

'

I. 0 ftiorning cypress ! ^Y^th6ut thee, with the rose and the rosebud, .

rri r 1 1 •
what may l do ?

J he tress ot tlie liyacmth, how may I draw; (with) the cheek of the lily

what may I do ?

^

From the reproach of the ilUwisher, alas ! I beheld not Thy face

:

W hen not mine is the (gleaming) mirror, with (dull) iron—^ what may I do ?

O admonishcr
!
go

; and at the dreg-drinkers, carp not

;

Tin's, the work-orderer of Fate doeth : what may I do ?

When, like this, from the hidden ambush, leapeth the lightning of jealousy,

Do thou order: for I of consumed harvest, ’what may I do ?

5 . When the King of the Turans (Afrasiyab) approved
;
and cast me into the pit,

. If the grace of Tahamtan (Rustam) be not hand-seizer (to help)

.
what may I do ?

If with a lamp (on the path of travellers) Tnr’s fire (the perfect murshid) make

• not a little assistance, . , . .

• (For) the remedy of the dark night of the Wadi-i-Aiman what niay I do?

* •

• •

With the heart-stitching arrow of separation, thou sheddest my blood :

Do thou thyself say to thyself :
—

“

0 luminous eye ! what may I do?

Hafiz J highest paradise is the house of my heritage

:

In this desolate stage (this world), my dwelling, why do I make ?

5. AfrasijVib. See History of Persia by Malcolm and by Clements Markham j and the Shah

Nama, by Firdausi. .

• •

6. Wadi-i-Aiman. See Ode 202.
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377, (377)-

I. If, with the sword (of tyranny), He (the true Beloved) sla^ me, His hand, I seize

not:

If, upon me, this arrow He strike, obliged I am,

(To the true Beloved) say :
—“ At that our eyebrow. Thy arrow’ strike,

“ That, before Thy hand and arm, I may die.”

If, me from off my feet, the W’orld's grief bring,

Save the cup, my hand-seizer (helper) is who?
,

.
•

O Sun of the morning of hope (the true Beloved) ! come forth

:

For, in the hand of the (dark) night of separation, captive am I.'

5 . 0 Pir of the tavern (the murshid excellent and perfect) ! come to my cr)’ (for

justice)

:

By a draught, me young make ;
for old am I. •

’

I^st night, by thy tress, I ate an 'oath.

That, my head, from off. thy foot, I will not take.

O admonisher! how long, like children, deceivest thou,

Me, w'ith the apple of the garden, and the stream of milk? (For, not to these

• paltry things, do I incline ;
such are for common folk).

I. I seize not his h.md ; because his slaying me is the comprehension of the advantages of faith and

of the world. In the end. He is wiser than I; whatever He doeth is the essence of' good and

of pood counsel.

Otherwise—
If Uc 5-lay me with the arrow of separation and disunion, I am obliged ; 'because lhe gIor\* oT

ihv Bvlovcd is Union; and His arrow is the arrow of mercy.
rVe address* may be to the murshid.

1 he «v*T\ vVie morning of hope ” mav signify
• the murshid.

tO ». hi:hi r.f morn.
(r) *>t c»f hnpe.

P:r Ilf the tavern) signifies:—
t-. kWfea .and excellent, who keepeth the disciple in the abandonment of self;

, V
*

' *»* ^*h the ^^ay of poverty and of cfTaccmerit.
t:

’ : \CT. wiv. c. r.s-dtrc'.h and qualities of all things effaced in the divine qualities j

. (“I

OT to another, imputeth no qualiij. •
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(For fearful contemplation and manifestation, I soar). Every evening and',

morning, that (glorious) bird, am I,

‘

The sound of wh«se (mighty) cry (in remembrance of God) to the (loftyj Sidra

tree reacheth.

• * •

ft

Hafiz! this, thy l^irka of piety, (hard as iron, void of tenderness) consume

(with fire)

:

For (even) if a (consuming) fire I became, I should. kindle it not.

S. Sidr.n. Sec Ode 88 ;
" Bird ” see 410, c. 2 ;'429» c. 2 j 439, c. i

; 558, c. 8.

9, liliirkji. See Ode 124.
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3/Sj

I. Like tks momiiig (of lau^iiing' forekesc) Thou art : zzc. tne card

ber of rhe inorsing, I am

:

Sraile : aad beaold hovr (for Tfieel nr sorl. I surrender.

^ A * 'na 2 w‘

In rar heart, the stain of lore for Thj heart-allnrisg tress is so (in cTtrelj-ng)

that.

When (from this vanishing world} I pass, nr tonb beconerh the (dark} rioiet-

bec.

On the threshold of hone of ir.ee. I

atTi

est.

tare openea nr eye.

That Thou narest cast one glance ; iron Thr glance, ne Thon Thvself casxed-

O crowd of griefs ! to thee, how nay I otter thanks ? God forgire thee

!

. On the day of ^endlessness, at last, fron rny boson thon geest not.

5. I an the slave of the n.an of vision, who, notwithstanding his black-hearted-

m

Raineth athonsand drops (tears), when ny heart's pain, I reoennt.

On every side, onr idol (divine bonnty) displayeth splenccnr bnn
This glance that I keep glancing, none seeth.

•
- IE the Beloved like the (fragr^t) breere pass to the tonb of KlSz
Fron desire (of than Beloved), in the heart of that narrow place (the grave),

tie sbrond, I rend.

-r* *— w r£:=r-;^ to COTTC cr en£3.

I an cf the r
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379 ,
(38i).

1 . Since on m)* head, fell thy auspicious shadow,
Fortune became my slave

; and prosperity, my servant.

Years passed, since, by me, fortune' had passed away
;

In the fortune of union with Thee, by my dooi;, it (fortune) returned.

fn time (the world)^ vigilant, none had seen*me,

If, in sleep, thy form had been imagined by me.

In grief for thee, to «an end I take (I pass) my life
;
but.

Believe not that without (memory of) thee, to an end, a moment'! take (I pass).

5. From that night when, into my straitened heart, thou returnedest.

My beperfumed brain, a hundred candles kindled.

. •
• 'I

The remedy for my pain, the Physician knoweth not

;

Without the Friend, I am shattered of heart ;
with- the Friend, most happy.

Thou saidest:— ".To my street, the chattels o'f halting (while journeying) bring

not:”

By Thy soul, (I swear) that out from this street, I myself pass not.

The slave of a king and the purchased slave of-an Asaf, every one is :

Hafiz I the mean slave of the Sultan of the country (Ali Murtaza), I ani.
• 0 •• ^

THE LETTER- MiM

I. This Ode is in praise of Ali. See the Ruba’iyat 617.

8. Asaf. See Ode 43.
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380.

.1. In the morning, Jauza (Gemini) placed before me the preservation (the small

Kuran)
: ^

That is :—The King’s slave, I am
;
and the oath, I ate.

Saki ! come
;

for, from effective fortune’s aid.

The desire that I desired became to me, through God attainable.

A cup, give
;
for again in joy 'of the King's face,

Elderly of.head, in my head, ’is desire for a youthful one.

Waylay me not with the description of the limpid water of Khizr ;

From the King’s cup, a draught-drinker of Kausar's fountain, am I,

5, 0 King ! if to the ninth heaven (God’s throne), I cause the throne of excellence

to reach,

Of this majesty, the purchased slave^ am I
;
and of this door,- the Avretched one.'^

• A thousand years, draught-drinker of Thy banquet, I was

:

My disposition, ardent of temperament,—water-drinking, how may it abandon ?

If, of the slave of this tale, belief be not thine :

Of perfect speech, a proof I will bring.

•*
•

»
'

• •

If,.from thee, I up-pluck my heart; and, from thee, up-lift my love,

• On whom,’.may I cast this love; ‘where, may I take that heart?

All in love for the King, was my covenant of Alast

:

From life’s highway to’this covenant, I pass.

lo. MansQr bin Muhamad Ghazi is my guard

:

From this auspicious name, victorious over my enemies am I.

I. This Ode is in praise of Sli. See Ode 396, c. 3.
“ The king ” is kli, the founder of the Sufis.

Jauza signifies :

—

.

• All MurtazS.

3. The second line occurs in Ode 232, c. i,

4. Khizr. See Ode 89. Kansar. See the Kuran cviu,

9. Alast* See p, 5,
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Since, in the King’s name, the sphere framed the Pleiades
\ ersc of pearl, wherefore make I not ? Less than who, am 1 ? .

.

•

When, from the King's Iiand.'l tasted the victuals like thh (mighty) falcon
Forlhccaptureof the(mean)pigeon, care how is mine.?

. ,

’
•

O King, Hon-seizer ! less-, how becometh, if becon^eth

AtUiinablc by me, in thy shadow, the country of ease ?

Wing and feather, I have not; and this (is) most rare. For there is nau’.rht
In my head, save the desire of (flight to) the (lofty) dwelling of the Slmur^.’

5. In the felicity of praise of thee, my- verse subdued a hundred countries of
the heart :

• •

Thou mayst say that my speaking tongue is thy (cleaving) sword

.

If, like the morning breeze, by a rose-bed, I passed.

Mine, was neither love for the cypress; nor .desire for the cone-tree.

l‘hy perfume, I perceived ;
and to the memdry of thy face.

The Sakis of joy gave me one or two cups,

«

Not the slave's custom is intoxjcation with the juice of one or two grapes
;

Years endured, the Pir, tavern-cherisher, am I. •

/

With the revolution of the star and of the sky, many a strife is mine
; . .

In this talc, be the King's justice, my ruler

!

Thanks to God, that, again, in this height of court.

The sound of my long wing-feather, (of flight), the peacock of the ninth heaven

——heareth 1
'

'

.

For the capture of my heart, the lion’s whelp attacked ;

Lean, if I be, or if not,—the lion’s prey lam.

Effaced be my name from the work-shop of the lovers (of God),

If mine be other employnient save love for Thee.

O Thou, the lovers of whose face (are in number) more than the atoms (in the

To unhn with Thee, how may reach I who (in capacity), less than an atom, am ? .
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'

Show to me,—the denier of the beauty of Thy face, who is he ?

So that, with.the dagger of jealousy, his eye I may bring- forth;

. On me, fell the shadow.of the -(symbolic) sun of empire :

Now, as to the (material) sun of the east, rest (independence) is mine.

Not brisk is the market of purpose of these deeds

;

Neither splendour, do I boast; nor ease, do I purchase.

With soul, the friend of the prophet and of his offspring, (is) Hafiz I

By God, witness to this is the Lord, my ruler.
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3SI, (3S4).

i. fn the pursuit of the desire of visiting my own (native) Land,

•n ' > r .1 1 , ,
''^hy should I not be ?

TJ)c dust of the head of my (true) Beloved’s street, why should I not be ?

\\ hen the load of grief of being a stranger and the trouble, I bear not,—
1 o my own city, I go

;
and, my own monarch,—— I shall be.

Of the confidential ones of the veil of union I shall be

:

Of the slaves of my own Lord, j shall be.

Since life's work (how it wHI pass
; how long it will show fidelity) is unknown,

at least that is best

That, on the day of events (the day of death) before (God) my idol (engaged in

. yikr and fikr; and, from that exterior to God, turned awa}'),— I shall be,

5, The being a lover and a profligate was ever ray way ;

Again, / will strii’c

;

and engaged in my own work— I shall be.

Of the hand of fortune, heavy with sleep
;
and of resourceless work.

If complaint be mine, my own secret-keeper,— I shall be.

Hafiz
!
perchance, the grace of eternity without beginning may be thy guide,

If not, to eternity without end, ashamed of self,— I shall be.

1. Al Ynzd, yearning for Shiraz, wrote this Ode,

Couplets I and 2 ; and s, 6, and 7 form ftithbands.

2. niat is—
^ . . , , „ , , ,

I go from this vanishing world to the lasting world, where sovereignty with the true Beloved I

•shall enjoy ; and in case, remain,

6. Against fortune, I will never complain j to myself. I will keep my grief.

7. TI1C change of person (here from the second to the first) is the—

oliUI the figure of courtesy.

4P .
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382, (445).

I. From us, ^Yherefo^e seeketh thou peace, when, to the intoxicated, an invitation

- we uttered

:

At the revolution of thy intoxicated eye, farewell to safety . we uttered.

Open me the door of the wine*house (of love
;
and drink wine that divine mys-

teries may be revealed to thee); for, from the monastery, naught is revealed:

If thine be belief (of my word); if not, this was the speech,-—— we uttered.

O Saki! by thy eye, ruined (intoxicated) I have fallen. But,

A calamity that cometh from the friend, to it, a thousand welcomes

we uttered.

We said ;
—

“

Thy stature is the (lofty) box-tree
;
much shame it bringeth to

fruit
:

"

(To the box-tree), this similarity why made we ;
and this calumny why, (is it

that) —— we uttered ?

5. If me thou forgive not, thou wilt at last suffer regret,

. In thy heart, keep this matter, where (a complaint) in thy service

' we uttered ?

Like a (bloody) musk-pod, blood became my liver
;
and (for me) was fit not less

than this, '
•

Its requital
;
because, in comparison with His (glorioijs, beperfumed) tress the

word (of the mean musk) of Chin (by) mistake, we uttered.

O Hafiz! fire- (through grief of separation) thou hast become; but, with the

(true) Beloved, it took no effect

:

From infidelity to the covenant of the rose, thou mayst say the tale to the wind
^

' we uttered.

I. Ij signifies:—
(a) to ask for safety.

[b) to bid farewell to safety.

6. In mistake, his tress I called the musk of Chin and the musk-pod of Chin.
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383, (385). • ...
K hnvc forty years and more since I expressed this boast:—
“Of the servants of the Pir of the Magians, the least—— ami”

• Ever by the felicity of the favour of the Pir, the wine-seller,

Empty of wine, pure and luminous, became not the cup— of mine.

In the majesty of love, and in the fortune of profligates, pure-players,

Ever the chief seat of the wine-houses was the abode- of mine.

For dreg-drinking, bear not an ill opinion of me (Haflz),

For, (with wine) the I^irka is stained
;
but pure of skirt am I.

5 . The (mighty) falcon of the King’s hand am I. O Lord ! in what way.

From my recollection, have they taken the desire of the dwelling—— of mine ?

A great bulbul like me, in such a sward, pity ’tis,

That, with this sweet tongue (verse), silent like the (ten-tongued) lily am I,

A wonderful chcrishcr of the mean is the water and the air of Persia

:

A fellow way-farer, where, that, from this land, my tent, up-pluck I may ?

ntc auspicious Turan King, who, towards me, increased his favour

;

The favour of his gifts became the collar of the neck— of mine.

Hafiz 1 beneath (the guise of) the khirka, how long drinketh thou the goblet?

(God willing !)
at the Khwaja’s banquet, the veil from thy work (of drinking),

upcast
‘ will I.

4. |<ijirk.i. See Ode 124.

t: From ihe world of order and of holiness, and from the order of God, I have for a few days come

into this transitory world. How have I forgotten my original (heavenly) abode ?

«

' 4P 2
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384, (386).

1. God forbid that, in the rose-season, wine, I should abandon

:

Of reason, I boast; this work how—— should I do?

The minstrel is where ? So that all the in-gathering of austerity and of know-

ledge.

In the work of the harp, of the lyre, and of the voice pf the reed,

* I may make.

Now, weariness of the (useless) disputation of the (outward) college, hath my

.

heart taken

;

Once, awhile, (only) the service of the beloved (the perfect murshid) and of wine

(of love) I 'n’ill do.

In time, fidelity'’ was where ? The cup of wine, bring,

That the tale of Jam, and of Ka,us, and of Kay, I may make.

5. The black book (of sins), I fear not. For, in the day of assembling.

By the bounty of His gprace, a hundred books of this kind, I would close.

The foot-messenger of morn (the breeze from the east), where ? So that

plaints of the night of separation,

To that one, auspicious of fortune, and happy of foot (the murshid),— I may
make.

Since, in eternity without beginning, they (Fate and Destiny) mixed my dust

with wine, . .
•

To the adversar)', speak, 'saying :
—“Wine, wherefore should I abandon?”

This borrowed life, that, to Hafiz, the Friend (God; entrusted j

His face, one day, I shall see ;
and (to Him) its surrender—— will make.

4 . K.iy sifmif^cs—Kay Kubiid.
CiCJTitnts Markham's Historj' of Persia.
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385, (388).

I. The dust of my body is the veil of the (true) Beloved's face
;

O happy that moment when from off this face, the veil I cast!

Not fit for a s\Yeet singer like me, is the cage (of the world) like this

:

To Rizvan’s rose-bed, I go for the bird of that sward am I.

Manifest, it is not—wherefore, I have come (into this world) where, I had been :

Regret and sorrow that, of my own work, careless I am.

In the expanse of the holy world, my circuit how may I make ?

When, in the mixed abode (this dusty world), plank-bound (confined) to a

(dusty) body,— I ^.m,

5. I whose dwelling and abode is the spectacle-place of the Hur,

In the street of tavern-haunters, why is my native land?

If from my heart’s blood, the perfume of musk issue.

Have no wonder; for fellow-sufferer with the musk-pod of Khutan (the rhusk-

deer), I am. .
•

(Outwardly), regard not the embroidery of my gold-thread tunic (resplendent) like

the candle, (saying He is happy ”)

:

For, within the tunic, hidden consumings are.

Come • and from before him, the existence of Hafiz take up :

For, w'ith Thy existence, none heareth from me that I am (living).

.
I .

•I «p;i of mv hakikat.. Happy, that time when (in death) I quit this

.
Rizvan, the gardener of paradise. See Ode 439. c. i.

-Plank-bound.” Soe the Saki-nania, c. ad.

.(b) a ta^ gilded.

{c) the flame.
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3S6.. (4^2).

I, If the dust 01 the sole cf zzv icol^s loot ^ve ;

(\\ ith it) 03 the tablet of 'idsioo, a dusrv line

increased), I will dravr

:

iTTuercOv mv vision mav he

^ ^ desire ot mv Iiie, His order reach
Thai very moneat, ii*:e the candle^ in a momentj

surrender.

K the Fiiend estahlish not the prcc-f cf the bMe-cotn cf
From my eye, in His path, cntrent coin [tears; i reckc:

From d-csty, shake not fin pride} thy skirt
From this door, it is not possible that mv cos

take.

iC.,

t (even}

a^^ier cean
(whir'

5. Overwhelmed in desire of ihy embrace I became; and mv h-'-e
through (the violence ofj the -wave o: my tear, me to reach to:

(the wave) may cause.

iror the consolatiGn of lovers. Thy two •messes
covenant, gave; and mv rest, took.
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10. Hafiz 1 since His ruby lip is (as) the dear soul to me,

That moment when to the lip (of the true Beloved) I bring my soul, a (lasting)

life (mine) will be.

lo. The second line may be ;— ’

•>

That moment when to the lip (in agonies of death) the soul I bring, a (lasting) life (mine) will

be. *
.

*
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387.

I. Now, tbe good counsel of the time I sec in that,

That, to the wine-house, m)’ chattels I betake ;
and happy sit.

Save the goglet and the book (the Kuran), no companion nor friend may be

mine

:

So that the traitor-watchers of the world, seldom, I may see.

The cup of wine, I take ; and, from the h3’pocrite, far I go :

That is,—of the world’s creation, (only) pureness of heart, I choose.

'Since, in the stained khirka, rectitude I boasted;

Ashamed of the Sale’s face and of the coloured wine, am f.

5. Above the people, my head in freedom, like the (lofty) cypress, I uplift,

If it be possible that, away from the world, mj’ skirt, I may pluck.

Qn my heart is the dust of tyranny. 0 God ! approve not

That dulled should be.my love-filled mirror (the heart)

!

My straitened chest and -its load of grief. Alas !

Not the man (porter) for this heavy load, is my grieved heart.

In fanc\’ for the tip of Thy (musky) tress, m\’ heart and soul .consumed :

If for Thee credence be necessarj’-, behold my musk}’ (fragrant) breath J

The slave of the Asaf of the age am I ; my heart afflicted, keep not

:

For, if I boast of the sphere, revenge it seeketh.

10. If I be the tavern.profligate ; or if the city-guardian,
These, that Thou seest, I am

; and than these, less I am.

4. I^irka. See Ode 124.

9. Asaf. See Ode 43.

10. (goods) signifies;—
The tavem-profiigate and the dw-guardian.
In the text, this word tin the second line) is not translated.
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388, (393).

‘\ri5C ' so that to the tavern, the sufi-khirka, we may take
;

*

iso ihat) to the bazar of idle tales, the ragged religious garment and idle talk,

' * we may take.

The car we closed ;
and, from the nonsense of the admonisher, escaped

:

1 -.ke tho-^c void of information, the reputation of idle tales, how long do^
- we take?

• Since the morning cup, nil tlic Irhilvalls take,

At Sc door of the Pir of the Uvem, the harp of the mornrag, rve take.

To the path towards the kalandar-pronigates, journeying brought (us)

;

^he rareld, religious, garment of wool, and the prayomat of .die tala

If -n n.ir nath the thorn of reproach, the Zahid plant,

Jl’to thSpriso; of retribution, him from the rose-garden,—

Of our stained,
jif’ijSrepulation of miracles,-

If, with this excellence and skill, tne p

, f fImr. the heart establish not ;
and a work do not,

Great the shame that, from this produce of times.

idle tales,
‘

we take.

we take.

we take

!

Prom this win'ltuse,

That, from all calamities.

we may take.

1 hat,

tn be lost at last how long?

In desire’s desert (this ravis

‘"J

j

ye ask; perchance, .the foot (of ap-

From the murshid) the path (of escape),

proach) to great deeds - _

I^irka. See Ode 124-

Jinisudur..., .. 5
*^ „„ ,„Uur stute (

lii wJU ).
we mu, g. » .he lestmg

The murshid, hvc ask SO that, tro

state ( l«J )• •

US
it

eev'l-'hPP'h''*'’
» the hel,

>5l
IP'rmeueney^e

2"a“;^„l
„,dlerentereth.

•

a state that, atier w,
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Tsee. in tl'e Wsci-i-Aisin.lo.- (0 true Beloved 1) tliat covenant that vrith

(eternity witliont beginning), I established.

Like Musa, saver of “ Let me see,” to the appointed place (for indneing the

ihram)- vre ta^'

From the turret of the ninth heaven (God’s throne), the dram or thy feme, tve

,
beat

:

To the roof (vault) of the heavens, the guidons of love from Thee,—

—

vre take.

To-morrovr (resurrection-day), in the plain of

place), the (glorious) dust of Thy street,

For giori^ng, all, on the pate of our head,—

—

uo-standmg ^ihe

vre take.

Secretly, to drink vrine is- not the nark of the generous one

:

To the Lords of generosiries, this mediator (vrine), vre take.

Hafiz 1 at the door of every mean one, thy face-Iusrre (reputation),—spill

not

:

To the Kaa of needs (Gcd), best that that need, vre take.

lo. olsjw (appointed dios of nrcrk ; appcintsd place c: covenar.tl rnav signify

The appointed trne (cr the place) of asyemollr.g (u:e resurrectlcn}.

Ihiani. See Ode lo, c. o i 303, c. 6.
‘

"VVaci-l-Alnan. Ss£ Ods 202.

12. The dust of Thy street, for glcnr^g, cn cur head T,-e take.
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389, (392).

I. Arise ! so that by the wine-house door, an opening (of the heart) we may—
In Uic path of the Friend, may sit; and our purpose

seek

;

seek.

Road-provisions (for the path of travel) to the Friend's fold,

Pcrchancc,
'

By begging, from the wine-house door, road-provisions,.we may-

we have not.

seek.

Though running, are our {blood)-stained tears, yet.

For despatching (them) to Him, one of pure nature, we

To our lieart, forbidden be the taste of the stain of grief for Thee,

If, for the violence of the grief of love for Thee, justice we— — seek.

5. On vision’s tablet, the pbint of Thy (dark) mole, one cannot cast;

Unless, from the (dark) pupil of the eye, ink wei . , seek.

From Thy sweet lip, my heart with soul sought the way

:

With sweet smile, Thy lip said

“

A purpose, let us seek.”

As long as the beperfumed prescription shall be for the distraught stricken

heart.

From Thy perfume-diffusing hair, a passion we—

—

Since, save in the joyous heart, one cannot gain grief for Thee,

In hope of grief for Thee, a joyous heart, we

Hafiz ! at the college-door, hpw long sittest thou ?

Arise • so that by the wine-house door, an opening (of the heart) we may r
^

’ seek.

seek-

seek.

i. The first line occurs in c. 9.

4a 2
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390, (39?)*

I. When to the rose-bed of the eye, passeth the fancy of Thy face,

For the sake of beholding Thee, cometh the heart to the window
of the eye.

(0 Beloved !)
come ;

for in scattering for Thy (auspicious) arrival, the ruby

(bloody tears) and the jewel (lustrous tears),

From the treasure of the house of the heart, I draw to the treasury

of the eye.

Fit for Thy resting-place, no place I see.

Of the world, am I ; and this established comer of the eye.

On the first day when I beheld Thy face, my heart said :

—

‘*If (me) an injury reach, (the wTong of shedding) my blood (will be) on the

neck of the eye.”

5. In the morning, my flowing tears, the thought of my ruin had

:

If the blood of my liver had not caught the skirt of the eye.

In the hope of the glad tidings of union with Thee, rill morning, last night.

On the wind’s path, I placed the luminous lamp-- » of the eye.

On one^s expectation, show pity. For night, all night,

The heart's blood travelleth to the face from the window of the eye.

In manliness, (I conjure thee) Hifiz’s sorrowful heart,

Strike not with the arrow-point, heart-stitching, man-overthrowing

of the eye.

6, Ir. ir.c v.;r.c,’s pr.th, a laiap is easily extin^ished. For union vrith the true BEio\^d, KaSz was
ready to go into eiiacenieni.

S, By tr.e raar.IiT.ess I'm’. is in friends, and bv the p-erpetrating’ of a sin that con:eth from one and
srra::hc;r! arjother's heart, I conjure thee—strike no: KaSa’s serror.-fu; heart with thearrow-

p t'.r.t, heart-stitching, mar..ovenhro'.ving (the eye).

Tnat —
By h;rr. c: a sir. that, by the exigencies cf humanity, hath, become m.anitest, cast not

h'f . r.-ir: repreh.cr.iion j show merev; and in this cruel trav, the arrow-point c: the
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391,(389).

I. Joyous that day when from this desolate abode (this world),——
^

• I go:

The ease of soul (the true Beloved), I seek : and for the sake of the Beloved

I go.

Though I know that to such a place the stranger fihdeth not the path,

To the sweet perfume of that dishevelled tress,-— 1 go*

With the sick heart, and po\yerless body, like the (swift) breeze,

^

For the love of that moving cypress,
•

• •

From ircad ot the prison of Sikandar (this Beetiag rrorld), n.y heart took

, bii? :
and to the Land of Sulaimhn Ithe lasting 'yodd)—

Since, to the Arabs (‘^ose pne beW^
have escaped fr^ ^ ''X f to Path ofLrtainW . A little

° Cnttd°‘eS "h;a^t Psf),- ’

S In.henl«^.isG=a.s-ipping,
,e.Ss.hsmshack.ing..pmp»s.and

”
illusory (majaz) is as naught.

jpiC, (Sika-to) people

Is reSSm Fm Skandar «as chief rf the »«.

hjX« (Sulaitnan’s land) signifies
.

pgfiz well, and

»' - praised.

(6) love.
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ft

In His path, like the pen, if on my head it is necessary to go,

With the heart, wound-enduring
;
and weeping eyfe,

If of this grief one day come to an end, I have vowed (that)

To the wine-house door, joyous and song-singing, -

(That) like a mote, in love for Him,
’ To the lip of the fountain of the resplendent sun,—^

—

And if, out from the desert, I take not the path like Hafiz

Along with the constellations of the Asaf of the age

I go.

I will go

:

I will go.

I go.

6. The pen’s hc.id is the nib, whereon (in writing) it moveth.
’
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392s (395)*

I, In the tavern of the Magians, God’s light
' This wonder, behold ! what the light is ; and where it,

O Lord ! the dreg-drinker of this wine-house is who? For, his door,
Tlie kfbla of need, and the prayer-arch of prayer

The dignity of being a lover, a profligate, and one who toyeth with a mistress :

B}* the instruction of Thy grace, all
. I see.

\

O King (commander) of the Hajj ! to me, boast not of dignity. For, thou

Secst tlie house (the Ka’baj
; and God’s house, I see.

5. Of the musk of Khutan and of the musk-pod of Chin, none hath seen

What, from the fragrant morning breeze (of the east), every morning 1 see.

In the circle (of creation), save the point of unity, is (naught) less or more :
•

For, without how and why, this question I see.

From the tress of idols, musk-loosening (perfuming) I will make,

Far, is thought (from realisation)
;
verily, I^ata (Cathay, a mistake) 1 see.

(0 true Beloved
!)
the heart's consuming, the streaming tears, the night-weeping,

the morning-sigh
•

. All this (calcmity of grief), from the sight of Thy grace, I see.

Momently, my fancy a picture of Thy face way-layeth

:

To whom, shall I utter what things within this veil (of thought) I see.

•

ro. Friends 1 at Hafiz's glancing, carp not

For, him of (the crowd of) the lovers ot God-:— I see.

a. The Kibla is the Ka’ba of Makkaj and, in every Masjid, is represented by the mihrab (arched

r6ccss}»
*

5. Here Hafiz revealeth the manifestations of God that he hath ; and his dmne knowledge.
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393, (399)-

I. Friends ! in the rose-season, that best that “ for pleasure we strive :

”

(This) the word of the Pir of the Magians (the murshid) is. With soul, let us

listen.

t

In none, is liberality (that we may have even a groat wherewith to drink wine) ;

passeth joy’s time

:

Its remedy is this, for wine, the prayer-mat, we sell.

’Tis a pleasant air, joy-giving. 0 God ! send

One of gracious form, to whose face, wine, rose of hue, we may drink.

One of skill (Zuhra) is the organ-player of the sky, highway-robber :

Of this grief, bewail we not—how ? and clamour we not,—-—why ?
‘

5. Into tumult (of blossom), came the rose ;
and its lustre, we dashed not with wine,

Therefore, with the fire of regret and of desire, ^^ve clamour.

From the tulip’s cup, illusory wine we draw

;

Far, the evil eye ! For without the minstrel and wine, distraught are we.

Hafiz! to whom can one utter this wonderful state? For, we
Are bulbuls that, in the rose-season, silent are.

'

1. When the muslims carried Islam into Persia, they used the term “ Pir-i- mughan ” for :

—

.(a) the heads of Christian churches (as an expression of contempt).

(6) „ masters of taverns, of baths and of karvan sarais.

(c) ,, priests of the fire-worshippers (Gabrs).

^ (young magians) signifies :

—

(fl) noviciates at the old Persian monasteries.

(6) the waiting boys at houses of entertainment.

7, In the rose-season, the bulbul makelh chahehaha (chattering).
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394, (403).

I. Lust night, with .1 torrent of tears, sleep’s path,
. j dashed :

In memory of Thy down, a (vanishing) picture on water, I dashed.

.In my view, the Friend's eye-brow; and the consumed ^ir]j;a :

To the memory of the corner of Thy prayer-arch (eye-brow), a cup

I dashed.

In my sight, the form of the idol (the true Beloved) displayed grandeur;
From afar, on the check of the moon, a kiss, J dashed. .

On the Sakl’s face, my eye; on the harp's wail, my ear;

In this matter, with eye and car, an omen (of what will be revealed),

I dashed.

5
.' Till morning-dawn, the picture of the fancy of Thy face,

On the workshop of my sleepless eye, I dashed.

To the words of this ghazal, the cup uptoook my SaW

;

This song, I uttered ;
and pure wine, I dashed.

Every bird of thought, that, from the tip of joy’s branch, flew,—

Again, to the snare of Thy curl, it,—— I dashed.

Happy, was tlie time of Hafiz ;
and an omen of object and of desire,

In respect of (Jong) life, and of (great) fortune of friends,

7* Wh^never^ehney ofjoyousness cometh, it. with the fancy of Thy tress, penurbed. I make.

*

In the Persian Text, each couplet endeth with zadam, I dashed.

1. to wa>vlay; to obstruct.
, ,

« vl ^ achieving the impossible.

2.

3*

5*

6.

ft

ft

Jli

JLSi

Jli

„ drain the cup.

„ kiss.

„ cast an omen.

„ paint.

„ drink wine.

„ dash, to cast.

to cast an omen.
4 R
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395, (401)

•

I. Last night, I said

“

Out from my head, the passion for His face 1 will put."

He (the true Beloved) said :--“The chain where, that the arrangement (of bind-

ing) this distraught one,— ^

His stature, I called the (straight, free) cypress. In anger, his head from me.

He dreiv back :
“

- ^

O friends I with the truths my idol grieveth^ WTiat — shall I do ?

O heart-ravisher ! an un-weighed subtlety, I uttered: excuse me;

Graciousness show that my thought weighed in verse I maj make.

For that nature, tender, sinless, I endure yellow (shame-) facedness,

O Sa^! a cup give, that my face rose of hue- — I may make.

5 . O breeze of Laila’s dwelling ! for, God^s sake, how long

—

The fourth (inhabited) part of the world shall I over- turn; (and) the palace-

ruins (the waste-places), the river Jaihun shall . I make?

I, who took the path to the treasure (of mysteries) of boundless beaut}^ of the

Friend,

After this, a hundred beggars like mj^self, (rich as) Karun (with divine know-

ledge)*— I make.'

p moon, Lady of felicity ! thy slave Hafe, remember,

So that, for the fortune of that beauty dail}^ increasing, prayer, -I may make.

I. (excessive desire) signifies :

—

The foiir humours of the body—
saudS, atrabilis. 1 safra, bile,

balgham, phlegm.
( khun, blood.

5. With my tears, a river flow like the mighty Jaihun.

The fourth part ” signifies :—The four elements.
The palsccsrums

,, The mould, wherein was cast the clay body of Adam.
7, The icm, Hafiz, is applied to :

—

(c) one who kr.oweth (by heart) the whole of the Kuran, and who (in the masjid) uttereth pravers
• and chapters cf the Kuran.

{b) to this Poet as a takIsaUus (poetical title).

(c) a guardian, watchman.
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I cast.

39@5 (4®^)*

r. Mv eye, an ocean (of weeping) I make ;
to the desert, patience,—— I cast

:

And, "in this work, my heart into the ocean I cast.

From the straitened heart the sinner, I heave such a sigh

That, into the sin of Adam and of Havva, fire—

The sky’s arrow (of affliction), I have endured; wine (of love) give, .‘so that,

intoxicated of head,
. -x , 1.

Into the girdle of the waist of the quiver of Jauza (Gemini), a knot

I in3>^ C3.st«

On this moving throne (the revolving sky), a dranght rf wme, I pour

:

Into this azure vaoit (the sky), the resounding shout of strife, east.

5. There, n-here is the heart-possessor, ls_te source of happy-heartedness^^

I Strive that, perchance there, myself,

r rnn offulecnce) ! the fastening of thy coat, loose : .

O moon, sun of cp (m
g passion-stricken headn

So that like thy (long, trailing) tress at tny lee , y f
^

n Hafiz 1 since reliance on time is error and defect,.

• ?hfn tfto morrow, the pleasure of to-day why— do I cast?

^'’f^lulc.-Mut* ayyira 1
Kaukab-i-siyUra.

afixcdstar-Kaukab-.-§ab.ta.

the
Zodiac-Mantikatu-l-buruj.

(the sky’s arrow) signifies t-
/GemJni), and from whose effects are the

FS£^re»h=.-r ^

that complrtc'y int p^^ent.

from
uce^peth his quiver.
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397. (400).

. Last night, me, from power took (and ruined) the (languishing) sickness of Thy

eye
; .

But, from the bounty of Thy lip, the form of (new) life, I established.

Not of to-day, is my love for Thy musky tress
;

Long time 'tis, since that with this cup, like the new moon, intoxicated I was.

From my own constancy, happily came this subtlety :
—

“ With violence,

“ At the head of Thy street, (down) from the foot of search, I sate not.”

From me, wine-house-sitter, ease expect not

:

For, since I was—of the service of profligates, boasted have I.

5. In love’s path, from that quarter of effacement, are a hundred dangers :

Take care thou sayest not that, when to an end (in effacement), hath come my
life, (from these calamities) I have escaped (Nay

;
before the heart, after

death, are a hundred thoughts of danger).

After this, of the arrow of torment of the envious, ‘mine what care,

When, to my Beloved of bow-eyebrow, joined I am ?

Lawful to me, is the kiss on the casket of Thy cornelian (lip);

For, despite Thy tyranny and oppression, love and fidelity, I shattered not.

7. (kiss) signifies.’

—

(a) taking delight in the way of desire.

(b) readiness of acceptance of the words of sufficiency, outwardly and inwardly.

See Ode 169, c. 3 ; 299, c. 5.

’

ry^ (tl'® cornelian casket) signifies :

—

{a) the mouth, the place of revealing the mysteries of the Merciful j and the boundless

bounties of splendour.

(6) the lip, which is the quality of the speech of the Beloved, desired by all.

The explanations are :

—

(a) Lawful to me, is taking delight with exceeding desire from the mysteries of that corne-

lian casket ; it is not the cause of sin and the fruit-producer of sadness.

I am fit. For, through the sorcery of the creatures of the world (lovely ones), I have not

shattered my faithful love for Thee j on the covenant that 1 established, firm of fcwt I

am.
(b) Lawful to me is the discoverj' of the holy spirit from lips. For, through the sorcery of

kind ones (lovely ones, S.rifs), I have not shattered my love for Thee.
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My heart, a warrior-idol plundered and departed

;

Pity, if the grace of the king (the murshid) take not my band (and justice give

me).

To the (lofty) sky, had ascended the grandeur of Hafiz’s knowledge

:

Mo, grieving for Thy lofty box-tree (the true Beloved’s stature) made low.

S. The Beloved is called ihc warrior-idol, because beloved ones practise tyranny ; as do warriors.

When the beloved is warrior as well as beloved,—calamity on calamity cometh.
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398 , (396).

I. From the (true) Beloved, is my pain; and my remedy, also:

A sacrifice for Him, became my heart, and my life,- also.

Those that say :
—“That (elegance) is better than beauty (To them, say :—

)

“This (beauty), hath our Beloved ;
and that (elegance),——— also.”

(Only) one splendour of His face is (the glory of) both worlds.

To thee, I uttered (this matter), evident and hidden, also.

Friends ! within the veil, we utter speech

:

It will be uttered with tales, — also.

5. Our blood, that intoxicated narcissus shed ;

• •

• And that tip of the dishevelled tress, also.

Not, on the world’s work, is reliance

;

Nor, on the revolving sphere (whereto is attributed, the world’s work), also.

Be memory of that one,’ who, with desire for our blood.

Shattered the covenant, and the. oath,—— also.

When, to an end, have come the nights of union,

Passeth away the time of separation—— also.

Many times, the blood (tears) of my eye, the picture of His mole

Spilled openly and secretly also.

10. Not the judge, doth the lover fear,—wine, bring

Nor the punishment of the Sultan, also.

Knoweth that Hafiz is a lover (of God), the muhtasib
;

And the Asaf of Sulaiman's court, also.

11. Afat. See Ode 43.
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‘ 399, (398}.

I. In t)je secret house of my ease {the heart), a sweet idol (the true Beloved),

From Whose tress-tip and cheek, the horse-shoe (of agitation) in the fire

I have.

With loud shout, me (they call)-—lover, profligate, wine-drinker

!

From that HSr, like the Part, all-—-’ / have.

If, in this way, me, resourceless Thou keep,

With a morning-sigh, dishevelled. Thy tress,—— I keep.

If to the abode of profligates, a pace Thou wilt take,

The sweetmeat of sweet verse, and unalloyed wine,—— I have.

5, If the ruddish beard of the Friend display like this its face (of splendour),

With bloody w’ater, my yellow (grief-stricken) face painted (ruddy)——I have.

Frohi the path of the tress, bring the arrow of the glance. For,

With my wounded heart, calamity-enduring, contests f have.

One hair-tip in my hand’; and the other tip with the Friend :

Regarding this hair-tip, years, contentions (pulling different ways),

O Hafiz ! when avanishing aVe the world's grief and joy,

That is best that, my own heart, happy

a. Pari. Ode 23, c. 2 ; 366, c. S i 4 ^6, c, 4; 47S» c. 8.
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400, (444)*

X. Obta-ined was the sight (of the true Beloved)

To fortune, thanks I owe ;
and to time,

and the kiss, and the embrace
’

• also:

also.

,

Zahid ! go {about thy own work; and forbid not wine and the lovely one). For

if ascendant be my fortune,

V**ill be in my hand,—^the cup and the Beloved’s tress also.

For profligacy and intoxication, we ascribe to none defect:

Sweet is the ruby (lip) of idols, and pleasant-tasting wine also.

O heart! .thee, glad tidings, I give. The muhtasib is no more!

Full, is the world of wine, and of the xvine-drinking idol also.

5. Passed hath that time, when from ambush was lurking the evil-eye

:

Departed from the midst, hath the enemy (the zahid ; or the watcher); and, from

the bosom, the tear ‘ also.

Not wise, is it to give the heart to the power of separation:

Tranquillity (of heart) seek; and a flagon, bring . abo.

Or. the dusty ones (lovers) of love, pour a draught of his (Muhammad's) lip,

So that ruby-hue may become the dust; and musk-{diffusing)—— also.

(0 perfect murshid
! ) since by thy perfume (of hope), all created beings arc

living,

0 (resplendent) sun (the true Beloved) ! from us, Thy shade (of bountx') keep

not also.

r». /trx

t { r »•: fcr.rt.

T. *
-r

!

•

n

.ird f ':p.T.rrvl;or. r.c»*. the priV, cf .v r.-lio mar..
Tr.!* t M - .r: ; fr, ni rcpirntior irclir.;; to ur::v; .ird .'.cejuire love n!«o.

T--^ ll-m-.jK:-
1 ;• -

( f {- ft f:-r ; nrd r. n.i;:cr br-rcr .n!‘o.

^ rr »r:-.
M-,

f

•• >• .V..I thtr; kfcr ; cH from. rr:\ kRid, wkc r« the sh.-.ce tf thv
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0 dond ot grace (Mel)aimnad)l on me, dusty (humble, grace) rain also.

10. Captive to thee, became people of vision. God fear

!

And the obtaining of justice from Asaf, powerful as Sulaiman, also.

BurbSn-i-Mulk va Din, from whose hand of vazirship, .

The happy, time of the mine became his right hand ; and of the ocean, his left

also;

To the memory of his most illumined judgment, in the morning, the sky
Makcth sacrifice of (surrendereth). its own life; and the constellation, scatter-

ing • •
•

Snatched by thy chaugan of justice, is the ball’ of earth’s (sovereignty);

And this up-lifted blue dome of the fortress—-- also.

*

Into motion, thy intention, light of rein, bringeth

This world, firm, lofty of centre,—— also.

15. Until that time when, from the effects of tHe sky; and the way of its revolu-

tion, there be,—

Change of years, and of month, and of autumn, and of spring— also.

Void of chiefs, be not thy palace of dignity

;

And of SSkis, cypress of stature, rose of cheek— also.

H5fiz, who, in thy praise, scattereth such jewels,

Before thy hand was embarrassed and ashamed also.

10. Since Jam is here connected with AsaHt signifies not Jamshid but Sulaiman.

M.
the quarry of the mine of gold and of silver; and to his left hand,

the ocean (the mine of pearls)#
j .1. • ,

With both banos, do the people of his time practise liberality; and the issue, fear not.

. This is the effect upon them of his generosity.

Burhan-i-Mulkva DIa signifies:—

The foundation of country and of religion.
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401, (405)-

I. For a long time past, in the tavern (of love, of manifestations, of glories), service

(in true love to God, in manifestations, and* in fearful contemplation),

I have been doing:

In the' garment of poverty (as a fakir), the work of people of fortune (those

joined to God),
' I keep doing.

Perceived not truth’s perfume, our admonisher.

truth),

In his presence, do I also utter : no calumny, do'

Hear thou ;
for this word (of

-1- I make.

Until that,- into union’s snare, I bring the partridge (the true Beloved), sweet of

In my ambush, expectation of time’s opportunity,-*— .
1 make-

To the Friend’s street, I go like the (swift) breeze, falling and rising,

And from the basil and the rose, prayer for assistance, . I make.

5 . The snare of the Path (tarikat) is the tress of the Heart-ravisher
;
and the arrow

of calamity. His glance

:

0 heart.! remember the many precepts of counsel that, for thee,—^ • I make.

More than this, our trouble, the dust of Thy street endureth not

:

O Idol!- kindnesses, Thou didst: (by going into effacement) the lessening of our

trouble (to Thee) *—^ ‘ I make.

4« Basil. See Ode 20d.

6. uJLL (the dust of the street) signifies :

—

(fl) the world.

{b) man^s existence made of moist earth.

” I created man weak,**

Then, his nature is weak.

(trouble) may signify

The twist and the turn of love, so that from its glories, every one bepometh different hued.
For, at the time of love*s clamour, he cleaveth to his Creator. .

The explanations arc :

—

{a) More than this, the world endureth not our trouble; and more than this, delay in it befit-
tcih me not.

^

kindnesses, in that out of this dust-heap, me, for the sake of acquisi-

5«d hKt'caL*'"°''
dust-heap, me like
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•O Merciful One, defect-concealing

! cover the eye of the ill-see-er
From these bold deeds, that, in the corner of ^ilvat, ~

God forbid that of the reckoning of the day of assembling no fear be mine,
To-morrow's omen, I cast; to-day’s pleasure,—— ,

'

. Ido

From the right of God’s throne, the faithful spirit (Jibra,il) uttereth Amin 1—
When, the prayer for the Lord of the country and of religion,-— I make.

10. 0 Khusrau 1 from this account, hope of the height of dignity, I have;

Entreaty for threshold-kissing of thy majesty-—*- I make.

In a religious assembly, Hafiz, I am ; in a convivial assembty, dreg-drinker,

I am;
• Tliis boldness (and expertness) behold how, with (different) people, (different)

profession, 1 make.

683

Ido.

Now fruitful, I haw become; and, with the mysteries of sea and of land, acquainted.

From this stage, full of sorrow, my heart hath risen; and arrayed itself for the country

of permanency. This stage, I relieve of the trouble of my existence ; and to that stage,

• incline. •
*

.

(6) Thou hast showed me kindnesses in that again me, towards Thyself Tliou bast called.

Thy order, I accept -. and this stage, relieve of the. trouble of my existence.

(c) 0 Creator of man, of jinn I 0 Merciful Protector of my existence that; through age, hath

become feeble and lean I the trouble of love’s clamour and its hardships, I cannot en-

dure. Thou hast showed me kindness in that into this cage me, like a parrot. Thou hast

brought, so that I may gain lofty stag® and precious digniti^.
^

Now# it* I relieve of the trouble of my existence*

7. To none, reveal my defects.

II. In the path of sharlht, I am excellent (
cUli ) ; in the path of tarikat, Sufi.

. See Ode 395, c. 7.
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402, (406).

I. Through my short (feeble) arm, beneath grief's load, am I

:

For, ot those of lo% stature ashamed, am I.

Perchance, my hand, the chain of the hair (of Thy tress) will take ;

If not, in distraughtness, my head I bring forth.

Of ray (sleepless) eye, ask the plane of the spheres,

For, night to day, the stars, I count.

Thankfully, the cup of the'lip, I kiss for this.

That, me, it acquainted with time’s mystery.

5. Thanks many, I owe to my (feeble) arm

;

In that the strength of the man-injurer, I have not. •

If, for the wine-sellers, a prayer I uttered.

What is it ? the duty of favour, I offer.

Up from the dust, me thou wilt not take,

(Even) if the jewel instead of the tear, I rain.
•

At me, for drinking my own blood (through affliction) in this plain,—carp not

:

For, the pupil of the deer (the lovely. one) of the Tatar, I am..

From love's wine-house, what (strong, bitter,) wine I drank.

That, neither sensibleness nor wakefulness, have I.

10. A head like intoxicated Hafiz, I have ; But,

Hope, in the grace of that chief I have.

3* They who, in sleep, pass the night, what know they of the positions of the sphere ?
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403, (394)*

I. If again befall me passing into the tavern of the Magians (the perfect murshid),
The produce of the Ichirka and of the prayer-mat, running (recklessly) I will play

away (and lose).
^

H to-day, like the zahids, I beat the ring of penitence,

To-morrow, open to me the door, the wine-house-guardian maketh not.

If like the moth, freedom from care aid- me, .

Save to that candle-like (luminous) cheek, no flight is mine.

If like the (cord-slackened) harp, me by reason of the slackness (of its cords) the

heart's desire thou give not.

At last, with Thy lips, with a breath, me, like the reed (flute), cherish.

5. The society of the Hur, I desire not For, the essence of defect it is

If, despite the fancy for Thee, -with another, I disport.

To none, I utter the circumstances of my heart, blood become

:

Since that, save the sword of. grief for Thee, my fellow-consoler is none.

Hidden in my chest would have remained passion's desire for Thee,

If my eye, Avet of skirt, the secret Had not revealed.

Like the bird from the cage of dust (the dusty body), ! became of the air (flying

here and there, and searching),
^ ^

In the desire that, perchance, me the falcon (the perfect murshid ; or the Arif) a

prey—may make. .

If, on Hafiz’s body, be a head for every hair.

Like Thy (iong trailing) tress, all at Thy feet, I cast.
_

I! to Iho perfat mmshid, I go good, of h^ooig' I --i"

4. Me, cherish either by union or with a kiss.

9. The second line. See Ode 396, c. 6. ^

.
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.

404, (407)-

I. So that me, to the wind of destruction thou give not,—to the dishevelling

breeze, thy tress give not : .

So that my foundation of life, thou take not,—the foundation of disdain, estab-

lish not.

So that me, independent of the rose-leaf (perfume) thou mayst make,—thy

face illumine

:

So that me, free of the (lofty) cypress, thou mayst make,—thy stature exalt.

So that my head (in perturbation) in desire for (the solitude of) the mountain

thou put not,—the notoriety of the city be not

:

So that me, Farhad, thou make not,—the disdain of Shirin display not.

So that (in affliction) the. blood of my liver, I drink not,—^^vith others, wine

drink not

:

So that from my remembrance, thou pass not,—every tribe remember not.,

5. Soi that me, in bonds, thou put not—thy tres*s becurl- not

:

So that me, to the wind (of destruction) thou give not,—lustre ta thy face give

not.
*

So that me, from thyself thou take not—the friend of the stranger be not

:

So that me, unhappy thou make not—grief for strangers suffer not.

.

So that me, thou mayst not consume,—^the candle of every assembly be not

:

So that its head to the sky, my plaint draw not,—thy head withdraw not.

* •

On me, miserable, show pity ; and to my plaint, arrive :

So that, to the dust of the door of Asaf, my plaint reach not.

3. Shirin. See Ode 199.

7. In the text,

—

If not, me, thou wilt consume •

The line seems to be spurious.

S. Asaf. See Ode 43. •

A^, son^ of Barkbiya, vazir to Sulaiman, knew the great name of God (ism-i-^zam), by virtue
of which he did great things. See ^uran, xxvii. 386. Ode 1S9, c. 2; 193, c. 3; 350, c. 105

,
435i c. 10.
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I'rom tlie liAnd (of reason), went my head ; union with Thee showed no beauty:

My hand, seize
;
for from separation from Thee, fallen from my feet, I have, .

Of thy tyranny, God forbid that HaBz should, one day, complain

:

From this'day when, in thy bond, I am,—free I am.

So that Hafiz thou .*!lay not,—like the sky, violence do not:

So that me, justice, auspicious fortune may give,—gentle be.
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405, (4io)'

1,0 idol ! with grief of love for thee what plaint,

In grief for thee, till when the night-seizing wail

shall I make?

shall I make?

Passed (to the true Beloved), ihy distraught heart on that account that a remedy

it might accept

:

Perchance, with Thy tress-tip, its chain I may make.

With (on account of) Thy own tress-tip (is) all my perturbation

;

Where the power that, all at once, all the narrative,—— I should make ?

In the time of separation from Thee, what I endured—alas !
•

’Tis impossible, that, in one- letter, writing thereof' ' I should make.

5 . That time when the desire of beholding the beloved is -mine.

In the vision, the picturing of Thy .lovely face, imagining— I make.

If I know that, in this way, union with Thee, aid,
'

Heart and faith, all I will play away (and lose); and (yet) increase (thereof)

I will make.
\

0 admonisher ! far from me go
;
foolishness, utter not

;

Not that one am I who, again, the ear (of attention) to thy. hypocrisy^

will put.

Profligate, one of colour ; and associate with the Beloved and wine, am I

:

1 cannot (consent) that again, deceit and hypocrisy, I should practise.

O Hafiz I hope of freedom from iniquity is none

:

Since fate is like this, what plan (is it that) I should make ?

1. From grief of love for Thee, I am ready to die. Pity exercise; from this grief, salvation give

either by union with Thee, or by a kiss, or in some other way.
2. No profit haft Thy counsel. Perchance, for repelling its bewilderedness, with the chain of Thy

tress,—it, I will fasten.

6.. If it be known to me that, as reward, union with Thee is gained, I will give heart and faidi; and
increase make. Notwithstanding that heart and faith are priceless and peerless,—in compari-
son ith union with the Friend, they are worthless.
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406, t423)-

I. If into the curl of Th}” two tresses, my hand again should reach,
With Thy chaugan, what heads (there are) that like a ball, I.shdl play.

Long life to me is Thy Gong) tress
; but there is not

In my Tiand, a hair-tip of this long-life.

0 candle (Beloved)
!
give the order for rest-. For, to-night.

From the heart’s fire, before Thee, like the consuming candle I melL

That moment w'hen, with a laugh, life I give up like the flagon,

1 would that a prayer for me Thy intoxicated ones should offer.

5. Since the prayer of me stained is not an (acceptable) prayer

;

In the wine-house, on that account less are not my burning and consuming.

In the masjid and in the wine-house, if Thy image come.

Of Thy two eye-brows, I make the prayer-arch of praying and the lute (of

wailing).

If, one night with Thy face, my khilvat. Thou illumine.

Like the morning in the horizons of the world, my head, I exalt.

In this path (of love), laudable is the end of (love’s) work.

If, in desire of passion for Ayaz (the true Beloved), my head goeth.

Hafiz 1 the heart's grief, to whom shall I utter ?

Not fit is it that, save the cup, the confidant of mystery be mine.

3- Worthy of pity is he that hath a state like this.

4. Its lif^ a flagon ^veth when its n'ine, it giveth.

8. In love’s path, to one’s life is good.
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407, (408).

1. Years, the pursuit of the service of profligates ‘
I made

:

Until, by wisdom’s decree, greed into prison, . I put.

Not of myself, took I the path to the abode of the (inaccessible) 'Anka (the true

‘Beloved)

With the bird of Sulaiman (the*lapwing), the travelling of the stage,

I made.

Not in my hand, nor in thine, is the picture of abstinence and- of intoxication ;

What the Lord of eternity without beginning said Do ”
; that, I did. .

From (through) the grace of -eternity without beginning, paradise, I greedily de-

• sire :
•

•

_

•
.

•

Although, door-keeping of the wine-house, much-—— .
’

I did.

5. This that—the society of Yusuf (divine grace) cherisheth my elderly hedd, -

Is the reward of that patience that, in the sorrowful cell, I made.

O treasure of desire ! on my heart-wound, thy shade cast :

’

For, by exceeding desire for thee, this house (the heart) desolate,— I made.

t. "Wisdom” signifies:

—

() the wisdom communicated by the murshld.

() „ murshid who showed the path to the true Beloved,

2.

Lapwing. See Ode 82.
‘

’Anka. „ „ 50.

3. See Ode 371, c, 2;

4. Jjl eternity without beginning.

„ end.

„ „ beginning or end.

From the divine grace and boundless mercy, my-hope is that paradise may be at this our stage,
although door-keeping of this tavern long I have made.

He is the Pardoner; my sin, He will pardon.

Paradise is

In Arabic jannat.

„ Persian bihisht, mmu.
iannatu-lJadn the garden of Edeni

” fardans Paradise.
maAva Abode,

» na* im Felicity.
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;
•

‘

I repented, paying "The Saki’s Up I will not kiSs." And, now.

My lip, I bite
;
because my ear to the (counsel of the) foolish,'^-;— I placed.

Contrary to usage, seek desire. As, • •

From that dishevelled tress (of Thine) the acquisition of tranquillity (which is •

contrary to usage)—— *
.

‘

• ?
made.

.If in the Divan of ghazals (the assembly, whereat songs .they sing), on the. chief

seat, I sat,—what wonder ?' ‘

^
‘ '

Years, the service of the master of the Divan,— ^ made.

10. Morning-rising (6pen-heartedness).- and salvation-seeking, like Hafiz

Whatever I did, sJl from.tiie fortune of,-the Kuran,— I did.

In the curve of the sky’s prayer-arc.h, no Hafiz effecteth.

That grace that, from, the fortune of the Kuran,
I effected.

•

9. DivSn signifies

(a) a collection of odes. .

(£) „ council.

sadr-i-divan, the author of a collection- of odes.

sahib«i-divan, the grand vazir, the. patron of-l^afiz,'

10. In couplets ib and. 11, the word iiS£z signifies ;

—

. one who knows by heart the Kuran. See Ode 395. c*
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408, (409)*

I. Happy is my head : and with loud shout, I speak;

Saying :
—" Life's breeze from the cup (of the wine of unity) I seek.”

On the face of wine sickness, sitteth not the sullenncss of austerity

:

The disciple of the ^irka, dreg-drinker, pleasant of disposition, '(murshid of

the age, who hath drunk the pure love of past ones) I am.

• If., to us, the Pir of the hlagians (the perfect murshid) open not the door,

What door, shall I beat ? WTiat remedy, shall I make ?

In this sward (the world), rebuke me not for self-lowing

:

As me, nurture they (Fate and Destiny) give, so I grow.

5. In the midst, behold not thou the monaster}’ and the tavern :

God is "vvitness, wherever He is with Him, am I.

The dust of the path of search is the alchemy of well being

:

The slave pf the fortune of that dust of ambergris-perfume am I.

From desire for one of intoxicated narcissus and of lofty stature,

• .With the goblet, like the tulip fallen, by the marge of the stream, am I.

2. ’Ubus signifies ;

—

() sullenness of face, a sullenness that appeareth on the face of zahids.

() a disease, whereby wrinkle (frown) cometh on the face.

(the face of n-ine-sickness) signifies something, for which they drink a little wine to repel

wine-sickness. That is something concealed, which people of spirit credit not.

By reason of his austerity, pride and arrogance appear in the rahid’s brain, so that to his sight,

another appeareth not ; and to all, he is sullen of face. The sullen face, the wrinkled fore-

head, from self-admiration and self-seeing, which from austeritj' cometh to the zahid, befit

him not.

WTiatever is the zahid’s propertj-, appeareth by the resolution of the profligates not concealed.

I am the disciple of the khirka of those murshids, who are labour-endurers of Love’s Path;

and are pleasant of disposition like the people of Damascus.

4. Rebuke not Hafiz; for, to no murshid, hath he given his hand.

The second line

—

As in etermty without beginning, the Partitioner (God) decreed, even so I do. Room for my
rebuke is none.

See Ode 371, c. 3.
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For head-bewilderedness, notorious I became; and the Friend’s eye-brow
Me, like a ball, into the curve of its chaugan, drew.

O counsellor ! me, what counsel maketh thou, since thou knowest

That not a believer of the man, ease-seeking,- ^ara L .

10. Wine, bring that, by Hafiz’s decision, down from the pure heart,
' '

Hypocrisy’s dust, ^th the goblet’s grace, I may wash.

g. To the second line, add

•

Of what use is thy counsel to me. For the effects of cgunsel and the effects of prayer are

based on the heart’s belief.
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409, (4H).

I. Sufi I come ;
the ^irlia of hypocrisy, off——

_

draw

.

On (across) the head of this picture of hypocrisy, the cancelling line,—we will

draw

The offering and the alms of the towered building (the monastery*), as the price

of wine, we place : •
. _

In the water of the tavern (ot love, from the pollution of. self-beholding and,

of man-displaying, we will wash ;
and) the garment of hj’pocrisy drawing.

' we will draw.

Happy of head, forth (from the world) we (lovers of God) will leap: and

from the banquet of the ri\*al (the outward "worshipper ;
or the denier of love),

(On the last day), the cup, we plunder
;
and, to the door, the lovely one

we draw.

The m3*stery of fate that, in the veil of the hidden, is hidden,

Intosicatedly, from off its face, the veil— '
'

‘ we draw.

5. A work, let us do
;
if not, shame it will bring.

One day, when to the other world, life’s chattels,—- "we draw.

To-morrow (the resurrection day), if to us the garden of Rm-un they give not,

. Youths from the seventh heaven (ghurfa) ; and Hur from the garden (jannat),

out -
. .

we draw.

From His eye-brow, the glance where, so that, like the new (crescent) moon.

In the chaugan of gold, the ball of the sphere, we may draw.

Hafiz 1 not our limit is it like this to boast

:

From beyond mj- blanket, my' foot farther why should- we draw-

3. To the punishment for their outward worship thev will become captite ; and, the" pleasure of
paradise, we shall gain.

6. Jannat. Sed Ode 407, c. 4I

S. The second line— . .

’

In txce^ of limit and of resources, work whv should I do ? '

See Ode 4S1, c. 9.
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410,(446).

s. Tf< .-x Ijfctiwc 5;ncc, in search (of good fame); eve^ day, a bace^-:^’ ; T cast-
L\cry rr.cncnt> ihc-h^ind of entreaty on good faine~~ « I cast

*

.
• V.’tlh.ont my moon (the Beloved), love-kindling, Jet roe see how my day I

pas.;: •
'

.

^

O.-; a pralt, a net I lay ; a fowl in t)ie snare,.;.-;- *

I

Slr,cc »{ may be that, of that shade of the straight c}-pre^s (the BeiiSvedj^’news
. I may g.ain, • •

.

•

From every side, love’s clamour in respect of a pleasant strutter (possessed of

beauty)——
j. cast.

I know—grief to an end, it bringeth ; colour to wine, it bringeth,

'n:LK .^igh, blood-shedding, that ever)* rooming and evening,—

-

I cast.

5. Aurang (the lover), where? Gulchihra (the beloved), where? The picture of .

fidelity and of love, where?

Now, in being a lover, complete justice-;-^— ' I cast.

Altho:iglj I know that that heart's ease giveth not the heart's desire,

An ideal picture, I draxv; an o'men of immortality,— . J cast.

Koiv.-ilh.standing that, hidden from myself (selfless) I am; and of wine repenting -

like Hafiz I am,

In the assembly of souls, sometimes a cup—— I cast.

t. The final verd of each couplet is zadam, I cast.

I. c/o) to Like a p.nce.

I. „ 0 „ <Lisb the hand. •

,5. „ il hwe a sigh.

3. « »>
justice. -

6. ,, J'j .» cast an omen.

7. „ „ drain the cup.
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411, (404)-

I. The day of the 'id it is^ and, in that device, l am

How the result of thirty days’ fast (the Ramazan) I may give (up)
;
and instead

the cup may take.

Two or three days, it is that, far from wine and the wine-cup I have been ;

. Mine, much shame that, from this, fault appeared. •
.

In kbiWat. after this, I sit not ;
even if, as an example,

The chain on my leg, the zahid of the cloister place.

Saintly counsel, the city-admonisher giveth me; but,

I know not that I will, again, any one’s counsel accept. •

5. That one, who, on the dust of the wine-house door, gave his life,—he is where?

That (in adoration) my head on his foot, I may place
;
and, before him, die.

. Wine, I drink
;
on my shoulder is the prayer-mat of piety :

Alas ! if acquainted with this imposture of mine, the people become.

The pebple speak saying :—“ Hafiz 1 the speech of the Pir, hear :

”

To-day, better for me—wine, years endured (old), tlian a hundred Pirs.

I. The explanations are ;

—

() Whatever troubles, in separation from, and in search of union with, the true Beloved I ••

have endured,—them (now that it is the day of union) I give. up; and take up the

writing of union.

() Whatever trouble, in search of the perfect murshid, I have taken,—that trouble (now

that, to the murshid’s society, I have attained) I abandon ; and from his society, .

bounties gain.

This ’id is the ’idu-l-fitr, the ’i.d of breaking the fast, Ihe first day of Shavval, immediately after

the Ramaean, called jashn (in Persian), bairam (in Turkish).
See Odes 35, c. 8 ; 113, c. i.
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412, (413).
,

Love.playing and youthfulness
; and wine of ruby hue Hove) •

The assembly (of love) kindly, and the companion concordant, and
drinking of wine (love’s bounties)

;

ever the

The Saki sweet of mouth, and the minstrel sweet of speech (the perfect
murshid

)

;

Fellow-sitters (friends) of good repute; and companions of good fame

:

The lovely one (the true Beloved who is peerless), with grace and with puri-
ty,—the envy of the water of life

;

A hcart-ravisher, in beauty and goodness, the envy of the full moon

:

Abanquet-place (the assembly of the circle of zikr), heart-alluring, like the
palace of loftiest paradise,

Arose-bcd,—its borders like the garden of the mansion of peace

:

5. he Tranks of sitters (the assembly of the circle of zikr), well wishing (to each

other)
;
and the attendants, with respect

:

Friends possessed of mysteries (and of divine knowledge), and companions

friendly of desire

:

The cup of rose-hue (true love, that, at first is) very bitter (and strong; and

afterwards), pleasant tasting, light

;

Its sweetmeat, (the kiss of) the ruby (lip) of the idol; its tale, (wine of) the

ruby cup

;

I. This Ode, the last couplet excepted, is a kita’faatid.

6. Prepared for us, is sometimes union with the true Beloved and the splendour of the idol, life-

cherishing; and, sometimes, love’s tumult.

Note the use of

(JftJ (nukO sweetmeat.

JS3 (nakl) imitation.

la’l signifies

the spinelle ruby, the garnet, the amethyst, the (ruby) lip.

yakut signifies

'the ruby, the sapphire, a precious stone.

,« Ro„ .h. and Aniad..

linedThS' AmphS;. nilk
sums d. fivn tte . nr^n..

bitter flavour.
4 u

'
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The Saki’s glance (the glory, and the splendour, of the true Beloved, that

from all things, is manifest) for the plunder of wisdom,—-sword-drawn ;

The (true) Beloved’s tress (the world’s strange forms that, from all things make

manifest the true Beloved, splendour-kindling) for the capture of the heart

(of Arifs), snare spread :

••

WTio, this society desireni not, to him be heart-happiness, ruined :

Who, this pleasure seeketh not, to him (be) life unlawful

!

(None is) a subtlety-understander, jest-utterer, like Hafiz sweet of speech

;

(None is) a liberality-teacher, world-kindling, like Haji Kivam.

7. The Sa^s glance maj’ sigrifj' ;

—

the bounties of the perfect murshid wholly ready for plundering reason. -

Only the past teiise and the past participle of aMitan (to draw a sword) are used.

g. Haji Kivam. See Ode 3, c. 9. Kasida 692.
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413, (414).

1. A hundred times, before the dust of Thy foot, our face-
Hypocrisy and dissimulation, aside

we have placed,

we have placed.

To ttose two narcissi of tire sorcerer, oar life we have enlraated •

In those two HindO hyacinths (black tresses), also our heart we haveplaced.

.Not with the army, have we taken the country of ease

:

Not with the (powerful) arm, the throne of sovereignty (is it that)

we have placed.

In hope’s corner, like (eager) spectators of the (new) moon,
On that curve of the eye-brow, hope|s eye——— we have placed.

5. Without the grace of His narcissus, our head of distraughtness from wine (of love)

Like the (dark, mourning) violet, on the knee we have placed.

On our feeble heart, the heavy burden (of love)—— we have placed :

And this business (worldly and outward affairs) bound with a single hair (easily

snapped)— we have placed.

Let us see what sport the sorcery of the Friend’s eye maketh, for, again.

On the glance of sorcery, our foundation (of life),' we have placed.

The arch and the corridor of the College, and the disputation of excellence,

(So that they may go to the wind of destruction), in the path of ease and of

the (true) Beloved, rose of face,— we have placed.

Passed hath a long life, and in hopefulness of a glance.

On those two narcissi of sorcery, an eye (of hope), we have placed.

10. The fame of so many years (generations) of ancestors, good of name,

(So that they may go to the wind of destruction), in the path of the cup and of

the Saki of love.
J’ave placed.

I. In the Cd.lcutta text, the first couplet occurs not*

4, ** New moon*of Shavval.** See Ode 113.

4V7
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Sensible and learned, are we
;

for, with heart, on the hand and the foot.

The chain and the bond of that tress-curl, we have placed,

Hafiz ! for love, strive. For the cash of wisdom and of sense (outward know-

ledge).

For the sake of the (true) Beloved of chain-tress, (aside) we have placed.

A glance, make. For our two expectant eyes.

Ever on the two corners of Thy eye-brow, we have placed.

Thou spakest saying :
—“ O Hafiz ! thy distraught heart is where ?

”

In the meshes of that curl of the tress, (it)^' we have placed.



the letter MiM jot

414, (412).

I. Lover of the face—youthful, joyous, newly blossomed (tender of age) am I :

And, from God the joy of this grief (of love) with prayer sought have I.

Lover, profligate, glance-player, I am
; and it openly, I say

:

That thou mayest know that, with so many excellences,— adorned am I.

Cometli shame to me, of the wine-stained ^ir^
Whereon, the patch with a hundred arts of hypocrisy,— decorated have I.

O candle 1 for grief for Him, happily consume. For, behold, also.

In this very work, loin-girt and upstanding— am I

!

5 . In astonishment like this, went from my hand, my work's gain

;

In grief, increased have I that which, in respect of heart and of soul,

decreased have I.

Night, all night, keeper of my heart’s sacred fold, I have become,

It may be that the undiminished (full) moon (the true Beloved, displaying

effulgence on my state) towards me, may saunter.

To the tavern, I go like Hafiz (clad in) the garment of the kaba ;

It may be that into His bosom, me, thatHeart-ravisher, newly blossomed (youth-

ful) may draw.
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^

415 , (417).

I. Time’s grief whereof limit none, I see,

The remedy whereof, save wine like this, none, I see.

This society of the Pir of the Magians, I will not abandon :

For in (abandoning) it my own counsel (conducing to welfare)-—none, I see.

In this wine-sickness, me none giveth a draught (of favour) ;

Behold ! in the world one of heart, , none, I see.

From the sun (cup) of the bowl, the height of pleasure, take

:

For the fortune of time like that, none, I see.

5. The mark of one of heart (a sQfi) is the being a lover. To thyself, keep :

For this mark among the city-shaikhs,—— . none, I see.

The- trace of the (slender) hair of His (the true Beloved's) waist, wherein I

have fixed -my heart.

Of me, ask not ; for, in the midst (waist),—— none, I see.

\

For these weeping (blinded) eyes of mine—a thousand regrets,

That His face, with the two mirrors (my weeping, blinded, eyes)—
none, I see.

Since Thy stature went from the stream of my (weeping) eye,

In place of the cypress (of Thy stature), save running water (tears),——

naught, I see.

(Together are) I and the bark (Divan) of Hafiz. For, save in this ocean (of

' eloquence),

The capital of speech, heart-placing (comforting)— naught, I see.

7. When, before the lover s eye, the beloved cometh,—through modesty, no glance is her’s.
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416, (416}.

I. Openly, I speak; and of my own utterance, heart-happy—am I

:

Love s slave, I am
; and of both worlds, free—^am I.

The bird of the holy rose-bed (paradise), am I.

(from paradise), what shall I give,

(And) into this disaster's snare-place, how I fell?

JBixplanation of separation

The angel, f was
;
and loftiest paradise was niy abode

;

Into this ruined cloister (this world), me, Adam brought,

The shade of the Tuba tree, and the heart-seekingness of the Hur, and the
marge of the poo! (Kausar),—

(All), in desire of the head of Thy street, passed from my mind.'

•

5. Recognised the star of my fortune, astrologer none

;

0 Lord ! of motlicr-carth, beneath what natal star, born was I

!

* Since, in love’s rvinc-house, beringed (enslaved), 1 became.

Momently, cometh anew a great grief (saying ;—

)

“ Welcome.”

The little man (pupil) of my eye drinketh the heart’s blood (in grief). ’Tis fit;

For, to the liver lobe (the darling) of man, why gave I my heart ?

On my heart’s tablet is naught save the (straight) alif
( | )

of the Friend’s

stature

:

What may I do? Me, recollection of other letter the teacher (the murshid)

gave not.

With the tress-tip, pure of tear, make the face of Hafiz

:

If not, my foundation, this torrent momently flowing will take.

2. The bird of paradise. See Ode 377, c. 8 ; 429, c. 2; 439, c. 1 ; 463, c. i ; 358, c. 8.

4. Tuba. Sec Ode tg. See Sale's P. Discourse to the ^urgn.

if a drop of the Hurl’s ambrosial saliva were to fall upon earth, the fragrance of its perfume

none could bear. The ICuran, lii. 20.
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417, (417)-

I. The decision of the Pir of the Magians, I have; and an old saying, it is.

That unlawful is wine there, where is neither the friend nor the companion.

This ragged reli^ous garment of hypocrisy I will rend : what shall I do ? .

The society of the uncongenial nature is excruciating torment to the soul.

So that, perchance, on me, the (true) Beloved’s lip may scatter a draught

:

For that reason, years dweller I have become at the door of the wine-house

(of love).

Perchance, passed from His memory hath my ancient service

:

0 morning breeze ! Him, recollection of the ancient covenant, give.

»

5. If, after a hundred years, Thy perfume blow over my dust, ,

Forth from the clay (of the grave), its head the rotfen bone dancing bringeth.

First, from us, with a hundred hopes, the Heart-Ra^-isher too’k our heart

:

Apparently, the covenant. His merfciful nature forgetteth noL

To the rose-bud (the seeker who, by not attaining the object of his heart, is

strait of heart) speak, saying :—“ Of thy entangled work, strait of heart

*' be not

:

“For, from morn's breath, and from the spirits of the breeze (the perfect our-

"shid), aid thou wilt gain.”

0 heart ! thought of thy own welfare make by another door (the door of the

true Beloved)

;

By the physician's treatment, better becometh not the lover's pain.

The jevel of divine knowledge, amass, that, it with thyself, (to the next world,}

thou mav-st take

:

For (after thy death) the portion of others is the wealth of gold and of silver.

See Rabl’ha: No. 655.

3* •i-'-'r- *,beloved' signify
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10. Strong is the (world's) snare (from it, escape is impossible) unless God’s grace

become thy friend (ally) ;
'

If not, over Shaitan whelmed with stones, Adam (man) prevailed not.

Hafiz 1 if silver and gold thine be not, .what matter ? Be grateful.

Than the fortune of thy grace of speech, and of thy gentle thought, what

better (fortune) ?

10, Sh.itt.ln, the pelted one. Sec the Kuran, iii. 30.
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418, (42*).

I. Although, apparently, the slaves of the King

(By weeping and wailing), Kings of the country of the morning

are answered)

are we,

(w'hen prayers •

are we.

Treasure in the sleeve ;
and empty, the purse,

—

The cup, world-displaying, and the dust of the Path (of tarlkat)

Sensible of the- presence (of God)
;
and intoxicated with pride,—

The ocean of unity; and (yet like the) drowned one of sin-

—

The mistress of fortune, when she glanceth,

The mirror of her moon-like face,—

—

5. Every night, of the King of vigilant Fortune,

The care-taker of. the diadem and of the crown—— are we.

Say :
—“ Our blessing reckon -plunder

;

"

For in sleep thou (art)
;
and, in the eye (sentry-place),— are we.

The King, Mansur, is acquainted with this, that we
Wherever the face of resolution, we place

Make for enemies the shroud of blood
;
(and)

Give to friends the kaba of victory.

Not before us, may be the hue of deceit;

Either, the ruddy (tawny) lion
; or the black (deadly) snake, ^ arc we.

JO. The debt of (due to) Hafiz say that they should give back (to him)

;

( I he debt) thou liast confessed
;
witnesses,— are we.

J-. A- r.:' p-ct'-ntl-rs to verse of
Oil.' t'l;, c. i.; 43I;, c. iS.

pingiarism, Hafiz asketh Man.nir to do him Justice.
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4r9, (369).

I, That one (the true Beloved, or the murshid) who, like the (trodden) dust of

the path, made me trainpled of tyranny,

—

The dust- (of the path of His foot) I kiss; and for (the trouble of) His approach,

pardon beg. •
-

_

Not that one am I, who bewail of violence from Thee. God forbid !

The faithful sen-ant
;
and slave, well-wishing, lam.:

In the curl of Thy (long) tress, my long hope, have I bound

;

Be it not that my hand of search, short it (the tress) should make (cut)

!

An atom of dust, I am ;
and, in Thy street, pleasant, is my time

:

0 Friend ! I fear that suddenly, me, a great wind (of calamity), may take.

5 , The Sufi of.the (lofty) cloister of the holy world am I. But,

Now, the (lowly) cloister of the Magians is the charge of mine.

In the morning, the Pir of tlie wine-house (the perfect murshid) me, the cup

world-viewing (the heart pure of -impurity of beholding other than God),

crA%*c
*

And in that (world-viewingcuplikea) mirror, me, informed of Thy beauty, made.-

With me the road-sittef, arise ;
and to the wine-houSe (of love) come :

So that thou mayst see how in that circle (of zikr va fikr) master of rank, am I.

Intoxicated, Thou passedest ;
and of Hafiz no thought was Thine :

Alas ! if'the skirt of Thy beauty, my (morning) sigh should catch (consume).

At the head of the (luminous) candle of Thy stature, like the flame (of a candle)

I quiver (sacrifice myself, and die)
: . , ,

Although I know that suddenly me, the desire for Thee, will slay.

Happy to mo it came •.chon, in the morning, the Hsoarau ot the east (the

..
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420, (419)-
'

f. Although from the heart’s fire, like a (foaming) jar. of wine, in tumult I am,

The seal (of silence) on my lip pressed, the blood (of grief) I drink ;
and silent,

I am. • •

To show desire for the lip of the (true) Beloved is (to make) an attempt upon

(one’s own) life

:

Behold thou me- who, in this matter, with soul (strenuously) strive

!

Free from the heart’s grief, how may I become, when, momently.

The Hindu of the tress of the idol (the. true Beloved) me, beringed (as His

• slave)- makelh ?

Not from exceeding religiousness, is niy inducing of the ^irka ;

Over the head of a hundred secret sins, a veil (the .khirka) I place.

5. I who desire not to drink save of the purest wine

;

What shall I do, if the speech of the Pir of the Magians, I hear not ?

God forbid ! not trusting to my own devotion, am I

:

(Only) this is the extent—that, sometimes, a goblet (of the' wine of love to

God), I drink (and in it strive).

Hope is mine that despite the enemy (shaitan), on the day of requital (resurrec-

tion-day), •
.

Not, on my back, will the bounty of. His pardon place the load of sin.

For two wheat-grains, my Father, Adam, sold the garden of Ri?van (paradise)

;

If, for a barley-grain, I sell it not, unworthy son I shall be.

If with this hand (way), the minstrel of the assembly (the perfect murshid)

• waylayeth, love (rendering lovers selfless
;
and drawing them into his net),

(Even so), at the time of sama*, me, from sense, the (lustrous) verse of Hafiz

taketh,*.

7. signifies abhorrence,

del^ „ despite.

9. Sama*. See Ode 45.

Khirka „ „ 124.

8. The value of two wheat-grains is very paltry ; the value of one barley-grain is still more paltry#

If the father sold paradise for a paltry sum, well is it for the son to sell it for a sum still hiore
paltry.
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421,(4^4)-

-I . For the reproof of the adversaries if I care,

Lustre, takclh not my way of profligacy and of intoxication.

Tlic austerity of profligates (disciples and seekers of God), path newly learned,

is fruitless

:

I, who am the ill name of the world, what remedy (for it) may I devise?

Me, rcsourccless (of wisdom), king of those distraught of head, call—

On’ that account that, in being one of little wisdom, greater than all the world

I am.

(O true Beloved 1) on Thy forehead with my heart’s blood, a great mole depict ;

.So that they (men) may know that, sacrifice for Thee, kafir of religion, I am.

c Trust display j
and for God’s sake, pass on

;

Spthatthoumaystknow.inlhisairkawhatano-darvishlam.
•

0 breeze ! my blood-raining verse utter to the Friend,

Who, me, on life’s great vein, with His black eye-lash, lance .

A«ay trom the drops of my heart's (.food, together gather thy skirt

:

For if my tvouad thou scratch, to thee the effect reacheth.

Whether I be profligate or whether shai® ^

2. IJJ (badah) signifies

4
OrientlTpL’ts'^Sl the beloved '« kafir.kish » (kafir of religion, one void of religion, one unre-

strained by religion).

5. Khkka. See Ode 124.

8. Hafiz. See Ode 395. c. 7.
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422, (41S).

I. If, from this stage (this world) of travel towards the house (my native land,

the nest world),-—- I go:

When there again I go, wise and learned,—— I go.

If, from this journey, in safety to my native land, I return,

I vow that, by the way to the wine-house (of love),—^— I go.
«

To utter what became revealed to me, from this travelling and journeying.

With the harp and the wine-cup, to the door of the wine-house— I go.

If friends of the Path of love drink my blood,

Mean one, am I if, in complaint, to the stranger, I go.

5 . After this (together are) my hand, and the chain-like tress of the idol (the

true Beloved)

;

In pursuit of the desire of my distraught heart, how long, how long do- — -

I go?

If, again, the curve of His eye-brow like the prayer-arch I see ;

Bending ( )
in thanks, ! make ; and for the sake of thanks-giving,

I go.

Happy that moment, when, like Hafiz, in attachment to the vazir,

From the wine-house to my own house (my native land, the next world), happy

of head, with the Friend 1 go.

4. In love’s path, life itself I reckon as naught

6. signifies :

—

Sitting on two knees ; and then bending till the forehead toiicheth the ground. This is a part

of the daily prayer.
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423, (420)-

AUhoucrh, from His tress, a knot (of difficulty) hath fallen upon' my work ;

Even so, from His liberality, the solution (of it) I expect.

To joy, the ruddiness of ray face attribute not ? For, like the cup,

Forth from my cheek, the (ruddy) reflection, the heart’s blood giveth.

Me forth from power will take the melody of the minstrel : •
•

,
-

Alas, if on that account, within this screen (of the melody) mine, access be

none.

Ni‘»ht, nil night, the guardian of my heart’s fold'have I been :

So'that. into this screen (of dark night), save thought of Him. naught I pass.

By His tale, to sleep went fortune’s eye

;

Where, a breeze oHavour, that, me, awake may make ?

I,at poct-magidan am I, who, with Iho aorcery of speech,

rom the teed-peo, all candy and sogar,—ram.

U- A fof love) with a hundred hopes, the foot I planted : .

' ^idermi hSeartl (so that I may attain my object), beh,nd leave me

not.
, . , .

rten, in the toty
b whom, may I speafe saying

• «< All fdouble) face and hyprocisy is Hafiz

ast "1 1st of Thy door,-say in work with whom,

Hafiz replied :—)
=>ave wi

‘ami?"
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1 .

424, (437)*

The friend I am of the sweet face ; and of the heart-alluring hair

:

Distraught with tlie intoxicated eye, I am ;
and with pure unalloyed wine.

Thou askedest :— “Of the mystery of the covenant of eternity without beginning,

say one word”
{I reph’ That moment when two cups of wine, I drink,—I will tell thee.

'

In being a lover (of God), is no escape from consuming and C>'et) being content

:

•Like the candle, standing I am ; me of the fire (of love), affright not.

Adam of paradise, I am ; Jj'^t in this journey (through this world},

Now, captive to the love of youthful ones, I am.

•5. If fortune. aid so that, to the Friend, ray chattels, I draw (such my dignity will

be that)

The (fragrant) dust from my couch, (even) the (beperfumed) tress of the Her

will wipe.

The mine of the ruby lip and the .quarry of beauty is Shirar ;

On that account, harassed am I, the poor jeweller.

From the many intoxicated e}*es that in this city (of Shiraz) I have beheld,

O God 1 (I sw.ear) that,,now, no wine, 1 drink ; and (}'et) merry of head I am.

From six directions, 'tis a ciri* full of the glance of lovelv ones ?

Not a thing is mine ; if not of all six, purchaser I be.

Hafiz I the bride of my nature desireth splendour

:

No mirror have I, on that account (being mirrorless) sigh, 1 heave.

10. From the heat of fruitless thought, Hafiz consumed :

The SaM is where that, on my fire, water he may dash?

g. He who hath the mbror csnr.ot (for fear o: defadr.g' it) hea\'e a sigh.
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425, (427).

I. One night, our hand we shall uplift : and a oravpr i. »
. For Iho grief of separation from Thee, a remedy from some place—

“

we shall ma^e.

Went from the hand, the sick heart. 0 friends ! a little help, •

So that to its head, the physician we may bring
; and a little remedy

we may make.

He who, without offence (on my part), grieved; and, me, with the sword
struck; and departed:

For God's sake, him bring back, that purity of heart (reconciliation)-—

we may make.

0 heart 1 aid from the heart of profligates seek; if not.

Difficult is the work, God forbid that a fault—— we should make.

5. In lust's path, through which an idol-temple became our heart.

An arrow of a sigh (prayer for freedom to God) we shall loose
; and a great

strife (against lust)— we shall make.

Withered, became the root of my joy. The Path to the tavern is where ?

So that in that water and air, springing and growing,— we may make.

But a little work effecteth the shade of the bud of little resolution (the imper-

fect murshid)

:

Search for the auspicious shade of the Huma (the murshid, perfect and excel-

lent), shall make.

From the note (of melody) went my heart. Hafiz, sweet of tone, is where ?

So that, with his words and ghazals, harmony and melody,

we may make.
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426, (429).

I. The eye (of expectation) o: fncndship frc~ friencs-

Verily, 'tvras mistake that v.'hich

v.-r' can

Let us see. when fruit, the tree of friendship v-ill give

Now, v,-e have departed ; and a seed (aikr va fitrr) V’^ SO'*V

Subtleties passed : and ccmplaict, none made :

Aside, dignity we nut not.

Not the way (usage) of the darrish is discussion (ci c

Beloi'ed, or of the raarshid) :

If not, (to narrate) passed circumstances to thee——

*

qi trus

. v.*e had

5. The way of thy eye, battle's deceit had,

(This), we knew not ; and peace, we S3wee

Not of itself, heart-fasdnating became the rose-bush o: thy beauty

:

On it, the breath of blessing, v.-e established.

VChtn, in iove for others, thou establishedest thy heart,

Hope of union with thee, up—

-

we ulucked.

(The true Beloved) said :—"O Hanz ! to Us, thou thyself gavs

“To none, the (tar-) collector,

^ A « a,. L m

Tre stztS

I. Prob2.1:!j fnends c: tHs a^e fo”o^ Con desbe^ r-Ct the cesEre c: cthers-

arc tYrantccns^ net rrrerdy.

Tbs fderdshfp c: frfezds cf thEs a^ rs like the fa!ff2 (starch, hear.*, ^terj c: the blsr-
sszt h: cc!rrr, tirp^sasaa: Iz taste.

2*
** *yr

•*

The repsatrr̂r, arc &e c:, Goa’s rante; ar.d renaedag ca Hbz cr cr* tie mr
See Ocs 173.

4, Tbs ssecad —
Passed crcar^taarcs-Ts bad to ^rhi Tbeej brt, trera^ dlsccsscd net, snth

6* 7. These crrp!cts screak cf the nrrshfd.
« CcTsnarr* See Ode 351, c. 5^
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427, (432)-

I. Bird, auspicious of foot, gracious of message, welcome !

Happy thy arrival ! What news of the Friend ? He (is) where ? (His) path

(is) what ?

0 Lord ! be the grace of eternity without beginning the guide of this kafila.

By (means of) which, to the snare the enemy hath come ;
and to His desire, the

Beloved.

No limit hath tale of me and of my Beloved

:

,
Whatever no beginning hath, no ending taketh.

Since the heart-possessing tress keepeth ordering me the zunnar (the mystic cord

. which is contrary to the ^irka),
’

0 I go ; for, on our body, unlawful is the Mjirka.

*ri. u‘ A nf mv «!oul that from the summit of the Sidra tree, crieth out

:

TB, beau^). .be g^b. of.Tb, „o.= cast.

o’race bayoad limit, briageft the rose (tha We Balovad) , with gaaaraaity. Thy

face display ;
. pleasant is not. For God’s

(opportune) time#

„ iaallaatloa for

« In the comer of the prayer arc ,

the ICuran) will make.

5, See Ode ^16,
c. 2

- ,jj-e . the mansion of Jjbra,il.

4T 2
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428, (426).

I. Heart given from the hand,—^lovers, void of grief, intoxicated, (selfless , and

powerless),——
"

Fellow-associate of love, boon-companions of the cup of wine, we are.

On uS, the bow of reproach, many have drawn :

Since, from the eye-brow of the (true) Beloved, our work— - we have loosed.

O rose I last night, the morning cup thou drankest

;

That anemone, that (from eternity without beginning) with the stain (of love),

(was) born,—— we are.

If vexed with our repentance became the Pir of the Magians,

Say :
—“ Pure, make the wine ,* for with apology (for our conduct) standing,-

—

w'e are.”

5. 0 guide of the path (the perfect murshid) ! from thee, goeth the work. A
glance (make),

That, me, justice thou mayst give j for fallen (away) from the Path,

we are.

In the midst of work, behold not (ruddy) wine like the red-streaked tulip and

the goblet

:

Behold this stain (of love) that, on our bloody heart,—— we have placed.

Thou spakest, saying

"

Hafiz 1 all this colour of fancy (imaginary pictures)

—is what ?
”

(Hafiz replied ;—)
" Say not a false picture

; for, verily, the tablet smooth (like

“a mirror, void of picture)'—— we are.

6. The tulip is red-streaked, and black marked.

7* (the colour of fancy) signifies :— .

The portrait (taswir) that from fancy cometh into splendour.

Hafiz I all these colours of fancies, that from thy fancy, come into manifestation j and snatch

thee from one mystic state (hal) to another, are whatP -

Hafiz replied i—
Call not my fancies a mistaken picture (naksh). For my heart is a tablet, smooth, void of

picture ; whatever in it becometh hidden—like the mirror displayeth splendour.

As the mirror is void of portrait (taswir), so my heart is void of picture (naksh).
Whatever, thou displayest, that picture (naksh), it displayeth. See Ode 371, c. 2.
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429, (434)-

I.- With the point of Thy arrow-glance, at my heart, strike not
;

For, before Thy sick (languishing) eye, I die. ,

Within the limit of excellence, is the (lawful) portion of beauty

.

Me, alms give
;
for miserable and fakir, I am.

I am that' bird such that, every evening and morning.

From the roof, the ninth heaven, cometh the cry of mine.

Full, make the goblet ;
for from love’s fortune, I

Will make youthful fortune to leap, though old I am.

5. With the Friend, my heart’s space became full to such a degree,

• That, lost from my mind, became the thought of self.

Be naught save the account of the minstrel and of wine

:

If a word the reed of my secretary write.

In that tumult (of the resurrection), when another’s (state), none asketh,

From the Pir of the Magians (Muhammad), the favour (of acceptance before

God), I accept.

n ! like boys, how long (practisest thou towards me) deceitfulness,

Whh the ipple of the garden (of paradise), and the honey, and the milk (of the

garden) ?

3. cry. every evening and morning, from the ninth heaven issueth. See

Ode 416. c. 2.

8. t?th^Zahid in conciliating boys.

The deceit attnbutea
j-^ivest thou me out of myself ?

How long, by hidden measu , d^^^^^
myself to the stranger castest .thou ; and

See Ode 377, c. 7*
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i6. 0 happy that'moment when independence of intoxication.

Me, freedom from (dependence on) the king and the vazir, givetb

In the heart, great treasures I have

Although me, poor (and indigent), the adversary regardeth.

%

Oil from Hafiz, my heart I took at that time

When the Saki my necessary friend became.
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430, (436).

I. to th= lovely one and to the eop,
jA hundred t,mcs, repentance, I made, (and broke it)

; again (repentance)

,I make not.

Tlic garden of paradise, the shade of the Tfiba tree, and the palace of the Her
Equal (even) to the dust of the Friend's street, I make not!

The teaching of the lesson of men of vision is a single hint:

A hint, I ullered : repetition j make not.

In wrath the ShaiKb (the Zahid) said to me: —"Go; love, abandon.”

O Brother! wrangling is not necessary
;
(abandoning of love)— I make not.

5 . Thi.s piety is complete (enough) for me. For, with the lovely ones (Zahids) of

the city.

At the head of the pulpit, air and glance I make not.

Mine, never bccomcth news of my head (self),

So long as uplifted in the tavern, my head I make not.

In reprehension, the admonisher said " Wine is forbidden
;
drink not :

”

1 said :—“ On my eye (be it)
;
but to every ass, the ear (of attention)

I make not.

"The Plr of the Maglans (the murshid, perfect and excellent) a story, sensible,

and acceptable, rclatcth

:

" Excuse, mine, if, (in) thy absurdity (about wine) belief— I make not.”

Hafiz ! the court of the Pir of the Magians (the murshid, perfect and excellent)

is fortune's place

:

The dust-kissing of this door, — .
I abandon not.

2. The Tub? tree. Sec Sale’s P. Discourse; Odes 19,
88.‘

'

’

, ,

3. In the way of outward people, who pass years in instruction and in being taught, people ot

vtston teach not,
^ ^ j • t mi

Nay. for men of vision, a hint is enough. That hint, I uttered to you j and again I will not utter.

7. See Ode 434, c. 8.
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431, (427)*

1. At the head of the wine-house, the morning-lesson (prayer), aside——
^ye have laid

In the path of the true Beloved, the in-gathering of prayer,—-we have placed.

To the harvest (of existence) of a hundred learned wise ones (Zahids),settethfire

This mark (of branding) that, (from love) on our distraught heart,

we have placed.

To us, the treasure of love’s grief, the Sultan of eternity without beginning (the

true Beloved) gave.

Since, towards this desolate stage (this world), our face— we have placed.

More than this, in the ^irka (the garment of austerity),- one cannot be a

hypocrite

;

On account of this, profligately, its (the ^irka’s) foundation——
we have placed.

5. After this to the love of idols, the path into our heart, we give not

:

On the door of this house (the heart), the seal of His lip - —- we have placed.

That, for the sake of which, the Zahid gave us his hand.

Out of purity on the cup's lip, we have placed.

Thanks’ to God that like us, without heart and religion, was

That one, whom (as) wisdom-cherisher and learned,- we have placed.

At last, how goeth this battered bark (the body),

In desire of which peerless jewel, our life' we have placed.

With (only) an image of Thee, contented we were like Hafiz,

O Lord! \yhether beggar or friendless one, reliance (on Thee)—
* we have placed.

2. Whatever in love, we have revealed, Zahids never gained by piety and austerity.

4. Outn-ardly, to array ourselves in the garment of austerity ; and inwardly, to be opposed to it, is

the way of hypocrites,

9. The second line may be

O Lord I although the beggar, kingly spirit,—we have placed (established).
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432, (390).

(0 true Beloved !) on the workshop of the eye, the form of Thy face,

I drew :

Ah idol in Thy form, not I saw ;
not—— • I heard.

(Formerly), mine was the hope of lordship
;
(now), Thy. (high) slavery, I sought

:

(Formerly), mine was desire for empire
;
(now), Thy ^igh) service, -I chose :

Althoucrh in search of Thee, equal in rein (speed) with the (swift) north breeze

I am
, r T.. . .

Not (even) the d.ust of the (swiftly) moving cypress of Thy stature,

I reached.

Hope in the (dark) night of Thy (dark) tress for the bright day of life, I estab-

Fromlhe heirfs desire, desire for Thy mooth-s round form, I severed.

The sin (fault) of Thy dark eye, and of Thy heart-aUuring neck, it was,

^

That, like the wild deer, from man-

From desire for Thy sweet fountain, what drops (tears they were) that f scat-

From Thy mby (Up) wine^elling, what graces • purchased.

On my wounded heart, what arrows of gtac^on loosedest:

^

At the head of Thy street, what loads of gncf—

s * rrt from the (true) Beloved's street, a little dust bring;

O breeze of the
- perfume of the blood of the. wounded heart

For, from that moist land, P
j perceived.

a ffrasrant) breeze like the (perfumed) rose-bud

Over my head, from His street, a (tra^ran j

passed,
« which the screen over my poor heart, I rent.

For (obtaining) the perfume of

rent.
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The oath—b}' the dust of Thy foot
;
and by the light of -the eye of H^z,

(I swear) that, without Thy face,

No splendour from the lamp of the eye, 1 saw.
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433, (420).

r. Not tn pursuit of pomp and of pageant, to this door (of

For shelter from ill-fortune, here-

the murshid)^^
»ve have come :

we have come.

the limits of non-'existencehp to the dimes of existence, all this way
existence,

^ we have come.

The freshness of Thy down, we saw
; and, from the garden of paradiseIn search of this love-ffrass. ^ paradise,

we have come.

With such treasure, whose treasurer is the faithful spirit (Jibra il)
in beggary to the door of the King^s house ' Iwe have come.

5. 0 bark of grace (the family of Muhammad) ! thy anchor of patience (’All Mur-
taza) IS where ?

'

For, in this ocean of liberality, immersed in sin have come.

0 cloud, sin-cleansing 1 honour goeth
j
(mercy) rain

:

For in the court of action (as opposed to theory) black- of book,*—

.

we have come.

Hafiz ! this woollen ^irkia (of outward worship) cast. For (with love's con-
suming and melting).

From behind the kafila with the fire of sighing' (and wailing)——

we have come.

3. (love-grass) signifies :

—

(fl) a plant such that whoever hath it near him is kindly treated by all.

(6) the mandrake.

S* Muhammad’s family consisted of :

—

Fatima, his daughter.

All „ cousin and son-in-law.

Hasan and Husain „ grand-sons.

Zainab and Kulsum „ grand-daughters.

Muhammad and the next four are called Sl-i-Iba, "the offspring of the cloak (of protection}.”

7. In this path is no entrance for the khirka (of hypocrisy).

5 AZ
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434, (430)-

I. Evil (of any) we utter not
;
inclination to the injustice (of any)—

—

we make not

:

Black, the face of any one
;
and blue, our own religious garment,

we make not.

Evil, It is (to show) in deficiency or in excess the defect of the poor man, or of

the rich man

:

The counsel is that evil work at all,— - we do not.

In the sight of way-farers, we happily urge the world (of our time)

:

Thought of the (precious) black steed, or of the golden saddle,

we make.not.

On the book of knowledge, fallacious writing (like worldly sages) we write not

:

Confounded with the page of magic, God’s mystery,—— we make not.

**

5. If of the cup, my prohibition, the zahid make,— that is best.

That to his wine, pure and refined, attention,— we make not.

If, with dignity, the draught of profligates, the king drink not.

By way of truth with splendour, work of his— we do not.

The sky shattereth the bark of the Lords of skill

:

Best, that, on this suspended ocean (the sky), reliance—^— we make not.

*

If an envious one spake evilness ; and thereon a friend grieved,

(To the friend) say :— “ Happy, be : for to the fool, the ear (of attention)-

we make not

Hafiz! if the enemy utter falsehood as regards him, (exception) we fake not;

If, with truth, he spake—contention with the speech of truth, we make- not.

I. The second line signifies :

—

We dishonour neither any one nor the religious garment.
8t See Ode 430, c, y.
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435, (430-

I, With the true Beloved, a covenant is mine that As long as in body, life

I have

:

" The well-wishers of His street, (dear) like my own (precious) life 1 hold.”

By that candle of Chigil (the true Beloved), the purity of the ^ilvat of my
"

heart, I behold
; , . .

'

r

From that moon of Khutan, the splendour of my eye and the luminosity of

heart, •
^

When to the desire and wish of my heart, a khilvat, I have gained,

Of the malice of evil-speakers in the assembly, what care (is it that)

I

have?

H in design upon my heart, a hundred armies of lovely ones ambush make,

Ba hamd-i-llahu va-l-minnat,” an 5dol, army-shatterer (the true Beloved)-
* 1 have.

0 watcher 1 for God’s sake, to-night, a while, thy eyes close

;

For, with His silent ruby lip, a hundred secret words, 1 fiave.

Ml =, h Ihe P.=a-t tasting ™nn i
and the Friend like the pietnre

Kone hath a beloved like this Beloved that

, mine is a cypress (the mntshid, pertect and excellent) in the shade

In the house, mine is a cyprea v

of whose (lofty) stature,
warden, and of the boxtree of the sward

Independence of the cypress of the garden,
^

e.Chipi,(l.nTerhis.an)br»o»,ed.erU«hea«»cflu«.

J^hutan in Talari*

4. Praise (be) to
the true Beloved I became.

9. From that time when the lover
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10. Of the seal-ring of His ruby lip, it is fit that a Sulaiman-like boast I should

express :

When mine is the ism-i-a’zam (the great name), of Ahriman, what fear (is

it that) I have.

After abstinence like this, notorious for profligacy Hafi.z became,

What grief have I, when (as patron), in the world Aminu-d-Din Hasan,

I have.

10. Sulaiman’s seal-ring was inscribed with the ism-i-a’zam, the great name of God ; by it, dtv,

jinn, man, wild beast, and bird were subdued and controlled. See Ode iSo, C. 2 ; 443, c. 3.

11. Aminu-d-Din was the secretary and keeper of the seals to Sultan Uwis (See Ode 204).
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436, (438).
j

I. Who am I that, over that fragrant (noble) mind, I should pass;
Thou doest me favours. 0 dust of Thy door ! the crown of my head, be !

0 heart-ravisber ! slave-cherishing, taught Thee who ? Say,
For to Thy watchers, this idea never will I impute,

0 holy bird (the perfect murshid) ! thy blessing the guide of my path, make

;

For, to our goal, long is the Path
;
new to journeying, am I.

O rooming breeze ! my service cause to reach (the murshid).

Saying ;—“ Me, at the time of the prayer of morn, forget not”

5 . Happy that day, when, from this stage (this world), my chattels (of existence)

I bind up

;

And, from the head of Thy street, news of me, the companions ask (saying;

—

Where went he ?)

Me, the path to the special place of ^ilvat, show, so that, after this.

Wine with Thee I may drink; and again the world's grief suffer not.

Lofty, is the rank of verse and world-captivating. Speak

;

So that, full of pearls, thy mouth the ocean-king may make.

O Hafiz ! it is fit if, in thy search for the jewel of union.

With tears, my eye I make an ocean ;
and, in it, dive.

1. The first .line signifies.-—

Who am I that he of fragrant mind should recollect me ?

2. Hafiz expresseth his surprise at the generous treatment that he received from the chief of the time

who, till then, had neglected him.

3. fjCudus (holy) signifies

ruhu-l-kudus, the holy spirit-
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437, {382).

I. Me, Thou bcholdest; and, in a moment, my pain, Greater Thou makest

;

Thee. I behold ;
and momently my inclination for Thee greater bccometh.

As to my state, Thou askest not ; what mystery Thou hast, I know not

:

For my remedy, Thou strivest not
;
perchance, my pain. Thou knowest not.

Not the way is this that me, on the dust, Thou shouldst cast ; and pass on :

Pass by (me)
;
and again my state ask, so that the dust o£ Tliy Path, I may

become.

From off Thy skirt, I keep not my hand, save in the dust (of the grave) ;
and,

that very moment.

When, over my dust (in the grave). Thou passcsl,—Thy skirt, my dust will

seize.

5. From g^ief of love for Thee, my breath (of life) descended. Breath, Thou

givest till when ?

Forth from me, destruction. Thou takest : Thou sayest not :
—“ Breath, bring

forth."

One night, in the darkness, from Thy (dark) tress, my heart I sought

:

Thy face, I beheld
;
and a cup of Thy ruby lip, again I drank.

Suddenly, Thee, into my bosom, I drew
;
and, into the curl of Thy tress, it (my

heart) went:

On Thy lip, my lip I placed
;
and, soul and heart, made sacriiice.

When, without us, in the desire of verdure and of the plain, moving Thou
wentest.

Flowing, on my yellow (grief-stricken) cheek, becometh the red (bloody) tear.

To Hafiz, kind be Thou. To the enemy say :
—“Thy life surrender:"

When on Thy part, warmth I see, of the enemy cold of breath, mine, what

fear?

7. The first line may better be rendered
Suddenly Thee into my bosom I drew; and into curl went Thy tress

;
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438, (439).

I. Not that profligate am I that abandoning of the (true) Beloved and of the cup
• I make

:

An act like this, the muhtasib knoweth seldom do ' I make.

I who, years, censured the repenters (of wine-drinking).

Repentance of (drinking) wine in the rose-season—mad shall I be,—if—
T mI make.

The (precious) pearl-grain is love; I (am) the diver; the wine-house (is) the

sea

:

There, my head, I plunged
;

(it) up-lifted, let us see, where shall I make ?

I who have treasures of the ruby and of the pearl of tears,

Desire for the bounty of the sun, lofty of star, how may I make?

5. I who, in beggary, have in hand the imperial treasure,
t i. 5

Greed for the revolution of the- sphere, mean-chenshing, how may I make ?

Cup-taker is the tulip; intoxicated, is the narcissus; the name of impiety, on

complaint, I have. O Lord ! nrhom, jndge skall I make?

In the ros=.season, thou speakeat saying Zlhid be I
” With eye and head

I ar^in?so« cSunse^dtb the lovely one and mitb the

SSed Um“(^«nTlL olSofnilTf Sansar, glance—'' I make.

If, like the
^face of the rose, my head uplifted when

After this, from shame of the tace or

X. The muhtasib (ce^r of

Muhammad Muzaffar,
hTOOcrisy, the title is given.

In contempt for his oppression and hypocnsj.
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lo. When with the water of grace, the breeze washed the bud of the rose,

Me, crooked of heart, call, if at the page of the book (the world), glance,

I make.

Dust-stained with poverty though I be,-^of my spirit, be shame.

If, with the water (of liberality) of the sun’s fountain, my skirt wet——I make.

The credit of the sky’s compact and agreement is not so great

:

Compact with the goblet, I establish; condition (covenant) with the cup

I make.

O my bold one, city-upsetter (the true beloved) 1 a moment, the rein draw

back.

So that, with my (pearly) tears and (ruddy) face,, full of (red) gold and of

pearls. Thy path' I may make.

Not worthy of my conduct is the way of profligacy. Now,
Since (into it) I have fallen, thought of other (work) wherefore do —;—I make ?

15. Last night, they said :
—

"

Candy Thy rub}^ lip giveth.” But,

So long as in my own mouth, it, I see not, credence how shall — I make ?

From fortune, the corner of the prayer-arch of Thy eye-brow, I desire:

So that, in it, morning and evening, love’s lesson by heart, I may make.

I, by whom, to-day, the paradise of the cash (of union with the true Beloved) is

gained.

On the promise of to-morrow (the day of resurrection) of the admonisher (the

Zahid), reliance, wherefore shall I make ?

The slave of Shah Mansur, I am. Far, it is not if,

With the desire of dignity, over the (resplendent) king of the East (who is

the Sun), boasting,—— I make.

I^st night, to Hafiz Thy mby (lip) kept giving false vows

;

Not that one am I that belief in these its idle tales, I make.

II. The second line occurs in couplet 20.

14. To the second line, add
What was fit to be was
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20. Resourcelessness notwithstanding, black like the moon be my face,

If, of the bounty of the sun, lofty of star, acceptance, I make.

What madness is austerity in the rose-season J Hafiz keep sense 1

So that I may utter an a’uz (God defend me)
;
and thought of other (profli-

gacy) I may make.
f

20. The moon is black from the spots on her face.
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.439, (435).

I. Where, the glad tidings of union with Thee, so that, from desire of life,

I may rise?

The holy bird (of paradise) am I
;
from the world^s snare,-— I rise.

By Thy love (I swear) that, if me, Thy slave, Thou call,*

Out from desire of lordship of existence and dwelling (both worlds),—— I rise.

0 Lord ! from the cloud of guidance, the rain (of mercy) cause to arrive :

Before that, from the midst, like a (handful of) dust, —-

I. On the face of the slab of the tomb of Hafiz at Shiraz^ are inscribed the lines stated below

:

Ode. Couplets. Where?

1

Remarks.
«

439 all centre •

1

c. 6 excepted. On the face of the slab, abo\’e

439« I9 2 left side. the lines, are these words :

—

99 496 right „ 0 Thou
99 9 •

i

top „ who abidest

99 5 bottom „ although

4395 I left bottom corner 9 • second line. all things perish

!

99 2 right „ „ « • 59 99

*75 2 right top „ • • first „
99 2 left ,f „ • • second „

.

On the slab, the Persian text of Ode 439 is not as it is given in Sudi’s text, which has been copied

by Major H. S. Jarrett in his Persian text, brought out (in 1881) under the auspices of the Gov-

ernment of India.

Reading of

—

the slab. ode 439.

Couplet 2 .

91 3 • • • • V

91 4 * * • • Lo

99 4 • • • «

99 d • • * , omitted. inserted.

2, To the second line add:—
Thy slave, I will be. For being Thy slave, I shall be possessed of such dignity that all other

dignities will be as naught.
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(0 holy traveller!) at the head of my tomb, without wine and

sit not :

So that by thy perfume, dancing,—

the minstrel,

I may rise.

5 . Though I am old, one night me, close in Thy embrace take.

So that, in the morning, from Thy embrace, young— I may rise.

439fl, (314).

I. 0 heart! the slave of the King of the world (Ali) be; and (thus) King

Ever in the protection of the grace of Ilah (Allah)—
be;

be.

Not a thousand of the Kharijlarder, do they purchase for a barley-corn

:

Mountain to mountain (Kaf to lilaf) the shelter of the hypocnte be/^

Since on the day of upspringing (the resurrection) Ahmad (Muhammad) is my

Say -.-"This my body, calamity-stricken, full of sin

intercessor^

be!"

He who hath not All’s friendship, kafir is

;

Say "Zahid of the time, be; or say Shaikh of the Path be!"

5- iy3SSS iyThe pure soul 0! to Iton,.. (I co„ior= too) uito= .

Thotomb oI to sifhth. Itom, to Sult.ii. 61 roligion.-Ri,i.

WUh° oul, kiss , aod at to door .1 tot court,—

*

be.

, u,. „i,„nrb fancestorsof Riza),reacheththee{OHafizl)not;

• a—a TTSfig! , hut is No. 3»4 in the Calcutta-text. See Ode

, This Ode is not found in ^^“^"XSrthe fourth ‘Khaitfa; and of his descendants the Imams, revered

439. It is in praise of AU ion 0 _

2. The hypocrite is the sunni.

* Khariji signifies !—

^

an order of darvisnes.

^ fmaj'ofAli.

Thelm.n.arethe.^We
lmamsrf^^^^^^^

• 6, The tomb of Imam Wi -

•
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(0 true Beloved !) think not that, from the dust of the head of Thy street,

By the sky’s tyranny or by time’s violence, (to choose employment) I rise.

O Idol, sweet of motion ! arise ;
and Thy (lofty, cypress-like) stature display

:

That, like Hafiz, from desire of life and of the world— I may rise.

The man of God, who is the Zahid, piet3^-seeking.

Whether the garment (be) white, or whether the garment (be) black

Hafiz I the path of service of the king Ali, follow :

Then in the Path like tnen of the Path—

4393:

The date of Hafiz’s death 'is obtained from the following quatrain :

—

The lamp of men of spirituality is Khwaja Hafiz,

Who, from the light of glorj% was a (luminous) candle.

When, in the dust of Alusalla, his abode (in death) he made.
His date, from the dust of Musalla, seek.

See Ode 439.

The date of death is ^iven by the*words in the last couplet.

From the abjad we have

t
]

iJ

600^

1

20

r

J

s?

40

90

30

10

,15^

170

Hence the date is A.H. 791.
To convert this Hijra date into Chiisdan date, see Ode 35, c. S-
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440, (440) •

. At the time of the evening-prayer of strangers when weeping—I begin,

With moans like a stranger, my tale,—I compose.

To the memory of the Friend and of my (native) land so bitterly Tweep,

That, up from the world, the way and usage of journeying,—I cast.

From the country of my (true) Beloved I am; not from the cities of the

stranger :
'

1. t.

0 divine Protector ! Me, back to my companions, cause to reach.

0 guide of the Path ! for God’s sake, a little aid (give), so that,

In the street of the wine-house, my banner, again—I may exalt.

u Of mv being a Pir, reckoning how may wisdom take.

When, again, with a child-idol at love-I play.

Save the east morning breeze and the (cool) north wind, me recogniseth none

:

O my friend I for, save the (fleeting) wind, my companion is none.

The air of the Friend’s dwelling is our

0 breeze ! from the dust of Shiraz, me.

water of life,

a .fragrant perfume bring.

I.
While^absemfrorn tears; and the boisterousness of iU

wSeJ^fpreventer of travel.

(Muhaiman) signifies

One who saveth another; God.

5. ‘^sSletlfinrsbiceS wSkof Pits (or of old men).

fdTnol m^Snl-Pir
(or^an old man), how will wisdom regard?

^
W' Pir,SS Murshid.

(6) an old man.

6. saba. the east (morning) breeze,

dabur, „ west 1 .
»

bad-i-shumal, the north wind.

„ janub „ south
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Forth came my tear
;
and told my crime face to face (publicly)

Complaint may I make of whom ?—of my household, the informer

From the harp of Zuhra, I heard that, at dawn, it said :

—

“The disciple. of Hafiz, sweet of note, sweet of voice—I am.”
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441, (440-

'

t. Although old, shattered of heart, powerless,——
. I have become.

Whenever I recollected Thy face, made, young— I became.

Thanks to God that whatever, from God,
.
I sought, •

To the limit of my spirit, prosperous I became.

In eternal fortune’s highway to fortune’s throne.

With the cup of wine, to the desire of the heart of friends— I went.
*

O young rose-bush ! the fruit of fortune enjoy ; for.

Beneath Thy shade, the bulbul of the world’s garden I became.

5 . At first (in eternity without beginning) of the word and the cry of the world no

news was mine

:

In the school of grief for thee (0 murshid !) a subtlety-knower like this

I became.

From that time when the calamity (wound) of Thy eye reached me.

From the terrible calamity of the end of Time (the last age of this world) safe

I became.

To my heart, the door of reality became opened that day

When, of the dwellers of Thy court, the Pir of the Magians,—— I became.

5. The first line signifies
.

-vJetPnt I was and of this illusory existence, had no know-
In eternity without beginning, non-existent I was , ana 01 mis 3

O mmshid ! not from non-existence, did I bring every perfection that I have. By thy favour

alone, it I acqiuired.

6. akbir-i-zamari (akbiru-l-zaman) signifies

The end of time.

me laet age, the e.«J rf time, the l»t rf the seven ege. of the nrorid.

Each of th. following so.™ planem hath (in orte) had^
will »-) -

5, Saturn.

6. The Sun.1. Mercury. I 3 * Mars.

The orSert ag^is daur.i-lmma/,“tCage of the moon, the end of time.

Lie cloister of the Magians. the door of reality opened tome; in the monastery, no profit was

mine. 5 c
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To the tavern (the stage of divine knowledge), me, fate consigneth (so that,

thence, profit and advantage I may reap)

:

As much as like this (a sage) I go
; and like that (a zahid) I became.

. Not old in years and months, am I ; the faithless friend, it was,

(Who, swiftly,) like (swift) life, passeth by me—from (grief of) that, old,

'1 became.

10. Last night, me, glad tidings, he (the Pir of the Magians, the perfect murshid)

gave, saying :
—“ O Hafiz

!

"Come back; for the pardon of thy sins, surety - -— I became."

8. (consignment) signifies :

—

to write an order regarding any one.
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442, (443).

I. This tumult is what that, in the age of the moon (the end of time), I see ?
Full of strife and iniquity, all'the horizons,

]

From time the day of prosperousness every one seeketh

:

Difficult this is—that daily, worse I see.

All in strife and struggle with the mother, the daughters :

All ill-W'ishers of the father, the sons— I see.

Neither hath brother any pity for brother

;

Nor for the son, the father’s compassion do— *1 see.

5 . For fools, all is sharbat of rose-water and sugar;

All of blood (of grief) of the liver, the subsistence of the sage I see.

The Arab steed, galled beneath the pack-saddle ;

All on the neck of the ass, the golden collar I see.

The counsel of Hafiz, hear
;
Khwaja, go

;
goodness, do

:

For, better than the treasure of jewels this counsel,

I. “The age of the moon.” See Ode 441, c. 6.

The second line describeth the marks of the resurrection-day.

2.jjj (worse) is contracted fromjJvXj

5. See Ode 549*

7. .When Persia was invaded by Timur Lang Sa^iib ^iran in 13S7, Hafiz composed this Ode.
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O
The Letter Nun.

443, (44&)-

1 . Displayed from the garden border hath become the diadem of the Sultan, the rose

0 Urd ruI^thfcyprLs and the jessamine (disciples .and lovers of the Path), its

arrival happy be

!

In his o«*n (proper) place, happy was this imperial sitting (the Sultin, rose)

• Since now in his own (proper) place, every one sitteth.

- —made*

Be prosperous to etemitp tvllhout end,-this house (the rrorld), from the door

Eve;' r^o™;:. with the periuure oi nrerep, the hreese of feiieitp (the. words of

.?hc perfect murshid)bloweth!
•

«« The rose” rnay^signify •

() the murshid.

()
praised one.

'^°S.Tat°by Sis a^w^ they may attain their desire.

, See Ode 189. c. * 5 43S* «=• t®*

the perfect man.
^ ^

(the
ariseth ; and into, the hearer’s heart. .

the recollection of God

speech that, from the perfect
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'5. The majesty of Pashang’s son, Afrasiyab, (king of Taran) and his world-seizing

sword,

In all king-chronicles, the tale of the assembly is.

Obedient to thee, became beneath the saddle, the chaugan-steed of the sphere,

O royal horseman ! since to the field (of sport) thou hast come,——the ball strike.

The stream of the country is the water (lustre) of thy sword :

The tree of justice, plant thou : the root of ill-wishers, up-pluck.

After this if, despite the perfume of thy sweet nature, it (Iran) blossometh hot.

From Iran’s plain, the musk-pod of the musk of Khutan (the well-being and

welfare of Iran) ariseth (and departeth).

Expectation of sweet splendour, the comer-takers (recluses) make,

Aslant (in pride) place the cap
;
and, from thy face, the veil up-pluck.

10. O breeze ! to the Saki of the banquet of Atabak (the praised one), prefer the

request,

That, from that cup, gold scattering, me, a draught he may give.

Ever be prosperous this house of the world j

For from men of God, whose creation is of dust, words of divine knowledge and truths that give

recollection of God are momently heard.

This couplet is in praise of the world, which, from men of God, is apparently improper.

For its joy, all grief is :

“The world is a carcass; its seeker, a (filthy) dog. ”

Verily, this mean world is for him, who recognised its truth,—the field for the next world.

To men of God, this world is the descending place of divine favours, and of endless manifestations.

To men of the world, contrary to this and wholly calamity, it appeareth,—just as the Nil was de-

struction to the Egyptians and the mercy of the Lord of lords to the Isra,ilites.

Abdu-l.lah Ansar! saith —
“ O Ansar! ' the world is a dust-heap wherein the wise sow

;

“ Not a place is it wherein the foolish wander. ”

Abu-l-Ma^n! saith

’

“ O distraught one ! the world is what ?
“ *Tis the illusory, truth-showing ; it is not the truth, illusory-showing,

”

10. is derived from I'l (father) and (lord); was a title of the Governors of the Province of

• Shiraz,
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(In lovc'pl.iying) with (my own) reason, I consulted. He said : -r. “ Hafiz

!

drink wine ! " *
.

'

0 Saki ! according to the word of the trusty adviser (reason), wine give.

• O TT.urshtd! in Ihc explanation of truths, strive so that, with the permission of the trusty

adviser, I may from thcc this sense demand. So hath my perfect reason ordered.

Althcujfh, from lo\*c*s descent, reason knowelh its own destruction, it denieth not love; and,

in it, planlclh its heart. For, verily, it knoweth that, though in the beginning it is ruin, in

the end it is thirst-quenching.

Scest thou not that the lofty companions of Muhammad, and the great tab’in gave to destruc-

tion thdr body in the contest with the Kafirs and wicked ones; and, yet, into the prosperi-

ty of the last world, their pace extended ?

Thai trusty adviser gi\’Clh no adrice save in the true Path, though in that Path, injury

be his.

Perfect reason is that which to ite own ruin consenteth; and the answer of the crier (the

murshid) acccpicth.
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444, (448)*

I. O light of my eye (the holy traveller) ! a matter there is, hear

:

“Since thy cup (of love for God) is full; cause others to drink; and thyself

drink.

"With experience, old men utter words : to thee, I said :

Ho ! O son ! that old thou mayst become, counsel hear.

On the sensible one (the philosopher and the man of reason), the chain, love’s

hand placeth not

:

Thou wishest to draw (through thy hand) the tress of the Friend, sense

abandon.

Thee, intoxication’s delight, the rosary and the lAirka (men of outward forms

;

hypocrites) give not

;

In this matter, of the wine-seller (the murshid, perfect and excellent) blessing

. demand.

5. In respect to life and property, for friends (lovers of God), need is none :

A hundred lives, the ransom for the (true) Beloved (make),—counsel hear.

In love’s path, Ahriman's temptations are many

:

Sense keep
;
and to Surush’s message the ear of the heart——

Ruined became subsistence ;
remaineth not the means of joy

;

O harp ! the wail (of grief) draw out
;
O drum ! exult.

O Saki (perfect murshid) !—void of pure wine, be not thy cup !

—

On me, dreg-drinker, an eye (glance) of favour—— make.

1*^jy (the light of the eye) signifies ;

—

(a) the Beloved (true or illusory),

{b) „ murshid.

(c) „ disciple.

As long as youth remaineth, do thou, by devotion and worship, take up the advantages of youth

;

and to others cause advantage to reach.

“ The cup ” may signify ;

—

the cup of discipleship.

2. By accepting counsel, thou wilt by way of wisdom become old. Like the old, sensible thou wilt

become.

7. Youth’s season remaineth not. O harp and drum (O old man, bent of stature, back without
backbone, to the wind youth given, hand and foot useless become),—bewail

!
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Wbcn, in the gold scattering kaba, thou, intoxicated, passest,

To Hafiz, wool-wearer, (SqR) one kiss,—

—

o, 1 , 3, 6. c/ listen.

i»S. drink.

3. .nb-indon.

-tfe demand.

5. cTjfi* listen.

7. exult.

9.
).w present.

present.
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445, (452).

I. One lofty of stature, .bold, picture-player of mine

Made short the tale (of renown) of the long austerity—— of mine.

O heart ! thou sawest at the end of old age, of austerity, and of knowledge,

What, with me, it did,—the eye of the beloved— of mine ?

On account of the water (tears) of the eye, seated on the top of the fire (of

distress), I am’;

Because, in all horizons (climes), it (the water of my eye) made revealed the

mystery— - of mine.

(To myself) I said :—“ With the garment of hypocrisy, love's trace, I con-

cealed ;

"

The informer wms the tear ;
and made manifest the mystery— of mine.

5. Intoxicated, is the Friend; and recollection of rivals (lovers), maketh not:

His mention (be) for good, the SakI, the wretched-cherisher of mine.'

The destruction of my faith,' I fear. For taketh,

The prayer-arch of Thy eyebrow the presence (essence) of prayer of mine.

On myself, like the laughing candle (consuming and melting) I weep.

Till I see what with thee, O heart of stone, maketh (worketh) the consuming

of mine.

With weeping, a picture on water I depict. Now,

How long associated*becometh the truth with the illusory of mine ?

That moment when to.an end reached Mahmud’s life,

Bitterly, he kept surrendering his soul, and saying :—(“ Where art thou) Ayaz

of mine?”

5. See Ode 249.

6. The prayer-arch of Thy eyebrow taketh my faith*

7. The laughing of the candle is its light*

„ weeping „ „ melting.

9. From the lover’s heart, departeth not, even in death, the recollection of the beloved.
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10. 0 I-ord ! when blowcth that breeze, from whose fragrant breath.

A perfume of His mercy becoraeth the work-doer—— of mine ?

Zahid ! (equal are we) when a work (favourably) proceedeth neither by prayer
' — of thine

;

Nor also, (by) the nightly intoxication and consuming and supplicating

of mine.

With grief Hafiz burned. O breeze ! his state, say

To the King, fricnd-cherisher, enemy-destroyer, of mine.
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446, {-154).

r. As much as my grief (of love) to the physicians, I uttered.

(Me) the v.Tetched stranger they remedied not.

Not tvith its otvn seal is love’s casket

;

O Lord ! the desire of the watchers, be not 1

That (haughty) rose that, momently, is in the power of a thorn,

Say

“

Thine be shame of the (poor) nightingale I”

O Lord ! safety, give : so that again may see

The eye of lovers, the face of the beloved ones.

5. To the Friend, (love’s) secret pain, we told;

Pain from the ph\*sicians foeloved ones), (love’s) pain, one cannot conceal.

O Benefactor Coeloved) 1 at the tray of union with Thee, at last,

Of those portionless, how long shall vre be ?

The disgrace of the world. Hafiz would not have been.

If, the counsels of admonishers, he had heard.

2. Azccrdir.g to thir deshe, exclude rr.e r.ot free: ur.lsr. v.-

3. Because, votneut thee, thy lover Is restless and pon-sr!

art fall*.n:

signifies:—the lover.

r> belc'.-ed.

6. O Bilc'.ed 1 excluded from urdon Kcth Thee, and satis;

Scr.itlmcs to my desire cause me to reach.

ith the BeTo^'ed.

£r.d tho-, into the themes

ed ^Tth scparstionT-—5-^^’ I ce!
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447, (451).

r. 0 Thou, whose face, moon in appearance, (is) the fresh spring-^ of beauty;
Whose mole and down (are), the centre of grace, and the circle

of beauty

!

Hidden in Thy eye full of intoxication the fascination of sorcery;

Revealed on Thy restless (floating) tress, the (calm) rest of beauty.

Not a moon shone like Thee from the mansion of goodness;

Not a cypress arose like Thy stature from the stream of beauty.

By Tliy darkish beauty, joyous became the age of heart-ravishingness

;

By Thy grace, expanded became the season— of beauty.

5 . From the snare of Thy tress, and the grain of Thy mole, in the wprld,

Not a bird of the heart remaineth, not become the prey of beauty.

Ever, with grace, from the midst of life nature's nurse,

Thee, cherisheth with care in the bosom— of beauty.

Fresh and fresh is the (dark) violet (hair) about Thy Up, for that reason.

That it keepeth drinking the water of life from the fountain-source—

-

. of beauty.

Hafiz severed desire when he seeth Thy equal ;

Tliere is none save Thy face in the land of beauty.

8. (dajyar) signifies any one.

jUa (diyar) „ :-the land.
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448 , C450-

I. Joy-exciting and repentance-shattering became the spring and the rose :

With the joy of the face of the rose, grief’s root from the heart np-pluck.

Arrived the morning-breeze ;
from passion-possessing (love), the rose-bud,

Out from itself, went ;
and on itself the shirt, rent (blossomed).

Heart ! from water-pureness, the path of truth learn ;

In uprightness, from the (free) cypress of the sward, freedom seek.

With this jewel and sweet smile, the bride, the rose-bud

Exactly, in an excellent way, my heart and faith ra\*ished.

5. The shriek of the distraught bulbul, and the scream of the hazar.

For the. sake of union with the rose, forth from the sad house (of mourning)

came.

Through the breeze’s violence, the tresses around the rose, behold

:

On the face of the jessamine, the curl of the tress of the hyacinth, behold.

*

Hafiz ! from the cup, the tale of timers story seek

;

According to the "^ord of the minstrel and to the decision of the Pir, possessed

of knowledge.

3* As in pure whatever is appeareth and is not hidden from the ey&, exen so, inwardh sr.d

outwardly, myself, make-

5, For his own beTo\'ed, every' one was weeping,

Hazar is a nightingale with a thousand notes.
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44a C455)-

Like the rose, mooiently, by thy fragrance, the garment of my body,

Rent, I make from collar to skirt.

Thoa mayst say:—^The rose in the garden, beheld tl^ body;

(Since) like the intoxicated, the garment on its body, it rent.

From the power of grief for thee, with difSculty, I bear life

:

But- from me, the heart easily thou tookesL

At the word of enemies (watchers), a\Tay from the friends (lovers), thou tumed-

cst:

With the friend, enemy none becometh.

not so that from my breast, the sigh liver-consnming

y .ascend like smoke by way of the \rindow.

C hodr in tte garmnnt, like (spriding) in the cnp

:

i- head in the dtest, iike (hard, red) iron m (pare rrhite) rdver.

t frnm thv eve, rain tears like the cloud

;

^initat to the pLpie. hath become the consnming of% heart

^ heart, shatter not ; it ^nder foot^ ^ot

;

r in tty tress-tip, its dwelling it hath.

tice to thy tress, Hafiz hath bound his heart

this way, his work under foot cast no .
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'

450, (456).

I. When (to reach His skirt) the dust of His path, I become, His skirt He shaketh— from me

:

If I say:—"(In love), my heart, return,*'' His face, He turneth— from me.

To every one. He displayeth His hued cheek like the red rose.

If I say:—" (Thy face from others), conceal (In grief at that). His face, He

concealeth" from me*

If before Him, like the candle, I die,—at my grief, He laugheth like the morning

:

If I grieve. His tender heart is grieved against me..

To my eye, I spake saying At last. Him once fully behold :"

It (the eye) said

"

Perchance thou wishestthat a stream of blood should pour— from me.”

5. Thirsty for my blood,—He
;
and for His blood,—I. So that when it happeneth,

My desire I will take from Him; or justice (revenge), He will take—from me.

Friends I for His mouth, behold ye my life, I gave

:

Say How for a trifling matter, He keepeth back— from me.

If, like Farhad, my life in bitterness issueth,—there is n6 fear
;

Many sweet tales remain behind of me.

Hafiz ! conclude. For, if in this way, love’s lesson thou read.

In every corner, love uttereth tales- — of me.

8, In the second line, “ me ” refers to Hafiz.
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451, '(457)*

(0 true Beloved!) for God's sake, with ^irka-wearers (hypocrites), little-sit.

From resourceless profligates (inwardly pure and clean) Thy face, conceal not.

In this Sirica (of the austere zahids), is many a stain =

0 happy the time of the kaba of the wine-drinkers (void of stain)

Thou art of delicate nature ;
and power hast not (to endure)

The hardship of the handful of ragged garment-wearere.

Among these Sufi-like ones, a pain (of love) I see not.

Pure be the pleasure of the dreg-dnnkers.

bS%dy ™e) ;
(like) the harp,

(they are a-) twanging.

or the hearMrdency
of HSflS Ml o£ rauHon be

:

Fort heart like the seethtog caldron, he hath.

Th». der-oden, the d«eit
»d pleasa-a; which is .he ca.se of

'"^:s^7hS.:siti:t.sj:^^-ke.-.a.d.pr»^

3E
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452, (473)-

I. Than the thought o£ wine and of the cup, more pleasant— what will be ?

• Let us see the end ' what will-be.

The heart’s grief how can one suffer, when time remaineth not,

Say ;
—“ Be neither heart nor time,—' . what will be ?

”

Wine, drink
;
grief, suffer not ;

the counsel of the imitator (the adviser of the

. people), hear not :

' *

To the speech of the (commOnl people (of this world), credit what will be ?

To the bird of little spirit, say Thy o\Yn» grief, suffer.” For, on. it (the

bird),

The pity of that one who planteth the snare—— what will be ?

5 ^ Verily (’tis) best that thy hand-toil be expended according to desire

;

Thou knowest that, at last, to one desire un-attained— what ^Y^11 be.

Last night the Pir of the tavern (the murshid) kept uttering an enigma

Of the line of the cup (of love), “('Tis necessary to see) the end,

what will be.”

From the Path, Hafiz’s heart I. took (seduced) with the drum, the harp, and the

ghazal

:

Let us see, the requital of me of ill-name- what will be.

“ The bird of little spirit ” signifies :

—

(n) an outward man.
(t) one who fearelh the violence of the beloved. .

(snare) signifies *

sensual desire and worldly delights.

To the seeker of God, who, in respect of himself, searcheth ; and, to the mctcy of God, comclh
not, say :

—

In cur path (which is a highway) God hath, for the sake of temptation and trial, laid the

snare of scny^ial desire and worldlv delights. That one, who planteth the snare,—for the
prey v,'hr.t pity hath he T

Goi! Mvn made us, with the perfection of meaning, lofty of head. Then, for the sake of

CUT trial, hlc cast us into lowness.
In the search for God and, in his heart, is passion for the Absolute Eristcncc—

and casteth not the work of lo*day to to-morrow,
n -.0 .he search for God is rot, becometh centered on worldly delights and lusts.
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453, (458).

I Knowest thou what fortune is? ’Tis beholding the sight of the (true) Be-

loved :

In His street, beggary to royalty preferring.

Easy it is to sever desire for life.. But,

(Only with) difficulty, (friendship) for friends dear as one’s soul, can one

sever.
' ‘ ‘

Like the (folded) bud, with a straitened heart, to the rose-garden, I will go';

And, there, my garment of good fame, will rend

Sometimes, like the breeze, hidden mystery with the rose will utter

;

Sometimes, from the bulbuls, the mystery, of love-playing will hear.
.

5. First (in this world), from the hand, the kissing of the lip of the (true) Beloved

orjvc not up )

*

Forrat last (in the next world), thou mayst' be distressed (wearied) with the

gnawing (in regret) of thy own hand and lip.

Th. rendine of the garment of good fame is for lovers the source of good fame, especially there,

where is the assembly of lovers (bulbuls)..
* * *

From love’s fire, my state is changed, therefore will I do .

Jjl (first) signifies

.

this world. .

(?) the beginning (of the mystic state).

A.! (the end) signifies

(a) the next world.

(b) n
mystic s }•

^ illusory Xbids, thyself, scratch not.

Like the
Zahids.outward-worsfeppi

g^ and’ into tjie inward plunge not; and no portion of

For in outward
service, they ar

themselves.

<h= i*. thdr, is

ntherwise— . ... Hip acouisitlon of love’s allurement from the hand, give

In the
orertySutw place, so that the travelling of the Path may be easy j and

[by'pissing to the next "
p “[jfj^Iu enter, the road guidance of-tavellers becometh

gnaw the finger.

^
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(0 heart!) the society of friends, opportunity reckon. For,.from this two-patb-

ed stage (the world).

When (from it) away we pass, (this society) again one cannot reach.

Thou mayst say :
—

"

From (the memory of) King Mansur passed Hafiz ;

"

0 Lord I to his (Mansuris) memory the (thought of) cherishing the darvfsh

(Hafiz) bring.

6. If the society of the perfect Murshid and of Xrifs be, in this world, gained, reckon it gain.

The world hath two doors (paths)

•

{a) the door of birth.

(6) „ „ death.

Although the world hath many parties (paths) and turneth to the paths the face of every party, yet,

that which is the search of men of God ; and in which is the talk of men of direction, is either

the shari’at or the tarikat, which is acceptable to God and is the travelling of both parties.

The other path, which is the highway to infidelity, they avoid j and about it come not into

speech, for the connection of that Path is towards Shaitan j and ours towards the Merciful.

See Ode 167, c. i.
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454j (460).

I. (0 true Beloved
!) by the door enter

; and our. chamber luminous—.
The air of the assembly of souls perfumed

make

:

make.

(0 true Beloved
!)
to the eye and the eye-brow of the (illusory) beloved, heart

and soul, I have entrusted :

'

Come, come 1 and (with the glance of blessing) viewing of the arch (the eye-
brow) and of the spectacle-place (the eye) make.

0 breeze of the garden of paradise ! from the dust of our assembly,

To paradise, a perfume take
;
and (it) the aloe-fuel of the censer— make.

The splendour-rays of beauty (of illusory love), the veil of the eye of understand-

ing, became :
•

Come
;
the sun’s pavilion (the elemental body) effulgent—— make,

5 . Light scattereth not the star of the (dark) night of separation (the illusory be-

loved);

To the palace-roof (the existence of Hafiz) come ; and the lamp of the moon

(the beauty of the true Beloved), uplifted— make.

2. jjJI the eye-brow,

n C each signifies illusory love.

JU* „ arch, I

jJai* „ spectacle-place,'

O true Beloved 1 since " illusory love (for the creature) is the bridge to true love (for the Creator)’*

I have arranged illusory love; and it adorned.

4. (palace) signifies

the existence of HSSz.

(sun) signifies:—
, , . , .

the true Beloved (God). That is, the sun of unity that, on moon-faced illusory ones, verily

scattereth light.
t . n.,.

Illnsorv love having become a veil to the eye of discovery, I cannot see Thee ; my existence

(which is a royal palace, and the sun’s mansion), adorn ; and, with the qualities of perfec-

tion of God’s unity, illumine.

,
(uplift) signifies:—

(a) put out. •

•ri. that star-like, in separation’s night, shineth,-now, that, tomyperfamtyplace,

/ and to'^ards herself openeth not my heart.

To Ae pSaSoof tf my existence, come; the lamp of the cloister, kindle; and Thy face di^lay.
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Since beneath Thy hand are the lovely ones (the flowers) of the sward,

At the jessamine, the glance j
and towards the cone-tree, grace

To the treasurer of Jannat, speak, saying;—"The dust of this assembly,

“ As a present to Firdaus take (and it) the aloe-fuel of the censer-^ make.’"

O SaW (Murshid) ! excess of many a tale, the spirit maketh

;

From the hand, thy own work (the explanation of truths to holy travellers) give

not; wine (the delight that surgeth in the traveller’s heart) into the cup

- put.

Not our limit, is desire for the cash of union with Thee j

With .that ruby (lip), like sugar, me (a kiss)—»
give.

10. The lip of the cup, kiss (subtleties of divine knowledge, acquire); then to the

intoxicated (holy travellers) give

:

With this subtlety, wisdom’s train, beperfumed— make.

• If a Fakih advise saying :—" Love practise not,"

Him, the cup (of the wine of unity) give ; say Thy brain^ fresh—^ make.”

7. “Jannat.” See Ode 407, c. 4.

8. ^ (wine) signifies :

—

“ a delight that from the traveller’s heart surgeth 5 and incHneth him to a joyous tune.

jsim (cup) signifies

(fl) cup ; or, in siiflistic language, something wherein they seek the manifestations of hidden

splendours.

the heart of the Arif, filled with divine knowledge.
O Murshid! many astoiy, the breath of excess and of nonsensical talk, maketh.
To it, attentive be not; from thy skirt, thy omi purpose scatter not; to travellers, the explanation

• of truths cast ; and to the disciples, a line of that subtlet)'* that riseth from the heart, write.
By this subtlety, the beperfuming of the brain seek; and the brain of the holy travellers beper-

fume. For the murshid, wise in speech, thou art.

10. l-iss the cup’s lip) signifies
to acquire the subtleties of meaning by enigma.

^•5 (subtleties) signifies

[a) something very fine.

(^) of. subtleties of divine knowledge of enigma that rise from the SriPs heart

;

Fo** in
agitation; so that into him another seeker poureth his own portion.

C ''»’iue-\vorshippcrs, the custom is to fill the cup, to kiss it, and to mve it to
j.*ioxica;cu ones.

* * - *
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(0 Beloved !) on account of those excellences and graces of ^ sweet disposition •

that are Thine,
^

In the midst of the banquet of companions, (ike the candle. Thy head- uplifted
~ make.

From this one associated with me (the wife) and the ^irka- much in strait I am :

With a glance Sufi-slaying, me Kalandar 1 make.
%

.^fter the service of pleasure and of love, of those moon of face.

Of deeds that thou doest, the verse of Hafiz exalted—— make. •

13, IvaKmdar. Sec Odes 36, c. i.j 58, c; 8.

The word is derived from ;

—

Shnik); Fnridu*d-D?n Attar saith

An Arab passingby a monastery of darvishes in Persia was called in. On learning their doc-

trines, he renounced the world ; and became a darvfsh.

His family asked him to account for the change. He said

(dan-Ishu kala Andar a the darvfsh said ” Come in

I went in ; and I know not what hath become of my property

:

To nil the Persian Sufis, the Arabs thenceforth applied the term IJalandar.
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455, (462)*

I. Ruby wine (love for the true Beloved) drink
;
and the face of those moon of

forehead (Arifs of God)—— behold:

Contrary to the religious order of those (Abids, and Zahids, outward worship-

pers), the beauty of these (the Arifs of God)—"* behold.

Beneath the gilded garment, nooses (of prayer) they (the Arifs and the recognis-

ers of God) have

:

(NotAvithstanding their poverty), the long-handedness (loftiness of spirit). of

these short of sleeve (the Arifs poor of resource) - — behold.

For the harvest of both worlds, their head, they lower not

:

The brain and pride of beggars, (corn-) gleaners,—— behold. •

The frown from the eye-brow full of frown, the Friend looseneth not

:

• The need of people of heart, and the grace of the dainty (beloved) ones,

behold

!

5. From none, the tale of the covenant. of love, I hear:

The (non-) fidelity of the society of-friends and. of fellow-sitters behold.

The means of release (from imperious lust) is to become captive to love

;

The fore-seeing mind of the fore-seers— behold.

Love’s polish, the dust of Hafiz’s heart taketh.

The parity of the pure mirror of those pure of faith behold.

1. (those moon of forehead) signifies ;

—

() true 5Vrifs who, from the splendour-rays of the sun of unity, have borrowed a light like

^
unto the moon ; and in the dark night, have brought their own existence to luminosity.

( ) Arifs, who, beneath the patched garment, have nooses.

djy
(short-sleevedness) signifies :

—

l»o\-crty .nnd powcrlessness in the discovery of the purposes of knowledge.
From exceeding poverty and powerlessness, in naught they have engaged j and to pover

the girdle of spirit have cast. •

The long-hjvndedncss of these short of sleeve, behold ; the following of this parly, choose, that I

n, r
reach ; and, from being no one may be some one.

C .'iinVin ?
Anfs arc contemptible to men ; inwardly, precious to God.

Odi.
^ ‘^t^scribc the qualities of those moon of forehead.i-tvOde 49.*, c. 3;5i,,c.7.
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456, (475)-

I. A heart-alluring subtlety, I utter,-" The mole of that one moon of face,—
oenold.

» Bound n-Kli U.0 chain of Hat tress, my reason and sonl— behold

My heart, I censured, saying:-“One of bestial, or one of desert natnie, be

It s“d^»The eye halt intoaleated of the bold one.of that deer^Hetae

Beloved)

TTam r;ncT His ttcss IS the spectaclc-pIace of the morning breeze

:

The nng Os His tress p r
hundred personsr. possessed

There, bound by ever>’ hair (of His), tne i:-

of heart, (SQfis)

Careless of our
the f^e ^Jf my toie Beloved) behold; and

O reproach-utterer ! for God s sake, t
\ behold.

not the face (of the sun)

e a • nf that one moon of face (the true Beloved),

3. Ov-cr the limbs of the sun in envy of tb

the trembling behold
; nerfume, blood (of envy) in the liver of

On account of that tress of ambergns perfume, D

the musk-pod——

s:s, no:“ct: L°r

o sky 1 away from ’

behold.

The keenness of his sword, beboia ,
rue p

„ tite earner nf the prayer^arch (nf the Beinved's eye-hrotr), Hafia mb his

Moot! of face.” See Ode 435.

See Ode 167,
c. i.
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457, (461).

I. The Shah of those box-tree of stature, Khusrau of those sweet of mouth,

Who, with His eye-lash, the centre (of an army) all rank-shatterers, shattereth.

Passed intoxicated ;
and, on me, the darvish, a glance cast

;

(And) said "0 eye and lamp of those all sw^eet of speech !

“ Void of silver and of gold, thy purse how long will be ?

“M3^slave, be
;
and, of those all silver of body, the fruit enjoy

:

“Not less than an atom (a mote), art thou; low, be not; love, practise;

"So that, to the sun’s chamber of privacy, whirling, thou mayst reach

:

5. "On the world, rely not; in that goblet, wine thou hast

;

"The pleasure of those Venus of forehead, and tender of body enjoy.”

Oiir Pir, the wine-measurer—whose soul be happy

Said:—"The society of covenant-breakers, shun.”

In the morning, in the parterre of (the red streaked) tulips, to the breeze, I

spake.

Saying:—"Martyrs for whom are these, all of bloody shrouds?”

1. The Shah signifies s

—

(a) the true Beloved

;

(b) „ Pir (c. 6).

2. Couplets 2 and 3 form a yt*aband.

The second line may mean
Be my slave; from love for those all silver of body, break away, since^ from friendship for

these, naught is acquired.

4, Only in the sun-beam is the whirling atom (mote) seen.

7, Couplets 7 and 8 form a kit’aband.

(witness) signifies

one whose death bears witness to the truth of his religion,—a martjT.
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Into the hand, the Friend's skirt bring; from the enemy break away:
The man ol God, be

;
by Ahriman, safely pass.

He (the breeze) said “Not informed of this mystery are we,—I and thou,

“ The tale of the ruby wine, and of those silver of chin, mention.”

6. (bcncTOicnl .angel) signifies

() •y Ormuzd (the good spirit) opposed to Ahriman (the evil spirit).

() God.

Safe from the passing of Ahriman, are men of God.
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458, (466).

I. (0 Beloved !) for Thy rose-leaf (ruddy face),—of the musky (fragrant) hyacinth

(the tress), the veil
^

make;

That is—Thy face conceal
;
and a world ruined—— make.

The sweat from Thy face, scatter on the borders of the garden

;

As (from seeing Thee) the flagons of our eyes (are full of rose-water, tears), so

full of rose-water (the garden)—— make-.

Thy narcissus, full of sleep, intoxicated, gracefully open
;

*

And, in envy (of Thy eye), to sleep the eye of the lovely narcissus— put.

Haste for dej)arting, like (swift) life, the rose-season maketh

:

Saki! in the circulation of the cup of roseate hue, haste— make.

5 . The (dark) violet’s perfume, perceive
;
and the (dark) tress of the idol (the true

Beloved) take

:

At the (want of) colour of the (white) lily, gaze
;
resolution for (the ruddy) wine

- make:

On the face of the goblet' (the murshid), like (vanishing) bubbles, open thy eye;

The foundation of this house (this world),—from that of (vanishing) bubbles, esti-

mation— make.

Since the way and usage of lover-slaying is thine.

With enemies, the goblet drain
;
with us, reproach—— make.

2. In the garden saunter j and, the sweat that in the saunter cometh on thy face scatter on the

garden.

To the second line add
Thus, in envy of thyself, cause the garden to weep and to exhale sweet perfume.

6. To bubbles, they compare this vanishing world.
On the murshid’s face open thy eye j delay not. For the eye resembleth the vanishing bubble.
This world, regard as a bubble j what is necessary, quicklj' do : to another moment, the work of

this moment entrust not.

7. The second line may be
With the heart’s blood, the sword of malice, stained make.
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Our fortune and thy disposition, essayed have we

:

With enemies, the goblet drain
;
with us, reproach

By the path of prayer, union, Hafiz seeketh

;

0 Lord ! the prayer of those heart-broken accepted——

c

S, The second line occurs in c. 7.

make.

make.
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(of divine knowledge), a goblet

make:

make.

Before that ruined this vanishing world becometh,

With the cup of ruddy wine (true love)', us, ruined intoxicated) make.

From the east, the cup (the heart of ’Arifs),~the sun of wine (divine knowledge)

made appear

;

If (true) pleasure thou seek, abandoning of the sleep (of carelessness) make.

One day, when out of our clay, pitchers the sky maketh,

Take care, the cup (skull-pan) of our head full of wine (true love for God),

- . . make.

5. Not the man of austerity, nor of penitence, nor of foolish talk are we,

To us, with a cup of pure wine ^truth), address—— make.

Hafi^l wine-worshipping (love-playing; divine knowledge-gathering) is the

good work

:

Arise
; to the good work, the face of resolution— turn.

459, (463)-

I. 0 Saki ! ’tis the morn (of youth)
;

full of wine

’ o
The sky’s revolution delayeth not ; haste — -

I. O Murshid ! 'tis the morning of youth, to us words of divine knowledge impart; and usi

truths make.
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460
, (464).

I. To the shattered one, when thou comest, the Fatiha recite :

Thy lip, open : for life to the dead, the ruby of thy lip giveth.

That one (the holy traveller) who, for inquiry (after my state) came
; the Fstiha

. readeth and departeth,— ' *
'

. A breath where that my sotil after him, I may move (sacrifice) ?

O thou that art the physician of the shattered ! my face and tongue, behold

:

For, on the tongue, this breath and sigh of my chest is the heart’s load.

Though hot with love, fever made my bone, and departed,—

From my bone, like the fever, love’s fire departeth not.

5. .Like (the state of) thy (dark) mole on the ruddy fire of its native land (thy

luminous, ruddy, cheek), is the state of my heart

:

On account of those two eyes of thine (that against me consider tyranny law-

ful), shattered and powerless my body hath become.

With the water ofmy two eyes, quench my heat (of love’s fever) ; and feel

My pulse whether any trace of life it giveth.

That one (the holy traveller) who, for the sake of rest, me, the wine of the bottle

(the heart) had given,
, , , ,

Momently, to the physician, my bottle (the heart), wherefore taketh he ?

Hafiz ! the draught of the water of life, me, thy verse gave':
•

.
The physician, forsake; come; the prescription of my draught (sweet verse)

read.

3. .In couplets 3, 7, and 8, the physician is the murshid.

5. The tnurshid is addressed.
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461, (469).

I. That one, am I who am renowned for love-playing

;

Not that one, am I who have stained my eye with ill—— seeing.

Fidelity, we practise
;
reproach, endure

; and happy are

;

For, in our shariat, infidelity is grieving.

To the Pir of the wine-house, I spake saying :
—“ Salvation’s path is what ?”

The cup of wine, he demanded
;
and said :—“’Tis mystery (of love)—

—

concealing.”

From the spectacle of the garden of the {illusorj’) world, our object is what?

(He said ;—) "From thy (ruddy) face,lby means of the pupil of the eye, rose-

— .. - plucking.”

5. For wine-worshipping, the picture of self (self-worshipping and self-seeing), on

the water I dashed, for the reason,

That I might destroy the picture of self— -worshipping.

To the mercy of thy tress-tip, trusting I am. If not,

When from that side is no attraction, what profit— striving.

From the down of the friend, love for the lovely cheek (of the Beloved) learn ;

For, about the cheek of lovely ones, pleasant is- wandering.
»

From this assembly (of those without work) to the wine-house (love’s stage)

the rein will we turn

:

For the counsel of those without work, improper is the— hearing.

Hafiz 1 save the lip of the Beloved and the cup of wine, naught kiss

;

For, the hand of austerity-boasters, sin is- kissing.

4* The second line means :

—

So that I might behold and enjoy thy beauty.

S' " To dash on the water ” is to destroy.

9. Tis sin to kiss the hand of austerity-boasters.
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462, (471)*

. On the rank of profligates keep casting a glance— better than this •

To the door of the wine-house establish a thorough-fare— better than this.

This grace that in respect of me, thy lip displayeth

Is very good : but (make it) a little better than this.

To that one, whose thought looseneth the knot (of difficulty) ofthe world's work,

Say :—"In this subtlety (of love), make’ reflection better than this.”

If to that beautiful youth, my heart I give not, what shall I do ?

Time’s mother hath no.t a youth—— better than this.

To me, the admonisher spoke, saying:—“Save grief, what speciality hath

love ?”

I sajd . « 0 wise Khwaja 1 it hath a skill
.

better than this.”

Me, who speak, saying:—“The goblet, take; and (in drinking) the cup’s lip

kiss

Hear, 0 beloved ;
for, another speaketh not— better than this.

The sweetest branch of the sugar-cane is Hafiz’s reed. Pluck

;

For, in this garden, thou beholdest not a fruit better than this. •
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463, (470).

I. (0 beloved !)
from separation from thee, I consume

:

Separation (from the beloved) our (soul-) calamity became,

mity,—
0 Lord ! the cala-

turn.

On the bay courser of the sky, the moon displayeth splendour

:

So that, to an end, it may come,—to (mighty) Ra^sh, thy foot—^

—

Forth for the plunder of reason and of faith, intoxicated gracefully move

:

On thy head, aslant (in pride) place the cap ;
and, on the body, the kaba—

beturn.

Thy love-lock, dishevel—that is, against the (tress-like) hyacinth.

About the sward, fragrance like the morning breeze beturn.

5. O light of the eye of the intoxicated I in the essenceof expectation, lam:
The wailing harp and the cup,— (that one, the harp) play; and (this one, the

cup),— beturn.

When, on thy cheek, time writeth the happy line,

0 Lord ! from our friend, the ill-decree, turn.

Hafiz! from lovely ones, (thy) lot, save that portion (that thou hast)j is naught:

If (as to it) contentment be not thine, fate’s decree,— - turn.

8. Radish is the name of Rustam’s war-horse.
See the Shahnama by Firdausi.

3. “The cap aslant.” See Ode 464, c. 2.

A* signifies

incense (aloe-wood, frankincense) burnt in censer.
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464, (465).

I. (0 beloved
!) glance make

; and the market of enchantment shatter;
With the glance of splendour, the face of the (enchanter) Samiri, shatter^

To the wind (of destruction), the head (of pride) and the turban (of pomp) of a
whole world give. That is—

»

In the way of heart-ravishingness, the cap (aslant) over thy ear place.

To the tress, say :—" The way of arrogance, abandon :
”

To the glance, say :
—“ Oppression's army, shatter.”

(0 beloved 1) forth (from thy abode) gracefully move
; and from every one, the

ball of beauty take

;

Punishment to the (lovely) liQr, give
;
the splendour (of beauty) of the Pari,

—— shatter.

5. With thy decr-eyes, take the glance of (captivate) the Hon of the sun (the man-

sion of Leo) ;

'

With thy curved eye-brows, the bow of Jupiter (the mansion of Sagittarius)

,
. - shatter.

When, from the breath of the breeze, 'itr-exhaling, becometh the hyacinth,

Its worth, with the tip of thy beperfumed tress, shatter.

0 Hafiz I when the bulbul boasteth of eloquence.

Its worth, by uttering (the courtly) Dari, do thou shatter.

1. Samiri. Sec Ode 158, c. 8.

2. signifies

to place the cap (aslant) over the ear.

j^ji ^ signifies

to place the cap (aslant) on the head.

0. 'Ur. Sec Ode 34.

7. Dari. „ „

See Odes 3x8, c. 95 463* c. 3 5 472 . c. 3-

502
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465, (468).

I , The bird of (the soul of) my heart is a holy bird
;
the ninth heaven, its dwelling

;

Of the cage of the body, vexed
;
of the world, sated.

From the head of this dust-heap, (the world), the bird of the soul how flieth ?

At the door of that threshold, its nest, the (mighty) falcon (\vbrldly attachments)

maketh.

When the bird of the heart fleeth, its abode is the (lofty) Sidrah tree ;

The resting-place of our falcon (soul), know (to be) the pinnacle of the ninth

heaven (God's throne).
a

On the head of all the world, falleth fortune’s shadow,

If, over the world, its wings and feathers, our bird (the soul) expandeth.

5. Not in both worlds, its dwelling save above the sphere (God’s throne)

;

From the (material) mine is the body
; from no-place, its soul.

I

The splendour-place of our bird (the soul) is the highest world ;

Its watering and feeding place, the rose-bed of the garden of the (true) Beloved

(God).

,

Hafiz, distraught of state ! the unity (of God), since thou boastest,

On the page of maU and of jinn, thy pen of unity, draw.

1. See Ode 416, c, 2.

2. When the falcon is seated, near the nests,—from those nests the birds issue not.

3- " Sidrah tree.” See Ode 88.

5. isjKfC 3) (no-place) signifies :

—

(a) having no place ; non-existent.
(&) the future, boundless world.

(c) being,

7* SudI doubts whether wrote this Ode.
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466, (472)-

I. 0 Lord ! that musky (fragrant) deer (my beloved), back to Khutan (safely),—

cause to reach
;

And back to the sward that straight, moving, cypress, cause to reach.

With a breeze (of kindness), our withered fortune, cherish

;

That is—that soul (the beloved) gone from the body, back to the body

cause to reach.

Since, by Thy order, the moon and the sun reach to their stage.

Back to me also, my beloved, moon of face, cause to reach.

In search of the ruby of Yaman, blood became our eyes;
•

O Lord 1 back to Yaman, that gleaming constellation cause to reach.

5 . The word (message to the beloved) is this—“ Without thee, life we desire not;”

0 foot-messenger, news-taker! back the word (the message) cause to reach.

0 auspicious bird, auspicious of mien (the murshid)! go
; • . ,

Before the (inaccessible) Anka (the true Beloved), the word (message) of the

crow and of the kite (disciples), back • cause to reach.

0 Lord ! that one (the beloved) whose native land had been the eye. of Hafiz,

Her with desire (fulfilled) back from wandering to her native land -

ncr, « i«.» \ cause to reach.

,. This Ode was written when ^afiz’s beloved was absent,

safely.

- (news-taker) signifies

one who receives a message.

• He entreateth God to send her back in
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467.

I. If from the rock in Bada^shan, the ruby cometh forth,

From the (mountain-) gorge, (sweet) like sugar the Water of the Rukni,—
cometh forth.

Within the city of Shiraz, from the door of every house,

A heart-ravisher, lovely, saucy, graceful—— cometh forth.

From the dwelling of the kazi, of the mufti, of the shai^, and of the muhtasib.

Unalloyed wine, rose of hue,—— cometh forth.

On the pulpit, at the time of ecstasy, and of the manifestation of h3’'pocrisy,
'

From the top of the admonisher’s turban, “bang”— cometh forth.

5. Within the gardens, morn and eve, with the voice of the minstrel.

The lament of the bulbul with the twang of the harp cometh forth.

In such a city (of love’s tumult), in separation from the beloved, and in grief for

separation,

From his dwelling, (O wonder!) Hafiz, so strait of heart, - — cometh forth.

I. The ruby of Badakhshan is often of a lilac colour; it is known as the Balais ruby.

3. See Ode 326, c. 23.

4. Bang is known as hashish, Indian hemp. Cannabis Indica ; is very intoxicating ; and is either eaten

as a sweetmeat or smoked with tobacco.

At 6 P.M., one may take a pill of two, or of three, grains of the extract of the British Pharma-

copoeia.

The best antidotes are—sweating in the Turkish bath ; and copious draughts of tartaric acid or

of lemon juice.
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468, (4S0J.

», 0 thou (that hast) the kaba of sovereignty, true to the stature of thine *

Decoration (liath) the crown and the seal-ring from the lofty jewel of thine,'

Momently, to the sun of victory, giveth rise,

From out of the imperial cap, the cheek of moon form—— of thine.

Although the sun of the sky is the eye and the lamp of the world,

The light-giving of its eye is (only) the dust of the foot—— of thine-

The spkndour-placc of the bird of fortune is wherever,

It? shadow casteth the Huma of the canopy, sphere-scraping of thine.

5. (0 perfect murshid 1) notwithstanding a thousand diversities of the ways of the

shara’, and of philosophy (divine knowledge),

Mover a point (of the lofty shara') passed unexplained from the wise heart of

thine.

From its beak of eloquence droppeth the water of life,—

The parrot sweet of note—that is, (0 king!)—the sugar-devouring reed

. of thine.

What Sikandar desired ;
and him, time gave not

Was a draught of pure water of the cup, life-refreshing, of thine.

j. Seal-ring. See Ode 189, c. 2 ; 350, c. 10 ; 435. c. 10.

The first line ni.ny be:— . ^

O thou, on whose form, the kaba of sovereignty is true (befitting)

•

2. Momently, from out of the imperial cap, the cheek of moon-forra of thine giveth rise to the sun

of victorj'.

7. Sec Wiibcrforce Clarke's translation (out of the Persian) of the Sikandar Nama-i-Nisami, pp.

785—818.
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Not in the fold of thy majesty is need of the representation of need

;

Concealed is the secret of none to the splendour of the judgment of thine.

0 Khusrau ! Youthfulness putteth the elderly head of Hafiz

In hope of the pardon, life-giving, sin-forgiving—— of thine.
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469, (479).

1. Othou (that hast) the blood-price of the (precious) musk-pod' of Chin, the dust
oftlie'path

; of thine;
(And) the sun, cherished in the shade of ithe border of the cap of thine !

(O beloved !) forth beyond, limit, the narcissus carrieth. her (amorous) glance
move forth (and display thy glance that the narcissus may know thy worth)

:

O soul 1 (be) a sacrifice for the glance of the dark eye of thine •'

My blood, drink. For, with beauty like this, (even) any angel,—
From his heart, it cometh not to recotd the sin—-• of thine.

, (O beloved!) the cause thou art of 'the people's ease and the world's slumber

;

On that account, the border of my eye and of my heart became the repose-

place ^ of thine.

5. Mine, every night (in'recollection of thy effulgent face) with every (gleaming)

star is the work (of weeping and wailing),

In envious regret for the splendour of the moon-like (effulgent) face

.
•

.

• of thine.

From each other separate'd all are friends, fellow-sitters

;

(But) together are—I and the threshold of the empire-shelter— • of thine.'

' The friend of the bad be not. For, like good fortune.

Thy friend be whoever may be the well-Visher of thine I

To-morrow, the day of assembly (the resurrection), when is the presenting of

the people,
•

, „ . .x ,

In the midst, possibly, may fall on me the (kind) glance of thine 1

Hafiz! favour, desire not. For, in the end.

To grief’s harvest, setteth fire the smoke of the sigh-=^ of thine.
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470, (477)-

I. 0 Thdu (that hast) the (resplendent) sun, the mirrot-holder. of the beauty—

-

.
r ' of Thine;

(And) the musk (dark fragrant) - tress, the censer-circulator of the (dark)- mole

of Thine,!

The court-yard of the palace of the eye, I washed; But what profit?
Not fit is this retired corner for the troop of the fancy (of love)'" — of Thine,

This dark spot, that became the centre of luminosity, •

Is in the fold of vision, (only) a reflection of the (dark) mole • of Thine.

So that offering congratulation, I ma}' go back to fortune, . .

Where, the glad tidings pf the approach of the ’idd'of the union of Thine?

^ crou’d) of our beringed ones (slaves)^ the sky m'a)>^ be,
v\ here, the charm of an eye-brow like.the new (crescent) moon of Thine ?

*r

O sun of beauty !. in the height efface and gracioiisness, thou art;-
*

O Lord ! till the up-standing (the resurrection) be no decline r ' of Thine ?

O poor heart I in the curl pf His tress, how art thou ?
For perturbed, the morning breeze uttered the circumstances ’ of thine ?

More agreeable than Thy picture, no picture, delineated,
e

.. u^ra-scribe (God, great and glorious),—the musky (dark beperfumed)
eye-brow like (the eye-bro«-) • ofThiee. '.

perfume, of the rose ; by the door of friendshipcome
, (and union choose)

;

resh spring of ours 1 the auspicious face (is) the omen of Thine.

.

fixed to letters.
signifies the roi-a.1 titles (written in a fine ornamental hand) pre-
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10. Before the Khwaja", which hardship shall I represent—
The explanation of my own need ; was the displeasure of Thine.

Hafiz 1 in this noose (the beloved’s tress) is the head of' many a headstrong'
•'

one; .

• • •'

Crude passion, indulge not
; for it is not the power. of thine.

• • [ ^ I

II, The second Hne:— ^ ^

^ Imagine neither freedom; nor the acquisition of thy object. ’

,
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471, (481 ).

I. By the soul of the Pir of the tavern
;
and by (my) gratitude for the favour——

of his,

.

(I swear) that, in my head, is naught save desire of service-—- of his

Not the place of sinners, though paradise be, .

(Saki 1) wine, bring ;
for I am one who imploreth the mercy—

^
of His.

_

Luminous be the lamp of lightning of that cloud, •

That, to our harvest (of existence), dashed 4:he fire of love— of His !

.

(Saki!) wine'bring. For me, last night, Surush of the invisible world

Gave news :
—“ Universal, is the bounty of mercy—— of His !”

5. If, on the threshold of the wine-house, a head thou see,

With the foot, kick not. Not known, is Jthe purpose of His.

(0 Zahid, self-beholding 1
)
at me intoxicated look not with the.eye of contempt

;

. Neither is iniquity nor austerity without the will—
,

of His.

No inclination to austerity and penitence, maketh'my heart. But,

For the Khwaja’s name, I will strive
;
and for the glory of the fortune of his.

* m

t

O heart ! for the boundless grace of the Friend, have no greed

;

For, to all, reacheth the boundless bounty . of His; ..

Ever in pawn for wine is Hafiz’s khirka

Perchance of the tavern-dust, may be the nature— of his..

2. Of God, I implore help ; of none, I am afraid.

4. Universal is the bounty of God’s mercy, for none hath it specially. Then, what fea**?

6. From God, are :— . /
zuhd austerity,

takw? piety,

rindi^ profligacy.
Tna^siyat iniquity ^sinfulness).
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472, (482).

I. Torment (of .envy) to the violet, giveth the musk-exhaling tress—^ of thine

;

The fold of the rose-bud, rendeth tKe heart-alluring laughter of thine.

*
• •

, * •

O my rose, sweet of perfume (the beloved) 1 thy bulbul (thy lover, in separa-

tion), consume not
;

.

For, night, all night, with the essence .of sincerity, it maketh prayer for (the

welfare) of thine.

• « «

Love’s fortune behold, how, for the desire of pomp and*glory,
^

The corner of the crown of sovereignty aslant placeth, the beggar——of Thine.
*

Say—the enemy and the friend ;
say every (ill-)intention that is possible,—

The violence of all the people of the world, I endure for the sake-: of Thee.

5. I. who, with the breathing (murmuring) of angels used to be vexed (so. delicate

(Now) the disputatioo of a whole world (high and low), I endure

Love for Thee (la) my destiny ; the dost of Thy door, my paradise :

’

.

_

Love for Thy cheek (is) my nature ;
my pleasure, the wdl of Thine.

• Though not fitted (matcM) together are the Blirka of austerity, and the cup of

’

.
All picture, I paint (trick I play) for the sake of the will— of Thine.

The ravged garment of the beggar of love hath treasure in the sleeve:

sov^eignty, quickly reacheth whoever was the beggar ofT .

3
*•

to place aslant the crown.

r-._ .vtR. C. Q : 463. C. 35 404, C. 2 .

See Odes 3^®* c. 9 * 4^3* 35 4 4 l-ij Thv abode, was anointed with the col-

, I who. in the world “f “‘rfing jeateusy, was vesod with thehrealhings

TP.m.of rov. tor .hisup.spri"Si”B pm* (thw world)

:

Irui^htSwof (haldlia.): withon. endur-

ingl
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*

My eye's king-seat is the resting-place of Thy image

A place of prayer it is. O my sovereign, -without thee, be not the place—

r

of Thine !•

10, Goeth from my bead} wine's clamouring and love's consuming at that moment,

When this Head full of passion becometh the dust of the door of the abode*

of Thine.

•A pleasant sward is Thy cheek, especially when in the spring of beauty, •

* Hafiz, sweet of speech, became the bird, song-singing,*— ’ of Thine;

9, My eye is the king’s sitting-place ; and the stage-place of fancy of the moon.
In it, is seated Thy fancied form ; and its door is closed to others. • '

.
•

There, from perfection of purity, that eye hath power by invitation to bring Thee, or ’tis the place

* of prayer.

In prayer, I enter ; and from* Thee ask, saying :— •

Void of Thee, ever be not Thy place (my eye) ! In that stage of. Thine, standing for another,

what room ? • . - .

'
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473, (483)- •
.

I, The down (the world's up-springing) of.the.true Beloved's cheek,—eclipsed is the

moon— -by which,

Is a joyous ring; but path is none out - r from it.

TIjc eye-brow, (the world; the stage of acejuisition of love) of the Friend (God)

is the corner (-stone) of 'the prayer-arch of fortune :

There, thy face rub; thy need (the degrees of the first and the last world; and-

the ladders of loftiest stages) ask—— from llim.

* * * .

O thou (that art) the draught-drinker (the holy traveller) of the assembly of

•Jartishid (the murshid, perfect and excellent)! thy heart keep pure ;

For a mirror this is the cup world-viewing (the heart of the murshid). • Alas

for it.

The (hypocritical) conduct of the men of the monastery (’abids and- the austere

•ones who for deceiving men, made wailing) me, a wine-worshipper, made.

Behold this smoke (of their hypocritical wailing and sighing)—black (with wine-

worshipping) became, my book— . .
y w ic .

1. (moon) signifies

,

o
the light of the qualities of the unity (of God).

. (to take the moon) signifies

*

.

folk, and k. rtld. inctation is tdnblddsn) eonesai-

an »< ‘b. unity^of Gad. bringatb,

Irnal issueth, and enterelh the crowd Of the Arifs of God.

, Sin» .be ie tbe sage .or the acnisMen otinve. i. i. .be e»n.r Mone) ot.begayer-.an

Inuf.taW-aab, enar, .be desire far prayer, bring farUr, in i. every need .bat.bar has.,

Oatlit*;b,p«rri.icala«.UriW.rii.g«s.edIbeaaa.eraad.fra„

F\t^ (lamp) signifies

;

.

. (a) the holy traveller’s existence.

(b) explanation of divine knowledge.

ijlSit (the sun) signifies :— • '

•

, jjJ
Et^o? the irif who is a holy traveller.
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5. To the Shaitan of grief, whatever is possible say
;
(an3) do :

With the wine-sellers (to whom no access is his) I have taken shelter-—•
.

^

from him.

Saki ! the (luminous) lamp of wine on the sun’s path keep ;

Say:—the torch- of the morning enkindle—

—

from it.

(O murshid !) on the day-record of our deeds, a (little) water (of thy kindness)

scatter ;

Perchance, the letters of sin, one can efface— with it.

In this fancy, that a city-beggar hath,-^

May it be that, one day, the king may make recollection—— of him.

Hafiz, who, the arranorement of the assembly of the lovers straight made.

The space of this banquet-place be not.void— • \

6. (the torch of the morning time) signifies :— •
*

(fl) the traveller’s heart, the illuminator of the Path. •
/ -

•

^

For is the morning of the rising of that one, whose heart in this uprising-jAace, hath

become illumined like a torch.

H Cl on whose heart, love's fire hathmot burned; and who a torch from that fire hath not

found,—distraught, will be.

(6) the heart of the/Arif, the holy traveller according to (a).

O murshid 1 that holy traveller, firm in illusory love, bring out; him, with that inflamed fire,

enkindle; him, into love’s fire of hakikat, bring,—so that inflamed he may be; and.from

.

.the lowest tqthe highest, reach.

He hath kindled his heart like a torch ; and, thee and others near him, consumed.

Then from that sun (the true. Beloved) he gathereth light ; for the morning of rising before him

like a torch kindleth. .
*

. . ,

*

According to (i)— . ,
‘

.

The explanation of divine knowledge make before the ’Arif who is capable of endubng this

matter ; and say :—kindle.

That is—with that lamp, worthy of that fog, enkindle the ’Arif’s heart.

The illusory meaning {as in the text) is c-;-

the luminosity of wine is greater than the luminosity of the sun.
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474, (485).

. Pleasure's rose-bush blossometh : the Saki, rose of cheek,—
Bloweth the spring breeze

; the pleasant tasting wine,-—

•

where ?

where ?

Recollection of one rose of cheek (the beloved), keepeth giving every fresh rose.
But,

The car, speech (of counsel) hearing—where ? The eye of caution (to see),

where ?

For the assembly of pleasure’s banquet, is no perfumed ball of desire,;

0 breath of morn, sweet of soul ! the musk-pod of the Friend’s tress— where ?

i

O breeze 1 not mine is endurance of the beauty-boasting of the rose ;

In the heart’s blood, my hand I dashed. For God’s sal^e, the beauteous one—
where ?

With malevolence, the candle of the morn boasted of (having) thy (ruddy)

cheek

;

Long of tongue became the enemy ; the dagger, lustre-possessing where ?

He (the Beloved) said “ Perchance, the kiss of My ruby (lip) thou desireth

not.”

Through this desire (fora kiss) I died; but, (mine) the power and the will—

—

where ?
’

Though in speech, the treasurer of the treasure of wisdom is Hafiz,

Of the grief of time, mean of nature, the speech-utterer where ?
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475 , (486).

,

I. Mine is an eye, blood-shedding on account of the eye of that bow——eyebrow

;

Full of tumult will become the world on account of that eye, and of that—

^

eyebrow.

The slave of the eye I am of that saucy one (such) that, in the sweet sleep of

intoxication.

The adorned rose-bed is her face
;
and the musky canopy, her eyebrow.

Through this grief, my body became (lean and slender like) a crescent moon.

For, notwithstanding her musky (dark fragrant) writing (the decorated eye-

brow),-—

Where is the moon that, from the arch of sky will (dare) show its — eyebrow ?

Thou, Kafir of heart, bindest not the veil of thy tress. I fear

That my prayer-arch will turn, the curve of that heart-ravishing— eyebrow.

5. To the soul of the corner-sitters, the beauty of the rose-bed is. (only a little) of

his beauty

:

On the border of whose sward, a saunterer becometh the-— eyebrow.

I
'

* '
‘

,
'

^

Ever, be in string (strung) the bow of beauty of thy intoxicated eye.

Whose arrow, through thy aim draweth upon the moon the bow of the—
eyebrow..

The watchers careless (unacquainted with my secrets)
;
and, momently, from

that eye and forehead, ours

Are a thousand kinds of message
j
and, the curtain between (them), is the— "

eyebrow.

Notwithstanding such beauty, again none speaketh of the Hur and the Pari,

Saying ;—“ Of this (the Ilur) is like this, the eye ; and of that (the Pari), like

that, the— eyebrow.

Although, in possessing fidelity, Hafiz is the wise bird
;

(yet),
Him, with the arrow of the glance, prey made, the eye of that bow- —eyebrow.

between the eye and the forehead; and is therefore the mediator, or the cur-

S. Hur*

Pari*

Sec the Imuran, xxxvii. 47 j Hi. 20 .

See Ode 25, c. 2.
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476,(478). '

,

I. 0 mcpscnger of the true ones (sincere lovers) ! hews of our Beloved— utter:

To the bulbul, song-singing (the lover), the state of the rose (the Beloved),——
utter.

Confidants (lovers) of the chamber of affection, are we; grief, suffer not;

To the kind friend, mention of, the Friend (the Beloved),— make.

To this fakir, the letter of that great one, read

;

To this beggar, the tale of that King,

When, from the snare of His tress. He scattered hearts on the dust,

To that our miserable (heart),’ what chanced, out (by way).of love,—

c If ngain, by that door of fortune, passing be thine.

After the sendee of attendance, and the presentation of prayer,

In love’s path, separation of the rich and of the poor is none :

0 Sovereign of beauty ! to the beggar, speech

Every one who snid The dnsl of the Friend', door is tahl,”-

(To him) say Exhibited in one eye, this matter (was ; this, to another).

The Sufi, who prohibiteth us the tavern,

gj^y In the presence of my Pir, this matter.

utter.

utter.

say.

utter.

say.”

utter.”

say.”

utter.

say.

j 1 - nf r c is connected
with the first line of c. 6.

The second hnc of c# S
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Soul-cherishing, is the tale of the Lords of ma’rifat

:

In respect of it, a mystery ask
j
and a tale, come (and)-— utter.

Though we be bad, us, bad regard not

;

Sovereign-like, the tale of the beggar’s sin utter.

Hafiz ! if to His assembly thee, the path (of access) they give.

Wine, drink
;
and, for God’s sake, the abandoning of hypocrisy—— utter.

13. Nay, like kings, who with beggars negotiate, with me negotiate.

14. Hypocrisy and self-display abandon j^lp'r ,;r'»rtisej and, the external and the internal of thyself,

one make.
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477, (487).

1. Tlic green expanse of sky, I beheld ; and the sickle (the crescent) of the new
moon

;

To me, recollection came of my own sown-field
;
and of the time of reaping

(the judgment-day).

I said :
—" 0 fortune ! thou hast slept

;
and appeared hath the sun

He said :
—“ Despite all this, hopeless of the past, be not.”

If, like the Masiha (the anointed one), to the sky (heaven) thou go pure and

free (of the body).

To the sun, will reach many a ray of thy splendour.
1

On the star, the (wandering) thief of night,—rely not. For this knave

Took the crown of Kay Ka,us
;
and the girdle of Kay |£husrau.

5, Tell the sky :
—” Boast not of this pomp. For, in love,

^
" (They sell) the moon’s harvest (the halo) for a barley-corn ; and the cluster

“ of the Pleiades for two barley-corns.”

‘ Although the ear be heavy with (dull to) the ear-ring of gold and of ruby (pro-

fitable counsel).

The season of beauteousness (youthfulness) is passing ; counsel, hear.

From thy mole, far the evil eye ! For, on the chess-board of beauty.

It (thy mole) moved a pawn that, from the moon and the sun (the moles of the

sky), the bet won.

Whoever, in

At the time

the field of the heart, green made not the seed of fidelity,

of reaping, out of his own produce, reapeth (only) yellow (shame.)

facedness.

Be-ringed like the tambourine, in this circle be :

(Even) though beating thou suffer; out from thy own circle, go not.

Vhe fire of hyprocrisy and deceit will consume the harvest of religion,

Hafiz I this woollen ^irka, cast away ;
and go.

•

4. “The star, the thief of night” signifies

the moon.

9*
liS signifies

(a) the beating of the tambourine.

(J) >1
punishment. ,
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478, .(484)-

I. The beloved said “ Forth, thou wentest for the spectacle of the new (crescent)

moon ; , -

“ Thine, be shame of my (crescent) moon eye-brows (that are more glorious)

;

go 1

“ ’Tis a life (-time) since, (of the crowd) of captives of our tress, thy heart was

“ Of keeping the side of thy friends, careless be not.”

I

For the blackness of the friend’s tress, sell not the ’itr of reason

;

For, there, (they sell) a thousand musk-pods of musk for half a barley-corn.

In this old sown-place (this world), the seed of fidelity and of love.

At that time becometh manifest when arriveth the time of reaping.

5. Saki 1 wine bring
;
for to thee, a mystery, I will tell.

Of the mystery of the old star
;
and of the wandering of the new moon.

The end of every month, the (waning)'form of the moon giveth trace,

Of the (end of) the diadem of Siyamak; and of the abandoning of the crowi of

Zhu.

Hafiz ! the threshold of the Pir of the magians is the fortress of fidelity

:

To him, read the lesson of love’s tale
;
and from him (counsel) hear.

3. The first line may be :

—

Against the blackness of the friend’s tress, boast not the ’itr of reason.
Against love, reason prevaileth not.

(?;hri) signifies ;— *

a descendant of the ancient kings of Persia whom Zal (father of Rustam) raised to the throne

of Persia,

7,h-.: s son, Karshasp, is considered to be the last of the first (Peshdadian) djTiasty who gov-
erned Persia 2,400 years.

.w,\..m,.k v.as the sen of Kaj-umars and the father of Hoshang, the second king of the
Pc'hd.’idian dynastv.

S-.e Vriitcry cf Persia Ly M'alcdm and by Markham.
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1. Sweet minstrel ! the sweet lay utter—-r- afresh anew.
The wine, heart-expanding, seek afresh,' anew.

\V ith an idol like an adorned doll, sit apart in privacy

;

To thy desire, from her take the kiss, afresh, anew.

Not (present) is my SakI of silver (white and gleaming) leg : me, wine bring

;

For, quickly, the pitcher I fill— afresh, anew.

The fruit of life when enjoyest thou, if wine thou drink not ?

To her memory, wine drink,— afresh, anew.

For me, the heart-ravishing mistress displayeth

Decoration, and adornment, and colour, and perfume— afresh, anew.

O breeze of the mom ! when, over the head of the street of that Pari, thou

passcst.

To her, Hafiz’s tale utter— afresh, anew.

X. This Ode Is not in Sudi’s text ; is No. XL of the Mulhakat (appendix) of Major Jarrett’s text

(1S81); and is No. 489 of the texts of Calcutta, Lucknow, Delhi, and Kahnpur.

It IS well known at Shiraz, in Kashmir, and in India*

Each line ends with

ISz'' *i***»t hnnnif. fresk to fresh, new to new I afrosh, anew*
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The Letter Ha.

479, {493)-

.

I. O thou that, with the long trailing tress,

—

hast come.!'
Thine be leisure

;
for, (with love) pitying the distraught, thou hast come.

One moment, disdain display not

;

thy custom (so that by thee, they may be
prosperous) altef ;

•

'

For, for inquiring (after the state) of the Lords of need thou hast come,

.
Before thy (cypress) stature, I boast whether (thou be) in peace or in war;
Because, in every state, (as) the uplifter (the taker away) of disdain

thou bast come.

(O beloved !) out of that lip of ruby, thou hast evoked water and fire

;

Far (be) the evil e5'e ! for the sweet magic-player (strangely mixing water and

fire)--— thou hast come.

5. Afarin ! on thy tender heart!; for, for the sake of good,

To him slain by thy glance, in prayer,-^-— thou hast come.

With thee, what weigheth my austerity? For the pfundering of my heart,

.* Intoxicated and perturbed, to the khilvat-place of mystery, thou hast come.

Although with every glance, thy eye ravisheth my heart,

Yet, a hundred regrets that, stranger-cherishing,— thou hast come.

Hafiz said ;
—" Again, wine-stained is thy ^lirka :

“* Perchance, back from- this religious order of this band (zahids and sufis)

thou hast come."

4, The ruby,” See Ode 179, c. s.
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«

480, (490).

I. With my heart’s blood, a letter to the friend, I wrote :

“ Verily, through separation from thee, I experience the torment of the

resurrection.”

A hundred signs of separation from thee, in my (weeping) «ye, I have : • .

Not alone, (are) our signs, these tears of our eye.

Though I tried, no boon from him was mine ;
•

Whoever tried the tried, will repent having tried.

Of a physician, I asked the friend^s state. He said

,

" In being near the beloved, is torture ; in being far, safety.”

5. Suddenly, the veil from off my moon (the friend) the morning-breeze uplifted.

Like the (resplendent) sun appearing in the fore-noon from behind the cloud.

I said

”

If, about thy street, I wander, reproach it bringeth

By God (I swear) that love, without reproach (to the lover coming from his be-

loved), never have we seen.

Not requiring explanation is the state of my wounded heart

:

Confirmed .itself it is by the eye-water (the ink) of the reed. • »

Since Hafiz hath become the seeker (of thee), him, (give)- a cup (ift exchange)

for his sweet life.

So that, thereof, a cup of honour he may taste.

1. This Ode, wherein every alternate line is Arabic, is called mulamma’ (mixed).
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481, (492)-
•

I. 0 Tbeloved ! separate from me, be not; for, the light of my eye thou art:

The ease of.soul and the friend of the heart-distraught one;

From the (evil) eye-wound of the people, no injury be thine, (For,)

To exceeding beauty in heart-ravishingness,—— thou hast attained.

Off from thy skirt, (restless) lovers keep not their hand ;

Their garment of patience,-— thou hast rent.

The evil-heart keep not. Ho! for thou also’reachest to the day of union,

Since, night, .the poison .of reparation from the beloved—-“thou hast tasted.

5. 0 Mufti of the time ! love for her, forbid me not

;

I hold thee excused ;
for her—

—

• thou hast not seen.

Far from thee, the'evil eye ! for, jn the decpration of heart-ravishingness,

Oa the beauty ot (hau4soa.e) Yosat of KiuSn, the hue of )—

Aeain, through joy,« the gtouad my foot reacheth »ot

Since, towards me, with grace and favour thou bast looked.

^ r I offAT ffVip state ofl resourceless lovers^ thou hast,—
The fancy of asking ^ i ,

r.-lditv thou hast perceived.

As though, from them, the perfume of fidelity F

Hafiz 1 this reproach that the friend made thge,-

Perciiance, out from the blanket, thy foo.
thou hast drawn,

.

9 The secondline signifies 1

A work beyond thj capacity.

See Ode 409* c- 8.

thou hast done.
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482, (491 )-

I. O thou from the splendour of whose face, luminous (is) the lamp of the eve

;

(And), like whose intoxicated eye, (aught) the world’s eye --— saw net I

(O beloved !) a dainty one like thee, head to foot, grace.

Thy trace, the world beheld not ; God- created not.

Every zahid who thy ruby wine-selling (the ruddy lip) beheld.

The prayer-mat abandoned ; the wine cup took up.

In intent upon the. lover’s blood, thy eye-brow and intoxicated eye

:

Sometimes ambush this (the eye) made ; sometimes the bow that (the eye-b.ow)

- drew.

5. (O beloved !) the pigeon of my heart, like the half-slain fowl, how long.

From the arrow-wound of thy cross-bow, in dust and blood, nattered.

hlomebtly from my heart’s consuming, smoke ascendeth

;

Like aloe (-fuel),—on the fire how. long shall Ibe— placed r

If on that account that, with me, affrighted fortune becometh tame,

From that mouth (of the beloved). I will bring forth the desire of my heart, •

- aSrighted.

If for thy cheek no inclination hath the eye-brow,

"WTierefore is it ever (curved) like my stature—— bowed r

If, on my lip, thou place thy lip,—immortal life, I gain,

That moment when (in death), at the lip, my sweet life shall have— arrived,

10. Like thy own tress, how long puttest thou off my heart,
• Bewildered and distraught, O light of both- - — eyes I

ccr.tr::ct:rn cf
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At thy foot, the thorn of separation (is) fallen in confusion ;

And, from the rose-bed of union with thee, ever a rose

Ours is this stock in trade, if to thy taste it chance,

The pearls of Hafiz’s write in

If my hand thou take not, to the Khwaja, I will unfold

That, .the heart of poor lovers, thou hast ravished by

not' plucked

a book-

the eye.
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483 , (495)-

1. Happy (is) the breeze, ambergris be-perfumed, a perfumed pastile, desired of

heart,

That, in desire of thee, arose early the morning

!

O bird of auspicious face (the murshid, perfect, excellent) ! the road-guide be :

For, from desire of the dust of that court (of God), water hath become my eye.

In recollection of my slender person, that is immersed in the blood (of grief) of

the heart.

The new (slender crescent) moon, from the quarter of the (ruddy) crepuscule,

they regard.

*

In love for thy (roseate) face, one day when, from, this world, I depart.

From my tomb, the red rose in place of green herbage, shall blossom.

5. That one am I who, without thee, breathe. What shame

!

Perchance, thou mayst pardon. If not, the excuse for sin is what ?

In love’s path, from thy friends, learned

The dawn, that desire rent the black under-garment.

For me (Hafiz), give not grief (access) to thy tender heart ;

For, this moment, thy Hafiz himself uttered bismi-llah (and in death departed).

4, The first line means ;

—

Since, in love for thee, I have shed blood, and drunk the heart’s blood, one day when, in love

for thee, I die * •
'

signifies :

—
‘ "

ibc urder-garment touching the hair of the body.
The word is derived fromjXjI (hair).

The agent to *Meamcd.” is ‘‘the dawn.”
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484i (497)*

i-.T^e door (threshold) of the magians' house was swept and water-sprinkled;
(At the door) the Pir sat, and to old and to young, salutation-- gave.

In his service, the cup-lifters (topers) all loin-girt;

But, with the cap-crown, the canopy above the cloud was—— fixed.

The splendour of the cup and the goblet' (holy travellers, possessed of ex-
cellence) concealed the h'ght of the moon (the qualities of the young magi-
ans, Sa^s of the tavern)

;

The path of the young nia^ans to the sun (the splendour of the glory of unity)

the cheeks (of the holy travellers, possessed of excellence, joined with the

qualities of God),-— waylaid.

From the grace and the strife (in state of restlessness) of the Sa^s (the seekers

possessed of excellence) sweet of work.

Sugar broke asunder ;
(its petals), the lily shed

;
(its cords), the harp

snapped.

5 . In that chamber of privacy, notwithstanding all her graces, the bride of for-

tune

Placed indigo
;
and, on the tress of (dark, fragrant) musk, musk shed.

The angel of mercy (the perfect murshid)

(And) from the dregs, on the face of ^ur

water,—

took the cup of delight (ma'rifat)

;

and of Part (seekers of God), rose-

dashed.

(To the bride of fortune), salutation, I made ;
and, with laughing face, she

spake:
_ * • i. /

Saying

“

0 sufferer of wine-sickness, poor, wine— .
stricKen .

3. (the moon’s light) may signify

(b) the holy travellers possessed of perfection.

(6) the light of the qualities of unity.

(young magians) may rigni^*

Holy travellers poss^sed of perfection.

3. The agent to

dn-dKntf- even theradiant bride of fortune renewed the dark irdigo on

•herej-e-bron

_rt possessed of such qualities I who'hath made thee so miserab'c

^Sd d5iS"l^?<>“t fte'comer of the house,thou hast gone ;and on ruin pitched ihy

tsntf
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" Who doeth this that.thou, with weak judgment and reason, hast done?
“ From the treasure (wine-) house, thou hast gone ;

and thy tent on the waste hast—
•

pitched.

" Thee, union with wakeful fortune, I fear that they (fate and destiny) will not

give;

“ For thou art asleep in the embrace of fortune, sleep stricken/’

. The sky is the led-horse leader of king Nasratu-d-Din
;

Come; his hand in his stirrup, behold the angel hath— fixed.

So that, perchance, the shoe of his steed it may be, the new (slender, crescent)

moon.

From the vault of the ninth heaven, a hundred kisses on his ground— cast.

For the sake of gaining honour, wisdom, that is inspired of the Hidden,

From the vault of the ninth heaven, a hundred kisses on his majesty— cast.

Hafiz ! to the wine-house, come that to thee, I may'present

Of those whose prayers are answered a hundred ranks arrayed
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•

485, (49S).
V

Ljijt night, to the door of the vrine-house, I went, sleep

The khtrka wet of skirt, and the prayer-mat; wine

stained;

stained*

The magian boy of the wine-seller, cry-making, came

;

Ho said Awake, 0 wayiarer, sleep stained.

‘

-Washing and washing, do ;
then, to the tavern, proudly,move ;

“So that,\y thee, this ruined cloister become not— stained.

“In purity, pass the stage of old age ;
and make not,

“The honour-robe of old age, with the splendid dress of youth, stained.

c “In desire for those sweet of mouth (beloved ones), how long makest thou

^
“The jewel of thy soul with the melted ruby (the bloody tear) stained ?

In this deep sea (of love) those acquainted with love’s path,

Were drowned ;
and were not with water

stained.

Pure and clean, be; and, from nature’s well, come forth;
.

Giveth not purity water, earth
stained.

bestained.”

>' reproach— bestained.’*

A fhP “stained prayer-mat” signify the sins of Hafiz.

1. The “wet skirt and t

sake of the inculcation of spiritual truths.

2. The magian ^oy « must be approached with purity.

The sanctuary of ceJesiiai

4 . In oU age, the
of the oorli "ay hestaln us i not so the nater of

lo\*e*s ocean.

•
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486, (496)*

The skirt-trailer (damsel) kept moving in clothj gold-embroidered,

In emy of her, a hundred moon-of-face, the collar of hempen cloth rent

From the heat of the fire of wine, round about her cheek, sweat,

Like drops of night-dew on the rose-leaf -— dropped.

»

A pronunciation, eloquent and sweet ;
a stature, tall and beautiful

;

A face, gracious and heart-alluring; the eye (in a bow) sweetly ' — drawn.

Her soul refreshing ruby (lip) of the water of grace born ;

The boxtree (stature), sweetly moving, in daintiness — cherished.

That heart-alluring ruby (lip) of hers, behold
;
and that laughter full of ripple

;

That sweet moving of hers, behold ;
and that gait—— reposed.

Forth from our snare, that mistress, dark of e5’’e, hath gone

;

Friends ! what remedy may I make with this heart— .
affrighted ?

Take care ! so far as thou'canst, injure not people of vision ;

No fidelity, hath the world. O light of both— eyes

!

On account of that heart-fascinating eye, reproach how long shall I endure ?

One day, glance, O friend well— chosen !

On account of the Khwaja’s service, many the thanks that I shall utter,

H to my hand fall that fruit matured.

.—£5 O'-U'b or katan linen) si^ifies
(a) w::h j'.< hempen cloth.

(0 M silken „
It. c e i the V‘Crid icaveth none.
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. Every evil that, in respect of us, the enemy uttered thou heardest
;

O Lord ! the adversary’s tongue be—.’
*

If, on account of Hafiz 1 thy noble heart be grieved,

Come back. For, repentance, we have made of that uttered and

—

'803

severed I

heard.
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487, (499)*

I. In the early morn, when intoxicated with the night’s wine,

The cup, I took, with the harp and the flute.

For (the sake of) wisdom, T placed road-provisions with wine

;

Him (wisdom), to the city of intoxication, I sent travelling. -

Me, the form of the wine-seller (the murshid) gave a look.

That safe, from time’s deceit, I became.

From the Saki of bow eye-brow, I heard :

—

• “ O butt of the arrow of reproach !

5 .
“ Like the girdle, profit from that waist thou gainest not,

“ If within, (only) thyself thou seest.

“ Go (about thy own work); over another bird, this net place ;

“ For lofty (inaccessible) is the Anka’s nest.”

All He is—the companion, the minstrel, and the Saki

:

As pretence (is) the fancy (the illusory form) of water and clay (the form of

man).

(0 perfect murshid
!)

the bark of the wine (of ma’rifat), give, that happily I may .

come out

F«)m this stream (the world of bodies), shore unseen.

Who gaineth good profit from union with a lovely one.
Who, at love with herself ever playeth ?

3. As with wine the winc-seller maketh senseless ; so, with iiia’rifat, doth the murshid.
6. To thee, the mj'steries oi ma’rifat will not be divulged. ’Anka. See Ode 4, c. 2.

7. In ttsdf, nature hath no existence j it revealeth only God.

^ ^
iofcr of himMlf,—from him to another'no profit reacheth.

i a ru.e i at, to the limit of his power, the lover alloweth not others to enjoy his beloved.
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10. Void of the stranger, is the house ;
wine, drink;

For, 0 peerless man ! save thou is none.

Hafiz ! our existence is an enigma

:

The investigating whereof is fable and enchantment.
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488, (494)-

I. The moth of the lamp of thy (resplendent) face became the candle ;

On account of thy mole, care for my own state,—mine none.

Wisdom, who bound those love-distraught

;

By the perfume of the curl of thy tress, became distraught.

At the glad tidings, in a moment,' its life to the breeze, the candle gave,

When, a message to it, from the candle oflhy face, it (the breeze) conveyed.

If, by’the perfume of thy tress, my soul went to the wind (of destruction),

what matter ?

The ransom for the beloved is a thousand precious souls. .

5. On the fire (ruddy radiance) of her adorned (flushed) cheek, in place of me.

The' grain better than her dark mole,—who saw ?

Last night, through jealousy, affrighted, I fell from my feet/

When, in the stranger’s hand, my idol I beheld.
I

What plans we evoked and (none) had profit,

On her, our sorceiy (of words) a (mere) tale became.

By the round form of the friend’s lip, a covenant is mine.

That, on the tongue, I take naught save the tale of the cup.

The tale of the college and the cloister utter not. For, again.
Into Hafiz’s head, fell the desire for the wine-house.

1. The candle and the moth.” See Wilberforce Clarke’s translation (out of the Persian) of the
Bustan of Sa’di, iit. pp. 207-212.
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489, (501 ).

1 . 1‘fORi tljo hc.irt.dcslrlnpf roby (lip of the true Beloved) ever is my ease •

(And) my work to desire, al hamdu-l-illah 1

’

•

O Obytioatc fortune ! Him, to thy bosom, tightly draw ;

Drink, sometimes, the cup of gold
; sometimes, the heart-desiring ruby (lip).

Its, in intoxication, tales told,

Tnc ignorant Pfrs and road-lost Shail^s.

Of (he rabid's word, we repented

;

And of the ’iibid's deed, avc seek the pardon of God,

5 , 0 soul ! the explanation of separation, how shall I utter?

(Together are ;—)
An eye and a hundred humidities (tears); a (stricken) soul

and a hundred sighs.

I-el not the Kafir sec (experience) this grief that hath seen (experienced),

Tljc cypress from thy (lofty) statute; and the moon from thy (luminojis) cheek.

Than the lover’s patience, naught is more pleasant-;

From God, ask patience
;
patience ask from God,

The patched garme^nt is the zunnar.(the mystic cord) of the path (of tankat),
'

Safi ! this way and usage, cast down.

Once, by His face, pleasant was tfiy time ;

On account of union wdth the BeloVed, a hundred lauhash allah !
•

. 4UI lia-J (laulmsh allah) signifies

the contracted form of «fJI ^ (la lauhash allah), an expression used in times of wonder, of

respect, of perturbation, and of prayer.
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10. Away from the path of His service, I turn not my face

Up from the dust of His court, I lift not my head.

t

*

From Hafiz’s memory, the desire of Thy face took (made forgotten)

The prayer of the night-time
;
and the lesson of the morning-time.
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490, {502).

1. If, in the street of that moon (the -true Beloved) the sword (of calamity) rain,

(Beneath it), the neck, we have placed. The order is of God.

The regulation of piety, w'e also know

;

But, with (our) road*lost fortune, remedy (is) what ?

The shaikh and the admonishcr, w'c seldom recognise

;

Either (give) the cup of wine
;
or (make) the tale short,

I profligate and lover
;
then .repentance

;

I seek pardon from God ! from God, I seek pardon !

5. Upon us, not a reflection (the glory of manifestations) from the sun of Thy face

fell

;

0 mirror of face ! Alas ! Thy (hard) heart, alas

!

Bitter, is patience ;
fleeting (is) life

;

This (being doomed to live), how long shall I experience ?

In this way, heart bereft Hafiz would not have been.

If, to the advice of the well-wisher, he had listened.

Hafiz 1 why complaineth thou, if union thou desirest ?

In season and out of season, it is necessary for thee to drink the blood (of grief).

g. Upon us, the sun of Thy face (the sun of truth) shone not; and no splendour of manifesta-

tions this distraught one obtained.

O Beloved of mirror face 1 O desired one of every friendless one ! Alas, to none Thou in-

BothThe mirror and the heart are defaced by the sigh. Hence, the mention of them is elegant.

In the word ») the letter |
agreeth with 1 in Coe (a staff), and the letter t with the sJi in—

—

(a bowl).

6, The second line

Would that knowledge were mine when, in soul and body, I may meet Him.

Increasing beyond limit, is the desire of beholding in this world the Friend (God).

wLw that it were known when death shall arrive; and the interview with the Friend appear.

Se rendering (in the text) is by Professor R. Azii of Baghdad, Board of Examiners, Calcutta.
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491, (500).

The ’fd, it is ;
and the season of the rose. SaW ! wine, bring

:

In rose-season, the cup without wine, who hath seen
.

placed ?

Of this (hypocritical) austerit)’’ and (dry) piety, contracted is my heart

:

Sa^ ! a little wine give, so that my heart may be— .

expanded.

The Sufi, who, yesterday, counselled the prayer of lovers ;

To.day, him, intoxicated 1 saw, to the wind, piety • gwen.

These one, or two, days, more, the (season of the) rose regard a gain

:

If a lover thou be, joy seek with Sal^s, face - smoothed.

O companions ! departed hath the rose, why sit ye careless ?

Without the sound of the stringed instrument, and the harp ;
and without the

Beloved and the cup of wine.

Thou knowest—in the assembly of the morning cup how happy appeareth,

The reflection of the Saki’s cheek in the cup (of wine)
,

fallen.

When the minstrel maketh the note, if it be possible he wdll sing

Of the elegance of Hafiz’s verse at the banquet of one prince —

-

" Smoothed ” signifies

void of hair.
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492, (504).

I. Since the tavern, my fate, Ilah hath made
0 Zahid ! in this matter, say mine, what sin?

Tl.at one, whose portion in eternity without beginning, feU the cup of wine
On the resurrection day, against him, this sin, why charge they ?.

’

To the Sofi, hypocrite, l^irka-wearer, double of face, say:—
" Long-handedness and short-sleevedness,—who hath practised ?"

For hj’pocrisy, thou keepest wearing the (blue) ^irka;
That, by the blue garment, the slaves of God thou maysi take from the path.

5 . I am the slave of the spirit of profligates, headless, footless ;

Before whom, a straw both worlds are not worth.

Since that, from the tavern, gained became my purpose, / .

With the college and the cloister, black became my face.

Hafiz 1 go ; a beggar of the door of every beggar, be not

:

Save by “ the will of God,” thy own desire thou gainest not

3, “ Long-handedness.” See Ode 455, c. 2.

6. The second line;—

Because, in these places, save deceit I saw naught.

7. The second line

Thy desire, thou obtainest not until before the beggars of God (holy men] Ihuu contest; and

askest for something—" in the name of God.”

That is, until thou sayest

" In the name of God, (give me) something.”
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493, (503)-

1 . (0 beloved!) suddenly, thy veil thou up-castedest.—- This is what?

Intoxicated, forth from the house, thou hastenedest. - This is what?

In the power of the breeze, thy tress (thou hast given) ; to the order of the

watcher, thy ear (thou hast placed)

;

Thus, with all thou hast contented thyself.—— This is what ?

.

The king of the lovely ones, thou art; and the accepted of beggars, thou hast,

become
: ^

.

The degree of this rank, thou hast not recognised. This is what

Fresh, to my hand, thy tress-tip, gavest thou not ?

Thenj down from my foot (powerless), me thou castedest.— This is what?

5 . The mystery of thy mouth, thy speech' told; the mystery of thy waist, thy

girdle

:

Yet, from the girdle, against me, the sword thou hast drawn.——This is what?

Intently engaged with the die of love, every one :

In the end, with all, crookedly, thou hast played.—— This is what?

Hafiz ! when, in thy straitened heart, the beloved alighted,

The house void of the stranger, why madest thou not?— This is what ?

!• ^ (this is what ?) signifies ;

—

(fl) this that thou didst is unworthy of thee.

(6) „ deed is what ?

(c) „ hath what meaning?

4* To make one hopeful by kihdness ; and then heart-shattered by hopelessness—is what ?

5. What meaning hath this—that sin cometh from this (the speech and the girdle) ; and revenge is

taken upon that (me) ?
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494, (505).

1 . Union with the Beloved than everlasting life, better;

0 Lord 1 me that (union) give
;
for that (is)— best.

Me, with the sword, He struck
;
and to none, I spake

;

For, concealed from the enemy, the Beloved's mystery— best,

*0 heart 1 be ever a beggar of His street.

By the decree :
—“ Perpetual fortune' — best.”

0 Zahid 1 me, to paradise invite not

;

For this apple of the chin (dimple of the Beloved) than that garden (of para-

dise)-— better.

5 . With the mark of service, at this door (of the Beloved) to die,—

By His soul (I swear) that, than the region of the (whole) world, (it is)

better.

That rose, that foot-trodden of our cypress (the Beloved) becometh
;

Its dust (trampled leaf) than the blood of the ruddy argjiavan, better.

For God's sake, ask my physician, (the Beloved)

Saying:—“At last, when (by the remedy of union), becometh this powerless

“ one (through separation)— better.

O vouth 1 from the counsel of old men, turn not thy head

;

For, the old man's counsel than youthful fortune.

Although the Zinda river (of Isfahan) is the water of life ;

Yet our Shiraz than Isfahan,—

better.

better.

One night He said My eye hath seen none

In the world, than the pearl of my ear

In the Beloved’s mouth, speech (is) the jewel;

But, Hafiz’s utterance than that.

better.

better.
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The Letter Ya.

495, (5 x4).

'r
passing thou makest not ;

. ITic chattels of conjunction, thou hast
; and a work thou doest not.

’

In the hand, the chaugan of desire
;
yet the ball thou strikest not ;

In the hand, a game like this; and a prey . thou makest not.

This (red) blood that, into thy liver, waveth,—

•

For the work (use) of thy face-colour, a point (why is it that)—

—

thou makest not ?

Musky (fragrant) becometh not creation’s breath; because (swiftly) like the

wind,

On the dust of the Beloved's street, passing,—— thou makest not.

5. If, with the soul of grief, others have purchased the Beloved,

O heart ! this deed, once, thou doest not.

From this sward (the world), I fear that thou takest not the sleeve of the rose

(ma'rifat)

;

For, the endurance of a thorn from its rose-bed,—— thou sufferest not

To the dust thou castest, the cup joyous and full of wine
;
and wine

:

And of the calamity of wine-sickness, thought—^ thou makest not.

Enclosed in the sleeve of thy soul, are a hundred musk-pods ;

Them, a sacrifice for the Beloved’s tress, thou makest not

Hafiz ! go. For the service of the Friend’s court,

If all do, once thou doest not

6.

7-

Not lawful to thysSlf considerest thou the troubles of this world ; ever the seeker of rest thou art.

Despite thy power, no work thou completest; thy time thou wastest j and the calamity of wine-

sickness, regardest not.
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496 , (573)-

I. O heart! that moment when, intoxicated with wine rose of hue,—— thou art

Without gold and treasure, with a hundred pomps of Karun—— thou art.

In the stage where to fakirs the seat of wazirship, they give,

I expect that above all in rank— thou art.

In the path to the abode of Laila (the true Beloved), wherein are dangers.

The first condition of its step is, that Majnun (the perfect- lover)— thou' be.

Thee, love’s centre I showed. Ho ! mistake make not

;

If not, when thou lookest outside of the circle of lovers— thou art.

5 . Departed, the karvan (of thy fellow-travellers) ;
and, in sleep, thou (art), and

the desert (is) in front

:

(O heart 1 I know not) how thou goest
;
from whom, the path thou askest

,

• what thou doest : how (in this desert,- ignorant of the path, alone)

thou art.

A cup, drink
; and on the skies, a draught, cast ; ,

•
•

On account of time’s grief, the liver of blood (of grief) how long, how long—
’ art thou ?

The kingly crown, thou seekest; the essence (perfection) of thy own nature,

display

:

If, indeed, of the essence (the race) of Jamshid and of Firldun thou be.

Hafiz ! of poverty, bewail not. For, if this be thy poetry,

Appeareth no one happy of heart, that sorrowful— thou shouldst be.
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497, f58 i).

1 . God, I praise for the justice of the great Sultan——
Ahmad bin Shai]^ Uvais bin Hasan llkha nT.

Khan bin Khan, Shahinshah of Shahin-shah-descent
;

TJiat one, whom, if thou call the soul of the world .^tis well.

Confidence in thy fortune bringeth he who hath seen and he who hath not seen •

Excellent I 0 thou (that art) worthy of such grace of God.
’

%

If, without thee, the moon ascend, it in two halves they dash—
The fortune of Ahmad (Muhammad), and the miracle of a Holy one (God),

5 . Heart from king and beggar, the splendour of thy fortune ravisheth
;

Far be the evil-eye, for both soul thou art, and also the beloved thou art.

Turk-like, the forelock arrange. For, in thy fortune, is

The liberality of a Khakan ;
and the energy of a Chingiz Khan.

Though (apparently) far, we are, to thy^ recollection the goblet, we drink ;

For, in the spiritual journey, distance of stage is none.

Not a rose-bud of ease blossomed from my Persian clay
;

Excellent 1 the Tigris of Baghdad
;
and the fragrant wine.

The lover's head that was not the dust of the Beloved’s door,

From the labour of head-revolvingness, when is freedom his ?

10. O morning breeze I the dust of the Beloved’s path, bring ;

That, luminous with it, the eye of his heart, Hafiz may make.

.1. Ahmad Ilkhanifor Ahmad Jalayir) was grandson of Hasan Buzurg, who died 1356, ruler of

the territory of Baghdad.

Ahmad Ilkhani died 1410.

6 . In 1206 Chingiz Khan (6’.n54,
received the title of Khakan ; and was declared emperor

of Tatari, his capital being Karalfurm.

His dominions extended 1,800 leagues east to west} and 1,000 north to south.

SJf
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498, (SIX)-

I. 0 king of the lovelj* (the beloved) ones of the world ! for grief of being alone,

justice

!

Without Thee, to the soul, my heart hath come. ’Tis the time when thou

shouldst come back; (and me safety, give).

Me, so far from Thee desirousness and farness made,

Thati from the hand, will depart the power of patience.

O (Beloved !) the pain (of love) for Thee (is) my remedy on the couch of unful-

filled desire

:

And 0 (Beloved !) Thy memory, my consoler in the corner of solitude.

In the compass of our fate, the point of the compass, are we

:

The favour (is) whatever Thou thinkest : the orderj whatever Thou orderest.

5. In the world of profligacy (of being a lover of God), is neither thought of self,

nor opinion of self

:

In this religious order, Kufr is self-seeing and self-opinioning.

O Lord ! to whom is it fit to utter this subtlety that, in the world,

That lovely one of every place (the true Beloved) His face displayed not.

t

Last night, to the morning breeze, complaint of His tress, I uttered :

The breeze said :
—

“

A mistake ! This thy distraught thought, abandon (of Him
“ complain not; whatever He wisheth, He doeth).”

Here with the chain (of His tress) a hundred morning breezes keep dancing

:

O heart ! so long as thou measurest not the wind (a thing impossible to do), this

is thy companion.

Sa^ ! not a colour (of decoration) hath the sward of the rose without thy face

;

l^Ioving make thy box-tree (stature) so that the garden thou mayst adorn.

5. Kufr, infidelitj-.

Kafir, snfideL
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499, (507)-

I. Came the breeze giving fragrance of Him? (the abode of the beloved) ;
and

m)’ desire increased

:

From me to Su"ad (the beloved), greeting, who will convey ?

The hearing of the Friend's message is felicity and safety

;

Be my precious life a ransom for the dust of the Friend's'doon

To the evening (- shelter) of strangers, come; and the (bloody) water of our

eye, behold,
‘

Like pure (red) wine in Damascus glass.

If, to paradise, I inclined and became a covenant-breaker,—

Be neither my sleep agreeable, nor my sleeping place tranquil.

I. There came the svreet odours of the torrent, that from the mountain reachelh the plain : and

filling the torrent-beds, becometh the prohibitor of travellers.

WTien this happened, m3' desire for union with the Beloved leaped forth from within

" Desirous of what is prohibited is man.” At this time, who will conve3- m3" greeting to

Su’ad (the Beloved) ?

4. The explanations are :

—

{a) O Su’ad ! if, from Him? to Najd, thou Incline and be a covenant-shatterer—thee sleep

maketh not happ3“; and also pleasanth' cometh not.

O master of knowledge I when Najd, thou enterest 5 and th}* face to the seekers, showest

;

and the covenants, that with me thou hast, performest not—know well that, into my
nature, the fire of love’s jeaIous3’' falleth; and off from me ease becometh cut in such a

wa}" that there* will be fitness neither of sleep for me, nor of me for sleep. At that time,

all wailing will be m3" w"ork.

(6) O murshid ! if to Najd, thou incline ; and in propinquity* to the Lord, upon pra3'er

enterest ; and me;, according to th3" promise recollectest not ; and me, hand seized, to God

consignest not,—I shall become without sleep and ease 5 and shall give m3"self to the

wind.

(0 O true Belo\*ed ! when Thou enterest Najd (paradise) ; and showest Thv' face to the faith-

ful ; and (in the fulfilbng of Th\* promise) exercisest dela}**, and raakest me enteramong
the crowd of the faithful—then to me come not pleasant the delights of paradise-

(d) O true Beloved I when, in Najd (m\* existence). Thou enterest upon splendour ; and open^t
tome the doors of manifestations ; and, in the fulfilling of these covenants that, in etemitr

without beginning Thou establishedest with me, makest delay",—I shall become restless

and heart*sh£ttered in such a that there will be fitness neither of sleep for me
nor ci me for sleep.
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5 . If, iu praise of the dweller of Arak (the beloved), the bird of happiness

warbleth,

From its gardens, the moaning of my pigeons (in desire of the possessor of Arak)

will not be separated.

Not much remaineth when to an end cometh the day of separation from tiie

beloved

;

From the hills of Hima (the beloved's abode) I almost beheld the removing of

tents.

0 happy that moment when thou enterest, and to thee I say:— In safety,

Happy arrival ! in the best of abodes, thou hast alighted.

5 . <^!)l (Arak) signifies :

—

a tree of the desert, whereon camels feed, and wherewith they make tooth-picks.

•JljSI (the dweller of Arak) signifies

the'illusory beloved who hath her dwelling in Arak; and thus exalteth the standard of her

loveliness. ,

(Naid) signifies

j

j

the name of a mountain, of a city wherein is a mountain, and wherein men are crowded. There

is the lover’s dwelling ; and thence he hath opened the eye of inclination for the possessor

Whpn near the time becometh for the returning of the Najd birds to Najd from the v.illcy

^^/whS is the tree Arak and wherein the beloved dwelleth)-the gardeus of Najd become

iiot void of the pigeon’s plaint that giveth me news of the returning of the birds.

Prom the meadow where they roost, birds go in the morning to another place to feed ; and the

Wzds of another meadow alight there (the roosting-place).

when the birds of Najd return from that vallej- (wherrin is the tree Arak, .ind

£eil my beloved dwelleth) to Najd,-my pigeons, in the gardens of .N.ajd. enter upon

4mpTa"nTng. Towards them I look with intense desire ; and of them, with love s tongue.

Although
and y't nnitn nf Hi™.

, i and. "here, in the tep.nitg ol th. di5tra.sHt "htt., ho droit

,

S’sSht dosort.d»ollms and otsoao.d in ofory grassy pinc. tot tho grastog ol thotr

n ."Z. tho rhitooossos of Uitni (the «hi« stdt b»ton plnoos that oorar in ,•alloys,, ,

have seen the tents Standing. _________

Koiora in the doso« pras.™ tho vagoys, and rh». tho grass anifOth a. tnatoHty, loos. thon.

Th^*J^*^Slittlo, and tond th»n. Whoa tho pass is dos-onrod, onuido thoy pitoh

y.
„aS”r'n.on.on. rhon .ran. Hint! » Najd tho. rantost; and. to tho soohots. thytato

shu\\€tst»
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Hope is that, b}’ good fortune, thee I may quickly see,

—

Thou being joyous—in order-giving; and 1 ,
in slaver)’.

Though, worthy of the society of kings, I have naught,

For chant)' sake, me, in slaver)*, accept.

10. Being far from thee,. I have become slender (lean) as the new (crescent)

moon

;

Although thy face like the moon, in its fulness, I have not seen.

Hafiz I like the string of pearls of good water is thy pure lustrous verse

;

For in the place of grace it surpasseth the verse of Niiami.

Greeting, I say to thee :

—

" O Su’ad ! from the journey, thou hast come back ; best, thy coming back and alighting ; in

the best, thy coming back.”

10. The meanings are :

—

(fl) O Su’ad ! verily far and separate from thee, I became. Though thy face like the moon

I ha^ not seen.

(6) O Su’ad ! rtril)’ far and separate from thee I became. In that state I am that 1 ani a

waner like the waning (crescent) moon. From waning, 1 gradually became effaced,

and, in the world, became like the new moon, so that, save a phantom, was no example

of my existence ; and save existence, no appearance.
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500, (5*5)-

i. 0 heart! if, from that pit of the chin (of the true Beloved),

-

Everywhere that thou goest, quickly regretful,——

It is possible that (even) with a little water thee, the sky may not aid

If, thirsty of lip, (and hopeless) from the fountain of life-:— cor

thou comest forth,

thou comest forth.

comest forth.

thou comest forth.
Sense keep

;
for if lust’s temptation thou heed,

From the garden of Rizvan, like Adam,

In desire o( seeing tkee, like tie (radiant) morning, m, sonl I suirender

;

Possibly, like the gleaming san,— ‘ko" «»' '“"k-

a Like the breeze, on thee, the breath of blessing 1 send to sneh a degree

That, from toe rose-bud, like the rose, joyous and laaghrag—

^

in toe dark night of separation from thee, to toe lip (ready to depart) came

.Tis”toe°i rshen like toe shining moon,— tkou comest forth.

ftii» flust of thv door, I have established a hundred

From my two eyes, on the dust oi tny ,

It mlrkrthat, like toe moving cypress—
thou mayest come forth.

In the house of grief and of
thou shouldst come forth.

Tis time that, by the Sultan s fortune,

. s i. tiant Yusuf, moon of face (the Beloved)

Hafiz
1 ^ . and that, from the hut of sorrow, thou comest forth.

Ac^ain cometh (to tne ;;
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501 , (506),

I. If to US a letter, that perfumed hair (the beloved)—had written,

The leaf of our existence, the sphere—would not have folded up.

Although separation bringeth forth the fruit of union,

Would to God that this seed, the villager of the world (God)—had not sowm.

Forgiveness is the cash of that one to whom, here,

Is a Friend like a hurl
;
and an abode like a paradise.

Thy reed—let not its sweet tongue be shed !—
Experienced not love far from Theej if not, an answer (to me) it—would have

written.

5. If, on love, thy picture the architect of existence had not painted,

—

The atoms of love with the clay of Adam, He—would not have mixed.

Zahid ! not with delay, the story relate, that, in my cash (hand).

Is a Friend like a hur, and an abode like a paradise.

For the garden of Iram, and the power of Shudad, sell not

;

A bottle of wine (of love), and a sweet lip (of the murshid), and the border of a

field.

To the sky,—my ignorance and thy knowledge, what difference ?

There where vision is none,—whether beauteousness or hideousness (what

matter
) ?

Not alone the Ka’ba of the heart have I made the idol-house,

—

At every step, is—a cloister or a church.

10. In love s inn, one cannot make happiness
;When the pillow is golden, with a brick, I am content.

3. The second line occurs in couplet 6.
6. Hur. See Ode 25. c. 2; 366, c. 5.
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0 wise heart
!
grief for a mean- world, how long ?

Alas it is that with beauteousness, it (the heart) became the lover of hideous-
ness 1

The stain of the khirfea is the ruin of the world
;

A way-farer, one of heart, one pure of nature where ?

From his hand, Thy tress-tip why did Hafiz let go ?

Thus, was fate. What would he have done, if he had not let go ?

1 1. The second line may be ;~
Alas it is that one of beauteousness should be the lover of one of hideousness.

13. Note the use of ti in the second line.
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502, (522).

I. O thou that lawful, the separation of lovers boldest;

(And) apart from thy bosom, lovers—— boldest!

With a little water, the thirsty one of the desert, aid ;

By reason of that hope that, in this Path to God, thou—— boldest.

0 soul 1 my heart, thou ra\dshedest ;
and thee, I forgave. But

Guard of'it, keep better than this (guard) that of me thou— keepest

Our cup that the other adversaries drink,— •

(It) we endure, if, lawful, thou- boldest

5. O (contemptible) fly 1 the presence of the (might}*) Simurgh is not thy place .

of display

;

Thy own honour, thou takest ,* and, our trouble, thou— ‘ causest.

Excluded from this door (of the true Beloved), by thy own fault, thou fellest,

Of whom, bewailest thou? complaint, wherefore (is it that) thou hast?

O Hafiz I All violence and tyranny is the way of lovely ones

;

Prom this crowd (of lovely ones), thou art that one who, hope of fidelit}*,—

—

boldest.

Hafiz ! from kings, shelter in service they seek ;

Work not done, hope of gift what (is it that) thou— boldest?

5. Love-play, like true lovers, is not th}* work.
To us, thou givest trouble.
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603, (519)-

I. 0 !hoi! ilut art ever prowcl of thyself!

If lo\c l*t* not thttre, excused
thou art.

AT05:Rd ihn<e distraupiht of love, wander not

;

For, for the best wisdom, renowned thou art.

fO father of lust !) not in thy head is love’s intoxication

;

(lO (no access to me is thine) ; for, witlj the wine of the grape, intoxicated——

thou art.

The yellow (j;ricf*strickcn) face, and the grief-stained sigh are

I'or lovers, the evidence of aflliction.

5 . No hcauly hath the garden of paradise,

Without the p\jrc wine, and the lip of the liQri.

For thee, it is necessary to practise love for that moon,

'Iljough, like the sun, famous—:— tjiou art.
#

i

Hnfir. I thy own name and fame, abandon ;

The cup of wine, .seek ,* for wine-sick,— thou art.

I. it .addresred to z.'ihids, proud of their own piety.

Wiiheul wine, wine-sickness dep.arleth not.
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504, (52 0-

I. 0 thou that, in the tavern-street, thy dwelling hast!

The Jamshid of thy own time, thou art, if, on the cup, thy hand thou hast.

0 thou' that, night and day, with the tress and the face of the Beloved, passest!

Be opportunity thine, so that a happy morning and evening—thou mayst have.

0 thou who, in union with the heart’s case, privacy chosest

!

As gain, regard this moment when thy great desire thou hast.

0 morning breeze 1 at the head of thy path, those consumed with love, are

expectant.

Whether, from that (true) Beloved (many a) journey made, a message

thou hast.

5- (0 true Beloved!) though, at the time of fidelity, stability (constancy) is not

thine ;

Thanks, I offer that, against violence, stability thou East.

Thy (dark) mole, fresh of head, is a pleasant grain of pleasure. But,

On the border of its sward (face), alas what a snard ^the tress) thou hast.

From the laughing lip of the goblet, the^soul’s perfume, I perceive;

O Khwaja 1 smell if, for that, a perfume-place .thou hast.

If, from thee, a name a stranger seek, what (a wonder) it will be,

To-day, in this city, thou art one, who a great name

Kind became (even) the (cruel) sky, since, abandoning of violence-doing it

made

;

O soul 1 thou art one who, in this way (of violence), a great moving hast.

10. The guardian of thy soul will be many a prayer of dawn ;

For, like Hafiz, night-rising, a slave — thou hast.

g. O soull from violence, back thou comest not.
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505, (518).

I. 0 thou that, on the moon (of thy radiant face), the veil of musky hair

easiest,

Kindness, thou didst; on the sun (thy .effulgent face, so that from love’s fire,

lovers should not consume) a shade—^ thou easiest.

With us, the water (lustre) of colour of thy cheek, what will it do?

Now, on water, the picture of thy own sorcery,—— thou easiest

From the lovely ones of the world, the ball of loveliness thou tookest. Be

joyful

!

The (world-viewing) cup of Kay Khusrau, seek ;
for Afrasiyab, dowm

thou castest

In our desolate heart, the treasure of thy own love, thou placedest

On this ruined treasure, mercy's shadow thou castest.

5. In a different way, with the (luminous) candle of thy face, love every one

played

;

Out from the midst, into trepidation, the moth, (the lover), thou castest.

Though, through intoxication, ruined I am—my devotion, reject not ;

For, in this employment, me, in the hope of reward, thou castest.

(For the sake of) one glance, thy veil thou up-castest in the

dour ;

And into the veil, through shame, Hur and Pan—

place-of-splen-

thou castest.

The sleep of the wakeful, thou boundest (preventedest) ;
then from the picture

On Uic night-prowlers of the troop of sleep, a suspicion, .thou castest.

I. This is .iddrcsscd

(a) to the true. Beloved.

Thjlrce^ reL'mble’th this that on water it casteth a picture. With me. f know not what thy

'

On"t’hy''own Seek, a line (of down) thou broughtest forth.-thou mayst say that on water the

picture of sorcery, thou castedest.

7. Hur. SeeOde2S..c.2J 366.C.S.
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From the desire for the intoxicated narcissus (eye), and for the ruby (lip), wine-

worshipping,

Into wine, Hafiz sitting in khilvatj - — thou castest.

10. For the sake of capturing the heart, on his neck, the chain of thy tress, -

Like the (mighty) noose of Khusrau, the master of necks,-— thou castest.

Nusratu-d-Din Shah Yahiya,—O thou who, the enemy’s land,

Into water, -with the foam of thy (flashing) sword, like fire,- — thou castest

!

The Ruler, Dara of pomp,—O thou, who, the sun^s crown,

From the height of mightiness, on the dust of the door-post, thou castest

!

From the cup, world-viewing, wine drink; for, on Jamshid’s throne, .

From the face of the desired Beloved, the veil (down) thou castest.

Shelter from the water (lustre) of thy (flashing) sword, by which lions,

Thirsty (with wounds), thou madest ; and heroes into water(of shame)*

thou castest

!

13. The first line maj* be ;—
From the world’s cup, uine drink ; on Jamshld’s throne, behold that

14. This is the first concluding couplet of an Ode in which the word Hafiz is omitted.

In the ninth couplet, the word Hafiz appeareth.
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I. 0 thou, in whose face (are) revealed the splendours of so.verefgnty

;
And, in whose thought, (are) concealed divine philosophies I

In the country of faith, thy reed—it, may God bless !—
A hundred fountains of the (limpid) water of life from a small ink-drop

. opened.
^

On Ahriman, shine not the splendours of the ism-i-a’;zam.

Thine, is the country and the seal-ring. What thou wishest,—order.

Doubt in Sulaiman's pomp, whoever displayeth,—

<

On his wisdom and knowledge, (even) the bird and the fish will (in mockery)
laugh,

5. Though, sometimes, on his head, the cap of sovereignty, the hawk putteth,

The usage of sovereignty, the birds of (the mountain of) Kaf (well) know.
' '

That sword, to which, out of its own bounty, the sky giveth lustre,—

Alone, without the aid of an army, will sever the world.

In respept of the friend and of the enemy, pleasantly writeth (in the magic
figure) thy reed

" The amulet, life-increasing .(for the friend)

;

sorcery, life-decreasing (for the

enemy)/'

I. This is addressed to Nusratn-d-Din Shah See Ode 506, c. ii.

3, [sm-i-a^gam. See Ode 189, c.' 2,

5, In the mountaifls of Kaf, only the Simurgh is sovereign. SeeOde** 4, c. 2.

7. They write the names of the two persons whose lot is to he determined ; and, beneath those

names, the numbers of the Abjad. * ^

* After dividing the numbers by nine, victory will be as follows

Both odd.

The less (in number) conquers.

Both equal.

The less (in age) conquers.

Both even.

The less (in number) conquers.

One even, one odd.
The greater (in number) conquers.

See Sitraju-r-raml by Maulavi Raushan ^Ali.

Misdakui-raml” by Muhammad 'Attar Mai Lahuii which can be obtained from the Press of Mun-

*
shi Nuwul ffishur, C.S.I., Luldinaui
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0 thou, whose elements (are) created of tlie alchem}' of honourj
And O thou, whose fortune (is) safe from the disaster of ruin

!

If, on quarry and mine, a flash of thy sword fall,

To the ruby, red of face, it giveth the hue of withered ^^ellow) grass.

10. O King! tis a life (-time) since void of wine was my cup:
Behold (thereof) from the slave, a claim

; and, from the muhtasib, testimony?

The weakness of the night-sitters, I know, thy heart will pity j

If, of the breeze of the morning-time, my state thou ask.

SaM (Murshid) ! from the fountain of the tavern (of ma^rifat), a little v^ter
bring,

bo that, from the wonder of the monastery (pride of our own devotion), the .

^hirkas, we may wash (and, in supplication and in submission to God,
engage).

In Adam s household, as long as the way of sovereignty was,
Like thee, none hath known this science (of sovereignty) as it is.

Cometh not violence from the (cruel) sWy so long as angel of quality thou art

;

Oppression on me departed from the world, (since) world-shelter thou art.

15. When, on the sin of pure Adam, lightning flashed,
Us, the claim .to sinlessness how adorneth (befitteth) ?

O asylum of created beings ! O bestower of gifts

!

On poor me (whom calamities have visited), mercy show!

! since, sometimes, thy name the King taketh (mentioneth),
o him, grief on account of fortune display not

; in pardon-seeking, come bad

father of
! who art described with such qualities ; consider. For Adam, t

sin, desist ?
* freedom from sin. Claim to purity, how niaj- we make ; and frc

15. A^^m’s
profligates of the drinking-place.

f Adam, pure of God,

See c.’s.
” mankind.

16. This couplet is in Arabic.
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507, (516).

i 0 thou, of whose street, (only) a tale is the tale of paradise

;

And of whose face, (only) a sign is the description of the beauty of the Hur.

From thy ruby lip, (only) a jest is (the life-gi%'ing) breathing of ’Isa

;

And, from thy sweet mouth, only a sign (is) the water of life.

fFogclher are)—every fragment of my heart and a tale of grief

;

(Together are)—every line of thy qualities, and a verse of mercy.

’Itr-difjuser of the assembly of souls, when would it (the rose) have been, ’

If, to the rose, thy perfume, thou hadst not entrusted?

5, In desire of the dust of the Friend’s path, I consumed,

O morning breeze 1 bring to mind that even a little protection thou gavest riot.

If. in the fire, appear the form of thy (lovely) face

—

Sakll come (and give wine); for (even) of hell, no complaint (then) is mine.

«

Took the horizons (of the world), the perfume of my roasted ferief-stricken)

heart

;

This consuming of my heart, (into the. beloved's heart) may penetrate.

0 heart ! in absurd knowledge (thou wast) ;
and from the hand, life passed ;

A hundred sources (of capital) thou hadst ;
and a sufficiency, thou madest riot.

From this lesson of grief, Hafiz’s desire, what it is,—thou knowest

;

From thee (O mjurshid !) a glance (of kindness) ; and from the Khustau (God)

—

the bounty (of pardon).

I. "Hur.” See Ode 25. c, 2 ; 366, c. 5.

4. From Muhammad’s si^ eat, sprang the red rose. See Ode 3^, c.

. -5 p
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508, (523)-

I. This ^irka that I have in pledge for wine—— best

;

This meaningless book immersed in pure wine (of ma^rifat) best.

My life, how I ruined ! as much as I gazed,

In the tavern-corner, fallen intoxicated,— best.

Since, from poverty, far is counsel-considering.

Both my heart full of fire—best
;
and my eye full of water,— best.

To the people, the state of the zahid, I will not utter,

For this state, if I utter,—with the harp and the ribab—' best.

5 . Since, in this way, headless and footless (fickle) are the sky’s motions,—

In the head,—desire for the Saki; in the hand,—wine— best.

From a heart-possessor like thee, the heart up I pluck not. Yes,

- If I endure torment,—at least in the curl of that tress,
best.

«

Hafiz 1 since old thou hast become, forth from the tavern, come ;

In youth^s season, profligacy and desire •

1 .
** The meaningless book” may signify :

—

(fl) H^z*s verse.

(6) a book wherein is no mention of truths and of divine knowledge*
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I. 0 thou who, in our slaughter, mercy exercisest not
Profit and capital, thou consumest; manliness,--—

, thou showest not.
•

Deadly poison, the sorrowful ones of calamity (lovers, sorrowful through sepa-
ration from thee) drink ;

The design of (slaying) this tribe (of lovers) is dangerous. Take care that it,

• thou doest not.

« «

Since, with a corner of thy eye, our grief it is possible to take.

The part of justice it is not, that our remedy (for freedom from grief)

thou makest not.

Since, in hope of thee, our eye is the ocean (through weeping)— .

why (is it that)

On the ocean-shore, in recreation, passing— thou makest hot ?

5. The tale of every violence that, of thy gentle .nature, they made,

Is the word of the interested (and is therefore discredited). Those deeds (of

violence)—— .thou doest not.

0 Zahid ! if our beloved display splendour to thee (by visiting thee),

• From God, save wine and the beloved, a wish thou' makest not.

O Hafiz I adoration of his eye-brow (curved) like the prayer-arch,—make

;

For save here, a prayer from sincerity’s source— thou makest not.

5. Because of thy good qualities, good of action, and of thy ways merciful in effect,—the flatterers,

and the seekers of the path of sweet speech,described to thee the deeds of former beloved ones.

Associated with design (for the acquisition of reward) is this talk. Whatever he saith, do not

;

for in error’s path, he striveth.

In the of illusory love, ISafiz wrote this Ode j and the illusory beloved, thus counselled.

5 p 2
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510 , (510).

1. 0 thou void of news (of love) ! strive that the master of news, ^

. thou mayst be

:

So long as way-farer thoXi art not, road-guide how (is it' that) l

thou mayst be ?

In the school of truths (and of ma’rifat)^ before lovers master (the mursliid, per-

• feet and excellent)

;

Ho ! O son ! strive that, one day (worthy to be) father, (old)

thou mayst be.

Far from lovers degree, thee, sleeping and eating put
;

To love, thou attainest at that time when sleepless,and foodless-

thou shalt bel

When, on thy heart and soul, the light of God^s love falleth.

By God (I swear) that fairer than the sky's (resplendent) sun

thou- shalt be.

5, From the copper of thy existence, like men of the Path (tarikat)*, thy hand

wash.

So that love's alchemy, thou mayst obtain
; and gold

thou mayst be.

From head to foot, 'thine all God’s light shall be.

When footless and headless (the world’s chattels and ease abandoned), in the

Path of Him possessed of majesty," thou shalt be.

A moment, immersed in God’s sea, be
;
think not, •

That, to the extent of a single hair, with the water of seven (all the) seas (of

the world), wet, thou shalt be.

If the face of God be the spectacle-place of thy vision
After this, not a doubt remaineth that the possessor of vision,

thou shalt be.

5. The (base) copper of thy existence, abandon j and of it, without news be.
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* • ,

‘

If, below and above (ruined), the foundation of thy existence be,

Think not in thy heart that, below and above,-— thou mayst bel

Hafiz ! if in thy head be desire of union (with the true Beloved),

It is necessary that the dust of the court of Him possessed of vision,7—

>

thou shouldest be.
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511f (524)*
,

I. To the adversary, utter not the mysteries of love and of intoxication,

So that, without knowledge (of love), in pain of self-worshipping, he may die.

Notwithstanding weakness and powerlcssness, like the pleasant breeze be

;

In this Path (of love), more pleasant than body-soundness is sickness (in grief

of love).

Veiled in the corner of safety, how can one be.

As long as, to me, the mysteries of intoxication thy narcissus (eye) uttereth ?

(0 Zahid
!) the lover (of the true Beloved) be ; if not, one day, the world's work

endeth

;

(And), from the workshop, of existence (the world), the picture of thy purpose

unread (unattained, thou shalt die).

5 . At the threshold (where humbleness is greatness) of the (true) Beloved, of the

lofty sky (loftiness of rank) think not

:

(God forbid) that, from the summit of loftiness to the dust of lowliness, thou

shouldest fall

!

Although the thorn diminisheth life, pardon for it the rose seeketh.

By the side of intoxication’s delight, easy is the bitterness of wine.

Sufi ! the cup, drink
;
Hafiz 1 the great flagon prepare

;

O ye short of sleeve, how long (practise ye) long-handedness ?

I. Odes 511 and 512 of this text form Ode 524 of the text of Calcutta, Delhi, Lukhnau, and Kahn-

pur.

7* 43)^ sigfnifies ;

—

a two-handled, spouted, glass flagon, wherein to refine, wine resteth four days.'

” Long-handedness.” See Ode 455, c. 2.
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512, (524),

I. 0 heart ! a moment, void of love and of intoxication, be not;
At that time, go when, from non-existence to existence/ thou escapedest.

If the khirka-wearer, thou see, engaged in thy own work be •

Every fcibla that is better than self-worshiping is.

In the religious order of tarlkat (love) immatureness is kufr
;

Yes, the path of profligacy is——expertness and quickness,

As long as (in thyselQ the wisdom of excellence thou seest (and, of that wisdom
art proud), thou sittest void of divine knowledge ;

‘

To thee, one word I say:—“Thyself, behold not, so that (in safety) thou mayst
escape.”

^

ft

5. These calamities that have arisen I had (fore-) seen that day,

When, awhile with us, through perverseness, thou satest not.

O ray Sultan ! for God’s sake, (exercise pity)
;
us, thy (black) tress hath shattered •

Long-handedness like this, how long maketh the black ?
*

•

Last night, in the assembly of the magians, to me how well said that idol :

“If the idol, thou worship not, with the kafirs, what work (is) thine ?”

0 soul ! to the power of the deluge, thee, love will consign

;

(Swiftly) like lightning, thou thoughtest that from this tumult, thou wouldst
escape.

From the Path, Hafiz gazed till he beheld thy lovely tress;

Notwithstanding his loftiness, trodden in lowliness (truly humble), he became.

1. SeeOdesii, c,i.

6. "Long-handedness.” See Ode 455, c. 2.
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513» (5^9^*

I. This my subtlety, hear that, free from grief, thyself—— thou mayst make;

“Blood (of grief) thou drinkest, if search for victuals, not placed (intended for

thee), thou makest;”
¥

In the end, the clay of the goglet-maker (potters) thou wilt become; .

Now, think of the pitcher (of thy heart) that, it, full of wine (of ma’rifat and of

love),— thou mayst make.

0

If, of those men thou be, whose desire is paradise,

0 Parl-born! ease with man, how long (is it that) thou makest?

On the (sitting-) place of the great, boastingly it is impossible to .lean.

Unless, the chattels of greatness, all prepared,— thou makest.

5. The writing of (God’s) bounty, how taketh away thy heart (stuffed with sensual

claims and ideas of impurity?)

Unless pure of the stuffed picture, the leaf (of thy heart)— thou makest?

O Khusrau of those sweet of mouth (Hajiz) ! rewards are thine,

If, to Farhad, heart-fallen, a glance— thou makest.

Hafiz! if back to the Merciful, thy own work thou pass,

O great the pleasure that with fortune God-given,-: thou makest.

O.breeze! the service of Khw’aja Jallalii-d-Dln do,
Till, full-of the lily of the valley and'of the noble lily, the world——

thou makest.

1. What fate hath given, with it be content.
2. Thy body, in whose preservation thou art engaged, will become dust (in the grave).
3. Otherw'ise

—

H of tho^ men thou be that thy desire is paradise^
se with man, how long makest thou (who art) Pari-bom

8. Jallalu-d-Din. See Ode 517, c. i.
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514, {530)*

1. If to the voice of the bulbul and of the turtle-dove, wine thou drink not,

Thee, how may I cure? The last remedy is the cautery.

When (in spring-time)) her veil the rose up-lifted; and the birdshouted “hiS, hiS”!

From the hand, the cup put not. Wherefore makest thou (the reproachful ciy)
'

' “ hai, hai "?

When, in thy hand, is the water of life,——thirsty.die not;
“ Die not; living is every thing from water."

Of the colour and perfume of the spring season, lay up treasure

;

For keep arriving in pursuit the highwaymen, autumn and winter.

5. Time giveth naught that, back again, it taketh not;

From the mean, generosity seek not ;
for his existence is no thing (worthless).

The pomp of sovereignty and of command,—how hath it stability ?

Of the throne of Jamslud and of the diadem of Kay,—only a word hath remained.

Treasure-possessing, by the inheritors is kufr,

According to the word of the miastreT, and of the SSki; and to the decision of

the drum and of the pipe.

I. When naught is of avail, they apply burning.

This is from the Hadis.

a. If, from the hand, the cup thou put, then is sorrow.

signifies:—

(o) in Persian, hu, " the cry of the owl Glaucidium Brodaeri,”

(6) . >, Arabic, huva, “ he is j
” in a religious sense, "He (God; is."

signifies:—

() in Persian, hai, " alas !

”

( ) „ Arabic, hiya, "she is.”

See Ode 562, c. 9. «

3. The second line of c. 3 is in Arabic; and is often inscribed over fountains.

7. Those who, without trouble, have obtained wealth by heritage,— their wealth thou hast.

That is—
. .....

The preserving'of wealth, the amasstngof it, the practisingof avance with it, the ex-pendin of

it on the cup and the minstrel is kufr.

5a
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515, (530 -

I. (If) awhile, in tranquillity of heart, at one moon of face (the illusory beloved) a
glance (thou shouldest .make),

(’ Tis) better than that the kingly crown thou shouldest have
; and, (in perturba-

tion and agitation) a whole life of hai and hui 1

By God (I swear) that mine is envy of my own eye (falling) on thy cheek,
’ For pity (full of disaster) is the glance on one of tender-face like this.-

Went my heart
;
and, to the stranger (from the other world), I know not what

chanced

;

For, went life ;
and, from no quarter, hath come a particle of news.

To an end, came my breath ; Thee, fully my glance saw not

;

Save this (to see Thee), to us remaineth not a desire, nor a wish.

5.. O breeze 1 dishevel not the tress-tip of that Pari-likeone (the true Beloved),

As ransom for the thread of one single hair of whom, Hafiz (would give) a

thousand lives.

I. Otherwise:—

Awhile in tranquillity of heart, at one moon of face, a glance (to make),

—

Better than the kingly crown (to have), and a whole life of hai and hui.

(hai) signifite behold 1

(hui) „ aery.

See Ode 5t4i
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516, (532).

I. As my love (so) the work of Thy beauty took—— ' a great perfection

;

Happy be on this account that, this beauty (of love and of form) hath not

(even)— a little decline.

«

In my imagination, it cometh not that in the (vain) imaginings of wisdom,

In any way, should come more beautiful than this—, a form.

That moment when, with Thee, I may be, the space of one (long) year is (only)

a short day

;

That moment when, without Thee, I may be the (momentary) twinkling of the

eye is- - - a long year.

Lifers delightwould have been gained, if, with Thee, for us,

Ever in life (only) one day had been the lot of— a great union.

5. 0 beloved 1 in sleep, the image of thy face how may I behold.

Because, out of sleep, my eye seeth naught save an image ?

On my heart, bestow pity. For, from love for the lovely face.

My powerless body became slender (and^wan) like anew (crescent) moon.

Hafiz! if thou desire union with the Beloved, make no complaint;

For thee, on account of separation, is necessary greater than this

a load.

4. (it became ; it went) signifies

() it would have been.

() Aw it went to the wind.

Obseiwe that signifies

“One day,’’ and also “ lot.”

When Ai (in the first line) has meaning (6) d-aU.^^ is a qualifj-ing adjunct to Ai.

In some copies, iu the second line, aSo occurs in place of

In this case, the explanations are
(c) i. If union with Thee had been ours, life’s delight would have been gained, notwithstanding

that ever, one day, in a whole life, union with Thee was not gained,
ii. Although in a whole life, union with Thee had not been gained, notwithstanding that, in

expectation, life’s delight would ha« been gained.
(6) By reason of want of union with Thee, the delight of life-acquisition went to the wind.

Add to the first line,—
If union with Thee had been.

5. In tny eje, is no sleep.
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517, (533).

I. From the cypress-bough, in Pahlavi shout, the bulbul,

Last night, the lesson of the stages of spirituality (the Masnavl of Jalalu-d-Din
Rumf) kept saying

'* Come, for the rose hath displayed the fire of Musi,

So that, from the (fiery) bush, the subtlety of the unity (of God), thou mayst
hear."

Melody-measuring and jest-uttering, are the birds of the garden,

So that, to Pahlavi gjiazals (and Persian subtleties), wine the i^waja may
drink.

Happy the time—the (quiet) mat of beggary
;
and the sleep (thereon) of tran-

quillity,

For, not befitting the khusravi crown is this ease.

5. Naught from the world took Jamshid, save the (world-viewing) cup;

Ho 1 on worldly chattels, bind not thy heart.

Dar\'Ish and beggar, I am
;
yet, equal, I make not—

The ragged felt (darvish) cap to a hundred (splendid) ^usravl crowns.

To his son, the years endured (old) villager spake how well.

Saying:—“ O light of my eye! save that sown, thou reapest naught.”

Man’s house with the glance, thy eye hath darkened

;

Thine, be no wine-sickness ! For, intoxicated, happy thou goest.

1. signifies

& cityI
tlic region of Rsi snd Dinw^r*

signifies

“One of the seven ancient languages of Persia ; a language of the city. See Ode 211, c. 6.

Maulana Jalalu-d-Din Rumi {b. 1207, d. 1273) founded an order of darvishes, sufis,'in Iconium
.

(Asiatic Turkey), where he is buried. His works are regarded as the effect of inspiration,

onlyjinferior to the Kuran.

2, The second line refers to the burning olive bush wherein to Mus? God revealed himself, saying:

Ana Allahu " I am God.”
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This tale of wonder of inverted fortune, hear ;

Us, the beloved, with the (revivifying) breath of ’Isa, slew.

10. To the slave’s verse, wine drink. Thine, be no heart-straitedness

!

On the head of worldly chattels, (be) dust after thee. •

.

I.
*

Perchance, more (than his due), Hafiz’S allowance (of wine) the Saki gave.

That disarranged became the Maulavl’s turban-tassel.

II. Hafiz is here represented as a Maulavi.

The couplet means that the SaW gave Hafiz more than his (due) allowance.
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518, (534)-

1 . (O beloved !) come ;
towards us this hatred exercise not

;

For the light of ancient society,' —
,thou hast.

’
i.

My counsel hear ; for this pearl (of counsel) much better (is)

Than that jewel that, in the treasury, thou hast,

(0 Said
! )

to the cry of the poor wine-drinkers come. (Them, give wine) ;

For God's sake,—if the' wine of last night—— thou hast.

But, to the profligates, thy face how mayst thou show, ,
•

Thou who,—the mirror of the sun and of the moon,-— thou hast ?

ft

5 . O Shai^ ! sense, keep ;
against the profligates speak not ;

Lest that with God's love hate • thou have.

(0 Zahid !) fearest thou not my fiery (burning) sigh ?

Thou knowest, the woollen ^tirka, (easily consumed)— thou hast.

Hafiz 1 1 have not seen (verse) more beautiful than thy verse,.

Which, in thy heart,—by the great Kuran*(I swear),—— thou hast.

5. O Shaildl 1 of the profligates, complain not; their defect, reveal not; for whatever they do, God
doeth.

Then, thou mayst say that hate thou hast with the decree of God, to whom evil thou

imputest.

6. From * (wool) they make tinder. Upon the woollen khirka, fire quickly seizeth.
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519, {526).

1. In my eye, the eye-brow of one moon of form, I have made ;

The fancy of one fresh of down, I have pictured— a place.

The hope is that the order of my love-play

May reach from that bow-eyebrow to the rank of—— a (beautiful) TugJjra.

. From the hand, went my head ; from expectation, my eye consumed ;

—

In desire of the head and of the e.y& of— an assembly-adorner.

In that place where, with a glance, the lovely ones strike the sword,—

Wonder not, at a head which, hath fallen (severed) at a foot.

5. (From separation), perturbed is my heart; fire to the ^irka, I will set (and,

from this, escape)

:

Come, come ;
for, glorious, it will make—. a spectacle.

Since, from His (the true Beloved's) face the (effulgent) moon in the bed-

chamber is mine,

For the twinkling of the star (the illusory beloved) where is (even)

a little solicitude ?

My heart’s rein I, the dar\-ish, have given to that one (God),

To v.-hom, for any one’s crown, or throne, is not (even) a little solicitude.

Srparation or union—what mattereth it? The Friend’s will, seek :

For, from Him, (aught) beside (union with) Him, vain is a wish.

T? ** r 1 Urr mny be
At A vvV.'cij a: ibc bath fallen (in obc:srincc), wonder not.

I r or'or., l^-th cqtJ.Tl,

V. .z c*. i 5cp:irc;t:;?n> seek ; if He approve of union, union, seek.
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In the day of events (of death) make ye our coffin of the (lofty) cypress,

For, we go with the mark of a lofty one.

For scattering (on Hafiz), through exceeding desire the fishers bring forth

pearls.

If Hafiz’s bark should reach
• ••

a sea.
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52O5 (525)*

I. By His (the true Belo'^ed’s) soul I swear that if power of (sacrificing) my life—
• had been,

The humble offering of His slave, it— - would have been.

If foot-bound to His tress, my heart had not been.

In this dark duSt-heap (this world), rest mine, how^—• would have been ?

Would to God by my door, like a flash of light, he had entered,

(So) that, on my two eyes his order current—— had been

!

In face, like the (resplendent) sun of the sky, peerless of climes is He

:

In heart, alas, that (only) a little kind He— - should have been.

5. Him, even in sleep, I see not, 'What room for (speaking of) union ?

When this (union) might not be, (Him), we saw not. Would to God that (the

beholding of Him in sleep)— had been.

Confessor, in service to His stature, the (tongueless) cypress

would have been,

If, to it, like the noble (ten-tongued) lily, tongue— had been.

Forth from the screen, when would have fallen Hafiz’s wail (of lustrous verse),

If not fellow-companion of the birds, morning-singing, he—r- had been ?
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521, (542).

I. If,- kind (on our state), the heart of that Beloved had been, how well it

would have been ;

For, if (kind) like that, He had been, not like this our state would have been.

If, me, head exalting and dear, time had kept.

That dust of His threshold, my throne of honour—— would have been.

The dust of His foot, what its price is, manifest— would have been
If perpetual, precious life had been.

I would have said :
—“The breeze of the Friend’s tress, what is it worth ?"

If, for every hair-tip, mine a thousand lives-— - had been.

5. 0 Lord ! the order of our heart-happiness, less how would it have been.

If, from the evil of time, its the mark ofsafety— had been ?

If, not the barrier of the water of my eye, the fancy of Thee had been.

Flowing in every corner, a 'thousand fountains— would have been.

Would to God 1 me, the trace to His street, some one had given.

So that, of the garden and the rose-garden (illusory delights), independence

- would have been.

Would to God ! forth from the screen, like a tear-drop, He had come.

So that, on my two eyes. His order current— would have been.

If the Path, love’s circle had not closed.

Not like a pointy in the midst, heart-bereft Hafiz— would ha.ve been.

8. The second line occurs in Ode 520, c. 3.
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522,(537)-

I. Perchance, with desire (of ^ilvat) by the marge pf a pool, thou sittest not.

If not, every calamity, that thou experiencest, all thou experiencest from self-

seeingness.

(I conjure thee) by God, Whose chosen slave, thou art,

That, to this ancient slave, none thou choose (prefer).

After this (together are)—-we and beggary. For, at the head of love's stage.

To (wretched) way-farers (lovers) is no remedy save wretchedness.

Thee, the Khusrau of those moon of face, respect and shame did ;

Afarin on thee ! for, worthy of a hundred such thou art.

5. If, in safety, love's deposit I take, there is no fear
; ,

Easy is the state of being void of heart (heart-bereft) if be not the state of being

void of faith (infidelity).

If, as to the watcher’s tyranny patience I exercise not, what may I do ?

To (wretched) lovers, is no remedy save wretchedness.

From.thy sincere slave, a disinterested word, hear,

. O thou that, the cynosure of great ones, truth beholding, art

!

A dainty one like thee,—pure of heart, pure of nature,—
That is best that, with evil men, thou sit not.

*

!• O Heart-ravisher, Who, from exceeding independence, displayest not Thy face in the mirror, per*

chance,through desire Thou sittest by the bank of a (flashing) stream; and (for the injustice that,

from the power of Thy beauty, heart-distracting, passeth over lovers)—^giveth justice.

If not, the unjust blood becometh thy skirt-seizer ; and every calamity that ariseth, ariseth from

thee.

When from the place of khilvat into splendour Thou comest; and to the seekers. Thy face

showest,—the lovers all begin “ Oh woe is me;” and, like the half-slain bird, trepidation, dis-

play.

The second line may be

^
every calamity that thou seest, thou seest, all from thyself.

3- The second couplet occurs in c. 6.

niay be written with

nisbat (the ya of affinity), in which case, there i.s no difficulty.
(fc) the ya,e tankir (the indefinite ya), „ ‘ „ difficulty.
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Pity cometh mine that, to the spectacle of the sward, thou movest;

For, more pleasant than the red rose
; and more fresh than the wild white rose,

—— thou art.

10 . 0 rose (beloved) ! wonderful,—with (all) thy grace thou sittest with the thorn

(the watcher);

Apparently, in it, the (good) counsel (of thy welfare), thou seest.

From the rose-garden, arose a morning breeze in desire of thee ;

For, like the beautiful, red, beperfumed rose ; and, like the wild white rose,

fragrant— thou art.

From left and right, the bottle-play of my (bloody) tears thou seest

:

If a moment, on this spectacle-place of (my) vision, thou sittest.

O candle of Chigil 1 with this delicacy, and heart-alluringness thou art

;

Worthy of the banquet-place of Khwaja Jalalu-d-Din,—• thou art.

signifies in case ;

—

(a) “ when j” and the second line is the consequence.

(i) «like;» » » predicate; and “a dainty one”

not."

is the agent to •' sit

According to (a)

Since thou art dainty, pure of heart,- pure of nature,

That is best
* * * .

Q, To the second line add
^ No need of the rose garden hast thou.

ros1rwonderful.-through courtesy, thou sittest with the thorn (whence, save injury, naught

Appa” in that (courtesy) the good counsel of time, thou seest.

12. on the head bottles full of rose-water, they dance; and

allow none of the bottles to get out of place.

(tfj On fte^day*or’ids (a’yad), glass-makers put red water into bottles; and sell them to boys,

who therewith sport* •

(d) bloody tears, which, into his own bosom, the lover sheddeth.

t3. Maulana Jalalu-d-Din-i-R5mI (i. 1207, d. 1273).
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Taketh the patience of the heart of Hafiz, the torrent of these streaming tears,

O pupil of my eye ! come to my aid.

14. (the black of the eye) sigtiifi^

the pupil of the ey^

{a) If be Persian*—

Powerfulness hath reached perfection ; and brought powerIe^.ess of disaster.

O pup3 of my eyel if thou approach and discover my powerlessnes, thou wilt not turn

th}- face;, from me.

(J) If be Arabic—
O pupil of m}* ej-e ! my readiness behold ; and ms;, discover. For what takeb pener*

tion, also takedi decUnadon.
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523, (545).
I

I. On^the day of judgment, thee the sky happily aided;

Let us see—thanks, how thou raayst offer; in thanks, what thou mayst bring.

In love’s street, kingly rank they purchase not

(Here) make confession of service ; and claim of attendance.

That one who fell
;
and whose hand, God seized,

Say :
—“(So that thy hand, God may seize) on thee, be it that the grief of the

“ fallen thou mayst suffer.”

Said 1 with the reward for tidings of joy enter by my door,

So that, one moment, forth from my heart, grief thou raayst take.

5 . In the highway of rank and of lordship is many a danger,

That (is) best that by this acclivity, light of burden, thou pass.

(Together ar€)—the' Sultan and the thought of the army, and the passion for

Measure, and (the pomp of the) crown : .
• .

•

(Together are)—the darvish, and tranquillity of heart, and the corner of

kalandardom.

To the limit of thought and spirit .is the success of desire

;

From the king,—the liberal gift; from the grace of God,—aid.

One sufi-istic word, I will utter
;
permission is there ?

.
^

“ O light of the eye
!
peace (is) better than war and dominion.”

Hafiz I from thy face, the dust of poverty and ot contentment wash not;

For, better (is) this dust than the work of alchemy.

-i. Unless one falleth, one canno^ be raised.

*

Fall } and, thee, God will raise.

6. Calendar. See Ode 58.
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524, (54/).

I. Two friends ^oly trs.Tel!ers) good of nnderss

A little leisure, and a book, and

’Oing, ana ot oig wine

—

a cnantltv. two “

:

* ^ •

For this^ and the ne^t, world I give not this state

;

Though, (of carpers) momently, fall upon me— a crowd.

I. ijb{*;dte} srgnlSK:—

Luve which js the dsponit (withcnt cnarge) in the nature gi hc'v travilsrstrcm ths rest Lam
: tren* ceens grre procf.

•e (two mans) signiSes

one man (i gahon) fee each c£ the two fnenis.

(man) sigrines :

—

(c) for^^ (/oj
)

(^) T3 travdle:^.

The value ct the man is :

—

S
Tnas»>Tamis = 6’3-t

„ Tabriz 6*50 (Tahran). <

,, Bushahr =5 7“So

71 Shiraz =a 12*65

7, “ Sh^ 13*00 (Istahan, Yard),

r, H 5rd 82*13

(leisure) signiSes;

—

(c) beingtTcemomtheworld's vici^tudes-
(S) barg void of attechi2sr.t to prep^-, to c^rirg, to readrrA ar.d to srdly.

Calsmities bnesd calatnitiss, whereof each cae is a barrier to the Psxiu

•J’SS (book) agniSss :

—

the book of God, wherein are written acconnts of those gone before.

(the sward) signines :

—

* the world.

Since I know the decree First the Friend, then the Path/'-I cesre a wise frie

^ pSTsen ; aud may vrith the book, which Is the guide to the cemur

^ modems j£U
; sh :n a cemer tog^er.

COOTS of maui&stations be epensd 5 and the snleidoursm vis^du^ face to face^

^er.dh:g c-i

geamiug.
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Every one who, for the world's treasure, gave,the treasure of contentment,
Sold, the (precious) Yusuf of Egypt for—. a very paltry sum.

Come
;
for not less becometh the amplitude of this workshop (the world),

By the austerity of one like thee
; or, by the profligacy of—

—

one like me.

5. On the day of events (of death), with

grief

;

For, on none, is reliance at—

(cheering) v/ine, 'tis necessary to tell one's

a time like this.

Happy of heart, in a corner sit
;
and behold

That none keepeth in mind so strange— a calamity.

In the hand of the mean (the watcher), I keep seeing my idol (the beloved)

;

Thus, the (vengeful) sky recognised the right of service of—
one like me.

In the mirror of the Picture-establisher (God), the hidden form’, behold

:

If, for thee out of the country of contentment, desire maketh— ‘

a native land.

O heart ! strive thou for patience. For God delivereth not

A seal-ring so precious (as patience) to the hand of— an evil one.

10. From, the fierce wind of vicissitude, one cannot see,

That, in this sward, hath been (even) a red rose, or— a wild white rose.

From this simQm (blast of lust) that, by the garden-borders, passed,

Wonder ! that (from the heart of love’s lust)' the colour of a rose remaineth, or

the perfume of— a jessamine.

3. “ The paltriest price.” See the Imuran, xii. 20.

4. “ The world’s workshop.” See John, v, 17.

"My Father worketh hitherto; and I work.”

6. This Ode was written when the Turkamans had taken Shiraz.

The wild white rose ” signifies

the fair ore of Shiraz.

10.
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I have heard that, for dogs,’ thou appointest a coliar

;

On HaS^s neck, TThT placest &ou not-* a rope?

HaSz! in this calamity, mined became time's temper:

Wliere is the thought of a physician ; or the judgment of——a Barba;

12- The Hadis ssitb :

—

The •srrld is csmcu j they th= I ssk i

Bs^>2=23Egri£es:—
(c)

”

(if) an srcsat ioTST.

ic) a very isarcsd mas.

Ode 55^ C.5.

recoups.
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525, (546).

I.. Not,- in air the dbisters of the magians, is like me
a distraught one

(In) one place, the j^irka (my existence is) the pledge for wine
; the book (the

heart in)—— another place.

The heart, which is a.rjoyal mirror, hath (by worldly affairs and by the dross of

sin) a great dust, (the prohibitor of divine bounty)

;

- From God, I seek the society,of— one, luminous of opinion.

From my eye to the skirt, I have established streams (of tears), so that, per-

chance.

In my bosom, they may place— one, straight of stature.

' The bark (-shaped) cup, bring ; for, without the Beloved's face,

From the heart's grief, every corner of the eye hath become—

—

a great ocean (of tears).

5. By the hand of an idol; wine-selling, repentance I have made

;

That again, wine I drink not without the face of-;

—

a banquet-adorncr.

The mystery of this subtlety, perchance, the candle will bring to its-tongue

;

If not. for speech, the moth hath not (even)
' ^ a little solicitude.

To me, mistress-worshipping, speak not of aught beside

;

For, beyond her and the cup of wine, for none is mine, (even)

a little solicitude.

I
signifies

This world, the place of discovering the absolute existence.

UfL (mantle) signifies

The existence of the holy tra\-cller, the end of whose travelling of the stages of tariLv. is the

beginning of entrance into Iotc’s mans:on.

(book) signifies

thfe trainer’s he.-irt, darkened with thought and dc!ibc.-3tioo.

2. The “one luminous of opinion ” signifies

the murshid.

5 5 r
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526,(548).

. Last night, in sleep, I saw that forth, a great moon— had come,
From the reflection of the face wh.ereof, to an end, the night of separation—

. - • had come.

The explanation is what? The much journeyed Friend (the true Beloved)

arriveth
;

'

0 would that by my door. He, splendour-giving and adorned, had come

!

My SakI, auspicious of omen !—whose mention be 'for good

Ever, by my door, with the goblet and the cup, he used to come.

Happy, had it been if, in sleep, his native land he had seen

;

So that the guide to us, the recollection of its association—
would have come.

. That one who, thee, road-guide to stone-heartedness, made,

0 would that against a stone (so that he might fall), his foot— had come.

If, with force and gold, to our hand, the. bounty of eternity without beginning

(union with the true Beloved) had come.

The water (of life) of Khizr, Sikandar’s portion would have come.

My soul, I would have scattered for Him, that Heart-cherisher, if,

Like the pure soul, splendour-displaying, into my bosom. He— had come.

(0 true Beloved ! wherefore fleest Thou ?) Be memory of that time, when, from

roof and door,.to me,
,

The message of the Beloved and the letter of the Heart-ravisher,—

•

used to come.

Couplets I and 2 form a yta’band.

See Ode 249*

Not by man’s choice or power, is union with the true Beloved. Whatever in eternity without

«HoSrSou givJuo^wSThou wishestj whom Thou wishest, Thou degradesL”

?: bourse. Section viii « Opinions of the A’shariyyin.” clause i.
.

Beyond limit, is my desire of union.
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•
- 527, (550)*

li ^Tis a time when expectant, us— thou,keepest

;

Not in. the way of others, thy slaves,— .thou keepest.

Not opened towards me became the corner of the eye of thy satisfaction

;

Like this, the honour of those possessed of vision— thou keepest.

(0 true Beloved !)
from the stain of grief (of separation) from Thee, escaped

neither the rose nor the bulbul in the garden ;

All clamouring, garment-rending,— Thou keepest.

Best that Thou cover up that arm when, for the sake of colouring.

In the heart’s blood of those full of skill, Thy hand— Thou keepest.

5. O heart ! the father of experience of the end, thou art. Wherefore (is it that).

Desire for the love and the fidelity of these youths—— thou keepest ?

»

Departed heart and faith
;
but truly I cannot speak.

For in, respect of them (heart and faith), me, consumed of heart,——
Thou keepest.

Though, profligacy and depravity ar6 our sin, yet,

A lover spake, saying

"

On them (profligacy and depravify), the slave--' -

Thou keepest.”

O thou that, in the coloured tatteredgarment (of the Safi), seekest the delight

of the presence (of God)!— (it, how mayst thou obtain ?)

Wonderful ! by those void of knowledge, hope of satiation— thou keepest.

10. O eye and lamp ! since the narcissus of the garden of vision thou art,

With me, heart shattered, the head heavy wherefore (is it that)

thou keepest ?

Since, to the rose and to the bulbul, the breeze breathed the page of Thy beauty

(and therewith made them acquainted).

Distraught of state and expectant, all—— Thou keepest.

5. O heart, much experience, thou hast.
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528, (549)*

. One morning to the garden I went a rose ''to pluck,

Suddenly, came to my ear the clamour of— * a bulbul.

Like me, wretched, in love for a rose, entangled he was ;

And into the sward, by his plaint, cast— a clamour.

Momently, in that garden-sward, I sauntered ;

On that rose and bulbul, I kept— a-musing.

The rose' became the lover of the thorn
;
and the bulbul, the associate of love

(and its pain)

;

Not a change to this (the rose)
;
nor to that (the bulbul),——

a change.

When, in my heart, the bulbul’s voice impression made,

I so became that mine remained not— a particle of patience.

Of this garden, many a rose keepeth blossoming. But,

From it, without the calamity of the thorn, none plucked—
a rose.

Hafiz 1 of this centre-place of existence, have no hope

;

A thousand defects, it hath ;
it hath not— a single excellence.
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52Qi (553)*

I. With this beauteous writing that on the rose of thy cheek

.
thou drawest,

On the page (leaf) of the rose, and of the rose-bed, the line (of effacement)

I thou drawest.

My tear, sitting in the fold of the hidden house,

From within the seven screens to the market (of renown) Thou drawest.

By the perfume of thy tress, the sluggish mover like the (soft) morning breeze.

Momently, in bond and chain into (swift) action, Thou drawest.

Momently, in recollection of that lip, wine of hue
;
and of that intoxicated eye,

Me, from ^ilvat to the vintner’s house, « Thou drawest.

5 . (O true Beloved !).Thou saidest :—“Thy head bound to our saddle-strap is fit

’Tis easy (here is my head), if the trouble of this load, Thou eh(^urest.

With (against) Thy eye and eye-brow, what deliberation of heart may I make ?

Alas this bow that, against me miserable, Thou drawest.

Come back ! so that, with Thy cheek, far I may put the evil-eye,
0 fresh rose, that, from this thorn (Hafiz, possessed of imperious lust), Thy

skirt——
j;

. , • Thou idrawhst.

Hafiz ! from the favour of time, what more seekest thou ?
Wine thou tastest

;
and (through the hand) the heart-possessor’s tress^—

^

thou drawest.

I- Thy beauty effaceth the beauty of the rose.
2. “ The seven screens.” See Ode 364, c. 5.
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530t (553)*

J. Tf' K'.r, (rc W the hen^t-r.lvi^h^r who will convey the kindness (of a IcUcr) of

a pen ?

'Ii’.r fool*r.‘.3n of the wind is where,— if he still doclh a kindness?

No fomjd.'.ini (only J?icnlion), I make. But, the cloud of mercy of the Friend,

the ti'-ld of livcr*thir.<ly ones, gave not (even) a little dew.

Ir, Imc's path, I considered th.nt the deliberation of wisdom

I', like .a little night-dew, tlrnt, on the sea, draweth-—- a mark (wrinkle).

Conn- ; for, though my Khirka is the endowment of the wine-house,

Of tlsc property of endowment, thou scest not to my name (even),

a diram.

5. For one reed of his candy, why purchase they not tluat one (Hafiz)

Who, a hundred sugar-scatterings, m.ade from the reed of

a single pen ?

From hvpocrisy, my heart took (flight)
;
and the drum (was) beneath the blanket

;

Come, so that at the wine-house door, I may up-lift

a great standard.

Love's pain knoweth not the road-sitting physician (the' dry zahid
; the sufi,

void of wisdom)

;

0 one dead of heart 1 go ;
to hand get a Masih-breath.

0 heart (SakI) I head-pain giveth the tale of how and why

;

The cup (of pure wine) lake ;
and, from (the care of) thy own life, rest

' a moment.

Come (and drink wine). For the time-recogniser selleth two worlds (this and

the next),
, , , ,

For one cup of pure wine ;
and for the society of—— a lovely idol.

6. cM* drum, beneath the blanket) signlRes

**^rcTnaining concealed from some one.

7. "One of Masih-breath” signifies

the murshid.
S T 2
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lo. Not love’s way is ever pleasure and ease

;

If, our companion, thou be, drink the poison of a great grief.

0 king ! in Hafiz’s hand is naught worthy of thy value

Save the supplication of a night
; and the prayer of a morning.

n. See Ode 544, c. 3, 15.
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531 , (582).

I. From the street of the friend (the perfect murshid), came the fragrant breeze of

the nau-ruz (guidance in the Path to God)

;

From this breeze, if thou desire aid, the lamp of the heart,

thou mayest kindle.

If, like the red rose, a particle of (red gold) thou hast, for God's sake, expend it

in pleasure

;

For caused Karun’s errors, the passion for gold-gathering.

A wine like the pure soul, I have
;
yet its detraction, the Soft maketh :

O God ! let not ill fqrtune be the sage's portion—— (even one day)

!

Seeking the path of (the true Beloved’s) desire is what ? ’Tis the abandoning

of our own desire’;

The crown of sovereignty is that which from this abandoning,——
thou stitchest.

5. The lament of the turtle-dove by the marge of the stream, I know not where-

fore it is

:

Perchance, like me, a grief it hath night and day.

Separated became thy sweet friend (the murshid). O candle ! now, sit alone

For this the sky’s decree is whether thou be content; or whether

thou consume.

The nau-ruz, the first of the month Furwardin (March), when the sun is in Aries, and is a festival

instituted’by Gabrs, lasting from three to six days.

It is said that on this day zt- ,

.

. • t l-j t. il ^

Tamshid (B.C. 800) entered the palace of Persepohs (Takfat-i-Jamshid, or Istakhar)

^ which he had built j and that he ordered the day to be kept as a f^st.

tM God beean the creation, and ordered the planets to move in their orbits.

On this day the king attended by his nobles and by the army marcheth out of his capital

;

revieweth the army j
receiveth tribute and presents j and giveth dresses of honour to the

chief nobles.

The nau-ruz is known as

nau-ruz-i-Jamshid

’id-^sultani

„ „ kadim

’id-i“bahaf

„ nau ruz

kadim *
** " Jamshid.

The dav'of the new year (observed by Muslims, Parsis, Armenians) is the day on which the sun

ente^h Aries (the first mansion). The Jews observe the festival ten days later.
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Within the screen, speech I ntter; forth from thyself, like the rose-bnd (from

the bud) come

;

For, not more than a space of five days, is the order of the chief of—^a nan-rur.

Excluded from the means of joy, in wonder ofknowledge, one cannot be

SaM ! come ; to the fool arriveth tlie largest— victual-portion.

O heart I go; wine drink; and profligacy and the abandoning of hypocrisy

practise

:

For a Path better than- this, I wonder whether-^=^ thou mayst learn.

10. To the garden, go that, from the huTbuf, fove's m3*steries thou mayst take to

mind;

To the assembly, come ; so that from Hafiz, ghasal-sin^ngi-^—

^

thou mayst learn.

The Burhan-j-^tl’, the Farhaug-i-Jahar.g^ri, the Anjutnan Ara, and others, are of cp;n:on that

the new year b^an on Urmuzd-rSz, the first day of Farwardin (March).

From the first to the sixth day was called—'Uau-ruz-i-knchahj from the seventh to the tw£fth,—

nau-ruz-i-buzurg.

MTien the sun entereth the vernal equinox is the nau-ruz.

S. " The fool.” See Ode 549, c. 4.
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532j (55*)*

1. (O Saki !)
of that (pure) wine of love (for God) whereby matured becpmeth

every immature one, •

_

Although it is the month of Ramazan (so that I may escape from this immature-

ness and to matureness, attain) bring a great cup.

Passed days, since the hand of me miserable clasped not,

The leg of one box-tree of stature
;
the arm of one silver of limb.

O heart! though the fast (of Ramazan) be the dear guest.

Regard its society a gift; its going-— a favour.

Now (in the Ramazan), to the cloister-door fleeth not the wise bird,

For, at every assembly of exhortation, is placed a snare

_ complaint, do I make of the zahids, ill of nature.
^

The way is this

:

That when a (bright) morning dawneth, in its pursuit falleth

’ a (dark) evening.

f Drawing the raw juice from the grape, they put it into jars which awhile they bury.

wvipn the fermenting juice gathers foam, they consider it mature.
j r ,u

Stile in the f”*. i

pure wine to rise.

They call s
— *

. ,

U. ^ •• the pure (raw) wine ;
” this, they sell to the rich.

(6) ob)
“ ravak,” the liquor produced by distillation of the

strength, nor the flavour, of

dregs. This has neither the

"^iteritfaTSety!XeEy'^^^^^^^^ ^nd the power of seeing clearly are gained. See

That love, AaJ descendeth the palate of the immature one, freeth him from immatureness; and

'’^i®°-''"thTtiXXXs;*’Lnd™lS' burden, I am not fit to bear, bring a cup, that

mSl mature our immatureness; and may quench the bitterness of the palate.

ThiTis^from^exceeding desire, and exceeding bitterness of palate.

The enemy in pursuit of the xahid, is his own ill-nature. Doubtless, he will receive the requ.ml

’ Ws ill work! Of the zahid, intent on my injury, I complain not.

The (bright) morning I am; he is the (dark) evening.
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When, to the spectacle of the sward, my Friend moveth,

O footman of the breeze ! from me to him, convey' - — a message.

A companion, who night and day drinketh pure wine,—where?

Is it that he maketh recollection of a dreg-drinker?

O Hafiz ! if the justice of the heart, thee the Asaf of the age give not.

With difficulty, thou bringest to hand thy desire through——a great selSshness,

7. “ The dreg-drinker” is Hafiz.
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533, (557).

I. In the morning time, a way-farer, on the confines of a land,

Kept saying this enigma to a companion

“O Safi! pure, becometh wine at that time,

“When, in bottle, it bringeth forth (accomplisheth) a forty days’ space.”

If the finger of a Sulaiman be not (to wear it).

What special excellence giveth the engraving of a seal stone ?

A hundred times, vexed is God with that khirka.

Whereof, a hundred idols (of hypocrisy) are in - a sleeve.

5, Dark became the inward parts. It may be that, from the hidden,

A lamp, may uplift a khilvat-sitter.

.
Though (only) a name, without trace (of reality), is generosity,

(Yet), thy need present to a noble one ?

O Lord of the harvest ! recompense shall be thine.

If, a little pity, thou show to a (poor) corn-gleaner.

In none, I see pleasure and ease ;

Neither, the remedy for a heart; nor, the pain of (working for)—
a faith.

Neither hope of loftiness to the (lofty) spirit ;

Nor love’s picture on the tablet of-7—. a fore-head.

2. Without labour, ma’rifat and divine mysteries cannot be acquired.

5. Khilvat. See Ode 67.
‘

•

.
JKhirka. 39 »» ^24.

6.

- (a noble one) signifies one daintily reared in luxury.

" Perchance, he may pity thee,

50
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10. Neither for Hafiz, present-reading (the Kuran) and ^ilvat

;

Nor for the sage, a knowledge of certainty.

The wine-house-door (the threshold of the perfect murshid), show ;
so that I may

inquire.

My own end from—— a fore-see-er.

Although the way of lovely ones is cruel (haughty) of nature.

What will it be if thou be content with a sad (humble) one ?

11. “The fore-see-er” signifies

the murshid.

12. This is the second Ode in which the name of Hafiz is omitted in the last couplet.

See Ode 505, c. 14.
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534, (561).

I. Since my Sulaima went to 'Irak.

Through love for her, I meet with what I meet with,-(the pain of separation).

Ho ! 0 camel-driver of the friend’s litter

!

Towards your riders (of the camels of the karvan), great hath become my
longing. ^

From not seeing the beloved, blood became my heart
;

Now evil befall the days of separation !

'

Into the Zinda stream (of Isfahan), cast thy wisdom
;
wine, drink.

To the shout of youths of 'Ira^.

5. O minstrel, sweet singer, sweet speaker
!
prepare

‘

An ’Irak note in Persian verse.

Back to my recollection, youthfulness bring—

The sound of the harp and the hand-waiving of the Saki.

The remaining wine, give, so that, intoxicated and happy of heart, .

My remaining life, 'I may scatter (as a sacrifice} on friends.

Saki ! come
;
me, the heavy ritl give

;

God give thee to drink from a full cup.

A moment, with well-wishers, be concordant

;

Affairs of concord, plunder reckon.

10. The spring of life is passed in the sward of thy care

;

O time of union ! God protect thee.

X. In Arabic, are

couplets 1, 10, II, 14, and- IS ; and the second lines of couplets 2, 3, 8.

Sulaima signifies:—little Salm?.

8. « Ritl.” See Ode 557, c. i.

SU2
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535, (556).

I In the morning, to the breeze, I uttered the tale ' of my longing
;

The address (of reply) came saying :—“A relier be on the favours

of Lordship.”
'

Not that tongue is the reed's that love’s (great) mystery it may unfold,

Beyond the limit of narration, is the explanation— of longing.

To Laila’s tress, bind thy heart; with (distraught) Majnun's reason, do thy

work (of love) ;

'

For, for lovers, injury hath the words-" — of wisdom.

Hoi O Yosuf of Egypt (the beloved), whom sovereignty (of Egypt) kept

engaged

!

Ask the father (Ybkub),—where went at last—— filial love ?

5. In the sorcery of the tempting glance, (is) a remedy-giver, and a pain-exciter,

In the coil of the musk-diffusing tress, (is) a heart-easer and

a heart-enslaver.

In the nature of the beautiful, old world, compassion is none

;

From its love, what seekest thou ? In it, what desire ’ attachest thou ?.

In this market (of the world), if a profit there be, ’tis with the happy darvish

O God ! me, happy make with darvishness, and » with happiness.

(O darvish !) the key of the treasure of purpose is the prayer of the morning,

and the sigh of the evening

;

By this path and way, go
;
so that, with the Heart-possessor (God),

thou mayst join.

3« When ICais became distraught through love for Laila, he was called Majnun.

Mainun signifies : .

‘

•’ ... -true, or divine. •

one distraught with love
jjjj^^ryj'or'proSner

darvishi signifies
; _

the state of being a darvish,

-

-contentedness * ijt j);
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A Huma like thee, lofty of rank, and greed for the (rotten) bone how long?

Alas that shadow of fortune, that, on the mean,—— thou castest.

10. Hafiz! to the lovely ones, give not th}- heart. Behold those .deeds of un-

faithfulness,

That, to the men of Khwarazra, did the saucy ones- of Samarkand ! .

To the verse of Hafiz of Shiraz, dance and whirl

Those dark of eye of Kashmir, and the saucy ones of Samarkand.

g. JaJ 15 (the mean) signifies

() the watcher.

( ) love of the world.

Ui (the Hama) signifies :

—

(o) thebeloved.

(6) the rank of man.

See Ode 50.
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536| (554)

•

0 Said ! ’lis the shade of the cloud, and spring, and the stream-bank
;

1 say not, do ^Yhat. Of the men of heart (Sufis), thou art. Do thou thyself

say.

From this picture (of outward Sufis), cometh not the perfume of one coioured-

ncss (constancy). Arise,

Willi pure wine, the (deceit-) stained and tattered garment of the Sufi,—

—

wash.

Mc.an of nature, is the w'orld
;
on its generosity, rely not

;

0 world-experienced one 1 from the mean, stability of foot do not thou—
seek.

Thy ear open. For, this lament, the bulbul saith

“J^waja! deficiency commit not; the rose of the grace (of God)—
smell.”

Thee, two counsels I make, Hear; and a hundred treasures bear away;

" By the door of pleasure, enter
;
in the path of defect, do not— strive.”

The true Beloved’s face, thou seekest? Fit, the mirror (of the heart) make; -

If not, ever blossometh not the (red)- rose and the wild (ivhite) rose from (hard)

iron and from— (base) brass.

Before that, dust in the wine-house thou becomest

In the pavilion of the wine-house, a space of one or two days, strive.

For thanks for that, that again to spring thou hast reached.

The root of goodness, plant; the rose of the grace (of God)— smell.
. r

«

Thou saidest :
—" From our Hafiz, cometh the perfume of hypocrisy

Afarin be on the breath for well thou broughtest— .
a great perfume.

The second line may be

I say not do what. If a man of heart thou be, do thou thyself say.
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537, (559)-

I. The salutation of God—as long as nights recur (till the judgment day)

;

And as long as the lutes of two, or three, strings respond (to each other ; or to

the singer)-—

On the valley of Arak, and on him vrho is therein

;

(On) m)’’ dwelling on the bend of the hill above the sands

!

- The prayer-utterer for travellers of the world, I am

;

Constantly and perpetual!}’, I pray.

O God ! in every stage whereto he turneth his face

Him, in Thy eternal protection, keep.

5. O heart! bewail not. For, in the chain of His tress,

The distraught state is all collectedness (tranquillity).

Of ardent love, I die. 0 if information were mine!

O when will the bringer of happy mews speak of union ?

1. In Aiabic, are

—

couplets I, 2, 6, and 7 ; and the last lines of couplets 3 and 13.

As long as nights are established ; as long.as the suras and ihe precepts of the Kuran srs the

support to the lips of Muslims ; as long as the Kuran is the support of the 'srorid wnose goal

is etemit3\

If (meaning to choose) be read for

The salutation of God as long as nights recur; as long as I choose the Kuran and its prec^*^

• Since Hafiz was a rememberer (Hafiz) of the Kuran for whom is ever the reading ('s^tn

to a remembering) of the Kuran, he said :

—

As long as I read the Kuran, salutation ^ ^ •

2. Arak. See Ode 490. c. 5.

If be taken as a proper noun, the second line will be
On my dwelling on the sands of the Liwa.

Couplets I and 2 form a kitaTsand.

grief-consoler.

W ouid to God news were mine when the messenger would give news of union ! Though
dress of the angel of death is certain—for, daily, he crieth out ;

yet, through tne ceiec: o.

nm canity, he is not heard. Nay, the thought of death entereth not the mind.
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For, at all times, love for Thee is my rest

;

In every state, remembrance of Thee is my consoler.

Till the judgment-day, the black point of my heart

—

Be it not void of consuming and of distraughtness for Thee !

Union with a King like Thee, how may gain,

I, bad of name, profligate, careless ?

10. From Thy down, a hundred other beauties increase :

Be Thy life a hundred illustrious years !

Afarin be on that Painter of power.

Who, around the (full) moon, draweth the line of a crescent (a new moon)

!

That thou be is necessary. If not,- easy is

The loss of capital, of rank, and of wealth,

God knoweth Hafiz’s intention
;

God’s knowledge (of niy wants) is sufficient for me (without my asking).

Ever the angel of death pursueth man, crying cUayJI depart ! depart

!

From exceeding carelessness, this call (of death), we hear not. Death is he who causeth the

seeker to reach the Sought.

When shall I obtain news that, from the world’s assembly, I may turn my face ; and, in union

with the true Beloved, join ; and ever in Him bind myself.

10. signifies

" the name of a Persian era taken from Jalalu-d-Dln, a King of Persia.

X 1, ^11* signifies

resembling (belonging to) the new moon.

5 *
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538i (560),

I. A salutation, like the pleasant perfume of friendship,

To that man of— the eye of light

:

A salutation, like the light of the heart of the pious

To that candle of the ^ilvat-place of piety.

None of my fellow-companions in his place, I see

;

With grief, my heart is become blood. Saki (the murshid) ! where art thou ?

The wine, sufi-overthrowing, they sell——where ?

For, in torment, I am from the hand of austerity of hypocrisy.

5. The covenant of society, the companions have so shattered,

That thou mayst say -.—“Verily, hath not been—friendship.”

Thy face, away from the street of the magians, turn not. For, there,

They sell the key of the opening of difficulty.

Although within limit, the bride of the world hath beauty,

Beyond limit, she taketh the way of—‘Unfaithfulness.

My shattered heart——if it’s be a desire,

Desireth not, from those stone of heart, a mumiya,!.

Thee, the chemistry of happiness, I will teach
;

From bad fellowship,—separation, separation !

10. O lust of greed ! if thou leave me,—
Great sovereignty (contentment) I will make in-beggary.

Hafiz 1 of time’s violence, complain not

;

O slave ! what knowest thou—divine work ?

3. To the second line, add :

—

That, from thee, my desire I may gain.

8. Mumiya,! signifies ;—a preserving substance wherewith mummies are preserved.
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539, (558).

r. In the morning, the invisible speaker of the wine-house with fortune-wishing,

Said :—“ (O Hafiz
!)
come back ; for an old friend of this court thou art."

m

Like Jamshid, a draught of wine, drink, so that, of the mystery of the angels.

Thee, the ray of the cup, world-viewing, may give news.

At the wine-house door, are Kalandar-profligates,

Who take (away)
; and give the imperial diadem.

Beneath the head, the brick
;
and the foot on the summit of the seven stars

(Pleiades) : .

Behold the hand of power
;
and the dignity of—one possessed of dignity

!

5. (Together are)—our head and the door of the wine-house, the side of the vault

whereof

(Is) uplifted to the sky, (though) the wall be of this lowliness.

O traveller of the P.aui ! to the beggars of the wine-house door.

Courteous be if, acquainted with the mysteries of God, thou be,

O heart ! if thee, the kingdom of poverty, they give.

Thy least territory will be from the moon (above) to the fish (beneath support-

ing the earth)

.

Without the road-fellowship of Khizr, this path travel not

;

'Tis the zulmat ;
fear the danger of road-losing.

The door of poverty, thou knowest not (how) to beat. From the hand, let. not
go,—

The seat of Lordship, and the royal assembly of Turan.

g. Thou knowest not how they acquire poverty.

. Muhammad said A1 fakhru fakhri, poverty is my glory.

5x2
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• •• •

10. O Sikandar
!

(patiently) sit
;
useless grief, suffer not

;

For, thee, the water of life, they give not (even) on-account of sovereignty.

Hafiz, crude of greed ! of this tale, have shame :

What is thy work, reward for which two worlds thou desirest ?

10. By his own work, every one reacheth to his desire.
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540, (563).

I. Alas! full, full of pain is my heart,-—
a. plaister!

0 God ! through loneliness, to (giving up) life my heart hath come ;

a companion

!

From the swift moving sky, hope of ease, hath who ?

O Saki 1 a cup bring, so that I may rest— a while.

Arise. To the saucy ones of Samarkand, let us give our heart

;

For, from its breeze, the fragrance of the river Malian (the Oxus).cometh—

*

anon.

To a wit, I said ;
—“ Behold these circumstances.” He laughed and said :

“A work, difficult ; a state, the father of wonders
;
perturbed,

a world.”

5. In the pit of patience, for that candle of Chigil, I consumed
;

Of our state, the King of the Turkans (Turans) is careless. Where—
a Rustam?

In the Path of love-play, calamity is safety and ease

;

Wounded be that heart that with (on account of) pain desireth

a plaister 1

No path, into the street of profligates, is for the man of desire and indulgence

A wayfarer is necessary,—a world-consumer
;
not a raw one, without—

a grief.

In this dusty world, to hand cometh not a man

;

It is necessary to make another world, and anew— a man.

Hafiz! before (in comparison with) love’s independence what weigheth thy

weeping ?

For, in this deluge, the seven (all the) seas (of the world) appear (only) •

a little night-dew.

3. Samarkand. See Ode 535, c. 10, ii.

S. Chigil (Turkistan) is famed for its lovely women.

Reference is made to Rustam’s liberating his nephew Pishin (son of Kay Khusrau) from a pit

into which Afrasiyab had cast him, because he had secretly married his daughter.
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541, (555)-

I. Said! come
;
for the goblet of the tulip hath become full of wine :

Mutterings,—how long? raving words——till when ?

Pride and disdain, abandon. For Time hath seen

The wrinkling (in decay) of the robe of the Kaisar
;
and the abandoning (in

death) of the crown of Kay. ,

Sensible be ;
(drink wine). For the bird of the sward became intoxicated (with

love for the rose). Ho 1

Vigilant be
;
for the sleep of non-existence is in pursuit. Alas !

0 branch of fresh spring! gracefully thou wavestj

Be it not that distress (be) thine from the torment of the wind of December.

5. On the kindness of the sphere, and its way, reliance is none

;

0- woe to that one who became safe (careless) of its deceit 1

(0 Zahids 1) to-morrow (after death), the wine- of Kausar is for us
;
and the

bur;

To-day (before death), the Saki (the murshid) moon of face
;
and the cup of wine

(of love).

Recollection of the covenant of youth, the morning breeze giveth

;

O kind youth I me, the life-elixir that pain taketh, give.
‘

The pomp and the sovereignty of the rose, regard not. For, scattereth

The chamberlain of the breeze every leaf of it beneath the foot.

To the memory of Hatim Tai (the perfect murshid), give the cup of one ‘ man

(two gallons).

So that wc may fold up the black book of the misers (void of God's bounty,

ignor.mt of His love).

10. That wine that, to the ruddy Arghaviin, gave colour and grace,

Caslcth out in sweat from His face the grace of His nature.

C.-

0 -

" Hr.-.- Ot’-.- c 5.

S«0de':3.c=
, 3;4. c. 1.
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To the garden, take the cushion. For, in service, like attendants.

The cypress is standing
; and loin-girt is the reed.

Listen how the minstrels of the sward have made true (in accord)

The note of the lyre and of the harp ; and the voice of the lute and the reed.

!

For wine (of love for God), pledge the things of time ;

For, of the man of the Path, hath remained naught.

Hafiz ! the tale of ma^c of thy sweet deceit (thy lustrous verse) hath reached,

To the limits of Egypt and of Chin, and to the boundaries of Rum and of Rai.

II. The girdle of the reed is its mass of tuft-like flowers.

See Ode 564, c. 2.

14. Rum is that part of Turke}’ included in the old Roman Empire.

Rai (Rhages) is a mined city near Tahran : in Khurasan is another Rm.

This Ode is considered a genuine example of the dialect of Shiraz.

Kay was the third King of the Ka3'an race. In 550 B.C., amid the mountains of Media, he

defeated AfrasiySb, King of the Turans.
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'

542, (565).

I. ’Tis a city full of graceful ones ;
and, on every side,—

—

r an idol

,

0 friends ! ’tis love’s salutation, if ye make - - — a bargain.

More fresh than this, the sky’s eye seeth not a youth

;

In the hand, none beheld more beautiful than this-- an idol.

Created of soul, who shall have seen a body ?

On this skirt, of these dusty ones be not— a particle of dust

!

The shattered one like me, from before thyself wherefore drivest thou ?

For great expectation is mine, of a kiss, or of—— an embrace.

5 . Know the wine is without alloy
;
haste j the time is opportune

;

Another year, who hath hope of a new spring?

In the garden, companions like the tulip and the rose,

Each a cup taken to the memory of the face of- — a friend.

This knot, how' may I loose ? This mystery, how may I unfold ?

A pain, and a severe pain
;
a work, and— a difficult work.

0 lovely face ! than the rose, a hundred-fold more lovely thou art,

0 Lord
!
path to Thy skirt, gain not-—— a thorn !

In the hand of the tress, of a saucy one, is every thread of Hafiz’s hair

;

’Tis difficult to dwell in— a land like this.
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- 543, (566).

I. 0 breeze ! the perfume of that musk-scented tress thou hast

;

As the token, thou stayest
;
for its perfume thou hast.

My heart, wherein is the jewel of the mysteries of beauty and of love.

To thy hand, one can give, if it, well thou keepest.

(0 beloved !) befitteth thee a kaba, beauty-boasting
;
and that only,

For, like the rose, all the way of colour and of perfume, thou hast.

Of kingdoms of beauteousness like the sun, to boast

Reacheth (befitteth) thee
;
for slaves, moon of face, thou hast.

5. In respect of those pleasant innate qualities (of thine), one cannot speak at all.

Save this, that watchers, austere of nature, thou hast.

O rose (the beloved) ! agreeable to thee how falleth the melody of the bulbul

(the lover).

When, to the birds (the watchers), nonsense-uttering, thy ear

,
thou hast ?

Distraught, became my head by thy draught. Sweet be it to thee !

Of what wine is this indeed that in the pitcher, thou hast ?

O cypress of the rivulet ! of thy arrogance, boast not

;

. For, if to him thoi^reach, low with shame thy head, thou wilt have.

. For Him (the true Beloved), I prayed. Laughing beneath His lip (covertly)

He spake,

Saying :
—“Who art thou? With Us, what talk (is it that)—— thou hast?

10. If, to the wind, time give all the musk of Khutan,

A sacrifice for thee, who, the line of down and the musky (black) mole
hast.

Hafiz ! from the cloister-corner, seek not love’s jewel

;

Outside (the cloister), plant thy foot, if inclination for search, thou hast.

5T
4. ** Reacheth.” See Ode 249, c. i.
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544, (568).

I. For the sake of love’s existence are man and Pari,

A little (pure) desire, show, so that a great happiness (in attaining to true love)

thou mayst achieve.

Since, prepared of vision, thou art not,—union, seek not.

For, no good doeth the (world-viewing) cup of Jamshid at the time of being with-

out vision.

The wine of the morning draught, and the sweet sleep of dawn, how long?

(For pardon), strive—^by the supplication of mid-night; and, with the weeping

of the morninsf.

(0 beloved
!) come

;
and, from us, with the capital of thy beauty, sovereignty

purchase

;

Careless of this matter, be not, lest sorrow thou suffer.

5. I^waja! strive
;
portionless of'love be not

;

I’or none buyeth the slave with the defect of being void of skill.

When a d6or to astonishment had every news that I heard,

After this (together are)—I and intoxication, and the way of being void of

news.

O dainty one, sorcery-player ! what doll art thou thyself ?

Neither in front of the eye art thou
;
nor hidden from vision art thou.

•

A liionsand holy .souls consumed on account of this jcaloti.sy,

I'or, every morning and evening, the candle of another assembly thou art.

Terr.f'ih rabmily the prayer of the corner-sittcr.s

;

V< ilh .-i corner of thy eye, at u.s (corner-sitters), wherefore loolrest thou not ?

l ,;v from me to His Highnc.s.s Asaf, who takelh,
•'co!li;ct two hemistielu'S of mine in Dari vcr.se?"

1 !
‘

o,i«.
• Sf,

'

7,
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Come, so that, even so, the world’s way I may behold ;

If, examination, thou wilt make,—wine, thou drinkest ; and grief, sufferest not.

On thy head of beauty, aslant (in pride) be not the crown of sovereignty

!

For, the beauty of fortune, and worthy of throne and of the cro\yn of gold,

thou art.

Love’s Path is a path wonderfully dangerous,

—We seek refuge in God 1—If to a place of safety, the path thou take not.

By the perfume of Thy tress and Thy cheek, go and come,

The morning breeze for (acquiring from Thy tress the power of) perfume-

diffusing, and the rose for (acquiring from Thy cheek) splendour.

15. That one, who, from this zulmat (of the world),-, made my guidance,

(In thanks were His) my prayer of midnight, and my weeping of the morning.
• t

By the blessing of the prayer of Hafiz, is hope that again

I may see the traces (of glories) of my Laila (the true Beloved) in the path of the

night, luminous with the moon.

12. " Aslant.” See Ode 31S, c. 9.

16. signifies

the auspiciousness of prayer.

None hath seen the true Beloved and the real Desired One.
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545.

I. 0 Thou in grief for whom, eternal union is ours

!

In love for Thee, spent is my life
;
but, I care not.

The'dogs of thy street, each one what ease knoweth ?

Oh that I had room to wander in that vicinity

!

0 (true) Beloved ! from the tear, revealed became my mystery

;

O Thou that hast known my state
!
pity ray tear.

O crowd of pure players (lovers) ! fidelity, lovely ones know not ] .

From one possessed of beauty, fidelity expect not.

5 . Thirsty of lip, by the water of life, we passed
;

0 Saki ! with a draught of limpid water, succour me.

From desire for Thee, faith and the .world, I abandoned
;

In desire for Thee, my love of rank and of wealth,-
1
passed (abandoned).

If, on the dust of Thy threshold, Hafiz die.

Verily, he will become the possessor of life that is without end.

I. In Arabic, are all the second lines.
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546, (517)-

*
I. O thou from shame of whose (ruddy) cheek, the (red) rose is immersed in

sweat

:

.(And) before whose cornelian (lip), full of the sweat (of envy) -is the cup of

(riiddy) wine

!

’Tis—hail on the tulip ; or rose-water on the rose
;

Or water on the fire
;
or on thy face, sweat.

'

That bow eye-brow went from the eye ;
and the heart

Departed from its foot (foundation) ; and (through exceeding attachment to the

Beloved) made lost the trace.

To-night, back from His tress, my hand I will not keep :

O mu azzin ! go ;
shout

;
say :—“ Come to prayer.”

5. A moment, in the minstrel’s hand, place the harp ;

Say :—“ Its cord, scratch and after it (the scratched cord), exult.”

On the fire, aloe-wood put
;
the stove enkindle

;

Grief have not for the. severity of December’s cold, .

After this, if to thee) the sky display contempt,

Speak out in the presence of the Dara of Rai (Rhages),

The Khusrau, horizons (climes) -giving,—that one, by whose (exceeding) libera-

lity,
'

’ ...
Became closed (even) the record of (generous) Hatim ;

and his (noble) fame,

—

* . When perspiration cometh on the Beloved’s face, thou mayst say ’Tis hail on " the tulip *

4. When it becometh morning, the lover is deprived of union with the Beloved,

O^mrazz^'uo.night, I never will be separated from Him, although thou utter the call to

Before morSng^in the streets of the city, the mu agzin of the masjid crieth with a lofty voice.

o.*J Jl (<oJI Praise to the Living One who never diethl

S^etim'es fr^themimbar (pulpit) of the masjid, the mu azjin uttereth this cry, so that sleepers

awake and hear that glorious prayer of grace.

7, Rai. See Ode 54t» c# 14.
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(0 SaW !) that one who, for a draught, surrendereth his life,

—

His life, take ;
and to him, a cup give.

10. Distraught became many like the (tribe of) Bani Amir,

If forth from (the tribe of) Hayy come a (lovely) Laila.

On the minstrel's lip, their lip put, the reed and the wine-cup

;

Beneath the nail, the harp (-cord) is fit to be placed.

C-
Forth bring'the cup of wine

;
and, like Hafiz, suffer not

Grief, saying :—Jamshid was- when? or Ka,us, when?

10. Bani 5.mir was a tribe, the son of W'hose chief was Majnun, Laila’s lover.
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547. (535).

1 . (0 Saki !)
wine, bring

;
and me again release from wine-sickness

;

For, with wine, one can repel the distress of wine-drinking.
,

In no way, shincth the lamp of the assembly of affection,

Save the (ruddy) face of the idol (the Beloved) and the wine of the grape.

(0 Beloved !) proud, of the sorcery of thy seducing glance, be not at all
;

For, I have tried (and know) that no profit hath haughtiness.

Preceptor 1 counsel much, thou makest, saying ;— At love, play not
;
"

.

(I reply :—^)

" None, is preceptor in ’the usage of this matter (of love)."

5 . Alive, by love is the soul of the man possessed of heart (the sufi)

;

If love thou have not, go
;
for excused thou art.

. By one deceit, probity from the hand, I put

;

Alas
!
(for naught,) all that austerity, and probity, and chastity.

Arrived the fortune of union (with the Beloved)
;
and passed the pain of

separation

;

Again turned the country of the heart its face to prosperousness.

Hafiz 1 to every one, the heart's mystery one cannot utter

;

To that one, utter, who hath endured the affliction of farness from the Beloved.

2. By its form and hue, the idol’s face is the wine of the grape.

'

Without the Beloved, perfect becometh not pleasure, though the assembly of pleasure and

of love may have delights. • ^

S. Thou, who hast not love; and makest reproach,—’lis no wonder that thou art excused. For,

with the circumtances and the goodness of love, thou art not acquainted j and, like the dead,

thou art.
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548 , (509)-

1 .
‘ 0 breeze ! the Beloved’s fragrance,——

From Him, musk-laden perfume,

Ho! long-handedness (to pluck His tress), display not;

With His tress, what business

O rose ! thou and His adorned face, where ?

Fragrant musk. He ; and, the load of the thorn,

Sweet basil 1 thou and His fresh down, where ?

. Fresh, He
;
and dust (of grief),——

5. Narcissus ! thou and His intoxicated eye, where ?

Merry of head, He; wine-sickness (drowsiness),

J •
. . .

•

O (lofty and strait) cypress ! in comparison with His lofty stature.

In the garden, what credit

• O wisdom ! in comparison with the existence of His love.

In the hand, what power (of will)—

Hafiz 1 one day, to union, thou wilt reach.

If the power of waiting,——

2. In couplets 3, 4, and 5—
r adorned face

In comparison with His
j

fresh down >thy rank is where ?

f intoxicated eye
'

“ Long-handedness.” See Ode 455, c. 2.

4* Basil. See Ode 200. -

thou hast

;

thou hast.

hast thou ?

thou hast.

thou hast. -

thou hast.

hast thou ?

hast thou ?.

thou hast.
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549, (527).

1. Appeared the ways of unfaithfulness;

With none, remained the mark of faithfulness.

To the mean one, through poverty, take (present)

The people of skill—now, the hand of beggary.

To-day, in the age, that one who is excellent,

Experienceth not, from grief, a moment of escape.

But, in affluence, is the fool

;

Since, at this moment, his chattels are of price.

5. If the poet utter poetry (pure, smooth, and soft) like water,

—

Whereby to the heart increaseth luminosity,—

Him, (even) a barley-corn, through avarice and greed, they give not,

(Even) .if he be wholly like' Sana,!.

Yesterday, in the ear of my sense, wisdom kept saying:—
“ Go

;
patience exercise in resourcelessness.’’

Make contentment thy stock-in-trade
;
and consume

;

Since, in this pain and affliction, thou art one resourceless.

Hafiz 1 come ;
this counsel hear with soul—

“ If, from thy foot, thou fall,—on thy head thou comest (fallest).”

2. See Ode 442, c. 5.

4. See Ode 531, c. 8.

6. Shaikh (or Hakim) Sana,! (i. 1069, d. 1131) was a celebrated poet, native of Ghazni, who lived

in the reign of Bahrim Shah of Ghazni to whom he dedicated a poem (30,000 verses on the

unity of God) called Hadikatu-1-Hakl,ik,
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550, (528).

O Zahid 1 (since naught will be thine), go in fte hope that thou Hast;

For, like thee, I have that hopefulness.

Save the cup, in its hand the tulip hath what?

SaM ! come ; bring whatever thou hast.

(0 perfect murshid I) me, into the thread of the distraught (for the love of God,)

draw;

For the intoxication (of senselessness) is more pleasant than sensibleness.

O Sufi ! me, shun ; shun !

For repentance I have made of abstinence.

Come ; on the curve of His tress, fix th}’ heart

;

If (from worldly attachments) thou desire freedom and escape.

For God’s sake, in the rose-season, shatter penitence

;

For the rose-season hath no permanency.

O friends ! the fresh spring of life hath departed,

Even as from the sward-border, the breeze of spring.

Hafiz! come
;
ruby wine, drink

;

Thy life in carelessness, why passest thou ?
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551, (536).

t. (0 Beloved
!)

Thou whose purpose in the world whatever it be, Thou hast;

Of the state of the feeble and of the powerless, what grief (is it that)
'

Thou hast ?

From (Thy) slavej life and heart, demand
; the soul, take

;

For over the free, the current order—— Thou hast.

No waist, hast Thou ; and momently I wonder how.

In the midst of the assembly of lovely ones, thou displayest exaltation.

Fit, is no picture for the whiteness of Thy face
;
because.

From the musky (dark) line (of down), blackness, upon the ruddy arghavan (the

ruddy cheek), • Thou hast.
«

5 . O. graceful one ! ever drink wine, for light of soul thou art

;

Especially, at this moment, when the heavy head (through wine) thou hast.

More than this,' against my heart, make neither reproach, nor violence

;

Do whatever thou canst, when room (occasion) for it, thou hast.

If, in thy power, be a hundred thousand arrows of violence,

(Them) with the intention of (taking) the life of me, shattered,— thou hast.

The tyranny of the watchers, ever endure ;
happy of heart, be ;

For ’tis easy, if the kind Beloved * thou hast.

Jf, one moment, to thy hand, union with the Friend reacheth,

Go ;
(do thy work) . For, whatever desire is in the w'orld, thou hast*

i It 13 impossible that the picture of thy face should be drawn ; because thou hast the blackness

of musky (black) witing that prevaileth over the ruddy argfaaran. Over all colours, black

prevaileth*

_ - Jo-, (light of soul) signifies
^ '

I whose body is in grace like the luminous soul.
one

'

S 2 a
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10. When the ruby of His lip thou recollectest ;
and hearest

The (sweet) tale, besugared iS whatever in thy mouth,——

Hafiz ! when, in the border of this garden, thou takest the ros(

Of the weeping and the lamenting of the gardener, what grief

thou hast.

hast thou ?
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552, (540).

I. If, like the (lofty) cypress, .a moment thou move in-— a rose-garden,

In envy of thy face, every rose suffereth a thorn.

On account of the infidelity of thy tress, '(together are) every assembly and a
great tumult

;

On account of the sorcery of thy eye, (together are) every corner and—

—

a sick one.

O intoxicated eye of the beloved ! to sleep, like my fortune, go not;

For, in pursuit, from every direction, is the sigh of— a wakeful one.

•

The scattering of Thy Path’s dust is my soul's cash, although

On Thy part the soul’s cash hath not (even)— a little value.

5 . 0 heart 1 ever, a (malignant) opinion of the tress of heart-enslavers, express

not

;

When malignant of opinion thou becomest, how openeth to thee

• V a work ?

(Separate from.the body) went my head ; and, awhile, this work ended not;

ilj' heart caught (grief of love)
;
and Thine, was no grief for—— a captive.

To him, I said

“

Like the (centre-) point enter into the midst of the circle

.

(of desirous ones)
;

”

With laughter, he spake, saying:—" Hafiz 1 in what compass,— art thou ?’*

5, How mayest thou succeed F
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553, (538).

I. My soul,—a sacrifice for Thee, who art both the soul and the Beloved

!

My head,—a sacrifice for Thee ! If not, (together are) I and

a revolving head.

Easily from the head of Thy street, I cannot rise

;

Difficult work, they take (accomplish) not with this

easiness.

Not the power of the wing-scorched moth is the immature one’s
;

To dainty ones, reacheth not the way of--— soul-scattering (sacrificing).

«

Without Thee, to take ease may be immatureness

;

With Thee, to sit saucily may be from ; a great astonishment.

5. Thy heart’s mystery. Thy watchers revealed

;

Concealed, how remaineth the matter of—— - a great secret.

So that, fresh and moist, the plant of. Thy stature may remain.
It is necessary that in my (weeping) eye, it, thou plant.

One day, in the curl of Thy tress, I beheld my heart

:

To it, I said " How art thou? How livest thou? O (thou who art)—

“

a prisoner.”

My heart said “ Yes
;
what doest thou, if towards me envy thou bearest not

;

“ Not every beggar’s, is the rank of—^ a great Sultan.”

Hafiz 1 verily, not thy limit is our society;
Tis enough, if at the head of this street, thou make '

dog-watching.

3- “ Reacheth not.” See Odes 249, c. i j 262, c, 5.
4. Both are difficult to do,

8. Couplets 7 and 8 form a kitaband.
The hc.art said ;

g. The frsnine^'

^ lofty rank, I have, ’Tis from envy that me, captive thou callcst.

if trulj thou ask —no worthy of our society art thou j »
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I. Since, to-day, in the world of beauty Thou art sovereign,

' Perchance the desire of lovers by Thy lip, Thou mayst bring forth.

With (thy) lovers, heart bereft, pride and disdain—— how long ?

On the wretched bereft ones, violence and contempt— till when ?

Like Thy eye, in the source of powerlessness,— ' how long ?

Like Thy tress, in twist and restlessness—* how long ?

That pain that through Thee, I have
;
that violence that from Thee, I experience.

If a little (of them) Thou knowest, I know that (notwithstanding thy stone-

heartedness) mercy to me, thou wilt show.

' 5. Necessary, is much capital for the chattels of being a lover,——
Hearts, like fire ; eyes, like a great ocean.

Left in (the torment of) separation, I was. O morning breeze ! convey.

From the garden of union with thee, the perfume of hopefulness.

Although, in hope of union with Thee, alive I become at the resurrection,

(Yet, in penitence for my own self-seeking) forth from the dust, my head through

shamedness I bring not.

If, of the wine of union with Thee, a draught, I drink.

So long as living I am, I practise not the way of sensibleness.

Slave, we are, and powerless
;
Ruler, Thou art and powerful,—

If me, by force. Thou draw
;
or if, with contempt. Thou slay. •

10. At last, on Hafiz’s bitter state, show a little pity?

Hopelessness,—how long? Distress (of contempt) how long?

8. To.the last line, add';

—

But senseless become.
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555 .

I. .Saki ! if desire be thine for wine,

Before us save wine naught bring. Ho

!

In the tavern, the prayer-mat and the khirka.

Sell
;
and, bring the draught of wine (of love for God)

.

If alive of heart (sufi) thou be, from thee intoxicated (with love for God), hear,

In the rose-bed of the soul, the cry

“

Ya Hayy I”

Possessed of sorrow,—to the remedy come

;

Possessed of iniquity,—both worlds regard naught.

5. In love’s Path, the heart’s mysteries are :—
The sound of the stringed instrument ;

and the wail of the reed.

In love’s Path, a pure poor one.

Better than a thousand (generous) H&tim Tais.

That idol. Pari of face, Sultan-like,

Cometh
;
and, behind, the people of the city.

Men, on-looker at her beauteous face ;

And at her cheek, sweat-stricken, through' shame (of modesty).

Of the grief (of separation) from Thee, complaineth Hafiz—how long ?

The end of my shattered' heart,—till when ?

3. Ya Hayyu ya l^ayyumu, O Living and Immortal one!
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I. Than the tavern-street, more pleasant is not—— a place,

(Even) if, for my elderly head, attainable be a sumptuous dwelling.

I desire,—concealed- from thee (who are the confidant of lover’s mysteries)

wherefore should I keep ?
^

The flagon of wine
;
the place of pleasure

;
and— a beauteous one.

My place is the cloister of the magians, and the meads of my native land
;

My pleasure—the face of idols (lovely ones)
; and (it is indeed)

an auspicious judgment.

. (To my word), why listenest thou, for-in the age, distraught, like me, is none ?

This is naught save the word, (inwardly) the father of lust, (outwardly)

a loxjely one.

5 . With respect, be; the state of the cloister, (ask not). For, every one cannot

mention

The affairs of the cloister,—only an ardent Barhaman, or—

—

a great Rai.

O idol 1 in our heart, how can be contained aught save thee ?

For, save for thee, for none, is mine a single care.

(O true Beloved !) on the wounded and ruined heart of Hafiz show pity
;

For the reason that, after to-day, is certain a terrible to-morrow.

3. signifies
.

jyT “ I desire."

4. The word, sweet and useless.

5. The Barhaman signifies one who hath connection with those of the cloister. See Ode 524, c. 13.

7. See Ode 525, c. 10.

• .
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557, {567)*

I, ’Tis morning; andj droppetb hail from the cloud of (the winter-month)—^Bah-

man:
The requisites of the morning cup, prepare ; and give a cap of one

The blood (red wine) of the cup, drink ; for lawful is its blood :

In the work of the cup, (engaged) be; for 'tis a work—fit to be done.

If, at dawn, thee, wine-sickness give headache,

Verily, best, that the forehead of the vintner, thou shatter,

SaK ! at hand (to give the cup) be ; for, in ambush for us, is grief

:

Minstrel ! (so that grief may not reach us) keep this

thou singest.

5. Give wine
; for, the secret to m\- ear, the harp hath brought and said :

—

“ Happily pass (life)
; and, hear this bowed Pir (the barp).-'’'*

Hahz ! by the independence of profligates. (I conjure tHee) drink wine.

So that, thou mayst hear the song of the Singer, God the Independent One.

Into the sea of self and self-praise, I am fallen. Bring
Wine, so that freedom from self and self-praise me, it may give.

. Hafiz ! in the rivulet of the eye, the plant of th}- stature

Drank blood, and established iruiL— (It), thou wishest to up-pluck.

very padi (ot song, mat

I. “ Man.*’ Sea Odes 144, c. lo ; 315, c. 2 5 524, c. i.

I C3an = 2 rids = i gail-rn.
“
Bahsian’-' signides January. Ses Ode 55, c. S.

s^aniarj Tviue-sickr.es.

isiauunar, a vintner.
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1. In fruitlessncss and lustfulncss, passed my life

:

0 son ! me, the cup of wine, give, so that to old age thou mayst reach.

From the direction of Tur, lightning flashed; to it, I inclined (in love)

Perchance, thee, a brand of bright flame, I may bring,”

In this city, what sugars—that became contented,

The (mighty) falcons of tarlkat with the stage of a pitiful fly

!

Last night, in the crowd of slaves of His door, I went,

He spake saying :—”0 friendless, remediless, one! the load of what person
art thou ?”

5. So that, like the censer, a moment, we may take the skirt of the beloved,

We placed our heart on the fire, for the sake of a pleasant breath.

. (son) signifies :

—

Lust; for, to lust, the soul speaketh.

2. In Arabic, arc couplet 2 ; and the second line of couplet 9.

The second line is from the Kuran, xx. 9.

jjjb (Tur, mount Sinai) signifies the mountain, whereto Musi, in search of fire, turned his face;

and whereon, he talked w'ith God.

Wherever lovers (of God) speak with the Beloved, they call the place Tur.

signifies:

—

a portion of fire which to the cold-stricken, is better than fruits.

From the direction of Tur, the lightning flashed. To Tur, I turned ; possibly,*! may be the bringer

to thee of a piece of wood, half-burned, enkindled ; or the star (living ember) inflamed in its

own burning (the word of the soul to the body, at the time of its being obedient by God’s

grace).

By his own capacity, at the time of union with the Eternal, Hafiz borrowed (from Musa) these

holy words.

By following Muhammad, and by God’s grace, this time of union appeareth to the Lords of the

Path; and thereby they attain to eternal ease.

The men of this Path, of this blessed Faith (Islam), the spiritual sages of Muhammad, reach

the stage of the prophets of Bani Isra,il; and, in the Path, reach a place where to them as to

MusS lust (in the stage of woman) becometh obedient. After that, in the Path, they gradu-

ally reach a place where from lust they draw back ; and, like Musa, go to the Tur of prayer.

He to whom, by God’s grace, lust becometh obedient, offereth thanks; establisheth himself in

lofty stages; and, by prayer, seeketh from the ^azi of need (God) union with Him.

, Thus, at that stage, he arriveth.

4. "The load of what person*’ signifies

On w'hom, art thou dependent ?
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Despite the heart become blood (in grief), to be like the pleasant (fragrant)

musk-pod, is necessary for him,

• Who, became world-renowned for a fragrant breath (of excellence).

Departed (in death) hath the Karvan (of friends) ; and, in the ambush-place,

thou in sleep 1

(Arise
;
prepare the requisites of the end.) Alas ! of so many crashes of the

great bell (of death), wholly void of knowledge, thou art.

(O bird of my soul!) thy pinion, spread,; and, from the (lofty) Tuba tree, the

shout (of praise in recollection of Thy Creator) raise

:

Woe is it that a (glorious) bird like thee—-captive of the cage (of worldly de-

lights that befit thee not) thou art

!

I

In desire of Thee, in every direction, Hafiz runneth—how much !

O object of desire ! to thee, easy the path, may God make.

6, Every one, who, for an excellence, became celebrated, must, in that excellence, strive.
^

If, in the strife, his heart become blood,—nd matter.

9. Awhile, in search of Thee, hecometh captive to illusory love; and in this whirlpool (this world)

for every (worthless) straw and thorn, attachment displayeth. For him, God Most High make

easy a path, whereby He may cause him to reach thee.
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I. The tale of my desire, I wrote
;
and weeping was my eye:

,
.

Come ;
for, through sorrowfulness without thee, I am ready to die.

Through desire, to my two eyes, much I have said :
,

“ O dwellings of Salmf thy Salma is where ?
” ’ ' ’

’Tis a strange event and a wonderful occurrence—r^his.

Afflicted, was I;. and in the (palpitating,
.

quivering, fluttering) state of one

slain. (Yet, against me), the slayer was complainer.
1

Reacheth to whom (the power) that, at thy pure «kirt, he should carp ?

For, like the (dew-) drop that, on the rose-leaf droppeth, pure thou art.

,
• f

5. From the dust of thy foot, it gave honour to the tulip and to the rose.

When creation’s reed wrote the decree on the watery and the dusty.

O Saki ! arise ;«ambergris-scatterin*g, hath become the breeze

;

Bring the juice of the grape, (wine) perfumed and pure (the antidote of the

lover’s poison).. .

’

Without (seeing) thy praised qualities, trace of me remaineth not. Yes
;

From thy face (O Salma
! ), I behold the traces of life !

1. In Arabic are couplet i j the second lines of couplets 2, 3, 6, 7; and the first line of couplet 9,

2. Through phrenzy of love, is this address. When in exceeding perturbation, they address the
dwellings, the ruins and the houses of the beloved.

Salmf . See Odes 310, 360, 534, 572.

3. ^alandar Shaikh Shah Sharafu.d-Dln Abu Ali (d, 1379) saith ,

" Wounded with grief’s sword is my heart; (yet) at its (feeble) power, the adversary (is) be-
wailiflg

:

“Against the poor grain, the'violence (of consumption) ; (yet) from the birds of the nest, the
cry (of hunger).

’

4. “ Reacheth.” See Odes 249, c. i ; '262, c. 5.

7. The explanations are :

—

(a) By reason of separation from thee no trace of me remaineth • *

(b) Void of thy praised qualities, no trace of me remaineth. Defective human qualities have
vanished; and By the decree—"Be qualified with the qualities of God”—perfect divine
qualities have in me taken root.
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By the honour of the rose and by the dust-foot of the cypress (I swear) that
there is not

One of rare beauty like this— of the watery or of the dusty.

Idleness, abandon
; successful| thou shalt be. For the proverb is t—

‘‘The road-provision of way-farers is alertness and expertness.”

10. Of the description of thy beauty, how may Hafiz speak?
For, like the divine qualities, beyond comprehension, thou art

(c) When my own existence, I knew to be effacement ; and joined to the manifestation of perma-
nency^ with God, I clearly saw that my own existence was the trace of glories and the
reflection of the Absolute Existence (God).
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I. From me, the beggar, to kings, who taketh a message,

Saying:—"In the street of the wine-sellers, (they sell) two thousand (mighty)

Jamshids for——— a single cup of wine/’

Ruined and ill of fame, I have become
;
yet, hope I have—

That, by the blessing of dear ones (those of good name) I may (escape from ill-

famc
;
and) reach to good-fame.

Thou that sellest alchemy,—at our impure gold (heart) cast a glance (of alche-
my) 1 .

For, a great capital (in trade), we have not
;
and a snare (to captivate the true

murshid) we have cast.

O Shaikh ! by the beads of the rosary, (I beseech thee) cast me not from the

Path

;

For, when (once) the wise bird falleth, he falleth not (again) into any snare.

5. 0 pious ones! go yc. For (us) piety hath left:

Pure wine, we have drunk
;
and there hath remained neither honour nor good

fame.

At the fidelity of the Beloved, wonder that He made not an inquiry.

Neither by the reed,—a salutation
;
nor by letter, a message. '

Desire for Thy service, I have; in kindness, me, purchase and sell not;

For, into good fortune, seldom falleth, like (me) the slave —
a slave.

My plaint, I take to—where ? This tale, I utter to—whom ?

—

" For thy lip was our life ; and, Thou badst not (even) -a little permanency."

If this wine be immature, and this companion matured.

By a thousand times, than a thousand matured ones better (is)

an immature one." .

'

10. (0 true Beloved 1
)
the arrow of Thy eye-lash, loose ; and the blood of Hafiz,

spill

;

For, in respect of such a slayer, none maketh (even) a little revenge.

4. Rosary. See Odes 132, 178.
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I. People spake, saying :
—

" (In beauty) a second Yusuf thou art

When, well, I looked, verily better than that (I had heard) thou art.

Sweeter than that which, with sweet smile, they say tliou art,,

0 Khusrau of the lovely ones 1 for, the Shirin of the age, thou art.

To the (folded) rose-bud, thy mouth, one cannot compare :

Never is the rose-bud with this narrow-mouthness*.

If, on account of thy stature and gait, the (moving) cypress remained behind in

its place.

Move thou. For thou hast surpassed th6 (moving) cypress in—movingness.

5. A hundred times Thou saidest: “From this mouth, thy desire I give;”

Like the noble (ten-tongued) lily, why art Thou all—a tongue?
.

Thou saidest :
—“ Thy desire, I will give

;
thy life, I wilt take

1 fear my desire. Thou givest not
;
and my life—Thou wilt take.

Through the shield of my life, Thj'^ (sick, languishing) eye causeth to pass the

poplar (-arrow);

(The eye) sick, v/ho hath seen with so strong a bow ?

(0 true Beloved
!)

like the (worthless) tear from the eye of man, him Thou

castcst.

Him, whom a moment, away from Thy sight,—Thou drivest.

Away from before 'I'liyself, Thy own grief-stricken Hafiz, drive not

;

For, through love for Thy face, he gave (sacrificed) heart, faith,- and youth.

10. In the path (of love) to Thee, like the pen, a foot (out) of his bead HSfii? made.

It, one moment, like a letter out of kindness, why readest Thou not?

i. -Th*; cyprcM;.” Sec Odes loS, 145.

5 n - m tongues. Here, HTi&z .iccuselh the Beloved of not rtilfilling Mis promis*;.

J-j- rs t i.f tVt jg Ijcnd ; but, in writing, it bccomcili the foot,

t .;r!r!c-. •—(„) t„ v.-fitc ; (l>) to cut

—

(.-) in ti - pr.th, (hi.- jtntc) from hc.nd to foot ffuIK) wrote ; Iil:c- itltt-r, out of

!

n;f Tst— it, why re-idest Tiiou not •

('j le t * 5..,- {rii^btl from the t-r.d HSfi* cut; lil:e .n letter, cut of kirdnetJ’-. •*

t. .".'--.M, ...hj rt-,-u;*,:t (c.-.IIlsI) Ti-.ou not I'
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I. His lip, I kiss
;
and down drink its—wine

;

To the water of life I have taken my—foot.

Neither His mystery can I utter to any
;

Nor any one can I see (in comparison) with—Him.

The cup keepeth kissing his (ruby) lip and drinking blood
;

The (red) rose keepeth seeing his (ruddy) face, and maketh —sweat.

From retirement to the garden, the rose brought its throne
;

(0 Zlhid!) like the (folded) rose-bud, the carpet of austerity, make—folded.

5. (0 Saki
!)

the cup of wine, give
;
and recollection of Jamshid, make not

:

Who knoweth when Jamshid was ? or when—Kay?

O moon-minstrel ! on the harp, thy hand extend :

Its veins (cords), touch, so that with.them I may exult.

Like his (intoxicated)^ eye, let not the intoxicated be intoxicated :

O SaM ! to the memory of his ruby (lip), give—^vvine.

Separation, the soul seeketh not from that bod)',

In whose veins and body, the blood of the Qup is.

When the bird of the morning uttereth Huwa ! Huwa
!

(He is ! He is
!)

Away from the band, put not the cup of wine of—Hai! Hail

10. Like Majnun, in pursuit of the sight of Laila,

—

O heart !—it is necessary to move about every (member of the tribe) Hayy.

g. The darvishes ejaculate Hu! Hu! or Huwa l Huwa! (He is! He is!

The hinderer of the morning is said to be the ow'l, Glaucidium Brodaeri. See Ode 514, c. 2.

10. In search of the true Beloved, effort is necessary.
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With the Sultan of the rose, be hap^y ;
and Avine, drink

;

Reckon it gain, the freedom of (the month) Bahman from (the month) Dai.

Hafiz ! thy longue indraw a while

;

The tongue (language) of the tongueless, hear from——the (tongfueless) reed

(pipe).

II. In Dai (December), the sun is in Capricorn.

In Bahman (Januarj’) „ „ „ „ Aquarius,
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563, (573).

I. 0 SaW! intoxicated with love’s cup, I am
;
give a little wine.

Full, make the goblet
;
for, without wine, the assembly hath not (even)

a little lustre.

Love for his face like the moon, cometh not truly within the screen
;

Minstrel ! a melody, strike up. Said
! give a little wine.

(At Thy door, curved like) the ring, became my stature
;
so that, after this,

the watcher

May not drive us again from this door to another door.

(Together arc) in expectation of Thy face, we and hopefulness

:

(Together arc) in the deceit (vain hope) of union, we and (vain) fancy, and—

—

a vain dream.

5 . Intoxicated with those two eyes (of Thine) I am ; in the end, less than

—

an (empty) question

;

Languishing for those two ruby (lips of Thine) I am ; in the end, less than—
a vain dream.

Since not contained in the eye.is (the effulgence of) the sun of His face,

O heart ! in the eye, what profit hath an agitation ?

Thy hand, stain not with intention, in respect of a cup wherefrom thou knowest

(That) at the end of work, will not be the hope of (even)- a little water.

Hafiz ! in the fancy for lovely ones, thy heart wherefore placest thou ?

When becometh sated the thirsty one, from the flashing of— a mirage.

4. (union) signifies;—

manifestations of glories that, in love's Path, appear to the holy traveller; and that snatch him
' from the Path.

Essential glories are the essence of His qualities, which are the screen of His nature, whereby He

is independent of the world.

“ Distraught with love is a whole world ; and enough ;

“ Union with the true Beloved, whence hath any one gained ?”

6. Since, in this world, not fit to be gained is the sight of God,—from this agitation and clamour what

profit ?

7. That wherefrom profit reacheth thee not, desire not.

6B2
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564, (574).

I. “Wine, demand ;
rose-scattering, make ; from time, what seekest thoa

Thus, at morn, to the bulbul spake the rose. What savest thou ?

To the rose-garden, the cushion take; so that of the lovely one and oi theSakI,

The lip, thou ma5*st take, and the dieek, kiss
;

(so that) wine thou maysr drink

and the rose,—smell.

Let us see, in whose fortune will be thy laughing rose-bud

:

O bough of the rose ra’na ! for whose sake, growest thou ?

(0 beloved !) the box-tree (of thy stature) proudly move; and, the resolution of

(sauntering in) the garden, make

;

-So that, from thy stature;, the (lofty, straight) cypress may leam—heart-seeking.

5. To-day, when full of tumult of the purchaser is th}- market,

Get, and establish a little road-provision out of the capital of goodness.

As, in the thoroughfare of the breeze, is the (flaming) candle, (so is) tby good

going (
—

’tis profitless) ; ,

A little profit of skill, derive out of the capital of goodness.

That tress, every ringlet whereof is worth a hundred musk-pods of Chin,

Happy had it been if had been its perfume from happy disposition 1

In the king’s rose-bed, cometh every bird sinoincr

:

The bulbul—to melody-making: Hafiz—to prayer-uttering.

2. See Ode 541, c. 11 .

3* tiej (ra’na) sguiEes:

—

(^1 a^rose red Trithin, yeilorr -vrithout.

(6) o: tn-o colours; beautiful

6, Quickly to the place of effacenier.t, u-TiI go thy good-soirg.
.. jc of gooar^s. so that pront isay bs tbina.
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565 , (576).

X. 'Tis the fresh spring. In this strive t^t joyous of heart

thou mayst be

:

For, again, blossoroeth many a rose when in the clay (of the grave)

thou shalt be.
'

f V.

Within the veil, thee, the har^p keepeth giving counsel. But,

Thee, counsel profiteth at that time when worthy— thou mayst be.

I say not now, with whom, sitj what drink;

For thou knowest, if wise and learned thou be.

In the sward, every leaf is a book of a different state ;

Woe is it if, careless of the state of all,—— thou be.

5. Though, from us to the Friend, is a Path (the path of ma’rifat) full of fear,

Easy is the going, if acquainted with the stage (the Shai]^)
thou be.

In excess, the world’s anguish taketh life's cash,

If, night and day, in this difficult tale, (of journeying to the Friend)

' thou be.

O Hafiz ! if, from lofty fortune, aid be thine.

The prey of that (true) Beloved, impressed with excellences,—^ .

thou shalt be.

2. 8^ signifies:—
^

() a note of music.

() „ screen.

Out of respect to the harp, this word is used*
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566, (575).

I. Breeze of the morning of happiness ! for that trace—-— that thou kno-n-est.
To a certain one’s street, pass at that time that thou knowest.

The footman of the chamber of mystery-, thou art; and on the head of the Path,
is my eye

;

By manliness, not by order, urge in that way,—— that thou knowest.

Say .—From hand passed my feeble soul. For God’s sake,
From Thy ruby (lip), soul-refreshing, give that that Thou knowest.

(0 true Beloved!) these (few) words I wTote, in such a way that the stranger
hath not kno^vn

;

(Them) by way of kindness, do Thou also read in such a way—
that Thou knowest

5 . On Thy girdle, gold-woven, hope how may I not establish?
O idol ! in that waist, is a subtlety—— that Thou knowest

With us, the image of Thy (slaying) sword is the tale of the thirsty one and of

water (whereto he desireth to reach) ;

Thy own captive, Thou seizest Slay in such a wa^* that Thou knowest

Hafig ! in this matter, one are Turk! and Tazi (Arabian) ;

Love’s tale, relate in everj^ tongue (language)—— that thou knowest

Ar The second line—
Them also read in such a visy that to none save Thee shall information be.
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567, (578).

I. Drink the cup of the wine of unity of-— a “man

.
So that, by it grief's root, up from the heart,—-7-

thou mayst pluck.

Expanded, keep the heart, Jike the cup of wine

;

Head closed how long like— a large jar?

WTien, from the jar of selflessness, a ritl thou drinkest.

Less of thyself (voluntarily), thou boastest of

“self."

Like the (humble and worthless) stone at thy foot be,—not like the wker (of the

cloud glorying in sublimity)

;

All colour of deceit, thou mixest ; and— wet of skirt (lust-stained), thou art;

5. To wine, bind the heart, so that, like a man,

The neck of hypocrisy and of piety— thou mayst shatter.

Arise, and, like Hafiz, an effort (in the service of the Pir of ^rlkat) make
; so

that, perchance,

Thyself, at the true Beloved’s foot,— ’ thou mayest cast.

1. "Alan.” See Odes 144, c, xoj 524, c. i j 557, c. t.

2. signifies .—

a very large oblong wine-vessel.

3. Ritl. See " Man,” Odes 315, c. 2j 524, c. i.
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568 , (579)*

I. Time consider plunder to that degree that thou canst ; .

0 soul I the out-come of life is (only) this moment if thou knowest.

The desire-giving of the sphere hath life in barter,

Strive that, from fortune, the justice of ’ease thou mayst take.

The counsel of lovers, hear and out from the door of joy come;

For all this is not worth the occupation of—

a

transitory world.

•

Before the zahid, boast not of profligacy. For one cannot utter

To the physician, not the confidant, the state of a hidden pain.

/

5. Gardener! when hence I pass, be it unlawful to thee.

If, in my place, a cypress other than the beloved thou plant!

The jar-shatterer knoweth not this value that to the suff.

Is a household chattel like—-—a pomegranate tuby.

Thou goest
; and, the people’s blood, thy eye-lashes shed

:

O soul ! fiercely (impetuously) thou goeSt
;
fear is, behind,—thou wilt remain.

0 sweet .mouth ! with the prayer of the night-risers, strive not

;

In the shelter of the one (ineffable) name (of God) is the seal having the quality

of——a Sulaiman.

Aside from the glance of Thy eye, my heart, I kept. But,

Thy eyebrow, bow-possessor, taketh (the heart) by its forehead.

10. O brothers 1 compassion. Went my precious YOsuf,
For grief for whom, wonderful (in wretchedness) I beheld the state of the old man

(Y'akQb) of Kin’an. '

The wine’s delight will slay the penitent zahid
;O sage ! do not a deed, that bringeth—penitence.

’

S. " The great name of God.” Sec Odes 189, c. 2 ; 193, c. 3 ; 435, c. lo.
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One day, by my door, enter, so that, with joy, the hand I may clap;

(Saying:—) "Verily, joined to me is luminosity as—-a guest."

With kindness, tranquillise Hafiz’s heart,

0 Thou, whose (beauteous) tress-coil (is) the assembly-place (perfection) of dis-

persion !

O idol, stony of heart ! if of me careless thou be.

My own state, 1 will utter before Asaf the second.
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569, (581 ).

I. (0 true Beloved !) Thy well-wisher, I am, and (this) I know that

Thou knowest

;

For, both the un-seen, Thou seest ; and also the un-written (by fate),

Thou readest.

In the adoration of Adam, the angel made resolve of thy ground-kiss.

For, in Thy beauty, something he found more than the way,*

. human.

Thy tress’s curl is now, in God’s name, the collectedness of hearts

:

Be safety thine, from that breeze that exciteth - dispersion

!

From fortune, I have the hope that his girdle I may loose

;

O sky ! for God’s sake, for me loose the knot (frown) from the

forehead.

5 . (0 true Beloved
!) dishevel Thy tress ; and, to sport and to dancing, bring the

Sufi (people of the world).

That, from every patch of his ragged garment, thousands of idols (of hypocrisy),

... Thou mayst scatter.

The lamp-kindler of our eye is the breeze of the tress of lovely ones

;

O Lord ! to this gathering (smooth state of the tress), be not grief for the

breeze- of dispersion

!

Of the mystery of the lover and of the Beloved, what gaineth the reproacher?

The non-seeing eye especially seeth not—— a secret mystery.

To be vexed with fellow way-farers, is not the action of a work-knower

;

The difficulty of the stage, endure in memory of a time of ease.

Alas ! that pleasure of night-sitting up that passed (swiftly) like the morning

breeze

;

O heart ! the value of union, thou knowest, (only) when behind in separation

*“ “ thou remainest.

3 - Sec the KnrSn, ii. 34 ; vii. 2.
‘

*• The second line is repeated in couplet 10.
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to. The solving of the wor.k of desirous ones is in that heart-binding eye-brow

;

For God’s sake, a moment with (towards) us unloose the knot (frown) from—
thy forehead.

Hafiz I thee, the fancy of the yoke of His tress fascinates
;

See, so that the ring of impossible fortune,—— thou shake not.
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570, (580).

I. Efforts, a thousand, I made that, my (true) Beloved, Thou shouldst be;

(That) the desire-giver of my sorrowful heart,—— Thou shouldst be.

(That) a moment into the hut of sorrowful lovers. Thou shouldst come

;

And, a night, the consoling friend ofmy sorrowful heart,

Thou shouldst be.

*

fO true Beloved!) since the lamp of my eye, Thou madest night' alive keeper

(watchful),

The consoler of my hopeful heart,—— Thou shalt be.

In sleep of midnight, this desire I see

;

In place of streaming tears, in my embrace,- - — thou shalt be.

5. By that cornelian (mouth), by the way whereof, bloody of heart, I am,

If complaint, I make, my mystery-keeper,—
^
thou shalt be.

When to slaves, Khusraus of darkish beauty behave kindly.

In the midst, the Lord of my work thou shouldst be.

My slender prey becometh the rays of the sun,

If, a moment, a deer like thee, my prey— thou be.

The three kisses that of Thy two lips, my portion Thou hast made.

If Thou give not, my debtor,- — Thou shalt be.

2. To the second line, add

^

But, it was not. ‘
i-

3. The first line

In recollection of Thee, all night I remain awake.

6. When other prophets recommend their own religious order,—me, do thou recommend.

When other beloveds cherish their lovers,—Lord of our work, be thou.

8. (kiss) signifies

the acquisiton of readiness of acceptance of the sufficiency, outwardly and inwardly, of

God’s word. *

Forth from the common folk, me. Thou drewest ; and me capacity gavest, so that—from out-

w-ard speech; from the word (the glorious ^uran and gp-eat Furfean); from inward speech;

and from manifestation (the word, holy and divine)—a pleasure I snatch.
Ha^ng lent me this capacity, and upon it brought my goal, if Thou pay me not, Thpu art my

debtor
; and (by the decree of the liberal) beneath my burden.
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In that sward where idok (beloved ones) the hand of lovers take,
‘

If, from thy hand, this (hand-taking) take place, my idol,—— thou shaft be.

to. Though I am the Hafiz (the guardian) of the city, not worth a barley-corn I

am

:

Perchance, out of thy own liberality, my beloved, thou shalt be.

lo. HSfijs. See Ode 395, c. 7.
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I.' 0 mouth, thou resembleth a casket of pearls

!

0 Lord ! around thy face, how fit became the line of a new moon ?

Now, me, the (vain) fancy of union with Thee pleasantly deceiveth ;

Let us see what picture, sporteth this form of a (vain) fancy.

Departed the heart, became blood the eye; became the body shattered, and

the soul fluttered

:

In love, are wonderful things that successively come.

Blood became my heart by His hand
;
and by the memory of His intoxicated

eye

;

With injury, I have been injured. With me, what has love to do ?

I. signifies

(smile), ta being cut off for verse-sake,

and are one and the same.

J)li signifies

to smile.

pwuj) signifies

to make white (to display) the teeth ; to laugh.

O revealcr of the teeth 1 O displayer of the casket of pearls of the box of the mouth at my dis-

persed state and withered form I

Fie, fiel worthy of thee hath fallen around the face the line of the new (crescent) moon.

(state) signifies :

—

love. '

(the casket of) signifies

the manifestations of glories.

JlLt (the new moon) signifies:—

the shari*al, the religious law.

JlLs Jbiw (the line of the new moon) signifies

the following of the shari^at ; the manifestations of glories that become necessary to one

possessed of the perfection of following the sharp at.
In Ar.-ibic, arc couplets 6, 8, and gj the first lines of couplets i, 3, 4, and 15; and the second

line of couplet 14.

4. The second line

Love hath no sin.
When the sucker reacheth the Sought, love (the road-guide, furnished with road.provi'ions)

I

nFiuc,—the lover from the Beloved j the seeker from the Sought,—whether he expe-

*«n^c l injury of the thorn; or whether he pluck the rose of his purpose-
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5. If thy disposition turn not, ever again-it turneth not;

(Either) the lover on this side, (or) the Arif on this quarter.

'

O rider of camels that left my dwelling

!

If, the men of Najd, thou meet, to them of my state, speak.

*

In love-playing, lawful the Heart-Ravisher regarded my blood
;

O crowd of Lords ! love's decision is what ?

On account of desire for the men of Najd, the eye slept not ;

With its severe pain, the heart through rapture melted.

For God^s sake, in the Zat-i-Raml, my heloved was where?
Altogether fled wisdom through beholding the fawn.

8. signifies :

—

" * the ta is prefixed for verse-sake.

(Najd) signifies :

—

The higher regions of Arabia, where Laila dwelt, and Majnun became distraught.

In Najd, poets assign the dwelling-place of every beloved.

signifies

(fl) anything that crcepeth.

(6) the beloved of Hafiz,

signifies

" (a) a deer.

(5) the name of an Arab of the tribe of Ban! Ghazal.

{c) beloved.

Through desire of seeing the beloved (possessed of perfection) of the tribe of Bam Ghazal, the eye

slept not.

O horseman 1 O murshid of the pious ! At the appointed time, to the adored Lord, represent

thestate of this separated stranger; and, out from the foot of my heart, the thorn pluck, say-

ing:—
A certain one desireth a manifestation of Thee.**

**On him, the blessing of beholding Thee, bestow; and, him from the tumult of

glories, release.**

J]y (fawn) signifies:—

(0) the beloved, whose manifestation is desired of all.

(b) the name of an Arab tribe renowned for beauty and goodness.

For God*s sake, on beholding the beauty and goodness of that sand (desert), whereon my
beloved is dweller, reason fled.

In the splendour of her beauty I became distraught even as travellers, who, in the state of mani-

festations of glories, become selfless and effaced. So long as they become not effaced, they

gain not a portion of His beauty.

In loveris Path, are rivers and deserts from the traversing whereof the holy travellers heart be-

cometh rent.
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10. If learned and wise thou be, let not go four things :

—

Safety, wine void of alloy, the Beloved, and the void place(the desert of solitude).

Wine, give. For, though black of book of the world, I became

;

Hopeless of the grace of the Eternal, when can one be ?

Saki 1 a cup bring
;
and, me, forth from ^ilvat put

;

So that, crafty and nothing-earning, door to door, I may wander.

Since time’s picture is in no way fixed,

Hafiz! complaint, make not; wine, let us drink.

Pure is the cup of the heart in the time .of the Asaf of the age,
.

Arise
;
and cause me to drink of a cup of wine purer than limpid water.

ft

* >

15. Verily, the country boasteth of him and of his efforts
;

O Lord ! ever be this rank and this sublimity

!

The seat-kindler of the fortune of the mine of pomp and of grandeur,'

The proof of the country and of religion, (is) Abu Nasr AbQ-i-Mu’alh

Khwaja Mas’ud (who lived about 1480, A.D.) saith

''A river, the waves whereof were man-devouring, I reached;
** On that river, neither a boat nor a boat-man. Wonderful is the matter

!

'•That river, the waters whereof all blood I saw, Tfeared :

To my heart, I said :—Why fearest thou? Since to cross is necessary, remedy is none/’

12. Khilvat. Sec Ode 67.

16* Abu-l-MuTili (whose proper name is Muliammad Sadru-d-D?n) is claimed by the Turks as

the first of their poets. He wrote in Turkish, in Arabic, and in Persian. He died I270, A.D-
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572, (562).

I. By her two tresses, Salma bound my heart;

Yet, every day, my soul crieth to me :
—“Come and die

!

"

For God's sake ! on me, heart-bereft, bestow pity

;

Me, despite the hate of enemies, cause to reach to the beloved.

O thou who despisedest me. for my love for -Salma!

Her face, thou shouldst at first have clearly seen.

To the (true) Beloved, wholly and completely, surrender, like me, thy

heart,

—

O drowned in love in the sea of friendship

!

1. In Arabic, are couplet i j the second lines of couplets 2, 4, 7, and 8 j and the first line of

couplet 3.

In Loris, are couplets 5 and 6 ; the first line of couplet 4; and the second line of couplet 3.

Salmf. See Odes 310, 360, 534 559. This name, poets assign to all beloved ones.

The second line ;

—

Vet, daily the heart, my soul addresseth, saying :

—

“ Behold not the (illusory) lovely one; thy self in love for her, surrender not.”

2. The second line ;

—

Me, despite the hate of enemies, cause to reach to my desired one.

That is-
Cause me to reach to my object ; and to subdue my lust and body,

3. O thou, who, in respect of love for Salma, deniest me 1 at first, her face thou sawest not, therefore

thou art excused.

4. To the true Beloved, thy heart wholly and completely surrender

;

O drowned in love, bring the pearl of friendship for Him,

Having reached the sea of friendship ; and therefrom to love drawn thyself, surrender like me thy

heart to the true Beloved, that, to thy hand, thou injyst bring the jewel of purpo^.

6 D
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5. Subsequent!}*, to thee, our soul, we shall have to advance

;

For, stubbornly, hast thou fought with lovers ;
and their heart taken.

Grief for Thee wholly devoured this heart, helpless

;

Me, the news of the good fortune of my verse deceiveth.

O idol ! in grief of love’s passion for Thee,

On the Lord (God) of slaves, is our reliance.

5.

In Shiraz, men often use onh* the dominant (the initial, or the final) letters of a word,

may signifj' 1

5..1

J JJ

tl a. -

Whether Thon desirest, or desirest not, my life, I surrender. Thou, sinc^e with

broughtest their heart into bonds; and again, from the insolence of the inso.eni,

escapedest.
- u i When

No need, that thou sTiouldst display superiority- Obedient to the heart, is the sou

.

Thou taketh the heart, in its pursuit. Is the soul. •

6. Grief for Thee wholly devoured mj* heart, hdpless (whether Thou desirest, or d^irest

Yet, the news of the fortune of my verse hath made proud my heart, which is t e

iniquity and of error. ,

7. When, to this world, God sent his slaves (the human race), an inrisible messenger
^

You, I send to a place where the steed of the sweetness of understanding of n* i^es-

of rapture %vill reveal the mj-sterj* of existence. See p. 5. tl-p-e-nt

Of the crowd of worshippers of God, w’as Hafiz. For, wddi the world and with aug

he engaged not ; but on reliance on God, all his spirit, cast-

S. In a dark night, into the twists of Thy tress (the world), went Hafiz’s heart;
Act^allv

his guide. For, on a dark night, without the guide, it is difficult to find the Pa ,
espet-

a path fold within fold. ^ to this

In confidence of. God’s fa%’Ours and by God’s decree men of God haMi paid aUenv.on

world, full of vicissitude, and thence on account of the tumult of its riciss3*.uGes, .a

rested.
^

Thus, the world is a dark night whose light is accidental, in need of the splendour o. - •t

' the effulgence ofihe moon and of the planets; and of the illumination of fire.

There are five explanations :

—

X. To his praised one, Hafiz saith :

—

He,
orld ; established, fc

luS faith—made no profit, even though in nis u^vn --
^ fx’tl

energy was in the arranging ijf his own existence (the goal of worship, t «-

culture).
•

^
Thee,* may God give opportunity and blessing so that thou mays! ever rnm'c

s:on to ascension ; mays! quit the world in quest of faith ; mayst stri^'C in ti.c

Gcd ; and mayst wear the painted garment of the paintings of Gcd.
^

n. He who, having reached the stage of perfection, turned to the guidance of thcimp^-*- *

for the perfecting of them, made all resolution——made no profit.
^ -..»•-» rrc'*/*

Theugn, in the opinion of the Lords of the sharFat, the guidarxe of the
wortc,—yet since he scattered h:s eWn skirt for the pcriecting of his own de5.»w «•

ro pront.
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WiiVin the curl of Thv tress, went Haiiz

In the dark nigh't; and God is the guide.

Thine, be opporliinily I Thee, may God bless, so that ever thou mayst endeavour in the per-

fecting of the faculty of speech.

Thus, in truth, were ancient kings engaged, though, through the exigency of affairs, they
practised tjTanny.

Not agreeable to the praiser is reproach.

Sa*di saith :— •
^

One skill, if thou have and seventy defects,

” Naught sccih the friend save the skill/*

lii. At that lime when an enemy with a countless army had appeared to invade the country ; and
when a great terror prevailed, such that by report his army exceeded in length and
breadth.—the Khalifa of the age turned to Hafiz and asked his blessing.

From fresh vision, Hafiz perceived that the enemy’s army exceeded not 10,000 ; and that the

Praised One (the l<hahf«'t)’s army amounted to 7,500.

Then, this subtlety he devised; and for his consolation sent his blessing. Despite this

often do they prepare the fixed number; and, save in the little (7^) and in the great (zo),

engage in naught.

iv When 1 multiply 10 by 7J, it bcc6mcth 75. From this, I take ’ujb that also is 75.

lie who, in the height of worldly wealth, displayed ’ujb (pride) to his dependants, made no

profit.

Thine be opportunity ; and thee may God bless thatj despite the existence of scarcity of

wing and of moderation of stature, thou mayst fashion the garment of pride over thy

superiors ; and make the disobedient obedient.

This is a good quality of praised good qualities.

,
Whoever multiplied 10 by (reckoned as 75) brought to his hand the word ’ujb in that

he hath 75.

In the affairs of the world, having attained the degree of 10 (which is the total of the num-

of units), and, having rested with 7^ (whose market is less), he acquireth pride.

Then he made no profit, even though, in his own’estimation, a profit it was.

Thine, be opportunity; and thee may God aid, so that, having multiplied 10 by 7I, thou

mayst reckon 75 ; and,- on account*of it, acquire the word ’ujb for the sake of the triumph

of thy dependants, which result bringeth the pleasure of God.

That is—
|n worldly affairs, having reached the stage of 7J (which hath moderation of state

and from which wanteth something of completion, 10) thou displayest pride with those,

who arc at the stage of 10 (which is the completion of units; and, in their. estima-

tion, the stage of goodness and straightness).

Sec Ode 455»c« 2, 3; 589, c. 4.

V. Former kings brought the minted coins of weight 10 to the weight 7^; and thus filled

the treasuries. ...
When the time of coining fell to the praised one of lofty spirit, he brought back to 10

the coin of 7 J- ; and thus to ease brought the people.

Amfr Khusrau saith

« If, for liberality, his great ancestors

Made two alloyed dirhams out of one unalloyed.

See what happened to his alloyed dirhams 1

Of three, one was ; of one, three became.”

6 D a
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573, (577)-

I. To thee, the mirror of solitude displayeth the light of God,
'

By the door of us (the darvlshes), enter if the seeker' of eternal love, thou be.

Wine give. For, if hell take the name of our sin

On its fire, water dasheth Muhammad’s miracle (and guardeth it).

Momently, an act of sorcery thou practisest. Lawful, this is not;
Said the messenger of our Lord:—“Never are we trick-players.”

If, with this grace and grandeur, to the sward thou pass,
The lily, and the cypress, and the rose following with thee all go.

5 . Intentionally, in malice against me, wherefore drawest thou the sword of vio-

lence?

Perchance thou*thinkest not of—“On extended (lofty) columns (of fire).”

In time, from the heart’s tablet, make clean the picture of self;
If, with soul and heart, to the street of wisdom the path thou take.

0 Hafiz ! entangled in the net of desire is the bird of thy heart

;

O thou attached to shame ! boast hot of the solitude (of the holy traveller).

2, See the Kuran, six. 72.

3. signifies :

—

a thing of uselessness and of idleness. Momentl}*, deceit thou practisest ; and me into error

leadest. Lawful this is not. By thy own word and deed, stand. For me, for sport and
folly, they have not created; nay, for work, me into the world, they have brought. Not
am I of those useless things that they reckon not.

God saith :

—

Reckon ye that we have created j'ou in vain 7 To Me, will ye not return 7
”

5. See the Kufan, c. iv. 9.

is properly

Pqp verse sake, the final ta is rejected
;
ya added,

n opposition, wherefore dr.awest.thou the sword of violence 7 Slay and slay, for God’s sake

!

Peihn
° is naught save tyranny.

^ thinkest not of what, in respect of world-possessors and of man-injurers, God hath

Vc'Vlv happiness, Me hath shown 7

‘

heaped up equally around,

nitMnn
tlicm, like a cover, ^irroundcth on all sides—in that state, wherein,

• S ’cr\ chains (whereby the pillars of fire leaped), they are made fast.
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Kita’at.*

(Fragments.)

.
574.

I On the world and its goods, plant not thy heart
;

For the reasdn that, from it, fidelity, none experienced.

From this shop, honey without the sting, none ate
;

From this garden, the (sweet) date without the (bitter) thorn, none plucked.
'

Whoever a lamp enkindled.

When it wholly kindled, it, the wind (of death), blew out,

• -

Whoever on it (the world), void of care, placed his heart,

When I looked—his own enemy, he cherished.

5. The warrior-king, the Khusrau world-seizer (Muhammad Muzaffar),

From whose sword, blood dropped.
»

•Sometimes with a single assault, an army, he shattered
;

Sometimes, with a Hu ! the centre of an army, rent

:

Without reason, imprisoned chiefs

;

Severed the heads of heroes void of crime
;

* The final word of the Persian lines is kept the final word in the translation.

3. Who, with a hundred efforts, gained his purpose, from that purpose gained no profit, which, from
'

his hand, time snatched not.

5. Mubarizu-d-Din Muhammad Muzaffar (rf, 1364 A.D.) was the founder of the Muzaffar dynasty
in Fars.

In 1353, he took Shiraz from Amir Shaikh Abu IsbSk.

6. “ Hu.” See Ode 514, c. 2 j 515, c. i.
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From fear of his grasp, the lioness cast (her young)
In the desert, when his name, she heard.

At length Shiraz, Tabriz, and ’Irak,

(Them,) when he subdued
; and his time (of death) arrived)

10. He (Shah Shuja’), whose world’s sight was luminous by him ‘(Muhammad
Muzaffar), •

Into his (Muhammad Muzaffar’s) eye worId«seeing, a nail drew.

575 .

I. Sakll the wine that is life’s elixir, bring;
So that, my dusty body, the fountain of immortality thou mayst make.

«

On the cup’s circulation, my eye I have
; and o.n the hand’s palm (ready to

surrender), my soul

;

By the ^Avaja’s head, (I swear) that so long as that (the cup) thou gi^’est not,

this (my life), thou takest not.

Like the (ruddy) rose in the sward, -off from -wine,—thy skirt shake not;
For the reason that, at thy foot, a soul-scattering (surrendering), head I keep.

0 Minstrel 1 on the second and the third cord of the liite, chaunt
The praise of that moon (the lovely one), who, in beauty', an equal, hath not.

576.

I. ^to the ear of sense of the slave (Hafiz), the announcer of neAVS shouted,
trom the Lord of Unity,—" No god, ssive God,”

S. The couplet may be

lO. Shah Shuia’ fi? A % t . j
assured the gmtmme’nt of

Muzaffar and
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Saying :
—“ O dear one, whose lot is despicability,

—

“ Its truth (is) that, by force, he gaineth not rank and pomp
: ,

** With the water of Zam-zam and of Kausar, white one cannot make
“The blanket of fortune of that one which black, they (Fate and. Destiny)

wove."

577.

O man of wisdom 1 on the liberality of 'Amr, or of Zaid, .fix not thy heart
;

Whence his work \yill open (succeed),—none knoweth.

Go ;
(on God), reliance make

;
knowest thou not that the nib of my pen—

Every form that it depicted, a different colour out (from that intended) fell.

The King of Hurmuz saw (me) not
;

(and) without a word (of praise from me)
a hundred (deeds of) kindness did

;

Me, the King of Yazd saw
;
and his praise, I made. Me, naught he. gave.

O Hafiz ! this, like this, is the work of .kings
;
grieve not

:

Them, grace and aid, may give the Ruler, the Conveyer of daily victuals (God)l

578.

The holy spirit that happy Surush (Jibra,il),

,
On Heaven's emerald vault,

In the morning, shouted saying :—“ 0 Lord

!

“In fortune and power; eternal be:

“ On the imperial throne, remain,

“ Mansur, son of Mu.zaffar Muhammad !’’

Zam-zam. See Ode, 91, c. 7.
^

The well zam-zam is 7‘6 feet in diameter and 56 feet in depth. The water is abundant and

wholesome, though brackish.

, Muhammad Muzaffar. See Ode S74» c. S- ,

Shah Mansur (d. 1393 A.D.) was ruler of 'Irak and Pars. See No. 686, c. 122.

S76

578
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e

579 .

I. In the time of rule of Shah Shaikh Abu Ishak,

By five wonderful persons,’prosperous was the country of Fars.

The first, like him, a monarch, territory-bestower,

Who, his own soul, cherished
;
and, (to his subjects,) justice of ease gave.

The next, the Protector of Islam, Shaikh Majdu-d-Din
A Kazi better than whom, the sky recollecteth not.

The next, the descendant of Abdal Shai^ AmInu.d>Dln
Whose auspicious blessing, closed deeds, loosed.

n

5. The next, the King of learning, 'Azd who, in composition, .

In the name of the King (Shah Abu -Ishak), laid the foundation of the work

of “ stations.”

The iiext, the merciful one like HajI Kivam, the ocean of the (generous) heart

;

Who, for generosity and justice, took from the world the good name.

Equal to themselves, they left none
;
and departed (in death)

;

May God, great and glorious, cause all to be forgiven !

580.

I. If, in reality, the beggar had the pure essence 1

On water, the circle of the centre of his shame’s point would have stood.

. Ishak {d, 1357 A.D.) was governor of Shiraz.

3* Majdu-.d-Din Isma’il (rf. 1355 A.D.) was KaizI of Shiraz in the time of Abu Ishak. See Ode 604.

4« Abdal. See Brown’s Darvishes, p. 83*

^355) wrote the Mawakif-i-’Azdia, a work (in Arabic) on jurisprudence.
Stations refer to mystic states in tarikat. .

6. ^aji ^ivamu.d»Din. See Ode 3, c. 9 and Nos. 6to, 692.
”"^econd line may be

the fluid (ink) of the diacritical) dot of (sharm, shame), his centre (of contentment)

-would have stood.* ' •

^

MpSSd •*‘1 (tl’e lustre of the jewel of merit) ha%-e

n o a w I ening* circle such as is formed when a stone is cast into water.
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If, the sun had not mocked,—-his cup of gold,

Void of the pleasant tasting wine, wherefore— should have stood ?

If, for the mansion of the world, the intention of ruin had not been.

Better than this, its foundation (firm)—— would have stood.

^ J

If, the desire of alloy, time had not had, its work.

By the hand of Asaf, master of assay, would have stood.

5. Since, save this one liberal one, time had not more,

From time a respite in life would have stood

.

581 .

I, O friend, time-chooser ! to the Khwaja’s hearing, convey (my request),

In a private chamber, wherein (only) the breeze, as a stranger, shall be.

Present a pleasantry
;
him, happily, make laugh.

With a subtlety, wherein his heart’s pleasure—•• shall be.

Then, of his kindness, with courtesy, ask to this extent ^

Saying

“

If I ask for an allowance, lawful it— shall be ?’’

582 .

I. From thyself, ask thou thyself both the good and the bad

;

Another watchman for thee, \vhy is necessary ?

From bad be far
;
for goodness, strive

;

In playing and 'toying, life ruin not.

Since thou knowest that thy victual-giver is _God, .

Through greed, the heart perverted keep not.

2. At the stars, the sun with his superior splendour laughed. Therefore, his golden disk (or cupj 580
is empty.

I, The Khwaia lKivamu«d-Din who had founded a school for Hafiz. See No. 605

The request (an allowance) is stated in the last hemistich.

6 E
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Whoso feareth God, unto him will He grant a (happy) issue (out of all his afflic'

tions ;)

On him, He will bestow an ample provision whence he expecteth (it) not.

583.

From the book of manners, to thee, I read

A verse on fidelity and on— gift.

“Who with violence scratcheth thy liver,

“ To him, like the liberal mine, gold-— give.

“ Less than the shade-casting tree be not

;

“ Who at thee dasheth the stone, to him fruit—

-

give.

“From the (oyster-) shell, recollect the subtlety of humility.

“Who taketh thy head, to him the jewel (of the pearl) give.’

584.

I. The hall, and the college,.and the argument of knowledge
;
and the arch, and the

corridor—

(Are) what profit, wheh the heart of the sage and the eye of the see-er—^
is none.

Though the hall of the kazi of Yazd is the fountain of excellence,

Not untrue is it that, there, the knowledge of vision

585.
1 . To the en%’ious ones of our Khwaja speak, saying;—“ Evil, approve not

If not, save evil, thee, (other) requital time— giveth not.

5S2 4. The ^uran, Ixv. 3,
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Strife, make not. For, ever, by reason or by exceeding thought

,

To our hand, the rein of sway,' the sky-— giveth Yfbt.

Notwithstanding that in Jamshid^s sight, they array the (whole) earth;

(In exchange for it, permission) for the surrender of the jewel, the cup world-
displayer, he (Jamshid) giveth not.

Let us- fly to God ! if, from the sky, the arrow (of calamity) 'rain

;

For to us, the power of access into the sacred enclosure (of the palace), it (the

raining of calamity) giveth not.

By the right due to the favour of our Haji Kivam (I swear) that, from fate.

For the sake of his own welfare, consent to this (refusal of access), he <(9231

Kivam) — giveth not.

586.

I. 0 Shah ! from paradise, an envoy (Hafiz’s muse) hath arrived
;

Rizvan of throne, like the Hor,- salsabil (soft and bright) of hair;

• Language sweet, pure of meaning, weighed, and heart-accepting

;

Possessed of beauty, and graceful, and pleasant and jest-utterer.

I said *.
—" To this small abode, wherefore earnest thou ?”

He said

"

For the assembly of the Shah, angel of nature.”

Now, of the society of poor me, to distress he (the envoy) hath reached,

Him, to thyself call ;
and his heart’s, desire, seek.

I, In this Ode, Hafiz seeketh royal patronage. 586

3, signifies

* a small house or cage, wherein they keep domestic fowls.

6 E 2
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587.

I. In this darkness-palace (this world) in the hope of the Friend till when shall I

sit?

Sometimes, in the teeth, the finger (of regret) ;
sometimes on the head of the

knee, the head (of grief).

To an end hath reached my patience, since the wolf entered the abode of the

lion
;

When the (filthy) crow sang a song in the cooing-place of pigeons, reason fled.

«

O auspicious bird! come: glad tidings of fortune, bring:

Perchance, as once it was, to the race again time may turn.

588 .

I. O Sakil, full, the cup make. For the master of thy assembly
(Thee, thy) desire giveth

; and (thy) mysteries, presen’eth.

Here, Paradise is cash (present)
; ease and pleasure, make afresh,

For the reason that, in paradise, the sin against the slave, God recordeth not.

The melody of the harp (is) the sound of pleasure ;
the court of the assembly

the place of dancing,

The mole of the (true) Beloved, the grain of the heart ; the tress of theSa^ the

snare of the Path.

Friendly of desire, are friends; and respectful (are) companions:
Attendants are good of name, the ranks of sitters, well-wishing.

O SakI I better than this,

O Hafiz
1 pleasanter than

time revolveth not
; ease, choose

:

this, state is not
; the cup, demand.

2 .
couplet 2, and the second line of couplet 3.

The
quoted from the poet Abu-1-’kla Tanuki, a celebrated Arabian poet,

last hne is m imitation of Shaikh Faridu-d-Din-i.’Attar (6. 1119. d. 1230.)
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589. .

I. O King ! fellow-traveller with thee, is the army of God’s grace

;

Arise, if, in the design of world-seizing, well— thou doest.

With such a height of glory, of the fore-place of thy abode

Informed thou art ; and the service of informed hearts, thou doest.

Notwithstanding the sorcery of colour of this bluish vault, rust of hue (the sky).

According to the desire of God’s law, work, thou doest.

He, who brought lo to yi, no great pro6t made;

Thine, be opportunity, that yi, lo—— thou mayest make.

590.

I. O one lofty of descent ! thy essence pure of hate and of greed

;

O one happy of star! thy nature free from hypocrisy and deceit.

In greatness, lawful when is it that honours.

Back from the angel, thou shouldst take ; and, them, to tbe div, give ?

I. sj signifies ;

—

3. " God’s law.” See the Kuran !!

4. See Ode 572, c. S (note).

Numbers have degrees. The perfection of urats is ten ; less than ten is imperfection.

The explanations are ;

—

i. WTioever from perfection to imperfection; from ascending to descending inclined, and for

the world, gave religion,—gained no profit.

ii. An enemv with a numerous army assaulted Hafiz’s patron, the king.

On account of the strength of the enemy’s army the lang greatly feared.

Hafiz, by his inward light, perceiTCd the truth and consoled the king, saying :—The
enemj^’s army is not more than 10,000 and thy army is 7.500.

By the decree,—

Often an army, small of number, overcometh an army, great of number ; hold stout thy

“ heart ; for \-ictor}- is thine.”

Hi. Possiblj', the greatest and the least weight of a coin may be lo 3.id 7J.

Other kings have decreased the coin of the wdght of 10 to the weight of yi, thus render-

ing miserable their subjects. They gained no profit

;

Thou hast increased the coin of the (reduced) weight 7J to the weight of 10, and thus

rendered happy thy subjects.
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591 .

I. The htz'^ty of this verse is independent of esplanation ;

Garde to tie san's splendonr, seeketb a person ?

iarrn on tie reed of a painter, -svio gave

eaateoas beautv Kke this to virgin meaning I

In respect of its beautr, reason gainetb no sabstitute.

In respect of its grace, natnre seeti no snbsritate.

Tnfs verse is either a miracle, or iavnni magic

;

This langaase either the invisible messenger brougbi or Jibra, il

In this v.'ay, a great mvsteiy, none can ntter

:

None knovreth bo~ to pierce a pearl (of verse) in this "svay.

592 .

I, OKhasrauI Ojustone’ O one of ocean-hand (in liberality)! O lion ofbee.v

-

0 then viose glory, with •varied forms of arts, is adorned

!

Seired all horizons ; sabdued all charters,

The ciamoar of happiness and the fame of a Suitan-king-

Perchance the invisible inspirer may have told thee my stale.

This ‘bat my resplencenr czy (of ease) hath become like the night of dar.-v-jC-

-

(c: calamity).

hnicver, in three years, from the Shah and from the Vazir I amassed.

:r, a mcment, snatched the bat-skv.

c- :n sleep, so my fancy saw that, in the morning.
^

; stanle, chanced mv passin*^ secretlv.
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Bound in his stall, barley, my mule kept eating, •

The nose-bag, off he threw ; and to me said :—“ Me, knowest thou ?” •

This dream, its explanation at all I know not what it is

;

(It), do thou make
;

for, in comprehension, no second hast thou

!

I. In the morning, from exceeding sorrow, my power of verse-making.

Shunning the slave (Hafiz), fleeing,
. kept going.

The picture of Khwarazm (Khiva), and the fancy for the bank of the Jihun it

kept establishing

;

.With thousands of complaints, from the land of Sulaiman (Shiraz), it

kept going. •

Kept going that one, save who none recognised the soul of

I kept looking; and, from my body, the soul

language

;

kept going.

When to him, I said ;—" O my old consoling friend

He harshly spake; and, heart-distressed and weeping, kept going.

5. I said:—“Now, to me, who will utter sweet speech?”

For that sweet tongue, sweet singer, speech-knower,— kept going.

Much entreaty, I made, saying ;—“ Go not.” Profit, it had not

:

On that account that, from the mercy glance of the Sultan, his work-
kept going.

O King ! by way of grace and of kindness, him call back

;

What doeth the consumed one, who, from exceeding disappointment,

kept going ?

2. ?5fiz soliciteth patronage ; and intimateth that if the king neglect him, he must quit Shiraz (called 593
in compliment to the king) the land of Sulaiman.
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594.

i. Tie skv's rsalice. tlev see not : nsd hear not

:

For eves, aU blind are : and ears, aE deaf.

O aanv a one. vrlose pilloTr, the coon and the snn (no^) mav be.

Whose conch of the clav and the dcsc (of the grave) at last shali be.

From arconr, against the loos

From the shield, against the

ening of the arrow of cestinv—what proSt

tsger

if of iron and of steei the rampart of the citadel.—thou make ;

VtTien the warrant arriveth, cnickLv death beateth the door.

5- Of the p’easant light, <

For in pursuit of iight^

•nd'ease and drink, proud be not;

is darkness, and poison beneath the sugar.

1 cat door, that to thee thev (Fate and Destiny) open, in (vain) desire open nor ;

That padi, that to thee they show, through lust surrender not

In thy Path, all is (digged a) pit,—^head bowed, go not

:

In thy cup, ail is deadly poison,—untasted, purchase (choose) not.

ine sphere's dust behold ; time's nature, behold

:

The carpet of desire, fold : the garment of greed, rend.

o9o.

I. Yesterday, se
Sayi::g :—

O

o: the eye

!

a message a friend sent
thou the outcome of whose reed (is precious as) tlefalsck fP-piO

MJ
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** When, after two years, back to my house, thee fortune brought,

"Forth from the Khwaja's house, wherefore comest thou not?”

Answer, I gave and said

"

Hold me excused
;

“ For, this is a path neither of self-desire nor of self-opinion.

" Ambush, in my path the Kazi’s vakil hath made,
" In his hand, the writ of a decree like the snake of destruction.

/ ,
•

5. "If, forth from the Khwaja’s threshold, my foot I place,

“ Me, he will seize
;
(and) towards the prison in disgrace will take.

" The Khwaja’s quarter is my fortress. If, there,

" A person speak of the dunning man.

" By the aid of the power of arm of the vazir’s slaves,

" With blows, I will break the brain (the head) of his madness.

" What room (for jest) this ? Since from the bond of Kaf and Nun (Kun), ours,

Save his service, is no final cause. I

'

I

c

^^Ever be—open to desire, his door; and, with affection,

In his service, loin-girt, the blue enamelled sphere

!

8 . When God said

“Kun (be),” Fayakunu (Then it was). See.p. 1001.

He decreed that—from attachment, not from a wish to elude his creditors—HSfiz should dwell

with Haji ]glivam.

There are four causes (’illat)
^

’illat-i-fa’iliy the efficient cause; the cause of the doer.

. „ -i-maddiy ,, material „ „ ; „ matter.

»

*i-suri

•i-gha, I

formal

final

.

fS

form.

end.

S9S
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596.

I, Sugar from the violet, the rose-conserve of my verse hath snatched ;

Therefore, the envy of sugar-candy and of fawn-heel, it became.

Be bitter the mouth of him, who the candy (my sweet verse) aspersed !

(Be) dust on the head of him, who the denier of the limpid water (my lustrous

verse) became!

Every one, who, blind, from his mother was born,-—in his life.

The purchaser of the lovely one, possessed of beauty, when became he ?

597.

I. 0 brother ! in passing away, opportunity

Is, in swift passing, like the (swiftly moving) cloud.

Learn that life is very precious

;

If it become effaced,—-alas

!

598.

I. The morning of Friday, it was ; and the sixth of the Rabi’u-l-awwal

When, from my heart, fleeting (in death) went the face of that one moon of

face.

I. Cijj^ (Arabian candy)

When it becometh hard, one may say that it is fit to be broken with the axe.
ju axe;

ijj (the past of zadam) stiike

Jljc (fawn-heel) signifies

a sweatmeat, now unknown at Shiraz, like Pate de Guimauve.
In Hindi, it is called " batasa.”

I. See Ode 35, c. 8 ; and Nos. 599, 606.
This commemorates the death of Hafiz’s son.
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In the year 764 of the Hijra,

Oa me, the hard tale (of hb death) descended like tvater.

Sigh and pain and regret give profit—where ?

WTien as sport and without profit passed away my life ?

599 .

I. O Soul ! tiiat paredise-fniit that came to thy hand

In thy heart, why didst thou not sow? From thy hand, wh}* didst thou let go ?

If the date of thb event of thee they ask,

Say its total (b) from the paradise-fruit.

600 .

1. Brother, Khwlja S.dil—unvesed be his rest,

After fifty-nine years of life

2. Tfcis giveth the cate of death of a hdend. .See Nos. 59^1 60&

(paradise fecit) sgciEss Ea^s son.
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The yesr is 778 A-H- See page 95-

3, tixLL {feiend Adil) gives the date

:
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Tbe jesr,is 775 A.H. See p. 95.
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DiVAN-l-HAFIZ.

Departed to the garden of paradise ;

With his deeds and his nature, God be satisfied

!

Ever say—" Friend Adil ;

Thence, the year of his death, understand.

601 .

When the Merciful One, who dieth not, this King

Of whom deeds of good perish not,—beheld.

His (the King’s) soul, associate of His own mercy He made, so that, became

The date of this matter—“ The Merciful One dieth not.^’

602 .

. (Vazir) Turan Shah, the world’s Khan, the Asaf of time’s revolution,

Who, in this meadow (this world), save the grain of good deeds sowed naught.

(Rahmanu la Yamutu) signifies

The Merciful One, dieth not.

J
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The I'ear is 7S6 A.H. See p. 95.

Rosenzweig rightly omits.the (alif) in Rahman.
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The middle of the week it was; and the 21st of the month Rajab,
When, to the rosc-bed, he went

;
and, this stove (the world), full of smoke, let go.

Tlial one whose inclination towards truth and truth-uttering may be,

The year of the dale of his death, seek from—“ Inclination for paradise.”

603 .

I. Baha,u.l.Hakk va Din—happy, be his resting-place !—
Imam of the Sunnat (traditional law) and Shai]^ of the assembly.

When, from this world, he departed, this couplet he read

To men of excellence, and to the Lords of pre-eminence

“ Association with God, by devotion cne can gain

;

“ If power be thine, (in this path) plant thy foot,” .

In this way, the date of his death

Bring forth from the letters— Association (with God) by devotion.’^

2. Turan Shah was Hafiz’s patron.

(inclination for paradise) gives the dale of death.

602

r
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707

The year is 787 A.H. See p. 95.

4s (association of devotion) gives -
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The year is 782 A.H. See p. 95 -
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604.

I. The glory of religion, chief of the Sultan-Kazis,—Isma'il,

Whose reed of eloquence spake of the shara’.

The middle of the week it was
;
and the eighth day of Rajab,

When forth from this house, void of way and order, he departed.

The corner of God’s mercy, his abode know ; then

The year of the date of his death seek from " the mercy of God.”

605 .

I. The great pillar of state, and of faith, he (Kivamu-d-Din) at whose door.

For dust-kissing, (even) the (lofty) sky made homage.

Despite that pomp and. that grandeur (of his) beneath, the dust (of the grave)

he went

;

From the place of existence, in the middle of the month Zu-l-Ka’dat.

£04

60s

3. (God’s mercy) giveth ;

—

^ • • • • 20Q

^ .... 8

j. . . . . • 40

. 400

C
i3

648

The year is 756 A.H. See p. 95.

The title of Isma^ilis:—
Majdu-d-Din, Sarwar-i-Sultan-i-^uzat (See Ode 579, c. 3.)

which » in the first line, is translated#

1. I£hwaja l^ivamu-d-Dln was the predecessor of Haji Kivamuni-Din Hasan#
Nos. 58X, 610, 692.

. 8 ‘

• 100

xoS

See Ode 3, c. 9, and
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So that, from any one, hope of liberality again hath none

;

The letters of the year of his death became' “ The hope of liberality.”

606.
I. Spring-season it is ;

and the rose, and tulip and the wild white rose,

lip from the dust have come ; in the dust, wherefore art thou ?

Like the (weeping) cloud .of spring, I go, and bitterly weep.

On thy dust to such a degree that, forth from’ the dust, thou wilt come.

607.

I. That one is who—who will represent to His Highness, the Sultan,

That, from time's violence, cat-camels have appeared ?

. Seated on the prayer-mat of the KazI, a profligate

;

Again to the rank of a chief, arrived a filthy one.

3, dw) (i},e hope of liberality) gives
605

I

r
ts
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40
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0

3
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13

• The year is 764. A.H. See p. 95 .

Note that utnid is spelled umiz. .

. This is in memory of a son of Hafiz- See Nos. 59®* 599*
^

I. (cat-camel) refers to the following tale:—
r«..rrViac(.-with-

^ j • but St no one was allowed to purenase witn

>« va... »£ .h.

6. (profligate) signifles

() zTrak a clever one. •

(

)

* mutil „ knave.

(c) be-pak „ fearless one.

(d) a denier of men of outward one) signifies an hermaphrodite,

(e) one outwardly bad, inwardly good initny u , s

catamite.
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Ssid, tbst proSiscte eye s.nd the laicp ot tee worid, I £13

1

Ssid, thet nltby one **Xhe seed of Dara and of Fincun/I am."

60S.

I. Eat that green grain (of the grape), of which, easy of digestion.

WT-cever eateth one grain, on the spit (to roast), pntteth the

oirds) •

Of that morsel, thah into ma'rifat, casteth the sufi,

—

(Together are)—Hjae drop (of wine), and an bnadred intoxications; one grain

(of grape), and an hundred slmurghs.

609.

I. Years, omen, state, wealth; and source and race (lineage), throne ana for-

Thine, he in monarchy, in perpetuity, in permanency*

(Thine be—) the year, joyous

;

property, ample

;

Scurce, dm ; race, pe^^ianer ^

;

the omen, auspicious ; the state, tranquil : the

thrcne, lofty : fortune, obedient.
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610 .

I. The chief of men of turbans, the candle of the union of the assembly,

The master of the Lord-of-conjunction, Haji Kivamu-d-Din Hasan.

From the flight (Hijra) of “the best of men” (Muhammad), 754 years,—^The sun's mansion was Gemini
;
the moon’s birth-place, Virgo. '

Sixth of the month Rabik-l-Akhir. in mid-day,

The day, Friday, by the decree of the Creator possessed of grace

—

The bird of his soul that was the Huma of the holy sky,

From the snare of this house of calamities to the garden of paradise, went.

611 .

I. When (shall be) a little leisure, that the service of the Pir of the Magians I

may do

;

And, by the counsel of the Pir, young (prosperous) my fortune—— may make?

Care-taker of the ^ine-house, years I have been.

The rest of ray life, the service of that threshold, I shall do.

Yesterday, with me, the muhtasib beheld the flagon ;
and broke it

;

After this, it, beneath the tattered religious garment, I shall put.

612.

I. Last night, of reason, the sage of my thought asked,

Saying

”

O peerless one of the graces of the merciful Creator 1

1. « Men of turbans” signifies Men wearing large turbans.

2. The Hijra dates from the 15th July 622 A.D. See Nos. 605, 692 and ode 3.

3- See p. 95.

6x0

6g
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*•’ In th*' world, whnt is the jewel of verse, whereby,

(b) clsnricr to the price of the market of the pearl (of the sea) of Uman ?”

Reply, he (reason) gave, saying:—"From me, hear; but, hear not

'•(Him), who said—this (is) the elegy of this one; and this (is) the ghatal of

that one."

"The chief of tl»e accomplished ones of the time,—knowest thou who he is?—‘‘Ily way of sincerity and of certainty; not by way of falsehood and of

suspicion—(He is)

5* " Th': Shrih-in-Shuh of accomplished ones, king of the country of speech,

"'Hw beauty of religion and faith, Khwaia of the world,—Salman." .

613 .

1. ,\hi-: ' thr bfii’V.l robe of tiu: d.av of yoiilli,—

!( 5t^ llir dccor.'itlon of pvTjnanmcy.

A!'.*.! 0 t*ntn * from f.trrairt,

W:!', y-A > thr of (oMf) lifr.

m l r it rotuinisnlly r.rrr^.^nrv to '

’ *!ir ti-'-CT*-*-.
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614.,

. 0 spring-breeze I if thou canst,

By way of fidelity and kindness,

From me to my Friend, thou mayst take news,

,
Saying ;—“ That consumed one, in secret,

" Is dying
;
and from desire keepeth saying,—

“ O Thou ! without Thee, unlawful is life."

615.

. In knowledge, the race of Adam (man) is man complete

When his is not knowledge, he became the brute complete.

Practice without theory is ignorance complete

;

0 soul 1 in igfnorance, impossible it is to find God.
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Ruba'iyat.*

(Tctrastic5.)

616 .

Thc.oul-come of my life,—naught have I save grief

In love, of good and of bad,—naught have I save grief.

Not a moment have I a fellow-breather, one concordant;

One named consoler,—not have I save grief.

617.

From the door-pluckcr of Khaibar. (All Murtaza) manliness—— ask:

From Kumbar*s Khw.'ija, the mysteries of liberality,— ask.

Hafiz! if, in sincerity, thirsty for God’s grace, thou be,

From the SaW (Ali Murtaza) of Kausar, its fountainr— ask.

* The final word of llic Persian lines is kept the final word in the translation.

(ruba^*) signifies—the tctrastichi always in metre^ (hazaj).
.gjy

(dubaiti) „ „ quatrain in any metre not ha^aj.

In rhyme and in the number of verses, the dubaiti is like to the rubS*i and unlike to it in metre.

Khaibar was a stronghold of the Jews near Madina.
In 630, Muhammad took the place, the gates being up-plucked by Ali Murtaz^ (the fourth

K&nlifa)

I^umbar was All's slave.

For an interesting account of Ali (b. 599, d. 66t) see Brown’s Darvishes, pp. 371—415-

In mentioning him :

—

(a)' the Shi’a saith ’ala!hi-s-salam,” to him be salutation.

W „ Sunni „ " karrama allahu wajhabu ” his face may God honour.

Kausar is a spring of paradise. See the JKuran, P. D. 153/^54# cviii. x.
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618 .

If, like me, a fallen one of this snare thou become
0 often intoxicated of wine and of the cup,—- thou wilt be.

Intoxicated, ruined, and profligate, world-consuming, we are

;

With us, sit not
;
if not, ill of name* thou wilt be.

619 .

By way of supplication, to that hyacinth (tress of the true Beloved), I clung ;

I said:—“For me distraught, remedy make:”

He spake saying:—“My (sweet) lip take; my (long) tress, let go;

“To sweet ease (the lip), cling; not to life long.”

620.

As flagon-emptier, the bud of the rose- —

In desire of wine, goblet-preparer, the narcissus——

Free (happy) of heart is that one, who, like the bubble,

•Possessed of desire for wine, house*down caster,

becometh,

becometh.

becometh.

821 .

Of that old wine, villager-prepared.

Give
; for, life's decoration, anew I will make.

Me, intoxicated
;
and void of news of the world’s state,—make

;

So that the world’s mystery, I may utter—O faultless man

!

When spring aniveth, to the face of ihe rose, men drink.
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622.

0 Thou, on account of whose majesty, the sun and the moon lay

Their forehead (in homage), night and day, on the dust of Thy garden !

Me, possessed of hand, of tongue, and of heart, strait (by Thy shunning, and
want of kindness) plant not

;

I on the fire of expectation
;
and, thou careless (of me) —sit not.

«

623.

With the friend, sit
; the cup of wine seek

From the lip of that cypress, rose of limb, the kisjs—— seek.

When the ease of his wound, the wounded one seeketh.

Say:—'‘From the point of the son of the barber. (the lancet, or the razor) ease

— seek.”

624,

As long as the decree of celestial destiny—
Ever joyous, thy work—

shall be.

shall be.

The cup that from Taktamun’s hand thou drinkest.

The source of lasting life
shall be.

By thy shunning and want of kindness,—my heart will became grieved, saddened, and scorched; 623

and my eye, weeping.

'Otherwise the second line may be s—
On account .ofmy strait tongue and heart, my heart, -on the fire ofoxpectation, plant not ; and,

thou thyself careless (of me), sit not.

Taktamun was Saki (cup-bearer) to Shah Shuja’ {d. 1384). See Nos. 574, .69;. ^
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635

625 .

With tyranny, not the fortune of the world——

With grief, not the delight of existence

Not seven thousand years of the joy of the world,

With affliction of five days,

hath worth

;

hath worth.

hath worth.

626 .

To-night, through grief (of love) for thee, in the midst of. blood (weltering

I shall sleep ;

Out from the couch of ease,—— 1 shall sleep.

Thou believest not : thy own image, send
;

So that it may see how without theO, I shall sleep.

627.

In desire for thy kiss and embrace,'

In grief for thy glistening ruby (lip)i

Long, the tale, wherefore do I make ? Short, (it) I will make

;

Come back ! for again in expectation (longing) for thee,

1 die.

I die.

I die.

I

628.

O soul 1 since, with thee, a night’ to day

If, without thee, I heave a breath not man—

—

After this, death I fear not. For of the water of life,

From thy sweet glistening fountain (the ruby lip)

broughjt I,

anil;

dranljc I.

From the descent of Adam to the annihilation of the world is 7,000 years according to the H^dis
of the great ones. '
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629 .

How lonj; shnll be lhi.< violence and tyranny-practising of thine?

All pc«)p!c vexing,—foolish (is this act)—— of thine.

In tlic hand of one of heart, is the sword blood-stained (the morning sigh)

;

If, to thee it (the sword) roach, thy (life-) blood (will be) on the neck—
of thine.

630 .

A moment lake not thy lip back from the lip of the cup ;

So that the world’s desire thou mayst take— from the lip of the cup.

Since, in the world's cup, together arc the bitter and the sweet,

Desire this (the sweet) from the lip of the Beloved ;
that (the bitter)

from the lip of the cup.

631 .

Thou spakest saying :
—“ Thine, I am ;

have no—
The heart, joyous make ;

to patience, consign thy

Patience,.where? The heart, what? That which heart, thou callest

Is a drop of blood, and manya—

632 .

Against me, love for the beloved’s face plaint .

Against those shattered of heart, censure altogether,

Safi 1 since the way of the way-farers, thou knowest,

Against the man-profligate, much carping

take not

take not.

. take not.

6 H
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633

633 .

Neither the tale of that candle of Chigil can one utter.

Nor the state of the consumed heart ‘ can one utter.

In mj' straitened heart, is grief on that account, that there is not

A friend to whom the heart's grief one can utter.

634 .

Prey of the world’s lovel)' ones, one can make with gold

;

On account of them, happily, happily, one cannot enjoy (life, only)

with gold.

The narcissus, that is crown-possessor (king) of the world, behold,

—

How it also lowereth its head with gold.

635.

A moon, whose stature like to the cypress (was)——— straight,

Mirror in the hand, her face made straight (decked).

^^^^en the kerchief (of love) I offered, she said :

—

“Union with me, thou seekest? Excellent, that (vain) fancy that is thine !"

636 .

The awarder of paradise and of hell; and knot-looser

Us, abandoneth not lest from our feet we fall.

This wolf-snatching, how long proceedeth ? Display
Thy grasp, enemy-overthrowing—O lion of God 1

Chigil signifies the name of :

—

(o) a district of Tatari, famous for the beauty of its inhabitants.

.

{h) a fire-tempi^ wherein the attendants were called “ lamps of Chigil.”

In the centre of its flower, the narcissus hath a golden cup.
The Lion of God is Ali, See 617.

^34

636
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637.

Snvc Thy picture, naught comclii into the vision
Save Thy street, other cometh not the path—

—

T liouglj to all, sweet cometh sleep, in thy time,

O Got!
!

(I swear) that it (sleep) cometh not into the eye—

638 .

(O thou,) whose eye !—sorcery and deceit keep raining-

Ho! the sword of battle keepeth raining

Vexed with friends, loo quickly thou becamest

;

Alas thy heart ! for stone keepeth raining——

639.

Kvery friend who boasted of fidelity an enemy became

;

Pure of face, every one who was, wet of skirt (impure)

They say;—'' Pregnant with the hidden is night.” Wonder

!

Since man she saw (knew) not, pregnant by whom (is it that) she

640.

O brceee ! my tale secretly-

The burning of my heart, with a hundred tongues, *

In that way speak not^that reproach should seize her
j

A word say
;
and in the midst

,

Thy eye, wherefrom sorcery and deceit keepeth raining 1

of ours

of ours.

of ours.

-from it

;

from it.

from it.

became.

became ?

tell her;

tell her.

tell her.

6 H 2

638
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641.

I spake, saying :—" Thy lip ? " She said :—“ My lip (is) the water of life :
”

I said:—“Thy mouth She said Excellent, (’tis) the ball of candy.
’

I said -“-Thy speech ? ” She said :
—“ Hafiz said ;

'Tis the joy of all subtlety-speakers of prayer.”

642.

My moon whose (resplendent) face the sun’s luminosity ; took,

Arbund her down, the skirt of Kausar—— took.

In the chin-pit (dimple), hearts all (she) cast;

And, then, with amber (down), the pit-mouth took (closeu).

643.

' (0 God
!)
when the garment off from the body that musky (fragrant) mole (the

beloved) draweth,

A moon that, in beauty, hath not her equal,

—

In the chest, by reason of its transparency one can see the heart,

Like the hard stone in limpid water.

644.

Took the torrent 'of death) the ruined house— •
.

of life

(And) established the beginning of the fulness of the cup ot life.

O I^waja ! watchful be. For, soon, soon, (to the grave) draweth
Time’s porter the chattels from the house of life.
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645.

In every way, hope (of the propUiousness) of the sky keep holding;

Of time’s revolution, tremble like the willow

;

Thou spakcpt, saying:— After black, is no colour:

"

Then, my black hair wherefore white became ?

646.

Thy eye, whose teacher is the sorcery of Babil

;

0 God
!

(I swear) that, from its (the eye's) mind, the sorcery departeth not.

That tress, that bc-ringed (enslaved) beauty,

Of the pearl of Hafiz’s verse, its attachment be

!

647.

With wine on the stream-bank, ’*-1®

.And from the grief of the corner-seeker (the recLse), 'tis proper to be.

Since our precious life is (only) ten days,

Smiling of lip, fresh of face,
°

648.

O thou ! the veiled rose-bud, shame-stricken

The intoxicated narcissus, astonied and abashed
%

Equality with thee, the rose how can make?

For, It hath light from the moon ;
and the mouth, light

Babil.” See Ode 14.

thou by whom the veiled rose-bud is shame-stneken

;

nd by 4om, the intoxicated narcissus is astonied and abashed !

by thee

;

by thee-

by thee

646

64.S
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649 .

At first, with fidelity the cup of union me, she gave

When intoxicated (with union) I became, to me the cup of tyranny (of separa-

tion) she gave.

(When) with the weeping of both eyes, and with the heart full of fire,

The dust of her path, I became, me to the wind (of destruction) ^ she gave.

650 .

Evil to the good man Tis improper to be

;

In the desert of the Div and of the rapacious beast, ’tis improper to be.

Enamoured of one’s own living,

Proud of one’s own excellence,— .

’tis improper to be

;

’tis improper to be.

651 .

O thou, the shadow of whose hyacinth-tress the jessamine,

The ruby of whose lip ’Adn's pearl,

As thy lip (is wine-cherished, so), ever the soul, wine

With that wine, which is spiritual, thy body

cherished 1

cherished

!

-cherished

cherished.

652 .

Daily, my heart beneath

On account of separation, in my eye—

•

Striving, I kept
;
Fate keepeth crying out :

—

•* Beyond thy sufficiency (of work)

another load is

;

another thorn is.

another work is.

651 The “ jessamine ” signifies the beloved’s face.

,1
“ ’Adn’s pearl ” signifies :— the beloved’s teeth.

The hyacinth cherished the jessamine.

»• '‘P » ’Adn’s pearl.

The wine-cherished soul cherished thy body with that v,'ine which is spiritual,
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653 .

l.ikc (fo.iminjj) wine, on ncconnt of grief,—— why is it necessary to foam ?

With grief's .army (wherewith thou canst not strive)— •

why is it necessary to strive ?

* « «

Fresh, is thy lip ; from it, the goblet keep not far

;

On the fresh lip (of the rivulet), pleasant is wine to drink.

654.

'Tis the season of youth, wine, best;

Fvery grief-stricken one completely intoxicated,- — best.

All, end to end, ruined and waste, is the world ;

In the place of ruin, ruined (intoxicated),— best.

655 .

Come back 1 for an account of thy beauty, my soul is expectant

;

Come back ! for, in grief of separation from thee, my heart is in torment

Come back ! for, without thy face, 0 sweet beloved !

From the eye of me, head bewildered, flowing is the torrent (of tears).

656 ;

Take wine, joy-exciting

;

Secretly. With thy mean watcher, strive not

;

and come,

and come.

The adversary’s speech (of counsel), hear not—" Sit down
;
go not.’

O idol ! me, hear; arise,— and come.
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657 .

The (bitter) separation that, on the soul of poor me,— came.

Thou mayst say,—“ On the wounded liver, a piece of (bitter) salt came/’

I feared that one day, far from, thee, I should go.

Thou sawest that, verily, the evil day (of separation) before me came*

658 .

The covenant to the end, those sweet of mouth take not >

The soul from the state of being a lover, those possessed of vision (lovers of

God)—— take. not.

When to thy wish and desire, the mistress is,

Among lovers, thy name they— take not.

659 .

Twist and turn and curl thy two locks wherefore took they ?

Sleep, those two intoxicated eyes of thine,— wherefore took they ?

Since, on thee, the leaf of a single rose none scattered,

Head to foot, the rose-perfume, (thy body) wherefore took it?

660 .

(O true Beloved !) the thorn of griefs, the path to (union with) Thee hath ;

Where, a way-farer (who, on this grief, reflecteth not
;
and) these feet (in love’s

•path) hath?

(O true Beloved
!) thou knowest who is the recogniser of love? That one who.

On the soul’s face, the lamp of breathings (blessings of true lovers) hath.
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661 .

O son ! from the mother of time (the world), thy heart up-pluck

;

To the latter half of her husband (faith) cling.

O heart ! like this, a person thou knowest not

:

If, like Hafiz, on her face (the face of the mother time), joyous thou be.

662 .

My hand, I put within thy girdle.

Within which, I thought something was.

From that waist, what (profit) the girdle gained is clear
;

From the girdle, let us see what profit I shall gain.

663 .

Acceptable to the heart of the high,, and well known to the low

;

Sweet of note, weighed of motion, the full moon complete

.

In the limits of Shiraz, by name and lineage, is

The instrument-player, HajI Ahmad by name.

•“The husband of the mother of time” is din (faith).

Djn hath two aspects

^

. . w -

() zahir shar% external religion, which is the Jaw of the Kuran.

() batin „ internal „ „ . „ sufi.ism, or shari’at ra'tarikat.

•The explanation is:— , . it..#*..
From the world, thy heart up-pluck; and to internal religion (batin shar*) cling.

6 I

66i
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664.

The beating of the pinion of the bird of joy, I hear

;

Or, the perfume of the rose-bed of wish, I perceive

:

Or, the tale from his lips, the breeze uttereth

;

In short, a wonderful tale, I hear.

665 .

With the mistress, saucy and amorous
;
and with the minstrel and the reed,

A quiet corner, a little leisure, and a bottle of wine.

When warm with wine became our vein and tendon,

(Even) to a barley-corn, favour I take not from (the generous) Hatim Tai.

666.

In separation from thee, more than the -(guttering) candle, I weep

:

Even like a wine-flagon, tears, rose of hue (bloody) I weep.

Like the cup of wine, I am. For, from heart-straitedness.

When the harp’s wail, I hear,—^blood, I weep.

667.

’Tis a great sin

And, out from all creation,- —

From the eye’s pupil, it is proper to learn :

—

Everj- one, to see
; and, not

to uplift one’s self

;

to choose one’s self.

to see one’s self.

• .\t the time of pla\-ing the harp, the cup weepeth bloody tears,
harp, the revellers drink ruddy •ndne.

For, si the tlnse of playing the
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668 .

My soul, in sacrifice for that one who a man (of w'orth),^^^^

If, my head at his feet, thou place, easy, it-:

Thou wishcst to know verily of hell

;

Verily, hell the society of the worthless—^

—

669.

In a mortar, end to end, the climes

With the heart's blood, the nine arches of the sky

A hundred years more, the prison-captive

Better than, a moment, the associate of the fool—

—

670 .

Till, to the desire of my w'ounded.heart, its work—
Till, without the King, the soul, the country of my body

From God’s court, my hope is this

That,’ all opened, the gates of happiness

' 671 .

O friend ! from violence to the enemy,.thy heart

With good mieiii the luminous wine, •

To the man of skill, the button of thy collar, loose;

And, wholly, from those of no worth, thy skirt,

may be,

may be.

shall be.

to pound

;

to smear

;

to be,

to be.

shall be

;

shall be

;

may be.

withdraw

;

indraw.

withdraw.

See Ode 417, c. 2. 612
m
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672 .

0 would that concordance, fortune had made

Or (that) again, aid, time’s revolution - had made.

When from the hand, the rein of my youth, it (time) snatched,

(Would that) footedness like the stirrup, old age had made.

673.

A long life in pursuit of desire, lost I have ;

And from the sky's revolution, what is it that profitable I have ?

To whomsoever, I spake saying :
—“Thy friend, I was :

”

Becathe my enemy. Alas! what (ill-) star, — - I have.

674.

Friends ! when hand together (ye are) embrace ye

(In friendship), this revolution of the sphere- - -— forget ye.

When, to me, the turn (of death) reacheth
;

(and), in my place, I remain not.

In recollection of me, (during) that remaining time, drink ye.

675 .
•

To-day, at this time of covenant-breaking.

Where, the friend who, in the end,'becometh not enemy.

Solitude’s skirt, I took on that account.
That, me, the friend should not see with the desire of the-—- enemy.

Youth being passed, I wish old age to stay. Old, I fear death.

That the friend should not see me, unhappy of face.

»

672

675
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676.

0 friend ! me to the enemy’s desire, thou madest •

When I was (fresli) spring, me, like (sere) autumn, '

thou madest.

In thy quiver, straight (of body), like the arrow, I was

;

Sacrifice for thee, lam; me (bent like), the bow, why (is it that)—

• thou madest ?

677.

From feebleness, humbleness, and wretchedness,

From haughtiness, greatness, and sclf-suflicingness.

If, me, on the fire, thou place, (quietly) I sit

;

If thee, on the steed, I place, thou sittest not.

678.

O friend ! careless sit not of the fierceness— of the sigh.

For, thee, fire may reach from the fire-kindling——! of the sigh.

Beware that, in thy own street, thou think not easy

The night-wandering of weeping ;
and the morning-rising— of the sigh.

679.

On the heart, grief for time how long—
The world, abandon

;
and'whatever in it ’

thou hast ?

thou hast.

Desire a friend, a little wine, and the foot of propinquity to the rose.

Now, that, in the hand, a draft of wine, thou hast.

Connected together, are the first lines of the two couplets; and the second lines. 677
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680 .

In my own heart, the place of grief for thee, —
The pain for thee, the remedy for my rent liver,——

Even as violence against my heart, the more thou makest.

Intent on that I am that fidelit}*^, the more, —

681 .

I spake saying :
—“ Th}' {dark) mole is what with this sweetness ?

”

She said

“

Simple, foolish, and pitiful thou art,

“ Not a mole is in our beauty’s mirror, -

“ In it (the mirror), thy own (dark) pupil (of the eye) thou seest.”

682 .

Like the (ruddj’) face of my idol, my tears rose of hue (bloody)

From the heart’s blood, the house (socket) of my eye blood-

With grace, thus to me my beloved spake

Saying :—“ O dear friend 1 the state of thy eye, how—

—

683 .

If, in wandering, a person remain
If the mountain (in strength) he be, of him shall remain (only)

Though (in a foreign place) dweller be the poor stranger.
When his native land, he remembereth, heaveth he-

I make;

1 make.

I make.

became
became.

became ?
**

a month,

a straw.

a sigh.
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684.

O Lord ! since the accomplisher of needs

Both Kazi (of our need) and all sufficient

To Thee, my own heart's secret how shall I utter ?

Since the knower of hidden mysteries

Thou art;

Thou art.

Thou art.





977MASNAVf.
••

Masnavi,*
• •

685.

1. Ho! 0 desert deer! where art thou?

For thee, mine is a great affection.

Two solitary travellers, two heads revolving (in perplexity), two friendless ones

;

The rapacious, and the non>rapacious, beast, in ambush before and behind.
»

Come, so that each other's state, we may know

;

Our desire (for each other), we will seek, if we can.

For I see that this confused desert (of love),

Hath not a pastime place, joyous and happy.

5* 0 companions 1 say ye who will be the companion of friendless ones ?

The friend of strangers ?

Perchance Khizr, auspicious of foot, may enter

;

From the blessing of his spirit, a great work may issue.

•

Perchance the time of favour-cherishing bath come

;

For my omen— ** Leave me not alone ” hath come.

At a time, a way-farer in the land,

To him, with courtesy, spake a profligate, path-sitter.

^ \

* Masnavi signifies ;— , r l
Poetry, composed of distichs, corresponding in measure, ^ch consrstmg of ajatr of rhymes.

This poetry is called (muzdawaj) wedded ; the number of its drstichs is limitless.

The final word of the Persian lines is kept the final word in the translation.

This difficult path, wherein the travelling is dangerous, may come to an end.

See the Kuran, xxi.

. The profligate spake to the way-farer

.

n V
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Saying “ O holy traveller ! in thy store, what hast thou ?

“ Come
;
a great snare, establish, if the grain thou hast."

•

10. To him, he (the way-farer) gave answer and said:—"Grain, I have,*

" But necessary for me is the (mighty) Simurgh,—the prey."

He (the profligate) said "To thy hand trace (of the Simurgh), how bringest

thou

:

“ For to us, traceless is his abode ?
"

From the hand, give not the cup of wine or the foot of the rose

;

But be not careless of time greatly intoxicated.

When that straight cypress (the beloved) hath beconie one of the Karvan,

With the cypress-branch, guarding (of the Path) keep making.

He departed
;
and my happy disposition sad made;

Brother to brother, thus when did ?

15. Mercilessly, the sword of separation, he so struck.

That thou mayst.say, " Has been not (even) acquaintanceship.”

My scattering what weight beareth it, in this way,

When (even) the wealthy sun became purse-emptier?

The marge of the water-pool, and a bank of the stream

;

A dew-drop (a tear), and talk with one’s self—a talk.

• In memory of those gone, and of friends.

Concordance (weeping), he made with the (weeping) April-cloud.

When before thee, the running water cometh weeping, -

It, aid from the water of the eye of thine.

20. Not courtesy did that old friend

;

Musalmans ! Musalmans 1 (Help me) for God’s sake

!

By my head, passed the water of separation.
In this state, courtesy is unfit,

'

J 3. Sit near the rose.
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Perchance, Khizr, auspicious of foot, can so do

That, to those bodies (of those gone), these bodies (of ours) he may convey.

With ray own fortune, so much why do I (vainly) strive?

From my own natal star, why do I (vainl3') flee ?

Now, even the path of the Friend’s street I take ;

If I die—even, in the Path I die,

25. Those strangers who, my state, behold,

Awhile, at the head of my dust, sit.

Strangers, strangers remember

;

For, of one another, the tokens they are.

O God ! the remedy of the remediless, Thou art,

For me and others beside me, the remedy, thou knowest.

Even as from the dark night, Thou bringest forth bright day

(So) from this grief, Thou bringest forth the joy of mine.

On account of separation from Him, complaint much I have;

In this place, not contained is this tale.

30, The (precious) jewel, behold ;
by the (worthless) shell, pass by

;

That way, that becometh not famous, abandon.

When, in narration, I bring forth the fish of the reed.

From the fish and the reed, ask the explanation.

Companions ! the value of each other, know ye ?

When 'tis known, out the explanation read ye.

Verily, the words of the counseUutterer is—
^

That the order.caster of separation (who is union) in ambush is.

With wisdom, the soul we mixed
;

, . j

And the seed, that from it was produced, we planted.

SI. See the Kuran, lx\'iu. 6 R 2
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35. Evident in this composition, is joy-givingness,

Which the essence of verse, the essence of soul and of limbs, is.

Come ; and from the perfume of this good hope,

The perfume-place of the soul perfume-making, seek ye.

For this musk-pod is from the pocket-fold of the Hur,—
Not from that (musk-) deer that at man is affrighted.

In this valley {of death) listen to the sound of the torrent,

Wherein at hundred " mans ”
of the blood of guiltless ones (are) as a barley-

corn.

Here, Jibra,il’s pinion they scorch ;

So that therewith, a fire boys kindle.

40. Who hath power to utter speech here

—

God Most High 1 what independence is here.

Hafiz
!
go ;

in this space, boast not

;

Speech make short; God is the Knower.

3S. “ The valley ” may signify ;— the valley

—

(a) of love.

(t) „ the world.

(<?) )> >1 present time.
“ Man.” See Odes 144, c. 10; 524, c. i ; 357, c. i

; 567, c. i.
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Saki-Nama.*
• •

(The SaM-rbyme).

686.

f . Saki ! come. That wine, that rapture, bringeth ;

Blessing, increaseth
;
perfection, bringeth.

Give me. For I, much heart-bereft, have fallen ;

From these both (blessing and perfection), without profit, I have fallen.

SaW I come. That alchemy of openings.

That, with the (great) treasure of Karun, giveth the (great) age of Nuh,
%

Give, so that, wide to thy face, they may open

The door of prosperity, and long life.
'

5. SaM I come. That shining fire.

That Zardusht keepeth seeking beneath the dust,

Give me. For, in the (religious) order of intoxicated profligates,

Whether fire-worshipper, or world-worshipper,—— (what matter ?)

Saki I come. That wine, wherefrom the cup of Jamshid,

Boasteth of seeing into non-existence,

Give me, so that by the aid of the cup, I may be.

Like Jamshid, ever acquainted with the world’s mystery.

Saki! come. Me, that cup of Jamshid give.

Make no delay ;
instantly, me give.

* The Persian text is corrupt throughout.

5. “ Zardusht.” See page 992 (foot-note).
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16. Possessed of crown and of treasure, well spake Jatnshld,

Saying Not worth a barley (-corn) is this transitory house (the world).”

Saki ! come. That cup, like salsabil,

That, to Paradise, is the heart’s guide,'

Give me. For, well spake the (six-stringed) lute and the reed.

Saying

”

A draught of wine (is) better than the diadem of Kay.”

Saki I come. That intoxicated, veiled virgin (wine secreted in jars)

That, within the tavern, sitteth,

Give me. For, ill of fame, I wish to be

;

Ruined with wine and the wine-cup, I wish to be.

15. Saki! come. That water, thought-consuming.

Which, if the lion drink, forest-consumer, he becometh,

Give, so that to the sky, Hon-seizer, I may go

;

(So that) the snare of this old world, I may together dash.

Saki ! come. That wine, in which the Hur of Paradise,

The ambergris of the angels, keep kneading.

Give, so that, on the fire, it, as a perfume, I may place
;

(So that), happy, till eternity without end, wisdom's brain I may make.
«

Saki ! come. That wine, the reflection whereof from the cup.
To K.ay Khusrau and to Jamshid, message, sendeth,

20, Give, so that, with the note of the reed, I may speak,
Sayitig

“

(Mighty) Jamshid was when ? (Great) Ka,us, when ?
‘

Of tl'.c revolving of this old monaster)*—^boasl

;

To former kings, saUit.ition, give.

Sru:i ! come. That wine that givclh roy.aliy

;

To v.iiv : purity evidence, the heart giveth.
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Give me, for Sultan of my heart, (once) I was

;

Now, far from Him, I am
;
for stained, I am.

Me, wine give
;
perchance, pure of defect, I may become

;

Safe /rom fearful thought (in love’s path), become.

25. Me, wine give
;
and fortune’s face, behold ;

Me, ruined make ; and philosophy’s treasure see.

f

When the garden of souls (the world of non-existence) became my abode,

In this place (the world), plank-bound of body, wherefore am I?

That one am I who,—when, in the hand, the cup I take,—

Behold in tliat mirror whatever is.

In intoxication, the door of austerity I beat;

In beggar}', of sovereignty I boast.

For, when fit for song is intoxicated

Him, blessing from -the sky, Zuhra’s lyre giveth.

30. SakI ! the unfaithfulness of life.

Fear
;
and, of wine, petition (long) life.

For thy life, wine will increase.

Momently, to thee, a door of the hidden, it will open.

Saki I come. With wine, an assembly arrange

,

For faithfulness with none, hath the world.

Thee, the (frail) bubble of wine gave recollection
,

As, when the diadem of Kay-Kubad, the (swift) wind (of death) took.

Saki I come. From wine, the heart’s desire seek

,

For, without wine, no ease of heart, I saw.

35* ffi as to- union with the soul, the body show
^

It is possible that, as to wine, the heart may show ahenafo. (may care not).

26. ** Plank-bound.” See Ode 385, c. 4..

“S'SiarO tom onion with a.e sonl, Wy ahow^tom^to),

It is possible that (apart) from wine the heart may show farness (may hvej.
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Saki I come. This cup with wine, make full,

That thee, the state of Kisra and of Kay, I may tell.

SaW I come. Safe from time, how mayst thou be ?

On that intent it is that, in wrath, thy blood it may spill.

SaW ! come. To us, arrogance display not

;

For, in the end, of (perishable) dust thou art ; not of (eternal) fire art thou.

The goblet with wine, make full ;
for pleasant is wine ;

Especially, when pure and un-alloyed it be.

40. Sa^ ! come. That wine of the fragrant breeze of sweet basil,

Give me : for remaineth neither gold nor silver.

SaM ! come. That pure ruby wine

Give. This cunning, design, and boast,—^how' long?

Disgusted with the rosary and the khirka. I am

;

For wine, both pledge ; and farewell

!

Saki ! come. From the corner of the cloister of the magians.

Far, be not ; for here is -the “ Ganj-ravan.”

If, to thee, an)’ should say :—“ Towards the cloister, go not

Him, what answer sayest thou ? Say :—" Good night !
”

t

45. 5a^ ! come. That ruddy goblet.

Whereby, gaineth the heart, joy ; and the soul, pleasure

Give me, that, me, release from gprief, it may give

;

Me, the trace of the path to the special banquet, may give.

42 . Thero^n,'. See Odes 132, 17S, c. S.
khirka „ Ode 124.

•?5- (Heeling treasure) signifies

(ii) the treasure of Karun.
(6) v-:r.c.
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Saki ! come. That wine, that is the soul-cherisher,

Like life, is fit for the shattered heart,

Give, that, out from the world, my tent I may pitch ;

Above the sphere, my pavilion, may pitch.

Saki ! come. That (resplendent) cup, like the sun and the moon,

Give, so that, on the (lofty) sky, my court I may pitch.

50. Saki ! come. With old wines.

In my cup, me, continuously intoxicated make.

When, with thy un-alloyed wine, me, intoxicated, thou makest.

In intoxication, to thee the pleasant song, I will sing.

Saki ! come. Now that, like paradise, became,
^

By thy (resplendent) face, this banquet, ambergris of nature.

The cup, take; fear not ;
in it, is happiness.

For, in the garden of paradise, lawful is wine.

Saki ! come . Of wine, I have no help ;

Me, with one remaining (last) cup, aid.

55. For, from the sphere’s revolution, I am ready to die ,

Towards the cloister of the magians, running, I am come.

Saki ! come. That wine, the delight-giver.

Give, so that on Rakhsh’s back, I may sit.

To the field (of battle), like Tahamtan (Rustam) the face we will turn ;

To our heart’s desire, the design of galloping in the fight, we will make,

/

Saki ! that ruby-like cup.

That, to the heart, the door of pleasant time openeth.

Give, so that wisdom, I may efface

;

Through intoxication, in the world, my standard, may exa t.

6 L

53* In Arabic, is the first line.

56. Rakhsh is the name of Rustam’s war-horse.
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6o. A moment, momently, of the cup we boast

;

With wine, water on grief’s dash, we dash.

For, to-day, with one another, wine we drink ;

When leisure is none, again when may we drink ?

For those, W'ho joy’s feast prepared ;

(Who) at joy’s feast, also engaged,—

From this snare-place (the world) div-inhabit*ed, low-lying,—

Departed; and to the dust (of the grave) regret. took.

Over this turquoise throne “(the sky), victorious is who?
On this palace of ten days, prosperous is who ?

65. Alas !
youthfulness that on the (swift) wind departed ;

He who, with knowledge and justice, departed,—happy,

SaM ! Give that wine. As long as breath, I express.

At the head of both worlds, my foot I dash. ^

Quick, be ; and, me, the heavy ritl give

;

If openly (be) not possible, to me, secretly give.

That one who, on the elephant’s back, used to fix the drum,

For him, against his desire, they (fate and destiny) beat the drum of departure

(in death).

From the zones of light, at the glad tidings (the" prelude) of dawn,

Momently, come to my ear, from the word of the Hur.

70. Saying :
—“ 0 bird, sweet of note, sweet of speech !

“ Thy plumes and pinions, open wide
;
and burst thy cage.

“ On the azure palace of six vaults (the lofty seventh heaven), sit

;

“ In the stage of the soul-abode, sit.”

67. Ritl. Sec Ode 315, c. 2.

»» I. 4^^*

6S. Before beginning an expedition, they bind the elephant-drum or the elephant.
He, who goeth to the field of battle, will at last unwillingly depart from this world.
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For victorious of time, thou art, Manu-chihr of face
;

Thou knowest that, in the time of Buzurj mihr.

On the cup of Naushiravan, they wrote :

—

** Before that no traces of us, thou hndest,

“ From us, this counsel hear; and work, learn

" A subtlety from time’s revolution.

75. “ That the stage of pain and of grief, this is ;

“ In this snare-place {this world), seldom is joyousness.”

(Still), with this joyousness, we are. For, of pain and grief,

No grief, have we. If (them), we have not, ’tis the same.

The cup of Jamshid is what? Jamshid is where?

Sulaiman went where ? The seal-ring is where ?

Of living philosophers who knoweth

When Jamshid was and'Ka,us Kay?

When to non-existence, the step (of travel) they took up.

In this land, save name naught they left.

80. On this fleeting abode, the heart why bindest thou ?

For, when thou passest away, again back to this place t ou comest no .

’Tis (the' part) of madness, in it to bind thy heart

,

’Tis of non-acquaintance, in it acquaintance.

72. Manu-chihr (paradis^face) was ^

The prosperity of his reign was due to his vazir, Sam, son « '

Zal and Rustam were heroes, Clements arkh^ ^ India/he imported the
Buzurj-mihr {d. 580-590 A.D.) was vMir to Naushiravan, me jusi ,

game of chess and the fables of Pilpai.

Him Christians claim asa believer; and MusHnis as a
^

fn"" D."(b S^sSn), wa“ born Muhammad, who used to boast of his good

fortune in being born jn the reign of a king so just.

77. " The seal-ring.” See Odes 189, c. 2 ; 350. c. 435. c. 10.

Jamshid. See History of Persia by Malcolm and by Clements Markham.
6 I. 2
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To (thy) desire, in this house of six doors (the world), thou findest not.

The place of joy, or the stage of desire.

.

SaW! give that water, the fire of qualities (wine),

Wherewith, freedom from the fire (of hell) I gain.

For, within the fire, is this my luminous heart ;

Verily, .on the fire, a great quantity of water I will dash.

*

85. Saki! give that water ruby of hue,

That, from the ruby and the sapphire, colour taketh.

I

Quickly, give that water (wine), the running fountain ;

Running water, nay; ’tis the (conspicuous) moving sun.

On this five-fold sky of nine degrees (the ninth heaven).

With one cup of wine, the four-cornered tent, one .can pitch.

So that, above the pillarless roof of nine vaults,

One can go, if, (only) from out of .one's self, one can go.

If thou be wise, arise
;
distraught, be

;

Thy own honour, spill not
;
the dust of the wine-house, be.

0

go. Bound to this dusty cloister, be not. Be it hot;

• That, suddenly, like the dust, thee, to the wind (of destruction), it give.

Saki
!
give that Khusravi goblet,

That increaseth the joy of the heart and of the soul.

87. Heaven hath nine (some say seven) steps or degrees:

—

1. the welkin.

2. „ circle of the sun,

•» » „ „ moon. •

4-8. fiye planets.

9- f» empyrean, the ninth heaven, the abode of God.
jU. signifies

^

a tent of four comers {*« rauti

In some copies, in the first line, is the phrase—
o'j) six screens let down from {and pulled up to) the roof.
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The meaning of the goblet is "The wine of perpetuality ;
"

Our meaning of this wine is
—"Selflessness.”

Departed youth, like the (swift) lightning of Yaman ;

Departed life, like the (swift) morning breeze.

Go ; abandon this house of six doors (the world). Say ;

—

"Come; of this (deadly) snake of nine heads, wash the hand.”

95. In this Path (of love), thy head (life) and gold quickly scatter;

If thou be of the way-farers, thy soul scatter (in sacrifice).

Running (quickl}') go; running" towards the house of permanency

Vanishing, everj'thing regard except God.

SaM ! that jewel, soul-bestowing, give ; •

The ren^dy of the wounded heart of the wounded one, give.

Since, from Jamshid's hand, time snatched the cup,

• If his were a whole world profit from it—what ?

SaM
!
give that expressed water (of the grape)

;

With wine, this dead heart, living make.

100. For, every brick-tile, that upon a terrace is.

Is the head of a Kay-Kubad, or of a Sikandar.

In this platter, save the blood of kings is naught

;

In this desert, save the dust of lovely ones is naught.

I have heard that one distraught, wine-worshipping.

In the wine-house, a cup in his hand, kept saj ing

.

" The revolving sphere that is the mean-cherisher,

5‘ From it, more joyous who is more un-wise is.

^

SaW
!
give that bitter, sweet-tasting wine (of love for God)

;

For, from the Beloved^s hand, sweet is wine.

104. ** Bitter wine.** See Ode 3281 c. z.
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105. For Dara, who was the possessor of the horizons (of the world),

In possessorship, in the world was peerless-

Him, by death’s hand, this sky snatched ;

So that thou mightest think—never, in this place, was he

!

Saki ! come. From me to the king, go

;

This speech utter, saying “ O King, Jamshid of crown

;

“ The heart of the wretched resourceless ones, seek ;

“Then, the cup world-viewing, seek. ’’

This world’s grief, wherefrom is ho profit,

From one’s self, with wine, one can repell.

«

no. In fortune, the possessor of diadem and. of throne ;

The best fruit of a Khusrauvi tree :

Khidiv of the Land, king of time
;

’Moon of the mansion of fortune, king prosperous:

By whom, is the majesty of the kingly crown
;

By whom, is body-easiness of fowl and of fish : . ,

'

<!

The splendour of the heart ;
and the eye of the prosperous

The Lord pi favour of all heart-possessors ;

World-possessor, Faith-cherisher, Just Ruler,

By whom, possessed of majesty and pomp became Kay’s throne :

115. What may I say? Shall I give the description of his traces.

At whose ways, reason is astonied ?

When, beyond the limit of description, is his rank.
Through feebleness and sha'mefulness, down in front, I cast my head

In sincerity, the hand of prayer, I uplift

;

My face to the Mighty One (God), I turn.

xio. Couplets 110—11+ enumerate the titles of Shah Mansur.
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Saying “ O Lord ! by Thy favour and kindnesses

'* By the mysteries of the beauteous names,

“ By the truth of Thy word, which anciently came ;

" By the truth of the prophet, and by the greatest creation (Muhamraadj,—

120. (I conjure thee) saying—The world-king be, victorious of fortune,

“ By whose iortune, arrayed are crown and throne.”

As long as earth may be the arena of justice and of violence

;

As long as the sky may be the pasture-place of Jadi (Capricornus) and of

Sawr (Taurus),—

“ Be Khidiv of the world,—Shah-Mansur 1

“ Be far from his heart, the dust of grief !
”

O Khusrau, with the signet-ring of Jamshid ! Hamd-i-llah 1 ^

In the field of the world and of faith, intrepid thou art.

In the horizons (of the world), went thy name for victoriousness,

For, over enemies, ever wast thou victorious.

125. In the palace of the banquet, of Firidun-pomp, thou art

;

In the field of contest, Tahamtan of contest, thou art.

Not the sky’s, jewel (pearl) within the shell is like thee ;

Not Firldun nor Jamshid’s descendant is like thee.

Not alone from Europe,' thee, tribute, did they bnng

;

For, from Zang, thee tribute the Mahraj sent.

Whether Turkistan and Hind, it be ;
or whether Rum and Chin,—

Like Jamshfd, all thou hast beneath thy seal-ring.

Within the screen, (lofty) Saturn is thy meanest slave ;

The sphere (is) a slave of thine, gilded of girdle.

c . of God. See Introduction to Sufijistn, art;

118. The beauteous names are the seven first attn

** The ceremonies of darvishes/*

122. Shah Mansur. See Ode 167, c. i ;
Fragment, 57S,

125. Tahamtan (strong of body) was one of Rustam s titles.

127. Zang. See Ode 303. , , „
» , 1 . the seat of the Roman empire.

128. "Rum ” comprises Greece and Turkej, once
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130. The canopy, auspicious of effect, is a (mighty) Huma,

That, beneath his (wide-spread) pinions, earth's (broad) surface, hath.

Sikandar-like, Rum to Chin, is thine
;

If the mirror he (Sikandar) had, thou hast administration.

In Sikandar’s place, years remain
;

By wise-heartedness, states (of affairs) reveal.

Since the ocean of thy praise hath no shore.

Thy praise, I make, limited to prayer.
*

From the verse of Nizami,—like whom, the old sphere,

Speech-adorner hath none,

—

135. To insertion (herein), I bring three powerful couplets,

That, in the opinion of wisdom, are better than the precious pearl ;

—

“ More than that thou mayst conceive,

“Territory-taker, be; and horizon-seizer

;

“ Time to time, through the lofty sky,

“ Be victorious -for further victory.

“ Of that wine that gave the soul the remedy of sense,

“ Be the draught for me
;
and for the king, the water of immortality !“

130. “ Huma.” See Ode 50.

*31. “ Sikandar’s mirror.” See Canto 23, translation (out of the Persian) of the Sikandar Nama,i
Nizami by Wilberforce Clarke,

135. Couplets 136-138 are from Nfeami.

In Ode 499, c. ii, Hafiz praiseth Nizami.

For a life of Nizami, see Wilberforce Clarke’s translation (out of the Persian).of the Sikandar
Nama,i-Nizami.

5. Zardusht” (zardust, zartusht, zartusht, zaradusht) is the sage Zoroaster (1500 B.C.), Balkh.
See Essays by Dr. Haug, Bombay, 1862; the Acad, des Inscript. tom 37, an extract from which

is given (p. 274) in Shea’s translation of Mirkhqnd’s Hist, of Persia; Malcolm’s Hist, of
Persia, Vol. I, p. 494; the list of Zand and Pahlavi books by Trubner & Co.; two articles by
Monier Williams in “The Nineteenth Century,” January and March 1881 ; Monier Wil-
liams’ Modern India, p. 56, 169, 202; Markham’s Hist, of Persia, iii, p. 387, 492, 496, 745’;
Von Hammer’s Hist, of Persian Literature and his Encyclopedic view of the sciences of the
East.
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4*

IVIughanni Nama.*

(The Minstrel rhyme.)

687.

I. Mughanni! thou art—where? By the sound of the stringed instrument,

Bring to mind that Khusravi song.

To the intoxicated ones, the glad tidings of a song, send;
To beloved ones departed (in death), a blessing send.

Mughanni! a melody .of joy prepare

With kaul (song) and ghazal (ode), the tale, begin.

For, to the earth my foot, grief’s load hath stitched,

Forth from place, me, by the force of union, bi;ing.

5- Mu^anni ! from that screen, a beautiful picture, bring

;

Behold what, from within the haram, the screen-holder said.

In such a way, the voice of minstrelsy, prolong,

That, to dancing, Nabid (Venus) the harper, thou mayst bring.

Mughanni ! the tambour and the harp, accord

:

To the lovers of sweet melody, give voice.

Strike a path, whereby, into the mystic state (hal), the Sufi may go

;

Whereby, to him
;
by intoxication, union may be given.

Mughanni
1, on the organ, strike thy hand

;

From my heart, thought of this mean world, take.

6m
* The Persian text is corrupt throughout.
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10. Perchance, a great ease my heart may gain
;

When, with it, a stain from grief is none.

Mughannil come. No strife with me is thine,

On a tambour, place thy hand, if no harp thou have.

I have heard that when wine causeth injury,

Fit, is the drum's throbbing,

Mughanni! where art thou ? For’tis the rose-season

Full of clamour of the bulbul are the swards.

Verily, best that to tumult my blood, thou bring

;

That, into throb, the harp’s breath, thou bring;
.

15. Mughanni ! come
;
tune up the lyre

;

A melody of new order, begin.

With one melody, my pain remedy
;

Like, the ^irka of a hundred patches, also, my heart make (rent),

Mughanni ! what may it be, if a favour thou do me
;

(if), with thy reed, again fire into my heart thou cast;

(If) forth from my own thought, me, thou bring

;

(If) the house-hold of my grief thou upset ?

Mughanni ! where art thou ? a sweet melody sweep

;

To us, resourceless ones, a kind salutation, express.

20. Since, void of us, the world wisheth to be.

The being a beggar (is) much better than being a king.

Mughanni I the kaul, sing
; the melody, uplift

;

For the reraedier of the helpless, thou art.

On the stringed instrument, me, the way of ’Irak, show,
That, from my eye, the Zinda stream (of tears), 1 may show.

22. The ’IrSk (Chaldean) mode is a melancholy one. In our modern music, are only two modes
(moods, keys) j the Greeks had six.

See History of Music by Novelloj General History of the Science and the Practice of Music by
Sir J. Hawkins, 1853.

On Persian music, see :

—

(fl) the Durratu-l-Taj by A’na Kal5ma-i-ShIrazI, wherein is explained the whole system.
(0) I, Shamsu-l-Aswat.

eighty-four modes,-~distributed in twelve malcams (pardahs), twenty-four
Shu bahs, and forty-eight gushahs.

enumerated by Amin of Hindustan. Hijar, ’Ira^,
.
a.an ominate among the pardahs j Zabul, Nishapur, among the shu’bahs (secondary
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Mughann! ! come
;
hear

;
the work establish

:

This counsel of my speech, wise regard.

Since an army, grief bringeth,—a serried rank bring thou,

With the harp, and the great stringed instrument, and the shrieking reed, and

the great throbbing tambour.

25. Mu^annl! the confidant of my mystery, thou art;

Awhile, with the reed breathe the breath of a fellow-breather (a consoling

friend}.

If there be a grief, with wine, put it far from thy heart.

Into a reed, a breatli blow ;
for the world is (only) a breath. •

Mughanni ! where art thou ? on a lyre play ;

SakI I come ;
a duck-shaped flagon, with wine make full.

For, together, let us sit ;
and a great pleasure make

;

A moment, pleasantly let us rest ;
and folly make.

Mughanni 1 of my verses, a ghazal,

To the harp’s twang, bring into song,
t

30. So that, rapture (wajd) I may practise.

To dancing, may come; and, the ^irka, may stake.

By intoxication, one can pierce the pearl of mysteries

For, in selflessness, the mystery one cannot conceal.

Mughanni 1 vexed, I am
;
a two-stringed instrument play

;

To ms one-stringedness (God’s unity), the three-stringed instrument, play.

Mughanni ! this new order of song, prepare

;

To the companions, with the sound of music, speak.

The musical instruments used before the reign of Parviz {d. 628) are magnificently described by

the poet Nizami (rf. i 2oo). . - nf which
Pei-sian music much resembles Hindu music; and has its own notation, the reductio

to the European scale is difficult.

(o) The Musical Modes of the Hindus by Sir W. Jon^, 1784.
ctanhooe Press,

\b) Hindu Music by Raja Comm. Surindra Muhun Tagur, printed at the Stanhope r

Bow-Bazafy Calcutta^ 1882.
6 M 2
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On thy part, the soul of the great ones, joyous make ;

Of Parviz and of Barbud, recollection make.

35. Yet, desire of calamity hath time,

(Together are)—I and intoxication and the calamity of the -beloved’s eye.

In this blood-splashing of the plain of the resurrection,

The blood (ruddy wine) of a flagon and of a cup, spill thou.

At the sphere’s revolution, I keep wondering,

Whom the dust (of the grave) will (next) take,—I know not.

The world’s deceit is a luminous (manifest) tale
;

Behold what it will bring forth. “Pregnant is the night.”

Come. Ho ! on the world, plant not thy heart

;

On the (sloping) crown of the bridge, permanency hath none.

40. Verily, the stage is this rufned world.

That the halls of Afrasiyab hath seen.

Verily, the stage is this desert far,

Wherein lost became the army of Salm and Tur.

The judgment of Piran, his army-leader,— where ?

Shaida of Turkistan, his dagger-drawer, where ?

Not alone to the wind (of destruction), went the hall and palace of him.

Whose tomb, even, in recollection none hath.

This one, time maketh the pen-striker (the scribe)

;

That one, time giveth to the sword.

34. Barbud was minstrel to Khusrau Parviz, He invented " the barbud,” a stringed instrument.
Kbusrau Parviz, a king of the Sassanian dynasty, ascended the throne of Persia, 501 j and died

62S A.D.
See History of Persia.

40. Afrasiyab was King of Turan, enemy of Iran.
S.alm and Tur were sons of Firidun. Piran was a great General of Iran. Shaida (surnamed

Turk) was the fourth son of Afrasiyab.
For a full account of these personages, see the Shah-Nama by Firdausi, translated fout of the

Persian) into French by Jules Mohl.
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Bino rhyme.

* 688.

I. Honour hath the dog above that man,

VSlio^ the heart of friends, afflicteth.

Neccssar}' for this speech is a great truth,

So that, into the heart, the meanings may sink :

—

With thee, hand in the victuals (eating together)—a man ;

Outside, on the threshold, excluded,—the dog.

Pity it is,—that the dog hath fidelity

;

And that man lawful holdeth enmity.

689.

I. 0 breeze of the morning I sorrowful is my heart;

Happy with thy perfume, becometh my sense of perfume.

In the morning, by the rose-bed border, a saunter make

,

From us to the cj’press and to the rose, a message take.

O rose ! in comparison with his (ruddy) face, boast not of beauty

;

For the rush-weaver knoweth not gold-embroidery.

O cypress ! in comparison with his stature, boast not of thy st&tare

,

For, in companson with bis stature, verily, beyond limit, t ou a es .

5. Sato ! come ; for ^tis the spring-season.

In abhorrence of him who is abstinent.

S- Couplets 5 and 6 form a Ifita’band.
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With songs, ruddy wine,

Keep drinking, as long as thou canst without delay*

Path to thy ear, give not the counsel of preceptors

;

Whether (it be) the counsel of them, or the voice of the preachers.

In the garden, to thee the bulbul keepeth saying

“ In the rose>season, from the hand the cup, put not.”

Union with the rose of thy enemy, reckon plunder

;

For wine-drinking, firm thy purpose make.

10. Careless be not. For (life’s) opportunity vanisheth
;

Time to time, pleasure’s season vanisheth.

One moment, from Hafiz, this counsel hear

;

“ The cup of wine, keep draining
; and God is the knower.”

690 ,

.
Into the world full of tumult, whoever came.

For him, in the end, ’tis necessary to go to the tomb.

In the path to the next (last) world, like a (high uptilted) bridge is this world

;

A place, void of permanency ;
and, a stage, desolate.

e

On this bridge, full of fear and terror, thy heart put not:

Poad-provision (for the next world), prepare ; here, dweller be not.

In the opinion of men of meaning, this transitory mansion
Is like a waste place, void of treasure.

5, Truly, the pearl of truth, have pierced.

The Arifs, who this house (the world) called—" The inn.”

Not fit is it for the inn of staying. Abandon it

;

With none, remainetb this world. Abandon it

!

689 II. See No. 685, c. 41,
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Far from friendship for ^YeaUh and for rank, be

;

For, thy property is the snake (of destruction) and thy rank is the pit (of degra-

dation).

I grant (that great) Bahram Gur thou art.

In the end, into the snare of the grave thou wilt fall.

I said to thee :—"If not blind thou be, the grave behold :

”

I said to thee

“

A moment, without work, sit not.”

10. To none, is help of this stage (of death),—

On the part of the beggar, of the king, of the young, of the old.

0 thou, that, skirt withdrawing (in pride), passest over us (our tomb)

!

Hafiz keepeth wishing (this) Read the A1 hamd.

ti. The A1 liamd is s—
the Suratu>I>I|£b1as, chapter cxii. of the Imuran.

This is read by the side of the grave.
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Kasa.id.

(Elegies).

691 .

In praise of Shah Shuja’.

I. Youthful, like Iram’s garden, became carth''s surface;

•From the ray of happiness of the Shah, world-seizing

;

TlicKhakiin of sun-rise (cast) and of sun-set (west); for,.in east and in west he

. is

:

The Lord of conjunction, Khusrau, and Shah of Princes:-

The sun, land-chcrishcr ;
the Sultan, justice-dispenser;

Para, justice-shedder
;
Khusrau Kay-sitter;

The Sultan planter of the world ^s surface of dominion,
^

Lofty sitter of the masnad of the palace of Be and it was.

5. The great joy of the world and of faith,—that one whose exaltation

Hath ever, the steed of time beneath his thigh.

The Dara of time, Shah ShujS’, the sun of the land ;

Khakan, prosperous
;
ShahinshSh, fresh of youth.

• A great moon, by whose appearance, enkindled became earth

,

A great king, by whose spirit, exalted became time.

Shah Shuja*. See Ode 1 13, and No. 574*

The second lines of this elegy (40 couplets) end in nun ^
The final word of the Persian lines is kept the final wor in the translation.

A* See Note 8, p. 945. 6 N
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Not the Simurgh’s is the power of ascent,

There, where the (bold) hawk of his spirit maketh his nest.

In the borders of land and sea, his order current like the (swift) wind

;

In the limbs of man and of jinni his love concealed like the (invisible) soul.

10. O thou, whose form is the country of beauty, and the beauty of the country;

O thou, whose aspect is the soul of the world, and the world of the soul

!

Thy throne (is) the envy of the masnad of Jamshid and of Ka}’ Kubad ;

Thj' crown,—the cheating of the diadem of Dara (Darius) and of Ardvan.

If, into the sphere’s imagination, fall thj' sword's reflection,

Separate from each other, fall (even) the limbs of (closely joined) twins.

The sun of the land, thou art ; and every where that thou goest, .

Like the (following) shadow, behind thee fortune is running.

If the jewel like thee, the mine cherish not in any age,

Yet, the star like thee, the sphere bringeth not forth in a hundred ages.

15. Without thy appearance, to the body, the soul ihclineth not :

’

Without thy favour, the marroiv establisheth itself not in the (hollow) bone.

Every particle of knowledge that, into the heart of the book, hath not come,

The answer hath thy reed on the tip of its tongue.

Thy hand to the (generous) cloud, who can compare ?

Since the drop, the drop, giveth this (the cloud)
; the bag of money, the bag of

money, that (thy hand).

Compared with the degree of thy glory,—the (lofty) skies (are) foot-trodden ;

Compared with the sea of liberality, thy hand of generosity is of time the fable.

On the sphere of knowledge, the sun thou art ; on the head of reason, the crown
In the eye of excellence, the light thou art; and in the body of the country,

the soul.
*

20. From thee, knowledge (is) possessed of blessing
; from thee, reason (is) possess-

ed of splendour

;

From thee, the shar’ (is) in protection
; from thee, faith (is) in protection.

16. The line first signifies ;

Knowledge that, in books, is not comprised. '
.
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0 Khusrau ! O one inaccessible of presence ! 0 one exalted of dignity

!

O Ruler, without peers ! 0 one great of dignity !

O sun of the country ! in whose spirit,

Like the contemptible atom, is the treasure shaygan.

In whose sea of liberality, less than the drop is—
A hundred shaygan treasures, that' for nothing, thou givest.

Innocence, face-veiled (is) dweller in thy abode

:

Its chattels of permanency, fortune placed beneath thy tent.

25. For.the tent of the sun of thy great sky, the sphere,

Hath made of mountain and of cloud—the supporting (pillars) and the canopy.

This painted satin, nine of fold, gold-painted,

—

•The lofty canopy over thy royal pavilion —know.

After the Kayan kings, in the country of Sulaiman, none found

. This resource, this treasury, this army weighty.

•

• The heart of the rose-bed, thou wasf; and, on account of thy full-hearted

(courageous) ones,

. In Hind, was tumult'; in Zang, was clamour.

In the plain of Rum, thy tent thou pitchedest; and, the drum’s throb,

To the (far distant) plain of Hind went ;
and to the desert of Sistan.

30. Since the yellow palace, he assailed, fell trembling.

On the palaces of the palace-dweller and on the houses o t e—an.

Equality with him in (extent of) territory, maketh who ?

From Egypt to Rum; and, from Chin to Kayrawan (Cyrene).

Another yonr, From the ?;ay5ar, thoe they bring the crovrn of his head

;

From Chin to the court, thee they bring the tribute o e an.

22. Shaygan signifies;

—

The name of one of Khusrau*s treasures f

28. " Zang.” See Ode 303.

29. Rum. See No. 686, c. 128.

an immense treasure.

6 K 2
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The thanker of the Creator, art thou
;
and the thanker of thee is creation

In fortune, thou joyous
;
through thee, the people joyous.

Behold towards the rose-bed and the rose-garden thou keepest going,

With slaves,—the steed of happiness beneath thy thigh;

35. O thou inspired one from the ranks of the holy cherubim.

To whose pure heart, a bounty arriveth time to time!'

0 thou, before whose heart (is) manifest whatever the Omnipotent,

Keepeth hidden in the screen of the hidden

!

To thy hand, the rain of desire, the sky hath given,

That is :
—“ W^ho am I ? Me, to thy desire urge

:

“ If thy endeavour (mis) chance, to thy arrow I have given my body

:

“ If gift be necessary, thee, I have given the gold in the mine

:

“Thy enemy is where? Him, to the sole of thy foot cast;

“Thy beloved is where? Him; on my head and eye, place.

• 40. “ By service for thee, became expectant my desire
;

“ By praise of thee, became my name eternal.”

37. Couplets 37-40 are uttered by the sky.
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692 .

In praise of HajI Kivamu-d-DIn Hasan.

I. Easily of heart-ravishingness, one cannot boast

;

In these deeds (of ravishingness), are a thousand subtleties, behold—thou know-

est.
«

Besides a sweet mouth are (other) resources of loveliness

;

With (only) a seal-ring, one cannot boast of being a (great) Sulaiman.

A thousand realms of heart-ravishingness reach not that degree.

That, by skill, thyself in a single heart thou mayest contain.

What dust (it was) that thou excitedest out of my existence,

Be it not that wearied should be thy steed ;
for. him, thou sharply urgest.

5. A sitter together with profligates, thou art. Down bring thy head.

For, treasures are in this state of being headless and resourceless.

The many-hued cup, bring that, a hundred special stories,

I may utter
;
and (yet) make not a breach in being a Musulman.

Since, in the dust of the foot of the morning-drinker, intoxicated,

I have stood, in the wine-house street, door-keeping.

By no Zahid, outward-worshipper, I passed,
^ u .1 f

‘

Who, secretly beneath the khirka. the zunnar (the mystic cor )
a no .

In the name of thy own heart-binding tress, a goodne'ss do

;

So that, thee, God may preserve from confusion.

10. Back, from Hafiz’s state, take not_the eye of favour.

If not, his state I will utter to the Asaf, the secon

1. The second lines of this elegy (40 couplets) end in ya

The final word of the Persian text is kept the

Haji liLivamu-d-Din. See Ode 3, c. 9, and Nos. 605, Oio.

the translation.

See note p. 1008.

2. The seal-ring. . See Ode 189, c. 2 j 350, c. 10. ^

7 * Couplets 7 and 8 form a kita’band.

10. Asaf. See Ode 43. Asaf here signifies The praised one.
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The vazir of King rank, Khwaja of earth and time,

By whom joyous, is the state of mankind and of jinn-kind.

Kivam (u-d-Din), the fortune of the world, Muhammad son of All,

From whose*face, gleameth the splendour-ray of God.

I

Excellent laudable quality, thou art, since at the time of true thought.

It reacheth (occurreth) to thee that thou shouldst claim world-mastery.

'

It befitteth the decoration of thy remaining (lasting) fortune.

That thy (lofty) spirit mentioneth not the effacing world.

15. If helper be not the treasure of thy gift,

All earth’s surface turneth its face to desolateness.

Thou art that one, for whose form of body a particle of corporal matter is none

;

Of the essence of the angel, thou art in the garb of humanity.

What degree of honour is it proper to arrange.

Than which, in the paths of thought, higher tliou art not ? .

* Within the chamber of the cherubim of the holy world.

The scratching of thy reed is the sama’ of the soul.

To thee, the sweet-clinging (the delight) of ^wajagi reacheth. For, from
liberality.

On the liberal ones of the world, both' (thy) sleeves (of generosity)—thou

scatterest.

20. Thy former liberality, how shall I explain ?

Blessed be God for that work-doer merciful

!

Thy hard thunder-bolts, how shall I explain ?

To God, let us fle*e from those calamities, deluge-like !

Now, since, to the private-place of the sward, departed the mistress, rose,

—

Save the morning-breeze is not a fellow-breather of the soul.

For the sake of the Sultan of the rose, the tulips open.
By the hand of the breeze, the canopies of anemone.

12.
! ^The column, the fortune of the world, Muhammad bin ’Ali. See note
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By the effort of the fragrance of* the spririg-breeze, it reached to that degree,
That of grace boasteth the soul of a brute.

• • \

25. In the morning-time, to me how sweetly it came when a bulbul, rose clamour,
Against a rose-bud, raised ;• and, kept saying, in eloquence,

Strait of heart, why sittest thou ? Forth from the ‘screen, come
;

. " For, in the great jar, is a quantity of ruddy wine like the red ruby."

That, one month, to the beauty of the rose thou shouldst not drink,—permit not;
Lest that, another month, thou drink the wine of penitence,

.In thanks for the reproach of infidelity that, from the midst, arose

—

Strive
; so that from rose and wine, justice of ease, thou mayst take.

Not the way of Faith-cherishers is tyranny. God forbid

!

All blessing and grace is the shara^ of God.

30, The mysteries of the secret “ I am the truth (God) !" what knoweth that

careless one,

Who attracted became not with the attractions of God ?

Within the veil of the rose, behold the rose-bud that keepeth preparing

For thy enemy’s eye a ruby-arrow.'

O Saki ! ’tis the joy-house of the vazir. Permit not (that),

.

Without the cup of wine, there he should display heavy-souledness.

0 breath of morn ! hope thou wast. For, by way of love.

Thou dawnedest ;
and came to amend, the nights of darkness.

1 have 'heard that, sometimes, me, thou recollectest

;

But, to thy special-assembly, me, thou callest not.

35. Not speech from me, thou desirest. Tyranny this is f

If not, with thee what is the argument in eloquence ?

30. (I am the truth, God).
* See'Odes 66, 123, 138, 179.
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Of the Hafizes of the world, none like thy slave put together

Graces philosophic, with mysteries Kuranic.

•

Thee, my praises give a thousand years of permanency,

A precious capital (of praise) like this, for one like thee,—cheap.
r

Long, the speech I have drawn
;
but hope is mine

That, over this matter, the trail of pardon thou wilt cause to cover.

Ever, till spring, on the surface of the garden, the morning-breeze

Painteth a thousand pictures with the line of holy basil.

40. In the King’s garden, from the bough of hope, with a long life,

.

Blossomed be the rose of fortune with joyousness.

36. Hafiz signifies

One who knoweth by heart the Kuran. See Ode 395, c. 7.

39. Basil. See Ode 200.

Here basil signifies :

—

The basil, or kufic, character, resembling foliage, used for monumental inscriptions.

40. In his " Selections ” (p. 357), Bicknell states that this Kasida is in praise of Haji Kivamu-d-Dm
(See Ode 3).

His authority for this must be derived

(a) from Brockhaus* German verse-translation.

(ft) „ couplet 12 of this Kasida, where the word “ Kivam is mentioned.
The value of authority (a) is unknown. The value of authority (ft) is naught, since the name
“ Muhammad bin ’AH" is in couplet 12 itself given ; and in c. 19 the word " Khwajagi,"
a word that would refer to “ Khwaja Kivamu-d-Din " rather than to Haji Kivamu-d-
Din.”
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Mukhammas.^

(Pcnta rhyme.)

693.
0 idol ! in love for thee such I am,
That, of my own existence, in doubt I am.
Although, weak and powerless I am,
If a thousand lives help me,

(Them in sacrifice), at thy auspicious foot, I scatter.

«

Where is fortune that, by way of supplication,

Into the presence of (one) like thee, a heart-cherisher,

1 may present a great concealed mystery ?

Would that (one) like thee, a mighty falcon.

Would give honour to the nest of mine !

Although tyranny thy nature is.

Less do thou, of evilness
;

for, that (evil) not good is.

If, on that account that, of iron or of brass, thy heart is,

At last;^ by my head, pass 0 friend.

Consider that the dust of thy threshold I am.

I spake, saying :—-“Since'me thou slayest with severity,

** After this, the path of mercy thou mayst travel

;

" On’thy heart, the writing of fidelity, thou mayst write,"

The desire of union with us, thou thyself hast not:

My (warring) natal star and (ill-) fortune, I do know.

0 thou, whose girdle is bound, from far and near.

For attack upon the blood of Turk (Turkis'tani) and of TSjik (Persian) !

If my abode be mean and dark.

In the dwelling of most sincere of slaves.

Thee, on the luminous eye, I place.

• The final of the Persian lines is kepi the final word in the translation.

6o
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From thee, naught save fidelity, do I seek

;

Beyond the rose of fidelity) naught do I perceive

:

Save (on) the path of service (to thee) I strive not

:

To none, thy mysteries do I utter
;

To none, thy praises do I chaunt.

If, with its arrow, thy glance strike me

;

If the warrior, of the sky (Mars) captive make me,

A moment, no help without thee will be mine.

Union of myself with thee, I abandon not,

Save in separation of the body and of the soul of mine.

I grant,—neither the door of fidelity, opened we

;

Nor love to love, added we :

Naught was whatever.we did

;

At last, not I and thou friends were : .

Thy covenant (of love) broke; but, I that same (in ^fidelity) am.

(Even) if, with the keen sword, thou sever the head of mine.

From the street of fidelity, I rise not

;

If rent, rent, (wholly torn asunder) they malce me.

Love’s die for thee, I spill not,

Save, when parteth asunder the bone (-frame work) of mine.

Those that lovers trace seek.

Save the path to my tomb naught tread.

When the dust of poor me, they see.

If, over my head, thy name they utter,

—

Shall rise shout from the soul of mine.

If, from before me, pass a troop (of lovely ones).

Each one in purity better than (bright) Canopus,
From thee to another, I make no inclination

:

Distraught, I am if, at Laila’s price,

(Even) the (great) territory of Arabia, or of Ajam (Persia), I take.

O idol ! I became, in desire for thee.
Enamoured, and dark of heart, like the dark hair of thine.
Although I may not reach to thy street.
The night is not, when, on account of separation from the face of thine,
To the sky, a mighty cry I cause not to reach.
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0 thou, union with whom (is) joyousness

!

Mayest thou be in joy everlasting ! .

On thy own Hafiz, why keepest thou scattering?

Every order that against me thou urgest,

(To obey) is easy.. Away from thyself, drive me not.

To God a hundred thanks that, to completion, this book hath reached.

i8gi.
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PREFACE.

"'HE sources, whence this note on stifl,ism has been derived are ;

I. The introduction (pp. i— 13).

(a) Disquisition on sufi,ism by Sir W. Jones.

[b) “Soofies ” (History of Persia) by Malcolm.

{c) The Gulshan-i-Raz.

(//) Other sources.

ii. The definition of jsixty-nine terms used in sQfi,ism (pp. 14—158).

The Misbahu-l-Hidayat

by

Mahmud bin 'All al Kashani,

being a translation (in Persian) of the Arabic work

—

'Awarif-u-l-Ma’arif*

by

Shaikh Shahabu-d-Din 'Umar bin Muhammad-i-Sahrwardi (b. 11451

1234).

iii. The performances of darvishes (pp. 159— 168).

The Darvishes by Brown.

2. Neither the Misbahu-l-Hidayat (in Persian), nor the ’Awarifu-l-Ma'arif (in

Arabic),—has ever before been translated into English. What is here given to

the Reader comprises more than a halft of the Misbahu-l-Hidayat. Shaikh Shahabu-

d-Dln Muhammad-i-Sahrwardi (b. 1145, 1234), the son of Abu Najib, was born

at Sharward
;
and he died at Baghdad.

He was a pious Shaikh, assiduous in spiritual exercises and in the practice of

devotion. He is author of

the 'Awarifu-l-Ma’arif') . . , .

TT«, i. I A - r 1“ Arabic.
„ Hikmatu-l-Assar J

and many other works.

The matter (ten pages) taken from Browne’s Darvishes has been arranged, cor-

rected, collected, and greatly condensed.

* Otherwise called the ’Awarif-u.l-Haka,iit.

t That is, out of 343 pages of the Persian Text, 221 pages have been translated into English

;

and are herein given.
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3. Those who wish further to pursue the subject of sufi,ism will find useful the

table of authorities on sufi,isni, English and Persian (pp. iv—v).

4. Unless sQfijism be understood, the Divan-i-Hafiz cannot be understood.

In Vol. IV (pp. 196*211) of the works of Emerson (18S2), wholly uTong is

the view given of the work of Hafiz
;
and mistranslated and misunderstood are the

passages there given.

It is unnecessary to give instances
;
easily may the student verify this statement

by referring either to my translation of HSfiz, or to the original Persian. Let one

instance suffice :

—

Emerson’s Works, Vol. IV, p. 205.

Oft have I said, I say it once more.

I, a wanderer, do not stray from mj’self.

I am a kind of parrot; the mirror is holden to

me.

What the Eternal says, I stammering say again.

Give me what you will : I eat thistles as roses.

And, according to my food I grow and I

give:

Scorn me not; but, I know I have the pearl.

And am only seeking one to receive it.

Clarke’s translation of the Divan-i-Hafiz,

Ode 371.

Times I have said ; and again I say :

—

That, heart-bereft, not of myself, have I gone

this Path (of love).

Behind the (pure) mirror (of the holy travel-

ler’s heart), me, they have kept like the

parrot.

What the Teacher of eternitj* without begin-

ning said Say I say.

Whether, the thorn I be or whether the rose,

there is a sward-adomer (God).

By whose hand as (it) cherished me, I grew.

O friends, me heart-bereft, astonied, censure

not

:

A great jewel, I have; and the master of

rision (the jeweller, God) I seek.

Emerson (p. 201) says :

—

We do not wish to make mystical divinity out of the Songs of Solomon, much less out of the

erotic and bacchanalian songs of H^z.
Hafiz himself is determined to defy all such hj-pocritical interpretation, and tears ofi his

turban and throws it at the head of the meddling dervis, and throws his glass after the

turban.

Nothing is too high, nothing too Iow“for his'occasion. Love is a leveller, and Allah becomes a

groom, and heaven a closet in his daring hymns to his mistress or to his cupbearer.

This boundless charter is the right of genius.

To this statement, would agree no one ho had, in the original Persian, read

Hafiz; and had understood him-

Despite the fact that Emerson wholly fails to understand Hafiz as the m3"stic

poet, divine, immortal—strangely he admires him. For at p. 239, he says
You shall not read newspapers, nor politics, nor novels, nor Montaigne, nor the newest French

book.
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You may read Plutarch, Plato, Plotinus’ Hindu mythology and ethics. You may read
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Ben Johnson, Milton; read Collins and Gray; read Hafiz and
the Trouveurs— fact-books which all geniuses prize as raw material and as antidote to

verbiage and false poetry.

5. At the head of the various sections, the figures refer to the Persian text of the

Misbahu-l-Hidayat

—

Roman figures to chapters.

Arabic „ „ sections (of chapters).

6. To special notice, I wish to bring Maulavl Mirza Muhammad-i-Bisravi, who ren-

dered me much help in this difficult work.

7. This translation was made in a tropical country, in leisure moments, amidst the

pressure and the stress of professional duties most exacting ;
and under special cir-

cumstances of harass and worry that it is not permissible to describe.*

For these reasons, the reader’s indulgence is solicited.

* See Clarke’s sufi,istic translation of the Divan-i-Hafiz, Preface, para. 18 (p. xvi).

H. WILBERFORCE CLARKE.

Calcutta

;

January t8gi.
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SUFijSM.

Said Muliammad :

—

In Islam, is no monachism."'
I

Nevertheless, |in 623 A.D.,t forty-five men of Makka joined themselves to as

many others of Madina; took an oath of fidelity to the doctrines of the prophet (Mu-
hammad)

;
and formed a fraternity to establish community of property, and to

perform daily certain religious practices by way of penitence.

They took the name of sufI, a word derived from :

—

(a) (sQf) wool, woolly; a hair cloth used by penitents in the early days of Isliim.

(4) (sufiyj wise, pious,

(c) (sufi) woollen,

{d) iLa (safa) purity,!

(c) (safi) pure.

To the name of sQfl, they added the title of jam (fakir), because they renounced

the chattels of the world and its joys.

Said Mujiammad :

—

" Al fakru faldiri, poverty is my glory.

During the life of Muhammad, Abu Bakr (the first Khalifa), and ’All (the fourth

Khalifa, ^.599, d. 661), established (assemblies) wherein vows were made and

exercises practised.

In 657 A.D., Uvais-i-KaranI {d. 657) established the first religious order of the

greatest austerity.

In honour of Muhammad, who, at the battle of Uhud, 625 A.D., had lost two of his teeth, he drew

out his own teeth ; and required his followers to do the same.

The term sufi was first adopted by Abu Hashim, a Syrian Zahid {d. 7S0 A.D.)

;

in his time was built the first takya (convent). But some say that the seed of sufi,-

ism :

—

in llic time of

began to develop • • Musa,
reached maturit}' • • Christ,

produced pure wine • Muhammad.

Nvas sown
germed
budded

in the time ot

Adam.
Nuh.
Ibrahim.

* The ICuran, v. 89.

t The Hijra dates from the isth July 622 A.D.

t Some add (safii), a st.ition nCcir the Kuba, Makka. The man, who wore the blue woollen

garment, was esteemed to be pure (?afi).
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Those who loved this wine have so drunk of it as to become self-less. They ex-

claim :

—

" Praise be mine I greater than I, is any ?

"The truth (God), am I : there is no other God than I.”

One of the earliest sufls was the woman Rabija mentioned by Ibn Khallikan (//.

1211, 1282). At night, she used to go to the liousc-top, and to say:

—

"O God! hushed is the day’s noise; with his beloved is the lover. But, Thee, I have for

my lover; and alone with Thee, I joy.
”

In Volume I of his works, Sir W. Jones says

There is a species of Persian poetry that consists almost wholly of a mystical religious alle-

gory, though on a transient view it seems to contain only the sentiments of a wild and

voluptuous libertinism.

Admitting the danger of a poetical style in which the limits between vice and enthusiasm are

so minute as to be hardly distinguishable, we must beware of censuring it severely ; for an

ardent grateful piety is congenial to the undepraved nature of man, whose mind, sinking

under the magnitude of the subject, and struggling to record its emotions, has recourse

to metaphors, extending sometimes beyond the bounds of cool reason.

Sufis believe :

—

That the souls of men differ infinitely in degree but not at all in kind from the divine spirit

whereof they are particles, and wherein they will ultimately be absorbed; that the spirit

of God pervades the universe, ever present to His work and ever in substance; that He
alone is perfect benevolence, perfect truth, perfect beaut}'; that love for Him is true love,

(’ishk-i-hakiki), while love of other objects is illusory love (^ishk-i-majazi) ; that all the

beauties of nature are faint resemblances like images in a mirror of the divine charms ; that,

from eternity without beginning to eternity without end, the supreme benevolence is occu-

pied in bestowing happiness; that men can only attain it b)' performing their part of the

primal covenant between them and the Creator ; that nothing has a pure absolute ex-

istence but mind or spirit: that material substances are no more than ga}' pictures pre-

sented continually to our minds by the sempiternal artist ; that we mustbeware of attachment

to such phantoms and attach ourselves exclusively to God, who truly exists in us as we
solely exist in Him ; that we retain, even in this forlorn state of separation from our Be-
loved, the idea of heavenly beauty and the remembrance of our primeval vows ; that sweet

music, gentle breezes, fragrant flowers, perpetually renew the primar)' idea, refresh our

fading memory, and melt us with tender affections; that we must cherish those affections,

and by abstracting our souls from vanity (that is, from all but God) approximate to this

essence, in our final union with which will consist our supreme beatitude.

Sprenger* says :

—

The mysticism of the sf5fis is a hypertrophy of the reli^ous feeling ; and a monomania in

which man blasphemously attempts to fathom the depths of the essence of God.
The mystics give up worldly affairs; devote themselves to austerity; and are a nuisance to

the world.

This disease attacks every nation after it has passed the meridian of its grandeur.

* See Preface to Abd-u-r-Ragzak's Dictionary of sSfi.istic terms, i84S{ the Journal, Asiatic So-
ciety. Bengal, Volume XXV, of 1856 (p. 143).

^ ’
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The mysticism of:

—

(fl) the Zeoplalonists marked the fall of Rome.
(i) „ SuHs „ „ the Khalifat.
(c) ,, later Fathers ,, the darkness of the middle ages.

Because Ae noblest feelings of man are morbidly exalted by this disease it has
produced sublime poetry. Nothing can equal the beauty of the poems of :

Muhvu-d-Din.
HbEsL

Jalalu-d-Djn*i-R5mI.

Sufi,ism is not due to the introduction of systems of philosophy from India, or
from Greece. It is the result of the development of Islam

; and is well worthy of the
attention of the student.

Many consider Pantheism and Sufi,ism to be identical.

The Shaikhs and Sufl-poets profess

-

The most ardent, although Platonic, attachment for individuals of their own sex, remarkable
for beauty or for talent, declaring that they are adoring the Creator whilst admiring
His beautiful handiwork (corporeal or intellectual) ; and boasting that their love is the
more pure in being unmixed with carnal sensuality, such as it must be if bestowed on in*

diriduals of the other sex.

Maulana Jalalu-d-Dln-i-Ruml
{6. 1207, d. 1273), says:

—

Sufis profess eager desire but with no carnal affection j and circulate the cup but no material

goblet.

Since in their order, all things are spiritual all is mystery within mystery.

Modern sufls believe in the Koran
;
and in an express covenant on the day of

eternity without beginning (the day of Alast) between the assemblage of the souls (of

men) and the supreme soul (of God), wherefrom they were detached.

In sufl,ism are four stages, which must be passed before man's corporeal veil

can be removed ;
and his emancipated soul, mixed with the glorious essence, whence

it has been separated but not divided :

—

i (shari’at*)

The murid (disciple) observeth the shar* and the rites of Islam } ever beareth his shail^h in

mind; in him effaceth himself through meditation; maketh him his shield against evil

thoughts; and regardeth his spirit as his guardian spirit.

This is "effacement in the shaikh.”

ii (tarikat)

The murid attaineth power; entereth su£r,ism; and abandoneth the observance of religious

form, exchanging outward for inward worship.

Without great piety, virtue, and fortitude (based on a knowledge of the dignity of the soul

of man) he cannot attain this stage.

The shaiUi passeth the murid to the influence of the Pir (long since deceased) ; and then,

in all things, the murid seeth the Pir.

This is "effacement in the Pir.”

* Some call this nasiit
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Hi (msfrifat)’*'

The murid hath attained to supernatural knowledge ; and is, therein, equal to the angels

By the shaiWj, he is led to Muhammad, whom, in all things, he seeth.

This is **effacement in the Prophet*'

IV (truth)

The murid hath become joined to truth (God), whom, i,i all things, he seeth-

This is "effacement in God.”

Many reach the second stage
;
few the fourth.

Some make eleven stages

Muwafikat
The murid beareth enmity to the Friend’s enemy—the world, shaitan, imperious lust ; and Io\*e

for the Friend (God).

ma,il.

The murid inclineth to God ; and from the heart's page, effaceth ” other than God.”

muwanisat.

The murid fleeth from all, and seekcth God.

mawaddat.

The murid engageth in submission, in lamentation, in affection, and in agitation in the hearths

chamber,

hawa.

The murid keepeth the heart in austerity and in strife (against sin) ; and maketh it water (soft),

khullat.

The murid maketh all the limbs full of recollection of God ; and of aught else void,

ulfat.

The murid maketh himself void of despicable qualities, and joined to laudable qualities,

sbagjif.

The murid, through ardency of desire, rendeth the heart's veil ; and considereth the reveal-

ing of the mystery of love for God—infidelity, save under the master^" of wajd (ecstasy),

taym.

The murid maketh himself the stave of love, and joineth himself to tajrid (outward separation),

and to tafrid (inward solitude),

walsh.

The murid keepeth the heart's mirror before God's gloiy • and becometh intoxicated with its

wine),

ishk.

The murid keepeth so engaged the tongue in zikr (creation of God), the heart in fikr (thought

of God), and the soul in mushahida (viewing God's glory)—that he considereth himself
non-existenL

Some consider 'ishk to be :

—

(fl) effacing one's self in the essence of Absolute Unit}^ (God).

(6) the deposit of faith (Kuran, xxxiii, 72).

The following are terms used in sufi,ism :

—

Sufi

Srif

salik

talib

hshlk-i-sadik

the suH.

» knower.

„ traveller (to God).

,, seeker (of God),

„ sincere lover (of God).

ahl-i-tasawmif one of m3*sticism.

„ hal „ „ (mystic) state.

„ tarikat „ „ the Path (to God).

„ marifat „ „ (dirine) knowledge.

„ hakikat ,, „ truth.

* Some call this 'urf.
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ahl.Miiili:k one of God.

„ sbanat it v tlicshar*.

Insawwuf

mutasawwif sufi/islic.

hbd, ^bid the servant (of God).

„ service „

, knowledge „

,
palh „

, attraction

,
union (with God).

, dwelling „

,
cup-bearer,

degree,

stage.

the (mystic) state,

rapture,

desire,

delight,

affection,

love

hbudiyat

manfat

tankat

jarb

jam' wisSl

sukiinat

saki

xnakain

manzil

hfil

wajid

shau^

zauk

muliabhat

Ishk

sahaba

tabHn

zahidan

^bidan

sahib-i-dil one possessed of heart, a sufJ.

„ mrfrifat „ „ (divine) know-

ledge.

love for God.

separation (from God).

tshku-l-lah

firak

dair

takyat

zahid
}

the convent.

„ man of (dry) austerity.

ashab-Mlm-i-zahiri the companions of outward

knowledge.

„ „ batini „ companions of inward

knowledge.
ardour,

intoxicated,

void of self, selfless,

the founder of a religious order.

,, chief of a convent.

ishtyak

mast

bl khud
Pir

shaikh

khalifa

nakib

murshid

murid

companions in the ist generation after Muhammad,

followers it 2nd ^

^
„ deputy shaikh-

„ spiritual guide^ the shaikh,

disciple.

' devotees 3rd

The beginning of tasawwuf (safl'ism) is Iman (faith), which consists of ^^six

columns '' (principles) :

—

(i) The existence of Godt (4) The prophets.

(5) 99 of resurrection.

(6) Good and evil, through God's predestination.(2) „ unity

(3) w angels,

The end of tasawwuf lieth in pronouncing the six principles; and in conforming

thereto with the heart.

The iman of common folk (’amm) is

. . 1 • 1 * t-. nf ''the six columns learned from the 'ularaa

S frolls 'Th?y know not why it is necessary to believe in these « six columns -j

nor how thereby salvation can be obtained.

Many pursue the ’ilm-i-tarl^at (knowledge of the Path) and wander into error,

becoming :

—

aVil-i-iabri one disbelieving freedom of will,

kadri >»
believing in predestination.

•
. - only ia the body,

muiassamx ^
uu;n .. xn portraits of God.

mushabbia st ^ ,

„ mutazali „ sated (with God).

In a)l are seventy-three orders, whereof the true order is only one, tl.e firkat-,.

MnlS!' Pn.rerfi"g—^ a Ump, they ha,e waohed rhe ,espk.d.«

sun , at first only imitation, they have reached truth (God).

99

99

99

99
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They find that the toikat (of the darvish) and the shari'at (of Islam) agree ; and that \vhoe\'er is

imperfect in shari’at is also imperfect in liaklkat (truth).

The Kuran (Ixxviii, i8) says:—
" In the eternal life, my people will rise as monkeys, as hogs, &c., &c.

These, in life, outwardly bore the form of man ;
but inwardly were brutes.

From these evils, repentance before death will free one.

Give thyself to a murshid"(spiritual guide) who, by his prayers, will show thee in dreams the evil

parts of thy character till they shall pass away. As the lover delights in his beloved, so doth

the darvish in his murshid.

The darvishes say

** Neither fear we hell, nor desire we heaven.*^

By this, they mean
God, thou bargainest with none; for purity of heart and love for Thee, is our devotion.

Be not heaven nor hell—we adore Thee.

Put us into heaven—’tis through thy excellence; into hell,—through thy justice.’*

The sufis are divided into innumerable orders. The two original* orders are :

—

1. (hululiya) the inspired.

This order believes that God has entered into them ; and that the divine spirit entereth all who
are devout.

2. (ittihadiya) the unionist. This order believes that God is joined with every en-

lightened being ; that He is as flame, and the soul as charcoal (ready to flame); and that

the soul, by union with God, becometh God.

From these two orders are derived the five following orders :

—

(wasiliya) the joined (to God).

dwLilc (’ashakiya) „ lovers (of God).

(talkiniya) ,, instructed.

(zakiya) „ penetrated.

(wahidiya) „ solitary.

For full information regarding the many orders of the sufis, I refer the reader
to Malcolm's History of Persia, vol. ii, Art. “ Soofies."

The most celebrated of the sufi teachers of Persia have been men as famed for
knowledge as for devotion*

Of Ibrahim ibn Adham, they say
"That holy man turned day into night;
" Night into day by his constant and undivided devotion to God.”

Among the sufis, the most celebrated are the poets.

^

The raptures of genius expatiating on an inexhaustible subject are deemed in-
spiration by those who believe that the soul can wander in the region of imagination,
and unite with God.

The original order is said to have been the (sabatiya), the (ancient) Sabians
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In sweetest strains, Jalalu-d-Din Romi (d. 1277, </. 1773) teacheth that all nature

abounds with divine love such as to cause the loveliest plant to seek the loftiest object

of desire.

Nuru-d-Din Abdu-r-Rahman-i-jamI (6. 1414, if. 1492) breatheth ecstatic rapture

in every line.

The Gulistan and the Bustan-i-Sa’dl* and the DIvan-i-Haiiz may be called the

scriptures of the Persian sufis.

Sufi tenets arc involved in mystery
;
for every gradation, are m3'steries never

revealed.

Many of the most eminent sufis have been men of piety and of learning, whose

self-denial attracted a fame they sought not; others have cloaked themselves in humi-

lit)* to attain greatness, and fled from observation only to attract it.

To fame and power, is no path however rugged, into which man will not enter.

Traces of sufi-doctrine exist in every country ;
in the theories of ancient Greece

;

in the modern philosophies of Europe
;
in the dream of the ignorant and of the learned

;

in the shade of ease and in the hardship of the desert.

In place of the usages of religion, sufis adopt the wild doctrines of their teacher I

and embark on a sea of doubt under a murshid whom they deem superior to all other

men and worthy of confidence that is only adoration.

Some deny evil, saying
" Good is .all that procccdcth from God.”

They exclaim :

—

“ The writer of our destiny is a fair Writer.

” Never wrote He that which was bad.”

All things in the world, they regard as the type and as the power of God. They
see

H is beauty in the rose-cheek of lovely ones

;

His power in the impious daring of Fir’aun (Pharoah).

Sahl ibn Abdu-l-lah Shustari saith:—
" Revealed was the soul’s secret when
” Fir’aun, declared himself to be god.”

Jalalu-d-Din {^.1207, d.1273) maketh ’Ali (the first of sufis) say when he was

wounded by an assassin

•

Lord of the land am I ;
yet with my body no concern have I.

Me, thou hast not struck; only an Instrument of God, thou art. On God, who shall avenge

himself P ;

Be not grieved; for to-morrow (the judgment day), thy mediator, shall I be.

* Sa’di 6. 1414, d. '1492.



Of Abdu-I-Kadir-i-Gilani (^.1078, i/.ii66) Shai^ Mufayu-d-Dln ’Arab! (B. 1166.

d. 1239) says:—
” I went to our house-top and saw all the pilgrims at ’Arafat (near Makka).

Descending, I told my mother that I must de\-ote myself to God ; and that I wished to

proceed to Baghdad to gain ma’rifat.

Weeping, my mother took eighty dinars ;
gave me half (my inheritance) ;

made

me swear never to tell a lie
;
and said

“ Go my son ; to God, I gh*e thee, not till the judgment day, shall we meet.”

At Hamadan, our Kafila was plundered by sixty horsemen.

One asking me what I had
;
I replied :

—

“ Forty dinars are sewed up in my garment.”

Disbelieving me, he laughed and left. Another asked me and received the same

reply.

Whilst they were dividing the spoil, the Chief called me and said :

—

“ Bo}', what property hast thou ?
”

I replied :

—

“ I have already told two of yotm men that I have fort}* dinars sewn in a garment.”

He ordered the garment to be ripped ; and found the money.

He said :

—

“ How earnest thou so openly to declare what has, so carefully, been hidden? ”

I replied :

—

Because I nill not be false to my mother, to whom I have promised never to conceal the truth.

Said the Chief :

—

Boy, art thou at th}* age so sensible of duty to thy mother, and am I at my age insensible of

my duty to God ?

Give me thy hand that, on it, I may swear repentance.

He did so. His followers were struck with the scene, and said

“ Leader in guilt, thou hast been ; in virtue, be the same.”

They restored the spoil
;
and, on my hand, vowed repentance.

At this time, I was sixteen years of age.

To those who sought him, Uvais-i-Kami said :

—

“ Seeken thou God ? If thou dost, to me why comest thou ? If thou dost not, with me, what
business hast thou r**

Karl Nuru-ULaih*i-Shustari (e/,]6io) says that sufis are of two classes:—
(a) MuLik.iliim {.idvocare, ob?cr\-sr) if they desire human knowledge; the usages of religion;

ar.d purs*.:o them in the ordinaiy way.
(J) S'ifis. if the)* practise austerity, and look to the inward purity of the soul.
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After His prophets, God cstcemeth none more than thesufi; because his desire is

(through divine grace) to raise himself from this earthly house to the heavenly
; and

to exchange his lowly condition for the condition of the angel.

The accomplished arc :

—

the liukam.l men of wisdom.

„ ’ultima „ knowledge.

These seek truth the first by demonstration j the second by religion.

In this path to (God), are many dangers.

For false teachers and deceived seekers vainly pursue the desert vapour : and
wearied return, the dupe of their own imagination.

The murshid-i-kamil va kamal (the perfect and excellent murshid) is rare.

When he exists, to discover him is impossible.

Perfection, who shall discover, save he who is perfect?

The jewel’s price, who shall tell, save the jeweller?

Hence, many miss the Path and fall into error. Deceived by appearances, they

waste life in pursuit of defect, conceiving it to be perfection.

Neither austerity nor devotion can exclude shaitan who seeketh Zahids in the

garb of religion. The only tilism whereby the good can be distinguished from the

bad is ma’rifat.

Said Muhammad ;

—

The irrational zahid, God acccptcth not

;

By pious^ fools, my back hath been broken.

From alarm at persecuting tyrants, sufis have often pretended to be of no parti-

cular faith.

Thus they confess not their religion ;
and to disclose the mystery thereof~is

the deepest sin.

The murshid instructeth the murid how to restore the inward man

by purifying the spirit. I
by enlightening the head.

„ cleansing m heart. anointing soul.

Then the murshid avereth

that the murid’s desire shall be accomplished ; that his despicable qualities shall be changed

into laudable qualities j that he shall understand the revelation, the stages and the grades

of exaltation till he reacheth the ineffable joy of beholding God.

If the murshid be not perfect and excellent, the murid wasteth his time.
.

He will end by being an impostor, or by regarding all sufis alike and condemning them.

He will seek relief in infidelity, doubting all that he hath heard or read ; and regarding as fable the

accounts of holy men who have reached hakik^t.

I
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The murshid is sometimes :

—

() the dupe of his own imagination.

() the wilful deluder of his own followers.

He desireth to abolish the form of religion ;
alloweth no name to come between

him and God, and yet desireth to come between all other men and God •, destroyeth

names reverenced by men in order to substitute his own name.

Without the murshid, no murid can advance' his advance is in proportion to his

faith* (in the murshid).

Hasan Sabah t Shaikfau-l-Tabal (6 . 1071, tf. 1124) and his descendants were of

the order of batiniya. They filled Persia with murders
;
and by their mysterious

power, made monarchs tremble.

God is ever renewing all the matter and the form of the universe. Not a leaf

sprouteth, not a sparrow falleth, not a thought occureth, without His impulsion.'

Thus are muslims brought face to face with evil in a way that Europeans can-

not realise. '1
God is the only real agent; though He sometimes fashioneth some (Iblis, Kabil,

Nimrud, Fir’aun, Abu Jahl) to be His s^ents pf wrath.

Equally with Musa, was Fir’aun, an agent of God’s will ;
and he’ bewailed the

impulsion that made him oppose Mosa.

The ’Arif (the knower of ma’rifat) admiteth the ability to choose good. Not, like

Iblis, doth he cast his sins upon God ; but with Adam, crieth :-r-

" O Lord, black our faces we have made.”

The ’Arif saith

God created all things, good and evil ; but evil, is non-existence, a departure from the Only
Absolute existence. In relation to God, evil is naught.

If ewl-passion exist not, how can there be control ? If affliction exist not, how can there be

patience?

The jail is the criminal’s masjid making him cry to God.

The sufI disregardeth outward forms and rites. God judgeth not as man
judgeth

; at the heart, He looketh.

Jalalu-d-Din-i-Rumi (vi. Prologue) saith

If with good and evil, a lover be befouled—these, regard not ; his aspiration, regard.

The Murtaza Shahi (an order of sufis) make in clay an image of the murshid.
This, the murid keeps to prevent him from wandering : and to bring him into identity with the

murshid.
00

t The Historian of the Crusades calls him *' the old man of the mountain.”
rrom his name, (Al Hasan) is derived our word “assassin.”
ee Asiatic Researches, vol, xi, p. 4.23 ; Malcolm’s History of Persia, vol. i, p. 3955 vol. ii, p, 416.
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The, sufi practiseth voluntary poverty, mortification, obedience, renunciation of

the world
;
and the precepts of the gospel as to forsaking family, position, wealth,

for religion sake.

All naught, he maketh save God ; and giveth life to this non-existent universe

by regarding it as permeated with God’s presence. •

Paradise, hell, all the dogmas of religion are allegories,—the spirit whereof he

alone knows.

He longeth for death
;
for then he returneth to God whence he emanated, and

in Him findeth annihilation.

On the unity of God, he meditateth to attain spiritual perfection
;
and unification

with God.

This union, none can without faizu-l-lah (God’s grace) reach; but to those who

fervently ask Him, He refuseth not aid.

The Kuran and the Hadis represent

(fl) God as havinj^ created the world once for all, and as now removed to the highest heaven,

leaving His creatures, by their own free will, according to the light given by prophets,

to work out their salvation.

(6) God as the being* ever working in His creatures, the sun of all existence, the fulness of

life, whereby all things move and exist—omnipresent, dwelling in, and communing

with, each soul.

The sufis (men of heart ;
men looking

the Greek mysticism popularised by—
(a) Faryabi 954-

(4) Abu An Sina » *037,

behind the veil
;
inward men) developed

(c) Ghazzali d. 11 ii.

{d) Ibn Rashid „ 1199.

‘and made :— '

i. God to be the One, the Necessary Being, the only Reality, the Truth, the Infinite, the First

Cause (source of all action, good and evil).

ii. The world of phenomena and of man—
^ ...

Not being which like a mirror reflects being ; and, by borrowing particles of being, rises

to "contingent being” (which shares existence and non-existence).

la man, the .park of being !a ideaUeal with the lafiaite Being, bat, while he is

in “contingent being," he is weighed down and held apart from Being by Not-

being," whence evil proceedeth. „ m 4. v • »»

in this state, he reqnires laws and creeds to restrain him. Thus ' Not-bemg

is when wanted something, and nothing when not wanted, and so do the ^fis avoid the

ill consequences of their theory.
^

The muslim doctrine of
erfstence of the Universe as the

to cry kismat; some to regard the action and tne exis.L

“““emu^lr^mLiseeth the world, incl^^^^^

to efface himself, and to he united with

the.real Being, the Truth, that is, God,
^ ^
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The tr=e ccarse :s to sgsore self: to be passfre that Goi sar Trork. Then

svill Go£ s light and grace eater the heart aad draw man to Tmth and mire him Triui

the One.

The carlj the dovra., the molej and the brovr are the Trorid now in jamll ^ean^},

now in jalal (terrTDle majes^j.

The cheek and the carl are the typss cf merer and cf beaatr ; c: Ten^eance and

ci majesty.

The mysteries of ecstalfc "dsion cannot be interpreted by wordsj only by trpes

and license is in the mystic states cf;—

(r) Acre’s 'vii-SDis.

Only those who know these states comprehend the meaning cf these words.

The enfi enchmneth hearts; beareth seals to and fro; plmderem the ksrrans cd

reason; and never resteth.

With its perfnme; Adam's day became leavened. Thas;, the material wedd.

The down is the vesnbnle cf almightiness, a verdant growth in the spirit-world,

the wdl-sarin^ ci life, the hidden secret, toe arst piaral erasnaticn. that Terietn toe

face o: aaity, the wctld ci pare spirits that are nearest to God and the detcramc-n cf

soais.

The mole is the point of anity, sngle yet embtaoiag’ all phencmeaa. rived and

stable, is the point of aniiy : bat the heart is discaieted by emot:ons,iI]amiaed by mi-

pbanies and darkened by tbe vdl of plnrality in the masjid, now ia the iaward and

nc-w in the oatward, now in the hell of last, now in the heavea cf raak.

it is the centre, whence is drawn the cirde cf two worlds : and whence is Adam's

Unity -[the molel and the heart mastbe cae, Yrincb is the cngiaal, which the re-

^sdion ?

ttbtz zzxz s:

i::e cheek :s ihe ibe3.ire cf c:Tfre bczztr, the divine essence zn respect c: th

:^n:es ;g: Go£j : and :s as the seven verses (of the Kncir His face an
cc’rm,~ven:y ihon knowest ninralirv and imirv.

betekeaeth irowas and cocaetry, aow hclaiag aloof frem its slave, new
S-mnag a=:oa. From it, proceed laagaisbiag iarcxication, 't-amiag. plaaieriag, and
*.4,—

^

c* nean z everv cemer therect is a vrine’-shco*

O: K:s eye and lip, ask aa embrace,—one saim aav ; the ether, 'r-es.

w

(ft
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The lip is the essence of being, the healing of the sick heart, the clothing of all

souls. By His lip, souls are beside themselves, and compassion revealeth itself.

When, on His eye and on His lip, the world reflecteth, it giveth itself up to the

worship of wine.

Beauty is Truth manifested and present ;
'tis the beam of the light of spirits ; 'tis

the greatest of signs.*

Wine, the torch and beauty, are epiphanies of Truth.

Wine is the rapture that maketh the sufi beside himself at the manifestation of

the emanation of the Beloved.

By it, this one becometh the philosopher, the traditionist, the righteous one, and the lover (of God).

By it, that one swalloweth at one draught the cup, the ^rine^house, the saki, and the wine>drinker

;

and yet open remaineth his mouth.

O ocean-heart ! O mighty drinker ! well done

!

Drunken are :

—

the air.

„ revolring earth.

„ reeling heaven.

Better is the intoxicated than the self-righteous.

The wine of dying to self, drink ;
from thyself, thyself set free.

Wine is the transport and the light of the Arif ; the soul of that flashing light

that in the consuming bush, Mosa beheld.

The “.veil of darkness ” betokeneth dwelling in iniquity. Who is veiled knoweth

his wickedness.

The “ veil of light " betokeneth the practice of good deeds. Who is thus veiled,

knoweth not his •wickedness, being clouded by his self-righteousness.

Who are they that have lost their labour, and in life mistaken their aim ?

They who think that what they do is right (Kuran, xvn, 103.)

The tavern-haunter is one freed from self; one desolate in a desolate place

(other than God, absent), headless, footless, neither the faithful nor the kafir. One

who, losing both head and foot, in every strain that he heareth from the minstrel, is

seized with wajd from the hidden world.

Not of these words and sound, but of precious mystery, is every note of that

mystic song.

The idol is the evidence of love and of unity. Idol-worshipping is making one ;

in it what is evil proceedeth from other than God,

The girdle is the emblem of obedience.

reason,

the angels.

,, soul.

The ICuran, Hii, 1 8.
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Shuyul^iyat (being a SHaiMi).

VI, 5-

After the rank of being a prophet, no rank is higher than the being a deputy for

a prophet, to call men, by the path of Muhammad, to God.

The word shaikh signifieth being a ^alifa
;
hence its degree is excellent, as, in

respect of the shai^s of sufis, is in the hadls stated.

The shai^’s purpose is to cleanse, from the rust of lust and of nature, the

murid’s heart, so that in it, by attractions and inclinations, may be reflected the rays

of the beauty of unity and the glory of eternity
;
so that, by beholding them, his eyes

may be attracted ;
and so that, thus, divine love may rest in his sincere heart.

The rules of being a shai^ are fifteen.

1. The purifying of resolution and the searching for the cause.

First he should seek out of himself that the cause be not— ‘

The desire of precedence.

„ „ being a shaikh.

„ „ being followed.

wherein are born the lusts of sons of Adam ;
this .he should do, though he may see his

own lust at rest and the fires of nature extinguished.

When he seeth some of the seekers, with sincerity of desire, turn to him, and from

him seek guidance, hastily he should not be their director, but should delay till, with

penitence, true submission, and supplication to God,he discovereth the truth of the state

and with certainty knoweth what God’s purpose is to him in regard to their charge.

' If he see that the charge of the crowd of the seekers is trial., he knoweth caution

to be necessary, and is engaged in comprehending the hidden cause.

If he see that God’s purpose is that he should instruct the seekers, he followeth

God’s order.

2 . .The knowledge of capacity.

The shaikh must regard the capacity of the murid. If, in him, he see capacity
for treading the path of those near to God, he inviteth him with skill, and by elucidat-

ing the states of him who is near to God,

If he see that he has not much capacity for the path of the pious, he inviteth him
by admonishing, by inciting, by instructing, and by mentioning paradise and hell.

The shai^ urgeth the capable ones to deeds of the heart (murakiba, observance
of mystery, distinguishing thoughts), and to pure devotion.

Thus, it.he.see the murid’s welfare in abandoning the world’s chattels, or in hold-
ing to them, he ordereth as may be suitable to his state.
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Who acquireth not knowledge of the different kinds of^ capacity, and discrimina-
tion as to the forms of understanding, hath no true power over the murid.

3. Being pure (Jiaving no lot or part) in respect of the murid’s property.

The shaikh must show no greed for the property, or for the service, of the murid.

With a gratification, he should not make vain his instructing and directing, which are

the best of alms (for God).

When, by divine information or by true knowledge, he knoweth that, for the ge-

neral good, he should take the property, he may do so.

If the murid desire at once to give up his property, the shai^ may accept;

because, in return for it, he can give to the murid that state (for which he is fit) which

is the cause of tranquillity of heart.

If he knoweth that the murid will look with regret at his property, he will allow

him to spend a portion.

Once, one of Junid’s murids wished to give up all his property. Junid refused

saying:—

Keep what is sufficient and thereon subsist ; the surplus, give. For, after the expending of

all thy property, safe from the demands of thy desire, I shall not be.

4. Offering.

Delights of offering and of severing attachments are incumbent on the shaikh, so

that, by observing their effects, the sincerity, and the conviction of the murid may be

greater
;
and the severing of attachments, easier ;

and the desire of celibacy, over-

powering.

By offering, becometh sifted the murid’s suspicion as to the shai^’s state, and,

as to the truth of his sway.

According to necessity^ he should distribute the excess among the poor.

5- Concordance of deed with word in invitation.

When the shaikh wisheth to invite the murid to a practice, or to an abandonmen^t,

it is necessary that, in his own state, this (practice or aban onmen ) s ou e

evident, so that, without suspicion, the murid may accept.

Upon persons, the mere word has no great effect.

According to the tadis the murid should choose «r
wealth of sonTlsm, and the condition of tarijiat (the path to God), althongh to h.m,

poverty and riches are, as ’Umar hath said, one.

6. Compassion for the weak.

When, in the mnnd, the sha® seeth weakness of resolution ;
and knowett ttal

against Inst and the abandoning of accustomed things, he hath no true resolution,

he should display kindness.



To the limit of his power, he should abridge the austerities, so that the murid

may not shun him ;
and so that, in time, and by intercourse, he may gain kinship with

fukara (fakirs).

Possibly, after resolution shall h ave been incited in him, he may gradually reach

from the abyss of license (to disregard austerities) to the height of resolution.

Once one of the sons of favour (a rich man) joined the society of A^ad
KalansI ;

and severed himself from the world.

In him, Ahmad found a weakness, whereupon, when a few dirhams were gained

he used to purchase for him bread, round cake, roast meat, sweetmeat ; and to

say :

—

"Out from the world's favour and from association therewith, this man has come; thennt

it is to tread with him the path of compasson; and not to forbid tern delights.

7. The purifying of speech.

Pure of the pollution of desire must be the shai^’s speech^ so that its effect

upon the murid may be seen.

On the heart the effect of speech is like to seed : if the seed be bad, there is no

fruit
;
iniquity of speech is in entering into, and associating with, desire.

Into speech desire falleth ;

—

(fl) Kther for attracdng the hearts of hearers, \rhich is unfit for the state of-shaikhs.

(J) or from pride of himsdf on account of the beauty of his mm speech, '^rinch (in the

opimon of men of l^Mhat) is pure sn.

With the murid the shai^ should Trinnow his speech from the pollution of desire

:

should plant it in the heart's soil, and entrust it to God to be preser^’ed from the bird

of forgetfulness and from the power of shai^n.

On account of the pride of self, sincerity appeareth not save by observing the

lights of God's excellence and the effects of His boundless favours,— the splendour

of which lights the glance of lust becometh dimmed ; and the darkness of pride; extin-

guished. Then in the buffeting of the waves of the ocean of perpetual bounty, he

regardeth his ov.m existence, much more his speech,—less than a drop.

8. Exalting the heart to God in the state of speech.

WTien the shaikh wisheth to speak to the murid, he should turn his heart towards
God, and from Him ask sense, that he may be the perfecter of time and the compre-
bender of the welfare of the hearer's state ; that his tongue mav be the speaker of God ;

and that his speech may be true in rendering beneSL
Thus they say :

—

In the hearing of his OTi*n speech he -ras equal to the other hearers.

Although sooner than the spectators on the shore, the diver in the sea collecteth
pearl-shells and bringeth with himself the pearl, yet, as soou as he issueth from
the stA and opene«.h the shell, he is only equal to the spectators on the shore*
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Speaking ambiguously.

When in the murid, the shaikh seeth something detestable
;
and wisheth to

admonish him thereto, so that he may strive to remove it, he should not speak fluently

and conspicuously.

Nay, ambiguously he should cast the matter before the assembly, that to its

object, its tenour may lead.

Thus if, in the murid’s soul, he should see

i. a pride of his own deeds and states,

it. a claim to nearness (to God) and to perfection,

iii. a crookedness and a turning from the path of firmness.

He should relate to the assembly, in respect of it, an hadis, or a tale, of shai^s ;

and briefly should hint at the abomination, so that those present may be profited.

In this way, counsel is nearest to courtesy and to hikmat.

10.

Presendng the mysteries of the murid.

- The shaii* should preserve the mysteries of the murid, and not reveal his

manifestations and miracles. By speaking to him in private, he should render them

contemptible, saying

Although drcumstanccs like these are the favour of God, yet, expecting and looking for them,

is the cause of the murid’s path being closed,
, . , . •

In th.nnks for them, they should make return; from them, take off their glance; and, m
observing the Benefactor (God) through observing His favour, be engaged.

Otherwise, in loss they remain.

11 . Pardoning the murid’s blunder.

If, in the murid, the shaikh should see a defect in abandoning a service, or in

neglecting a rule, it, -he should forgive him ;
and thereto by kindness, by courtesy,

by indulgence, and by grace incite him.

12. Descending from (passing over) his own right.

Of the murid, the shai^ should have no hope, although it is his right
;
and to his

right, the keeping of the murid is a most important rule. But the shaikh s expecta-

tion of it is not approved ;
and his descending from his right is best.

Wirak stood before a pillar and prayed.

I said lo myselt, when the shaikh Snisheth his prayer, I will sa,lule him. When he

had returned the saUm of the prayer, he came and preceded me in salutation.

I said I—“Best it would have been if I had Brat stood in respect”

The Shaitt said i-“I have never been bound with the eapectation that any one

should ido me honouring.”
^
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13. The allowing of the murid’s rights.

In sickness and in health, the shai^ should not delay in allowing the rights

of the companions.

14. The distributing of times in respect of ^lilv^ (retirement) and of jilvat (rapid

circular motions).

The shai^’s time should not be plunged in intercourse with the .people. His

power of hal, his perfection, his tamkin, and his presence (with others) should not be

the excuse.

With perfection of hal, and of tamkin, Muhammad was not, all day, in men’s

society. For asking the aid of God’s bounty, of mercy, he chose jilvat; for diffus-

ing the mercy on the people, he chose society.

For the shai^ is necessary a special lAilvat, wherein he may be employed :

—

() in portions of devotion.

() in humbling himself and in supplicating God for his own sake and for others.
,

(c) in asking aid so that his khilvat may be secure from being employed with people;
'

By the opposition of man's composition, displaying assiduity to God is difficult

;

and languor in deeds is expected, and at such times, it is-proper that he should pass

his time in society and thereby dispel that languor.

Again, through shauk and zaujk, he may incline to jilvat and to devotion ;
men

may be benefited by his nature
;
and he may escape from languor.

15. The increasing of the works of supererogation (nawafil).

The boiling of his hal should not hinder him from repairing time with good deeds.

For, with perfection’ of hal, assiduous in respect to nawafil, was Muhammad
in the namaz-i-tahajjud, prayer of midnight.

„ „ chasht, prayer between sunrise and noon.

„ „ zawal, prayer after noon.

„ ruza,-i-tatawwu, fasting during good deeds.
'

„ other nawafil.

At night so long used he to stand in prayer that his auspicious feet became swollen.

The behaviour of the Murid to the Shaikh.
VI. 4.

For the murid, in the society of the shaikh, the observance of manners (whereby
love of hearts is attracted) is most important.

When he is possessed of manners, he taketh in love a place in .the shai^’s heart

;

and is agreeable to God's sight. Because, with mercy, favour, and care, God ever,
looketh at the hearts of His own friends (the darvishes)

.

Then by dwelling in the shaiWs heart, the constant blessings of God’s mercy,
and of His endless bounty, comprehend his existence; and the shaikh’s acceptance
becometh his mark of the acceptance of God, of Muhammad, aihd of all shaikhs.
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Save by manners, one cannot gain the rights due to the shaikh^s instrurtion.

The honouring of ’Ulama and of shaikhs is a great right, the non-performance

whereof is exceeding disobedience as is stated in the hadJs. ” Whoever performeth

not the shaikh's rights is defective in the performance of Go.d’s rights.” • ' -
. .

The shail^, in the midst of the murids, -is as -Muhammad in the mids^ of his

ashab (companions); for inviting the people to follow Muhammad, he is in the Inn of

the Khalifa. •

There are fifteen rules of conduct, which it is necessary the murid should observe.

1. Perfect faith in the shai^ as regards his instructing, directing, and purifying

murids. ‘ •

If he regard another more perfect, love’s bond becoraeth weakened; and the

shaikh’s words affect him little.
.

For the means whereby the shaikh’s words and actions take effect is—love.

As his love is greater, so is his readiness for the shaft’s instruction greater.

2. Perfect resolve in respect to attendance upon the shaiJ^* :.r
’

To himself, he should say ;

—

Save by attendance on the shaikbi no door can be opened. Then at his threshold I will

cither surrender my life, or reach my object.

Its mark is that, by the shai^’s driving and rejecting, he turneth not away.

Abu ’Usman-i-Hairi went to Nishapur with the intention of visiting Abu |iafaz

l^adad*

. When he beheld the light of his holiness, he was attracted ; and asked permission

to stay. AbQ Hafa? drove him away, saying

Not in our assembly, shouldest thou sit. .

Abu *Usman retreated till he was hidden from sight : then he resolved^ to dig

pit at the house*door; to sit therein and therefrom not to come forth till Abfl

l^afaz should consent to receive him#

When Abu Hafaz beheld such proof of sincerity of desire; he called, him,

welcomed him, made him of the number of his special companions,; married him to

his daughter
;
and appointed him ^lalifa.

On the death of the shai^, thirty years after, he, Abu 'Usman, satas shai^.

3. Being obedient to the shaikh’s sway.

In, respect to his soul and his wealth, the murid should admit the shad’s sway ;

and be obedient to his orders. For,, save this, his qbjecf;.is not reached; nor his

'sincerity known. -'
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4. The abandoning of opposition.

Neither outwardly nor inwardly, should the murid oppose the shale’s authority.

When, on the shai^’s part, something becometh difficult to him
;
and its truth is not

revealed to him he should remember the tale of Mus4 and IChizr.

Despite his power of prophecy, his knowledge, and his great love. Musk refused

obedience to Khi?r’s absolute commands ; but -when the mysteries and their hikmat

were revealed, MQsa returned to obedience.

5. The rejection of his own will.

The murid should begin no matter of faith or of the world, wholly or partly,

without reference to -the shaikh^s will, '
' '

Without the shaiWs permission, he should not:-^

•eat,

drink,

sleep.

take,

give,

look.

Without the shai^’s appointing, he should- not begin

(a) fasting,

{b) breaking the fast ,

(c) many of the nawaiil such as—attaching one’s self to precepts, to zikr, to' meditation, and
to murakiba.

One night, Muhammad passed by Abu Bakr?s tent; and.heard him.readihg with

low voice the prayer of tahajjud.

Afterwards he passed by ’Umar's tent
; and heard Him reading with loud voice

the prayer of the Kurin,

In the morning, he asked Aba Bakr
With low voice why readest thou the tahajjud I

Aba Bakr replied

Those who desire salvation, hear it.

He asked ’Umar,

With loud voice-why readest thou?

'Umar replied

-

To drive away Shaitan.

Muhammad said:—
Read ye neither with low voice nor with loud voice. Nay, preserve ye the middle way.

existence of a shai^ (Muhammad), to be one who
doeth aught alone IS not proper.
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The observing of the shai^'s thoughts. -
,

To no matter, which is abhorrent to the shai^’s heart, should the murid pro-

ceed ; nor, having regard to the shai^'s excellence of character and of kindness,

should he consider it a small matter.

7.

Referring to the shai^’s knowledge in the explanation of dreams.

In the explanation of dreams, whether in sleepiness or in wakefulness, he should

refer to the shai^’s knowledge.

For, possibly, the source of that dream may be an evil desire, whereto his

knowledge reacheth not, and wherefrom injury may arise. He should present it to

the shaikh, that with it, the shai^ may become acquainted.

8.

Purity of custom in respect to the shai^’s speech.

The ;murld should recognise the shai^’s tongue, as the link of God s speech ;

and should know for certain that he is the speaker of God not of lust. He should

regard the shale’s heart as a boisterous sea, filled with the pearl of ilm (know-

ledge), and with the jewel of ma’rifat, which, at times, from the furious blowing of

the winds of favour of the Eternal, casts some of those jewels on the shore of the

tongue.

Thus, he should ever be expectant and present that he be not excluded from the

a>dvantages arising from the shaikh's speech.

Between.the shale’s speech and his own state, he should seek the suitable way;

and with himself commune.

At God's door, with the tongue of readiness, should seek rectitude, of state ;

according to his readiness, arriveth an address from the i en.

With- hypocrisy and the manifestation of his own

not come
;

thus he putteth far from himself his desire and becometh deaf to the

shaft's speech.

g. Lowering the voice. ...
, j t. ij raise his voice; for the doing so IS

•In the shai^’s society, the murid should not raise

dignity.
e abandoning of good manners and the removing

. n, i • r >
. j rt,e raising of the voice and the lowering of it

In the Kuran is reproved both the §

:yond limit.

.,0. Forbidding nafs tom '“6“®
paft of mirth with the

,aia“‘BymIrtt:lTeifof—

^
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He should say

‘

'

O my Sajyld ! O my Maula

!

At first, the sahaba (companions) used irreverently to say to Muhammad.:

—

O Muhammad ! or O Ahmad

!

For their reproof, descended a divine address ; and they afterwards said :—'

O sent one of God (the salutation and the safety of God be on thee)

!

In the shaft’s presence, he should not cast down his prayer-mat save at the

time of prayer; should in sama’ keep himself from moving' aiid from aa’ka (calling

out)
;
and should (so long as power’ of refraining and of containing himself shall be)

keep himself from moving and from laughing.

1 1, Knowledge of times of speech,

When, on an important matter of faith or of the world, the murid wisheth to

•speak to the shaiMl,—he should first ascertain whether he hath leisure. Not hastily

nor abruptly, should he approach the shaikh.

Before speaking, he should display penitence ; and, for grace of manner of speech,

should (as the Kuran saith) seek aid from hluhammad.

With much questioning, men importuned Muhammad
; and wearied him. Then

descended a divine address whereby concord vidth hypocrites was severed. .

12 . Preserving the limit of his own respect.

In questioning the shaikh, he should guard his own respect; and, from his own
state, should not discover every state (of the shaiWi’s) that may be closed to him. On
a matter, that is neither his makam nor his hal, he should not speak.

Of the necessary matters of his own state, he should not ask much. The profit-

able word is that which they utter to the degree of the hearer's understanding; the

profitable question, to the degree of the hearer's rank.

13, The concealing of the shaikh's mysteries.

Every state (of miracles, dreams, &c., &c.) which the. shaikh keepeth . con-
cealed, and of which the murid leameth—-for its divuleino-, he should not seek per-

mission.

Because in concealing it, the shaikh hath seen the profit of fmth and of the world
ANherclo his 'ilin rcacheth not

;
and in revealing it, great calamity may be caused,

14. The revealing of his own mysteries to the shaikh.

From the shailch, the murid should not conceal his mysteries. Every miracle,
•and gift iliat God may have bestowed on him, he should plainlv present to the shaikh's
judgment.
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15, Speaking of the shaM to the degree of the hearer’s understanding.

That matter wherein is un-intelligibility, and whereto the hearer’s understandino-
reacheth not, the murid should not utter. -

From such speech, no profit ariseth
; and possibly the hearer’s faith in the shal^

may become languid.

If the murid observe this collection of rules of manner, his object (from the
acquisition of the splendours of God’s mercy and from the descending of His bound-
less blessings) becometh, by means of the shai^'s society, revealed openly and
secretly.

The customs of the men of the Khankah (convent)..

V. 5.

The men of the ^ankah form two parties-—

i the travellers*

ii » dwellers.
«

When sQfis intend to alight at a ]^5nlcah they try to reach it before the after-

noon, If, for some reason, the afternoon cometh, they alight at the masjid or in some-

corner.

The next day, at sunrise, they proceed to the j^Snkah and make

(a) two rak’ats (of prayer) as salutation to the spot.

.(b) salam (peace-wishing).

(c) haste to embracing and to hand-shaking those present.

The sunnat is that, to the dwellers they should offer some food or something'as a

present

. In speech, they make no presumption ;
so long as they ask not, they speak not, •

For three days, for the business that they may have, beyond the visiting of the'

living and of the dead,—they go not from the.^Snkah until the inward form, from

the’ alteration caused by the accidents of travel, returneth, to its own ease, and. they

become ready for the interview with the shai^s.

• When from the ifeSnkah, they >vish to go out they prefer their request to the men

of the khankah.

• When three days have passed, if they resolve to stay, they seek service whereby

they may stay.

If their time be engaged in devotion, no service is necessary.

The dwellers of the khankah meet the travellers with

(a) tarhib (ye are welcome).

(A) -regard.

- , fc) affection.

- (d) ^’pansion of Jace (through jo}')-

.. The servant should offer light food, and be present fresh of face, sweet of

speech.. ^ .



If a traveller, unaccustomed to the customs of sufis, reach the ^ankah^ they
should not look at him with contempt

;
nor should they prevent him from entering.

For many of the holy and pious are ignorant of the customs of this assembly (of

sufis).

If through contempt injury reach them, their heart may possibly be vexed
; and

its effects may injure faith and the world.

Kindliness to man is the best of manners
; ill-naturedness is the result of ill-

nature.

If to the convent reach some one who hath no fitness therefor, him, after offering
victuath-VA(Sv'’vv.'-=-.T.nd fair words, they remove.

The dwellers of the
three parties

i. ahl-i-khidmat (men of serviw

ii. „ suhbat ( „ „ society).

iii. „ khilvat ( „ „ Ishilvat).

The ahl-i-Whidmat are “the beginners,” who, out of lo.

Theydothemservice, so that thereby they may become accept the ^ankah.

of deeds and of stages, and may be regarded with the glance of hearts of men

fitness for kinship ;
and become a slipper out of the garment of al acquire

ness.
n and of far-

They gain capability of society and capacity for its advantages ;
and

.

ing of their society, words, deeds, and manner become bound by the bon; bless*

After that, they become worthy of ^idmati lignity.

To the old meh, the passing of their time in ^ilvat is best.

To the youths, the house-assembly sitting in suhbat is better than^
with the bond of 'ilm, their lusts may (by the revealing of states, wordo that,

to those present) be bound. ! deeds

Thus, has Abu Yakub-i-SSsI said.

The men of the ^ankah haver—a portion, devotion and a servi

each other respecting important matters of faith and of the world. .nd aid

Fitness for “ service ” is when a person hath by outward resemblanci

and pure desire—acquired kinship with sQfis. 'nward

Who hath not kinship with one of these two ways,—him, it is^ot j

“ service ”
;
or with him to associate except in compassion. to do

Because sometimes, through the exigency of human nature, i.*:

things that appear ugly in the sight of people of desire and .of love, them

If from the khanTtah is the allowance of their victuals ; and the 1 -

dition is that they should expend the allowance on the purposes of con-

and on the travellers of tarlkat, that allowance is not lawful to
of. desire,

to that crowd that, from deeds of body, have not reached the stagej^jj^^ted^ nor

If the khankah have ho bequest ;
and in it, .be present one he heatt.

he, according to the exigency of the time and their capacity, inst^^^j vision,

h the marids.
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If he consider it good to abandon kasb (acquisition) and to remain in beg«yary he
putteth them on tawakkul (reliance on Godj, and on the abandoning of the means (ol
livelihood). '

If the men of the ^ankah be a brotherhood, and no shai^ be present they
choose, as occasion demandeth, one of these three ways

!

If they be of the crowd of the strong and of travellers, and resolute as to tawak-
fcul (reliance on God), and as to patience, their sitting (in reliance) on the revealing
(of God’s aid) is worthy of their state.

Otherwise they should choose either kasb, or beggary, which they consider the
better.

The men of the ^ankah should, outwardly and inwardly, observe concord to
each other

; and should, at the time of eating, assemble at one table-cloth, so that out-
wardly they may not be separated ; that the blessing of outward association may pene-
trate into the heart

;
that they may with each other pass life in love and purity

; and
may, in their heart, give no power to alloy and counterfeit (evil thoughts).

If from one to the heart of another, a foul deed should pass, they should in-

stantly efface it
;
and with him not pass life in hypocrisy.

Every society, the foundation whereof is on hypocrisy and not on sincerity, giveth

no result whatever.

When, outwardly to each other, they display reconciliation, and their heart is

folded with hate,-—hopeless is their good, and expected their destruction.

If an act of treachery appear, in it they should not persevere, but quickly for it

make reparation by seeking pardon
;
and that pardon it is not right that the aggrieved

one should withhold. For, in respect to this, promise (of blessing) hath arrived.

Outwardly and inwardly, they should strive to be in agreement with, and in

equality to, each other; and to be in respect of all people free from impurity (of

wrong).

Then to them may deferred paradise be hastened, and the mere promise of

others be their realisation.

In the heart of the sufi or of the fakir, how should there be the alloy and the

counterfeit (of evil thought), the place of return whereof is the love of the world?

By abandoning the world and turning from it, are they special and chosen.

After seeking pardon, the pardon-seeker should presentvictuals; justas doethhe

who Cometh from journeying.

Because the sinner, who, for sin, shall have coroe out from the circle of being

present and of being collected (of the ^ankah) ;
and shall have entered on the journey

of separation and of being hidden,—returneth not to this circle. To re-enter, it is first

necessary that he should present victuals, which the sGfis call gharamat (fine).

When a person appeareth possessed of lust, with him they should strive to repel

the darkness of lust by the luminosi^ of the heart.

The injurer and the injured both are in sin. Because if the injured one had

heartily opposed the lust of the injurer, the darkness of lust would, through the lumi-

nosity of the heart, have departed.
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The true sufi is he who striveth in the purifying of his heart
;
and alloweth no

pollution to abide in him.

As our allowance, may God grant us this state.

On the rule of the safer (the journey).

VI. 9.

Doubtless, in subduing refractory lusts and in softening hard hearts, safar profit-

eth much.

The being separated from one’s native land, from friends and familiar things, and

the exercising of patience in calamities cause lust and nature to rest from pursuing

their way ;
and take up from hearts the effect of hardness.

In subduing lusts, the effect of safar is not less than the effect of nawafil, fasting

and praying.

On dead skins, by tanning, the effects of purity, of softness, and of delicacy of

texture appear ; even so, by the tanning of safar, and by the departure of natural cor-

ruption and innate roughness, appear the purifying softness of devotion and change

from obstinacy to faith.

Hence the master of shari’at (Muhammad) hath incited to safar, although to safar,

is not limited the acquisition of the objects of the seekers of hakikat and of

tarikat.

For there have been shai^s who have, neither at the beginning nor at the end,

made safar ;
but God’s grace hath been their aid

;
and the noose of attraction hath

drawn them from the lowest to the highest stage, and conve3’ed them to the stage of

being a shaikh, the master of instruction.

Most shai^s have made safar,—some in the beginning, for the sake of receiving

profit
;
some at the end, for giving profit ;

and some both in the beginning and at the

end, wherein they have regarded their own welfare of season and of hal,

Ibrahim Khwass used not to stay more than forty days in a city
;
because in this

course, he regarded his welfare of hal and of tawakkul.

With ’Isa (Christ), the sufis are associated, because, during the whole course of His
life. He was in safar

;
and for the safety of His faith, never sta^’ed in a place.

Whoever maketh safar must observe twelve rules

1. The advancing of proper resolution, and the establishing of honoured pur-
poses—

(o) The acquiring of ’ilm (knowledge).

(6) The meeting of shaiHjs and of brothers.
Because, on meeting men of salati and obtaining a glance from the Lords of prosperitj",
many advantages accrue to seekers of tarikat.
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He miy he vporthy of a happiness-giver’s glance; -and therefrom he may 'take up
advantages of faith and of the world.

In respect of the special ones, not far is this sense.

In the glance of some serpents, God hath established a spedal quality whereby he, on
whom they glance, becometh destroyed. Wonder is it if, in the glance of His own spe-

' cial ones, God should have placed a virtue whereby they give the seeker on whom they
glance life and happiness according to his capacity 1

In the masjid of Khif at'Mina, Shaikb Ziya,u-d-Din Abu-n-Najibwas making the tawaf

;

at all he glanced ; and in inquiring as to, and reflecting upon, their state made excess.

They said :

—

What seekest thou ?

He said

Slaves of God there are whose glance giveth happiness; their glance^ 1 seek.

(c) The cutting asunder from familiar things and the swallowing the bitterness of separation

from brothers and dear friends.

For patience, in separation from one's abode and friends, is worthy of many benefits.

(d) The revealing of the hidden treasure of the soul's state ; and the expelling its decorations

and claims. <

Because many reprehensible qualities (which, being rested in their purpose, are concealed

in lusts)—become, revealed, in safar, through farness from accustomed things.

Thus if at the khankah (or at his abode), he see not (by reason of his rest with* desire) a

perturbation in his nafs, he thinketh that in him are existent, patience and riza.

When, in safar, calamities become continuous ; and from his soul, a passion or an abo-

mination appeareth, he knoweth that he hath not these two qualities. Up, he riseth in

search of them ; and the claim of possessing them vanisheth.

(e) Solitude and abandoning the acceptance (of the people).

The breeze of the hal of the master of hal who dwelleth in a corner reacheth the soul of

the true ones and of the seekers of that comer ; and he becometh the kibla of prosperi-

ty and the master of the people's acceptance.

This state is, for travellers of tari^t, the source of trial ; and, to those arrived at thesUge,

the mark of being chosen.

For travellers (who are afflicted with this calamity of trial) the journeying for solitude

and for the abandoning of acceptance (of the people) is of the requisites (of safar).

Because the stage of acceptance (of the people) is the slipping place of travellers ; here, do

their feet slip ; here, do they turn their face from God to the people—except the person,

whom the favour of the Eternal mdeth ; and who avoideth that abode, and gocth else-

where, so that, preserved from this calamity, he may remain.

(/) The reading of verses of singularity and unity of God from the books of the world and

from souls; and reading the signs of kudrat (power) and of hikmat (God's mystery)

and the wonders of created and destined things-so that thereby amplitude may ap-

pear to the power of thought; and proofs to the perfection of kudrat and of hikmat

increase (in number).

2. Making safar with a friend.

In safar, calamities (which every one in solitude cannot bear) occur. Hence is

necessary a friend who may aid.

Some of the strongi having power of endurance against afflictionSi have in solitude

made safari yet to every one it is not easy.

E 2
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3. Of the party (who make together safar) making one amir, so that all shall obey

him as in the Hadis.

Greater is the capacity of power of that one who^in austerity, pioty, liberality, and

in compassion is greater.

It is related that Abu ’Abdu-l-Iah-i-MarQzI desired to make safar. His companion-

ship, Abu 'Ali-i-Rabati asked. Abu ’Abdu-l-lah said

Only on the condition that thou be Amir or I.

Aba ’All replied

Be thou Amir.

Aba ’Abdu-l-Iah took up his road-provisions
;
and on his head placed his load.

One night, in the desert, it rained. All night Abu 'Abdu-l-lah stood holding his

blanket over Aba ’All to preserve him from the rain.

When Abu 'All said

Do not.

Aba Abdu-I-lah used to say j—
“ I am Amirj obedience on thy part is necessary.”

Whoever in power hath his glance over many followers ; and hath the desire for

rule or for the acquisition of lust’s desires, his is no portion in safi,ism.

4. The bidding farewell to brothers. He should, as Muhammad ordered, bid

farewell to the brothers (of the ^ankah)
; and on the brothers, it is obligatory that

they should pray for him.

For thus, when bidding farewell to travellers, did Muhammad pray.

5. The bidding farewell to the stage (of sojourning).

When the traveller taketh up his chattels, he should perform two rak'ats of pray-

er; and with them bid farewell.

In the Hadis is a tale by Anas bin Malik that Muhammad never alighted at a
stage without performing, at the time of departure, two rak'ats of prayer, after which,

he used to pray

O God, increase my piety; pardon my sins; turn me towards good just as Thou
wishest.

6. When he wisheth to ride his steed, camel, litter, or ship, he should
say

Praise be to God who made subdued to us this steed. In the name of God. God is great.

I depend upon God ; save with God, the great and powerful, is neither power nor com-
mand. Thou art the rider of all backs ; and the alder of all matter.

7. From the stage, he should start early in the morning on the fifth day (Thurs-
day), because Ka’b-i-Malik relateth that, on that day, Muhammad generally began his

safar and despatched his troops.

8. When he cometh near to the stage, he should say
O God of the skies, of those that increase ; of earth, of those that decrease : of Shai^n, of

those that mislead ; of the wind, of those that blow ; of water, of those that flow ! 6 God,
I pray for the good of this stage and of its people ; with Thee, I take shelter from the evil
of this stage and of its people.
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9. Salutation to the stage.

When he alighteth, he should, by way of salutation to the stage
, offer two rjik'at

of prayer.

10. The arranging of the articles of safar.

With himself, he should keep the staff, the water-holder, and the girdle
; because

their association with him is the sunnat. Abu Sa’id-i-Khazarl relateth that Muham-
mad. going from Madina to Makka, thus ordered.

1 1. When he reacheth a city whereat he wisheth to stop and from afar casteth

on it his glance, he should make salutation to the living and to the dead
; should read

some of the Kuran
;
should send the blessing thereof as a present to them

;
and should

utter this prayer

•

.

0 God I in it bestow upon us good rest and fair allowance.

12. Before entering the city, he should, if possible, bathe; because when Mu-

^m'mad wished to enter Makka, he used first to bathe.

Sama’ (the song, the circular dance of darvishes).

V. 9.

Of the number of most laudable §ufi-mysteries, denied by outward ’ulama, one

is the assembly for ;

—

(rt) the sama’ (hearing) of the ghina (song) and ilhan (lilt).

(6) the summoning of the kawwal (singer).

The reason of denial is that this custom is innovation, for in the time

of Muhammad
„ the sahaba

Of the ’ulama

„ „ ancient shaikhs

„ „ tabi’in

this was not the custom.
, .

Some ot the modern shaitte have established the custom ;
and, smce .t .s not op-

posed to the sunnat, held it laudable.

Sama’ is the comprehender of three benefits .—

I. To the soul and the heart of the companions of austerity and the Urds of strife

Jpinst sin),-weariness sadne^, kabs, and de^mra^
^ ^

hen, for the repelling oft
^ harmonious melodies and verses desire-

position out of the sama ’ of sweet sounds, narniu 1

exciting
;
and made them eager for it at the time 0 nee

s.- Through the ^
fhlVt^hTw^n (ICGod), -the violence of desire (for God, decreaseth.
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Then, by hearing sweet lilts and gliazals (describing his hal), that strange hal

(which moveth the claim of desire, and exciteth love’s contest) appeareth to the hearer

;

the stoppings and the veilings arise and depart from before him
j
and the door of in-

crease openeth.

3, To men of the Path, whose state—from (slow) travelling to (swift) flight, from

(laborious) travelling to (irresistible) attraction, from being a lover (of God) to being

the beloved (of God)'—shall not have ended, it is possible that, at the time of sama’,

the soul’s ear may open and gain the rapture of the address of eternity without begin-

ning, and of the “ first covenant
;
” that with one shaking the bird of the soul may shake

from itself the dust of existence and the clamminess of impurities
;
and may—from

the pollution of the heart, of lust and of the crowd of existences—become free.

Then, with swift flight, the soul cometh into propinquity to God ;
the holy tra-

veller’s slow travelling changeth to swift flight
;
his laborious journey, to irresistible

attraction
;
and his being a lover to his being the beloved (of God).

Then, in a moment, doth he travel, as without sama’ he cannot travel in years.

The best of deeds (prayer) is for some the cause of prosperity
;
and for some of

sorrow. Nevertheless, the abandoning of prayer is not la^vful.

At this time in a way (which is the way of men of the time and of sufis) sama’ is

the essence of disaster
;
for many are the assemblies the foundation whereof is on the

claim of lust and of sensual delights—not on the principles of sincerity, and on the de-

sire of increase of hal whereon hath verily been the way of this tarik.

The cause of being present at an assembly of sama* is

(a) the claim to victuals that in that assembly are expected.

(b) the inclination to dancing, to sport, and to pastime.

(c) the delight of beholding things forbidden and abhorrent.

(d) the attraction of worldly kinds.

(e) the manifestation of wajd and hal.

(/) the keeping brisk the market of being a shaikh ; and the making current the chattels

of self-adorning.

All this is the essence of disaster
; and abhorrent to men of faith.

Every assembly the foundation whereof is on one of these desires,—from it be-

cometh difficult the search for increase of

hal.

inward purity,

tranquillity of heart.

This complaint was laid in the time of Junid, which was the time of revealing of

shaikhs and of sufis.

At the end of his life Junid held not the assembly of sama’ of the singer.

They said

Why boldest thou not sama’ ?
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He said

Wth whom may I hold sama’ 7

They said

For ihy own soul, licar.

He said :

—

From whom, may I hear 7

It is proper to make sama’ with sympathising friends
;
and to hear one who

suffercth pain (of love for God), and who, for the sake solely of the next world,

speaketh.

Doubtless the sweet voi ce Is one of divine favours.

Thus by the camel-driver’s song, the camel easily beareth heavy loads and joyfully

travcllcth many stages in a day.

Wahy saith

Once in the desert, I met fin Amb tribe; one of them took me to his tent.

Before the victuals appeared, I saw a black slave bound and several camels dead at the

tent-door.

The slave said

“ To-night thou art the guest ;
and the guest my Lord holdeth dear. Hope is mine that

thou wilt intercede for my release from these bonds.

When he had made ready the victuals, I said

I will not cat till thou rclcascst this slave.

He s'lid

sncci, ana nu iu.iu
three davs space. When they reached the last

them so that in one day they traversed ^

angc, they oM Iteir loa(fc nrd to 1 dead- Him, I "II B-v. to theo.

Tho next day I tvislied to hear the slave’s voice; my host accordingly ordered

him to begin the camel-driver's melody.

Near, there was a bound camel.

When he heard the slave’svoice, he revolved his head and snapped his tether;

and I became senseless and fell.

They asked Junid
:

—avitv and who suddenly heareth a sweet voice—fall

Why doth a person, who is resting with gravity ana wno /

into agitation and tumult.

"T” . r . ...iriimth herinninff and of misak, God said to the atoms of
When, in the covenant of

j not your God 7 the sweetness of that address
the progeny of the sons of Adam—Am i not your

remained in the ear of their
j ^nt address cometh to mind; and they de-

When they hear a sweet sound, the sweetness or Eoac auui

light thereat^ and fall into tumult.

Thus also say Zu-n-Nun’-i-Misri and Samnun Muliibi
••
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Buica (lamentation) is of two kinds

(n) the buka of joj'.

(6) ,, » wajd.

For buka is produced by fear, desire, joy, or wajd.

The buka of joy is when, from exceeding joy, one weepeth—as when a son, or

a beloved, long separated by seas, returneth.

The buka of wajd is when a ray of the splendour of hakku-l-yakin (the truth of

certainty) flasheth, and the blow of kidam (eternity) comethupon hudQs (calamities),

the rest of the existence of the wajid (the enraptured one) riseth up and disappeareth

in the dashing together of kidam and hudQs.

This state is manifested in the form of drops of tears.

Whatever hath dominion over humanity, sama’ strengtheneth.

For those engaged in love for God) sama’ is the aider to perfection ;
for those

filled with lust, the cause of disaster.

Although wajd in sama’ is the perfection of the hal of “ the first ones,” it is the

defect of “ the last ones.” Because wajd is the sign of resuming (after little losing) the

state of witnessing. In sama', the wajid is the loser
; and the cause of the loss of the

hal of witnessing is the appearance of the qualities of wujud (existence).

The qualities of wujQd are :

—

{a) the darkness arising from lust, the veil of the vain.

(6) „ luminousness arising from the heart, „ „ verified.

The source of wajd in sama' is

() either purely sweet melodies, the delight whereof is shared between the soul and the heart

of the verified ; and between the soul and the lust of the vain.

() or pure melodies (whereby the soul alone is delighted) wherein the listening heart maketh
sama’ in respect to the verified, and the nafs in respect to the vain.

For freedom from the veil of existence, the hal of witnessing is constant and the

sama' of addresses (of God) perpetual—to “the last ones."

The sama' of melody cannot agitate
;
for agitation by assault is a strange state.

The hal of witnessing and the sama’ of addresses (of God) appear not strange to
the man of constant witnessing and of perpetual sama', and therefore by them he is

not agitated.

A companion of Sahl 'Abdu-l-lah saith

^cars in Sahl’s society, I was
; and yet I never saw him changed by hearing—

the jikr

„ ljuran

ft other exercises

unul, at lhe close of his life, they read to him this Kuranic verse.
Prom you

I sacrificci He will not take to day,”

Suddenly hal turned to him
; and he so trembled that he nearly fell.

I asked the c.ausc
; he said :—

.Me, \ie.ikncss hath befallen.
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He became changed and agitated. Afterwards Ibn Salim asked him of his
state.

He said

*' It was from weakness.”

They said :

—

If that were from weakness, what is power?

He said

Power is that when naught descendeth On a person but by the power of hal, he suffereth it ; and
by it changeth not.

Once, Mumshad-i“Dinwari passed a place where, in sama’, was a crowd of "the
first ones." When they saw him, they left off.

He said

Upon your state ye continue intent. If all the musical instruments were gathered in my
ear, they would engage naught of my purpose and relieve naught of my pain.

Whoever hath the state of perpetual witnessing, his state in sama’ is even as it

was before sama’.

The heart that is ever present with God, and rejecteth sama’,—understandeth

from every sound that reacheth him, the address of God.

Then is his sama' not restricted to man’s melodies even as Abu ’Usman-i-

Maghribi hath said. The voice within himself is sama' ;
of the external ear is no

need, even as Hassr hath said :—

-

Whose sama’ is constant, ever present with the Hidden is he in heart; and ever void of lusts’ tale

is the ear of his heart,

He heareth sometimes the address of God; sometimes the praise of the atoms of existence;

somedmes from the inward ; and sometimes from the outward.

Once Shibli heard one crying in the bazar of Baghdad

Ten * (kbiyar, cucumbers) for a dang.

He cried out

When ten (Khayyar, good men) are for a dang, the state of the (worthless) wicked

is what?

Once a man of heart (a sfifi) heard a proclaimer shouting

.

Sa’tarbari.'

•He fell senseless. When to sense he returned, they asked him the cause. He

said

«*
From God, I heard—asa’tarbari.
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Of the Amiru-l-Muminin (Ali) it is said that once he heard the sound of a conch.

To his companions, he said

Know ye what this conch saith ?

They said :

—

Nay.

He said :

—

It saith, praise be to God ! O God ! O God ! verily living is the Eternal Master

!

*Abdu-r-Rahman-i-Salimi says :

—

Once I went to Abu 'Usman-i-Maghribi. There, with an ox, they were drawing

water from a well.

To me, Abu 'Usman said ;

—

Knowest thou what this ox saith ?

I said :

—

Nay.

He said :

—

He saith—Allah ! Allah !

Men of sama' are of three kinds

(fl) The sons of truths. These in sama’ hear the address of God to themselves.

(6) The men of needs. These by means of the meanings of couplets that in sama’ they

hear heartily address themselves to God ; and, in whatever they ascribe to God, are in

sincerity of purpose.

(c) The lonely fuljara. These have severed all worldly ties and calamities. In goodness

of heart, is their sama* ; and nearest to safety (in God) they are.

The rules of Sams’.
V. lo.

The first rule of sama' is that, at an assembly of sama', they should keep foremost

sincerity of resolution and seek out its cause :

—

(a) If it be lustful desire, shun it.

{b) If the claim of sincerity, of desire, and of search for the increase of hal and for com-

prehending the blessing (of God)—be united, free from Iust*s impurities, the grace

of such an assembly (despite the absence of a shailch, or men of sama* of the brothers

of concord, and of sincere seekers) is great gain.

If it be not free from the impurities of lust,—it is necessary, in its purification,

lo bring forward subtleties of vision and graces of practice.

If the cause be first the claim of sincerity and afterwards lustful desire, it is

necessary to repaif the injury done by lust:—

-

(n) by sincerity of penitence.
[b) „ seeking aid (of God) against the wickedness of lust.

(c) 9 , putting forward prayer.
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If the cause be first lustful desire and afterwards good resolution for reparation,

—they credit the former desire, not the succeeding resolution
;
and shun such an

assembly.

If sama’ comprehend

i. prohibited things such as

() the morsel of tyrants,

() „ being near to women,
(c) „ presence of beardless youths,

ii. abhorred objects such as :

—

(o) the presence of one who as a zahld hath no affinity for this crowd; who delighteth not

in sama’,

(6) the possessor of rank of the Lords of the world to whom it is necessary to be respectful,

(e) the presence of one, who falsely revealeth wajd; and to those present, maketh

time perturbed with false tawajud,

it is necessary for true seekers to shun such an assembly. i

At an assembly of sama’, he who is present should sit with respect and gravity

;

should keep restrained the parts of the body from excess of motion, especially in the

presence of shaikhs ; should not become agitated with a little of the splendours of wajd;

should not affect intoxication with ,a little taste of the pure wine (of love for God);

nor voluntarily express either the shahkat (murmuring noise) or the za k (calling out).

If—let us flee to God for protection,—without the descending of wajd and of

hal, he manifesteth wajd and layeth claim to hal,—it is verily the essence of hypo-

crisy and of sin, the foulest blameable act, and the most disgraceful of states.

In the time of Abu-l-Kasim Nasr Abadi (who was a companion of Shibli, and

renowned in knowledge of the hadis), the shaikh of Khurasan delighted in sama .

One day between him and Abu 'Amr bin Najid (who was a murid of Abu

’Usman-I-Hairi, and had seen Junid) there chanced an assembly of concord.

Him, on account of his exceeding sama’, Abu ’Amr reproached.

Nasr Abadi said;—
Thus it is, but an assembly, whereat one is a speaker in lawful song and the rest are silent-

is better than an assembly whereat all are speakers in s an er.

Abu ’Amr replied ;

—

O Abu-l.Kasim 1 alas, evil is motion in sama’ } in it, is this and this.

The explanation of ’Amr’s reply is this, that the error of sama' comprehendeth

many errors.
t the world (God). Because the revealing of wajd in sama'

. f bv thc manifcstation of false hal. Deceit \s

(6) Deceiving some of those present m sama oy tuc

trpnrViprv treacherv is the source of repulsion.

W Breaking the'ennedanne rf folloners d the men ot r^de. Than is cm off from them

the aid of holy men fsalili) which is the essence of sin.



The way of true wajids is this

So long as they gain not fully the ardour of sama*, they move not in sama* j from them,

motion issueth only when they cannot restrain it,—even as the palsied one cannot restrain

himself from the motion of palsy.

Tawajud is this

When, not in the true way of wajd and of \)a\, but in the way of indulging the heart and bath-

ing lust, a person displayeth a weighed motion wuth w’eighed cadences,—so that nafs (lust)

becometh rested from thelabour of deeds 5 and the heart from the labour bf deliberation.

Thus, the heart vainly seeketh aid in search of God.

Although in the shar’, dancing may be among the lawful pleasures, it is with the

men of truths and the Lords of grandeur——vain.

Yet the vain thing which is aid to the search for God is the essence of devotion.

This vain is verily a truth in the garb of the vain.

The mutawajid’s resolution in tawajud is possibly a portion* of "wajd, so that (by

its blessing) he gaineth a portion (of good) from his hal.

Though this be permissible to the first ones,” it is unsuitable for the hal and the

office of shai^s. Because their hal is all, outwardly and inwardly, pure truth, wherein

is no entrance to sport and pastime.

From them, especially in the presence of shai^s, should not voluntarily issue

the za’k (calling out), but only at that time when the power of restraint is effaced.

So the breather whose power of breathing cometh strait,—if he breathe not, his heart

consumeth.

It is related that in Junid’s service, a youth used to display assiduity ; and in sama’ to make the

za*k. One day Junid forbade him saying :

—

" If after this, thou restrain not thyself,—from us go far.”

After this, in sama’ the youth restrained himself from za*k. So, from the root of every hair

flowed the sweat of restraint, till one day he expressed a za’k, and at the same time his life.

The condition of za^k is—
The being hidden from things fdt.

In the best tank, when not done through the overwhelming power of hal and

through the loss of the power of repression, unlawful are

() motion in sama’.

( ) the voluntary za’k.

(c) „ „ rending of one’s garment.

These are the pretensions to hal without the truth of hal, and the ruin of pro-

perty.

In casting the khirka to the singer, there should be advanced an intention void of

hypocrisy just as he may (in support of wajd and of exciting desire) W’ish to give
ease to the singer.

The khirka (mantle) that passeth from the possessor of sama^ to the singer is of
two kinds,

—

(a) khirka-i- sahiha the un-rent khirka,
(0) 9» mumazzaka „ rent „
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The rule of the unrent khirka is as follows

(i) If the wajid’s purpose in casting off the ^irka and bestowing it be specially
for the singer, in it, others have no concern.

(ii) If his purpose be not special, and a distinguished one, obedient to order, be
present, he may give it to the singer, or to another. Over him, none hath
authority, for his acts are from vision.

(iii) If those present at the sama' be all brothers, and there be no shaikh, they give
the ^irka to the singer ; because the exciter of wajd (which is the cause
of casting off the khirka) is his song.

Some say

(fl) The khirka belongcth to the assembly; because the source of wajd is not only the singer’s
song but also the blessing of the assembly,

(i) If the singer be outside of the assembly, he is with all a sharer; otherwise he is portion-

less.

(c) If the singer be for hire, he is portionless; otherwise with the assembly he shareth.

(d) If some of the lovers (of God) present a gift, and with it, those present are satisfied,

—

every one may go after his icfiirlca ; and the gift they give to the singer.

(e) If in casting off the khirka some one shall have resolved not again to go after his khirka,—
it, they give to the singer.

The rule of the rent ^irka is—

When the possessor of sama^ through the impetuosity of hal and the capture of

control, rendeth on his body the j^irka,— it, they divide among those present at sama'

whether of the same, or of diverse, kind (of brotherhood).

!n dealing kindly with those of diverse kind, it is necessary that the assembly

should hold a favourable opinion of them and of their casting off the ^irka.

If, at the division, be present one who at the time of sama' was absent, to him

they give a portion (of the khirka).

If of the cast-off khirkas some be unrent and some rent, they rend (if the shaikh

consider it fit) the unrent khirkas and part*them among those present.

The rending of the ^irka and the parting of it among those present is an Hadis

by Anas Ibn Malik
;
but in it, they have made contrariety.

If by this respect of the samS' of (singing), of moving, of rending gar-

ments, and of parting them among those present,—the truth should be verified, it would

to the sufi be the best document.

The l^irka (Darvish Mantle).

V. 2.

A custom of tko sofls is the putting on of the ilirka. tthich, ut the beginuing of

their sway over the murids, the shaitts have cous.dered laudable
;
but regarfmg

which they have received no orier from the sunnat except the hadis of bmm-i-Kha.

lid.
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It is related that once to Muhammad they brought some raiment in the midst

whereof was a small black blanket.

Taking it up, he said to the assembly:

—

WTio intendeth putting on this ?

All were silent. He said :

—

I give it to Umm-i-KhalicL

They called Umm-i-Khalid ; and Mu^ramad covered her with it.

On that blanket, were marks (stripes) yellow and red
;
at thein Muhammad look-

ed and said

O Umm-i-Khalid 1 this is admirable (which is the hadls).

In the arranging of the garment of the khirkay which is the sufi-way, clinging

to this hadls,—is far.

Although from the sunnat is no clear command, since the ^irka is suretj" for be-

nefits and not an obstacle to the sunnat, it is laudable.

The following of the excellences of the Path is lawful; the excellences are:

—

(fl) The changing of custom and the turning from natural things and sensual delights.

For, as in eatables, potables, and spouses lusthath delight—in garments also, itddighteth.

The putdng on of a garment, which hath become lust’s custom, and in the particular form

whereof it resteth—in it, doubtless lust ddighteth.

Then is the change of garment, the change of custom which is the essence of worship, as

in the Hadis.

(J) The repelling of the society of contemporaries in sin and of shai^ns of mankind, who (by

resemblance in form) incline to the other (good) society.

When a change of garment and an alterafion of form appeareth in the murid, lus equals

and associates depart hum him.

For the khirka is the shadow of the shale’s love and frighteneth shaitan the

shadow of men of love as is in the Had^.
For the murid, society of the good is necessary, that from them, he may take the co-

lour of goodness.

Separation from the wicked is the condidou ofacceptance of the society of the good.

Even so the indigo-stained raiment taketh no colour till after the removing of the in-

digo,

(c) The revealing of the shaikh’s swzxin the murid’s heart—b\* reason of his swaj- outwardly,

which is the mark of inward sway.

So long as the murid’s interior becometh not worthy of the shaiUi’s sway, and the murid

consider^n him not perfect and one of consummate excellence—he becometh not out-

Vvardly obedient to the shai^.

icj 'JThe good news to the murid is his acceptance by God. Because the putting on of the

khirka is themark of the shaikh’s acceptance, which is the mark of God's acceptance.^

By pnttirg on the khirte by the shai^ possessed of love, the murid knoweth that God
hath accepted him ; and his being united to the shaikh (by the bond of sincerity, of

desire, and of acceptance) becomeris a mirror wherein he seeth the beauty of his end.
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rne exalted ct.-ues (hal) are the result of these t.^-o meanings (c and”^ being wlddS.
'

The khirka is of two kinds ;

—

(a) the thirito of desire.

(^) ft ft n blessing.

The khirka of desire

—

When the shaikh (with the penetration of the light of vision and with intelli-
gence) looketh into the midst of the murid’s state, and beholdeth the sincerity of his
desire for God, he indueth him with this ^irka, so that he may become his giver of
glad tidings

; and that the eye of his heart may become luminous by the blowino- of
the breeze of God's guidance, whereof the ^irka is the bearer.

So did Ya’kub's eye, by the breeze of Yusuf's shirt, see.

The khirka of blessing

—

This lAir]^ is presented to him who with the shaikhs hath a good report.

That one who, through good opinion and resolve for blessing by the ^irka of

shales, desireth this khirka^ and is a seeker of the conditions of men of desire and
of putting off the garment of his own desire for the shaft's desire,—him, as regards
two matters, they order

(fl) attendance to the orders of the shariat.

{h) the protection of the men of tari^, by whose protection, he may gain kinship, and become
worth}* of the ^irka of desire, which is forbidden save to the man of desire and to th

Lords of sincerity of resolution.

To these two, some add the khirka of holiness :

—

WTien the shaikh seeth in the murid the ejects of holiness and the marks of acquisition to the

degree of excellence and instruction; and wisheth to appoint him his own fehalffa,—he

clotheth^him with the khiPat of holiness, and vnth the honour of his own favour, whereby

may be effected the penetrating of his order and the ob^*ing of the people.

The choice of the coloured j^irka.

V. 3-

The choice of the coloured Vbirka. (for amending the defilements, and for evacuat-

ing man’s heart of deeds and of contemplation) is (through solicitude for the care

of the white garment and through being engaged in its cleansing) of the number of

laudable deeds of sfaai^s.

The sunnat is for the choosing of the white garment, and, in the opinion of sufis,

this choosing is proved. But for those, whose times are immersed in devotion,

the washing of the white garmentoccupieth too much time.
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The coloured garment is best ; because the excellence of nawafil is greater than

the excellence of garments.

Whenever the beginning of an excellence is the cause of abandoning the most

excellent,—the abandoning of that excellence is excellence.

Blue colour is the choice of the sufis despite that black is better against defile-

ments. The sufi putteth on the garment with that colour suitable to his hal.

Black is fit for him who is sunk in the darkness of lust, and whose times are sur-

rounded with darkness.

Not thus is the hal of the man of desire
; because by the ray of the light of desire,

the darkness of existence is trampled upon.

For them, the black garment is unfit, and since they have not wholly gained

freedom from lust, the white garment is also unfit; for them is fit the blue garment,

which is a mixture of light and darkness, of pureness and foulness.

In the flame of the candle are two portions—one pure light, the other pure dark-

ness. Their place of union appeareth blue.

The white garment is fit for shai^s that may have gained freedom from lust

(nafs).

These aspects are only approximate.

The men of this Path are of three kinds :

—

() mubtadiyan (the first ones) whose state is the abandoning of will to the shaild] ; and with

whom naught of garments, of goods and of other things is lawful save by the shaikh’s

desire.

() mutawassitan (the middle ones), whose state is the abandoning of will to God ; and who
have no will as to special raiment; as occasion demandeth they submit.

(c) muntahiyan (the end ones), who, by God’s will, are absolute. What they choose is God’s

will.

When the true murid entrusteth the rein of his will to the shai^, perfect posses-

sor of vision
;
and to him becometh submissive,—the shai^ withdraweth him from

natural habits and sensual affections, and directeth him in all affairs of faith and of

religion.

If he see that for a special garment the murid thirsteth and desireth,—from it he

bringeth him forth
; and clotheth him with another garment.

If he see that his inclination is for splendid and soft raiment, he putteth on him
the coarse grass khirka ; if he see that his inclination is for the coarse grass khirka
for the sake of hypocrisy and pretension, he clotheth him with soft silk raiment ;

if he
see that he desireth a special colour or form,—it, he forbiddeth.

Even so in all his circumstances.

The choice of the colour and of the form of the murid’s garment dependeth upon
the shai^’s vision

; and that dependeth on the good counsel of the time.

Some shaikh’s have not ordered the murids change of raiment ;
their vision hath

been intent upon concealing the hal, and upon abandoning its manifestation.
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Shaiklis are like to physicians
;
and of murids many are the diseases, each one

of a kind that shaikhs have known, and that they have applied the remedy to.

Their directions are on counsel and on rectitude ; and the foundation of the path

of salvation and prosperity.

I^ilvat (retirement).

V. 6.

Keeping khilvat (retirement) in the way of the sufis is an innovation. In

Muhammad’s time, the sunnat was naught save suhbat (society) ;
and its excellence

excelleth other excellences.

Thus, by suhbat they have described the sahaba and by no other description

;

and outside the society of Muhammad, their description is naught, because their souls

were, by the grandeur of prophecy, described with rest, and, by the light of integrity

encompassed with purity ;
hearts, were void of love for the world and solaced by

the vision of the beauty of certainty, and filled with love for God, with affection, with

purity, and with fidelity.

When the sun of prophecy became hidden, the souls of the companions came

gradually into motion ;
opposition became manifest ;

and in^ time reached a place

Avhere suhbat (society) became ovenvhelmed, and .khilvat (retirement), pleasant an

beloved.

For the safety of faith, the seekers of God sought the sauma’ a (convent)

and khilvat, as Junid hath said.

Though !n the time of the sending of the sunnat, was no Hiilvat, yet before that

time, Muhammad, through exceeding iove for God, and sincerity of desire held

esteemed lAilvat
;
used to go to the caves of Kara; and there use o pass nig s m

zikr and in devotion. , .... • a

In the choice of i^ilvat, the tradition is firmly held
*<s word^

ing of forty days is from a tradition from Muhammad an rom

'With Mus?, God promised to speak ;
and appointed a p ace o mee i g

a stated time.
, . , j vKfo » Ten days more, He afterwards

God said “ Keep fast thirty days and nights. j

During that time MQsa consumed neither food nor drink; he was engaged in

worshipping God
;
and for talking with Him became prepar®®;

Since, for p;opinquity to God and for talk with Him, Musa had need of Buhat,

—SO have others.

Even so in the case of Muhammad
his being cut off from suhbat

„ retiring (to talk) with God.

„ separating himself from the people.

.. reducing his daily food.
beginning of divine impressions.

I, constant zikr in desire s path in the dCj, S

are further proofs. g

r
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Thus Cor the seekers of God, acceptable is the obligation (of ^ilvat) and indeed,

wajib (necessary).

The source whence theshari'at fixed the appointed time (forty days) is obscure;

and knowledge of it difficult save by the prophets, by the special ones, and by the holy

ones.

In the 'Awarifu-l-Ma^arif the Shaikhu-l-Islam saith

•'When God wished to appoint AdamtoHisown kfailafat, and to make him architect of this

world after he had, by his existence, made paradise prosperous,—He gave to him a

composition of elements of earth, fit for this world 5 and for forty mornings made them

ferment.

Every morning signifieth the existence of a quality that becometh the cause of his attachment

to this world ; and every attachment became his veil against beholding the glor^' of

kidam (eternity).

Every veil is the cause df farness from the hidden world; every farness, the cause of

nearness to the material world till that time when the veil becometh heaped up, and this

world’s fitness, complete in Adam.

In the establishing of forty mornings with sincerity (which is the condition of

khilvat) its hikmat (philosophy) is

For every morning (of Jchilvat), a veil should lift and a nearness (to God) appear, so that in

forty mornings, the forty-fold veil should lift, and refined human nature, from farness to

the native land of nearness to God (the summation of beauty and of glory; the essence

of *ilm, and of ma’rifat) return ; andiforit, the vision of the grandeur of eternit}' without

beginning should be verified and painted ; the sight of its resolution, from inclination

to the world’s impurity, be preserved; and the fountain of hikmat go running from its

heart and on its tongue.

The mark of khilvat is—

^

The preservation of^the condition of that revelation of hikmat.

The revelation of hikmat is in~
The proof of the lifting of the veil and the doubtless manifestations.

Khilvat is like unto a smith’s forge w^hereon by the fire of austerity, lust

becometh fused, pure of nature^s pollution, delicate, and gleaming like unto a mirror;

and without (beyond, through) it, appeareth the form of the hidden; and is a collection

of contrarieties of nafs (lust) and accustomed austerities :

—

Little eating.

„ talking.

Shunning the society of man.
Perseverance in zikr.

Denying thoughts.

Constant murakiba (fearful contemplation).

The meaning of (austerity) is the abandoning of desire and of the requi-

sites of effort,
^



CONDITIONS OF XHILVAT.

The Conditions of Khilvat,

V. 7.

In the opinion of the sufis, khilvat is not restricted to fortj* days. The being
severed from the people and the being engaged with God is a desired matter, the dur-
ation whereof is for life.

The ad\'antage of appointing forty days is that, on the completing of this period,

the manifestation begins to appear.

If to a person who to life’s end keepeth his time engaged in devotion to God,
and in freedom from the people, that manifestation appeareth,—beyond it, is no
greater favour.

If this bounty of God be not his, it is necessary for him at certain periods to prac-

tise liilvat

At least once a year, he should sit in khilvat. so that when, for forty days and

nights, he shall have accustomed his nafs

—

to the presen'ation of times ; to the obsen'ance of readings (of the Kuran) and of rules,

he may be expectant that the order will not be extended to his former mixing

with people; that, in God's protection, his khilvat may be; and that his ^ilvat

may be the aider of the structure of the times of glory.

Only in the preservation of its conditions, appeareth the advantage of khilvat.

Who resolveth upon khilvat must purify his intention from the pollution of desire

for the objects of this world
;
and of prayers for (his welfare in) the next world.

According to intention is the reward of deeds. As intention is better than the

deed, more full is its reward.

No object is better than propinquity to God ;
whatever is exterior to Him is call-

ed the indigo of hudus (calamity), and is directed by the disgrace of fana (effacement).

In the heart’s purification, inclination to the polluted is the essence of pollution ;

propinquity thereto, especially impure.

Who hath desire for that exterior to God, great and glorious of both worlds, is

polluted
; from that pollution, purification is necessary for approach to the holy God,

and for fitness of prayer to Him.

His intention should be restricted to propinquity to; God by practising worship

;

and far.from desire :

—

for rank, for hj-pocrisj*. for the revelation of miracles, and for the explanation of the verses of

power (the ^uran).
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if to that cro-K-d—-prhoHe desire frosi and acsteritj is the revslatica of

airades and not propiaqdty to God,—^something of that desired be rereaieil it is the

essence of deceit, and the tanse of famess, of foHj, and of pride-

la the pnrifjTing of the interior, in the deansing of the heart, in anecling nafs,

—freedom from occnpationSj reduction of food, and continnity of dkr have perfect

e5ect.

\%Tien by ^ilvar, his interior becometh Inminons and the cntvrard form of some

’jn-attainable knowledge appeareth ; and fane thoughts app^ to him and over his

nas gdn sway,—the seeker of miracles thinketh that that is the lofty and far chjem.

of Vhilvp-t : and by the esaiting of wicked shaitan becometh proud ; and contemptu-

ously glanceth at others—(let ns fee to God for refuge).

PossToly out from his heart, he bindeth cp the chattels cf theshari'at and of pro-

phecy; considereth not the abandoning of laws, cf ordera and of me lawful and un-

lawful—so hy the path of retrogression, he becometh cast out from the highway cf

the shar* and from the path of Isl^,

If, to one who is in intention pure, the manifestation of miracles fafeth, it be-

cometh the cause cf the power of certainty and of the confrmauon c: resolve.

The condition of sinceritj being observed, it is nenessary that, out frcm the bend

of debt,

bj sauuelfrg Irvrauiw; bv tUEiun^ right (spriogiriug for) csluruuvj by rsmrvuug euuri^-

be stoild cone ; and pnre to all nake Hs beart.

If, in bis property, there be sonetbrng -rrbereto bis heart clizgeth.—:tj fren bis

properly be sbordd expeb

If be be possessed of property in respect to family be perfemetb (so Ibat ent-

Tvardly and inTrardly be may be free and p"e) complete Trasbing; exerciseib care as

to the cleansing of raiment and of the Drayer-'mat : and cboDselbforbis ^^vataplace
Tvbere, from ocomations, be may be free.

YiTien be reacbetb the door of he saitb

O Cod: bj tbs right is^gr^s. Is: ms enter; by the right sgres^ let me psss om. 3j Thv
grate, me make a conqneii::^ Inng.

\%T:en to the prayer-mat be Tnshetb to go, be Srst admneeth tbe right lea 2nd
saith :

—

i- tne :3sme o: Gon; bj tbe grace td God ; pmise be to God, and neare and blessng be dz
tbe propbet cd God 1

"

O Gozl mvsns pardon; open me tbe door of merrv.

01 nrarer
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In the first rnktit, after the fatiha, he safth

0 God of ours I on Thee is our reliance; in Thee, be our refuge: in Thee, our shelter.

Then, with sincerity and humility, he asketh pardon for all his sins. To God, he
displaycth in his heart penitence for turning to that exterior to Him.

Before the kibla he sitteth
;
and as long as he can, is in “tashahhud.” *

With himself he rcflectcth that God is present, also the Prophet of God, so that

he may be bound with the bond of reverence, and is ever wishing within that he may,
outwardly and inwardly, offer himself in dcvbtion and in praise, and in the raiment of

coneordance with divine decrees.

Thus, may he become the meeting-place of divine breathings, ready for the des-

cending of boundless bounty.

In l^ilvat, after the purifying of resolution, penitence, and continuity of employ-

ment with God, he must observe seven conditions :

—

i. Constant ablution.

When he seeth in himself lassitude, he should renew ablution, so that in his in-

terior the light of outward purity may be brightened, and be the aider of the heart’s-

luminosities.

ii. Constant fasting.

Ever should he be in fast, so that the blessing of the sunnat may comprehend his

times.

iii. Little eating.

At breakfast, the quantity of food should be not more than a rijl. If he restrict

as to bread and salt, ’tis well.

If to relish (that is in the place of food) he stretcheth his hand, to its extent, he

should reduce the bread. If he begin with a ritl, he should in the last tenth (of the

period of forty days) reduce to half a ritl. If he be strong and begin with half a ritl

he should reduce to quarter of a ritl.

The companions of ^ilvat are of three kinds :

—

the strong ones.

„ middle „

„ weak „

The weak break their fast every night; the middle every two nights; and the

strong every three nights.

He may devour all on the first, or on the last, night; or some on the first night

and some on the last night.

1 profess that there is no God but God j I acknowledge Muhammad to be the apostle of God,
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The last division is the best, so that is mar havs pevrer

—

ia) far csvol33r!-

(i) „ ssndir^ for the ntdrigh: pravsrs.

In rsdcdng the davev parts—ths sonrce c-f palbtion. o: darkness,

—scandnsss of food is vrioHj effeciive.

rr.- Little sleep.

So long as be is able be sionld nor sleep. If sleep

repel it hj renevring ablution, or bj reading tie Karan. If it cannot be repelled

involnntarilj sleep seiretb iinj, be sbcnld 'i—ben be retnmetb iron; sleep", rene~

abl-ndon and be engaged in prajer.

£—erv sleep that is cf necessirv is tbe essence cf cevcdcn “-ben merenj rs

attainable tbe repelling c: lassitude cf tbe senses and cf nafs {vrhicb are tbe nanse c:

—eariness of tbe sonl cc devction and c: tbe deligbt of ~crsb:p).

3v sleep, tbe pnritj of tbe senses and tie espansicn cf tbs intericr •'^bicb are

tbe cause of tvaid cf tie son:) retnm to bin. Tben, are bis times immersed in devc-ticn-

prontabie bp loosening tie bnmonrs cf tbe bodj. bv vrealening tben tints oiforgetfhl-

i^6SSj of siTiSs of Ignorance* of

T. Little

Ke siiciild ever

;

^ i

The ozEctiseth sileoce fboo^h Tio cs-szeitT he esT>£cieth-

E5 to perfect "DiiiiScatfcii it shsll zizz hHve reEcheo, eeis hath zz the re'veaiiig'cf beEztf-

fhl speech a delight, vrherefren is esoeexes the rerealir.^ of the czalides of oride arc

the tHckemog of the Teil- Dchbtiess, x:gij speech fs fclioTred bj 'c'cc.ishicecx.

Save bj silence, net attainsble is the path cf safeij-

In lie tale cf Idarjam and of Tsa, God maieth idsejsen s silercsthe fore-mnner
'Isa's speech. Even so tie I'sf c-f the heart cometh into sneeci vrhen the hiarvam

cf nafe is silent cf talk.

Ti, The nesEtfon ot thensits,

Bv zikr and bv the ocenpadon ol tne neart in. contecn'Diaiicn c-i "die divine as-

pecL he shonid repel the crorrd of thonghts.

tmeeient tnengh tne penetraden cf some ihon^hts is. discrimination of tnongnts

beginners-

and to him is fcrrcidable.

speecb is innate in tbe qnalities of speech ; and is ever especlsnt
Cl tc- or cenrerse rritn the heart Trbicb is its beloved.

men, tbe being engaged in thongbt is :oi

‘ine nais of man- bv its connection

iu

n*
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Whenever nafs seeth the heart inclined to itself, and findeth its ears void of other

sayings, immediately with the heart, it cometh into speech ; and to it, by way of re-

membrance, confirmeth past matters of things spoken, heard, seen, tasted, touched

;

or giveth future news of hope
;
and keepeth engaged the ear of the heart with hear-

ing its own speech rather than with hearing the speech of the soul and of God,—so
that the heart may ever be before it, and averse to aught save nafs.

When the possessor of ^ilvat persevereth in the heart as to negation of thoughts,

and as to the confirmation of tauhid,—the source of hadlsu-n-nafs becometh effaced
;

nafs, silent
;
the ear of the heart, void of its saying, and ready for the hearing of divine

words.

vii. The perpetuality of deeds.

Outwardly and inwardly, he should keep himself arrayed in the garb of devotion.

Every moment in a work which at that time is most important and best, he should

be engaged. Thus who is “a first one"' should limit himself to divine precepts, and

to the sunnat of prayer ; and at other times to zikr.

Out of all the azkar (zikrs) the shaikhs have chosen :

—

La ilaha ilia llah (no god but God).

because its form is formed of negation and of affirmation, so that at the time of

the flowing of this speech on his tongue, the zakir is present (alive to God) and pre-

serveth conformity between the heart and the tongue.

As to negation, he regardeth the existence of hadis wholly "with the glance of

fana
; as to affirmation, the existence of kadim with the eye of baka.

By repeating this creed (La ilaha, &c., &c.) the form of tauhidr eposeth in his

heart; its root is established in his heart, its branches are extended to the soul.

At this time, zikr becometh the necessary quality of the heart
,

aid is

nuous. To it, at times of lassitude, the zikr of the tongue of languor n et no pa
,

after that, it reacheth a place where zikr becometh enjew'elled in t e eart.

The zakir in zikr
;
the zikr in the heart ;

the heart in mazkur (the origin of zikr,

God) become effaced.

At this stage, if the form of the phrase of tauhid (which is the

become effaced from the outward face of the heart, to the inward face of the heart its

truth is joined. The meaning of this is hal.

Zikr, zakir and mazkur are one.

B»l for the “ middle ine " aeeidmty in the reciting of the ^nrhn after the perform-

ance of divine precepts is best.

Verily that speciality (that to “the first one” from assiduity in zikr appeareth)

becometh acquired from reading the IKuran with other specia i les as
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the glory of the qualities (of God), the various spiritual truths, the subtleties of

understanding and tie truths of knowledge,——by readings of various Kuranic

verses.

To "the last one," to whom the light of zikr may have become his innate qua-

lity,—excellent, is the reading (of the Kuran) ;
and perfect, the act of prayer (salat).

Because this form of prayer is a devotion completel}* comprehending, wherein are

comprehended

akr.

tilawat reading.

Uinshii’ humility (of the limbs).

Uluzfi’ „ ( „ heart).

As long as nafs is in obedience,—in it, is concordance with the heart.

The aid of the soul of propinquity, the proclaiming, the delight of society, and

the need of forms of prayer become joined to the prayer-mat.

In it, perseverance is best.

If on account of it, an abhorrence should appear in nafs, the descending from pray-

ing to reading is best ; for reading in comparison with praying is easy.

If reading end in weariness, the descending from it to zikr is best.

For perseverance in respect to zikr merely, and the repeating of light phrase is

easier to nafs than the preservation of words weighty and of varied signification.

If languor fall upon the zikr of the tongue,—^best is assiduit}' in zikr of the heart

—which they call murakaba (fearful contemplarion), that is, considering the manifesta-

tions of God—in respect to his own state.

If as to murakaba languor chance, he may rest awhile his limbs and senses ;
and

in sleep give ease.

Thus from nafs, fatigue may depart ; and, again with pleasure, he ma\- advance

to deeds.

Verily it is unfit that, with detestation and compulsion, he should engage nafs in

a work (whereby it may be vexed and the power whereof it hardly* hath).

The possessor of ^^ilwat should devote all his time to these readings, so that the
path of hidden events may be disclosed.

The dreams of the men of Khilvat.

V. s.

midst of zikr, it sometimes happens to men of ^ilvat that, from things
elt (this world) they become concealed (in unconsciousness); and that to them become
revealed, as to the sleeper truths of hidden matters. It, the sufis call waki’a (dream

)^.
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sciout^) tittSetgXTli!! unT„”cb
'''" “"

some°f£l “"« ‘rue end

In most wakai’ and manamat, nafs is partner with the rah (soul) • and fn =«absolute (alooe).. Truth is the quality of rh^, and falsehood oroafr
’

'

in
oneness of soul by contemplating mysteries.n the state of freedom from the gloomy thoughts of the body.

® “Tater.es

Waki a and manam are divided into three parts ;
—

I. Free revelation (kashf).

’-Iv
®y® of the free soul, by the imagination, a person, in sleep (khwab) or inwaki a (dream) contemplateth the state of things which is yet in the hidden.

Aster that, even as he may have seen, it happeneth in the material world. But to the beholder

If • t? -
account of its concealment from outward sense, the order of the hidden.

If in feJjwab (sleep), a person seeth that a certain spot containeth hidden treasure} and on
searching findeth it,—it is kashf-i-mujarrad (pure revelation).

If this meaning fall to the understanding
(a) by way of manifestation, it is “ the vision of the soul.”
(i) by invisible messengers, „ « the ear „ „

Once in Baghdad was a darvish, who took the path of reliance on God
; and

c osed the path of question. One day great need befell him
; and he wished to beg.

Becoming penitent, he said

-

Much time in reliance on God, I have passed ; that reliance, shall I now reject?

That night, in ^wab, he beheld a vision :

—

An inrisible messenger said :—In a certain place is deposited a blue rent Idjirka wherein
are folded gold filings. Take it ; and expend upon thy need.

When out from sleep he came, he found it to be even so.

This ^wab, they call true ruya, a (dream) which is a part of prophecy.

For, in the beginning of prophecy, every khwSb (dream) that Muhammad beheld
came true.

In this kind (of dream), is no falsehood; for, to the wise, after proof given by the
traditions of the prophets, the sense in this revelation is a proof.

After separation from the body, the soul knoweth even of the small things heard
ahd seen of this world.

The soul's knowledge is not restricted to small matters in respect to the outward
a ad the inward senses. Nay, from the use of the outward senses, gain occurreth. By
a, in the free state from the body, it discovereth the form of things felt. From using

tfie vision, in it becometh painted the eye
;
from using the hearing, the ear.
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2 . Imaginary revelations from kinds of naum and waki’a.

In khwab or in waki'a, the soul beholdeth some of the things hidden
; and in it,

through connection with the soul, nafs dlsplayeth partnership.

On the soul, by the power of imagination, nafs putteth the garment of a form fit

for things felt; and thus beholdeth it.

In waki’a, the murid-warrior seeth that he is in contest with the lion, and wild

beasts ;
with serpents and scorpions

;
and with kuffar.

The true shai^ knoweth that nafs is with him in strife ; and its meaning he

seeth to be :

—

(fl) in the form of wild beasts, violence.

(6) „ ,, serpents and scorpions, enmity.

(c) „ „ kuffar, disobedience and separation (from God’s mercy).

If he see that he travelleth deserts and wastes, passeth over rivers and seas, as-

cendcth in the air, or passeth over the fire—the shaikh knoweth that he travelleth the

stages of lust
;
and beholdeth him in the form of the elements (the four natures).

If he see that from the qualities of a

clayey,
j

airy,

watery, I fiery.

nature, something passeth, the imaginary power giveth it glory to the dreamer’s eye
in the fancy-garment of travelling:-^

over wastes,
j

in the air,

„ seas, 1
over fire.

The natures are :

—

parsimony,

slothfulness,

ignorance,

Clayey—
iniquity,

darkness,

foulness

;

haste to society,

union with wicked lusts,

.acceptance of change and of

Watery

—

forgetfulness,

inclination to sleep';

effect of society,

Airy—
irthnntion to lust,

j

haste to change from state to state

;

\:reat grief, I

Fiery—
anger.

j

desire for rank,

pride, I exaltation.

The la^t ."»tagc of the stages of nafs, over which he passeth is this.
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If it be revealed to him, Ive seeth :

—

(fl) the soul’s truth in the form of the sun.

(i) „ hc.’irt’s „ „ „ moon.

(c) >1 » qualities „ „ constellation.

Every truth that is revealed to him, he seeth in a suitable fancy-garment.

Hence, this is called:—kashf-i-mul^ayyal (fancied revelation).

In this, is possibility of falsehood but not of pure falsehood
;
for it is not void of

the soul’s understanding.

If in the state of the soul’s understanding, sensual thoughts join not with the

souHsh* understanding ; and the imaginary power clothe not the soul with the fancy-

garment,—that waki’a, or J^wab, is all true.

If some of the sensucal thoughts join with the soulish* understanding ;
and the

imaginary power clothe all with the fancy-garment,—some are true, some false.

The dream interpreter freeth the soulish truths of understanding from the im-

purity of sensual thoughts; and interpreteth.

3. Pure fancy, when sensual thoughts have superiority over the heart, whereby

the rub (soul) is veiled from considering the hidden world.

In the state of naum and wa^i'a, those thoughts become more powerful. Each

oue, the imaginary power clotheth with the fancy-garment, ‘.''=

thoughts is seen by the eyes of the imaginary power ;
and its deceit becometh clean

Thus that one who ever hath the thought of finding treasure and who in

khwsb seeth that
'r"^.":/LfLirAeTrTdorrd,-^^ shaiki knoweth

acceptance of him, and seeth in

^ lust’s desire, which on its beholder hath
that this manifestation is only the result 01 luai. ,

become depicted.

If he calleth it vain desire ;
or—

(a) in khwab, azghas-i-ablam, confused un-interpre a e

(b) in waki’a, false dream.

In these, the truth never appeareth, Xtlt'fan
partnership with rah (soul), the composer of thosethoognts.

The conditions of true wSki’a (dream)
"

(t) the being immersed in
f'^o/deSe from the observance of others.

(./) the existence of sincerity and freedom of desire

to. five, ctincere man, becometh “fancied revela-

Possibly, free fancy, in respec o
presence, the ruh (soul)

tion"; and, by
of the fancy of nafs.

of revelation becometh transmitte

Then becometh true waki’a, and capable o m erpre a
^

H 2* Ruljani, soulish.
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In all states, waki'a with iiaum is similitude,—except when free fancy (^ayal

i-mujarrad) in ^wab is not proved. In waki’a, free fancy may be proved.

It is evident that in waki’a and manam, truth occurreth and also falsehood. In

other manifestations, truth is impossible
;
because there is naught save “ free reve-

lation (kashf-i-mujarrad)
*’

Free revelation is :

—

() in mukashafa in the state of wakefulness.

() in l^wab or in waki’a, in the state of being hidden from things felt.

In mukashafa, the soul’s understanding is attached to what is :

—

(0) either in the hidden world.

(1) or „ material „

In the first case, its appearance in the material world,

() is impossible such as ;

—

paradise, the preserved tablet,

hell, »» pfin of creation,

God’s throne and seat,

() is possible in the natural form as—possible events, necessary of acquirement, the form

whereof shall not, in the hidden world, have yet been manifested.

(c) is possible in an accidental form —
angels.

souls free from the body.

To Muhammad, Jibra,U used to appear iu the human form, sometimes as a

divine inspiration and sometimes as a desert-dweller, as in the Hadis of ^Umar:

—

Once a desert-dweller with white raiment and very black hair saluted Muhammad, and
sat close to him, knee to knee. Of Islam, of faith and of bounty he asked Muhammad
and heard his reply.

When he disappeared, Muhammad said to the companions
Know ye who this asker is ?

They said

God knoweth and His prophet.

He said

It was Jibra,il who came from God to teach you the dogmas of faith.

In this form, 'Umar and the other companions beheld him.

Then it became known that the form was not the result of imaginary power
otherwise every one, according to contrariety of state, would have seen it in a differ-
ent form as the semblance of free soul-

fa) in separation from the body
t^) SI attachment to „ ,,

^gels aud of free souls In tbe human form is an accidental
orm. e manifestation of their natural (spiritual) state is, save in the hidden world,
impossible.
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In every way that they desire, they make semblance of the human form, as is

stated in the hadis and in the verified speech of holy shai^s.

In the second case, we have the following instances

{a) Muhammad’s beholding the masjid of Jerusalem, when he returned from

the mi’raj* (ascent to the highest heaven).

The infidels denied this tale and said ;—If truly thou speakest, say how
many columns there are in that remote masjid (of Jerusalem) ?

In hal, it became revealed
;
from his gaze the world uprose; he counted its

columns
;
and gave the information.

(If) They asked Muhammad to give some news of a kafila near unto Sham.

The veil being lifted, Muhammad saw that the kafila had reached to a dis-

tance of one stage from Makka.

He said

Early in the morning, the kafila will arrive. Even so it did.

(c) Once at Madina, 'Umar Khattab was on the Mimbar reading the ^utba after

he had sent SSriya with an army to Nihazar.

Suddenly, in the midst of the khutba. he went into mukashafa and saw that,

against him, the enemy had made an ambush.

He cried out :

—

0 Sariya
!

(go) to the mountain.

Sariya heard
;
went to the mountain ;

and gained the victory.

The ShaiWiu-l-Islam—ShaiaiShahabu-d-Dln 'Umar bin Muhammad-i-Sahrwardi

*—telleth many a tale like unto these.

The true murid is he whose khilvat is not weakened by the desire for semblances

of these revelations and miracles ,
and whose spirit is not restricte to eir acquisi

tion.

For to the rahabln (Christian monks) who are not on the highway of thesharl at

and of the sunnat of Islam, this kind of revelation is not wit e

This kashf (revelation) is naught save deceit; for, in its wajd. the rahabin are

daily prouder and further from the path of salvation.

If in the path of the tme and the sincere, this kashf fall, it is a miradej for it is

the cause of strengthening of certainty, and of increase o evo lo

* See the ^uran P. D; xvii, i, gS i
Clarke's translation of the Sikandar Nama-I-Nizlml, canto 4-
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On ’ilm (knowledge).

II. I.

*Ilm is alight from the candle of prophecy in the heart of the faithful slave where-

by he gaineth the path

—

{a) to God.

{b) „ the work of God.

(c) „ „ order „

*Ilm is the special description of man : from it, is excluded the understanding of

his sense, and ^akl (reason).

'Ay is a natural light, wherebj^ becometh distinguished good from evil.

The 'aM that distinguisheth between the good and evil :

—

() of this world is an 'aid that belongeth to the kafir as well as to the faithful.

(5) of the next world is an ’akl that belongeth only to the faithful.

Tim is special to the faithful
;
'ilm and 'akl are necessary' for each other.

The eye of 'aW (of the next world) is luminous with the light of guidance ;
and

anointed with the kuhl of the sharl’at. In its essence, it is one; but it has two

forms.

(fl) One in respect of the Creator. Its meaning is the *ald of guidance, special to the faith-

ful.

() One in respect of the created. Its meaning is the *ald of livelihood.

For people of faith and for seekers of God and of the next world, “ the 'akl of

livelihood " is obedient to “ the 'akl of guidance.”

WTienever these two 'akls agree, they credit “the 'akl of livelihood;” and accord-

ing to exigency act : whenever they disagree, they discredit it, and to it pay no atten-

tion.

Thus, to the seekers of God, the man of this world ascribe weak 'akl.

eth not that outside their 'akl is another 'akl.

He know-

Tlm is of three kinds :

—

i. *ilm-i-tauhid, knowledge of the unity of God
ii. *ilni-i-ma*rifat, ,, „ „ work „ „

in respect of annihiladon.

„ creatiom

„ propinquity (to God)
9f distance (from God),

maldng alive.

9. putting to death.
,

iv. *ilm of the orders of the shari’at of orders and of prohibitions.

in respect of dispersing.

3,
assembling.

„ reward.

„ punishment-

„ other things.
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Each one of these three paths hath a separate traveller. The traveller of

(ii) the fir*.! pntli is ihc *• sngc of God.” In his ’ilm, are, without opposition, included the

other t«o ’ilms.

(h) the second p.nlii is the ** sage of the next world.” In his ’ilm, is, without opposition, in-

cluded the 'ilm of the shari’nt.

(e) ll'.c third path is the ** sage of this world.” Of the other two ’ilms, no knowledge is his.

If he had possessed it, he would have brought it into use. For the decline of good deeds

is the result of dcft'Cl of faith. If he had had his heart with God j and belief in the next

world, he would not h.avc passed below the doing of good deeds.

The sages of Gotl have, with reason and conviction, faith in the unity of God
;

in

the next world ;
and in the work of God.

Obedient to the orders of Isliim, are

-

the first ones (near to God).

„ sufis

The sages of the next world, despite their belief in the next world, have a

share (as much .as is needed) of the knowledge of Islam
;
and employ it. They

arc :

—

frt) the abrar (the pious).

(A) „ companions of the right hand.

The sages of this world h.ive no share at all except the outward knowledge of

Islam, which they have gained by being taught. What they have learned, they use

not. Through defect of faith, they are not secure from passing into deeds, prohibit-

cd and detested. They arc

(fl) the companions of ihc left hand.

lb) ,, wicked ones of men. * r

(0
“ ages o( sin, upon whom have dcscondaith™! upon threat ot God, wralk.

In thn account of the nti'rdi* (the night-nscent to the highest heaven), it is said

of Muhammad :— , , j • ^ ivu.. »..«

I p.isscd by a crowd, whose lips they had
"'j

J dnSs^an^ prohibited from badness

;

ye 7 They cried : - We are those who ordered for gooaness, anu pr

and yet to badness we ourselves proceeded. (Hadis.)

_ , V f at. „ world is none: worse than the sage
Better than the sage of God and of the nex »

of this world, none. (Hadis.) .

_ , , r cake naught is more profitable
;
when for

Than ’ilm, when they seek it for God s sake, naug

the world’s sake, naught greater loss.
, , , ,ai i. a

’Ilm is like to torfo”h™ours‘ the ^wer’J0“*^;
perament is firm and quarters ot the ooay

* See p. 53 (1°°^ note).
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and that are, as regards the sick, Avhose temperament is declining and quarters of

the body filled with humours, the source of disease.

In its own nafs, ’ilm is a useful food, the cause of the expanding of nafs and of

the heart, on the condition,—

that the follower is not infirm of desire, and of temperament ; nor in love for the world ; nor a turner

from God.

When the temperament of the heart turneth in love to the world ; and the parts

of existence become filled with low humours, 'ilm becometh the cause of increase of

desire, of pride, of haughtiness, of hate, and of the rest.

For the destruction of this great deceit, there is naught

—

(a) save when that ’ilm, which is the guide of salvation, becometh the cause of destruction.

[b) save when that sage by whom the captives of the leader of desire gain freedom, becometh

foot-bound in the snare of desire.

In nafs profitable 'ilm

—

increaseth piety. 1 inflameth the fire of love and desire.

„ humility. I increaseth non-existence.

It is the aid of life
;
its severance from the heart is putting to death. Thus have

spoken Fath-i-Musili and Amiru-l-Mumunin, All.

In nafs, noxious ’ilm increaseth

—

pride.
I

presumption,

haughtiness.
|

desire for the world.

Profit from 'ilm appeareth to that one, who displayeth the service of resolution,

not the following of license as Abu Yazid-i-BistamI hath said.

In the midst of men the existence of the sage of God is God's best favour
;
his

being hidden, the absence of God’s favour, and the source of the darkness of kufr

and of error.

On ma’rifat (deep knowledge).

HI. I.

Ma’rifat signifieth the recognizing of the abridged 'ulum (knowledge) in detail

is the knowing how each agent (of word or of meaning) acteth.

Jna*rifat-i-nahw

is the recogniang of every agent in detail^ at the time of readings without either delay

or consideration and its use in its place.

ta*rif-i-nahw

is the recognising of the agent by thought.
To be careless of this (despite the ’ilm-i-nahw) is a blunder.
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The raa^rifat of God is dependent upon and bound up with the ma’rifat of the

nafs. Ma'rifat of God signifieth :

—

The recognising of the nature and the qualities of God in the form of detailed circumstances, of

accidents, of calamities, after that it shall (in the way of abridgment) have become known that

He is the True Existence and the Absolute Agent.

The possessor of the Mlm-i-tauhid seeth in the form (of details, of dreams, and of

state)

of loss

„ profit

„ prohibition

I’ gift

„ contraction

„ expansion

the causer of loss

„ profit

„ prohibition

9f g*ft

„ contraction

„ expansion

who is God.

9f

II

91

91

91

And recognizeth them without delay
;
him, they call Arif.

If at first he be careless of ma’rifat, and soon present (alive to it) becometh ;
and

in the form of* different powers, recognizeth the Absolute Agent,—him, they call

Muta^rrif.

If he be wholly careless, and (despite his ^ilm) recognizeth not God in form, in

means, in links
;
and to means assigneth the effects of deeds—him, they call—

sahi, negligent, or g^afil careless.

lahf, playful.

mushrik, secret believer in partnership with God.

For instance, if he explaineth tauhid (the unity of God) and in its sea immerseth

himself—>and another, in the way of denial, refuseth him, saying

Not the essence of hal « this speech; ’tis the result of thought and of consideration.

he grieveth and becometh enangered.

He knoweth not that his grieving is a proof of the truth of

otherwise he would have recognized the Absolute Agent m the form of this denial , a

against the denier would not have gathered angej:.
^ ^

In ma'rifat of nafs, every unapproved quality (which

at the time when at the very beginning in nafs, it appeaxet^ ^
itexercisethcaution,—him, they cairarif; otherwise mutabrrif g:. •

If in detail the abridged ’ilm he knoweth not,-him, they call ghafil (care

To him, this ’ilm is a source of loss.
, . • r

If by 'ilm, he knoweth that pride is ®

this appeareth, he fleeth into the screen of humbling himself-so that, recoin g

quality in himself, his nafs may not again be with outw a p

This, they call the ma^rifat of nafs. 2
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—

(a) the ’Srif, is riza (agreement) with God’s decrees.

{4)- „ muta’arrif, patience in respect of God,

(e) I* ghaiiij detestation and perturbation.

The ma’rifat of God hath degrees

i. every effect that he gaineth, he knoweth to be from the Absolute Agent (God).

ii. „ „ that appeareth from the Absolute Agent, he kno\vcth to be result of a certain

quality of His.

iii. in the glory of every quality, he recognisoth God’s purpose.

iv. the quality of the ’ilm of God, he recogniseth in his own ma’rifat ; and expclleth himself

from the circle of ’ilm, of ma’rifat, and of existence.

Greater the degrees of pfopiiiquity (to God),—more apparent, the effects of

God's grandeur.

By ignorance,* 'ilm is generally acquired; the ma’rifat of subtlety becometh

greater; astonishment on astonishment increaseth; and from the ”arif ariseth the cry

—

Increase in me astonishment at Thee.

This is all the ’ilm of ma’rifat, not ma'rifat
;
because ma’rifat is a matter of rap-

ture the explanation whereof is defective, but its preface is 'ilm.

Then without 'ilm, ma'rifat is impossible
;
’ilm without ma’rifat, disaster.

’Ilm and ma’rifat have some forms.

i. ’ilm-i-ma’rifat.

ii. ma’rifat>i-’ilm.

iii. ’ilm-i-ma’rifat-i-ma’rifaL

The last form, is the perfection of form.

On Hal (mystic state) and Wlakam (stage).

IV. I.

In the opinion of sufis, hal signifieth a hidden event that, from the upper world,

sometimes descendeth upon the heart of the holyi traveller and goeth and cometh,

until the divine attraction draweth him from the lowest to the loftiest stage,

Makam signifieth a degree of the Path that cometh in the way of the holy travel-

ler’s foot ; becometh the place of his staying
; and declineth not.

Hal (which relateth to the zenith) cometh not in the traveller's sway ;
in its sway,

is the traveller,

Makam \which relateth to the nadir) is the place ot the traveller’s sway*

Till one knoweth one’s ignorance, ’ilm (knowledge) cannot be acquired*
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The sufis have said :

—

The Ml is a gift (mauhab) } the tnaklm an acquisition (kasb).

Void of the entrance of hal, is no makam ;
separate from union with ma^m, is

no hal.

As to hal and makam, the source of contention of holy shai^s is that some

call this hal
;
and some makam. For all makams are at the beginning hal, and at the

end makam, as

taub.-i, penitence.

muMsiba, calling one’s self to account.

murakaba," fearful contemplation.

Each one is at the beginning a hal in change and in decline
;
and when by propin-

quity to kasb (acquisition), it becometh makam, all the hal are lightened by makasib

(acquisitions) and all the makam by mawahib ^ifts).

In hal, the gifts arc outward, the acquisitions inward : in makam, the acquisitions are outward,

the gifts inward.

The shaikhs of Khurasan have said :

—

Hal is the heritage of deeds.

Hence the word of ^All ibn-i-AbI Talib

The path of union with hal (which through superioritj- relateth to the heavens) ask not of me.

The makams are

tauba, penitence,

zuhd, austerity.

sabr, patience,

and others.

These are the means of the descent of hal.

Weth „eiU..r

and effaced becometh. If it be left, it becometh the Mdiju n nafe

(i) tot » long .sit is not left, itfe not pi.

which like lightning flasheth and expireth is not tru y .

TUs is the religious order of
ShaittShahaba.d.DIn-i.SaImrar,tt

, r fh#. source of hadisu-n-nafs. Its source is

It is said that if hal be ^
. t^ong nafs seizeth ;

to nafs, strong hal

a weak hal, which, at the time of glittering, strong

never becometh accustomed.
^

Every event that like lightning glittereth, and in hal expire

they call in sufl-idiom ;

—

la, ih evident

lamih

tali’*

glittering

arising

tarik

badih

exploding.

apparent.

* See p. 69.
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Its manifestation is followed by concealment. Thus hath said Abu 'Usman

Hairi.

This hinteth at perpetual riza (contentment), and doubtless riza is of all hals

then perpetual hal is unnecessary for hadisu-n-nafs.

Is the amending of a makam (which is his foot-place) before ascending to a

higher stage^ possible or not ?

Junid hath said

Possible it is before the first hal is finished for a slave to advance to a higher hal. Thence

he gaineth information of the first lial ^nd amendeth it.

Abdu-l-lah Ansar! hath said

Impossible is the amending of any makam till from a higher makam the holy traveller looketh

into the lower niakam, of it gaineth information, and it amendeth.

* Shaikh Shahabu-d-Din-i-Sahrwardi hath said :

—

Impossible is advance to a higher makam before amending the makam (which is his foot-

place), But before advancing, there descendeth from the higher makam, a hal whereby

his makam becometh true. Hence his advance from makam to makam is by God’s

sway and of His gift—not of his own acquisition.

So long as from the low to the lofty, advance approacheth not ; from the lofty to the low,

no hal descendeth.

In the Hadis, is the imputing of the slave's approach to God; and of God's ap-

proach to the slave.

On Tauhid (unity of God), and Zat (existence of God).
I. 2.

The ’Ulama of sufi,ism who through being detached from affairs, have gained union

with the wine of 'ilm
;
the step of whose souls and hearts hath become firm ; the eye

of whose vision by the light of beauty of eternity without beginning hath become
anointed,—know, see and find by the path of 'ilm-i-yakin, established proof, of kashf

(revelation), of seeing, of gauk (delight), and of wajd (ecstasy).

Witness, do they bear that no person nor thing is worthy of being worshipped
save the one God, the God of unity, the Eternal, pure (void) of parent, of offspring, of

aid
;
pure (void) of resemblance, of equal, of wazir and of counsellor.

Neither in opposition to His order, is an opposition
;
nor in the government of

His realm, an enemy.

Ever is described His ancient existence by unity
; and known by singularity.

Expelled from His holiness and purity, are the qualities of accidents,

—

^

of form, similitude, union, separation, association, descent, issue, entrance, change, decline, alter-
ation. and translation.
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From the understanding of the reading of men’s thoughts, the perfection of His
beauty and the l»cauly of His perfection (un-connected with the beauty of His singu-

larity)—-free
;
from the trouble of the clothing of ?akrs, the grandeur of His eternity-

free.

In description of Him, narrow is the power of the Avarriors of the plain of elo-

qiicnce; in praise of Hitn, lame is the foot of the chiefs of the plain of ma'rifat.

Than the offering of the senses, than the discussion of conjecture, loftier is the

column of understanding Him ; of the passing of imaginings and the happening of

understandings, void i.s the honour-plain of His ma'rifat.

In the beginning of Mis ma’rifat, is no guide save astonishment and perturbation

to the pure ones of Lord-^hip, who arc at the limit of reason ; in the splendour of the

light of His grandeur is no path save blindness and ignorance to the vision of the

po.sfcssors of Sight.

If thou say :

—

He hath crc.'itcd His abode,—where .*

The answer is r—
(In the pl.ncc oO—He.

Ifthousav:

—

(Msiblc) to the eye, brorjglit He time,—when 1

The answer i.s

(At the time of)—He,

If thou say :

—

Resemblance and sufficiency made Ho—how 7

The answer is ;

—

(By means of)—He.

No limit hath Ho. Within this limit, are comprehended—eternity without be-

ginning and eternity without end ;
toldcd in the told of His plain, are eaislence and

dwelling (the universe) ,
in His beginning, all boginnmgs-lhe end ;

in His ending,

all endings, the beginning ; in His outwardness, the oat^rd manifestation of things,

the inwafd
; in His inwardkoss, the intvard parts of worlds the outward ,

in His eter-

nity without beginning, the collection of eternities
°

(hsdi,) ; in Hi? 0ter?ity without end, all eternities without end, only an event

(muhdas). .

From whatever is contained in reason, in understanding, in the senses, in con-

lecture,—exempted and free is the nature o t e or .

For these all were mnlidasdt (accidents); save undei^tanding muhdas (acadent),

muhd;!s can do naught
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The argument of His existence is His existence
; the proof of His witnessing is

His witnessing.

Naught save the beauty of eternity without beginning is the bearer of the beauty

of eternity without beginning. In this stage the limit of understanding is weakness.

To the substance of the understanding of Wahid (unity of God), save Wahid

—

no muwahhid (professor of unity) can reach.

Where his understanding is ended, there is the limit of his understanding not of

Wahid (God).

Who considereth Wahid comprehended in his knowledge, is verily deceived and

presumptuous.

Tauhid is the negation of separation ;
and the affirmation at the limit of collec-

tion.

In the beginning of the tauhid of hal (mention whereof will presently be made),

this description is necessary.

But, possibly, at its end, one in separation may be immersed in collection ; and

in collection, the spectator (with the eye of collection) of separation—as each collec-

tion, or separation, is not a forbidder of the other. In this is the perfection of

tauhid.

Tauhid hath degrees :

—

i. tauhid-i-imani, the tauhid oi faith.

ii. „ *iimi 91 knowledge.

hi. i» hall 91 hal.

iv. ,, ilahi J> Godship.

Tauhid-i-imani is

When (according to the urgency of the order of Quranic verse 'and of the Hadis) the slave

verifieth to his heart, and confesseth with the tongue, as to the singularity of the descrip-

tion of Godship and to the unity of rights of the adored Lord.

This tauhid is the mukhbir (news-bringer) and the belief of sincerity is the kha-
bar (news). Profit from outward film and holding thereto is freedom from open part-

nership
;
turning in the thread (entering the circle) of Islam giveth profit.

Through necessity, with muslims, sufis believe in this tauhid
;
but, in other de-

grees, are separate.

Tauhid is

An ’ilin of benefit from the heart of ’ilm which they call the ’ilm-i«yakin (the knowledge of
certainty),

is such that, inthe beginning of the path of sufi,isni, the slave knoweth, from
the desire of yakin (certainty), that the true existence and absolute Penetrator is none
save the Lord of the world.
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In His ?;it (nature) and qualities, effaced and naught he (by 'ilm) regardeth his

own ?.at and qualities.

The splendour of ever}* nature, he rccogniseth from the light of Absolute Exist-

ence ; and every ray, from the light of the quality of the Absolute (God).

When he gaincth

an ’ilm.

a kttdr.it.

„ desire.

he knoweth them to be the eff»*cl5 of

;

•in 'ilm of God.

a kudrnt ,.

„ desire „

a hearing.

„ seeing.

a he.aring of God.

„ seeing „

Thus for all qualities and deeds.

This degree is of the first degrees of tauhid of the man of speciality and of sufi.-

ism; its preface is joined to the column of tauhid-i-’amm ;
and the semb ance o is

degree, those short of sight call tauhid-i-’ilmi, but verily it is the tauhid-i-rasmi, muti-

lated of the rank of credit.

This tauhid-i-rasmi is such as a person, with desire of

standing, might through reading and hearing, conjecture as t e meaning
_

In Ws n ra..m (impresLn) of the form of

thence, in the midst of argument,

—

since, in him is no effect rom e .a

littercth brainless words.
,,

Taul)id-i-'ilmi, although it is a low degree of the tauhid-i-hali, whercarom e on

traveller with it is a temperament : , ... „

“ Its temperament j»one of tasnim, a fountain wherefrom those near t

is the description of the wine of this tauhid.

, A herause by the effects of the tem-

Hence, its possessor is often in ?.auk
bfecometh lifted. As in

perament of hal, some of the darkness of his 1 P bindeth up,

some changes, he worketh according to the deman o
deed's of God ;

but, in

in the midst, the existence of causes which are ®
®

existence, he becometh
many a hal, by reason of the residue of the

veiled from the demand of his own ’ilm.

In this Unhid, some of the hidden shirk (the giving
'

Tnnh,d-i-hdi, is when the hkl of Unhid becometh the necessary desenBtmn of the

nature of the mu,v,ahhid (prafessor of omty).

Save a little residue in the superiority
• ^ jjd in the light of his hal,

the darknesses of impressions of His -w the light of the constellations

veiled and included (like to the being rolled togeta S

and the light of the sun) becometh the light of ilm-i-tauhia.
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In the stage of existence, in viewing the beauty of the existence of Wahid

(unity), the muw.ahhid becometh so immersed in jam’ (union) that, in the vision ot

his witnessing, naught cometh save the nature of the qualities of Wahid—so much

so that he regardeth tauhid the quality of Wahid not his own quality. This (act of)

regarding (of his) he regardeth His quality.

In this way, his existence falleth like a drop in the pow’er of the dashing waves

of the ocean of tauhid
;
and in jam’ (union) becometh immersed.

The source of

(a) tauhid-i-hali is the light of manifestation.

(J) „ „ ’iimi „ „ murakaba (fearful contemplation).

By tauhid-i-hall, (like to the light of the sun in whose superiority of manifesta*

tion, most parts of darkness rise up and disappear from earth’s surface) become re-

pulsed many of the impressions of humanity.

By tauhid-i-hali most of the hidden shirk (giving companions to God)' ariseth

(to disappear); and from the truth of pure tauhid (wherein all at once the effects and

the impressions of existence vanish) to the special rauw, ahWds in the hal of life some-

times the flash like unto flashing lightning becometh bright, and immediatel)' is extin-

guished.

The residue of other circumstances aideth
;
in this state, the residue of hidden

shirk becometh wholly repulsed
;
outside this degree of tauhid, is possible no other

degree.

By tauhid-i-’ilmi (like to the light of the moon in whose manifestation, parts

of darkness become repulsed and some are left), become up-lifted (to disappear) some
of the impressions of humanity.

The cause of existence of some of the residue of impressions in tauhid-i-hali is

this :

—

On the muw,ahhid’s part not possible is the issuing of the arranging of deeds and the purify-

ing of words; for this reason in the hal of his life, the right of tauhid (as is necessar)-)

becometh not discharged.

Tauhid-i-ilahi is :

—

That whereby in the eternity without beginning of eternities without beginning
by His own nafs, not by the tauhid of another,—God is ever described tvith singu-

larity and qualified with praise.

Now, in praise of eternity without beginning He is wahid and one ;
and thus,

to the eternity without end of the eternities without end, is.

So that to-day it became known that in His own existence, the existence of the

beauty of things vanish.

For the veiled ones, is the promise of beholding this hal (of God) till to-mor-
row (the judgment-day). But for the Lords of vision and for the companions of
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beholding (who have obtained freedom from the restricted places of time and of

abodc}| this promise is cash indeed (immediate).

The honour of His singularity and the wrath of His unity gave not power in

His existence, to other existence.

The right of tauhld is this ; this is the tauhid that is free from the reproach of

defect.

By reason of defect of existence, the tauhld of angels and of man is defective.

Thus, Shaikh AbQ 'Abdu*l-lah Ansarl hath said.

The Affairs of the next world.

I. JO.

The preface to pure ’ilm is true faith.

So long as increase of faith descendeth not into the stages of the hearts of will,

the kafila of ’ilmu-l-yakin (the knowledge of certainty) taketh not down its chattels of

staying in the heart
;
the treading of the path by verification and by seeking the

traces of the prophets, is impossible save by the foot of faith and of submission and

by the guide of love and of reverence; and the effort in desire of advance, without

presemng one’s self from sin by the rope of God and by the sunnat of prophecy, is

error and disaster.

If, with the foot of defective reason and understanding, a person wisheth to

advance from the abyss of ignorance to the summit of ilm, although he may put for-

ward great effort, he sceth himself in the end, at the first place, momently descending

into degrees of loss. ... r

For when tho path with lofty degrees becometh closed, and yet the molwe of

desire is left,-oafs toroeth to decline and rolleth abont m the seventh hell to the

lowest of the low.
, , , , -

As to the hidden world and the “renmstances of the neatwW
i-MaiId,and by the ^Jadis of prophecy have arrived), tt .s tncumbent on every one

to have faith
^ „unkir and nakir, in the assembling and dis-

In the torment of the grave, in the questioning 0 paradise and hell, in the issuing

parsing, in the account and the balance, in the bndge and ?irat, in paraai

of nations (through the intercession of the prophet) from re.

, . , eolf ,,nnn ;i-c

and, not with weak reason and fine nndersUnding, to h^m te one s^elf npon its

interpretation
;
and not to wander

faith), the limit is not the
Becaime.lo respect to ilm-i-iman, the "ge

degree of human understanding. In »t, eve p P

What from revelation they
^ nations (according to their purity)

the faith, which (from the prophets) to the hearts of nations ta b

'“''rionlth a limit beyond which when it passeth, into error it falieta.
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The limit of the five senses is

When things felt by them are apparent and existing as

things seen, things tasted.

„ heard. n touched.

„ smelt.

When out of these something issueth and the understander is in his senses, true is the under-

standing of it :

—

When he perceiveth something not existing (as things comprehended by the distraught),—

not true is the understanding of it. /

The limit of ^iyal (fancy) is :

—

When, after effacement, it regardeth things comprehended of the outward senses. When it

passeth its limit and trieth to comprehend things not perceived,—the fancy is error.

A person heareth the name of one whom he hath never seen; he evoketh a form

purely imaginary. When the hidden becometh present, the imaginary form may, or

may not, be concordant with his (real) form.

The limit of wahm (imagination) is—

-

When out of a form of things perceived he gaineth in part a sense of things not

perceived; as a sheep from seeing the wolf comprehendeth the sense of enmity not

perceived.

When he transgresseth, and imagineth things sensible and spiritual, he falleth in-

to error.

Thus he cannot imagine ruh (the soul) merely from the form of the body as

to :

—

its entering.

„ issuing.

I, union.

its separation.

„ nearness.

„ farness.

He cannot find the limit of the world of bodies.

When beyond it he beginneth imagining, he falleth into error.

The limit of 'akl (reason) is :

—

the understanding of the world of hlkmat ; no path into the world of kudrat is its.

The world of hikmat signifies :

—

The existence of cause. Fortoacausc, the absolute Wise One hath bound every existing thing

in the world of dominion and of witnessing (the world material); and by means of that

cause, h.ath caused to pass the sunnat (the creation of that existence)—not in this sense

that, without that cause, existence is impossible in God*s power. For the arrangement
of the world of hikmat, God hath joined existence to cause. Guardian over the world

of hikmat, they have made reason ; to it not true (is) a power in the world of kudrat (the

creating of something without the means of a cause).

^\ henever out of the world of kudrat, he heareth something, he saith it is not
r-M-on.ablc

; or ordcreth as to its alteration.

He knowclh not that—not inexcused is what is un-rcasonable.

Nni rca<;onable is the existence of the child. Without the seed of the father, the
of it by the mother, its settlement in the womb, and the passing of the

app >intcd lime in the world of hikmat—it cxisteth not.
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But, in the world of kudrat, it is possible and doth occur. As the existence

•

of Adam.

„ Havvii.

• „ ’Is?.

When to the world of kudrat, reason findeth no path, and desireth sway in it,—

-

it fallcth into error.

To explanation, he hasteth saying, the meaning is such and such.

Verily the imputation of ignorance he accepteth not ; and knoweth not whence

is the source of error. If in his own limit (the world of hikmat) he had stood, into

this error he would not have fallen ;
evident it would have been that from the gar-

ment of hikmat one cannot find the world of kudrat save by faith.

Possibly if words like these reach the ear of hypocrites, they will in the way of jest

laugh at the speaker’s reason
;
and name it delirium.

No knowledge have the helpless ones. At them, the man of vision and the

Lords of explanation look with pity; and, at the lowness of their reason and at the

poverty of their understanding, laugh. Like a captive, they are m the world of hikmat

veiled from the world of kudrat.

Like this is the confining of the embryo in the narrow place of the womb.

If, by chance, to it a person were to say :

—

Outside the narrow place of the womb is another world, a great space, a grea rea

n land, a sun, a moon, and other things.

Never would the imagining and the reasoning of it appear true ^ve y ai

Even so the dwellers of the narrow world of hikmat cannot
^ olace^f the

circumstances of the world of Irudrat until man’s soul from the na

womb of the world of hikmat cometh to the space of
,^/birth ”* even as ’Isa

or by the death of nature and of will which they call “ the second birth, even

hath written.
, tj^ey see ;

so long as

Before faith, whatever they have accepted, only y Y

the veil of humanity is not uplifted, only the eye
faith), one cannot find

To-day save by the power of inward taste (w ic

.he (delight) ol the limit of (thie given^ ^phe^ ^ ^
There is a crowd in whom that power is not created ,

possible; and a crowd in whom this povver is
. and in their

But, by the power of sickness of desire, y

paiate, the food of truths, iike the -ilm of faith, appeareth bitter.

On aii men.of faith, it is incumbent by repdliog the deceit

by rsising the faid, of Sint
ofme..ofermrtendbypreh,ton.«tt=po» bjgh-

The shari’at of Muhammad 5 posted on* of the Lord of both tvorlde

way; theseai (iast) of the sent ones
;
"a |„ „nes, pure ones, martyred ones)

With SO many thousands of troops of nations [ y , f



hath gone on that highway and swept it of thorn, of rubbish, of doubt, and of suspi-

cion
;
hath established knowledge of it and of its stages

;
hath left behind a trace of

every pace
;
hath established an alighting place at every stage

;
hath for the repelling

of the robbers of the path sent the guide of resolution as fellow-traveller.

If a strange surveyor claimeth that the path is not straight, and inviteth the people

to another path,—his word should not be regarded ;
and for its repelling, the aid of the

true faith is of the number of ordinances and of requisites.

The men of deceit and of error are a crowd who outwardly wear the robe of Islam
;

and towards Islam inwardly keep concealed kufr and hate
; outwardly mix with the

men of Islam
;
show themselves to the people as verified ’ulama and confirmed hukama

;

instruct in the eternity of this world and in the denial of the resurrection
;
regard the

’ulama and the shai^s of Islam as the enemy *, and (because by the light of their

’ilm, their own hiding and dark places become discovered) render contemptuous their

form.

The God-like ’ulama are the stars of the sky of sharl’at
;

it, they ever keep pre-

served from the sway of shaitans of men. Their luminous breath like to the pene-

trating meteor pelteth those (the shaipns of men) concealing and carrying off the

mysteries of the sharl'at
;
keepeth them on every side perturbed and restless

;
and

repelleth from the people their deceitful wickedness.

Wherever these men of deceit gain sway, they make the people shun the ’ulama ;

begin in the souls of those ready, satanic sway, and (by iniquity of faith, and by

the cutting off of the link of Islam from the order of man) the ruining of their faith
;

turn the pure simple heart from the purity of nature
; conceal themselves behind the

shield of Islam
;
make sure the arrow of treachery and of loss at the butt of faith and •

of religion
;
and secretly, with courteous glance, call man to destruction.

They are the enemies of faith, the brothers of shaitan
; ignorant of rules, the causer

of injuries.

Before the Lord of both worlds, no devotion hath such a lofty degree as the repel-

ling of this crowd and the uplifting of the foundations of their deceit and hypocrisy.

The men of submission (to repel these men of deceit and error) are :

—

() men of kudrat (power).

() w ’ilm (knowledge).

The men of kudrat act :

—

by way of slaughter and of rapine; of chastisement and punishment ; of denial and of banish-
ment.

The men of ’ilm act ;

—

by manifesting deceit, hj-pocrisy and heresy.

Who, on one of these two ways, hath power, is by it ordered : by accepting it, re-
warded

;
and by abandoning it, requited.
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Mlm-i-Kiyam (knowledge of God’s standing as the slave’s

observer).

II. 5-

In the opinion of the sQfis, 'ilm-i-kiyam signifieth :

—

A special Mlm, wherein, in all movings and restings, outward and inward, the slave

secth God standing over him and obser\nng him,

This sense is from the Kuran.

Hence, the slave keepeth himself adorned, outwardly and inwardly, with the

garment of rules agreeing with the orders of God, and separated from the garment of

opposition (to Him).

This is a precious *ilm which, in sQfi,istic idiom, they call

'ilm-i-murakaba.*

Who maketh it his inward habit, becometh delighted with all exalted raakams and

precious hals ; the reverence and the fear of God become his teacher in all affairs as

Muhammad hath said.

Sahl Abdu-l-lah Tastarl mostly ordered his murids by this Mlm of precept ;
and

said:t—
Void of four things, be j’C not.

i. ’ilm-i-Wyam, that ye may-, in every hal, witnesser and observer of you,-see God.

u. the service of devotion, that ye may ever keep yourselves established in confirmity with de-

votion to Him. ^ ...

iii. constantly ask God for the aid of His grace in respect of these two things, (1, u •

iv. persevere in these three things till death ; for, in these four things, are e goo o ,

the next, world ; and happiness inwardly and outwardly.

'Ilm-i-kiyam is the zikr of the heart at the time of motion limbs and resolution of

the heart in* respect to

(a) kiyam, on himself.

(&) shuhud-i-liakk, »

So that in contorraity with that ordered, the motion and the reaolution may be.

This they call ;

—

(fl} z/ikr-i-fariza, the z-ikr of God’s ordinance.

(6) „ „ zabkn, „ the tongue.

(c) „ „ fa?;ilat, „ excellence.

fe no. torn , m-day b In th. nsonim ot death.

• See pp. 59, 64, 86,

1

14’
, ..

t To the end, is 'Abdu-l-lah s discourse.
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The safety and the salvation of the people is in their being engaged in the ord-

inance of the time ('ilm-i-kiyam), with the practice of the pleasurable deed. Because,

in this hal, theirs can be :

—

breathing. I
rest,

doing anything.
1

favour.

Than other ’ilms, this ’ilm is :

—

more dear

„ strange

„ profitable.

Yours the service of that in surety whereof are included perpetual country and

constant favour.

Who perpetually seeketh this fortune without preface, maketh severance of con-

nections
;
without shunning the society of strangers, patience as to the opposition of

nafs appeareth not.

Mlm-i-hal (knowledge of the mystic state).

II. 6.

Of the special sufi,istic ^ilms, one is

^ilm-i-hal.

•which consisteth—

in regarding the heart and considering the mystery of that state (which is between the slave

and the Lord) by equalling the increase and the loss; by levelling powerfulness and

feebleness by the touch-stone of proof, so that by observing truths and by preser%ang rule

he may establish hal.

For, there is a rule for every hal in respect to its own nafs, according to :

—

(fl) the time.

[b) „ makam.

Thus from the hal of riza, in respect to its nafs, is a rule,—the rest of nafs.

As to the calamities arising from God’s order, according to the time when
calamity

(fl) increaseth is a rule,-«the performance of thanks so long as the increase of the hal of riza

and the folding of nafs in the folds of despair are not confirmed until the quality of

independence and of pride becometh not evident.

(6) ceaseth is a rule—asking God for help so that He maj^ open the door of advance and of

increase; may preserve nafs from motion; and (for desire of increase) may into the

slave*s heart, bring a desire shauk-exciting, and a shauk, affliction-mixing.

h or the increase of the hal of riza is another order and rule in the stage-
fa) of concordance (with the orders of God),—riza and joy.

(6) of opposition,— denial and grief.
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In each of these two stages, contrary to the rule of increase, is a rule for the
decrease of the hnl of ri?a.

Who regrardeth the form of liis own state between him and the Lord, according to its rule,
according to c\“cry time and stage, is preserved ; and, to the maturity of perfection and to the
stage of men {dewted to God), rcachclh.

Who IS cirticss of it is not secure of the robbers of t!ic Path. This is an employment wherein if

his life be expended, not discharged is its due.

The holy travellers of this Path arc separate according to difference of power of
c.apacity and of weakness thereof.

Some, in their nafs, know this difference of circumstances (joy and sorrow) and

thereby discriminate between their increase and decrease.

Momently, in respect of a former moment they discover the difference of

their hfil.

Some discover this change at times; some in hours; some in days.

Sahl Abdu-1-lali-i-Tast.ari hath said ;

—

Safety, the sla\‘c gaincth not, save when lie is learned in his hal and forgetteth it not; and, by
it, is obedient to God.

They asked Stiying :

—

What is the 'ilm*i-hal 7

He said :
—

Whose state with God is the abandoning of will and the negation of desire, ever regardeth this

b.ll according to exigency; and ever abandoneth design ;
whenever in himself, he hndeth

inclination to .a plan, he dcniclh it ; what knowetli he but that it is the repeller of his hal.

Sahl hath by the abandoning of will made the speciality of the 'ilm-i-hal; because

loftier than it, is no htal.

Mlm-i-yakTn (knowledge of certainty).

II. g.

’Ilm-i-yakin (the knowledge of certainty) signifietli—

The revelation of the light of hakikat in the state of concealment of humanity by the evidence of

wajd (ecstasy) and of ?auk (delight), not by the guidance of hkl (reason) and hadis (report).

They call this light

(a) beyond the veil,—the light of faith.

(b) through „ „ yakin.

Verily, not more than one light—the light of faith, is there when it becometh

he heart's agent.

Without the veil of humanity, it is the light of yakin. As long as a residue of

jxistence is, ever the cloud of the qualities of humanity go rising rom e sou

lumanity; and covereth the sun of hakikat (truth).
^ . r u

Sometimes, it becometh scattered; and by way of

su^*denlv
lashing of the light gaineth zauk, as the cold-stnc en

fdehVht)
hineth, the sun's light from its splendour and warmth gameth ?auk (delight).

_
0
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Regard the sun as the haklkat-i.haka,ik (the truth of truths)
;
its light, like the

flashing of hakilcat, shining from outside the veil of the light of safety, manifested

veil of the light of yakin
^
and the cold^stricken one, like that one

veiled with the qualities of humanity in the light of faith.

Then is the light of faith ever firm
;
the light of yakin, sometimes flashing and

bright, as in the hadis.

Yakin hath three degrees. Thus, as to the sun’s existence, a person is void of

doubt

i. by seeking guidance from beholding the sun’s splendour and understanding its heat.

This is ’ilm-i-yakin.

ii. by beholding the sun’s body.

This is hinu-l-yakln.

iii. by the dispersing of the eye’s light in the sun’s light.

This is hakku-l-yakin.

Then

—

(o) in ’ilmu-l-yakin, it is known, verified and evident.

(6) „ hinu-l-yakln, it is manifest and witnessed.

(c) „ hakku-l-yakin, a double way ariseth in consequence of—

•

the witnesser. the looker on.

„ witnessed. „ looked

Thus, the seer becometh the eye
;
the eye, the seer.

In the halof the residue of the composition, this sense (like lightning that cometh

into flash and immediately expireth), appeareth not more than a moment to the perfect

and to those joined with God.

If an hour it be left, the' thread of composition looseneth ; and the way of

existence ariseth (and departeth).

Of yakin—

() the root is ’ilmu-l.yakin.

ifi) „ branches are hinu-l-yakin and hakku'l'Y^kin.

Faith hath many degrees, whereof one is yakin.

Yakin giveth the heart freedom from the perturbation of doubt : it, the shar’ hath

called faith as in the hadis.

What by way of adducing reasonable proof becometh known is far from ’ilm-i-

yakin
; because

(aj that (the adducing of reasonable proof) is the ’ilm of adducing proof.

() this (yakin) „ „ hsl.

Not all at once, save by the rising of the sun of hakikat, becometh the darkness
of doubt removed.
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Nafs (essence).

III. 2.

Nafs hath two meanings

(a) nafs-j-shay (the nafs of a thing) which is the zat (essence) and the (truth) of a
thing. Thus they say
" By its own nafs, a certain thing is standing.”

(&) nafs>i>natii£a>i>insanl (the human rational nafs) which is the abstract of the graces of the

body, which they call—the human natural soul, and a luminosity (which is bestowed

on it from the lofty human soul) by which luminosity the body becometh the place of

revelation of iniquity and of piety, as the Kurin hath said.

The ma’rifat of nafs is in all qualities difficult, for nafs hath the nature of the cha-

meleon.

Momently appeareth a different colour; hourly cometh forth another form. It is the Hlrut ofthe

Babil of existence; momently, another vanishing picture on water nafs expresseth, and be^nneth

another sorcery.

Hints as to the maVifat of nafs are (found) in the links and conditions of the

ma'rifat of God.

The recognising of nafs in all its qualities, and the reaching to a knowledge of

it is not the power of any created thing. Even so difficult, is the reaching to the sub-

stance of the ma^rifat of God ;
and even so, to the ma’rifat of nafs, as Ali hath said*

The names of nafs are ;~
nafs-i-ammara, imperious nafs (concupiscence).

,, „ lawwama, reproaching »

„ „ mutoa,inn3, restful

They call nafs :

—

(a) nafs-i«ammara . - ^

At the beginning, as long as under its sway, is existence.

to obrfto » the heart'eswa, it

of the nafs of obstinacy whereon it ever reproacheth itself.

(c) nafs'i-mutraa,inna.
. , , become the veins of contention and of abhorrence

;

to, toh^toh ohethtotocdet.

when to riza becometh changed its abhorrence.

. . , e • I. Jn the dwelHnsr of nature, it ever wisheth
In the beffinainff, when nafs is yet firm m tne aweiuug ,

f.. J r V
^ ^ L«n;n«r the rah (soul) and the heart from the lofty region ;

to draw to Its own low djvfmg the ruh (so
^ ^ ^ decoration. As a

and ever giveth to itself m
J" oj „afs; and restless for it maketh

broker, shaitan adorneth the “ L soul, and polluted the purified
souls and hearts, so that he may make low th

heart.

Thus have said :~
Sahl AbduUMah.
Abu Yarid.

Junid.
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The crowd who consider rational nafs and heart to be one, do so because at the

end, they find nafs described with the description of rest and contentment (the spe-

cialities of the heart)

.

The suspicion is that between the heart and rational nafs is no difference.

Nafs-i-mutma,inna is indeed another nafs. Theyknow not that it is verily nafs-i-

mutmajinna, which is stripped of the garment of vagrancy, and clad in the honour-

robe of rest and of ri^
;
and which hath taken the heart's colour.

Whenever, nafs-i-ammara taketh the heart’s colour, the heart also taketh the

soul’s colour (and pursueth good deeds).

On some of the qualities of nafs.

III. 3-

The source of the blameable qualities in man is nafs : the source of the laudable

qualities is ruh (the soul).

The blameable qualities of nafs are ten

I. hawa (desire).

Nafs desireth to advance as to its desires ;
to place in its bosom the desires of

nature ; to bind on its waist the girdle of its consent with desire and to hold God in

partnership, as saith the Kalam-i-Majid.

This quality departeth not save by austerity and by love for God.

2.

nifak (hypocrisy).

In many outward states, nafs is not concordant with its interior
;
not one before

it, is man’s being absent or his being present.

In man’s presence, nafs praiseth and displayeth sincerity ; in his absence,—just

the contrary.

This quality departeth not save by the existence of sincerity.

3.

riya (hypocrisy).

Ever in its bond, is nafs that, in man’s sight, it may keep itself adorned with laud-

able qualities (though in God’s sight through h3rpocrisy they are blameable)
abundanpe of property and boasting thereof . I violence.

1 independence.

Whatever is reprehensible before the people, nafs shunneth and conceal.qth,—
though in God’s sight it be laudable:—

fakr (poverty)

Submission

\iumUity
Laudable in God’s sight

5 reprehensible in the people’s.
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This dcparteth not save by knowledge of the paltiy worth of the people as Junid

and Abu Bakr Warak have said.
«

Nafs is a hypocrite like unto fire that revealeth the good quality (light), and con-

cealelh the bad quality (consuming).

Although nafs revealeth the beautiful and concealeth the ugly,—it is not con-

cealed save to those of defective vision.

It is like unto an old woman detestable of appearance, whoadorneth herself with

sumptuous apparel of varied colour and with henna. Only to boys, doth that decora-

tion appear to be good
;
to the wise, abhorrence increaseth.

4. Tlie claim to Godship, and obstinacy against God. Nafs ever desireth that

people should praise it
;
should obey its orders ;

should love it above all ;
should of

it be fearful and display the bond of dependence upon its mercy.

Thus against these orders, God cautioneth His own slaves.

These qualities depart not save by the glory of the qualities of God.

5. Pride and self-beholding.

Nafs ever looketh at its own beauteous qualities; regardeth with contentment

the form of its own hal. The paltry benefaction that from it occurreth to another,

it exalteth; for years forgetteth it not; and regardeth him as being immersed m obli-

gation.

If to nafs, great benefaction cometh, it regardeth it as paltry and almost for-

getteth it.

This is of the number of deadly sins as Muhammad hath said, and as is entered

in the hadls.

This departeth not save through self-contempt.

6.

Avarice and parsimony.
gathereth, it letteth not go save

Whatever chattels of goods and of desire s

through pride, or through fear of poverty (m e

^
When this quality is strong in nafs from it sprmgeth vy

,

breeding of miserliness for the prope y 0
s • j r . -rolipn it rathereth

. 1. -ai favour it seeketh his decline; when it gatheretn

If it see another with special favo ,

power, hate appeareth.
affluence; whom it seeth disUnguished

Him, who with itself
cause of a favour being refused, ^his de-

fer an exceUence, whom it regardeth as the

struction, nafs ever desireth.

This departeth not save under th P t s
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7. Greediness and asking for more.

Nafs is ever in prolonged delights, and restricteth not itself. Never becometh

full the stomach of its need.

It is like the moth that with the candle’s light contenteth not itself; by under-

standing the injury of its heat it becometh not warned ; and casteth itself on the body

of the fire so that it becometh consumed.

As nafs suffereth calamity, so its greed for delight becometh greater.

This departeth not save by wara’ (austerity) and by takva (piety).

8. Levity and light-headedness.

Nafs resteth on nothing. When thoughts of lust and of desire arrive, it putteth

not in the first place steadiness or delay
;

it immediately desireth to enact it
;
there-

fore in their (proper) place evident become not rest and motion. For its desire, it dis-

playeth celerity.

The sages have likened it to the spherical globe which they place in a court, plain

and smooth. It is ever in motion.

This departeth not save by patience.

9. Haste to fatigue.

To nafs, fatigue of things quickly appeareth
;
and to it showeth the false idea that

its being up.plucked from the' present state and its being employed in a following

state—will be its rest.

It knoweth not that the guidance of ideas like to these will never convey it to its

idea. Mostly, the form of occurrence is contrary to its purpose.

If it gain success, then everything that was pleasing becometh abhorrent to it.

From this calamity it is impossible to escape save by the establishing of the

ordered thanks (to God),

10.

Negligence.

As towards desires is baste, so towards devotion and good deeds is slothfulness.

This disease departeth not save by great austerity and rigorous effort, which fighteth

nature by coldness and dryness
;
and maketh it acceptable of order and gentle and

smooth like tanned skins.

To each of these qualities of nafs, physicians of nafs (prophets and holy men,
their followers) have applied a remedy.

These ten qualities are the mother of qualities, wherefrom many other qualities

are derived.

The roots and the branches of lustful qualities are all sprung from the root of the
creation of nafs. That is the four natures

•

heat,

cold.

wetness.

dryness.



Ma’rifat-t-ruh (deep knowledge of the soul).

HI. 5 .

The ma’rifat of the soul and the majesty of its understanding is lofty and in-

accessible. Not attainable, is its acquisition with the noose of reason. It isasimurgli

that hath its nest on the Kaf (Caucasus) of majesty; and as the prey of understanding

cntereth not the dwelling of writing.

It is a jewel that hath risen from the abyss of the ocean of grandeur; not possi-

ble, is the writing of its qualities by the scale of conjecture.

The Lords of revelation and the Masters of hearts (who are prefects of the mys-

teries of the hidden, and who have become free from the following of desire and

from the servitude of nafs) have grudged explanation save by hint.

The most honoured e.vistence, and the nearest evidence to God,—is the great

soul*' which to Himself God hath joined.

Great Adam, the first khalifa, the interpreter of God, the key of existence, the

reed of invention and the paradise of souls,—all signify the qualities of ruh (the soul)

;

and the first prey that fell into the net of existence was the soul.

The will of the ancient one assigned it to His own ^ilafat in the world of crea-

tion
; entrusted to it the keys of the treasuries of mysteries ;

dismissed it for sway m
the world

; opened to it a great river from the sea of life, so that ever from it, it

might seek aid of the bounty of life
;
might add to the parts of the universe ; imght

convey the form of divine words from the establishment-place 0 co ec^on (
le 0 y

Existenct) to the place of separation, (the world) might give, with the essenM of

abridgmont, dignity in the essence of division. To it. Cod gave two glances of divine

blessing:—

(a) One for beholding' the majesty of kudrat.

(i) The other „ „ beauty of b>kmat.

The first glance signifieth natural reason ;
its result is love for God.

The second glance signifieth reason, common and low ;
its result is wholly na s.

Every bounty, the aid whereof the soul of ncrease seeketh from the essence of

collection (God),—-worthy of it, universal nafs becometh.

By reason of active deed, of passive deed and of power,

bate of male and of female ap^eareth ;
in the soul of "

v mT^^
custom of love-making became confirmed by the link of^^e^^^

of the’ midwife of
of marriage, the races of worlds became existing ;

ana ny enc

Fate appeared in the apparent world.

Then all created beings are the outcome of nafs and of rah (the soul).

* See the Kuran, P. D. j
XVII, 87*

nower
t The meie

,, female f
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Nafs is the result of rSh ;
ruh, of order. Because by His own self, without an]

cause (whereto the order is the hint) God created the soul; and by means of ruh

(whereof creation is the hint) the crowd ot created beings.

Since it is necessary that every khalifa should be the comprehender of variei

qualities, He clothed the God-like grace and the endless bounty of the soul, in th

Ifhilafafr of creation, with the honour-robe of all names, and with the qualities of Hi

own beauty and grandeur
;
and made it honoured in the chief seat of creation.

When the circle of causing to create reached accomplishment, in the mirror o

the existence of dusty Adam, the soul became reflected ;
and in it, all the names ant

God-like qualities illuminated.

Spread abroad in lofty places, became the rumour of Adam's khilafat ; and on tin

mandate of his l^ilafat came this royal seal ; on the standard of his blessing, becam'

revealed this Kiiranlc verse:—“To Adam, all names He made known,”*

In the grasp of his sway, they placed the gate of subduing and the eye of decree

ing.

For his adoration, they ordered the angels
;
for that tranquillity (collectcdness

was not the angels'.

Some of the angels are in the stage :

—

(a) of jainal (beauty) only j they are the angels of kindness and of mcrc>’.

(i) „ jalal (grandeur) „ „ „ wrath, of nicxy, and of vengeance.

By all names, Adam knew God ; but the angels only by that name, which wa
their stage.

The existence in the material world

() of Adam became the stage of the form of ruh in the hidden world.

( ) of Hawa (Eve) „ „ „ nafs „ „

Hawa’s birth from Adam is like unto the birth of nafs from ruh (the soul) ;
ant

the effects of the marriage of nafs and ruh, and the attraction of male and of female

became assigned to Adam and Havva.

Like to their issuing from ruh and nafs, came into existence the atoms of pro

geny (which were a deposit in Adam’s back-bone) by the union of Adam and Havva

The existence of Adam and Havva became the exemplar of the existence of rul

and nafs.

In every person of mankind, another exemplar becometh—by the union of ruh (ir

part) and of nafs (in part) transcribed from the exemplar of Adam and Haw’a.

Became produced the birth :

—

(o) of the heart from the two (soul and nafs).

(6) of the form of the male of the sons of Adam from the form of the universal soul,

f®) » „ ,, female from the form of universal nafs.

* The Kuran, ii, 31.



JAM’ AND TAFRAKA.

In the form of the female, no prophet hath been sent. Because by reason of

sway in the souls of men
;
and by its effects in creation, prophecy hath the attribute

of the male
;
and the means of revealing the mystery of prophecy is the soul suitable

to the form (of man).

Jam’ (collected) and tafraka (dispersed).

IV. 2.

In the idiom of the sufis

jam’ signifies ;— tafra^ sigmfies

—

(o) the repelling of structures (creation). the accepting of structures (creation).

(6) „ dropping,, additions (worldly ad- „ confirming of devotion and of God-

vantages). ®hip.

(c) „ withdrawing shuhud-i-hakk from „ separating of God from creation.

creation.

Jam’ without fa fra Ip is impiousness; tafraka without -jam’ is uselessness; jam

with tafraka is the very truth, for it hath the order of jam’ joined to souls, and of

tafraka to forms.

As long as the soul and the body are linked, the union of jam’ and tafraka is of

the requisites of existence.

The true Arif is ever joined :

—

() to ruh (which is the dwelling of mushahida) in the essenre of jam/

() to the body (which is the instrument of strife) in the makam of tafraka.

Thus have Junid and Wasiti written.

This state, the sufis call jam'u-l-jam\

In devotion, vrho looketh

•

(tt) at his own acquisition, is in tafra^.

W : 0,™ derf., is in inn.-n.l-inn.- (wMy nSa^d).

Thus Abu All Dakl^k and Junid have said.

Jam signifies
.

, .1,0 cunerioritv of zuhur va shuhud-i-hakk
the veiling and the concealment of the people in the p 3 -

(revelation and manifestation of God).

tafraka signiSes
shuhed-i-wmad-i-kbalk (manifestation of the

the veiling and the concealment of God m the shuhna wuj add v

existence of creation).

Tajain (epiphany) and Istitar (being hid).

IV. 3-

Tajalllsignifieth.;— , , j rt.
.. . , . 1 of Rod out from the clouds of humanity,
the mamfestation of the sun of the of
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' Istitar signiiieth

:

the cloud of the light of Ijakiltat in the revelation of the qualities of humanity.

Tajalli is of three kinds.

1.

Tajalll-i-zat,

Its mark (if of the holy traveller’s existence something hath remained) isthefana

(effacement) of zat, and the annihilation of qualities in the glories of their lights.

They call it “falling into a swoon,” as was the state of Musa, whom (by beholding taj-

alli) they took out of himself and effaced.

When from God, he sought the appearance of zat,* he had not yet after fana

reached baka
;
in conformity with the guidance let me see,” at the time of the tajalli

of the light of zat* on the Tur of the nafs of his existence,—the residue (which is

the seeker of manifestation) of the qualities of his existence became effaced.

If from the residue of his existen ce, fana be wholly separated ; and after the

fana of existence, its truth be joined to absolute baka (God),—he seeth, by the light

of the eternal, the zat of the eternal.

This is an honour-robe that they specially gave to Muhammad
; and is a draught

that they caused him to taste.

From desire for this cup, they cause to drop a draught into the jaw of the soul of

the special ones of his followers.

This sense demandeth the exaltation of the wall (saint) above the nab! (prophet).

For the wall gaineth this rank not of himself,—nay by the perfection of his fol-

lowing the prophet.

2. Tajalli-i-sifat.

If the Ancient Existence display tajalli :

—

() with jalal, he is (on account of His glory, kudrat, and force) in khushu* and kbuzu’ (humi-
lity of heart and of limbs).

() with jamal, he is (on account of His mercy, grace and blessing) joyous and loving.

The zat of the Eternal changeth not
; but according to exigency of will, contrariety

of capacity, are evident sometimes outwardly jalal (grandeur) and inwardly jamal
(beauty)

;
and sometimes the contrary thereto.

3. Tajalli-i-af’al.

This signifies ;

—

The averting of one’s glance from the deeds of other people ;
from them, the

severing of additions of good and of evil, of profit, and of loss
;
the moderating of

their praise and blame
;
of their acceptance and rejection (of one).

For the bare manifestation of divine deeds dismisseth to themselves the people
from the addition of deeds.

* This is the zat of God.
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To the holy traveller in the stages of travelling come in order:—

i. tajallH-af’al.

ti. ,, sifat.

iii. „ gat.

Deeds are the effects of qualities
;
and, enfolded in zat, are qualities.

For the people, deeds are nearer than qualities
;
and qualities, nearer than zat.

They call

«

(o) the shuhSd-i-tajallM-af’al (the manifestation of the glory of deeds), the muhazira (the be-

ing present).

(b) „ shuhad>i-taja)Ii*i-sifat (

manifestation).

(c) „ shuhud-i-tajallM^gat (

ing).

„ qualities), the mukashifa (the

„ gat), the mushahida (the behold-

They.callt— ^

muhazira, the fial of hearts,

mukashifa, „ mysteries,

mushahida, ,, souls.

Cometh truly mushahida from a person, who is stending in the

witnessed (God); not in his own. For the power of the glory of the light of eternity

(God) is not.of accidents (hadis).

So long as in the witnessed, the shShid (witnesser) is not eSaced ;
and in it be-

cometh not left, His mushahida one cannot make.

_

After beholding the effects of the feme of
^Jth La^rthey

ijnun’s state, a party of the tnbe of Majnun intMaj

said

i

lippnine illuimned and anointed

**What would it be if, a moment, Majnu y

** with the sight of Laila^s beauty ?

The tribe of Laila said

,

n. i i j

-To this eaten; is no harm. Bnt Majnda himself hath not the power of behold

*'ing Laila.”

At last, they brought Majnun; and uplifted a corner of Laila’s tent.

Immediately his glance fell on the fold of Laila’s skirt,—senseless be fell.

In short paysg of

The glory of God is the cause of the people bei g

manifestation (of glory) of the people.
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When out from his own existence, the possessor of wujud is wholly effaced ;
and

in the existence of maujud is left standing—he is the zat of maujud (the existence

of the existence of God) not the zat of wajid (or the zat of the slave).

Wajid signifieth

One who is the disappearer of his existence.

Thus, hath Shibll saiii.

Who, by the appearance of his own wajd, becometh veiled from the seeing of the

wajd of the maujud (the existence of God),—in him joy cometh.

Who, by seeing the wajd of maujud (the existence of God), becometh deprived of

the appearance of his ownwajd,—from him descendeth the possibility of joy.

Thus, hath Junid said.

Wajd is the preface to wujud.

In victory over the fortress of human wujud (existence) every wajd is like to a manjanik (catapult)

established by the attraction of the divine world, so that, when the fortress of wujud (existence) is

subdued,—it becometh the wajd of wujud.

The end of wajd is the beginning of wujud. That is—

The wujud of wajd is the cause of the wajid’s being deprived of existence, which is the condition

of the wujud of maujud (the existence of the existence of God).

Thus have said :

—

(o) Abu-l-Husain-i-Nurl.

(6) Shibli.

'

The taking away of the addition of wajd to self is the essence of accepting

tauhid
; and its addition to self is the essence of denying (tauhid).

Thus hath Bayizid said.

As wajd is the preface to wujad, so tawSjad (wajd-making,) is the preface to

wajd.

Tawajud signifies

The asking for, and the attracting of wajd, by way o

(a) tazakkur (repeating),

S d» n.aa of wajd (in »d,n and i„ ».).

Aithough apparentip tawSjad is

cerity, yet since the resolatioa
^ . ^„/(is) true offering for snuffing

chnation for acceptance of the aid of divine boun y 1 \

up divine odours|~it is not contrary to sincerity.

Thus, the shari’at hath permitted and ordered.

The description of the man

—

(rt) of the beginning is tawajud.

(b) „ path „ wajd.

. (c) . „ acquisition „ wujud. 2
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On Wakt (period) and Nafas (moment).

IV. 6.

To wakt, sufis assign three meanings.

Wakt may mean ;

—

a qualily such as kabz (contraction), bast (expansion), sorrow or joy,—that prevaileth owr the

slave.

From exceeding superiority of hal, the possessor of this wakt cannot understand

another hal.

So the possessor of the hal of kabz, with the superiority of the h5l, is so impressed

and filled that he findelh an impression neither from the passed bast, nor from the

coming bast. All his time, he seeth the wakt-i-hal
; over the hal of others, according

to his own hal, is his own sway w’hich thus becometh the source of error.

Every hal concordant w'ith his own hal, he dccreeth as to its truth ; otherwise, as

to its falsity.

In this explanation, the sense of wakt is general,—both for the holy traveller, and

(or him who is not.

Wakt may mean
A h.'>l tb.it, by assault, appearcth from the jjhaibat (the hidden) ; taketh by the superiority of

its sw.iy the holy tr.avcllcr from his own hfil ; and m.akelh him submissive to its own order.

Special to the holy tr.avcller, is this wakt and is a hint to the saying—

"Son of his time is the sfifi.”

When they s.ay “by the decree of wakt,” they mean
That, by God's will, out of his own will, he is seized and veiled.

In respect of the order of “other than God,”—who showeth contentment, cometh

into strife (with God)
;
and by il.s influence, is subdued.

Htnrc they h.ave said

—

W.'iVt i<.. ihe slayinj^ sword.”

Tl'.*' sword hath two qualities,—one .soft and smooth ; the other the keen, cutting

rd'.i’'. Who displ.aycth to it softness and rubbeth it with gcnticne.ss— findeth from

tt
; v.-ho displ.iycth to it roughness sufTcreth* the wound of its violence.

s

Iv.ru

Agrr*

Uv th

wakt hath two qu.nlities— gentleness and wrathfulness.

•mtnl and concordance with it who m.akcth, cnjoyelh its grace; repulsion

ttl'T. to it, who maketh, becometh overpowercrl by its violence.

•" of God’s purpose, wakt, is over all purposes and st.ites the pre-

u, a';..'?rding to its own decree, f.ishionctii them—like the sword, the severer.

\Vz,*t r'sy r-.ran—
The

j
X tin.*,*. V, hich is middle, between the past and the future.
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They say

•* Master of wakt is such a one,*'

That is

Being engaged in the performance of recitations of the present time, solicitude for a thing

(which at that time may be important and best) kcepeth him engaged from mention of

the past, and from thinking of the future. Thus, his time, he loseth not.

In this wakt, decline is not passed save in connection with holy travellers, to

whom, by reason of the talwin of hal, this wakt is sometimes existent and sometimes

lost
;
and who, into the volume of credit, bring not the account of their own life save

at tlie time when wakt is existent.

For those joined to God and for the companions of tamkin, this wakt is constant; and to it

the path of decline is closed.

Thus, bath Shibli said.

The possessor of this wakt is issuer from beneath the sway of hal.

In the second sense, wakt is not powerful in him. Nay, he is powerful in wakt in

the sense that he kccpclh all wakt engaged in important affairs.

Some Sufis call the possessor of wakt

The father of w’altt, not the son of wakt.

Nafas signifieth

The succession of hrd of mushahida (manifestation), whereto is joined the life of hearts ofmen

of love, which is like unto the succession of breaths, whereto is conditioned the permanency

of the life of bodies.

If for a moment from the path of the heart, the succession of fresh breath be cut

off,—from the volume of natural heat, it becometh inflamed ;
if for a moment, rom

the essence of the desirous hearti the succession of shuhud,~from t e vio ence o 1 s

thirst and rage, it consumeth with desire.

The difference between wakt (in the second sense) and nafas is this

Wakt is a Ijal in the place of languor and

the observing, of mushahida (manifestation) and of g_ai a ( o
^

Nafas is a hal ever free from languor and stoppage. Hence ey

Wakt for the beginner, for the finisher, nafas.

Shuhud (being present) and ^aibat (being absent).

IV. 7-

whatever the heart is present, shahid (srftness) o! it, it is, and that

the hean he p^ssnt .ith

the people, it is shahid of the people.
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The way of sufis is

to call the mashhud (witnessed) shahid (witnesser) ; because with whatever the heart is pre-

sent, that thing also is present with the heart

For the sake of the unity of God and the plurality of the people, they mean :

—

(rt) by shahid (singular) God.

(i) „ shawahid (plural) the people.

(c) „ shuhud (singular) being present with God j for ever is their heart shahid (witness) of,

and hazir (present) with, God.

Men of shuhud are two parties :

—

() the companions, of murakaba (fearful contemplation).

() „ lords of mushahida (manifestation).

Ghaibat is a description opposed to shuhud

(i) the blameable ghaibat, opposed to shuhud-i-hakk.

(ii) „ laudable ghaibat, opposed to shuhud-i-icbalk which (through the superiority of the

shuhud-i-hakk) is of two kinds

(fl) the ghaibat of beginners; the ghaibat of things felt.

(^') » ghaibat of the middle ones; the ghaibat of his own existence; this is the limit of

ghaibat and the beginning of fana (effacement).
‘

The stage of “the last ones” is outside the hal of ghaibat. For gjjaibat is the hal

of that one, who hath not freed himself from the narrow place of existence
;
nor reach-

ed the amplitude of Absolute Existence (God) ;
nor gained the limit as to ghaibat (the

being hidden) and as to shahadat (the being present).

Men of blameable ghaibat are hidden from the shuhQd-i-halik by the shahid of

the people ; men of laudable ghaibat are hidden from the shuhud-i-khalk by the shahid

of God.

To the man of perfection, they conceal neither the shuhQd of God from the people

nor the shuhud of the people from God.

The obscr\'ing of rules and the following of shuhud and of laudable gjiaibat is for

holy travellers and for men of talwin.

For those joined to God and for the established ones at rest is no hal save con-

stant shuhod-i-hakk. For them is no ghaibat, laudable or blameable.

At the beginning of the superiority of hal, and at the time of manifestation of the

good news of the morning of revelation, Shibli w’cnt before Junid ;
and present, was

Jimld’s I.iwful spouse.

She wished to go behind the screen. Junid said •

S5:;b;i gb.’i!b (bidden) ; be thou in thy place.

l.vcti a^ Junid was speaVung to her, Shibli wept.
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To his wife, Junid said

-

No«* thou shouldcst be concealed, for to sense Shibll hath come.

S'7

The state of beginners is

Shaibat from the people in shuhud of the belov^ j from out of it) " the last ones « have passed.

f
(Potiphar’s wi^), who, in love for Yusuf, had the decree oftamkm; and in shuhud of him became not gia,ib from the senses as her companionsand reprovers ( yet beginners in love for Yusuf and in the shuhud of his beautv)who, by the force of the hal of shuhud for him, were gha,ib from the senses • andwere unaware of the cutting of their own hand (through the passion of love for him).

Tajnd (outward separation) and Tafrid (inward solitude)'
'

IV. 8.

Tajrld signifieth :

—

Outwardly abandoning the desires of this ivorld ; and inwardly rejecting the compensation of
the next world and of this world.

The true mujarrad
IS one, who as to tajarrud* (tajrid) from the world is not the seeker of compensation ; nay the

cause of tajarrud is propinquity to God.

Who outwardly abandoneth request of the world
; and for it expecteth compensa-

tion, in this fleetingworld, orin the next world,—freed from the world, verily hath not
become

; and is in the place of exchanging and trafficking.

In all his devotions, by worship only his gaze is on the performance of his rights
to God, not on compensation nor on other desire.

Tafrid signifieth ;

—

the rejecting the increase of deeds of himself, and the concealing their appearance by re-

garding on himself God’s favour and bounty.

Tajrld is the abandoning of the expectation of compensations.

Because whenhe knoweth the grace of tajrid and of devotion (to be) God's favour

~~not his own deed nor his own acquisition, —for it, he expecteth not compensation.

Nay, immersed in God's favour, he seeth his own existence.

,
Tajrld in form is not necessary to tajrid ;

for possibly, in abandoning, he may be ex-

pectant of a compensation. So tafrid is not necessary to tajrid
;
for possibly, in aban-

doning hope of compensation, he seeth himself in the acquisition of entrance (to God).

Nlahv (obliteration) and fsbat (confirmation).

IV. 9.

In the opinion of the sufis, mahv signifieth

the obliterating of the slave’s existence.

Isbat signifieth

the.confirming.X^fter mahv) of the slaveys existence.

Related to the will of the Eternal,^ are inahv and isbat.

^ See p. 93*
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Mahv hath three degrees :

—

(1) the lowest degree—the mahv of blatneable qualities and of dark deeds.

(2) the middle degree—the mahv of blameable and of laudable qualities.

(3) the highest degree—the mahv of gat.

In opposition to every mahv is an isbat.

Near to each other, is the meaning of—
fana (effacement). mahv (obliteration),

balca (permanencj'). isbat (confirmation).

The difference between mahv and fana ;
between baka and isbat, one cannot com-

prehend save by the aid of the kind Friend, and of gracious faith.

After the fana of zat,—

() baka appeareth not.

() isbat is not necessary.

Thus the isbat of agreeable qualities and of beautiful deeds is not necessary after

the mahv of misdeeds of natures and of the sins of deeds of the companions of puri-

fying and of the Lords of glorying.

The fana of deeds and of qualities becometh not wholly acquired save after the

fana of zat; but their mahv is not restricted to the mahv of zat.

Mahv and isbat are generally (derived) from fana and baka; because they practise

not fana and baka, save in the mahv of humanity and in the isbat of Godship.

In the sense of mahv, they use
sahk (grinding), the effacing the essence of qttalities.

mahk (abolishing), „ „ „ zat.

t^ams (effacing), „ „ effects of qualities and of rat.

TalwTn (change) and TamkTn (rest).

IV. 10.

Tamkin signifieth

perpetuity of manifestation of ^lakikat by reason of the tranquillity of the heart in the pface of

nearness (to God).

TaUvln signifieth

the subjugating of the heart between manifestation and veiling by observing timesi and by the

pursuit of the gbaibat* of nafs, and its manifestation.

Possessor of tahvin, they call not
him, who shall not have passed beyond the qualities of nafs, nor reached to the world of the

qualities of the heart, for talwin is through the succession of varied states.

Possessor of lial, they call not:—
him, who is bound in the qualities of nafs.

Then talwin is possible for the Lords of hearts, who may not have traversed
the %sorld of qualities (of God), nor reached to (knowledge of) because they
arc innumerable qualities.

See p. 85.
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Talwin is possible where numbering is possible.

The Lords of revelation of-zat have passed the limit of talwin and reached to the

stage of tamkin
;
because in z.at by reason of His unity change appeareth not.

f

Escape from talwin is for that one whose heart ascendeth from the stage of the

heart to the stage of the soul
;
cometh forth from beneath the sway of the numbering

of qualities
;
and becometh a dweller in the open space of propinquity to Zat (God's

existence).

When, from the stage of the heart to the stage of the soul, the heart arriveth,

—

from the stage of nafs to the stage of the heart, nafs emigrateth.

Talwin (which before was the heart’s) becometh in this stage the accident of

nafs through

—

kabz (contraction)
j

sorrow and joy.

bast (expansion)
1

fear and hope.

Nafs becometh the ^alifa of the heart of the possessor of talwin.

By reason of the. light of manifestation and the certainty of the existence of this

talwin not being veiled,—this talwin is verily not the reviled tamkin.

So long as the custom of humanity is left, impossible is it that out of nature

change should be wholly obliterated ;
but change excludeth not the possessor 0 tam

kin from the stage of resting.

The Aurad (prayer-exercises) and the Kalima-i-shahadat

(the creed).
VII. 2. ...

On his tongue, the slave should urge the two '

I declare no god but God ; I declare Muhammad, His slave and prophe .

For the verifying of his own heart, he should witness to this confession.

The confession of shabadat is special ;
because, in respect to his own nafs, every

confession is shabadat ;
the shahadat is not confession.

^

As every confessor is taken as
service,

taken as to his own faith and questioned to the
, , , u f

Tie sieiidat of c<,n<e.ion is not tie P'-t3‘Snn.S^
is of the crowd of (mere) words, yet it is a m

Because the meaning of :— of theshari’at,

(o) 'amal (deed) is the use of the limbs “P®"
faith thereto most men are sub-

(6) ikrar (confession) is the use of the tongu

^e^ in tie interpreter and the witnenn of tie ieart, wione myntery it

relateti, aid to wiose faiti, it

heart, reiose nrystery they

The other limbs are interpreters and witnesses

relate
; of whose bal they give evidence. ^
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This shahadat, they perform by the tongue of deed (not by the tongue of the

mouth).

Thus the tongue hath inwardly a word, outwardly a deed
;
all the columns have

inwardly a word and outwardly a deed.

The limb that men use in the requisites of the shar-', it, with the tongue of hal,

witnesseth to the existence of faith in their heart.

Ikrar and ’amal, each, is a witness to the existence of faith, not a part thereof.

Faith is verificadon by the heart ; confession, by the tongue j action by the limbs.

This signifieth—

Not that the essence of faith is confession, or deed ; for faith alone is the verification: of the

heart. Confession and deed both are the marks, though it is possible that the witnessing

of these two may be false

;

as, in the case of hypocrites, in whom are strong confession and deed, while faith

languid is.

But, because the base of rules is on outward things, the order in respect to the

faith of one (for whom witnessing is made) is dependent upon the shahadat of these

two witnesses ; and to it opposition declineth.

After the witnessing (shahadat) of witnesses the order in respect to one (against

whom, witnessing is made) is incumbent upon the kazi, although the witnessing be sus-

picious.

Once Bilal cast down in battle one of the infidels who presented the shahadat.

To it, Bilal paid no consideration
;
and separated his head from his body.

When he related this to Muhammad, he tvas reproved.

He replied

O prophet ! his confession was from fear, not.from faith.

Muhammad said :

—

How splitedest thou his heart? How knowest thou that in his heart was no faith ?

Zuhd (austerity).

IX. 3 .

Zuhd signifieth

[a) the heart's turning away from the pleasure of the world's goods; and shunning its

desires.

(5) the third stage of tauba (penitence) and of wara' (piety).

The holy traveller on the path to God at first forbiddeth his own nafs with the
elephant-goad of sincere penitence from falling into difficulties as to sins; to it,

makclh straight the power of delights
;
and maketh, with the polisher of piety, his

heart pure of the rust of greed, so that therein may appear the verity of this, and
111 the next, world.
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Therein, he seeth this world ugly and transitory, and therefrom turneth; the

next world, beautiful, arid thereto inclineth.

The abandoning and the being alone is

() for “ the last ones/’ not the necessity of the truth of zuhd.

() „ “the first ones,” of the requisites of zuhd.

In praise of zuhd, for the distinguishing of pretenders from the sincere, most of the

words of shailAs comprehend the necessity for abandoning property and delights.

There are three zuhds :

—

i. the zuhd of the common in the first rank.

>>• » » »» » special in the second rank is zuhd in zuhd. It signifieth—

Change of delight from the acquisition of zuhd which is the prop—of delight; of the will

of the slave ; and of his nafs being filled with delights of the next world.

By the fana (elTacement) of his own desire in the wll of God, this Mnse cometh true,

iii. the zuhd of the special of the special ones in the third rank, which is zuhd with God.

It is peculiar to the prophets and to other holy men ; and is in the world after the fana of his

oviTi will by God’s will.

Zuhd is the result of hikmat and of the birth of knowledge.

In the application of zuhd, pleasure in the world is the result of ignorance, and

the birth of the heart’s blindness as in the hadis.

For the shunning of the fleeting world and for delight in the lasting world, the

zahid hath laid on a sure foundation (God's will) the foundation of his own work.

Thus, have Lukman and Shibll said ;
and so is it in the Hadis.

Benefit by hakikat is not the denial of the stage of zuhd, of its excelknce, and of

exaltation of the rules of effort; but-through the humbling of zuhd in the glance of

zahids,—-the purpose of the repelling of pri e.

Fakr (poverty).

IX. 4.

At the stage of fakr (which meaneth taking pcssession

traveller of the path of halfikat arriveth not, till he hath passed through the stage of

zuhd (austerity).

For one who hath desire tor the world although he hath uo property, the uace of

fakr is illusory.

Fakr hath a name, a custom and a truth. ... • r

a. 1 desire s its custom is taking possess’on of no

Its name is taking possession of no chattels de^
vimytels

chattels, despite zuhd j its truth is the impossibility of ta mg

L •*.. mf>!ins all thines in the sway of the master

Since the man of hakikat seeth y 1
.

j of property to others.

of lands (God), he regardeth not lawful the consigning p F
^ ^
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The fakr

(a) of men of hakikat is a natural quality which,—despite having, or not having, chattas—

becometh not changed. If, in their power, be the whole world, free from taking it they

regard themselves.

(b) of spectators who have found only an impression of the truth of fafef ; in whose hearts its

‘meaning hath not become enjewelled—is an accidental quality. By the accession of

chattels they become changed, and of them regard themselves possessed.

For the sake of being numbered for excellence of fakr, and for desire of the good

of the next world, they shun wealth more than the man of wealth shunneth fakr.

On the excellence of fakr over wealth, and of wealth over fakr, the man of

meaning hath urged speech.

Fakr—
(u) is \sith *'the first and the middle ones” more escellent than wealth.

C&) « « the end ones ” equal to wealth.

Because wealth cannot deny them the sense of fakr and its truth, as Abdud-lah bin Jallad hath

said. Although to him fakr and wealth are one, the quality of gift leaveth not in him the impression

of the form of wealth, as Nuri hath said.

Who is independent of God, how may he grasp aught ? Save in God, the quality

of the fakir is naught.

There are several crowds of fukara

() Those who regard as no property the world and its chattels. If it be in their power, they

give it away ; for it, in this and in the next world, the}' have no desire.

() Thosewho regard not their own deeds and devotion, although from them they issue—^them

thdr own property they know not; and in return for it expect no reward.

(c) Those who with these two qualities regard not as their own their own hal and makam.
All, they regard the favour of God.

{d) Those who regard not as their own their own zat and existence, nor even their own self.

Their,—zat is none, nor quality, nor hal, nor makam, nor deed. No trace have they

in the two worlds.

Need is the quality of the needy one, and in his nature standeth. Here is neither

confirmed nature nor quality. This is the meaning of fakr, which some of the suffs

have not.

The possessor of this fakr in both worlds, none recogniseth save God, because the

Lord of the world is jealous. So concealed from the glance of strangers keepeth

He His special ones that, concealed from their own sight, they are.
/

This fair is the stage of the sufis and of “ the last ones,”—not of holy travellers.

Because after passing the stages, in every stage (for the joined one), the pace is

(according to his state) sometimes beyond the foot of the traveller.

Like tauba (penitence), which is the first stage of the stages of holy travellers,

it is his foot'place which (after traversing all the stages and the makams) becometh
attained.
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Tnjnrrud (celibacy) and ta,ahhul (marriage).

VI. 8.

fc-^pect of t.ijarrud .and of ta,ahhul arc contradictory.

11:" * >v.:tcr of l!u‘- pjspf’Mjjofj is the contrariety of states and of l>sts of some who
re MjiJjvr to cai rniitVf* |v.\’,\Ion.

'farfi.''**- t'. ;;'n:r;.--arv

-

? * •

(«» f - t'-r'T-', frv r-.-. »;r rip^nrvi.-'afnkr.crs of pitly, poorness of paJience (as to aban-
tl * ;r (t r- into con-rsnVJcs (of sutc) ; .md the committing of adultery,

f!) {.t away from following desires ; hath obuined rest from ex-
4 r-.-. t < tlrtlit- } frx'n ct'r.’.rnlic n with the hc.art, become torn up, and to the heart’s

l.iir,rnid -ar** excellent:—

-

f." -t* •’if. I Aff ir. i*-'- H.-jarf <.f C(r:^rr; whojc nils, in the sc.at of desire, is vain; and who
.•tr ;r. r tr.dt^ f

'
t.'.•^ fl'-iri*.

To a ( 5ar'.}--h, ih'-v :.a:d

Wj-V tl' 'J r/j*. ft wif*- T

He ‘aid:—

A us'.f'- ii fi! f e msn ; tl-e f’.xvtc of man, l.haw not reached. Wherefore should I desire a

wifr T

Thuf' to another they tpakc. He replied :—

Of tl-.- *iiv*'ch*.s r { r.iK my reed is greater than of marriage. When I divorce nafs, it will

Ik to

To they f*n5<l :~
05 iIm, men -uv f.*j .ifxl

He s.'itd

-

What ‘.ay they T

They :—
They s-ay tfi.al thou l*.ast abandoned the sunnat of marriage.

He s-itd :

—

Tell them that since I am engaged in enjoined observances, in the sunnat I engage.not

For the travellers of haklkal, ‘t is known that, at the beginning of journeying,

there is no help ;

—

of r,evc»lng .ntt.nchmcnt5, of .ix-oiding delay, of holding to resolution ; and of shunning the

license of nature.

Marriage is the cause :— , ,

of binding the hc.art to the chattels of livelihood, of descen^ng from the height of r^olueon

to the fbyss of license : and of inclining towards the world, after austerity and faithfulness

of desire (for God). J

* See p. 87.
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Freedom from wives and offspring aideth :

—

to tranquillity of heart, to purity of time, to the delight of ease, to freedom for devotion, and

to loftiness.

As long as in respect to celibacy, and to strife against nafs,* he hath power, it is

necessary for the celibate traveller to esteem as booty—license of time, tranquillity of

heart, so that he become not dull through solicitude for the wife.

Submission to the heart’s orders becometh easy to him who beareth the celibate

life:—
till nafs becometh worthy of kindness ; its vein of contention torn up, and to it stubbornness,

forbidden.

Then to him God giveth a pure wife who shall be his aider in faith and in the

chattels of livelihood in a way that shall be the tranquillity of the heart, and his pre-

servation from the calamities of nafs.

Shaikh ^Abdu-l-Kadir-i-Jabali said :

—

A long while I had thought of marriage but, to it for fear of time’s distress I ad'vanced not $

between impulsion and repulsion, I hesitated ; at last when I had displayed perfect patience,

—God gave me four concordant wives, each of whom voluntarily bestowed on me her pro-

perty.

In the preferring of marriage to celibacy, the firm ^ularaa have the 'ilm-i-sa'at (the

knowledge of expansion), whereby they know
(a) when, in respect of the observance of limits of rights,” they may satisfy nafs

;

(i) „ „ taking “ delight,” they may give it the power of expansion.

Hukuk (“rightsf") signify :

—

The requisites of nafs, whereby are preserved the prop of the body and the preservation of

life, and without which permanency of nafs is hindered,

Huzuz delights ”) signify

Whatever (of desire) is in excess (of rights).

The firm ^ulama and the great ones of sufi,ism know that nafs is unworthy of

kindness, or of the gift of delights so long as—
it resteth not from stirring, striving in wickedness, stubbornness ; and is not reproved against

contentions with the heart.

When under the sway of orders, nafs becometh quiet and the veins of its attach-

ment to the heart are torn out, there appear integrity and concordance between it and
the heart, and it becometh worthy of delights and of kindness.

Then the “delights” of nafs become its “rights its pain becometh its remedy.

The “delights” of a nafs like this become it^ ^‘rights;” because the taking of
delights becometh not the cause of stubbornness. By every delight, is its rank (in

propinquity and devotion) greater.

A r
delight, nafs gaineth delight,—there reacheth to the heart a great

delight (the cause of increase of its rest).

* See p. 73.

t he rights are that, once every four nights, he should visit each wife.
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Even so by his neighbour’s joy, becometh glad the kind neighbour. When the
heart putteth on the rest-robe, it clotheth nafs with the ease-garment.

WTien the increase of the hal of each (the heart and nafs) is the cause of increase
of hal of the other, then the delight of marriage for a nafs like this is excellent.

Sufyan bin ’Ainiya smth :

—

(Better) than the whole world, is the increase ^n number) of the woman (wives).

For the Amlru-l-Muminln (the wisest, most pious, most austere of the companions)
had four wives and seventeen mistresses.

Such is the state of “ the end ones,” thereto the idea of the state of the man of
“ the beginning,” or of the ” middle, ’’reacheth not.

Many are the pretenders and the deceived ones, who, by doubt of this stage,

become proud
; lay down in the plain of license their own nafs free from incumbrance

;

and travel in the desert of destruction.

The rule of the celibate traveller is—
So long as to this stage he arriveth not, in the heart, he advanceth no excess as to marriage,

and no thought thereof, until, in the heart, the imaginary power showeth no sway. When
a thought of it appeareth, he denieth it by penitence to God and by seeking His
aid.

If it (nafs) be not repelled, he persevereth awhile in fasting.

If it gather strength, thereto he maketh no haste without the preferring of earnest

prayer and of much knowledge.

Weeping and groaning, he retumeth to God; with submission and weeping, placeth

his head in the dust ; and uttereth this prayer:—

O God 1 this thought tormenteth me to commit this sin. Thy forgireness for it, I ask j before

Thee, I repent; me, forgive and my repentance accept. Verily Thou art the Merciful,

and great Accepter of repentance.

If it depart not, he goeth to the shai^s (living and dead) and to the brothers,

and seeketh aid ; and desireth them to refer these matters to God.

If after this, his heart is established, the brothers rely (according to excellent opi-

nion) on God’s will ;
and to them it becometh evident that they should aid him.

The rule of ta,ahhul is

—

In choosing the rrife, regard her faith, not the world.

As far as is lawful (ma’ruf) he should live with her ;
should observe her “rights,”

therein showing no negligence ;
and for the preservation of the shar’ should order her

—as Ibn ’Abbas saith.

In marriage, he should preserve himself from three calamities;—

I. Inordinate lying with the spouse, which is the calamity of nafs. Therefrom

appear three injuries:—

{«) decline in deeds and in readings (of the Kuran), wherefrom defects in hal necessanly come.
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{6) the inflaming the fires of praised nature, and the wolves of dead nafs. For, when Vi-ith

a nafs, nafs hath commerce, each (nafs), by kinship becometh the aider of the other.

In ^ch (nafs), a delight cccurrcth and the fire of nature kindleth.

c) the superiority of nafs after being subdued. For through its own obedience and unll, nafs

ne\’er lowereth its head to the heart’s devotion.

When, by the aid of dhine attraction the heart gatherelh power ; and beneath its sway, nafs

seeth itself like a powerless amir-in the hand of a powerful amir then, from itsdf, nafs

effaceth the greed of wishing to be followed and by necessity and compulsion becometh

submissive to the heart. The kindness, which in this state it gaincth from the heart,

nafs seeth is the result of the heart’s kindness and of its own submission and of its bring

subdued,—not the result of the heart’s (\-ain) desiring to be followed.

\\Tien in passion, nafs exceedeth moderation, and from the heart hath no reproof, it ihinkcth

that this negligence is through the heart’s weakness and its o^iTi power; and in the

heart’s wishing to follow and in its oum power (of being followed) rcnexi'eth vain desire.

2. Solicitude as to daily victuals, which is the calamity" of the heart

—

This is the result of doubtl; doubt is the calamity of yakm (certainty) ;
yakin is the light of wsion ;

vision is the ej-e of the heart.

The sign of the light of yakin in the slave’s heart and its not being veiled by the darkness of doubt

is this—that, on God’s surety and His pledge, the slave rdieth ; as to the acquisition of daily %ictua!s

(apportioned from the beginning of life to known death) wherdn appeareth neither excess nor defect,—
is void of doubt; and knoweth that the heart’s sway (in solidlude for daily food) is the weakness of

3’akln ; and the want of reliance on God’s pledge.

Rriiance on an}’ one by one’s own deliberation is the result of want of reliance on God’s power.

3. Attachment of the heart to the beauty of the spouse, ^\h^ch is the calamity

of the soul.

It is for him the prohibitor of sincerity of didne !o\’e; and, as regards the violence of shauk
(desire) for God, and the torment of zauk (delight), and the delight of love,—raaketh him
dull.

To the extent that he becometh attached to the net of beautv, verily changeable, cffaceable,
and hadis (accidental),—he becometh deprived of \*iewing the beauty (of God), whole,
eternal, permanent, and lasting.

The repelling of these (and other) calamities becometh attainable if, at the time
of lying with the spouse, two glances are his :

—

1 . one glance outwardh-, in the way of desire, and cF bang engaged with the spouse.
the oth^ glance inwardly at God, from Him seeking aid for the repelling of calamity

and in Him being engaged,

A crowd of deceived ones keep glancing at the visible (outward) beauty of the
friend

; and say :

—

In this spectade-place, behold we the beauty of God 1

This daim is the essence of falsehood, and of slander.
when from the lawful glance, resultelh the folly of the soul (ruh) and its opposition to the

payment of the established pordon of love to God—behold from the unlawful glance what
(greater) calamities spring.

The source of error of this crowd is
When, m that (unlawful) glance, they rest from passion’s assault, they hink that the source

ot this IS delight, not passion.
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This idea is' false; for if it had not been the residue of nafs, the pleasure of the glance in
a form (which is the stirrer of passion) would not have been special.

When in them this desire hath become slight, from its slightness, they gain not
that passion.

When that (unlawful) glance is repeated; and in it, the imagination gaineth
sway—possibly it becometh gross and outwardly its effect appeareth.

Hence, for the quieting of love’s assault, physicians order conjunction even with
one, other than the beloved.

Who, in this way, claimeth the truth of hal,—him, they should hear naught of,

and regard as a mere pretender.

Tawakkul (trusting to God).

IX. 9.

Tawakkul signifieth

Trusting one’s affairs to the Absolute Agent (God) ; confiding in the suretyship of the surety

of daily victuals.

After rija (hope), is this stage; because the matter (of trusting and of confiding)

is that one’s who first shall understand His mercy.

Tawakkul is—
the result of the truth of faith, by good deliberation and by fate.

This is faith in the rank of yakin (certainty), the possessor whereof knoweth

that all affairs are predestined and distributed by fate (takdir), perfect of will, just of

distribution, 'wherein, as to increase or decrease, is no change.

Its sign is—

that to the grasp of fate (takdir), he entrusteth the rein of deliberation j and from his own

power is up-plucked.

Even as have said

Zu-n-Nun.

Sariy.

Junid.

Hamadun-i-KassIr.

Sahl *AbdU"l-Lah.

T-» 21 nrosneritv suitable to its £ace
j
and an end

Every stage hath a beginning and a prospcntjr ^

Wd—except the stage of tawakkul, which
nd a calamity suitable to the back or the tieaa

^ ,

•, j npvpr terminateth in end and calamity, which
; all beginning or prosperity, and which never ternuu

signifieth
: favourl trust to the beauty of the will of the Ancient

the
(the tawakkul of sufficiency) which is an enterer

that never returneth from tawakkul-i-’mayati.

The true mutawakkil (truster)—
, , „ ,

is that one, in whose sight is no existence save the existence of the Causer-of-rauses. H.s

tawakkul becometh not changed by the existence, or by the non-existence, of causes.
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This is the tawakkul of that one who shall have reached the stage of tauhid (the

unity of God). Till he reacheth this stage the mutawakkil, in amending his own

makam, is in need of abandoning causes
;
because, in his tawakkul, the belief of the

existence of causes is blameable.

Therefore, in repelling causes, he ever striveth.

In the amending of this makam by abandoning causes, the state of Ibrahim

Khwass is well known.

In one place, he never sojourned more than forty days ; and used to take great precaution to

conceal his state from the people, so that their knowledge as to his tawakkul should not become a cause

of the causes of his daily victuals. Generally, in deserts and solitudes, alone, void of food and of in-

formation,—he travelled.

That crowd, in whose tawakkul the existence of causes is blameable,—the exist-

ence of causes is the veil of their state, so that on them falleth not the glance of stran-

gers ;
and beneath the towered dome of causes, they are concealed from the glance of

others.

The people think that they are possessed of causes
;
with the Causer-of-causes

they are, in ^ilwat of union, engaged in being benefited with the delight of holding

talk at night, and with the zauk of appearances and of presences (divine).

As tp the force of the hal of the mutawakkil, the master of the shari’at (Muham-^

mad) hath decided.

In tawakkul, who is possessor of yakin (certainty) and of tamkin, his head shive-

reth and trembleth not at any disaster.

An assembly asked Junid :

—

If, in search of daily victuals, we make no effort, how will it be ?

He said

If ye know that the Provider of daily victuals hath forgotten you, strive in search of victuals. -

They said :

—

Then, will we sit in the house; and practise tawakkul.

He said ;

—

By your own tawakkul, tempt not God ; for, save disappointment, naught will ye have.

They said :

—

What thought shall we take P

He said :

—

Abandon thought.

Thus it is in the gospel.*

• The passage is ;

—

(•ilf what virtue (force, art) shall we practise.
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Riza (Contentment).

r,. . .r ,
IX- *0-

Riza signifieth • • •

the lifting up (and removing) of the abhorrence of laga and kadr (fate and destiny) ; and
the sweetening of the bitterness of their orders, -

After traversing the stages of tawakkul (trusting to God), is the stage of riza.

For despite the yakin (certainty) of the past division (by fate) and the confidence

in the Distributor, it followeth not that abhorrence should not exist, nor that the bitter-

ness of orders should appear sweet.

Thus hath it appeared in some of the recorded prayers of Muhammad.
With this difference, because he besought “ the first certainty,” whereby it be-

cometh known that to none arriveth save what in eternity without beginning they

(fate and destiny) have decreed.

To it (the first certainty), prayer, for riza was added, so that it became known

that over kismat (destiny) riza is not appointed by kismat.

The makam of riza is the end of the makam of holy travellers. The being joined

to its exalted dignity and to its inaccessible pinnacle is not the power of every has-

tener. In this makam, to whomsoever they gave a footing, him, in haste, they con-

veyed to Paradise,

For, in riza and in yakin, they have established ruh (the soul) and joy, the

requisites of men of Paradise.

At this, the naming of the guardian of Paradise with (the name of) Rizvan hinteth.

From yakin (certainty), is born riza;

So long as, by the light of yakin, the heart is not diffused and dissolved, by it in

the heart, appeareth not the containing of events, of calamities, and of joy.

As have said

'Zu-n-Nun,

Ravim,

Harig-i-Muhasibi.

The repelling of abhorrence (which is the source of the makam of riza) is the

result of the repelling of one’s own will.

Ibn ’Ata observeth will, in whole; and in abandoning will m part, regardeth its

^xcdlcncc

The source of riza is yakin and the spreading of the breast is its necessary
; ^he

source of abhorrence is doubt, and the narrowing of the breast is its necessary.

Once in Junid’s society, Shibli uttered Lahaula * * * (there is no power nor

virtue, but in God).

Junid said

This is from the heart’s narrowness, which is from the abandoning of nza.

Shibli said

Truly, thou spakest.
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Abhorrence is of two kinds

(a) Abhorrence of the heart, which is the opposite to riza.

(5) „ „ nafs, „ » the hal and the makam of rizai

Possibly in some heart, ariseth this doubt

When its preface and source are hal how can the opposite to the of riza be collected

with its makam ?

The reply is :

—

Only a gift is hal, that, through exceeding fineness and penetrating power, pervadeth all parts

of existence : and thereby no suspicion of the desires of nature remaineth.

But makam is mixed with kasb (acquisition) ; therefore is possible the suspicion of the tempera^

ment of the wish of nature.

Even as ri?a is the result of yakln, which is the heart’s special quality, so special

to the heart, is the quality of riza,

In it, abhorrence of nafs is not blameable, save when the heart is the possessor of

yakln like unto a wide sea, sometimes calm, sometimes rough. When, from the source

of divine favour, the winds of circumstances resolve to blow, the heart’s sea cometh
into tumult ;

and therefrom, the excess (foam) of a wave plungeth upon the shore of

nafs ;
and, in the flowing of nature, goeth flowing. By its means the effects of riza

and of rest appear in nafs
;
and become qualified with the heart’s quality.

When these winds take rest, the heart's sea ceaseth from boisterousness
; to its

own boundary, the bounty of ’ilm-i-yakin and of restturneth its face ,* and perturbation

and abhorrence of nafs return.

In that hal of ignorance (the nature of nafs), ’ilm-i«yakinbecometh non-existent

nafs puttpth on by loan the garment of the heart’s feelings; and to (nafs), the heart

speaketh.

The riza of nafs is the effect of riza of the heart, which is the effect of the riza

of God.

When the glance of the divine Rizvan taketh attachment to the heart, in it ap^
peareth riza. Then the mark of union of the divine Rizvan with the slave’s heart is

the union of the slave’s parts with Him. Thus speaketh Sahl, ’Abdu-l-lah.

Since the slave’s riza is the divine Rizvan's need,—union with the divine Rizvan
appeareth npt in the place void of riza. Thus speaketh Rabjk to Sufyan Surl,

The makam of riza is the makam of those joined to God,-—not the stage of holy
travellers, as Bashar Hafi in reply to Fa?il hath said.

Besides that place where one cometh into the place of riza of God —is what
makam?

‘

There, where is the glance of riza all sins appear good.
More pleasapt than that where ap abhorrent object reacheth none is what I13I ?

Thus speak ;

—

The Amiru-l-Muminin and Yaby? Ma’a;^
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Xcces^nn,* for the makam of rirS is the hat of love, because when all deeds fall

into the place of HrA, where the Beloved is Agent, all deeds of the Beloved are

beloved.

Keither in this, nor in the next, world separate from the slave, rizaand muhab-

hat (love)
;
contrnr)* to fc.ar and hope, which in the next world separate from him.

Muhabbat (love).

X. r.

On muhabbat, is the foundation of all lofty hals, even as on tauba (penitence) is

the base of all isoblc mak.'»nis.

Since muhabbat is essentially gift all hals that arc founded thereon, they call

m,v.v.jhib (gifts).

Muhabbat is the heart’s inclination to considering attentively beauty; and is of

two kinds:

—

i tr.utubVjr.t-b-mm.

f, ..

In the following Ubic, the qualities of muhabbat are given

;

MuKahha!.i.-.mm.
|

Muhabbaoi-ttaij

(.,) .he hearfs inclinalta to eonsid^ng the soul’s inclimiuon to wceug the beaut,- of ,.1.

alleahv:,- Ibe beiulj- "1/l"-*'^ jn, hotison of jit. ascendeth.

(I) a moon that from vicoinp ihc bc-autc- a sun mm, iro

CU-. qu.alit)«
firt; that purificth existence.

(e) r. light that pveth decoration to ex- a nrc m v

iv.cncc.
, ,„i.rnthttsaith—‘'Liw not and consume not”

(cl token thsU sailh-" Imit-vtc uhat is a token that sattn

pure ; bid farewell to what is not

(t) thc^bcsi wine, sealed, tempered (by the ab»lutel> pure fountai

npc)-
,„.;„e<bv reason ofits being purified from defects)

” ’
"jSst'irfrf d^Ui '.be'^«w «'

puritv and of impurity ; of fincncM in bg tress,

and of grossness; of lightness and

of hcAvnncss.

Vb' * affcctcth the heaviness and the light-

Tlie fineness and the lightness of t
heaviness to lightness, like the

a of tho cop ,
chaugeth iu grosauesa “

soul that giveth to the eye fineness an
^

In the cup of their souls, the lovers o

nafs, pour the .dregs.
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It giveth the lightness

(a) of agitation to souls (rut]i}i

(b) „ shauk „ hearts.

(r) „ devotion „ nafs.

The relish of this wine affecteth all parts of existence. It giveth

() to the soul, the delight of beholding.

( ) „ hearts „ „ remembering.

(c) „ nafs „ „ deeds.

“to such a degree that, in nafs, the delight of devotion prevaileth overall natural

delights.

From its exceeding pureness and fineness, the essence of the cup becometh in

the colour of this wine so effaced that discrimination remaineth not and the form of

unity appeareth.

Love effaceth all existence j on the condition that it be established in the hal

it giveth its own colour
;
and, like lightnings and flashings, becometh not quickly ex-

tinguished.

Junid saith

Love signifieth the entering into the qualities of the beloved in exchange for the qualities of

the lover.

Muhabbat is verily a link of the links of concord that bindeth the lover to the be-

loved
;

is an attraction of the attractions of the beloved, that draweth to himself the

lover, and (to the degree that him to himself it draweth) effaceth something of his

existence,—so that, first, from him it seizeth all his qualities; and then snatcheth,

into the grasp of Kudrat (God), his zat.

In exchange, the attraction of love giveth him a zat that is worthy of the descrip-

tion of its own qualities; and after that, his qualities (the enterer of that zat),,become

changed.

Junid said

“ In the exchange.”

He said not :

—

“In the lover.”

For as long as the lover existeth,—not fit to be described with the qualities of
the beloved is his zat.

This hal is the produce of muhabbat and its end. Though its cause appeareth
not, its marks are many. To the truth of his muhabbat :

every ha:r on the lover*s limbs is a witness.

99 motion of „ mark.

99 resting „ „ sign.

Save by the eye of muhabbat, one cannot behold this. For the sake of distin-
guishing the sincere ones from the pretenders, we sum up the ten marks of the lover
of God :

—

I. In the lover’s heart is no love, either for this, or for the next, world, as God re-
vealed to Isa.
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Possibly, in a heart divine love together with compassion (for the people) may be
collected ;

and to some that compassion may show (as) love.

Its mark that it is compassion is this, that, if they leave free to choice the posses-

sor of these two qualities (divine love and compassion),—he abandoneth the people’s

side.

2. He should not- incline to any beauty that they may present to him
;
nor turn

his glance from the beauty of the Beloved (God).

Once a man met a beautiful woman, and to her revealed his love. For trying

him she said

Beside me, is one who is more bc.iutiful of face than I and more perfect in beauty. She is my
sister.

Back, he looked. Against him, with rebuke, the woman extended her tongue :

—

0 boaster ! when I beheld thee afar, I thought thou wast a wise man ; when thou earnest

near, I thought thou wast a lover. Now, thou art neither a wise man nor a lover.

3. Means of union with the Beloved, he should hold dear
;
and be submissive.

For that love and devotion are the essence of the love and the devotion of the

Beloved.

4. If of the number of hinderers of union with the Beloved, should be his son, of

him he should be full of caution.

5. Filled and inflamed with love, he should be at the mention of the Beloved ;
and

of it never be wearied. Every time that mention occurreth, greater should be his joy

and exaltation.

The mention of the Beloved, he should hold dear to such a degree that, if, in the

midst thereof, he hear his own reproach, therefrom he should gain delight.

6. In respect of orders and of prohibitions, he should preserve devotion to the

Beloved
; and never oppose His order.

Thus, have said :

—

Rabi’a.

Sahl ’Abdu-l-Iah.

Ravim.

7. In whatever he chooseth, his glance, in desire of the Beloved's consent, should

be,—not in desire of another purpose.

Thus, have said :

—

Abu Bakr-i-Kattani.

Shibli.

8. Much, he should regard a little regard of the Beloved; his own devotion (to

the Beloved) little.
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Thus saith God's word and the revelation that He sent to ^Uzair.

g. In the ray of the light-splendours of beholding the Beloved^ the \dsion of

lovers becometh dulled and dimmed; v?herefrom spring jealousy, passion, and-

sweat.

If he be in the makam of tamkin
;
and have the power of devouring (suffering)

hal
;
and if astonishment exceed not the soul’s boundary, and prevent not the heart

from arranging words and deeds,—^his soul in beholding is the more astonished as his"

'heart in appearing before another is the more sensible.

If he have not the power of such tamkin ;
and, in the power oftins hal, the thread,

of discrimination becometh snatched from bis hand, he crieth out:

—

“ In increase astonishment at Thee.”

10. The beholding of the Beloved and union with Him should not diminish his-

shauk.

In his nature, should be evoked a new shauk, astonishment, and desire—every

moment in beholding
;
and in every breath in union with the Beloved.

As the degree of propinquity to the Beloved becometh greater, to the degree of

sublimity falleth his gknce ; and his shaulfe, agitation, and desire for union increase.

Even so endless is the Beloved’s beauty; and the lover’s desire, endless.

Of many marks of love, these are .a few; impossible in a book is love’s limitation

;

according to the abundance of marks in love’s praise is contrariety of words. Accord-

ing to another description and mark, each one, according to his hal, descrifaeth love.

Shauk (desire),

X. z.

Shauk signifieth :

—

The assault of the claim of delight on account of the Beloved in the lover^ heart. Its exist-

ence is the requsite of love’s truth.

Abu ^Usman Hair! saith

Shauk is the fruit of muhabbat (love) ; who loveth God, with Him desireth union.

According to lovers division, shauk is of two kinds

(fl) the shauk of lovers of qualities the understanding through the Beloved’s graces mercy
and kindness.

{b) the shauk of the lovers of gat through union with, and propinquity to, the Beloved.

This shauk from exceeding honour is like red sulphur rare of existence. Because
generally people are severs of God’s merc}^ not of God Himself.

Said a man of heart (a sufl)

Thou seest a thousand

—

’Abdu-r-Rahman the slave of the most Merciful.
ff n Rallim

,, Merdful.
fi -l.Karim ^ Generous One.,

but scarcely one ’Abdu-Wah „ „ God.
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The seekers of (God’s) mercy are many ;
few, the seekers of God.

To the seekers of God, paradise is the sight of Him even if by Fate they be in

hell : hell, separation from Him, even if they be in paradise.

Thus saith Bayizid.

The lial of shauk is an excellence such that, to their purpose it conveyeth the

messengers of the ka’ba of desire
;
joined to perpetuality of love, is their perpetuality

;

ever as long as love remaineth is shauk necessary.

Some of the sufis have denied shauk in the stage of being present with, and of

beholding, the Beloved.

This denial would have been at the time when shauk was special in desire of be-

holding (the Beloved), which is not necessary ; because, beyond the beholding of the

Beloved, to special men are other desires, (desirous whereof they are) such as—^union,

propinquity, and increase of their perpetuality.

Not every one who gained a sight of the Beloved, with the Beloved attained the

fortune of union : not every one who became a joiner, gained the stage of propin-

quity: not every one who became near attained the limit of the degrees of propin-

quity : not every one who gained that degree, lasting thereon remained.

The shauk of these desires, according to the exaltation of its degrees, is much

more difficult than the shauk of beholding, as some of the great ones of tarikat have

said.

In the Hadis of Da,iid are words, the meaning whereof is the strengthener

of.our spirit. Because in hal when the glance is on the Beloved, shauk becometh (as

is e\’ident to those present and beholding) momently greater.

Then, in connection with what shall have been gained, love is not desirous of

beholding, or of being near to, the Beloved ;
and is desirous in connection with what

shall not have been gained.

The shauk of beholding is (in eaistence) the essence of ce^nty ;
its acquisition

is in this world difficult.

In some places, shauk is the cause of death's delay; and in some the

desired is an Ler from the Beloved, whose acquisition m as Me) it becometh not its

cause, but the negation thereof.

In this case, life may be beloved.
, , , , , . j

The cause of death's delay is not necessary, for shank is the kakkn-I-yahm and

the makam of acquisition. .....
Possibly the cause of that shank is the beholding of one whose acqrnsmon .s m

this world difficult.

The word lika (beholding) signifieth :--

Mushahida (manifestation), wusul (acqmsition).

In this place, the second meaning is appropriate.
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Kabz (contraction) and bast (expansion).

X. r-



fana and baka. lo

The end of Jcabz is bast
; the end of bast is fana; in fana, kabz and bast are im

possible,

Since habz and bast are of the crowd of ahwal
() in them, "the first ones " share not.

() from them, “ the last ones ” having issued from the sway of occupations, have turned
(c) them, “ the middle ones ” have as their hai.

In the place of kabz and of bast :

—

(«) « the first ones" have kbauf (fear of God), and rija (hope in God).
(i) "the last ones " have fana (effacement) and baika (permanency).

Partners between "the first ones and "the middle ones” are
(fl) fear and hope accordrng to faith.

(6) grief and joy „ „ nature.

" The last ones ” by putting off the garment of existence have neither kabz nor
bast, neither fear nor hope, neither grief norjoy—except when to the heart's stage shall
have reached their nafs; and to it (nafs) become revealed the qualities of the heart;
and grief and joy become changed to kabz and bast

,
and theteby kabz and bast be-

come left in their nafs and are never removed.

Fana (effacement) and baka (permanency).

Fana* signifieth

the end of travelling to God.

X. 8.

Baka signifieth:

—

the beginning of travelling in God.

Travelling to God (fana) endeth when, with the foot of sincerity, the holy travel-

ler travelleth the desert of existence.

Travelling in God (baka, becometh verified when, after absolute fanS, they give

to the slave an existence purified from the pollution of impurities, so that, in the world

of description (the material world), he advanceth in divine qualities.

In the description of fana and baka, the contrarieties of the \vords of shaikhs agree with the

contrarieties of hal of the holy traveller.
. u • j t.

According to his understanding and the amending of his hal, the shaikhs have answered each

murldj absolute fana and baka, they have less explained.

(/riJSh of p1ssion,of self-will, of seff-consciousness, producing the spiritual resurrec

(6) the^thinkfog ^vay of self /the emerging from self that veileth man’s real essence (God),

(^^hTpray^tf rats, wherein man is effaced from self, so that h^s not conscious of his

body, nor of things outward and inward, From these, he is rapt, journeying first to hi

If it to him Aat he^is^effaced from self, it is a defect. The highest state is to be effaced

from effacement.

(Imam GJiazzali in Gulshan-i-raz.) p 2
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Some have said :

—

Fana signifieth

(a) the fana of contrarieties,

(d) decline of worldly de-

lights,

(c) yy decline of delights of this

and of the next world.

(^) „ decline of blameable

qualities.

[e) yy concealment of things.

Baka signifieth

the baka of concordances.

„ permanency of pleasure in

the next world.

,, permanency of delight in

God.

„ permanency of laudable

qualities.

yy presence of God,

The sense is a requisite :

—

of the mal^m of penitence of

Nasuh.

yy yy Zuhd ( aus-

terity.

,, sincerity of natural love.

„ purifying and of the glo-

rif^Mng of nafs.

yy intoxication of hal.

Fana is of two kinds outward and inward.

(fl) Outward fana. * •

This is the fana of deeds and is the glory of divine deeds. The possessor of this fana be-

cometh so immersed in divine deeds that, neither on the part of himself nor on the part

of others, seeth he deed, or desire, or will—save the deed, the desire and the will of God.

In himself; no will for any deed remaineth ; be pliingeth into no work ; and, from the free

manifestation of divine deeds without the pollution of deeds of other than God, gaineth

delight.

Some holy travellers have remained in this makam, wherein they have neither eaten nor

drunk, till God hath appointed over them one who (with eatables, potables, and other

things) might support them.'

(5) Inward fana.

This is the fana of qualities and of zat. The possessor of this hal in the revelation of the

' qualities of the Ancient One is immersed sometimes in the fana of his own qualities;

and, sometimes, in the manifestation of the effects and of the grandeur of the Ancient

One.

Immersed in the fana of the zat of the Ancient One, he is immersed in the fana of the zat

of Wujud (the Absolute Existence, God)—^until that time when, over him prevaileth the

existence of God when his heart becometh cleansed of all temptations and thoughts.

God knoweth that, in connection with that one who shall not yet have passed the

stage of fana, his baka is shirk (infidelity) ;
and not shirk in connection with that

one who, after fana, shall have reached baka.

In this makam, the being hidden from feeling (being unconscious) is not a

requisite. To some, it may chance
;
to others, not. The cause of his not being

hidden from feeling is his amplitude of prayer, and capaciousness of mind.

Therein is contained fana. The presence of his inward (the heart) is immersed

in the abyss of fana : the presence of his outward (the body) is present in what goeth

forth from words and deeds.

This may be at a time when he shall have found dwelling in the makam of mani-
festation of gat and of qualities

;
and shall have come from the inebriety of the hal

(rf) the proximity to the light of lights wherein the flame of eternal love burnelh, ere it trans-

formeth ; consuming self, ere it quickeneth the lover \inth the embrace of union.
(Gulshan-i-raz, 1 . X20.J
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of fana to sobriety. He who is in the beginning of this hSl, him, concealeth from feel-

ing the intoxication (of fana).

Muslim bin Yasar was in prayer in the masjid of Bisra, when suddenly one of its

columns fell. Of the circumstance, all the people of the bazar knew, yet he in the

masjid felt it not.

The baka that is in support of outward fana is this

After fana of desire and of will, God maketh the slave, master of desire and of nail, and in

absolute sway of the rein (of guidance;. Whatever he desireth, he doeth with the will and

the desire of God. Even so the giver up of absolute will is in the degree of the degrees of

fana ; the giver up of will wholly in affairs (until he is allowed) and partly in them (until he

first retumeth in heart to God) is in the degree of the makam of fana.

The baka that is in support of inward fana is this :

—

The zat and the qualities of fana become evoked from the bond of violence in the assembly-

place of manifestation in the garb of remaining existence; and from before it, the veil

wholly riseth (and departeth).
j .

Becometh neither God the veil of creation ; nor creation, the veil of God. To the possessor of

fana, God is the veil of creation,—as to those who have not reached the stage of fana,

creation is the veil of God.

' After fana, the possessor of baka beholdeth each veil in its own makam, without

one (the veil of the Creator) being the veil of the other (the created).

In him, are collected and included the possessor of fana and of baka. In fana,

he is baki (lasting) ;
in baka, fani (effacing).

• Outward fana

—

is the portion of the Lords of heart and of the Companions of (al.

joined the society of the converter of hearts (God).

The aiirad (prayers).

VII. 7-

Before the crepuscule, the seeker should have completedJus ablution, and should

be sitting before the k'lbla in expectation of the prayer ° ’

When he heareth the cry of prayer, he should answer the mu,azzin,-whatever

he saith, he should repeat except in .

() hayyi ’al5-s galat, rise to

( )

When he should say
,he great, the mighty I

There is no power nor virtue b
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In every azaflj he should observe this rule; in the morning azan, he should gene-

rally say

O God ! this is the face of Thy day; the back of Thy night, and the sound of Thy prayer.

0 Merciful of the merciful ! through Thy mercy, me for^ve, and my parents, and all the faith-

ful, male and female.

When the morning dawneth, he should utter the renewal of the shahadat

—

Welcome to the tw'o kind recording angels ! God bless ye I in my record, WTite that I

declare—

that there is no god but God.

„ Muhammad is His prophet.

„ paradise is true.

„ the fire (of hell ) „ „

„ sirat (the bridge) „ „

„ the question (in the grave) „ „

,, ,, balance

„ ,, account ,f

„ „ punishment „ ,»

„ „ book (of record) „ „

„ „ intercession (of Muhammad) „ ,,

1 declare tha^ in the hour given, God will cause (the dead) to rise from the grave.

O God ! to Thee, I entrust this declaration for the day of my need. O God ! for its

. sake,—stop my sin ; forgive my sin; make heavy my balance; make me deserving of

safety; and forgive me my faults through Thy mercy, O Merciful of the merciful !

Then he should perform two rak’ats of the prayer of the sunnat* of the crepus-
cule—

wnth Suratu-l-Kafirun; chapter log.

M 99 Ikblas „ 1 12.

Several times he should repeat

the Kalima-i»tasblh.

s> 99 istigjifar.

and should say :

—

I ask pardon of God for my sin; to God, be glor}' by the praise of my God.

For the masj id-prayer, he should resolve to go to the masjid. On going out from
his house, he should say

O God ! by the true ingress, make me enter ; by the true egress, make me pass out.

* There are three kinds of prayer
wajib, necessary prayer (five),

sunnaty prescribed „
nafl, voluntary
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On the Avay to the masjidi he should utter this prayer
Bj the inclincrs to Thee^ by the begg'ars tow'ards Thee, by this^my going’ and coming out to

Thee,—I pray to Thee, 0 God !

With evil and hj-pocrisy, 1 haw not issued. To avoid Thy curse and to meet Thy blessing,
have I come out- To save me from hell-fire and to forgive me my sin,"-rl pray to Thee

• for none save Thou forgivest sins- , ,

^

On going into the masjid and planting his foot on the prayer-ma^ he should ad-
vance his right foot and say

.

r’

In the name of God, to God be praise! peace and blessing on the prophet of God ! O God,
me forgive and open me the door of mercy.

When he performeth the enjoined observances in the masjid and giveth the salu-

tation,* he should say ten times;

—

There is no god but God, theOne^ with Whom is no partner. Dominion, His ; praise. His;
life. He giveth and taketh; and is ever living. without death* In His hand, is good;

overall kings. He is powerful.

Then he should say :

—

There is no god but God, the One. Sincerity is His promise ; victory. His slave ; popular.

His army. There is, no god but God, the master of grace. ToHim, be praise. There

is no god but God, save Him, w'e worship none. Who have fmth in Him are saved.

Then he should utter the ninety-nine namest of God ; and say

O God ! bless Muhammad, Thy slave, news-bringer, prophet, the illiterate but truthful mes-

sengcr; and thisdescendantof Muhammad with blessing such as is Jhy will. Give him

the means and the blessed degreej that Thou promisedest.

Bless his brethren the prophets, the true ones, the martyrs, the pious ones.

O God ! to the day of faith (the judgment-day) our chief Muhammad bless

—

among the ancient ones.

„ last generations.

„ those in lofty regions.

O God I bless the soul of Muhammad among the souls ; his body among the bodies; and

bestow all the excellences of the blessings of Thy mercy*

His two hands, he uplifteth ;
and of the above traditional prayer of the prophet

(in ^ikr whereof, after this a single^section§ will pass) he uttereth as he wisbeth.

The Lords of deeds and the companions of stages have cherished this time; on

its preservation, established the base of the structure of times and of hours
;
and in

this rule :

—

by negation of lusts,

„ abandoning words,

f, assiduity in ^ikr.

by reading without defect,

w attendance before the kibla.

thee, O prophet, and the mercy of God and His blesa^ j and the

devout slaves of God j
peace on you and the mercy of God and His blessing

Every prayer must conclude \rith this salutation,

t See Brown’s Darvishes, p. ii6.

t The de^eeis the makam al Mahmud.

§ This is given in chapter vK| section 8 of the Misba,.
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have ordered seekers and safis.

When, by anticipation, he shall have preferred a prayer, best it is that in the

masjid, he should sit; be assiduous in zikr and in reading; and utter naught till he

preferreth the prayer of sun-rise.

On the condition that, sitting, in that place, there shall be no thought of calamity;

and that he shall be void of the causes of defect of deeds and of states.

Otherwise, he should return to his dwelling and be engaged in reading till the

sun ascendeth.

Of Muhammad, the story is

—

He who from morning-prayer till sun-rise, sitteth in zikr of God is dearer to me than one who
saveth four necks (lives).

He should read the following passages of the Kuran :

Chapter. I Verse.

The Suratu-l-Fatiha • • . I

„ Bakara . . 2

„ Imran* • 3

„ Kahft . . . 18

„ Hadid

.

. 57

„ Hashr . • • 59

i-5> 164-165, 255-257, 2S4-286,

igo-200, 18-19, 26-27.

107-X10.

1-6.

21-24.

Then he should utter :

—

Thirty-thrre times the Subhana-I-lah,

„ „ Alhamdu-li-llah,

„ „ Allahu Akbar,

Once La ilaha illa-l-Iah,

His is no partner;

He is God.

„ single.

„ one.

„ divine.

„ unity.

gloiy be to God

!

praise „
God is great

!

there is no god but God.

He is immortal.

„ imperishable.

„ eternal.

„ perpetual.

His is order; His is praise ; He is powerful over all.

* Alter this are omitted four passages not identified (see below).

I" 9» ji three ,, ,, ,,

From

Verses of the Kur^n.

I

’ To
“ Verily your God.”
“Verily, to you the prophet come.”
“ Upon God, I call.”

Verily those that have faith.

“ of the benefactor.”

the end.

9t

99

and 2u-n-Nun.
Praise to God.
To thy God, praise.

the best of heirs.”

the eiid.

99
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Till near sun-rise he should be assiduous

:

* in reading.

praying.

„ a^kar (s^ikrs).

Then lie ultereth the seven prayers, whereof the ten-fold utterance is oblisatorv
—that is, the ten a?.kar (repetitions).

°

1 .

li*

iii.

iv.

V.

vi.

the Suratu-I-Fatilm

„ Falak^

Niis*.

Ikhlas

Kafirun

Ayatu KursI

tr

\ii. glory to God
; praise to God

;

but in God, the great, the mighty.f

Cnapter.

r

• • •••••. 112

. 2V;2S5
no god but God ; God is great; the?e is no power nor virtue

O God ! upon Muhammad and his offspring send’Thy blessing

;

O God I me, forgive and my parents and all the faithful, male and female :

O God 1 towards me and them, do so, soon or late, in this and in the next world, asbefitteth
Thee ; towards us, do not as befitteth us,—for Thou art the gentle Pardoner, the gene-
rous.Bestower, the merciful Merciful. .

This ended, he should engage

in the tasbih, repeating subiian allah, glory to God.

„ istighfar „ astaghfir-ul-lah. I ask God to forgive me.

„ tilawat, reading the Kuran.

till the sun riseth a spear’s length. Then, in the aforementioned way, he performeth
the prayer of sun-rise.

If he have an important worldly matter, in it (for himself, or for his family) he en-

gageth.

If God shall have given him the bounty of leisure, he should regard as booty the

being engaged in worship of tiod ;
should without defect be assiduous in deeds and

in devotion, till the time of the prayer of zuhaj cometh, when he performeth.it.

If still he have power for deeds, and no langour enter his soul,—he should be as-

siduous in deeds. If not, he should rest himself for a while.

* Together, these two are called—ma’uzatain, the two ma’ug " shelter in God.”

t The clauses are

1st—the tasbih. ' 4th—ihe takbir.

3nd— „ taljmid. 5^^““ i» hawla.

3rd— „ tahlil.

ZuhS (or chasht) is the middle hour between sun-rise and noon.
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Deeds are of two kinds :

—

(a) outward:—

salat, prayer,

tilawat, reading,

zikr, repeating God*s name.

(&) inward

muljazira, being present before God- '

murakiba,* fearful contemplation,

muhasiba, calling one’s self to account.

The atranging of deeds is in this wise. As long as possible, the seeker should

unite outward deeds with inward deeds
;
and in order advance salat, tilawat, and

zikr—on the condition of the heart being present with God, and of its being in fear-

ful contemplation.

If, through languor union with an inward deed (muhazira, murakiba)' be impos*

.

sible, he should be content with ah outward deed.

Murakiba is that contemplative state wherein he ever regardelh God, his preserver

and watcher : and this is the essence of zikr.

If, in respect of murakiba, he be languid ; and temptations and thoughts prevail,

—he should awhile rest himself in sleep so that nafs Inay rest from languor and tor-

ment
;
and, again, with joy may turn to deeds. Otherwise, through sorrow, nafs, with

confused tale, entereth the heart; complaineth; prevaileth over it; and- therein

causeth hardness.

Before the declining of the sun (from the meridian), he should be awake for an
hour, to arrange for ablution, so that at the time of noon, he may have finished his

ablution
;
and may, engaged in zikr and tilawat, be sitting before the kibla.

When the sun declineth from the meridian, he performeth
four rak’ats,

one salutation,

and, thereby, becometh prepared for the prayer of zuhr.

After that—
he performeth the sunnat of zuhr.

„ sitteth expectant of the jama’at. •

„ engageth in tasbih, and in istighfar.

It is laudable if, between an enjoined observance and the sunnat of the morn,
he utter a prayer.

The salat-i-zuhr being ended, he uttereth :

—

Chapter.
the Suratu-l-Fatiha i

ft Ayatu-Kursi 2 255*
U tasbih. Glory to God.
» tahmid. Praise „
>1 takbir, God is great.

tahin, There is no god but God.

* See pp. 59, 64, 69, 86.
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It is an excellence if, here, he should utter the ayat (verses) and the prayers pre-

viously mentioned after the salat of the morn.

Alive with holy deeds in the aforc-mentionod tvay, he should make the time be-

tween 7uhr (noon) and ’asr (afternoon).

This is for that one who hath no other occupation, and who passeth his time in

devotion. ,

* When 'asr cometh, he prcferrclh four ruk’ats of the sunnat ;
and readeth

Chapter*

in ihc ijt rak’-Mthc Sur.ilu.l-Zi!?ril* 99.

Adiyfil 100.

srd » *•

„ 4‘h .. »• T.iknsur 102.

When he pcrformelh the ordinance of ’asr no time remaineth for the salat of

nawafil (works of supererogation); it is the time of zikr and of tilawat. At this time,

naught is more excellent than the society of

.n Icani^t .-ahid, possessed of zuhd. for the blessing of whoSe breathings he may borrojv the

Tniendonrs of advantages ;
nnd-in respect to abandoning the world, to perpetuity of

devotion and of desire,-may increase his resolution.

When he wishcih to come out from the stage he saith

. ... f r«,i . tvhit God nleaseth; God is my sufficiency; th^re is no power nor

'the the ntishty. o God. tewerde Th«, I go out, end me, Thou

makest go out,

He uttercth
Clt.'iptcr.

the Suratu-l-F'ililia i.

„ F.nl.ik II3'

BctJn’dsr^LnoH and ntaghrib (evenlng-prayer) he uttereth a hundred

times each of the following prayers
: dominion •

(o) There i. ne gmi but God; uhu i. singly partner .s uotm, H« d.mm,ou.

His the praise ,
pou-ertul is He over all things.

(ir) the lasbill.t

„ lahmid.

„ lahin.

„ takbir.
_

mighty, and to Him, praise; I ask

(c) Gloiy to God, and to Him, praise ,
giory

forgiveness of God.
just, the Visible.

(<0 There is no god but God the rtiier,
j „

* The significations are

zilzal the earthquake.

adiyat „ war-horses that swiftly run.

taksgur « Sols desire of multiplying.

t See p. 113-



(e) O God ! upon Muhammad and his offspringf send benediction.

(/") I ask forgiveness of God, the mighty,—^save who is no God,—the Etern al, the Ancient

penitence, 1 offer.

(g) Whatever pleaseth God : there is no power but in God, the great, the mighty—save who is

no god—the Eternal, the Ancient, penitence, I offer.

‘ (/;) Whatever pleaseth God 5 there is no power but in God.

Daily, once, at the beginning, and at the ending, of day, he should say:

—

0 GodmeThoucreatedest, guidedest,{edestf quenchedst, causedest to die, causedest to live:

Thou art my God ; save Thou none is mine ; save Thou is no God ; single. Thou art;

no partner is Thine.

Whatever pleaseth God ; there is no power save in God

:

„ „ from God, are all favours

:

„ „ in the hand of God, is all good

:

,, „ save God, none wurdeth off sin.

Before sunset, he must perform ablution ;
and seated before the kibla, be ready

for the approach of night.

Till the sun setteth, he should utter

() the seven prayers whereof the ten-fold utterance is obligatory.

() „ tasbih.

(c) „ istighfar.

At sun-set, in answer to the azan, he uttereth

Chapter.

the Suratu-l-Shams 91.

,, ,, Lail 92.

„ • „
’ Falak 113.

„ „ Nas 114.

O God I the face of Thy night this is, and the back of Thy day.

Between the azan (of sunset) and the ikamat, as his time is little, he quickly per-

formeth two ruak’ats of the sunnat
; and uttereth;—

Chapter-

in the 1st ruk*at, the Suratu-U Kaffrun 109.

„ 2nd ,, „ IkHlas 1 12.

He reneweth the shahadat/’ and saitb:—
Welcome to the angels of the night; welcome to the two kind angels.

In the masjid, he joineth the two Msha (evening pra5"ers) until he joineththe bless-

ing of being in the masjid (i’tikaf) and of the union of the two *isha.

If therein he see increase of safety of faith, of perfection, of sincerity, and of tran-

quillity,••he may go to his own comer; and (of all the prayers which he performeth

between maghrib and Msha) may utter

(fl) with two rak*ats

the Suratu-l-Buruj

Tank

Chapter*

It

85.

86 .
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(£) with one rak'at.

the Suratu-l-Bakara,*

>» ^ » Il^las'l"

(c) the AyatuJ'KursIJ

„ Suratu-HIchlast

Cliapler

2 V. I-rl6.

1 13.

2 >1 253*

tl3.

Well it is if he unite {6} and (c) wth {a).

After performing the enjoined duty of ’isha and the two rak’ats of the sunnat he
goeth to his dwelling or to his ^ilvat-place.

Before sitting down^he performeth four rak'ats with

the Suratu-I'Lukman
Chapter.

31*

„ „ Yasin 36-

„ „ Dul^an 44-

,, „ ^lulk 67.

If he wish to shorten the prayer, he uttereth

^ Chapter,
the Ayatu-l-KursTJ 2 v. 253.

n Suratu-I-Hndfd$ 57.

„ „ Hashril 59.

Then he performeth eleven rak'ats, and uttereth—

. the Suratu-1-Tarik 86.

and delayeth not, save when he is engaged in devotion of vigilance of his own
nafs, wherein delay is excellent.

When he wisheth to sleep, he should (as to purity and to gikr) be as before

stated
; when he awaketh and wisheth to make the tahajjud, he maketh it standing

as before stated.

Some short-sighted ones (whose vision may not have found the collyrium for the

observing of the beauty of perfection of rule) may regard the repairing of times ac-

**cording to rules,—the portion only of 'abids.

They see no great need of it for the Lords of stages and for the Companions of

union.

Possibly this is the mark of him who, in search of, and in love for, God, is

sincere

That he regardeth not much the expenditure of his own times and the being im-

mersed in deeds and in devotion ;
and becometh not vexed.

^ After the Suratu-l-Bakara, cometh a passage from

Your God is God the
to

For this tribe that hath come to reason,

which passage in the IKuran I have been unable to identify •

t This is to be repeated fifteen times.

t And ** The prophet believeth.*'

• * § The beginning.

II t* end.



For vrlien, in respect of its Beloved, true love gaineth the opportunity of happi-

ness and of meeting and the possibilities of the good fortune of prayer ; and, in His

presence, hath the power

of wesp-isg.
j

of paying homage (vrith the^und kiss).

„ flattering.
j „ doing sendee.

it recogniseth its own exceeding hope and great prosperity^

#

Ru,yat (beholding Qod)^
I. 6.

Clearly beholding God is

(ii) in this TCrld, ciEcuIt, bscanse ba^ is ret contained in fan>,

(5) in the next xvxrld, promised to the faidiful (Tauslim) and denied to the kafir-

The faithful (muslinj) seeth God :

—

(fl) in this world, with the eye of faith and with the glance of vision.

(h) in the next world, with the glance of sight and of vison (as in the Hadis).

In the matter of seeing, the purport of this resemblance is the glance of the next
vrorld with the glance of vision in this world—-not the (vain) resemblance of God

- (possessed of glory) to the moon .(void of glory) ; because this spectacle resembleth no
other spectacle.

The truth of true faith is this

In his OT^Ti belief, the faithful readisth to the deeres of vakin ; and as to this, belie! is
aiverse.

^ j -

In this world, a crowd
(a) know by 'iIir.->}-akTn ; and the promise cf th^ *alna-l.\-akin is in the next world.
ih) see with 'ainu-l-yakln « „ „ ha^-i-vkkfn „ ^

‘

"

Hence said he what he smd

-

*' In my heart, my God, I saw.”

ihis is faith. For Jla'az used to pass by the door of the house of the sahaba
and used to sav

That I may ha%’e fasth for an hour,—com e.**

. .
ainu-I-yakin reacheth to perfection, it gaineth the degree of beauty of

vision wherein he seeth no increase of form as Amfru-l-Munumm *^Ali hath related
this ma^m

If rc... ..ere a*I the veils, ret at all would increase mv vakln.**

if
crowd that denied the seeing (of God) in the next vrorld, two-fold

<5^
«“crd—** Him, the eve understood net,''^ . .. e icea cf tb, next wcrld (fer^nied) on ibis world.



As to (/*)»?-

• Seeing is one thing'Cpossibfe}, understanding another (didictilt). The suh's form, one can see ^

it, one cannot comprehend.

As to (d)

—

With seeing of this world,, the seeing of the next world hath no connection.

What tonnection hath fani with baVf ? •

The mistake is this, that the crowd thought that evert as in this world so in the

tiext world, for seeing the five following conditions are necessary

*

a side.

,
description.

quality.

an air.

a splendouHIght.

„ surrounding of light.

Vain imaginings, are all these fancies ;
and great is this error that, in respect of his

own hal and makam, a person conjectureth in a degree superior thereto.

To-day, the affairs *of the next world gaineth that one, who, from the world and

from its delights, shall wholl)' have turned his inclination.

He is—
^ .

(a) in heart, in the next world, in the hidden

(i) in body, in this Worlds in the world of shahadat and of hikmat.

This crowd performeth deeds for cash and giveth not itself to credit.

What, from beholding the promise, others have to-morrow, is for them the essence

of cash to-day.

Despite this, for then, also is a ptomise, which Is the cash »f crowd ; and

for it, cash reacheth the Absolnte Banker (whose promise is not the cash of another j

and that is, Muhammad, whose cash is the promise of other prophets).

The promise of saints is the cash of prophets ; the promise of the faithftil muslim)

c2ish of ssiofs

According to his own hal, Muhammad hath a promised makam, the signification

’whereof is the—
Makam-i-Mahmfid, the praised makam*

In it, with him none hath partnership. In this sense, the slgniBer is fte word

that occnrreth in invitation to faith; and thereto the speaker is the word of the

Kalam-i-Majid (the Kuran).

‘ The witnessing of prophecy; and its ending (with

Muhammad)!

1. 8.

Through the witnessing by God and the proving by

•faith have L)-taith in Muhammad’s mission ;
and in the demand of the traditions
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the Kalam-i-MajId, by the revelation of the faith, whereby all other religious rites and

orders are abrogated.

The perfection of prophecy in Muhammad’s mission placed, on the door of other

prophecy, the seal of decline. After him, closed became the path of prophecy
;
and

all invitations (to faith).

Who from the path of following him turneth his face ; and considereth not neces-

sary to himself the rules of his shari'at, is the friend of Shaitan, the enemy of the

Merciful, and of the crowd of infidels.—Them, God requite

!

If from the miracles* other than by the prophets, something becometh apparent,

it, they should call deceit, not miraclef (of the prophets).

At one time when Fir’aun used to go by the Nil-bank—as he went, the Nil

went; as he stood, the Nil stood.

Not of the crowd of miracles (of the prophets) was this, though doubtless to him

and to his people it appeared as the essence of power. Nay, it was divine deceit that

daily, in his own kufr, he might become more firm
;
and, from the acceptance of faith,

more astray.

Possibly, by the blessing of following Muhammad, some of the miracles other than

by the prophets may be revealed to the auliya (saints)
;
and to them they may be

a blessing, whereby greater may become their yakin.

Not necessary is it that the truth of the hal of a wali, or of a sincere one, should

be manifested by miracles (of the prophets). Because it is possible that the rank and

the lial of the master of miracle may be lower than the rank and the hal of him, who
is not master of miracle.

By reason of the manifestation of miracle, is commonly the strengthening of mani-

festation and the aiding of the faith of the master of miracle.

To the crowd (whose power of yakin is in perfection) is uo need of the effects of

kudrat free from hikmat.

For this reason, hath come the tale of

k.iramat miracle (of the prophets),

kbwurik.i-’iidut „ (of other than the prophets).

On the -part of the sahaba, seldom
; on the part of modern shaikhs, often,—des-

pite the fact that superior to their hal, is the hal of the sahaba.

The cause is that, mention whereof hath passed. Nay, in their opinion, through
beholding the lights of absolute kudrat through hikmat, the glance of their vision is

neither strange nor rare
; and, in the strengthening of their yakin, is no excess of

effect.

* oljlr
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When something became disclosed to those, for whom was no continuance of

manifestation,—^by it, they become impressed ;
and the power of their yali:In, greater.

As the prophets are special by wahy (revelation), the auliya (saints) are from

others of the faithful distinguished, by ilham-i-rabbani (divine inspiration).

To them, either in khwab or in wakefulness, God bestowed good inspiration ; a

part of the parts of prophecy is true ^wab (sleep, dream).

Wla’rifat-i-dil (deep knowledge of the heart).

III. 6.

The ma^rifat (knowledge) of the qualities of the heart are difficult, and its signi-

fication abstruse—

by reason of the continuance of its power in the forms of hal ; and its advancement in the degrees

of perfection.

Hence they call it-—

l>a!b (the heart).

„ f^ullab (a cheat).

since Ml is tlic aitt ol God and His gifts are boundless, endless are the power and

the ateneo of th7hfart in degrees of perfeoHon and in ascents of the beauty and of

the grandeur of eternity tvithout beginning.

Contained, in the limito of number and in the nnmbet of limit, are not its

qualities and its hals.

. . 1 u Sf whoever snake knoweth of very truth, ;

esteS'rf tS '1^01 underkanding and the making it dear becometh

portion of his own rapacity.

of divers of the seas of ma’htifat have

dived i-its abyss, none hath

umreof news gave back to tte heart.

mttoXIdT ^ ™
f’f!•.

The meaning of dil (the heart) is

came'.into motion and wherewith it foon
p reached the limit of vis-

of eternity without bepnning i
and in it, the source ol signr

ion, and therewith glorified became

that the

not the

From

Kuran and
and nafsj tne seas or mu wu.is.j —
lover and the beloved of God ;

the bearer o

God’s grace-all are its (the heart’s) quahtres.m s grace-au aru

The purport of the ^
• country and the dominion of God (is)

existence; and the object °^the bnks^
of beholding (Him),

the reverberation-place of vision an P — —

—

See the fCuran, iii, 24 } ix, ii4»
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Its form (is) pictured with the essence of love
;
and its vision, illumined with the

light of beholding.

When, free from the soul, became nafs, on both sides love and contention ap-

peared. From the marriage of the two loves (ruh and nafs), was born the heart’s form

;

like to Barza]^, it intervened between the sea of ruh and the sea of nafs *, to both

inclined
;
and between them became the hinderer of contention.

That the heart's form appeared from love’s source is proved thus—

Wherever it seeth a beauty, with it it allielh itself ; wherever it findeth an associate, with it,

it interlwineth.

Not without a chosen one, nor a beloved, nor a heart-adorner,—ever is it. Firm

is its base on love, and love's existence on it.

In their existence, the heart is like unto the throne of the Merciful. The throne

is the heart of the greatest in the great Avorld
;
the heart is the throne of the least in

the least world (Adam).

Included, beneath the sway of the throne’s surrounding, are all hearts,—even as

in the sway of the greatest ruh (God), are the parts of ruh; and, in the SAvay of uni-

versal nafs, the parts of nafs.

A form and a truth, hath the heart ever as hath the throne. Its form is that piece

of cone that, in the left side of the body, is a deposit ; its truth is that divine grace

mention whereof hath been made.

Between this truth and its form, rational nafs and the animal ruh intervene
;
be-

cause the heart’s truth is purely grace, and its form the essence of grossness. Be-

tween absolute grossness and grace, resemblance is in no way.

The rational nafs and the animal rQh (which have, each, a face to the world of

grace ;
and a face to the world of grossness) intervene betu^een the heart's form and

its truth,—so that every trace (that may issue from the heart’s truth) may first reach
nafs

;
may by affinity take its aspect of grace ; and may, to the animal ruh, convey its

aspect of grossness.

Even so, by affinity, the animal ruh taketh its form of grace
;

intrusteth to the

heart’s form the aspect of grossness
;
and, therefrom, becometh diffused in the quar-

ters of the body.

Even so the grace of mercy first is from God
; becometh spread upon the truth of

the throne
; reacheth from it to all thrones

;
joineth by their means to the throne's

formj and, hence, reacheth the quarters of the material world.

The affinity of the throne’s form is to its truth. Because every bounty (whereby
truth reacheth the material world) first reacheth its form, and thence penetrateth to
other bodies.

So is the affinity of the heart’s form to its truth.
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All hearts find boun^ from the throne

(fl) Its truth from the throne^s truth. ^

(5) „ form 5, „ form.

At a time T^hen, by means of prosperity, opposition as to God between the heart

and the throne appeareth, nothing of creation is greater than the throne. Of its great-

ness God's word speaketh.

Muhammad hath said the hearts are four :

—

(i) the heart, pur^ luminous, wherein the lamp is kindled. This is the heart of the faithful

mushin.

(n) ,, dark, head-lowered. This istheheart of the kafir.

(15) „ addicted to hesitation between kufr and faith. This is the heart of the hypo-

crite-

pv) the heart, incfined, possessed of sides, whereof one side is the place of faith; and the

other, of hypocrisy.

polintion, and a stmn like a wound that increaseth from purulence and ichorous pus.

Whichever of these two is supenor. ordereth the heart.

TBe source of contrariety of these four kinds of heart is the result of contention

between ruh and nafs.

To its own world, ruh wisheth to draw nafs ;
and nafs, ruh. Ever in this contention

they are. Sometimes ruh prevaileth and draweth nafs from the low centre to the

lofty makam, sometimes nafs prevaileth, and draweth ruh from the summit of per-

faction to the abyss of loss.

Ever obedient to that side that prevaileth is the heart until when dominion

becometh established whoUy on one. In following it, the heart accepteth con-

tentment.

On these two attractions, are established happiness and miser}*.

If the happiness of eternity without end and the favour of eternity ^^•ithout begin-

irrive and give to ruh (the soul) the aid of grace, whereby it gathereth strength ;

conqnereth nafs; escapeth from contention; advanceth from the descendmg-place

of creation to the rising-place of kidam; and, turned wholly away from nafs and

kalb (the heart), approacheth to the riewing of God—then dil (the heart) m its follow-

ing from the makam of kalb (the conversion whereof is necessarj*) ascendeth to .he

makam of rah and in rnh's dwelHiig restetb.

’

Then following dil (the heart), nafs issneth from its dwelling (which is the

world of nature) and reacheth the makam of dil (whose child it is).

Such is the heart of the faithful wherein is no atom of shirk (partnership with God)

and kufr (infidelity)-

If, othenrise, be the state and the effect of n.!s^ and the hardn^s of etcmhy

rathoot beginning arrice and make rnh captire to dil and nafs tictonons, so tha, .t

K 2
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gathereth strength, and, to its own world, draweth kalb and rub—rub descendeth

from its own makam to the place of kalb
;
kalb entereth from its own makam the place

of nafs ; and, in nature’s soil, firm becometh nafs.

Such is the heart of the who is lowered of heart, black with kufr,

—

altogether seized.

If, on either side, be not total victory, the inclination of dil is generally

(o) to nafs, if nafs be powerful and dil hesitating in the middle.

Such is the heart of the munafik (hj'pocrite).

(6) to ruh (or to both sides), if ruh be powerful.

Such a heart is indined and hath two faces—one towards faith, the other towards

h}-pocrisy.

WlaVifat-i-murfd va murad va salik va majzub.

Deep knowledge of the mund (the follower, the lover,

the disciple), of the murad (the followed, the be-

loved, the shaikh), of the holy traveller, and of the

attracted one.
III. g.

Sufis assign two meanings:—
to murid, the follower, the lover (the disciple).

„ murad, ,, followed, „ beloved ( „ mursbid).

The murid (disciple) is called muhtadi (the follower) because

The eye of his rision becometh, with the light of guidance, the see*er ; and gazeth at his

own defect. The fire of desire of perfection kindleth in his nature; and never resteth

except by the acquisition of the murad (the follow’ed) and of propinquity to God.

Impressed with the travelling of the man of desire, whoever vras; and, in the two

worlds, hath a desire other than God, or resteth a moment from desire for the

murad,——for him, illusory is the name of desire.

Thus say :

—

Shaikh Abdu-l*lah HaHz«

Abu ’Usman Hairi.

The murad is called muktada (the followed) because

The power of his sway (over murids) hath reached to the degree of perfecting imps-fect ones

to the diversity of ways of capacitj- ; to the ways of directing and of instructing wth the

glance of the eye.

Like this is the person, or the holy traveller, (who is) the attracted one, who,
’vvith the foot of travelling, hath traversed all the deserts and the dangerous places of

sensual qualities; and then, with the aid of divine attraction, passed from the degrees
of the kalb (heart) to the ascents of ruh (the soul)

;

reached to the world of kashf
(revelation) and of yakin (certainty)

;
and is ever in beholding (God).
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Or like this, is the (God) attracted one, (who is) the holy traveller, who first,

with the power of attractions, hath traversed the plain of the makams, reached to the

world of revelation and of beholding ;
and then, with the foot of travelling, beheld

the stages and the halting-places
;
and found, in the form of ’Ilm, the truth of hal.

To these two, is preserved the rank of being a shaikh, or of being a muktada (a

followed).

Neither of the hvo following hath the right of the dignify of being a shai^.

(a) The imperfect holy traveller, who from the strait place of effort to the plain of manifest-

ation, hath not reached.

[b) The imperfect attracted one, who, in respect to the subtleties of holy traTClIing and to the

truths of makams, of stages, and of dreadful places,—hath not gained knowledge.

To them, becometh not committed :

—

The ruling over the capadtj’ of the murid and the instructing him in the rules of tail^t.

For this reason, more than its good is the evil of every control that they exercise

The existence of the murid and his capacity of perfection is like unto an egg,

wherein is existent the capacity of being a bird.

If it be worthy of the power and of the impressing of the blessing and of the

protection of a matured bird (wherein the vehemence of the power of begetting is over-

powering),-while in the egg, the power of the spintud life and the ^cidities of its

perfection of flying penetrate. At last, off from itself the egg puheth the egg-gar-

ment; putteth on the honour-robe of being a bird ;
and conveyeth itself to the per-

fection of capacity.

On the contrary, if he place the egg beneath a (young, immature) bW, that hath

not the power of iiying-a time lapseth. and in the egg the repacty of the emutence

of flying becometh corrupted. Then the egg is not wort res onng.

Even so. if-beneath the away of a perfect ahaiji (who ahaU hare a^ned to the

degree of perfecHng imperfect onea; and in whom, are joined together the Irevelhn^
egree 01 penecnug p attraction) the sincere mund make obedient his

on. and the flying on, the Patt, and ataac^ „

oivn eaiatence-the bird of trett, God ^

from the egg of his existence ;
flietn in tne iiqui

the degree of producing.
. - . , ,

r • wfcraf bnlv traveller, or of the imperfect attracted

If beneath the sway of the
^ the capacity of the perfecting of

one, the murid come, corrupt m him b J to the stage of

humanity; and he reacheth neither to the p

"“ao, in the material world, the demand of God’a mature hihmat and current

i^^^hedi. capadly hw

»r^LvfaS'b*h?rm;S.g and flic impiemion.
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So, in the spiritual world, the mystery of the hakikatof man (which is purely ser-

vice) cometh not into existence

—

except after the union of the murid and of the murad with the bond of love j and the murid’s

acceptance of the murad’s sway. This is " the second birth.”*

Though in the kudrat of God, possible is the existence of the son without the

father,—yet, in hikmat, it is prohibited just as is prohibited the spiritual birth with-

out the union of the murid and of the murad.

In kudrat it is possible (as is shown by the existence of some attracted ones)
;
in

hikmat, difficult.

Further, in birth without the father, calamity may be expected as in the birth of

’Isa, Avho (in divinity and in humanity) became the source of error of the Christians

—

Him, they called—“ the Son of God.”

If an attracted one become master of revelation, not through the directing of a

consummately perfect shai]^,—not secure are others from calamity.

In the sense of lover, murid is :

—

the traveller, who is (God-) attracted.
» ,

In the sense of beloved, murad is :

—

the (God-) attracted one, who is the traveller.

Among them, restricted is the sense of shai^.

Whose labour (as to revelation and manifestation) is preceding is lover
;
whose

revelation (as to the form of effort) is preceding is beloved. In this way, the sense

of murid and murad is the essence of murad.

The KurSnic verse comprehendeth the explanation of the hal of the lover and of

the beloved.

Divine will, not the slave’s acquisition, is the cause of choice : the condition (of

acceptance) of guidance is the forerunner of repentance (which is the slave’s deed).

In this form, the choice is the hal of the beloved. Only by arrangement and by
degrees, are the guidance of the hal of the lover, and the travelling of lovers in the

regions of makams.

Until he fulfilleth the lowest makam, he reacheth not to the lofty makam.

They ascend

degree. degree,

from the ist to the 2nd.

„ and „ 3rd.

» Srd « 4th.

Thus, by arrangement, they travel all the makams. Then, changeth, travelling to

attracting; endeth, travelling in flight; joineth, labour with manifestations; and
reacheth, the being absent to beholding (God) face to face.

* Seep. 67,
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' In this makam, do they write for the lovers the mandate of ^ilafat
;
give the

honour of being a shaikh
;
and order power over the murid.

For this degree is the middle makam :— *
,

.

(fl) between the hidden and the manifest.

(i) „ God' „ man.

In this makam, like to the throne of the merciful is the slave’s existence that hath

one side towards the hidden world ;
and the other towards the material world.

With the former, he taketh the bounty of God’s mercy from the hidden world ;

with the latter, he conveyeth it to the material world and to the people.

When at the beginning of hal, beloved ones take the path by the aid of attrac-

tion they traverse the regions of makam with a single attraction, and, t erein, are

comprehended the acquisition of all deeds of beloved ones.

Included in the purity of their hal, is the purifier of the crowd of makams.

The binding by makams is for common lovers, who have not yet

world of kashf ;
whose travelling is in the removing of °

®
certain

nafs; and from whom, in every makam, becometh effaced the
^

quality till that time when by this effacing, their nafs gaineth, with div g ,

refulgence. , .

As in nafs the inclination of nature is a darkness (which, “ ^
cere penitence, becometh effaced) ;

and deUght m the ^ the surety of

the mV of austerity, becometh effaced), pove^ of trust

provision of God is a darkness (which, in the ma.am o
, darknesses of

Lordingly, in every maMm, a darkness ‘'““fV k-it afe^d depart ;
and

nafs (by^the travelling of the crowd of the crowd of maka«) »se «^d^P

from the veil of darkness, becometh revealed the beauty of t

J'
'

,

By reason of the preceding
rf makams, of travelling,

istence and of the interior (before the trave 1 g dark-

of effort) are. with the light of yakin, illumined ;
and cut off from them

nesses of the qualities of nafs.
,si,;,qc fbpv are

In them, I eaistlng the abstract of all makams 1 XltltTfZ
despite delight (in the world) ;

reliant on God,

world
; and Contented with God, despite abhorred sms of nature.

Because on God is their eiistence, not on themselMs.

, ,1 J fltP murshidl and the absolute

The absolute murad (the followed, the
beings—

mahbub (beloved) is Muhammad, the ayyi o
offspring.

The purpose of creation was his existence; created beings

To none save to him, did they give
J°erVbeing fbeloved w

Even to the tabi'in advance from the makam of being a

by implicitly following Muhammad.
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By perfection of following and by the link of union with the souls of shai]^s,

whoever gained union with the soul of Muhammad—in him, appeared love for God
;

and the degree of being a beloved (of God) and of being a murad.

For, according to arrangement, the souls of shaikhs are united with the soul of

Muhammad
;
thereby, in all permeate—love, following (the followed), and love for

God.

The murid, whose soul with the soul of the consummately perfect shaikh, (who

shall have slipped out from his own desire ;
and gained from another shai^, the

heritage of love for God) uniteth not,—never reacheth the degree of being a

beloved (of God), nor gaineth the makam of sway over another (the murid).

rtikad (belief), the place whence It is taken, and the bind-

ing of one’s self to the true faith.

1 . 1 .

The words i^tiltad and ittihad signify :

—

the binding of a form of ’ilm in the heart of the existence of mysteries.

Its place of origin, in the beginning of Ijal, « the repetition of the hearing of

news; and the continuance of the following of impressions as in children s pure nafs,

which, by the passing of time, becometh the cause

.

of iniquities of ideas and fancies,

,
‘ the following of the people’s faith.

In their mind, the form of those beliefs becometh, like the (imperishable) sculp-

ture oV^ne^Srm to such a degree that, in It, the power of another formappeareth

impossible.

Whom, they see declining from the sunnat of their own-

faith, and the good of the religious order,

they charge with perversion and error.

It. • ,1 fhnt hath according to its own idea, held to the arguments

of its olTh^on'lnd of itselJ imagined the verifying of. and the expelling (of

deniers) from, its own circle of following.
, , ,, . .,1

If verily they look, they see
by the fancy of

own Imams and ’Ulama, from whom by
Jents; from whom fancies

goodness of that ^
with whomfthe thought of yakin and by

and understandings may have issued
, nleased

the abundance of verification, they may ave e
, , • v, 'n human

, . • ;e the contrariety of desires, wherein human

By reason of diversity of opinion,
of forbidding worldly positions

nafs is innate; and the existence of disput g
commonly distressed),

and demands (by the disease of seeking which, hearts
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From the ancient to the modern ones, hath arrived this contrariety in the happy

state.

Gradually, in the midst, the parties became diffused and dispersed; drew to

enmity and hate; and it, by way of heritage from ancestors, descendants have taken.

(Eon after oeon, became pressed together its darkness (of hate), till it reached the

limit of enmity, and ended in execration and kufr.

Then wherever, the past favour of eternity without beginning joineth, and wish-

eth to bestow faith upon the slave

—

it releaseth him first from effects, customs, and manners; conveyeth him to the purity of the

first creation; teareth up from his heart the root of obstinacy and of desire; till he be-

cometh worthy of the form of true faith ; and clear to him bccometh the manifestation of

the pure God,

In the time of the society of Muhammad, by the blessing of the effects of descent

of wahiy (revelation), and of the ray of light of prophecy the nafs of the people had

become eradicated from the darkness of customs ; and hearts, purified from the pollu-

tion of nature and from the impurity of desire, turned away from this world, turned

to the next world, seekers of God, with the light of faith,—-had beheld through the veil

the form of the hidden.

Therefore free was their belief from the reproach of contrariety
;
and their heart,

from the ills of desire.

One of heart, of opinion, of tongue were all.

When the sun of prophecy became veiled in the veil of the hidden
;
and the light

of purity, concealed in the veil of grandeur,—the darkness of desire of the land of nafs

of the people (who, by the light of prophecy, had gained effulgence) became effaced in

its light.

• By the sun's being veiled and hidden, it again cast its shadow; and, little by little,

forth from the concealed ambush, came the darkness of its desire.

Hearts turned their face from the moderation of steadfastness to turning aside ;

contrariety, to the degree of turning wholly away, appeared
; and open to shaitan, be-

came the path of sway.

According to the distance from the time of prophecy and of being veiled, the
light of innocence daily became greater through the darkness of the descendings of

nafs in the world
; and contrariety commonly appeared.

^Who is the seeker of the true faith, should follow the first crowd of the “com-
panions"; should turn his heart from love for the world, so that, by the light of yakin,
the eye of his vision may be opened

; and to him may be discovered the pure God.

This appeareth only

—

by true purity,

„ excellent refuge in the gpver.
„ the complaining of the eril of nafs.

keeping one’s self pure of sin by God’s grace.
99
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For, the associate of answer, God raaketh every question that is through sincerity

and perturbation.

To whom, God gave the favour of change of desire away from the world, the root

of contention He plucked up from his heart and made it the glancing place of His

mercy.

Its mark is this—

By the glance of mercy, he becometh not joined with the veiled ones; nor with them treadeth

the path of contention.

This is of the specialities of the sufis, whose hearts have wholly turned to the

ecstasy of the sweetness of love (for God) away from the love for the world
; whose

veins of contention have become extirpated ;
and who, with the glance of mercy,

have gazed at the commonality of the people, gained safety from enmity, and who

are entitled—firba-i-najiya.*

‘Ilm-i-farTza (the knowledge of God’s ordinance).
•

' n.^

That ^ilm, the desire whereof is for all muslims an ordinance of God, is, in the

opinion of the 'ulama, contradictory.

' Some have said it is

(«) the *ilm»i-ikhlas (sincerity).

Because even as devoHon to God is God's ordinance, so siucenly in devoHon

is also God's ordinance ;
as for 'ilm, practice is necessary, so practice is necessary for

the 'ilm-i-^Ias. ,, t u ..1.

(5) the ’ilra-i-afat-i-i^las (the calamities of sincerity) ;
or the quality of nafs, the

revelation whereof is the power of i^las.
r „ r

Then the 'ilm-i-itti^ is dependent on the
’f/ ^

(c) the 'ilLi-wat* (period); or the blowing in what thing (deeds or words)

(d) the\ln,'’XhaUm^iifsb^rot the knowing the h5l (that may tetaKn

the slave and the Lord God), and the rale which is special to that hal

,

All this is fasllat (excellence), not farisa (God's ordinance).

XT , r , . t. j fanza If 'ilm-i-fariza be one of those ’ilms, not
Not lawful 15 the abandoning of lariza.

lawful to muslims, is its abandoning.

# ‘This is the name of an Arab tribe.

S2
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\\Tiat Mu^mmad hath said is enjoined to all moslims ; the knovring of it is to

all muslims impossible.

Not every nature can be prepared for these 'ilms; not lawful is unbearable

trouble.

Most true is the kaul (word) of those of former times.

The kaul of Shaikh Abu Talib-i-ilakki is

—

It is the 'ilm of the source of Islam 3 or the fi^’e columns—

i. the kalima-l-shahadatain, the tT>*o creeds.

ii. ,, salat. prayer.

iiL zakat alms,

iv. „ samn dream.

V. „ tejj pHgnraage,

It is the *flm-i-bay* ‘ (purchase).

„ shara (sale).

„ tHak (divorce).

„ nikah (marriage).

Enjoined on high and lo;r. is the kno^i'ing or these; for the understandii^ of them is. for

all reasonable men, possible.

The (totality of all kauls is the) of Shai^ Shahabn^-Din ‘Umar-i-

Sahnvardi

—

It is the 'ilm-i-mutafarz (the enjoined ^m) ; or the of orders and cf prohrohfons (or

CJod).

Because though the slave is ordered as to doing, and prohibited against abandon-

ing, them,—incumbent on him is their ’ilnij so that the practice of them maj* be estab-

lished.

The rules of the shar’, as regards orders and prohibitions, are of two kinds :

—

(j) the compr^ender of the chcsen common people,—

the “ilm.i.mubani-i.islam.

M bay^•

,, shar^

the 'ilm-i-nikah.

„ glak?.t.

the 'iim-i-hal (state),

and other *£Iins alresdv nientrones.

mhich are incumberit on all muslims by reason of

requisites,

necessitj-.

need.

(5) the ’ulum-i-fe^jil (escellences). 5

„ (sincerity). I

« 9, (thoughts).
j

These are enjoined on some special folk, xvho have the capadty and the power of knowing
them ; ar^ not enjoined on common folk who have not the power.

For some special ones, whose capacity is fit, these ’ilms are of the number of
God's ordinances. By them, they are ordered and prohibited.
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Some of the sahaba have grieved and said

We have the power not to bring into action impure thoughts j impure thoughts, we have not

the power to prevent. If as regards them, go a reckoning and a requital, difiicult is the

work.

Came this ayat

—

Save to its limit, nafs, God troubleth not.

Whoever cannot perform the ordinance is by it not ordered
;
and for the aban-

doning of it not reproved.

Whoever can restrain impure thoughts,—on him, is enjoined the ordinance.

The shaikhs, who have made yakin of something and reckoned it God's

ordinance, have spoken according to their own state.

This limit is the comprehender. Those ’iJms, which others have mentioned ; and

according to their own hal, reckoned God's ordinance, they have called—

the 'ilm-i-dirasat (teaching).

„ „ wirasat (heritage).

The l>ur:in

10—

u

B

The hal of man.

III. 10.

According to diversity of degrees, the ranks of men are of three kinds;

i. The wasil (those joined to God) and the kamil (the perfect).

The d^lj (wasil) are the mukarrab (those near to God) and thesiibik

(those gone before others in faith) bn

The (salik) holy travellers of tank (the path) of perfection.

These are the pious ; the ashab-i-yamin (companions of the right hand)

iii. The (mukim) dwellers of the essence of defect.
^ tnnd> n

These are the wicked ; the ashab-i-shumSl
(the companions of the left hand) „ 9

The men of wusOl (union with God) are of three crowds,—

t) The 1^1 (amhiUprophe.,

the realms of God and of
following Mul«mm.ad. havr

® SrSi,-
the tank of following Muliammad.

of eternity without beginning
to the plain of baU

fish of fans (effacement) to the shot
‘^yees Uicv might guide the proplc.

(permanency),—so that, to salvation b
j

' perfection, t?^



not; who became immersed in the sea of jam' (collected) and in the belly of the fish of

fana (effacement), who became naught so that neither news nor trace of them reached

to the shore of tafraka or to the region of baka ; who became threaded on the thread

of the dwellers of the towers of ghairat (jealousy), and of the inhabitants of the land

of hairat (astonishment); and to whom after perfection of union the power of perfecting

the imperfect ones was not entrusted.

The men of suluk (the path of travelling) are of two kinds

(fl) The seekers of lofty purpose, and the murids of the face of God.

(6) „ „ paradise, „ •, » next world.

The seekers of God are :

—

(fl) The mutasaww’ifa.

These are that crowd that have gained freedom from some of the qualities of nafs;

become qualified with some of the hals and some of the qualities of the sufis ; and
become the beholder of the excess of their hal.

Yet \vith the proud trailing residue of the qualities of nafs are they left distressed; and
therefore deprived of the acquisition of the end of the man of propinquity to God and of
sufiya (sufi,ism).

(6) The (malamatij'a), the reproached.

These are that crowd who, in the obser\’ance of the meaning of ikhlas (sincerity) and in the

preservation of the rule of sidk (truth), have expended much effort; who in the conceal-

ing of their devotion and in the veiling of their almsgi\ing from the peopIe^s glance
regard necessary great effort; w’ho n^lect not the minutest matter of holy deeds; who
regard an enjoined duty all the excellences and the nawafil ; whose religious order is at

all times the verifier of the sense of ikhlas; and whose taste is for the singularity of

God's glance upon their deeds and hals.

As .the sinner is full of caution, as to revealing his sins, so (lest there be suspicion of h\'po-

crisy) as to revealing their devotion, do they practise hj’pocrisy that the order of i^las
may suffer no injury'.

Although they are precious of wujud and exalted of hal, 3-et from their glance not wholty rent

is the veil of creation. Therefore are thej" left veiled from beholding the beauty of tauhTd

(the unity of God) and the essence of tafrid (inward solitude), because the concealing of

deeds and of their lial from the people's glance is known and allowed in the sight of the
people and of themselves, who are the forbidders of the sense of tauhid.

Nafs is of the crowd of strangers. As long as on their own Lai, they keep their glance,

not wholly have they expelled strangers, from the riewing of their own d^s and hals.

The difference between the mutasawwifa or sufiya and the malamatiya is

From the malamatiya, the attraction of the grace of the Ancient One hath wholly uptom the
existence of siifiya; and from the glance of their witnessing uplifted the veil of creation

and of egotism.

In making their devotion, in issuing their alms, the malantattya see not in the midst them-
selves and the people. They are secure from the knowledge of the people's glance; and
bound to the concealing neither of their deeds nor of their hal.

If good they see in revealing their devotion, they reveal it ; otherwise, they conceal it.

The mutasawwifa or sufiya are—
saved.

The malamatiya are—

rinccre.
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The description of their hal is:—

“ Them, by sincerity, we (God) saved.”

The seekers of the next world are four crowds

—

lUj (zuhhad, sing, zahid), zahids, dry austere men.

I;5j (fukara, „ fakir), fakirs.

-liXa. (Idjuddam, „ khadim), servants of God.

Iibc (’ubbad, >,
’abid), those dedicated to God.

The zuhhad are those who with the light of faith and of certainty behold the

beauty of the next world ;
clearly see this world in the form of ugliness

;
turn their

desire from inclining to the worthless decoration of the fSni (perishable) ;
and incline

to the true beauty of the baki (imperishable).

Affainst the (sufiya). the opposing of this crowd is—

because the zahid is, by the delight of his own nafs, veiled from God; and because paradise

is the makam of delight of nafs.

By beholding the beauty of eternity without beginning and the love of eternal

Z-at, the sufi is veiled from both worlds.

As in respect to this world, he may have expended delight, so in respect to the

next world, is his delight.

The Hadis saith
. unlawful for the people (of this

In the degree of enhd (austerity), is the 5118 above the degree of the sahid far

wherefrom is the delight of nafs,

.L Ur. naupht of the chattels of the world ;
who in

desirr-^f'^^Ln^td o^J di™e

native land; and who have abandoned accustomed objects.

The cause is one of
„( ^nishment (on the day of judgment). For

teSL^JSSSng as regard, leedul deeds, and, punishment a, regards unlaw

.“Co. eacd.™^

^
tion ; and therein the presence of the heart.

• i-t-uc malsmativa and the mutasawwifa, the opposing of the fakir is—
Against the m y oaradise and is desirous of his own delight. They (the

are the seekers of God and desirous of propinquity to

Him.
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Above this degree in fakr, is a makam superior to the makam of the malamatiya

and of the mutasawwifa.

'Tis the special description of the sufi. Though the degree is above the degree of the falpr^

yet the abstract of the makam of fakr is included in his makam. The cause is that, for

the sufi, the traversing of the makam of fakr is of the crowd of enjoined conditions ; every

makam, wherefrom he advanceth, its purity he rendeth and thereto giveth the colour of

his own makam.

In the makam of the sufi, is another description for the fakir :

—

On his part, the denial and the absence of possession, of all deeds, hals, and raakams.

On his part, hebeholdeth no deed, no hal, no mak^mj and regardeth them not special to

himself. Nay, himself of himself he seeth not.

Then his, is—
no wujud (existence).

„ zat (essence).

„ quality.

He is mahv in mahv (obliteration in obliteration) ; fana in fana (effacement in

effacement).

Such is the truth of fakr, in excellence whereof, the shaikhs have spoken. What,

in the sense of fakr, before this has been mentioned,—is the impression and form of

fa]^r.

The superiority of the makam of the stifi above the makam of the fakir is

because

—

The fakir is ruled by the desire of fakr and of the delight of nafs. The sufi hath no special

desire ; in fakr or in wealth, efEaced is his desire in the desire of God—his desire is the

essence of the desire of God.

If he choose the form of fakr and its way,- it becometh not veiled by his own desire and

choice ^ his desire is the desire of God.

Some have said

Who is void of impression and of quality is the sufi : who is void of things material, is the

fakir.

Abu Al ’Abbas-i-Nihavandl saith

The end of fa^r is the beginning of tasawwuf.

Some of the shaikhs have said t—
As cautious of wealth, should be the fakir as the wealthy one of fakr.
By the entrance of wealth, the fakir feareth that fakr may become abhorrent to’ him ; by the

entrance of fakr, the wealthy one, that wealth may become abhorrent to him.

Once a wealthy one brought ten thousand dirams to Ibrahim Adham and asked
him to accept them.

Ibrahim refused, saying—“ With ten thousand dirans, thou vvishest to efface, from
** the record-book of fukara, our name..’’
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Between fakr (poverty) andzuhd (austerity), the difference is this:—

Possible without zuhd, is fakr. Thus, with firm resolution a person abandoneth
the world through the desire of yakin

;
yet, in him, is left the heart’s delight.

Possible without fakr, is zuhd. ' Thus is a person possessed of chattels, wherefrom
his delight is turned.

Fakr hath a custom,—the want of property. Its truth is the expelling of qualities
from orders

; and the denying to one’s self the choice of a thing.

Fakr is the form of zuhd and its sign. The meaning of zuhd is the expending of
desire (for God) away from the world.

When, beneath the towers of pomp, God wisheth to veil, from the glance of

strangers, some of His saints, He outwardly clotheth them with the garment of the
wealthy one (which is the form of desire), so that them, the outward people may re-

gard as of the crowd of desirous ones of this world
;
and thus, from the glance of the

unprivileged, the beauty of their hal may be concealed.

The kernel of the hakikat of fakr and of zuhd is the special description and re-

quisite of the hal of the sufi. The custom of fakr is the choice of some of the-shaikhs

of the Sufis
; and in it, their purpose is—the following of the prophets, the abandoning

of the world, the inciting and the inviting of seekers with the form of fakr and with the

tongue of hal.

In this sense, their choice is proved by the choice of God, not by the desire of the

delight of the next world.

The l^uddam are those, who choose the service of fukara and of the seekers of

God
; who, after the performance of the ordinances of God, have expended their time

in ceasing to labour, and in making tranquil the heart as to solicitude for matters of

livelihood and for capacity for the next world ; who prefer this service to nawadl, and

who in their need enter on every way not forbidden by the shar*—in acquisition, in

beggary, and in receiving gratuitous income.

In taking and giving money, their glance is on God.

In taking money, they regard the people the link of God’s giving to them, and in

giving money, they regard them as the means of their acceptance (with God).

On account of the honour of this makam, appeared similitude in respect to the

crowd of the hal of the ^adim and of the shai^. In respect to the khadim, they

have established no difference from the shai^.

The difference is this—

The khadim is in the makam of the abrar (the pious).

cTiaikh „ „ mukarrab (those near to God).

T
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In the choice of service, the purpose of the khadim is the reward of the next

world ;
otherwise not bound by service is the khadim.

Standing in the purpose of God not in his own purpose is the shaikh.

The u’bbad are those, who, ever, on the portions of devotion and on the rules of

nawafil, display assiduity for the sake of the reward of the Nil of the next world.

Existent in the sufi, is this description but free from the impurities of desire.

For they worship God for God, not for the reward of the next world.

Between the ’ubbad and the zuhhad, the diSerence is this—

With the existence of (despite) desire for the world -the form of ’ibidat (devotion) is possi-

ble.

Between the '’ubbad and the fukara, the difference is this—

Wth the existence of (despite) wealth, a person may possibly be ’abid (dedicated to the

service of God).

Then, it became manifest-

la) that the wa^l (those joined to God) are three crowds.

(5) „ „ silik (the holy travellers) „ six ,,

Each one of these nine crowds hath two similitudes—

(fl) (muhiHi), the verifier.

(5) Jlsxe (mubdl), „ abolisher.

To the prophets of both crowds, the similitude of the verifier is—
the shaikh of tari^at (the Path) and the *nlama of snfij’a,—who, by following Muhammad,

in'rite the people through the desire of vision.

The similitude of the abolisher is this—
In calumny, he layeth claim to prophecy; and falsely and slanderously attributeth to himself

wahy (reflation).

Him, they call—

(mutanabbi), “ one who calleth himself a prophet.’^

After the expiration of the time of mission, in the brain of a jama ’at (assembly),

the bird of this desire wished to lay an egg. In the end, to the nind of destruction,

they gave their head, and rolling fell into hell.

To the sufis, the similitude of the verifier is—
mutasawwifa, who are exceedingly informed and desirous of the ha! of the Snfis; and by the

residue of their attachments to the qualities of nafs are detained from the maturity of

purpose and forbidden it.

To the Sufis, the similitude of the abolisher is—
a jama’at (assembly), who in life reveal themsdves sufis; who are void of the pon-er of thar

belief, deeds, and hal ; and who, having taken *ofi from their neck the halter of devotion,
graze free from encumbrance in the meadow of revelatioik



They say—

the binding to the orders of the shari’at is the portion of the common folk, whose glance is

restricted to outward things. Loftier than that is the hal of the special folk and of the

man of hakikat. For they (the common folk) give attention to outward customs, while

their solicitude for viewing the inward presence is not great.

This crowd, they call—

batiniya.*

mubahiya.

To the maj?.uban-i-wasil (the joined attracted ones), the similitude of the veri-

fier is—
a crowd of the men of suluk, whose travelling is yet in the traversing of the stages of the

qualities of nafs ; and whose existence, from the burning of desire’s ardour, is in agtation

and perturbation.

In the makam of fana, before the revelation of the tidings of the morn of the

manifestation of zat, of resting, and of dwelling.—sometimes a flash of the flashings of

that manifestation glittercth on the glance of their witnessing ;
and from the breeze-

place of fana, a breath of the breathings of union joineth the perfume-place of their

heart.

So, in the flashing of the lights of lightning, the darkness of the qualities of their

nafs becometh folded; and to their heart, from the heat, the bubbles of' that breath

give fire of search, agitation, shauk of the soul, and restfulness.

When that lightning capireth and that breath' ceaseth, the manifestatipn of the

onalitiea of nafs, Ac heat of desire, the agitation, and the shant retnrn ,
and the holy

traveiler rvisheth to be whoily dravrn oat from the etothmg of ^=.7“

be immersed in the sea of fana, so that he may rest from the mining of his emstence.

When that hal hath not become his malfSm, and sometimes it descendeth on him,

his interior becometh wholly informed and desirous of this maliam.

His name was—
the similitude of the verifier to the joined attracted ones.

To the joined attracted
“the fana, and to being annihilated in the

a crowd, who lay claim to
any moving or any resting.

essence of tauhid : who, *<> which without a mover is impossible.

From this matter, their purpose is

() the framing of excuse for sins.

() „ assigning of it to desire for God.

(c) „ repelling from themselves reproach.
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This cro^Yd, they call—

(zanadika zanadik, sing, zandik)—infidels.

To Sahl Abdu-l-lah, they said :— ]

A certain one saith—The connection of my deed with the desire for God is as the connection

of the motion of the door with its mover.

He said

If the speaker be one who preserveth the sources of the sharla*t and the limits of orders of

worshipi—he is of the crowd of the sadik (sincere).

If he be one who, in opposition of the rules of the shar’, hath no fear of falling into destruc-

tion, he speaketh so that he may make apparent the way of assigning his deeds to God,

and of causing to fall from himself reproach—together with the being up-torn from faith

and religion,—he is of the crowd of zanadika*

To the malamatiya, the similitude of the verifier is

—

a crowd, who, for the repairing and the destroying of the people’s glance, show not much con-

sideration. Much of their effort is in ruining customs and habits, and in loosening the

bonds of rules of association ; the source of their b^l is naught save freedom of heart and

disposition of heart; and on their part, appeareth neither the gazing at the usages of

the zuhhad and the *ubbad, nor the issuing of acts of nawafil and of devotion.

No bond do they make for the resolution of deeds ; they persevere only for the performance

of the enjoined ordinances; not ascribed to them is the amassing of the chattels of the

world ; contented with goodness of heart, they desire no increase of substance.

’Them, they call

—

(kalandariya), kalandars.

Through the absence of hypocrisy, this crowd resembleth the malamatiya.

Between the malamatiya and the kalandariya the difference is—

-

the malamatiya seek union with all faza,il (excellences) and nawafil (works of supererogation);

but keep them concealed from the people’s gaze,

the kalandari3'a pass not beyond the fara,iz (enjoined ordinances); and, as regards the reveal-

ing, or the concealing, of their deeds from the people’s g£Lze, are unfettered.

The crowd, at this time called lealandariya, have taken from off their neck the
halter of Islam

;
and are void of these mentioned qualities.

For them, the name of kalandariya is illusory
j
fit is the name

—

(hashwiya), the padded ones.

To the malamatiya, the similitude of the abolisher is—
a crowd (also of the zanadika) who claim sincerity, and greatly strive in revealing iniquity.

They say

From this, our purpose is the reproach of the people, and the taking away of the

Rlance (of appro\*al) of man ; no need of the people’s devotion, hath God.
By their sin, un-injured thej* consider the sin restricted to the people’s injury, and de-

votion among laudable actions.



To the zuhhad, the similitude of the verifier is—
a crowd whose delight hath not wholly been expended away from the world; and who from

It desire at once to turn.

These, they call—

(mutazahhid), self-denying.

To the zuhhad, the similitude of the aboHsher is

—

a jamii'at (assembly), who (for the acceptance of the people) abandon the world’s decoration;
from oil all the world’s chattels, take up their heart ; and thereby desire the acquisition
of rank among men.

It is possible that their hal may be obscure :

—

(a) to some. They think that they have wholly turned away from the w»orld ; and that they
themselves, by abandoning wealth, have purchased rank.

(b) to themselves. They think that (since outwardly they are not engaged in desire for the
world^s chattels) they ha\-e wholly turned from the world.

This crowd, they call—

(mar'iya) acting hypocritically.

To the fukara, the similitude of the verifier is—

He whose exterior is painted wnth the custom of fakr, and whose interior is desirous of the.

liakikat of fakr. Yet hath he inclination to fana and, with difficulty, endureth fakr; re-

gardeth the true fakr of the fukara a special favour from God ; and therefore ever prefer-

rcth portions of thanks.

To the fukara, the similitude of the abolisher is—

He whose exterior is painted according to the custom of fakr; and whose interior is, as to its

bakikat (truth), void of information.

His purpose is purely the revealing of claim, of mandate, and of the people's acceptance (of

him).

Him, they call—

(mar’iya), acting hypocritically.

To the khuddam, the similitude of the verifier is

—

He, who ever remaineth standing in the service of the slaves of God; who, in his heart,

vdsheth to do them service unmixed with the suspicion of worldly design or rank; and

ever to free his resolution from doubts of inclination and of desire.

Yet to the hakikat (truth) of zuhd, he shall not have reached. •
- ,

At one time by reason of the superioriQr of the Ijght of faith and by the concealing of nafs,

some of his powers fall into the place of merit

At another time, by reason of the superiority of nafs, his service is mixed with desire and

hiTJOcri^. The crowd who are not in the place of merit, he preferreth, vdth the expecta-

tion of laudation, to full service; and some, who are worthy of service, he excludeth.

Him, they call—

mutakhadim.
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To the ^uddam, the similitude of the aboiisher is—
He who in sen-ice hath no resolution for the next world. Naj*, the people’s service, he hath

made the snare of worldly ad\'antages, so that thereby he msy attract bequests and chat-

tels. If, in the acquisition of his design, he see not ^ected his purpose, he abar.doneth

it.

Then is his service restricted to desire for rank, for v/ealth. for nnmerous foUo'^vers and ap-

pro\’ers, so that thereh}*, in assemblies and companies, hemay sedt precedence and glori-

fication.

In every Eer\nce, his ^ance is on his own delight.

Him, they call—*

(iDustakhdim) an employer of many servants.

To the ^ubbad, the similitude of the verifier is

(fl) He, who'desireth his own times immersed in de\iotion ; but by reason of the residue of the

pretensions of nature^ and of the want of purification of nafs, languor momently falleth

on deedsf or prayers, and on de\*otion.

(6) Or he who hath not yet found the delights of de\’oti6n 5 and who, in them, standeih Tsith

difncult^^

Him, they call—

(muta^abbid), devout.

To that one of the crowd of mar^iya, the similitude of the aboiisher is—

He, whose glance in devotion is on the people’s acceptance (of him) ; and, in whose heart is

no faith as to the reward of the next world.

So Jong as he seeth no stranger attenti\-e to his ovm. de\-ot5on, in it he remaineth not.

The Adab of Muhammad’s Mission (of prophecy).
VI. 3.

Known it is that, in the opinion of men of investigation and of sincere lovers, the

beloved of the beloved is the beloved.

Who loveth not the beloved of the beloved, its sign is that, with design, his love is

distempered.

Verily, such a one is the lover of himself, not the los'er of the Beloved ; he loveth

th" Beloved for the reason that he regardeth Him the source of pleasure and the

place of delights to himself,—not, really and truly.

Sincere lovers, who have become free from the sickness of hawa (desire) and the
design of nafs and pure of the impurities of existence,—desire themselves for

»i " sate of the Beloved, not the Beloved for the sake of themselves ;
desire for His sake

*nc sacrifice of their own existence,—not, for themselves. His existence ;
and prefer to
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their own purpose His purpose,—nay, no purpose is theirs save the Beloved's

purpose.

As the beloved of the beloved may be beloved, so the means of union with the Be-

loved is the beloved.

Manifest, it is to the man of faith and of yakin that Muhammad is the beloved of

God and the agent of the King, great and holy. Then demandeth love for God
sincerity of love for Muhammad.

WTicn it became known that w’hcrever love may be, necessary is the observance

of 5dab to the beloved (Muhammad), to men of faith (especially to the Lords of reve-

lation and of beholding), were requisite the obsejwance of adab to him, and the preserv-

ation of the magnificence of his mission.

Though in form and body, Muhammad is hidden and concealed from the glance

of outward beholders,—in quality and spiritualily, he is clear and revealed to the

Lords of vision. The form of his shari’at is the mould of his spirituality.

Then as long as is left hisshari'at in the body,—in truth, his form is present
; and

continuous and perpetual is the aid of his life for souls and for nafs. The verifier of

this is the ancient word.

Though the shari’at is in this way the link of the bounty of life, in another way it

is the means of the acceptance of life. Muhammad calls the causing of his sunnat to

live (in men’s hearts) the causing himself to live.

Thus, for the nations, his shari’at and sunnat are life-giving and life-accepting.

The source of doors (of opening) and the column of adab,—after the strengthen-

ing of love’s links, and the perfecting of love’s conditions,—is ever viewing the person

of the beloved, and the contemplating of hearts.

As, in all his hals, ouhvardly and inwardly, the slave seeth God known and in-

formed,—so informed and present, he should regard Muhammad in respect to his own

exterior and interior.

Towards Mafeammad, tie beholding of his form of grandeur and of dimity may

ever be the guide to the preservation of adab ;
towards him, he may be ashamed of

opposition, secretly or openly ;
and of the subtleties of the adsb of his society, he may

let go no subtlety whatever.

The greatest part of adab is this—

In Ws heart he should not conceive that to any created being should be possible that perfection,

rank, and that are Muhammad’s^, that to God anywarfsm ran Bod ft. path

S«pt by his guidance ; that to any Wall, should bethe power of perfecting and directing another save

Arrowing from the light of his power; that to a makam, should reach an amver, who may be in-

dependent of his aid, although in his stage of propinquity, he may have attained to perfection.

The distributed bounty of all existing things is the purified soul of the prophet

(Muhammad) and his holy nafs. Without his means, no aid floweth from God.
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Who by Shaitan's deceit becometh haughty and proud, and in whose mind the

idea of power and of wealth gathereth—becometlrdoubtless the rejected of uluhiyat

God), and the banished of the court of rububiyat (God) ;
and, wrapped with groans,

returneth from the makam of propinquity (to God) to farness (from Him).

Let us flee to God for shelter.

Another adab is—

After establishing the rule of belief, and after perfect following of his sunnat and

tarikat, it is necessary that, learned in following his sunnat, he should make every

effort ; in it should regard negligence unlawful ; and should verily know that the degree

of being a beloved he cannot gain save by observing the sunnat and the nawafll (works

of supererogation).

He should not imagine that fulness of nawafll is the degree of lovers and of mu-

rids; independent of it, is the beloved or the murad, for whom the performance of the

.enjoined ordinances is sufficient.

The sign of being a beloved is service in the following of the sunnat and of the

nawafll. At the inn of the narrow path, they keep every sunnat of Muhammad’s

sunnats, distributed from the sea of the existence of prophecy,—by w'hose aid,

bounty, and currency flourish, in the soil of nafs and of the heart, the bubbles of love,

the tulips of truths, and the odoriferous plants of yakin.

With Muhammad, whoever hath connection, apparently or really, as :

—

the sadat (plural of sayyid).

,, ’ulania

„ musha,i!cb (plural of shaikh).

Who are, outwardly and inwardly, the offspring and the heirs of ’ilm (know-

ledge) and of prophecy,—all, for the sake of love for Muhammlid, he should love
;
and

their honouring, regard necessary.

In* all hals—

of islalcl belief,

„ haul,

„ tl** deed,

he should associate the reverencing of Muhammad with the reverencing of Cod' ? and

devotion to him, the requisite of devotion to God.

Not true, nor acceptable, is faith in God and in His Unity,—without association

with faith in Muhammad, and with confession as to his (prophetic) mission.

Not the tarik of union with God, is the performance of the enjoined ordinances
without the sunnat of tradition.

In nearness to God, to liken his similitude to two bows’ length is fit.*

* From God, Muhammad is not farther than two bows’ length.
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' They call the honouring of him, the essence of the honouring of God ; devotion

to him the essence of devotion to God.

Who submitted to Muhammad, submitted to God,* with thee who made bai’at, bai’at

made with God (see the ^u^an).

As. in speaking and in books, they mention the name of God with magnifying

and reverencing, so should they mention the name of Muhammad

—

with salawat, benedictions. ta’gim, reverence.

'
,, taslimat, salutations. tamkin, honour.

Ad^b (duties, observances) tov^ards God.

VI. 2.

The preservation of adab is both love's fruit and also its seed. As love is more

perfect, greater is its solicitude for the preservation of adab towards the beloved
; as

the form of adab is more evident to the lover, for him greater is the glance of the be-

loved's love.

Then every slave, in whose heart love for God shall be firmer, his solicitude is

greater for the preservation of adab towards Him; and more powerful for the puri-

fying of the exterior and of the interior in a way, that to himself may represent to his

sight in the form of the sick for God (not in the garment of the sinner).

Although his propinquity to God is greater, stronger are the desires in his nature

• for the subtleties of (additions to) adab.

For doubtless, than the work of servants and of followers (who, in the thread of

the remote and of the stranger, are disobedient), the work of others (wazirs, courtiers,

others) near to the majesty of kings-is more difficult and dangerous, and more are

their desires for accessions of adab,

. There are seven adab of God.

• i. By viewing another, they should not keep back the glance from beholding

the beauty of God.

In the Hadis, it is said

,

When, for prayer, the slave arose, verily present with' God he was. Then if at another he

innU the Provider of the world saith

O slave 1 at whom lookest thou P Than I, who is better P O son of Adam ! to me turn

thy face; for to thee better than that whereat thou lookest, am I.

2 Though propinquity to the King (God) and his honouring ; and through gain-

iri^ the power of conversing with, and travelling in, God, the slave should not forpt

hiLwn flow) degree, nor transgress beyond the limit of service and of the revealing

of his fakr and misery-that to rebellion he become not addicted.

Once Mahmud (of Ghuzni) desired (to prove) the trust of (his favourite slave) Ayaz.

U
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When he was present, he saw that, on a nail, before him, Ayaz had suspended a rent postin

(sheepskin coat) and an old blanket.

He asked, saying What is this ?

Ayaz replied :

—

When the hand of power threaded me on the thread of service, it drew from off my head this

garment of poverty, and clothed me with the honour-robe of liberality.

Them, for repelling forgetfulness and forbidding disobedience (the requisites of the nafs of

man), I arranged before my face, so that at them, momently, I might look; (by repeat-

ing and calling to mind) recollect past events; my own (former) degree (of poverty)

forget not; and of the cap (of sovereignty), of the bejewelled ^rdle, and of the gold-

woven cloth (which,, through the graciousness of the king, I have obtained) become not

proud.

In respect to the sayyid of both worlds (Muhammad), the Kalam-i-MajId giveth

news. Of his observing these two adab in the presence of God.

Although in inclining to God, Musa was not accused of dimness of sight, yet by

reason-—

(a) of abundance of descent of hal,

(6) „ the delight of the sama’ of God’s word, -

(t?) 93 93 zauk (delight) at the sources of propinquity,

(d) „ intoxication of the heart from drinking cups of tauhid,

forth from his hand, he gave the thread of discrimination
;
transgressed the limit of

worship
;
and, through joy, entered upon asking (God).

Opposed to his desire, the back of its hand dashed the word of God :

—

" Me, thou shalt never see.” ;

Immediately, came this voice :

—

Between the dust (of man) and the Lord of Lords,—what ?

3. The ear’s listening to the word of God, and truly hearing orders and prohibi-

tions against the abandoning of listening to the hadfs of nafs. The hearing of the

word of God worketh in that way that whenever on his own tongue, or on another's

tongue, in prayer or out of prayer, a phrase or a verse of the Kuran-i-Majld goeth,—

^

it, he heareth from a true speaker
; and knoweth his own tongue or another’s tongue

(to be) the means whereby God conveyeth to his ear His own word—as, by the (burning)

olive bush, He conveyed to Musa His own ancient address.

The purifying of the stations of ’ilm, and the congratulating of the subtleties of

the understanding of words of the Kuran by the moderating of nafs, and the aban-
doning of listening to the hadls of nafs is attainable

; and its purport is this ayat

—

When the Kuran is being read, to it listen and refer if thou wishest to be pitied (by God).

4. The adab of asking and of address. As, from the form of order and of prohi-

bitions. the sense of the question is farther, nearer it is to adab.
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In asking the Pardoner (God) and (seeking) mercy from his tribe, Ibrahim prefer-
red, out of the form of order, the words of prayer, saying

Me, those have sinned against; but, the most merciful pardoner, Thou art.

He said not

Them, pardon and forgive.

' In the desire of repelling torments from nations, and of asking pardon from God
he kept out from the form of order his address, saying :

—

Them, if Thou torment—they are Thy slaves; them, if Thou forgive, the precious Wise One
Thou art.

He said not

Them, torment not ; but forgive them.

Out from the voice of order, AySb kept his desire of recovery

—

Me, ailment hath afflicted ; the most Merciful of the merciful. Thou art.

.. • '• .

He said not :

—

On me, have mercy 1

In answer to God's address—

.
•

, ArtThouHewhotoldthepeopIe—“ As gods besides Allah, accept Me and My mother?”

'isS said

Verily, Thou toldest the people ; to the people. Thou madest known.

,
5; Concealing nafs in the fold of diminution, and depreciating one’s own existence

in the manifestation of the effects of God’s power, when he mentioneth a favour of

God’s favours to himself.

;
Muhammad said :

—
At the earth, I glanced—east and west.

He said not—

I saw,

By not mentioning the deed, to himself he concealed his own existence; and

thus was nearer to adab.

6. The preserving the mysteries of God.

When the slave gaineth knowledge of a mystery of the mysteries of God ; and

becometh the place of deposit and one with whom is desposited aught,—its reveal-

ing he should hold unlawful.

Otherwise, far from the degree of propinquity, he goeth and bccomcth the place

of punishment.
U 2
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In the Hadis—

The betraying of secrets is kufr.

7. The observing the times

of asking.
j

of resting.

„ praying. » keeping quiet.

This sense is dependent upon the ma’rifat of the times ;

—

of grace (of God).

„ mercy „

„ bast (expansion of heart).

in the times of grace, is the plunder of leisure—

for praying.

„ asking.

In the times of wrath, of severity, and of tab? (contraction of heart), -is the

season

-

of bemg silent

„ abstaining from asking.

Who preserveth not this adab ;
who, at the time of prayer, is silent ;

Avho, at the

time of being silent, is vociferous,—his time is the time of hate.

At the time of prayer, the slave should ask (of God) ' according to' his bal

and makam.

If he be in the first of the makams of propinquity and, notwithstanding that, in

respect of joy, he be not permitted,—not possible is it that on the carpet of joy,

he should place the foot of inquiry.

Against asking for trifling matters, cometh the forbidder,—the majesty of God’s

grandeur.

One day, Shibli sent to one of the sons of the world
;
and, from him, desired some-

thing of the world.

That one replied :

—

From God, desire this world also, since, from Himj thou desirest the next world.

Reply, Shibli sent back :

—

Thou art ignoble; ignoble is this world ; God is noble; noble is' the next world.
The ignoble from the ignoble, I seek; the noble from the noble.

If he be at the end of propinquity, and in respect to joy permitted by God, it is

lawful to travel the path of joy—in praying and asking.

In the beginning of Hal, on account of the world’s contempt and reproach, Musa
used not to seek from God worldly needs

; otherwise, the need of the nest world and
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ofasking trifling mattets in tlin veil of grandeur would have been until Ihattime when^d conveyed h.m to another degree in propinquity (to Himself), superior to that
(previous) degree

; and, m the asking of mean matters, permitted him saying :~
^

^
biSyO

(worthless) ferment (the dust elements of the

When he became necessitous for food, Musa said :

O God 1 on me whatever ihou causeth to descend is the best for the fakir.

Known, it became that there is an adab for every

—

wakt (period),

hfil.

makSm.

Hence, is the kaul of AbQ Hafas Huddad :

—

All ,id.?b is tasawwuf ; for adab is all wakt, hal, and makam. Who performed the adab of
wakt reached the pinnacle of manliness; who wasted the adab was far from propin-
quity (to God) and rejected of His acceptance.

Whoever guardeth as to keeping these seven adab, the hope is that, from observ-
ing the subtleties of the other adab, he will not be portionless.

In short, from off the slave, the adab of God should fall in no hal except in the
hal of fana and in the immersion in the essence of jam’. For the observance of adab
demandeth change of wujQd and acquireth duality.

In the hal of fana, the slave’s existence (the demander of change) becometh up-
plucked. Hence the kaul—

Saith God the great, the praised

—

Necessary is adab for him who observeth kiyaw In My name and with love for Me; necessary

is destruction for him to whom is revealed the truth of My gat. Adab or 'atab (destruc.

tion),—either of the two, —he can choose.

The explanation is

The glory of God’s zat demandeth fana; in fana, Sdab weakeneth ; the glory of names and of

qualities demandeth existence ; in existence, the protection of adab is necessary,

Junid saith

When love becometh true, dropped are love’s conditions.

,
Because the end of love’s demand is this—

When the lover becometh fani in the beloved, and the twofold custom ariseth (to depart);

the way of adab becometh the change of existence. Nay, in a hal such as this, the ob-

serving of adab is the abandoning of adab.

Once Abu-I-’Abbas bin ’Attar, while in the midst ofsome of his sahaba, extended

his foot, denying :

—

In the midst of people of adab, the abandoning of Sdab is Sdab..
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Once when Muhammad was sitting with Abu Bakr and’ Umar, a part of his auspi-

cious thigh became exposed.

Suddenly ’Usman approached Muhammad, covered his thigh saying

Him, whom the angels regard I must regard.

Though this hal pointeth to ’Usman’s esteem in Muhammad’s opinion
;
yet com-

pared w’ith that hal (which was between Muhammad, Abu Bakr, and ^Uiiiar) it was

lower—for nearer to concord was that hal.

Adab-i-WIa’lshat (the rule of livelihood).

VI. 7-

Diverse, according to contrariety of degrees, are the hals of the (muta-

sawwifa) ' in' causation and in reliance (on God).

(fl) Some, through weakness of hll, for the amending of time, in search of daily food rely on

chattels. These are called (mutasabbib).

(6) Some, through power of hal and denial of will, sufEce themselvK with the surety of.God ;

on Him, rely ; and in no way seek reliance on daily distributed food (through man’s

effort). These are called (mutawakkil). *

(c) Some strive in kasb (acquisition) ; some in beggary ; some- (for the amending of their

time) now in kasb, now in beggary.

Ibrahim Adham, sometimes for the maintenance of the sahaba, used to obtain a

morsel of lawful food by watching over sown fields, or by ' reaping
;
and sometimes

when alone, at the time of need and to its extent, used to travel the path of beggary.

Awhile, he was a dweller in the jam’ (masiid) at Bisra and used to break his fast every

three nights
; on the night of breaking the fast, he used to come forth, and to take

morsels from the doors of houses
;
to the eating of these morsels, he restricted him-

self.

Abu Ja'far-i-Haddad (Junid’s murshid) used to go forth, every t-wo or three

nights, in the first t-wo watches (of the night); and to the extent of his need, at doors,

used to beg.

In the beginning of hal, Abu Sa'id-i-Kharaz used, -u-hen he was very necessitous

to hold forth the hand (of beggary); and to say

The prophet of (jod !
**

So long as the necessity for concord -was not complete, they have not seen this

cro-vvd in beggary whereof they are full of caution. Because of it the shari’at hath

cautioned them in the way of inciting and of terrifying.

(c) Inciting.

In the history of Sauban, it is related that one day Muhammad said to the ashab :

—

W ho in one thing will join me,—him. In Paradise, I will meet.
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I said :

—

O prophet of God ! I will.

J5I

He said

.

*

Of the people, task naught.

(i) Terrifying.

In the Hadis, it is said

Urge not thy prayer (of beggary) till God permitteth ; till only a piece of flesh remaineth on'

thy check.

The adab of the beggar is :

—

So long as no necessity ariseth, he should not enter upon beggary. As long as he hath

power, he maketh nafs desirous of patience of its handfuls till from the hidden, the door

opcncth.

When, in places of need, by giving patience, nafs displayeth lewty, true wealth from all

exterior to God is acquired.

The second crowd (rautawakkil) on account of perfection of being en-

gaged with Him,—viewing the grandeur of tauhid and the light of yakin,—seek the

causing in no.cause of the causes of daily food; and from no created being, seek aid,—

so that the Causer of causes (God) may as He desireth convey to them daily food.

One day, they inquired of Bayizid, saying

:

Thee, we see engaged with none: whence is thy livelihood ?

He replied

The(unclran)dog and the (filthy) pig, my

Yazid 7

Master feedeth, wherefore should he not feed Abs

Some are those who, whatever they ask, ask of God, so that He giveth them one

of these things :

—

(i) the giving of the desired object.

(ii) „ power of patience.

(iii) ff erasing of desire from the heart.

Some ask naught, either from the people, or from God ;
because in His ’ilm, they

T, fr j t^u
' 'ilm and desire ‘ they know that in their affairs, more compre-

heading is the ’ilm of the Eternal than their own ’.Im ; •

on the prt of Universal Desire (God) is greater and

on thei? part
;
therefore on acconnt of His ’ilm, they are mdependent of beggmg.

-They call the

t^rfrl'^r h'dlnT ^^tuitoo! iahome withont their dafs heing desirous,

they accept it, even if, in need of it they be not-

« t • t • firi/1 in aivine: because, in both hals, they have suspect-

Some are slow in taking and in givinp ucua ,

ed the* residence of desire in their own na s.





SALAT.

It5 quantity was exactly as the shaitt had stated.

Then in respect to his delaying in (the matter of) submission (to his order) the

shnifeh reprovcti that murid and said

Void of the truth of ‘iltn, thou thoughtest was the commanding of the fukara.

The truth of gratuitous income is this

From God. they shouM take it, not from the people—whether its cause be the hand of man.
or rot ; whether it be knea-n or not—on the condition that in its preface there be no
v iAfulnej-s.

The Shai}>hu-l.Islam relateth that once to Shaikh Abu-l-Sa'id a man came^ and

<aid

I in make a fixed qunnlhy of a dally alloiv-ance that they should bring for thy use; but I

think lh.nt the sufis ha\’C said : ** Sinister, is what is known.”

The Shaikh said :

—

1’hi<, ttC 5ay rot : Ijccause the kriOtt-n that God willeth for us,—inh. His deed we see; and it

nu*;p:cious, not sinister, wc regard.

Salat (prayer).

VII. 5-

When .-i pcr.-;on wisheth to begin the salat (namaz, prayer), its sunnat is that, in

it? preface, if it be an enjoined ordinance, he should prefer the ikamat.-

Generally in the salawat-except in the nawafil of safar in respect to the rahila-

thc condition is :— . - .i. ^ r.t. ,-i
In body, he should look towards the kibla and m hearL o^^aras the M^er of

from the wickednesb of the icmpuitions of Shaitan and from the thoughts of nafs should

take shelter in God ; and to himself should utter

_

the Suralu-n-nas, chapter II4» the^uran.

* The ajan
ikamaL

(a) 4 takbir

(i) 4 Shahadat 2 of God

2 f,
Muhammad ti

(c) 4 Ha}y-i-*«'il? 2 for salat »»

2 „ falah

2 ikamat.

fc) 2 takbir V

(/) 2 tahin .

After the four the sunni muslims
^

As salatu kfaairun min-an-naum (prayer is bette. than .. p).

The shi’a muslims say :— . , . . .u- .ttvA oraverl

Muhammad.
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the fore-finger and the middle-finger on the left wrist ; should seize with the three
other fingers both sides of the end of the wrist ; should lower his head ; should keep
his glance on the place of prostration

; should stand so that his stature maj be firm
and erect; should not bend his knees ; should keep his feet apart to the extent of
four fingers ; should make effort to keep his feet parallel to each other

; should not
lift a foot ; should not place one foot on the other.

In the shari’a^ zzgbn (the lifting of the feet) and safd (the joining of the feet)

are prohibited.

Thus, he standeth, and saith :

—

To Him, who created the heaven and the earth- ohe^ent and f^hfnl, my I tnm ; not
of the crowd of mushrik (beEeve’s in partnership with God) are we ; verily, from God, the
Provider of the world, are—my prayer, my devxdon, my life, my death. His, is no
partner; to this belief, we are commanded : of the crowd of mushirs, are we.

In the preface to the talawat (reading) to this extent (if he have not the power

of prolonging it) he should not abridge the enjoined ordinances.

If he have the power of prolonging the reading, he should, after reading the ayat

of tawajjuh, ntter the prayer istiftah (asking aid) :

—

To Thee, O God—^glory ! to Thee, prmse ! Auspidons is Thy name, lohy Thy rank j save

Thou, is no God. O God I Thon art king; there is no God but Thou my Lord ; Thy
slave, I am j I hare oppressed mynafe; I confessmy sins ; my sins, forgive. Verily none

foigiv^h sins save Thou; lead me to goodness of heart; to goodness of heart, verily

none leadeth save Thon
;
pass over my sins ; over sins, verily none passeth save Thou

;

I stand in service of Thee; Iw Thee^ I stand ; in Thy hands, is all good and evil none.

To Theei I cry ; to Thee, I approach ; Thee I extol ; of Thee, I ask forgiveness ; to Thee, I

repent ; from the accused shaitan, I flee to God. In the name of God, the merdful, the

compassionate.

After this, he will utter the Fatihaand that Sura that he desireth ; between them

if there be an Imam, he should delay awhile and slowly utter :— _

O God ! between me and my sins, place distance—^as distance, Thon hast placed between

the east and the west; deanse me from my sins as, oat of the filthy garment. Thou

hast made the white garment. O God ! with water, with snow, with hail,—wash out my
sins.

This prayer, he should ^ alone) utter before the Fatiha. In uttering, in praying.

should be fully present (conscious). The words of the Kuran that he urgeth on

his tongue,—their meanings with the desire of being present (conscious), he should

comprehend.

Thus, the speech of the tongue (which is the interpreter of the heart) may be the

author of the speech of the heart. For the credit of the heart's speech is not the

toneme’s. If the tongue’s speech be not the author and the interpreter of the heart's

speech, the prayer-utterer is neither the speaker in the way of needs to God, nor the

hearer in the vray of understanding Him.
W 2
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In respect to the hearing together the word of God, the men full of presence

(consciousness) and the Lords of propinquity, are comprehenders of three hals, only

found among them*

i. Regarding the outward signification of the world of dominion. This is the special power of

nafs, so that it may stand in the place of its hadis.

ii. Regarding the inward signification of the world of angels. This is the special power of the

heart, so that it may forbid the heart from turning to the world of dominion.

iii. Regarding the pomp of the Speaker (God) from the world of jabarut. This is the special

power of the ruh (the soul), so that it may protect men from turning to other than God;

and may reach a place where the soul is so immersed in the sea of shuhud that the

prayer-utterer is hidden from feeling (consciousness).

One day, Muslim bin Yasar was offering prayer in the masjid of Bisra. Sudden-

ly a column fell, and of the fall thereof all the people of Bisra knew
;
but he, in the

masjid, knew of it naught.

Awhile, he should rest
;
and then proceed to the ruku* (bowing the body from

the hips).

In the ruku*, he should keep his stature well-bowed, the neck and the back straight; should

place the palms of the two hands, with extension of the fingers, on the two knees ; should

not bend the knees ; should keep in the state of standing, the lower half of the body (hips

downwards), and his glance on the feet.

When he establisheth himself in the ruku', he should, three times, say :

—

To my God, the greatest,—glory; to Him, praise.

If he say it ten times, it is full.

Then, he saith

O God ! to Thee, I bow; to Thee, I make humble my limbs; to Thee, I incline; to Thee
applied are my ear, my eye, my flesh, my limbs, and tendons.

Restricted to it, he should keep all his spirit; for these significations become
the qualities of his zat.

When from ruku', he uplifteth his head, he saith

Him, who praiseth Him, God heareth.

When he standeth erect^ he saith

O God 1 the praise of the heaven and of the earth—to Thee!

After that, if it be in the second raka't of the enjoined ordinances of the morning^
or of the witr of the latter half of the month Ramazan, he should utter the pra^'er of
kunuL*

O God 1 guide us whereto Thou wishest to guide
; protect us whereto Thou wishest to pro-

tect; cause us to love what Thou wishest us to love ; make auspicious to us what Thou

The up.lifting of both hands
upwards, parallel to the prayer-mat.

and joining them before the face, at a distance of a foot, palm
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hfjln\v<“d. Save me from the evil of what I have neglected j give bcncdictien to
Muhammad, tiic noblest of tlie prophets; forgive and pity, for Thou art the Most
Merciful.

Rcforc slandinp in kiyam, he should gro to sujQd (prostration). The Hadis
j-ailh

Him, who r.iiscth not erect his spine between ruku’ and sujiid, God looketh not at.

Then into sujiid, he goeth
; and, as Itc gocth, ultcreth a tnkbir. He placet!) on

the pr.iycr-mal first the lower limbs, then the upper limbs.

Th.1l is~

Me plareth on the ground fir.st the knee, then the hand, the forehead, and the nose ;

krcpelh open the eyes, and his glance on the lip of his nose
; placeth on the prayer-

m.il his two b.irc p.ilms
;
keepeth the head right between the two hands

;
placeth on

the praycr*mat his hands parallel to the shoulder and the tip of the elbow against his

side ; holdclh joined together the fingers oppo.silc the kibla ; extendeth on the praycr-

in.it the wrist
;
,ind saith three times •

To my O^kI, the Joftie>.t,—glory ; and praise to Him.

If lit; say it ten times, it is full. Then he saith :

—

To Tijvc, 1 pro'.tr.nte myself : in Thee, f.iith I h.ive; to Thee, I bow. Auspicious, is God
the Ik'I of m.iktrs.

In the presence of God, a crowd in sujQd scclh its own nafs fallen on the dust of

f.in.'i.

By reason of the residue of existence, this crowd is affected by the majesty of

pomp, and humility is the custom of its hal.

A crowd of the men of revelation and of beholding, in the state of sujud becometh

described with the truth of fanii
;
in the light of the siiulmd of the zat of Wahid (God

the One), sceth the existence of created beings, high and low, obliterated,—like to

the obrncMliiig of the shadow in the sun’s light; and seeth itself entered in sujQd

into the spaciousness of f.ina on the border of the sheet of the grandeur of God.

By reason of fans, this crowd is not impressed with the form of the grandeur of

ziit ; in the essence of affection it is plucked forth from the garment of submission.

Besides these two crowds of the manifestations of the mysteries of sujQd, is a

crowd (in which, for the sake of prolonging prayer, and of the loftiness of being de-

.scribed with baka after fana,—are collected affection and fear).

This crowd is

(rt) in heart .and in nafs submissive through the manifestation of the fire of grandeur (of God).

(6) in soul and with head uplifted .and exalted, through the viewing of the light of affection of

the bc.iuty (of God).



Then, he uplifteth his head from sujQd and uttereth the takbir
;
sitteth erect on

the left foot
;
uplifteth the right foot so that its toes are opposite the kibla

;
placeth

his hands on the knees without an effort of joining, or of separating, them ; and

saith :

—

0 God ! me, forgive; on me, have mercy|; me save; pass over my sins.

Again into sujud, he goeth
;
and when from it he raiseth his head. If again he

wisheth to rise, for the sake of sitting at ease, he sitteth and lightly riseth. In the

last tashshahud (p. 45), he sitteth on the prayer-mat on the left foot
;
placeth his hands

near the tip of the knee on the thigh
;
draweth to the palm the fingers of the right

hand, except the forefinger
;
keepeth expanded from the palm the fingers of the left

hand
; and saith

0 prophet I auspicious blessings, holy benedictions from God ; to thee, salutation and the mercy of

God and His peace ; on us and the pious slaves of God, salutation.

1 declare that there is no God but God ; I declare that Muhammad is His slave and His pro-

phet. O God 1 on Muhammad and his offspring, bestow Thy benediction ; on Muham-
. mad and his offspring, have mercy ; Muhammad and his offspring, congratulate as Thou

hast bestowed benedictions, congratulations, and mercy on Ibrahim and his offspring.

Verily, Thou art glorious and honourable. O God ! me forgive what is past, last, secret, and
open and what Thou know-eth more than I. Verily 1 Thou art the first and the last.

There is no God save Thou.

When, in shahadat (p. 89), he reacheth to —— (illa-l-lah), he uplifteth the fore-

finger, and inclineth it to the right side.

At the end of tashshahud (p. 45), for loosening the knot of the ihram (p. 154), he

again giveth the salutation (p. 1 1 1) ;
turneth his face to the right side, so that the

people on the right may clearly see over his cheek.

‘ In that state of resolution of issuing from—

salat,

salam (p. ill),

he bringeth into his heart those present of the angels, of the faithful jinn and men ;

and a moment delayeth.

Again, he turneth his face slowly to the left side, and giveth another salutation

(p. III).

Of this form, motion, resting, words, and deeds (which in the form of salat are

mentioned) are some enjoined ordinances and some sunnats.* .

* These are described in the Misbahu-l-Hidayat, chapter 7, section 6.
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The (mystic) rose of the Kadiris.*

(Brown’s darvlshes, pp. 89—93.)

Every tarik (path) hath its sign
;
the sign of the Kadiris is a rose which is green,

because the word ^ (the Living one) was manifested in green colour to one of the

shailchs. It hath

White rincs.|

Numlwr,

outside -

inside

'1 sharRil (mus-

lim law).

' 2 tarikat (the

^
" path).

"3maTifat (divine

knowledge),
hakikat (tnitn).

.+ Series of leaves. Colours, Petals.

Signification, Number. Signification. Number.
SigniHca-

tion.
Number.

Signidca-
tion.

is my word • T five leaves • five virtues of 1 yellow sharHat , seven « the seven

muslims. beauteous
names of

God.

„ „ practice 2 six „ • six charactcris-

.

tics of faith.

2 white

.

tarikat.

„ the chief of
' all things,

,, my condi-

tion.

3 seven „ - seven verses of 3 red . ma’rifat.

The whole se-

the kuran •

Muhammad 4 black hakikat.

ries (18 brought mercy .

leaves). to eighteen

worlds.
i

Shaikh lsma,ilu-r-Rumi, successor to 'Abdu-l-Kadir, adopted this rose as emblem

atic of the seven namesj of God uttered during the gikr

Namk of God.

\a ilaha illa-Mah

Allah
Hu
Hay
Wahid

Wadud

Signification.

no god but God • •

Allah, (the beauteous) name

He - .
- “

the I.iving One

„ One .

„ Dear One
„ Loving I,

Colour of

its light.

blue
yellow
red
white
green
black
none

Number of times the name must
be repeated.

100,000

78,586
44,630
20,092

93,420
74,644
30,202

Thi. seven colours are emblematic of the lights (splendours) of the seven names

;

its eighteen gores (tark), of the numerical value of the two letters in:-

(the Living One).§ ’

. This order was founded by shaikh Abdu-l-KadW-^^^^^^ 1078. rf ..66), His titles were

() PIr-i-dast-gir, the hand-seizing Pir,

( )
Muhyu-d-Din, collected in faith.

t The
shall. The first three circles signify the acquisition of hal, that

• /Jwkat The green coid surrounding the rose signifieth" the Imng one.

,s. “f
beautiful names of God are given in Brown’s Darvishes (p. 1 16).

= 8

cj = 10

Total 18
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In the centre of the rose, is the seal of (Sulaiman), the signification where-

of is :

—

^ freedom from defect.

J gentleness of disposition.

iS p*ower of spiritual vision.

^
familiarity with his companions.

prayers and salutations belong to God ^the ^uran i. 4)*

The rose is embroidered on felt of camel's hair, emblematic of the felt ^irka

that Muhammad gave to Uvais Kami, Sultan of faithful lovers.

In the word (gul) the rose, the letters ^ and J are the first letters of the

two lines of the Kuran, xxxix. 37.

The origin of the rose of the Kadiris is as follows :

—

Shaikh 'Abdu-l-Kadir Gilani, unde- the direction of Khzir (Elias), proceeded to Baj^dad.

When he arrrved. Shaikh 'Ali,u-l-Vahidi-al-^adiri sent him a cup full of water, which meant

the Baghdad being full of holy men, there was no room for him.

Whereupon 'Abdu-l-Kadir put a rose into the cup, which meant that Baghdad would find

a place for him.

Then all present exclaimed

“ The shaikh is our rose 1

”

The bai’at (the pledge) of the murFd.

(Brown’s Darvishes, pp. 94, 95 1 97-ior ; 103, 215, 216.)

As appointed by its Pir (founder), the mubSyi’at (the pledging) of a murid of the

Kadiris is as follows :

—

The murid sitteth with his right band* in the right hand of the shai^ (the mur-

shid); expresseth his repentance, and his readiness to take the ^ahd (the pledge).

The shai^ addresseth him thus:

—

The Fakir must be of an active mind, brilliant in thought, of good repute, near in approach to

God, of a good heart, of a meek demeanour, of serious deportment, of a mind eas}* to

acquire knowledge, prepared to teach others who are ignorant, disposed to trouble no one,

though they trouble him.

It is incumbent on him to speak only of those things which belong to his faith 5 to be gener-

ous of his means ; to avoid what is forbidden and wrong ; to be careful in refraining

from what is doubtful ; to aid those who are strangers ; to be a parent to the fatherless

;

* The two thumbs must be raised against each other. This is the bai’al, the pledge.

The bai’at (the giving of the hand) of the murid taketh place several years after his admission to

the Order of Darvishes. The period dependeth on the shaikh (murshid) and on the degree of know-
ledge (ma’rifat) and acquisition (kasb) of the murid.

The shaikh, or the murid, is held to see in a vision either the Prophet ’All or the Plr (founder of

the Order).

This ceremonial is a secret which the tnurid takes an oath never to divulge.
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to be oE a pleasant countenance; to be gentle of heart and joyful of spirit; to be agree*

able and happy.

Even in poverty, not to expose his secrets to others, nor to divulge them ; to be gentle in con-

duct and in intercourse; to be bountiful of his benefits, kind in language, few in

words ; to bo patient with the ignorant, and to refrain from doing them an y ivrong ; to

show respect to great and small ; to be faithful to those who confide in him, and to keep

.aloof from all duplicity; to be strict in his religious duties; to refrain from sloth and
slumber; to speak ill of no one; to be sedate, easily satisfied, and thankful for benefits

bestowed ; to be much in prayer and fasting, truthful of tongue, permanent in abode

;

to curse no one; to be without calumny, hatred, of a grave heart, and careful of the per-

fect performance of the religious duties of the Order; and to be as correct in thought as

in deed.
’

Having uttered this counsel, the shaikh, holding the murid's hand in his own, re-

citeth from the Kuran ;

—

i. Suratu-l-Fatiha.

X. » i> Yunas.

xlviii. „ „ Path (first TO verses),

xxsiv. „ „ Alizjib (the 56th verse),

xxxvii, .. s-Snmt (the iSoth—iSand verse).

Then the shaikh offereth the istighfSr (prayer for pardon)

0 great God, I beseech Thee to pardon me,—Thou, like to whom is none other-

"To Him, I repent of mysins; Him, 1 ask to pardon me, to accept my repentance, to lead me
“ in the true path, and to have mercy on all those who repent of their sins. Accept my
“oath of fealty, the oath which Muhammad administered to the ashabs (companions).”

Then the shaikh addresseth the murid

Ail muslims arc bound to offer up their devotions, to give alms and religious advice, to disbe-

lieve any association with God (Father, Son and Holy Ghost), to abjure wine, not to

waste their means, not to commit adultery, not to kill forbidden food, not to calumniate

any one.

These I command you to obsert'e as implicitly as the dead body is submissive in the hands of

the preparers for interment.

Rebel not against what you know hath been commanded thee of God; commit not what is

forbidden; make no innovations in your prayers; commit no sins, distinguish between

the wrong and the true path.

Bear your shaikh ever in mind in this world and in the next.

The Prophet is our prophet, and theShaiJdr’Abdu-l-ISiadir-i-Gilani is our Pir (founder) ; the

oath of fealty is the; oath of God; this hand is the hand of Shaikh *Abdu.l.]^adir-i-

Gllani, and the handof the Director of the True Path is in yours;

I am the JGialifa of ^Abdu-l-ijiadir; he accepted this hand; with it, I accept you (as his

disciple).

The murid repHeth

I also accept you (as my murshid).

The shailA respondeth

I therefore do now admit you.
X
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Then the shaikh pronounceth the gikr, which the murid repeateth three times after

him
;
and directeth him to recite with him the Fatiha (Kuran i.) ;

and, the salat va

salam (the prayer of peace for the Prophet).

The murid kisseth the hand of the shaikh, and of all the darvishes present.

This act is called musafahat (taking by the hand).

The shai^ offereth up the istighfar (the prayer for pardon of the sins of the

murid) and addresseth the assembly :

—

' “ The acceptance of this initiation by the murid is a source of future advantage to him. The

prayer which we have oSered for him is for the submission of his body to his spiritual

will, just as when the angels, before addressing the Creator, prostrate themselves humbly

before Him,—so hath the murid by his acceptance of this bai’at (giving of the hand) sub-

mitted to my rule.”

Our shai^ (’Abdul-l-Kadir) hath said—It is not proper for the shai^ to sit in

the post of pillage, nor to gird on the sword of benevolence until he becometh qualified

by the following twelve qualities :

—

Name of person. Quality.

Allah (Godl 9 • % to cover up and to forgive.

Muhammad t . • to intercede and to accompany.
Abu Bakr « truthfulness and benevolence.
^Umar • • • • to command and to forbid.

’Usman • • • to feed the poor and to pray when others sleep.
’Aii . « • • to be knowing and brave.

If these qualities be not possessed by the shaiWi, he is unworthy of the submis-

sion of the murid.

When he doth possess them, follow under his banner. When he doth not,

Shaitan hath made him his friend ; and he will participate neither in the benefits of this

life nor of the next.

The prophet hath said When to one of his murids a shaikh giveth spiritual

advice
; and by it, he refuseth to abide—God abandoneth him.

Shai^ *Abdu-l-Kadir hath said When any one of my murids is oppressed with
affliction, let him walk three paces to the eastward and say

O Thou, much desired : Thou, the aid of all in the hour of trouble, in the deepest of dark-
ness, as in the dangers of the desert. Thou seest all things.

In the hour of shame and confusion, me only Thou canst protect.
When I am overcome with affliction, in the hour of danger, me Thy 'supreme intelligence

will support.
® ^ ^

O Thou, ever present. Thee I implore to free me from grief.
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The ceremony may be varied as follows

When a murid wisheth to enter an Order he is received in an assembly
thereof.

The shaikh toucheth his hand, and breatheth three times into his ear

La ilaha illa>I>Iah (there is no god but God).

which he commandeth him to repeat daily loi, 151, or 301 times (talkin).

The murid voweth to spend his time in ^ilvat
; and to repeat to the shailA his

mushahida (manifestations).

According to these mushahida, the shai^ knoweth the time when he may breathe
into his ear successively—

Ya Allah . . . . .0 God.

„ Hu He.

ff iialck • • • • *99 Just One.

„ Hayy Living „
,, KayyGm . . . . „ Existing „
„ ^ahhar . . . . „ Avenpng „ '

This exercise (chilla) requireth six to ten months according to the murid’s capa-

city.

When he reacheth the last makam he hath acquired takmil-i-suluk (the perfection

of travelling in the Path), and is fit for admission. During this novitiate, they call the

murid—kQchak.

The murid liveth in the world and gaineth his livelihood. The shailA attendeth

only to his takya convent and trusteth to God for his support.

The shaikh instructeth the murid that there are



The darvish reacheth j^wwat-i-ruhi-i-batini (the power of the inward soul)

through

tawajjuh, turning the face devoutly in prayer to God.

mura^ba, fearful contemplation of God.

tasarruf, self-abandonment to pious reflection,

tasawwuf, m5'stic spiritualism. (See pages 133—135, 138).

The exercise of this power is called kuwwat-i-iradi (the power of the will) which

is traced to divine power, man’s soul being connected with the supreme Soul (God)-

There are three zikrs :

—

zikr-i-khafi (the silent gikr) when in solitude.

„ jahri (the audible „ ) „ „ society.

„ allah, the sikr of God (Kurin, xxiv. 37).

Tarikat is composed of columns, of precepts, and of principles as below :

—

Tarikat.

CoTunins.

t

Precepts. Principles. Kesult.

I repentance . • knowledge * benevolence ’

.

divine know-
ledge.

resignaHon • • generosity repelidon (ofGod’s
name).

meekness-

1 fiSdity to
Order.

the nearness to God • ahandon-
" ingsin.

patience.

4
• • * •

1

humility

(of limbs and of the
heart).

faith • •
U5.3 abandoning

the world.*

Submission.

5 contentment . . meditadon • fear of God manners.

6 re&ement • • rdiance on God • ftSA. Iqyb for „ Cfj*® smcerity.

Zikr, Wiurakiba, Tauhid, Daur and Hafat

(Brown’s Darvishes, pp. 215—227,)

The statutes of nearly all the darvishes require them to repeat daily ;

—

La ilaha illa-Ulabj no god but God.
Ya Allah O God !

* Muhammad said t

—

This worid is forbidden to those of life in the next world ; life in the next world is forbidden

to those of this world j both are forbidden to the slawes of God.
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VaHu
Hakk

«. Hayy
,t Kajyum
„ IKahhar

0 He.

u Just One.

„ Living „
„ Existing „
„ Avenging „

These names (asma-i>ilahi) refer to :

—

(fl) sab’ satna (the seven heavens).

(J) anvar-i*ilahi
^

divine splendours).

The exercises of murakiba (fearful contemplation), and of tauhid (the unity of
God) are as follows :— ^

(n) on their heels, elbows touching, the darvishes sit in a circle; and simultaneously make
slight movements of the head and of the body.

^

(6) or they balance themselves slowly right to left, left to right; and incline thebody forwards
and reanvards

;

(e) or, seated, they begin these motions in measured cadence with a staid countenance, eyes
closed, or fixed upon the ground ; and continue them on foot.

‘ ^

The convent'hall (wherein these exercises are carried out) is of wood ; and is

called the tauhid-khana. (the house of unity).

I

The daur (rotatory dance).

The Darvishes holding each other by the hand put forward the right foot, increasing at every
step the strength of the movement of the body.

They uncover their hands, take off their turbans ; form a second circle within the first; intertwine

their arms ; lean their shoulders against each other; raise the voice; and unceasingly utter

—

Ya Allah 1 YaHu!
They do not stop till strength is exhausted. Each one leaves when he pleases.

To the Shai]^ seated before the kibla, the darvishes offer praise.

The four senior darvishes approach the shai^; embrace each other; and place

themselves, two on his right, two on his left.

The other darvishes, arms crossed, heads inclined, advance. Each one boweth to

the tablet whereon the founder’s name is inscribed
;
putteth his hands over his face and

beard ;
kneeling before the shaiUi, kisseth his band ;

and taketh his place on the pustin

(sheep-skin) spread in a half circle in the hall.

The circle being formed, they all chant together

—

the Takbir. I Allahu Akbar.

„ Fatiha. I TheKuran,i.

The shai]^ repeatedly pronounceth the words

La ilaha illa-l-lah 1 No god but God!

Balancing themselves from side to side and placing their hands on their face,

breast, abdomen, and’ knee—the darvishes exclaim

Allah!



One of the darvishes on the shale’s right chaunteth -the—

Hamd-i'Muhammad.

while the other darvishes, moving their body to and fro, continue to ex-

claim—

Allah!

After afew minutes, they rise, approach each other, press their elbows against each

other, balance from right to left and then from left to right — the right foot being

firm
; the left foot in periodical movement, the reverse of that of the body.

All observe great precision of measure and of cadence. In the midst, they

cry

Ya Allah! Ya Hn.

Pale of face, languishing of eye,—some sigh, some sob ; some weep, some perspire

great drops.

In the middle of a hymn, chaunted alternately by the two darvishes on the

shaiWs fright, they accelerate their movements. One putteth himself in the centre

to incite them by example.

During this hymn, 'the darvishes take off their turbans ; bear their shoulders

agninst each other ;
and compass the hall at a measured pace, striking their feet

against the floor, and all at once springing up and exclaiming ;

—

Ya Allah! YaHu!

When they would stop from sheer exhaustion, the shai^, making violent motions,

inciteth them anew.

The two senior darvishes take his place, double the quickness of the step and the

motion of body, and all dance till entirely exhausted.

Hafat (Ecstasy).

Two darvishes take down from niches cutlasses
; heat them red hot ;

and present

them to the shaikh.

After breathing over them prayers and invoking the aid of the Plr of the Order,

the shai^ raiseth them to his mouth, and then giveth them to the dar\ushes, who
eagerly ask for them.

Transported by frenzy, the darvishes seize upon the glowing irons, gloat upon them, lich

them, bite them, hold them between the teeth, and cool them in their mouth

!

Others stick cutlasses into their sides, arms, and legs.

If they fall under their sufferings they cast themselves, without a complaint,or a murmur or a
sign of pain, into the arms of their Brothers.
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Some minutes after this,^ the shaM visiteh eachj breatheth upon his wounds
rubbeth them with saliva, reciteth prayers, and promiseth speedy cure.

*

It is said that twenty-four hours afterwards, nothing is to be seen of their
wounds.

They call the red hot irons gul (the red rose), because the use of them is as
agreeable to the soul of the darvish as the perfume of the rose is to the voluptuary.

The dance of the sama\
ITie darvishes (nine to thirteen) sit on sheep-skins on the floor at equal

distances from each other. Thus for half an hour,—arms folded, eyes closed, head
bowed,—^they remain in profound meditation.

The shaikh, on a seat, on a small carpel^ breaketh silence by a hymn in honour
of God, Then he inviteth the assembly (majlis) to chaunt with Kim thefatiha*:

—

** Let us chauntthe fati^i in glorifying the holy name of God ; in honour of the blessed religion

of the Prophets, especially of Muhammad Mustaff,the greatest, most august, magnificent

of all heavenly envoys; in memory of the first four IGiulafa; of the sainted.Fadma ; of

chaste Khadfja; of the Imams Hasan and Husain ; of all the martyrs of the memorable
day, (battle of Karbala, 680 A.D.); of the ten evangelical disciples, the virtuous sponsors

of our Prophet ; of all his zealous and faithful disciples ; of all the imams, xnujtahids, of

all the ’ulama, of all the auliya, of all the holy women of Islam.

Let us chaunt in honour of Ha?rat-i-Maulana, the founder of our Order, of Hazrat-i-

Sultanu-l-^Ulama (his father), of Sayyid Burhanu-d-Din (his teacher), of Shaikh Shamsu«

d-Dxn (his consecrator), of Valida Sultan (his mother), of Muhammad ’Aliu-d-Din (his

son and vicar), of all the successors* of all the shaikhs, of all the darvishes, and all the

protectors of our Order, to whom the Omnipotent designeth to give peace and mercy.

« Let us pray for the constant prosperity of our society ; for the preservation of thevery learned

and venerable General of our Order, for the preservation of the reigning Sul^n, the very

majestic and clement sovereign of the Islatn Faith, for the prosperity of the Grand Vazir

and of the ShaiJOiu-l-Islam, and of all the Muhammadan soldiery and of all the hujjaj

to Makka.
** Let us pray for the repose of the soul of all the pirs, of all the shaikhs, and of all the dar-

vishes of all other C}rders; for all good people.

" Let us pray for all musliras of one and of the other sex, of the east and of the west, for the

maintenance of all prosperity, for preventing all adversity, for the accomplishment of

vows, and for the success of praiseworthy enterprise.

Finally, let us ask God to deign to preserve in us the gift of His grac^ and the fire of His

love.**

After this, all chaunt together ; the shai^ reciteth the fatiha and the salawat.

This being ended, the darvishes, standing in line tothesbai^’s left, arms folded,

head bowed, slowly apprpacb.

* The shailsh redteth first the fatilia, then uttereth the follon’ing prayer.



The first dar\’Ish having arrived nearly opposite to the shai^ profoundiy salnteth

the tablet, wherein is inscribed the founder’s name ; advancing by two leaps to

the shale’s liglit side he tumeth to him, saluteth him, and beginneth to dance.

The dance consisteth in taming on the left heel, in advancing slo^vly, and in Tnaldng the tarn

of the hall xrith closed ej-es and opened arms.

This, in succession, all the darvishes do.

Interrupted by two short pauses, during which the shai^ reciteth prayers, the

dance lasteth for two hours.'

Towards the close, the shai^ joineth in the dance ; then returning to his seat,

he reciteth Persian verses for the prosperitj’ of religion and ofthe state; and saith:

—

Let os pra\- for the Sovereign of the mnslim and most august of ^fonarchs of the hcuse

of ’Usman, Sultan, son of a Sult^, grandson of a Sul^n * * »

and for the danishes, present and absent; for all friends cf car Order; fcr all the faith-

ful, dead and quick, in the east and in the west.

The fatiha is chaunted ; the sama, concluded.




